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PREFACE

N 1904 I published translations of the Declarations of Paris andSt Petersburg, the Convention of Geneva, 1864, the draft Brussels

Declaration, 1874, and the Conventions signed at the First Peace Con-

ference, together with a short introduction and a few notes. I did so

chiefly for the sake of students attending my lectures in Cambridge, as, at

that time, there was not to my knowledge any one book in which the English

texts of these important international documents could be found. The

present work contains in addition to the French texts of the foregoing

(except the Brussels Declaration) the French and English versions of the
Geneva Convention of 1906, the Final Act and Conventions of the Second

Peace Conference, 1907, and the London Naval Conference of 1909. I have

also included in my commentary on Convention No. 10 of the Hague

Conference, 1907 (10 H. C. 1907), a translation of the Convention signed at

the Hague on the 21st Dec. 1904, exempting hospital ships from state

por_ dues and taxes in the ports of the signatory Powers. Great Britain

is not a party to this Convention. The Conventions of the First Con-

ference as amended by the Second are printed in parallel columns, the

changes being shown in italics, and cross-references occur throughout.
The French texts have been taken from the official sources, and in the case

of the Hague Conventions of 1907 they have throughout been carefully com-

pared with the texts contained in La Deuxi_me Confdrence I_rnationale de

la Paix published by the Dutch Government. As regards the translations,

I have made the British official translations the basis of my work _: I have

however in nearly all cases compared them with those contained either in
Mr E. A. Whittuck's Internafional Documents, Professor James Brown

Scott's Texts of the Peace Confereneez at the Hague, 1899 and 1907 (which
contains the official United States translations), Professor T. E. Holland's

Laws of war o_ land, Dr Westlake's In_rnational Law, War, or General

G. B. Davis's Elements of International Zaw. In the case of the Declara-

tion of London, I have adhered to the official translation with a few

exceptions. To each of the Conventions I have appended a commentary

I In the _a_ of the Conventions of 1899 which were revised in 1907 the translations of

the portions common to both Conventions as given in Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899),

Miss. Nos. I and 6 (1908) show considerable variations ; similarly the translations of all the

Hague Conventions of 190'/, contained in the last two Parliamentar_ Pspers_ differ eon-
eidersbly.
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in which I have given an account of its origin, and its relation to the

general rules of law on the subject with which it deals. In the case of

the Hague Conventions, which form the greater portion of this volume,

I have endeavoured from the official records, and more particularly

from the Reports presented to the Conferences by the various Com-

mittees, to ascertain the meaning which their framers intended them

to have. In the case of the Conventions of 1899 I have generally

limited myself to the changes made by the Conference of 1907, as those

Conventions have already been fully dealt with by various writers. In the

case of the Geneva Convention of 1906 I have confined myself to

calling attention to the chief changes made in that of 1864, referring

students for a fuller explanation of the Convention to the work of
Professor Holland cited above. In the case of the Declaration of London

the commentary is supplied by the official translation of the General

Report presented to the Naval Conference prepared by M. Renault on

behalf of the drafting Committee, to which I have added a few footnotes.

I have in each ease appended a list of books and articles dealing with

the subject under discussion: the lists are in no case exhaustive, but are

intended to assist students, for whom this work is primarily intended, in

following up their examination of the questions dealt with.
The two final volumes of the official account of the Second Peace Con-

ference, La Deuxi_me Confdrence Internationale de la Palx (cited throughout

this work as La Deux. Confdr.), were not published until a large part of this

book was in the press; I therefore relied chiefly in the early portions on
the excellent Reports to the Conference contained in the first volume,

and in Parliamentary Papers, Miscellaneous, No. 4 (1908) [Cd. 6081].
I also derived considerable assistance from the valuable work of M. Ernest

L4monon, La seconde Confdrence de la/)a/x, and the reports of the pro-

ceedings of the Conference in The Times. Professor J. B. Scott's lectures

on The Hague Peac_ Conferences of 1899 and 1907 were published too late

to be of any use to me except in regard to the last two Conventions.

Sir Thomas Barclay's Problems of International Practice and 1)iplomacy

(cited as 2roblems, etc.) has afforded me assist_mco on nearly all the

subjects dealt with. I have endeavoured to acknowledge the sources
of my information in all cases.

In the Chapter on the Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907 (pp. 39-

59) I have traced the working of the Conventions of 1899 and given an
account of the cases which have come before the Permanent Arbitration
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Court; in the commentary on the Final Acts of the Conferences I have

discussed the Voeux adopted and in the Chapter on the Results of the

Second Peace Conference (pp. 518-526) I have summarised the work of
the Second Peace Conference.

I have appended a list of the signatory States at the conclusion of the

eommentma T on each Convention as well as Tables of signatory States of

the Conventions of both Conferences. It is important to remember that

none of the Conventions of the Second Peace Conference have up to the

present been ratified, the United States of America and San Salvador

being the only Powers which have notified the Netherland Government

that they are ready to ratify the Conventions : the Declaration of London

also has not at present been ratified by any of the signatory Powers.

The delay in publication has been due largely to personal causes, but
also to the desire to include the results of the London Naval Conference,

which complete in many important points work which the Hague Con-

ference of 1907 found itself unable to bring to a coaelusion.

I have to thank His Majesty's Controller of the Stationery Department

and the British Foreign Office for allowing me to make use of their trans-

lations, and to make quotations from the various Government publications

referred to in the notes, particularly for permission to reproduce the

Instructions to the British Delegates at the Second Peace Conference

and the translations of the Declaration of London and M. Renault's Report,

and for affording me other assistance. I have also to thank the Foreign

Offices of the Netherlands and Switzerland, and the Secretary-General

of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at the Hague for courteously

furnishing me with information and official lists of signatory Powers, and

in the case of the last-named for copies of the Minutes of the cases heard

before the Permanent Court. To my friend Mr A. It. Charteris,

M_A., LLB., Lecturer in International Law in the University of Glasgow,

I am under special obligation, as not only has he kindly read the whole of

the proof sheets, but he has also made many valuable suggestions both as

regards the translations and commentary. I have to thank the staff,

readers and printers of the University Press for their careful and courteous
co-operation.

A. PEARCE ttIGGINS.

• _AMBRIDGE_

_ber, 1909.
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INTRODUCTION

URING the past fifty years attempts have been made by means ofinternational Conferences to arrive at a definite understanding

with reference to various rules of international law, and more particularly

those relating to war, for notwithstanding nearly twenty centuries of
Christian teaching, war still remains the final arbiter of nations. Arbi-

tration treaties have, however, been increasing rapidly, and the peoples of

the world are looking with growing favour on a pacific settlement of

international disputes. The various Peace Societies, the Federations of

Parliamentary Delegates, the Unions of workers of all classes and the
great International Bureaux for posts, telegraphs, money, etc. are all assist-

ing to bring about a greater freedom of inter-communication of ideas, and

a larger conception of the oneness of humanity. Such organisations may,
in the course of time, succeed in breaking down rooted national prejudices,

and removing ambitious aspirations; meantime, however, these two forces

are potent, and the era of perpetual peace is still far distant. The develop-
ment of international law has been in the past and is still following in

a striking manner the order of evolution of national laws, and progress is

undoubtedly marked by the endeavours, increasingly successful, to regularise

the methods to be adopted when peaceful methods of solving international

disputes have failed, and the lists are set and "princes and states that

acknowledge no superior on earth put themselves on the justice of God
for the deciding of their controversies by such success as it shall please

Him to give to either side." Bacon's idea of war bears a strong resem-
blance to that which underlay the judicial combat in England: "it

was no appeal to brute force; it was an appeal to the God of battiest. ''

Litigants in civil cases have, however, moved a long way from the
position in which states still find themselves; self-help, even regulated

self-help, has nearly, if not quite, ceased to exist in ci_dlised communities

i F. W. Maitland, 8ocia! England, Vol. L p. 414.
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which live under the rule of law; but in the domain of international

differences, forcible self-redress and the peaceful settlement of disputed
questions still exist side by side. The attempt at the Second Peace
Conference to formulate a Convention for the compulsory submission to
arbitration of even the simplest questions failed of achievement. The
Society of Nations, as such, was not yet ready for the interposition of the
International Praetor with his "Mittite ambo hominem," though it readily
acknowledged the value of the principle.

The results of the various Conferences which are set forth in the

following pages all tend in one direction. They are attempts, for the most
part only partially successful and characterised by all the defects inherent
to compromises wherein the political aspirations of the various states of
the world have been sought to be adjusted, to bring into existence a code
of rules which shall be universally recognised as binding on belligerents
and neutrals, failing a peaceful settlement of their quarrels. Self-help is
recognised, but it is gradually being regulated, and alongside this regulated
self-help there has been provided a method for peaceful settlement by the
creation of the Hague Tribunal. These international Acts also register
the desire that should war break out, peaceful intercourse between belli-
gerents and neutrals shall be disturbed as little as possible, and the
sufferings of those involved minimised.

Many of these Conventions represent the first attempt at an int_r-
national agreement on the subjects with which they deal, in other eases
they are the results of more mature deliberation, and their practical value
has been tested by time and the trying ordeal of war.

The question is often put as to the value of Conventions regulating
the conduct of war--Will they stand the test of a life and death struggle of
nations ? Will not the written laws of war be set aside and the necessities
of war excuse acts which the laws of war condemn ? It is recognised in

several of the following Conventions that the rules they enunciate are to
be observed "so far as military necessities permit" ; the rules themselves
represent the standard of conduct at which commanders are to aim, but, as
practical men, the delegates have recognised that there must be some eases
when the observance in the strict letter of the provisions will be impos-

sible _. It is with the view of diminishing the evils of war "so far as military
necessities permit" that the signatory Powers have adopted the Regula-
tions on the laws and customs of war on land. No legislation can specify
beforehand the precise circumstances which would justify a commander

a See G. C. 1906, Arts. 1, 15 ; 4 H. C. 1907, preamble, Art. fi4 ; 9 H. C. 1907, Arts. 2, 6 ;
Declara, tion of London, Art. 49.
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in failing to act on the rules laid down, but no circumstances can justify the
violation of the fundamental principle of these rules, which prohibit the

infliction of needless suffering to individuals and mere wanton destruction

of property _. The laws of war set forth in the following pages are binding
on the parties to the Conventions; they were made to be observed and

good faith is predicated of all international agreements. The practice of
states in recent wars bears striking witness to the power of law under

severe trial. There were some complaints of breaches of the laws of

war, and in the Russo-Japanese war neutrals had occasion to enter strong

protests against some of the Russian practices ; but the latter had reference
to the unwritten laws of naval warfare. The breaches of universally

accepted rules of war which have been definitely and conclusively proved
to have been committed during recent years have been few. Inter-

national law works, notwithstanding the absence of the Austinian sanction.

The rule of right operates apart from the terrors of punishment, and the

more highly civilised states become, the more complete their acceptance of

the "perfect law of liberty," the more will they act the law they live by
without fear. The moral force of the solemn promise of a nation should

be enough to secure the observance of its international obligations, but

besides this, there is another factor no state can afford to neglect which
has become of increasing importance during the past half century, namely

the public opinion of the world. International law is based on the
practice of civilised states in their dealings with each other, and such

practice is the embodiment in action of the moral consciousness of

communities. Public opinion is one of the great formative influences of

the law of nations, and an educated public opinion in each state is at the
same time one of the safeguards for the due observance of international

law and the best guarantee for an equitable solution of the difficulties
which international Conventions have failed to solve. International

law-breakers are in the long run arraigned at the bar of humanity, and

history records their sentences. It is said that when Germany was asked
by Thiers after the fall of the Second Empire "A qui donc faites-vous la

guerre ?" yon Ranke, calling to mind the horrors of the ravages of the

Palatinate, replied "A Louis XIV !"_ Might is not necessarily Right

in international or national law; the generation that witnesses a gross
violation of the law of nations will not often see the punishment which
follows, "Raro antecedentem scelestum Desernit pede PcBna claudo."

See T. E. Holland, The Laws of War on Land, p. 13 ; L. Oppenheim, International

Law, Vol. w. § 69 ; J. Westlake, War, p. 115.
a See F. Despagnet, Droit international _ubli¢ (Sth ed.), § B9 (on the sanction of Inter-

national Law).
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Law, be it national or international, must always wait on and fall
short of the highest standards of morality current among those governed
by it. The record of the growth of the conventional law of nations as
evidenced by the international treaties contained in the following pages
is far from satisfying the aspirations of the idealist, but it shows a steady,
if slow progress towards a more clearly defined system of the rules
regulating the intercourse of nations whether as belligerents or neutrals ;
it also shows the beginnings of an international judicature for the peaceful
settlement of disputes, and affords reasonable ground for the hope that the
Court established at the Hague in 1899 may ere long become permanent
both in fact and in name. States have at last begun to take in hand the
work of clearing up difficulties, settling disputed points and preparing the
way for a systematic statement of the rules of international law.

The political antagonisms and unconcealed jealousies of states are
factors of supreme importance in considering the future of international
law, but the record of the past shows an increasing sense of the solidarity
of the human race and the gradual elevation of the ideal of international

justice. A study of what has been achieved may be of assistance in
stimulating those moral aims which shall in the future make war in-

:' ereasingly difficult, and reduce to a minimum the sufferings of those
involved.



DECLARATION OF PARIS, 18567

Ddclaration de Paris, 1856. The Declaration of Paz'is, 1856.

Les P16nipotentiaires qui oat sign6 The Plenipotentiaries who signed
le TraitA de Paris du trente Mars, rail the Treaty of Paris of the 30th March,

huit cent cinquante-six, rdunis en 1856, assembled in conference,--

Confdrence,--

Consid_rant : Considering :

Que le droit maritime, en temps de That maritime law, in time of war,

guerre, a _t_ pendant longtemps l'objet has long been the subject of deplorable

de contestations regrettables : disputes :
Que l'incertitude du droit et des That the uncertainty of the law

devoirs en pareille mati_re, donne lieu, and of the duties [of states] in such a

entre les neutrea et les belligdrants, _ matter gives rise to differences of

des divergences d'opinion qui peuvent opinion between neutrals and belli-
faire naftre des diffieult_s s_rieuses et gerents which may occasion serious
m_me des conflits : difficulties and even conflicts :

Qu'il y a avantage, par eonsdquent, That it is consequently advantageous
dtablir une doctrine uniforme sur un to establish a uniform doctrine on so

point aussi important : important a point :

Que les Pldnipotentiairea assemblds That the Plenipotentiariesassembled

au Congrbs de Paris ne sauraient in Congress at Paris cannot better

mieux rdpondre aux intentions dent respond to the intentions by which
leurs Gouvernements sent animds, their Governments are animated than

qu'en cherchantfl introduire duns lea by seeking to introduce into inter-

i British State Papers, 1856, Vol. I,xI. p. 155 ; De Martens, Nouveau l_eeueil de
Trait_s, _ol. xv. p. 731; Hertslet, May of Europe by Treaty, Vol it. p. 1282; Twiss,
International Law, VoL n. p. 512 ; Phil/imore, International Law, Vol. xrt. pp. 11, 302, 859 ;
Halleck, International Law, Vol. Ix. pp. 81, 117, i18 ; Maine_ International Law, Chap. w. ;
J. Westlake, War, pp. 128, 154, 228, 804; Wheaten (htlay's edition), International Law,
pp. 491, 503, 648, 691; Hall (Sth ed.), International Law, pp. 526, 691, 713, 718;
T. J. Lawrence, InumationaILaw, pp. 386, 408, 431-5, 567-571; J. B. Scott, Leading Cases in
It_t_rnational Law, pp. 898--901(notes); H. Taylor, International Law, pp. 440, 513, 516, 79.2;
hi. Bentwich, PrivateyroperZy in War, pp. 15, 50, 79, 105 ; T. Gibson Bowleg, The Declaration
of Paris (1900) ; L. Oppenhoim, International Law, Vol. Ix. pp. 93, 183-6, 339, 406 ; E. Nys,
Le droit international, Vol. m. pp. 189-197, 234; J. B. Moore, Digest of International

Law, Vol_. p. 195 ; Vol._ pp. 561-,583 ; Six T. Barclay, Problems of International Practice
and Diplonmey, pp. 102, 206.
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rapports internationaux des principes national relations fixed principles in
fixes _ cet _gard : this respect:

Dfiment autoris_s, les susdits P16ni- The above-mentioned Plenipoten-
potentiaires sent convenus de se con- tiaries, being duly authorised, resolved
certer sur les moyens d'atteindre ce to concert among themselves as to the

but; et _tant tombds d'accord ont means of attaining this object; and,
arr_t_ la Drclaration solennelle el- having come to an agreement, have
apr_s :-- adopted the following solemn Declara-

tion :--

1. La course est et demeure abolie : 1. Privateering is and remains
abolished :

2. Le pavilion neutre couvre la 2. The neutral flag covers enemy's
marchandise ennemie, k l'exception de goods, with the exception of contra-
la contrebande de guerre : band of war :

3. La marchandise neutre, _ l'ex- 3. Neutral goods, with the excep-
ception de la contrebande de guerre, tion of contraband of war, are not
n'est pas saisissable sous pavilion liable to capture under enemy's flag:
ennemi :

4. Les blocus, pour _tre obliga- 4. Blockades, in order to he
toires, doivent _tre effectifs, c'est-_- binding, must be effective; that is to
dire, maintenus par une force suffi- say maintained by a force sufficient
sante pour interdire rdellement l'acc_s really to prevent access to the enemy's
du littoral de l'ennemi, coastline.

Les Gouvernement_s des Pl_nipoten- The Governments of the undersigned
tiaires soussign_s s'engagent _ porter Plenipotentiaries engage to bring the
cette Ddclaration b, la eonnaissance des present Declaration to the knowledge
]_tats qui front pas dtA appel_s h of the States which have not been

participer au Congr_s de Paris, et _ called upon to take part in the Con-
les inviter h y acedder, gress of Paris, and invite them to

accede to it.

Convaincus que les maximes qu'ils Convinced that the maxims which
viennentdeproelamernesauraient_tre they now proclaim cannot but be
aceueillies qu'avee gratitude par le received with gratitude by the whole
monde entier, les Plduipotentiaires world, the undersigned Plenipoten-
soussignds ne doutent pas que les tiaries doubt not that the efforts of
efforts de leurs Gouvernements pour their Governments to obtain thegeneral
en gdn_raliser l'adoption ne soient adoption thereof will be crowned with
eouronnds d'tm plein succ_s, full success.

La pr_sente D_claration n'est et ne The present Declaration is not and

sere obligatoire qu'entre les Puissances, shall not be binding except between
qui y ont, ou qui y auront accdd_, those powers who have acceded or shall

accede to it.

Fait _ Paris, le seize Avril, rail huit Done at Paris, April 16th, 1856.
cent einquante-six.
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The signatory Powers to the Treaty of Paris were Great Britain,
Austria, France, Russia, Sardinia, and Turkey.

At the same time the following Protocol recorded that "on the

"proposition of Count Walewski [the senior French Plenipotentiary], and

"recognising that it is for the general interest to maintain the indivisi-

" bility of the four principles mentioned in the Declaration signed this
"day, the Plenipotentiaries agree that the Powers which shall have signed
"it or which shall have acceded to it, cannot hereafter enter into any

"arrangement in regard to the application of the right of neutrals in time

"of war which does not at the same time rest on the four principles which
"are the object of the said Declaration. Upon an observation made by

"the Plenipotentiaries of Russia, the Congress recognises that as the
"present resolution cannot have a retroactive effect it cannot invalidate
"antecedent Conventions U'

The outbreak of the Crimean War in 1854 found the two Allied

Powers, Great Britain and France, with different principles as to the
maritime law of capture. Great Britain adhered to the rule of the

Gonsolato del Mare which rendered enemy property, ship or cargo capturable,

neutral property, ship or cargo being free. France, except where other-

wise bound by treaty, was flee to act on the maxim "robe d'ennemi confisque

robe d'ami," by which neutral goods on board enemy ships and neutral

ships carrying enemy goods were liable to captttr_D.. The Allied Powers
notified that throughout the war they would not capture enemy goods on

neutral ships, or neutral goods on enemy ships: they further intimated
that they would not issue Letters of Marque. These practices, which at

first were only intended to apply to the war then in progress, were
embodied in this famous Declaration.

The only maritime Powers which, up to the assembling of the Hague
Conference of 1907, had withheld their formal acceptance of this Declaration

were the United States, Spain, Mexico, Venezuela, Bolivia and Uruguay.

The United States during the Civil War of 1861, and Spain and the

United States during the war of 1898, adhered to its principles. The

refusal of the United States to formally adhere was due to the rejection of
the "Marcy Amendment" exempting private property from capture at sea s.

At the Seventh Plenary Meeting of the Hague Conference on the 27th Sept.

1907, the delegates of Spain and Mexico, in voting on the Convention (No. 7)

relative to the conversion of merchant ships into war ships 4, declared that

British State Pa._ers(1856),Vol._. p. 150.
Seeg. Westlake, War, pp. 120-8.

s j. B. Moore,Digestof InternationalLaw, Vol. vu. p. 563,
• Seepost, p. 808.
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4 Declaration of Paris, 1856

their governments adhered to the Declaration of Paris in its entirety _.

The first paragraph of the Declaration will be dealt with in relation to this
Convention. The absence of a definition of contraband of war and the

divergence in the practice of maritime states in regard to blockade have
caused the Declaration to have had only a modified application 2, while the

adoption of the contention that the sinking of neutral prizes is lawful

if the captor cannot spare men for a prize crew would result in a practical
abrogation of the freedom accorded to neutrals by the third paragraph.

The Fourth Committee of the Hague Conference of 1907 considered
the questions of contraband and blockade. On the former subject, five

different proposals were brought before the Committee, the most note-

worthy being the British for the complete abolition of contraband of war.
This proposal received 26 votes, 5 states voted against, and 4 abstained

from voting. The question was then submitted to a special Sub-Com-

mittee : but as there appeared to be no prospect of a unanimous vote, the

Fourth Committee reported to the 7th Plenary Meeting of the Conference
that the whole question should be submitted to a fresh examination by
the states interested 3.

The discussion on the subject of blockade shewed so great a divergence

between the extreme Continental view as embodied in a proposal of the

Italian delegate, and the Anglo-American view as embodied in a proposal

of the British and United States delegates, that on the proposition of
Sir Edward Fry the further consideration of the matter was suspended 4.

The subject of the destruction of neutral prizes was discussed at the

Hague Conference in 1907, and is dealt with subsequently _.

A Conference of certain Powers interested in questions affecting
maritime warfare on the invitation of the British Government met in

London in December, 1908, for a further discussion of questions left
unsolved by the Hague Conference s.

a Parl. Pa/_ers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 48. La Deuxi$me Confdrenve International_ de la

Paix, T. I. (Aetes et Documents), p. 234.

s j. Westlake, War, pp. 228-232.

s 19arl. Papers, pp. 194-6. La Deux. Confdr. T. x. pp. 256-260.
• Parl. Papers, pp. 197-8. La Deut. Confdr. T. x. p. 262.

See post, p. 89 ; also pp. b57, 597.

e See post, p. 540.
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Sur ls proposition du Cabinet Ira- On the proposition of the Imperial
pdrial de Russie, une Commission Cabinet of Russia, an International
Militaire Internationale ayant dtd Military Commission having assembled
rdunie k Saint-Pdtersbourg, aria d'exa- at St Petersburg in order to examine
miner la convenance d'interdire l'usage into the expediency of forbidding the
de certains projectiles en temps de use of certain projectiles in time of

guerre entre les nations civilisdes, et war between civilized nations, and that
cette Commission ayant tlxd d'un corn- Commission, having by common agree-
mun accord les limites techniques oil merit fixed the technical limits at
les ndcessitds de la guerre doivent which the necessities of war ought
s'arr_ter devant les exigenees de l'hu- to yield to the requirements of hu-

manitY, les Soussignds sent autorisds manlty, the Undersigned are autho-
par les ordres de leurs Gouvernements rized by the orders of their Govern-

ddclarer ce qui suit : ments to declare as follows :
Considdraut que les progr_s de la Considering that the progress of

civilisation doivent avoir pour effet civilization should have the effect of

d'attdnuer autant que possible les alleviating as much as possible the
calamitds de la gnerre; calamities of war;

Que le seal but ldgitime que les That the only legitimate object
Etats doivent se proposer durant la which States should endeavour to ac-
guerre est raffaiblissement des forces eomplish during war is to weaken the
militaires de l'ennemi ; military forces of the enemy ;

Qu'_ cet effet, il suffit de mettre That for this purpose it is sufficient
hers de combat le plus grand hombre to disable the greatest possible num-
d'hommes possible ; ber of men ;

Que co but serait d_pass_ par l'emploi That this object would be exceeded

1 Parliamentary Papers (1889), Vol. x,xIv. p. 659 ; De Martens, Nouveau I_eeueil de

TraitO, Vol. xvnz. pp. 460--474 ; T. E. Holland, The Laws of War on Land, pp. 3, 4, 12,

41, 77, lil ; Hem, Stud/ca, etc. p. 66 ; F, Despsgnet, Cours de droit inter, p. 567 ; W. E. Hall,

Int. Law, p. 582; Halleck, Int. Law, VoL x. p. 568; T. Jo Lawrence, Int. Law, pp. 438--
9; A. M6rignhac, Lois et coutumes de la guerre, p. 150; E. Nys, Le droit inter. Vol. xxL
p. 152; :L. Oppenheim, Int. Law, Vol. xz. p. 118; A. Rivier, _l, oit inter. Vol. xI. p. 261;
T. A. Walker, Pr/nc/p/es of Int. Law, p. 880; J, WeetLake, War, pp. 58, 72.
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d'armes qui aggraveraient inutilement by the employment of arms which
les souffrances des heroines mis hers uselessly aggravate the sufferings of
de comha_ ou rendraient leur mort disabled men, or render their death
indvitab.le ; inevitable;

Que l'emploi de pareilles armes That the employment of such arms
serait d_s lors contraire aux lois de would, therefore, be contrary to the b
l'humanitA ; laws of humanity ;

Les Parties Contractantes s'engagent The Contracting Parties engage mu-
tt renoncer mutuellement, en cas de tuaUy to renounce, in case of war

guerre entre cUes, it l'emploi par ]curs among themselves, the employment
troupes de terre ou de mer, de tout by their military or naval troops of
projectile d'un poids infdrieur it 400 any projectile of a weight below 400
grammes qui serait ou explosible ou grammes 1, which is either explosive or
chargd de mati_res fulminantes ou charged with fulminating or inflam-
inflammables, mable substances.

E1]es inviteront tousles ]]tats, qui They will invite all the States which
n'ont pas participd pax l'envoi de have not taken part in the deliberations
Ddldguds aux ddlihdrations de la Corn- of the International Military Commis-
mission Militaire Internationale rdunie sion assembled at St Petersburg, by
k Saint, Pdtersbourg, it accdder au sending Delegates thereto, to accede
prdsent engagement, to the present engagement.

Oct engagement n'est obligatolre que This engagement is obligatory only
pour los Parties Contraetantes ou .A_c- upon the Contracting or Accecl]ng
eddantes en cas de guerre entre deux Parties thereto, in case of war between
ou plusieurs d'entre elles : il n'est pas two or more of themselves; it is not

applicable vis-it-vis de Parties non- applicable with regard to non-Con-
Contractantes ou qui n'auraient pas tracting Parties or Parties who shall
accddd, not have acceded to it.

I1 cesserait dgalement d'etre obllga- It will also cease to be obligatory
toire du moment oil, clans une guerre from the moment when, in a war

entre Parties Contractantes ou Accd- between Contracting or Acceding
dantes, une partie non-contractante, Parties, a non-Contracting Party or
ou qui n'aurait pas accddd, se joindralt a non-Acceding Party shall join one

l'un des belligdrants, of the belligerents.
Les Parties Contractantes ou Ac- The Contracting or Acceding Parties

cAdantes se rdservent de s'entendre reserve to themselves to comehere-

ultdrieurement toutes les lois qu'une after to an understanding whene_/er a

proposition prdcise serait formulde en precise proposition shall be drawn up
rue des perfectionnements _ venir que in view of future improvements which
la science pourrait apporter clans Far- science may effect in the armament of

mement des troupes, afin de maintenir troops, in order to maintain the princi-
les principes qu'elles ont posts et de ples whioh they have established, and

I About 14 ouno_ avoirdupois.
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coneilier les ndcessitds de la guerre to conciliate the necessities of war with
avec les lois de l'humanitd, the laws of humanity.

Fair _ Saint - Pdtersbourg, le Done at St Petersburg, the _ No,.D_.
_e.r _o_br_ rail huit cent soi- 1868.onze D_cembre t

xante-huit.

The Conference at St Petersburg which was summoned by the

Emperor Alexander II. was composed of military delegates from the

, following Powers who signed the Convention :--Great Britain,tAustria
and Hungary,_Bavaria, Belgium,. Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, The

Netherlands, Persia. Portugal, Prussia and the North German Confedera-

tion_ Russia, Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, and Wiirtemberg.
Baden and Brazil subsequently acceded to the Declaration.

The reasons for the summoning of the Conference at St Petersburg

are set forth in a Memorandum which the military delegates took into

consideration. From this it appears that in 1863 a bullet had been

introduced with a cap which exploded on contact with a hard substance.
The object of the-bullet was to blow up military and ammunibion wagons
when the bullet was fired from a short distance. In 1867 a modification

was introduced which enabled the bullet to explode on contact with a sof_
substance. General Milutine the Russian War Minister induced his

" government to summon a conference of military delegates to see if an

agreement could be arrived at in reference to the use of such explosive
bullets. The Prussian delegate was prepared to discuss the wider question

of weapons, but the other delegates were opposed to this, and ultimately

the Declaration was agreed to as set forth above _.

The Declaration of St Petersburg is the first formal agreement re-
stricting the use of weapons of war, both in land and maritime warfare.
The statement of the reasons for this restriction is marked by a high

fl_. of huma_ War is necessarily productive of great pain to the
combat_axed the civilised world has agreed that it is inhuman to

"uselessly aggravate the sufferings of disabled men." This Declaration

is by reference incorporated into the Regulations respecting the laws and
customs of war on land annexed to the Conventions on this subject

adopted by both the Hague Conferences (Art. 23), and similar humane

principles prompted the Three Declarations of the Conference of 1899.

Although general principles are enunciated in the preamble to the
Declaration the application made at the time was a limited one, and

appears to be practically obsolete ; but the fac_ of the adoption of these
principles is of great importance; a standard has been set, which i_ is to

be hoped no civilised state will in the future fail to reach.

1 For Protocols see De Martens, Recueil, etc. Vol. xvzu. pp. 450-474.
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Convention pour CameTioration du sort Convention for tke amelioration of the

des militaires blessgs clans les ar- condition of soldiers u_unded in
fades en campagne, armies in the field.

La Confdddration suisse, S.A.R. le The Swi...ssConfederation, His Royal
Grand-Due de Bade, S.M. le Roi des Highness the Grand Duke of Baden,
Belges, S.M. le Roi de Danemark, S.M. His Majesty the King of the Belgians,
la Reine d'Espagne, S.M. l'Empereur His Majesty the King of Denmark,

des Fran_ais, 8.A.R. le Grand-Due de Her Majesty the Queen of Spain, His
Hesse, S.M. le Roi d'Italie, S.M. le Roi Majesty the Emperor of the French,
des Pays-Bas, S.M. le Roi de Portugal His Royal Highness the Grand Duke
et des Algarves, S.M. le Roi de Prusse, of He._e, His Majesty the King of
S.M. le Roi de Wurtemberg--@ale- Italy, His Majesty the King of the
ment animds du ddsir d'adoucir, autant Netherj_knds, His Majesty the King
qu'il d@end d'eux, ]es maux insgpa- of Portugal and the Algarves, His
rubles de la guerre, de supprimer les Majesty the King of Prussia, His
rigueurs inutiles, etd'am_liorer le sort Majesty the King of Wurt_gaberg,
des militaires blesses sur les champs being equally animated by the desire

de bataille, oat rdsolu de eonelure une to _te, as far as depends upon
Convention _ eet effet et oat nommd them_ the evils inseparable fro_.war,

pour leurs Pl_nipotentiaires, savoir : to s__aaeless._ s.ev._.fitje_md to
_" ameliorate the condition of soldiers

resolved to conclude a Convention for

that purpose, and have named as their

Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

(SuiventlesnomsdesPldnipotentlaires.) (Here follow the names of the Pl_i-
potontlaries. )

l British State Papers, 1865, Vol. LvIt. p. 471; G. F. de Martens,Nouveau Recueil de
Trnit_s, Vol. xvIzi, p. 607; ¥o1. xx. pp. 375-399; Holtzendorf[,Handbuchdes VOlkerrexhts,
Vol. xv. _ 74-77; Bluntsehli,Das VOlkerrecht,pp. 329et seq. § 586; De_pagnet,pp. 585--8;

Mi!rignhac,Les lolset coutumesde la guerresur terre,pp. 114-139;__ pp.401--8;Lawrence,
pp. 338, 839,491-3 ; T. E. HoUand,Studies in International Law,pp. 61-.65; _ The Laws
and Customsof War on Land, pp. 18-27 (containingcommentaryon this Convention);

"Halleck,VoLft.p. 36; Wheaton,p. 474;Maine,p. 156; T. A.Walker,Scienceof International

La'_--,pp. 357-362;-IL Ta_r, § 528; J. Wesfl_e, War, pp.6_"72; L. Oppenheim,Nol. n. i
pp. 123-8; J. B. _oore, Digest of International Law, Vol. rr.p. 474; Vol. v_. p. 295. _.
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Lesquels, apr_s avoir _changd leurs Who, after having exchanged their
pouvoirs, trouv_s en bonne et due powers, found in good and due form,
forme, sent eonvenns des articles haveagreed upon the following articles:
suivants :

1. Les ambulances et les h6pitaux 1. Ambulances and military hos-
militaires seront reconnus neutres, et, pitals shall be recognised as neutral,

comme tels, prot(!g_s et respectAs par and, as such, shall be protected and
les bellig_rants, aussi longtemps qu'il respected by the belligerents, so long
s'y trouvera des malades ou des blessds, as any sick or wounded may be therein.

La neutralit_ cesserait si ces am- Such neutrality shall cease if these
bulances ou ees hSpitaux 6talent gard_s ambulances or hospitals shall be held
par une force militaire, by a military force.

(CT. G. 6'. 1906, Arts. 6-8.)
2. Le personnel des hSpitaux et 2. Persons employed in hospitals

des ambulances, eomprenant l'inten- and ambulances, including the staff"
dance, les services de sant_, d'admini- for superintendence, medical service,
stration, de transport des blesses, ainsl administration, transport of wounded,
que les aum_iniers, partieipera au b_n_- as well as chaplains, shall participate
rice de la neutralitd lorsqu'il fonction- in the benefit of neutrality whilst so
nera, et rant qu'il restera des blesses k employed, and so long as there remain
relever ou _ secourir, any wounded to bring in or to succour.\

(Cp. Add. Art. 1868, Art. 1. 3 H. O.
1899, Art. 7. G. 6'. 1906, Art. 9.
10 It. C. 1907, Art. 10.)

3. Les personnes ddsigndes clans 3. The persons designated in the
l'article prdc_dent pourront, m_me preceding article may, even after occu
apr_s l'occupation par l'ennemi, con- pation by the enemy, continue to fulfil
tinuer k remplir leurs fonctions dans their duties in the hospital or am-
l'hSpital ou l'ambulance qu'elles desser- bulanoe which they serve, or may
vent, ou se retirer pour rejoindre le withdraw in order to rejoin the corps
corps auquel elles appar_iennent, to which they belong.

Dans ces circonstances, lorsque ces Under such circumstances, when
personnes cesseront leurs fonctions, those persons shall cease from their
eUes seront remises aux avant-postes functions, they shall be delivered, by
ennemis par les soins de l'arm_e the occupying arm),, to the outposts
occupan_e, of the enemy.

(Cp. Add. Art. 1868, Art. I. 3 tt. C.
1899, Art. 7. G. C. 1906,Art. 12.

10 H. C'. 1907, Art. 10.)
4. Le materiel des hdpitatut mill 4. As the equipment of military

taires demeurant soumis attx lois de hospitals remains subject to the laws
la gtterre, les personnes attach6es b, ces of war, persons attached to such hos-
hSpitaux ne pourront, en se retiraut' pitals cannot, in withdrawing, carry
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emporter que les objets qui sent leur away any articles but such as axe their
propri&_ particuli_re, private property.

Dans les m_mes eirconstances, au Under the same circumstances an
contraire, l'ambulance conservera son ambulance shall, on the contrary, re-
materiel, tain its equipment.

(Cp. G. G. 1906, Arts. 12 and 14.)
5. Les habitants du pays qui per- 5. Inhabitants of the country who

teront secours anx blessds seront re- may bring help to the wounded shall be

spect_s et demeureront libres. Les respected, and shall remain free. The
g_ndraux des puissances bel]igdrantes generals of the belligerent powers shall
auront pour mission de pr_venir les make it their care to inform the in-
habitants de l'appel fait _ leur hu- habitants of the appeal addressed to
manitd, et de la neutralitd qui en their humanity, and of the neutrality
sera la consequence, which will be the consequence of it.

Tout blessd recueilli et soign_ clans Any wounded man entertained and
une maison y servira de sauvegarde, taken care of in a house shall be con-
L'habitant qui aura recueilli chez lui sidered as a protection thereto. Any
des blessds sera dispens_ du logement inhabitant who shall have received
des troupes, ainsi que d'une partie des wounded men into his house shall be
contributions de guerre qui seraient exempted from the quartering of troops,

imposdes, as well as from a part of the contribu-
tions of war which may be imposed.

(CT. Add. Art. 1868, Art. 4.
G. C. 1906, Art. 5.)

6. Les militaires blessds ou malades 6. Wounded or sick soldiers shall

seront recueillis et soign_s, i_ quelque be brought in and taken care of, to
nation qu'ils appartiendront, whatever nation they may belong.

Les commandants en chef auront la Commanders-in-chief shall have the

facult_ de remettre imm&liatement aux power to deliver immediately to the
avant_postes ennemis, les militaires outposts of the enemy soldiers who
blessds pendant le combat, lorsque les have been wounded in an engagement,
circonstances le permettront, et du when circumstances permit this to be
eonsentement des deux parch, done, and with the consent of both

parties.
Seront renvoy_s dans leurs pays Those who are recognised, after their

ceux qui, apr_s gu_rison, seront re- wounds are healed, as incapable of
connus incapables de servir, serving, shall be sent back to their

country.

Les aut_es pourront _tre gg_lement The others may also be sent back,

renvoy_s, _ la condition de ne pas on condition of not bearing arms again
reprendre les armes pendant la durde during the continuance of the war.
de la guerre. (GI_. Add. Art. 1868, Art. 5.

G. C..1906, Art. 2.)
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Les dvacuatious, avec le personnel Evacuations [i.e. convoysof sick and
qui les dirige, seront couvertes par wounded], together with the persons
une neutrahtd absolue, under whose directions they take

place, shall be protected by an ab-
solute neutrality.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 17.)
7. Un drapeau distinctif et uni- 7. A distinctive and uniform flag

forme sera adopt_ pour los htpitaux, shall be adopted for hospitals, am-
les ambulances, et les dvacuations. I1 bulances, and evacuations. It must
devra _tre, en route eirconstance, ac- on every occasion be accompanied by
compagnd du drapeau national, the national flag.

Un brassard sera dgalement admis An arm-badge (brassard) shall also
pour le personnel neutralisd, mais la be allowed for individuals neutralised,
ddlivrance en sera laissde _ l'autoritd but the delivery thereof shall be left
militaire, to military authority.

Le drapeau et le brassard porteront The flag and arm-badge shall bear
croix rouge sur fond blanc, a red cross on a white ground.

(G'p.G. 0. 1906, Arts. 18, 19, 20.)
8. Les ddtails d'exdcution de la 8. The details of execution of the

prdsente Convention seront rdglds par present Convention shall be regu-
les commandants-en-chef des armdes lated by the Commanders-in-chief of
belligdrantes, d'apr_s les instructions the belligerent armies, according to the
de leurs Gouvernements respectifs, et instructions of their respective Govern-
conformdment aux principes gdn_raux ments, and in conformity with the
_noncds darts cette Convention. general principles laid down in this

Convention.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 25.)
9. Les Hautes Puissances Con- 9. The High Contracting Powers

h_actantes sont convenues de corn- have agreed to communicate the pre-
muniquer la prdsente Convention aux sent Convention to the Governments
Gouvernements qui n'ont pu envoyer which have been unable to send
les Pldnipotentiaires _ la Confdrence Plenipotentiaries to the International
iuteruationale de Gen_ve, en les in- Conference of Geneva, with an invita-
vitant _ y accdder; le Protoeole est tion to accede thereto; the Protocol

cet effet laissd ouvert, is for that purpose left open.
(CT. G. C. 1906, Art. 32 (2, 3).)

10. La prdsente Convention sera 10. The present Convention shall
ratifide, et les ratifications en seront be ratified, and the ratifications shall
fiehang_es _ Berne, dans l'espace de be exchanged at 13erue,in four months,
quatTe tools, ou plus _t si faire se pent. or sooner if possible.

En foi de quoi les Pldnipotentiaires In witness whereof the respective
respectifs Font signde, et y out appos_ Plenipotentiaries have signed the same,
le cachet de leurs armes, and affixedthe seal of their arms.
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Falt _ Gen_ve, le vingt-deuxi_mo Done at Geneva, the twenty-second
jour du mois d'aofit, de l'an mil huit day of August, one thousand eight
cent soixante-quatre, hundred and sixty-four.

(Suivent les signatures des (Here follow the signatures.)
PlgniTotentiaires. )

A Conference of representatives of Switzerland, Baden, Belgium, Denmark,

Spain, France, Hesse, Italy, Holland, Portugal, Prussia, and Wtirtemberg

met at Geneva in August, 1864. This Conference was to a large extent due

to the philanthropic efforts of hiM. Gustav Moynier and Henri Dunant,
both citizens of Switzerland. Having been eye-witnesses of the sufferings

of the wounded at Magenta and Solferino, and the disease incident to the
campaign, and the want of the needful medical and surgical appliances,

M. Dunant in 1862 published a book entitled Ze Souvenir de Solferino,

which gave a terribly graphic description of the misery and suffering of

the sick and wounded in war _. A Swiss Society called Za Soaidtd Oenevoise
d'Utilitd Publique took up the ideas of M. Dunant with enthusiasm, and
the Swiss Government was induced to summon a Conference to consider

the subject of the treatment of the sick and wounded in war. The

foregoing Convention was the result.

The following is a list of the states who have signed or adhered to this
Convention (under the provisions of Article 9) with the dates of their
signature or adherence :--The Argentine Republic (1879), Austria-

Hungary (1866), Belgium (1864), Brazil (1906), Bolivia (1879), Bulgaria

(1884), Chili (1879), China (1904), Colombia (1906), Congo (1888), Cuba

(1907), Denmark (1864), Dominica (1907), Ecuador (1907), France (1864),
Germany (1906), Great Britain (1865), Greece (1865), Guatemala (1903),

Holland (1864), Honduras (1898), Hayti (1907), Italy (1864), Japan and

Corea (1886 and 1903), Luxemburg (1888), Mexico (1905), Montenegro

(1875), Nicaragua (1898), Norway (1864), Peru (1880), Persia (1874),

Portugal (1866), Paraguay (1907), Panama (1907), Roumania (1874),
Russia (1867), Salvador (1874), Servia (1876), Siam (1895), Spain (1864),
Sweden (1864), Switzerland (1864), Turkey (1865), the United States of

America (1882), Uruguay (1900), Venezuela (1894). In many cases the
adherence of Powers was due to their ratification of the Convention with

respect to the laws and customs of war on land signed at the Hague Con-

ference of 1899, which by Article 21 incorporated the Geneva Convention
of 1864.

1In 1901,M. Dunantwasawardedthe NobelPrizefor his effortsto mitigatethe severity
of war. A new editionof his workwaspublishedat Amsterdamin 1902.
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This Convention was the first step towards the codification of rules of

war applicable to laud warfare. It represented the best existing practice
on the subject, and the immunities which states were in the habit of

according to those engaged in tending the sick and wounded. The lapse
of nearly 35 years had rendered the terminology out of harmony with
the existing arrangements of Army Medical Corps, and the use of the

terms neutre and neutralitd to describe the inviolability of persons and

things covered by it was inexact. The Convention has no application

to voluntary Aid Societies either of the belligerents or neutral Powers
unless forming part of the belligerent armies. There was a growing desire

for its revision 1, and among the "Wishes" (V_oux) expressed by the
Hague Conference of 1899 was one to the effect that the Swiss Federal

Government would take steps to call a Conference for the revision of the

Convention. This Conference, which was attended by representatives of

37 Powers, met at Geneva in June, 1906, and adopted the Convention

set forth on pages 18-35 which as between the contracting Powers now
takes the place of that of 1864. As several important states, parties to the

Convention of 1864, have not up to the present ratified the Convention of
1906, the former Convention will still regulate their relations in case of

war between such of the parties who signed it but who have not ratified

the latter Convention (Art. 31 of Geneva Convention, 1906).

The Geneva Conference of 1868. In 1868 the Swiss Government, at
the request of a Conference of Red Cross Societies held at Paris during
the Exhibition of 1867, summoned another Conference of the Powers to

consider the subject of the treatment of sick and wounded in war. The

following 14 Powers were represented at a Conference which met at
Geneva in October, 1868: Austria-Hungary, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, the North German Confederation, Great Britain, Italy,

Holland, Sweden and Norway, Switzerland, Turkey and Wiirtemberg.

They agreed to a Convention of 15 Articles, the first five being ex-

planations and additions to the Convention of 1864. The subsequent

Articles are an application to naval warfare of the same principles. Owing
to various causes the Convention was never ratified, but with some recall-

See Lueder, La Oonvention de Genre ; M6rignhac, La Oonfdrence de la Palx, § 76 ; also
list of works cited by the same author on p. 127 of Le_ Lo/_ et Ooutume8 de Guerre ; see also

references given in note 1, p. 8 ante, and note 1, p. 18 post. A valuable sketch of the

legislation in various countries for enforcing the Geneva Convention will be found in two
Articles of Prof. Gustave de Roszkowski in La 1_evue de Droit Interr_ational (2nd series),
Vol. vI. [1904] pp. 76, 188. See British Parliamentary Papers relating to the Geneva
Convention of 1906 [1908, Cd. 8933] for a translation of the various enactments and

regulations (pp. 64-78).
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ficafions its provisions have been acted on by belligerent_ since 18681.
The principles of Articles 6-15 were embodied in the Convention adopted

by the Hague Convention (1899) for the adaptation to maritime warfare

of the principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864 _. The following is
a translation of the Projet d'articles additionds _ la Convention du
22 Ao4t, 18648.

ARt. L The personnel designated in Article 2 of the Convention shall con-
tinue after occupation by the enemy to give their services, according to the
measure of the necessities, to the sick and the wounded of the ambulance or

hospital which they serve.
When they shall make a request to withdraw, the commander of the

occupying forces shall fix the moment of their departure, which he cannot under
any circumstances defer, except for a short period in case of military necessities.

(Cp. G. C. 1864, Arts. 2, 3. G. C. 1906, Art. 12.)

AnT. 2. Provision ought to be made by the belligerent powers to assure
to the persons neutralized, who have fallen into the hands of the enemy's army,
the complete enjoyment of their pay (la joulssance intdgrale de son traltement).

(CT. G. C. 1906, Art. 13.)

AnT. 3. In the conditions provided for by Za-_icles 1 and 4 of the Con-

vention, the term ambulance applies to field hospitals and other temporary
establishments, which follow the troops on the field of hattie to receive there
the sick and wounded.

(CT. G. C. 1906, Art. 6.)

ARt. 4. In accordance with the spirit of Article 5 of the Convention, and
under the reserves mentioned in the Protocol of 1864, it is explained that, as
regards the division of the charges relative to the billeting of troops and the
contributions of war, account will only be taken of the charitable spirit shown
by the inhabitants in so far as equitable considerations may be applicable.

(C_. G. C'. 1906, Art. 5.)

ART. 5. In extension of Article 6 of tim Convention, it is stipulated that

• with the reservation of officers, the detention of whom may be important to the
success of the war, and within the limits fixed by the second paragraph of this
Article, the wounded who have fallen into the hands of the enemy, although
they may not have been recognized as incapable of service, ought to be sent back

1 It served as a modus vivcndi during the Franeo.German War of 1870 (5. Renault,
Le8 deuz Conferences de la Paix, p. 178).

a M. G. de Lapradelle is of opinion t_mt the Convention of 1899 is inferior to that el 1868
(La C,onfdrence de la Paix).

a De Martens, Nouveau tiecueil Gdn_ral de Trait_s, Vol. xvm. pp. 612--9 ; Vol. :r.x.
pp. 400-485; Sir T. Twiss, International Law, Vol. xx. p. 584.
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to their country after their wounds are healed, or sooner if it be possible, on
condition always of not resuming arms during the continuance of the war.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 2.)

Articles concernAng Naval Warfare (/a marine).

A_av. 6. Boats which, at their risk and peril, during and after the engage-
ment, pick up, or which, having picked up the shipwrecked or the wounded,
convey them on board a neutral or hospital ship, shall enjoy, until the com-

pletion of their mission, such a degree of neutrality as the circumstances of the
engagement and the situation of the vessels in conflict will allow to be applied
to them.

The appreciation of these circumstances is left to the humanity of all the
combatants.

The shipwrecked and wounded so picked up and saved cannot serve during
the continuance of the war.

(Cp. 3//. G. 1899, Art. 6. 10/t. C. 1907, Art. 9.)

A_T. 7. Every person employed in the religious, medical or hospital
service of any captured vessel is declared inviolable (neutre). On leaving the
vessel, he carries away the articles and instruments of surgery which are his
o_l private property.

(Cp. 3 tt. C. 1899, Art. 7. 10//. G. 1907, Arts. 9, 10.)

A_tr. 8. The persons designated in the preceding _Article ought to con-
tinue to fulfil their functions on board the captured vessel, to assist in the
evacuations of the wounded made by the victorious side, after which they should

be free to return to their own country, in accordance with the second paragraph
of the first additional Article above mentioned.

The stipulations of the second additional Article above mentioned are

applicable to the pay of these persons.
(CT. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 7. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 10.)

ART. 9. Military hospital ships remain subject to the laws of war, as

regards their equipment; they become the property of the captor, but the
la_er cannot divert them from their special purpose during the continuance
of the war.

ART. 10. Every merchant ship, to whatever nation it may belong, laden
exclusively with wounded or sick, whose removal it is effecting, has the

protection of neuta_li_;y ; but the mere fact of a visit, notified in her log-book,
by an enemy cruiser, renders the wounded and sick incapable of serving during
the continuance of the war.

(C_. 3 _r. C. 1899, Arts. 6, 9.)
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The cruiser shall even have the right of putting on board a commissioner
to accompany the convoy to verify in this manner the good faith of the
operation.

If the merchant ship carries a cargo in addition, the neutral character

shall still protect it, provided that the cargo be not of a nature to be confiscated
by the belligerent.

Belligerents retain the right of prohibiting neutralised vessels from having
any communication and taking any direction which they consider prejudicial
to the secrecy of their operations. In urgent cases special conventions may be
made between the commanders-in_hief to neutralise temporarily in a special

manner ships intended for the transport of the wounded or sick.
(Op. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 4.)

ART. 11. Wounded or sick sailors and soldiers on board ship, to whatever
nation they may belong, shall be protected and taken care_of by the captors.
Their restoration to their country is made subject to the provisions of the
sixth Article of the Convention and the fifth additional Article.

(CT. 3//. C. 1899, Art. 8. 10 H. C. 1907, Art. 11.)

ART. 12. The distinctive flag to be added to the national flag to denote
a ship or boat of any kind which claims the benefit of neutrality in virtue of the
principles of this Convention is the white flag with a red cross. Belligerents

exercise in this respect all such verification as they judge necessary.
Military hospital ships shall be distinguished by white external painting,

with a green broad band.

(CT. 3//. C. 1899, Art. 5. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 5.)

ART. 13. Hospital ships, equipped at the expense of associations for the

aid of the wounded recognized by the Governments which have signed this
Convention, being provided with a commission issued by the sovereign, who
shall have expressly authorized their fitting out, and with a document from
a competent maritime authority, certifying that they have been submitted to its

control during their fitting out and at their final departure, and that they were
then appropriated exclusively to the object of their mission, shall be considered
as neutral as well as all the persons employed in thenL

They shall be respected and protected by the belligerents.

They shall make themselves known by hoisting with their national flag the
white flag with a red cross. The distinctive mark of the persons employed on
them during the exercise of their functions shall be an arm-badge of the same
colours ; their external painting shall be white with a red broad ban&

These ships shall bring aid and assistance to the wounded and shipwrecked
belligerents, without distinction of nationality.

They ought not in any way to embarrass the movements of the combatants.

During and after an engagement they shall act at their own risk and periL
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The belligerents shall have over them the right of control and visit ; they
may refuse their assistance, may enjoin them to remove to a distance and may

_ detain them, if the gravity of the circumstances require it.
The wounded and shipwrecked picked up by these vessels cannot be claimed

by any of the combatants, but they are under an obligation not to serve again
during the continuance of the war.

(Cp. 3 tt. C. 1899, A_¢s. 3, 4. 10//. C. 1907, Arts. 3, 4.)

ART. 14. In naval wars, any strong presumption, that one of the belli-
gerents profits from the benefit of neutrality in any interest other than that of
the wounded and sick, allows the other belligerent, until proof of the contrary,
to suspend the Convention as regards him.

If this presumption becomes a certain_, the Convention may be denounced
as regards him during the continuance of the war.

ART. 15. The present Act shall be drawn up in a single original Act,
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Swiss Confederation.

An authentic copy of this Act shall be delivered, with an invitation to
accede thereto, to each of the powers who have signed the Convention of
22 August, 1864, as likewise to those who have successively acceded to it.

In faith whereof the undersigned Commissioners have drawn up the proposed
additional articles and affixed the seals of their arms.

Done at Geneva, the 20th day of October, 1868.



GENEVA CONVENTION, 1906 _

COh'VENTIONPOUR L'Am_LIORATION I)U C0_VENTION FORTHE AMELIORATIONOF

SORT DES BL_S ET MALADES THE CONDITIONOF THE WOUNDED

D._'_S LES _LRM_S EN CAMPAGNE. AND SICK IN ARMIESIN THE Fm_u.

Sa Majest6 le Roi du Royaume-Uni His Majesty the King of the United
de la Grande-Bretagneet d'Irlande, Kingdom of Great BritainandIreland,
Empereurdes Indes; Sa Majest_l'Em- Emperor of India; His Majesty the
pereurd'Allemagne,Roi de Prusse; Son GermanEmperor,King of Prussia; His
ExcellencelePr6sidentdelaR6publique Excellencythe President of the Argen-
Argentine; Sa Majest_ l'Empereur tineRepublic; HisMajestythe Emperor
d'Autriche,Eel deBoh_me,&c., et Roi of Austria, King of Bohemia, &c., and
Apostolique de Hongrie; Sa Majest6 ApostolicKingofHungary; HisMajesty
le Roi des Belges; Son Altesse l_oyale the King of the Belgians; His Royal
le Princede Bulgarie; Son Excellence Highness the Prince of Bulgaria; His
le President dela R6publiquedu Chili; F_xeellencythePresidentoftheRepublic
Sa Majest_ l'Empereur de Chine; Sa of Chile; His Majesty the Emperorof
Majest6 le Roi des Belges, Souverain Chhla; His Majesty the King of the
de l']_tat ind_pendant du Congo; Sa Belgians,Sovereigalof the Independent
Majest6 l'Empereurde Cor6e2;Sa Ma- State of the Congo; His Majesty the
jestd le Roi de Danemark; Sa Majestd Emperor ofCorea; HisMajestythe King
le Roi d'Espagne; le President des of Denmark; His Majesty the King of
]_tats-Unis d'Am_rique; le Pr6sident Spain;thePresidentoftheUni_dStates
des _tats-Unis du Brdsil; le Prdsident ofAmerica; the President ofthe United
des ]_tats-Unis Mexicains; le President States of Brazil ; the President of the
de laRdpubliqueFran_aise; SaMajestA United States of Mexico; the President

1 British State Papers, TreaOd Series, 1907, No. 15 [Cd. 8502] ; Papers relating to the
Geneva Convention, 1906 [1908, Cd. 3933]; G. B. Davis, The Geneva Convent/on of 1906,
American Journal of International Law, Vol. r. p. 400 ; T. E. Holland, The New Geneva
Convention, Fortnightly Review, August, 1907 ; Idem, The Law8 of War on Land, Seotion VL,
contains a concise commentary on the articles of this Convention; J. Delpeeh, La Conference
de la revision de la Convention de Gen_ve, Rev. g_n. de droit int. pub. Vol. xm. p. 629;
l',. Vannutelli, La revisione della Convenzione di Ginev'ra, t_ivista di diritto internaMonale,
Vol. I. p. 421 ; Acres de la Conference de Gen_ve, 1906 ; Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. pp. 52,
261 ; Chx. Meurer, Die neue Oenfer Konvent/on, Zeitsehrift f_r VOlkerrecht und Bunde.sstaats.
reeht, Vol. L (1906), p. 521.

See post, p. 35.
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le Roi des Hell_nes; le President de la of the French Republic; His Majesty

R_publique de Guatemala; le Prdsident the King of the Hellenes; the President
de la Rdpublique de Honduras; Sa of the Republic of Guatemala; the
Majest_ le Roi d'Italie; Sa Majest_ President of the Republic of Honduras;
l'Empereur du Japon; Son Altesse His Majesty the King of Italy; His
Royale le Grand-Due de Luxembourg, Majesty the Emperor of Japan ; His
Due de Nassau; Son Altesse Royale Royal Highness the Grand Duke of
le Prince de Montenegro ; Sa Majest_ Luxemburg, Duke of N_sau; His Royal
le Roi de Norv_ge; Sa Majest_ la Reine Highness the Prince of Montenegro ;
des Pays-Bas; le President de la Rdpub- His Majesty the King of Norway; Her
lique du Pdrou ; Sa Majestd Impdriale Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands;
le Schah de Perse ; Sa Majest_ le Roi the President of the Republic of Peru ;
de Portugal et des Algarves, &c. ; Sa HisImperialMajestythe Shah of Persia;
Majest_ le Roi de Roumanie ; Sa Ms- His Majesty the King of Portugal and
jest_ l'Empereur de Toutes les Russies; the Algarves, &c.; His Majesty the
Sa Majest_ le Roi de Serbie ; Sa Majest_ King of Roumania ; His Majesty the
le Roi de Siam ; Sa Majest_ le Roi de Emperor of All the Russias; HisMajesty
Suede; le Conseil F_d_ral Suisse; le the King of Servia; His Majesty the
President de la R4publique Orientale King of Siam; His Majesty the King

de l'Uruguay, of Sweden; the Swiss Federal Council_;
the President of the Oriental Republic

of the Uruguay,
]_galement animus du d_sir de di- Being equally animated by the de-

minuet, autant qu'il d_pend d'eux, les sire of mitigating, as far as possible,
maux insdparables de la guerre, et the evils inseparable from wax, and
voulant, darts ce but, peffectionner et desiring, with this end in view, to im-

completer les dispositions eonvenues k prove and to complete the arrangements
Gen_ve, le 22 &ofit, 1864, pour l'am_- agreed upon at Geneva on the 22nd
lioration du sort des m_l]taires blesses August, 1864, for the amelioration of
ou malades dans les axm6es en cam- theconditionofwoundedorsicksoldiers

pagne ; in armies in the field;
Ont r_solu de _onclure une nouveUe Have resolved to conclude for this

Convention k cet effet, et ont nommd purpose a new Convention, and have
pour leurs Pl_nipotentiaires, savoir: named as their Plenipotentiaries, that

is to say:

(_YuiventlesnomsdesPldniTotentiaires.) (ttere follow the names of the Pleni-
potentialries. )

'Lesquels, apr_s s'_tre eommuniqu_ Who, after having communicated to
leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne each other their full powers, found in
et due forme, sont convenns de ce qui good and due form, have agreed as
suit : follows :

2--2
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Chn_iTa_ PRm_mR.--Des Blessds CHAPTERL--The Wounded and
et Malades. Sick.

ARTICLEPREMIER. ARTICLE1.

Les militaires et les autres personnes Soldiers, and other persons officially
officiellement atCach_es aux armdes, attached to armies, shall be respected

qui seront hlessds ou malades, devront and taken care of when wounded or
_trerespecCAset soignds, sansdistinction sick, by the belligerent in whose power
de nationali_A, par le helligdrant qui they may be, without distinction of
les aura en son pouvoir, nationality.

(Cp. G. C. 1864, Art. 6.)
Toutefois, le belligdrant, obligd d'a- Nevertheless, a belligerent who is

bandolmer des malades ou des blessds compelled to abandon sick or wounded

k son adversaire, laissera avec eux, to the enemy shall, as far as military
aught que les circenstances militaires exigencies permit, leave with them a
le permettront, une partie de son per- portion of his medical personnel and
sonnel et de son maCAriel sanitaires material to contribute to the care of

pour contribuer _ les soigner, them.
(New.)

ART. 2. ART. 2.

Sons r_serve des soins k leur fournir Except as regards the treatment to
en vertu de Particle prdcddent, les be provided for them in virtue of the
blessds ou malades d'une arm_e tomb6s preceding Article, the wounded and
au pouvoir de l'autre beUigdrant sent sick of an army who fall into the hands

prisouniers de guerre et les r_gles of the enemy are prisoners of war, and
g4n_rales du droit des gens concernant the general provisions of international
les prisonniers leur sent applicables, law concerning prisoners are applicable

to them.

Cependant, les belligdrants restent Belligerents are, however, f_ee to
libres de stipuler entre eux, k l'_gard arrange with one another such excep-
des prisonniers blesses ou malades, tions and mitigations with reference to
telles clauses d'exception ou de faveur sick and wounded prisoners as they
qu'ils jugeront utiles; ils aurent, may judge expedient; in particular

notamment, la faculCA de convenir : they will be at liberty to agrcc
De se remettre r_eiproquement, To restore to one another the

apr_s un combat, les blessds laiss6s sur wounded left on the field after a
le champ de bataille ; battle ;

De renvoyer dans leur pays, apr_s To repatriate any wounded and sick

les avoir mis en dCat d'etre trauspor_s whom they do not wish to retain as
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ou apr_s gudrison, les blessds ou ma- prisoners, after rendering them fit for
lades qu'ils ne voudront pas garder removal or after recovery ;
prisonniers ;

De remettre _ un l_tat neutre, du To hand over to a neutral State,
consentement de eelui-ci, des blessds with the latter's _onsent, the enemy's
ou malades de la partie adverse, _ la wounded and sick to be interned by
charge par l'l_tatneutre deles interner the neutral State until the end of
jnsqu'_ la fin des hostilitds, hostilities.

(CT. G. (7.1864, Art. 6.
Add. Art. 1868, Art. 5.)

AaT. 3. AaT. 3.

Apr_s ehaque combat, roecupant du After each engagement the Corn-
champ de bataille prendra des mesures mander in possession of the field
pour reehereher les blessds et pour les shall take measures to search for the
faire protdger, ainsi que les morts, wounded, and to insure protection
eontre le pillage et les mauvais traite- against pill_e and maltreatment both
ments, for the wounded and for the des&

I1 veillera _ ce que rinhumation ou He shall arrange that a careful
l'incin_ration des morts soit prdeddde examination of the bodies is made
d'un examenattentif de leurs cadavres, before the dead are buried or cre-

mated.

(New.)
(C.p.10 H. C. 1907, Art. 16.)

_ART.4. ART.4.

Chaquebellig_rant enverra_d_squ'il Each belligerent shall send as soon
sera possible, aux autoritds de leur as possible to the authorities of the
pays ou de leur armdeles marques ou country or army to which they belong
pi_ces militaires d'identite trouv_es the military identification marks or
sur les morts et l'dtat nominatif des tokens found on the dead, and a
blesses on malades recueillis par lui. nominal roll of the wounded or sick

who have been collected by him.
Les bellig_rants se tiendront rdci- The belligerents shall keep each

proquement au eourant des interne- other mutually informed of any intern-
ments et des mutations, ainsi que des ments and changes, as well as of
entrdes dans les hSpitaux et des dde_s admissions into hospital and deaths
survenus parmi les bless6s et malades among the wounded and sick in their
en leur pouvoir. Ils reeueiUeronttons hands. They shall collect all the
les objets d'unusagepersonnel,valeurs, articles of personal use, valuables,
lettres, etc., qui seront trouv6s sur les letters, &c., which are found on the
champs de bataille ou dfilaiss_spar les field of battle or left by the wounded
bless6s ou malades ddc&l_s clans les or sick who have died in the medical
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_tablissements et formations sanitaires, establishments or units, in order that
pour ]es faire transmettre aux in- such objects may be transmitted to

t_ress_s par les autoritds de leur pays. the persons interested by the authori-
ties of their own country.

(New.)
(Cp. 10 H. (7. 1907, Art. 17.)

ART. 5. ART. 5.

L'autoritd militaire pourra faire The military authority may appeal
appel au z_le charitable des habitants to the charitable zeal of the inhabi-
pour recueillir et soigner, sous son tants to collect and take care of,
contr01e, des blesses ou malades des under his direction, the wounded or

armies, en accordant aux personnes sick of armies, granting to those who
ayant rdpondu _ cet appel une protee- have responded to this appeal special
tion sp_ciale et eertaines immunit_s, protection and certain immunities.

(Cp. G. (7. 1864, Art. 5. Add. Art.
1868, Art. 4. 10 H. C. 1907,
Art. 9.)

CHxPrrR_.II.--Des Formatio_ et CHAPTERII.--Medical Units and
J

Etablissements Sanitalres. Establishments.

ART. 6. ART. 6.

Les formations sanitaires mobiles Mobile medical units (that is to say,
(c'est-_-dire celles qui sont destindes _ those which are intended to accom-
accompagner les armdes en campagne) pany armies into the field) and the
et les _tablissements fixes du service fixed establishments of the medical

de santa seront respect_s et protdgds service shallbe respected and protected
par les beUigdrants, by the belligerents.

(New nomenclature.)

((Tp. G. C'. 1864, Art. 1. Add. Art.
1868, Art. 3. 10 hr. (7. 1907,
Art. 1.)

ART. 7. 2_kRT.7.

La protection due aux formations et The protection to which medical
_tabfissements sanitaires cesse si l'on units and establishments are entitled

en use pour commettre des actes ceases if they are made use of to
nuisibles _ l'ennemi, commit acts harmful to the enemy.

((Tp. G. (7. 1864, Art. 1.
10 H. C. 1907, Art. 8 (I).)
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ART. 8. AnT. 8.

Ne sent pas consid4rdscomme dtant The following facts are not con-
de nature _ priver une formation ou sidered to be of a nature to deprive a
un dtablissement sanitaire de la pro- medical ntlit or establishment of the

tection assurde par l'article 6 : protection guaranteed by Article 6 :--
1°. Le fait que le personnel de la 1. That the personnel of the unit

formation ou de l'dtablissement est or of the establishment is armed, and

armd et qu'il use de ses armes pour sa that it uses its arms for its own
propre ddfense ou celle de ses malades defence or for that of the sick and
et blessds; wounded under its charge.

2°. Le fait qu'k ddfaut d'infirmiers 2. That in default of armed order-

arm4s, la formation ou l'dtablissement lies the unit or establishment isguarded
est gardd par un piquet ou des senti- by a piquet or by sentinels furnished
nelles munis d'un mandat rdgulier ; with an authority in due form.

3°. Le fait qu'il est trouvd darts la 3. That weapons and cartridges
formation ou l'dtablissement des armes taken from the wounded and not yet
et cartouches retir4es aux blessds et handed over to the proper department
n'ayant pas encore dt4 versdes au are found in the unit or establishment.

service compdtent. (Arew.)

(Cp. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 8 (2).)

Cn._PITREIII.--Du Personnel. CnaPTFa_III.--Personnel.

ART. 9. _x.RT. 9,

Le personnel exclusivement affeet_ The personnel engaged exclusively
l'enl_vement, au transport et au in the collection, transport, and treat-

traitement des bless4s et des malades, ment of the wounded and the sick, as
ainsi qu'k l'administration des forma- well as in the administration of medical
tions et 4tablissements sanitaires, les units and establishments, and the
aum0niers attaeh4s aux arm4es, seront Chaplains attached to armies, shall be

respect4s et prot_g6s on toute eircon- respected and protected under all elf-
stance; s'fls tombent entre les mains eumstances. If they fall into the
de l'ennemi, ils ne seront pas trait4s hands of the enemy they shall not be
comme prisonniers de guerre, treated as prisoners of war.

Cos dispositions s'appliquent au These provisions apply to the guard
personnel de game des formations et of medical units and establishments
_tablissements sanitaires aans le cas under the circumstances indicated in

pr_vu k rartiole 8, n° 2. Article 8 (2).
(Up. G. C. 1864, Art. 2. Add. Art.

1868, Art. 1. 3 H. C. 1899,

Art. 7. 10 H. C. 1907, Art. 10.)
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__T. 10. _kRT. 10.

Est assimild au personnel vis_ k The personnel of Voluntary Aid
rartiele pr_cddent le personnel des Societies, duly recognized and author-
Soci&_s de secoursvolontairesdfiment ized by their Government, who may
reconnues et autoris_es par leur Gou- be employed in the medical units and
vernement, qui sera employ_ dans les establishments of armies, is placed on
formations et _tablissements sanitaires the same footing as the personnel
des armdes, sons la r_serve que ledit referred to in the preceding Article,
personnel sera soumis aux lois et provided always that the first-men-
r_glements militaires, tioned personnel shall be subject to

military law and regulations.
(New.)

Chaque _tat doit notifier _ l'antre Each State shall notify to the other,
soit d_s le temps de paix, soit k either in time of peace or at the
l'ouverture ou au eours des hostilit_s, commencement of or during the course
en tout cas avant tout emploi effectif, of hostilities, but in every case before
les noins des Socidt_s qu'il a autorisdes actually employing them, the names

pr&er leur concours, sons sares- of the Societies whieh it has authorized,

ponsabilit6, au service sanitaire officiel under its responsibility, to r_nder
de ses armies, assistance to the regular medical

service of its armies.

(CT. 3 H. G. 1899, Art. 2.
10 H. C. 1907, Art. 2.)

AR_. 11. ART. 11.

Une Soci&_ reconnue d'un pays A recognized Society of a neutral

neutre ne pent pr&er le eoncours de country can only afford the assistance
ses personnels et formations sanitaires of its medical personnel and units to a

un bellig_rant qu'avec l'assentiment belligerent with the previous consent
prdalable de son propre Gouvernement of its own Government and the authori-
et l'autorisation du beUig&ant lui- zation of the belligerent concerned.
m6me.

Le belligdrant qui a accept6 le A belligerent who accepts such

secours est tenu, avant tout emploi, assistance is bound before making any
d'en faire la notification k son ennemi, use of it to notify the fact to his

adversary.

(Cp. 3 H. G. 1899, Art. 3.
10 H. G. 1907, Art. 3.)

ART. 12. ART. 12.

Les personnes d6sign6es dans les The persons designated in Articles
articles 9, 10 et 11 continueront, apr_s 9, 10, and 11, after they have fallen

qu'elles seront tombdes au pouvoir de into the hands of the enemy, shall
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l'ennemi, _remplirleursfonetionssous continue to carry on their duties
sa direction, under his direction.

Lorsque leur concours ne sera plus When their assistance is no longer
indispensable, elles seront renvoydes k indispensable, they shall be sent back
leur arm_e ou _ leur pays daus les to their army or to their country at
ddlaisetsuivantl'itindrairecompatibles such time and by such route as may
avec les n_eessit_s militaires, be compatible with military exigencies.

Elles emporteront, alors, les effets, They shall then take with them such
les instruments, les armes et les effects, instruments, arms, and horses

chevaux qui sent leur propridt_ par- as are their private property.
ticuli_re. (Cp. G. C. 1864, Art. 3, 4. Add. Art.

1868, Art. 1. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 7.
10 H. C. 1907, Art. 10.)

ART. 13. ART. ] 3.

L'ennemi assurera au personnel vis_ The enemy shall secure to the per-
par l'article 9, pendant qu'il sera en sons mentioned in Article 9, while in
son pouvoir, les m_mes allocations et his hands, the same allowances and the
la m_me solde qu'au personnel des same payas are granted to the persons
memes grades de son armde, holding the same rank in his own army.

(Cp. Add. Art. 1868, Art. 2. 3 tt. 6'.
1899, Art. 7. 4 H. C. 1907,
Art. 17. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 10.)

C'_._rrB_ IV.--Du Matdriel. CU_PTF:aIV.--Material.

AaT. 14. ART. 14.

Les formations sanitaires mobiles If mobile medical units fall into the

conserveront_ si elles tombent au pou- hands of the enemy they shall retain
volt de l'ennemi, leur materiel, y their material, including their te_ma,

compris les attelages, quels clue soient whatever may be the means of trans-
les moyens de transport et le personnel port and whoever may be the drivers
conducteur, employed.

(vp. G. c. 1s_4,Art. 4 (_).)
Toutefois, l'autorit_ militaire corn-. Nevertheless, the competent military

p_tente aura la facult_ de s'en servir authority shall be free to use the
pour les soius des bless6s et malades; material for the treatment of the
la restitution du mat4riel aura lieu wounded and sick. It shallbe restored

fl_n_ les conditions pr_vues pour le under the conditions laid down for the
personnel sanitaire, et, autant que medical personnel, and so far as
possible, en meme temps, possible at the same time.

(New.)
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ART. 15. _ART.15.

Les b_timents et le materiel des The buildings and material of fixed
_tablissements fixes demeurent soumis establishments remain subject to the
aux lois de la guerre, mais ne pourront laws of war, but may not be diverted
_tre d_tourn_s de leur emploi, rant from their purpose so long as they are
qu'ils seront ndcessaires aux blesses et necessaaT for the wounded and the
aux malades, sick.

(Op. G. C. 1864, Art. 4 (1).)
Toutefois, les commandants des Nevertheless, the Commanders of

troupes d'opdrations pourront en dis- troops in the field may dispose of
poser, en cas de n_cessitds militaires them, in ease of urgent military
importantes, en assurant au prdalable necessity, provided they make previous
le sort des blesses et malades qui s'y arrangements for the welfare of the
trouvent, wounded and sick who are found

there.

(Car. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 7.)

ART. 16. ARt. 16.

Le matAriel des Soci_tAs de secours, The material of Voluntary Aid
admises au b_ndfiee de la Convention Societies which are admitted to the

conform_ment aux conditions ddter- privileges of the Convention under the
min_esparcelle-ei, est consid_rd comme conditions laid down therein is con-

propridtA privde et, comme tel, res- sidered private property, and, as such,
pectA en toute circonstance, sauf le to be respected under all circumstances,
droit de r_quisition reeonnu aux belli- saving only the right of requisition
g_rants selon les lois et usages de la recognized for belligerents in accord-
guerre, ante with the laws and customs of war.

CHAPITREV.--Des Convois CHAPTERV.--Convoys of Evacuation.
d'Evacuation.

ART. 17. ART. 17.

Les convois d'dvacuation seront Convoys of evacuation shall be

trait_s comme lesformationssanitaires treated like mobile medical units,

mobiles, sauf les dispositions sp_eiales subject to the following special pro-
suivantes : visions :--

(C-/). G. C. 1864, Art. 6 (5).)
1% Le beUig_rant intereeptant un 1. A belligerent intercepting a

eonvoi pourra, si les ndcessit_s mill- convoy may, if military exigencies
mires l'oxigent, le disloquer en se demand, break it up, provided he takes
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chargeant des rn_l_les et blessds qu'il charge of the sick and wounded who
contient, are in it.

(New.)
2°. Duns co caz, robligation de ren- 2. In this ease, the obligation to

voyer le personnel sanitaire, prdvue _ send back the medical personnel, pro-
rarticle 12, sera dtendue _ tout le vided for in Article 12, shall be ex-
personnel militaire prdposg au trans- tended to the whole of the military
port ou _ la garde du eonvoi et muni personnel detailed for the transport or
heet effet d'un mandat rdgulier, the protection of the convoy and

furnished with an authority in due
form to that effect.

(New.)
L'obligation de rendre le materiel The obligation to restore the medical

sanitaire, prdvue h rartiele 14, s'appli- material, provided for in Art.iele 14,
quera aux trains de chemins de fer et shall apply to railway trains, and boats
bateaux de la navigation intdrieure used in internal navigation, which are
spdeialement organisds pour les dvaeua- specially arranged for evacuations, as
tions, ainsi qu'au matdriel d'amdnage- well as to the material belonging to
ment des voitures, trains et bateaux the medical service for fitting up

ordinaires appurtenant an service de ordinary vehicles, trains, and boats.
sant . (New.)

Les voitures militaires, autres que Military vehicles, other than those
eelles du service de santd, pourront of the medical service, may be captured
6tre capturdes avec leurs attelages, with their teams.

Le personnel civil et les divers The civilian personnel and the
moyens de transport provenant de la various means of transport obtained
rdquisition, y eompris le matdriel de by requisition, including railway
ehemin de fer et lez bateaux utilisds material and boats used for convoys,
pour les eonvois, seront soumis aux shall be subject to the general rules of

r_gles gdndrales du droit des gens. international law.

Ca_rrRv. VI.--Du Signe Distinctif. CHAPTER VI.--The Distinctive
Emblem.

ART. 18. _ART.18.

Par homrnage pour la Suisse, le As a compliment to Switzerland,
signe hdraldique de la eroix rouge the heraldic device of the red cross
sur fond blanc, formd par intorversion on a white ground, formed by reversing
des couleurs fdddrales, est maintenu the Federal colours, is retained as the

eomme embl_me et signÜ distinetif du emblem and distinctive sign of the
service sanitaire des armdes, medical service of armies.

(Gp. G. 6*. 1864, Art. 7.)
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ART. 19. ART. 19.

Cot embl6me figure sur los drapeaux, With the permission of the compe-
les brassards, ainsi que sur tout le tent military authority this emblem
matdriel se rattachant au service sani- shall be shown on the flags and arm-
taire, avee la permission de l'autoritd lets (brass_ds), as well as on all the
militaire eompdtente, material belonging to the Medical

Service.
(New.)

ART. 20. ART. 20.

Le personnel protdgd en vertu des The personnel protected in put-
articles 9, alinda 1% 10 et 11 porte, suance of Articles 9 (paragraph 1), 10,
fixd an bras gauche, un brassard avec and 11 shall wear, fixed to the left
croix rouge sur fond blanc, ddlivrd et arm, an armlet (brassard) with a red
timbrd par l'antoritd militaire compd- cross on a white ground, delivered and

tente, accompagnd d'un certificat d'i- stamped by the competent military
dentitd pour les personnes rattachdes authority, and accompanied by a eerti-
an service de santd des armdes et qui fie.ate of identity in the case of persons
n'anraient pas d'uniforme militaire, who are attached to the medical service

of armies, but who have not a military
uniform.

(Cp. G. C. 1864, Art. 7.)

ART. 21. A.R_'.21.

Le drapeau distinctif de la Conven- The distinctive flag of the Conven-
tion ne peut Otre arbord que sur les tion shall only be hoisted over those
formations et dtablissements sanitaires medical units and establishments which

qu'elle ordonne de respecter et avec le are entitled to be respected under the
consentement de l'antori_ militaire. Convention, and with the consent of

II dev_ gtre accompagnd du drapeau the military authorities. It must be

national du belligdrant dent rel6ve la accompanied by the national flag of
formation ou l'dtablissement, the belligerent to whom the unit or

establishment belongs.
(New.)

Toutefois, les formations sanitaires Nevertheless, medical units which
tombdes au pouvoir de l'ennemi n'ar- have fallen into the hands of the

boreront pas d'antre drapeau que celui enemy, so long as they are in that

de la Croix-Rouge, aussi longtemps situation, shall not fly any other flag
qu'elles se trouveront dans cette than that of the Red Cross.

situation. (New.)

.A._T. 22. ART. 22.

Les formations sanitaires des pays The medical units belonging to
neutres qui, dansles eonditions prdvues neutral countries which may be au-
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par l'art_cle 11, auraient dt_ autoris_es thorized to afford their services under
k fournir leurs services, doivent ar- the conditions laid down in Article 11

borer, avec le drapeau de la Conven- shall fly, along ruth the flag of the

tion, le drapeau national du beUigdrant Convention, the national flag of the
dent eUes rel_vent, belligerent to whose army they are

attached.

Les dispositions du deuxi_me alin_a The provisions of the second para_
de l'article prdeddent leur sent appli- graph of the preceding A_rticle are
ables, applicable to them.

(ivy.)
ART. 23. ART. 23 *.

L'embl_me de la eroix rouge sur The emblem of the red cross on a
fond blanc et les roots Cr_-_/e ou white ground and the words "Red
Croix de Gon_ ne pourrout _tre Cross" or "Geneva Cross" sl_ll not
employds, soit en temps de paix, soit be used, either in time of peace or in
en temps de guerre, que pour prot_ger time of war, except to protect or to
ou ddsigner les formations et dtablisse: indicate the medicalunits andestablish-

men¢_ saui_ires, le personnel et le ments and the personnel and material
ma_riel pr0t_gds par la Convention. protected by the Conventiom

CHAPITa_ VII.--De _Applic_tion et CHAPTERVII.--App//cat/on and
de CEx(cution de la Convention. Carrying out of the Convention.

ART. 24. ART. 24.

Les dispositions de la pr_sente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sent obligatoires ClUepour vention are only binding upon the
los Puissances contract_mtes, on cas de Contracting Powers in the ease of war

guerre entre deux ou plusieurs d'entre between two or more of them. These
eUes. _ dispositions eesseront d'etre provisions shall cease to be binding

obligatoires du moment ell l'une des from the moment when one of the
Puissances belligdrautes ne serait pus belligerent Powers is not a party to
signataire de la Conventiom the Convention.

(_. 3 H. U. 1899, A_¢. 11.)

A_T. 25. ART. 25.

Les commandant8enchefdesarmdes The Commanders-in-chiefof belli-

boUigdrantesaurontk pourvoiraux gerentarmiesshallarrangethedetails

1 GreatBritainmadereservationsin regardto Arts.23, 27and28. See_ost, p. 36.
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ddtails d'exdcution des articles prdcd- for carrying out the preceding Articles,
dents, ainsi qu'aux cas non prdvus, as well as for cases not provided for,
d'apr_s les instructions de leurs Gou- in accordance with the instructions of

vernements respectifs et conformdment their respective Governments and in

aux principes gdndraux de la prdsente conformity with the general principles
Convention. of the present Convention.

(Cp. G. C. 1864, Art. 8.

10 H. C. 1907, Art. 19.)

ART. 26. ART. 26.

Les Gouvernementssignatairespren- The Signatory Governments will
dront les mesures ndcessalres pour take the necessary measures to instruct

instruire leurs troupes, et spdcialement their troops, especially the personnel
le personnel protdgd, des dispositions protected, in the provisions of the

de la prdsente Convention et pour les present Convention, and to bring them
porter _ la connaissance des popula- to the notice of the civil population.
tions. (CT. 10 H. C. 1907, Art. 20.)

CmCPITR_VIII.--De /a Rdpression CHAPT_ VIII.--Preventlon of Abuses
des Abuset des Infractions. and Infractions.

ART. 27. ART. 27_.

Les Gouvernements signataires, dont The Signatory Governments, in
la ldgislation ne serait pas d_s _ countries the legislation of which is
prdsent suflisante, s'engagent _ prendre not at present adequate for the purpose,
ou _ proposer h leurs ldgislatures les undertake to adopt or to propose to
mesures ndcessalres pour emp_cher en their legislative bodies such measures

tout temps l'emploi, par des particuliers as may be necessary to prevent at all
ou pax.des socidtds autres que celles y times the employment of the emblem g'
ayant droit en vertu de la prdsente or the name of Red Cross or Geneva

Convention, de l'embl_me ou de la Cross by private individuals or by
ddnomination de Groix-Rougeou Groix Societies other than those which are

de G_, notamment, dans un but entitled to do so under the present
commercial, par le moyen de maxques Convention, and in particular for
de fabrique ou de commerce, commercial purposes as a trade-mark

or trading mark.

L'interdiction de l'emploi de l'em- The prohibition of the employment
blame ou de la ddnomlnation dont il of the emblem or the names in question
s'agit produira son effet _ partir de shall come into operation from the
l'dpeque d&erminde par chaque ldgis- date fixed by each legislature, and at
lation et, au plus tard, cinq ans apr_s the latest five years after the present

2 See note, supra, p. 29.
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la raise eu vigueur de la pr_sente Con- Convention comes into force. From
vention. D_s cette raise en vigueur, that date it shall no longer be lawful
il ne sara plus licite de prendre une to adopt a trade-mark or trading mark
marque de fabrique ou de commerce contrary to this prohibition.
contraire i_ l'interdietion. (New.)

_T. 28. ART. 28'.

Les Gouvernemeuts signataires s'en- The Signatory Governments also

gagent dgalement _ prendre ou _ undertake to adopt, or to propose to
proposer _ leurs ldgislatures, en cas their legislative bodies, should their
d'insuffis&nce de leurs lois p_nales military law be insufficient for the
militaires, les mesures n_cessaires pour purpose, the measures _ecer_ry for
r_primer, en temps de guerre, les acres the repression in time of war of in-
individuels de pillage et de mauvais dividual acts of pillage and maltreat-
traitements envers des blessts et ma- ment of the wounded and sick of

lades des armies, ainsi que pour punir, armies, as well as for the punishment,

eomme usurpation d'insignesmilitaires, d as an unlawful employment of military
l'usage abusif du drapeau et du bras-" insignia, of the improper use of the
sard de la Croix-Rouge par des mili- Red Cross flag and armlet (brassard)

taires ou des partieuliers non proteges by officers and soldiers or private
par la pr_sente Convention. , individuals not protected by the pre-

sent Convention.

Ils se communiqueront, par l'inter- They shall communicate to one
m_diaire du Conseil f_d_ral suisse, les another, through the Swiss Federal
dispositions relatives&cetterdpression, Council, the provisions relative to
au plus tard dans les einq ans de la these measures of repression at the

ratification de la prdsente Conventiom latest within five years from the ratifi-
cation of the present Convention.

(New.)
(Cp. 10 H. C. 1907, Art. 21.)

Disposition_ Gdndrales. General Provisions.

A_. '29. ART.U9.

La pr_sente Convention sara ratifi_e The present Convention shall be
aussi t_tque possible. " ratified as soon as possible. The

Les ratifications seront ddpos_es k ratifications shall be deposited at
Berne. Berne.

I1 sera dress6 du c[_p6t de chaque When each ratification is deposited
ratification un proems-verbal dont une a proems-verbal shall be drawn up, and
copie, eartifi6e eonforme, sara remise a copy thereof certified as correct

i See note, 8u,vra,p. 29.
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par la voie diplomatique _ toutes les shall be forwarded through the diplo-
Puissances contractantes, matic channel to all the Contracting

Powers.

(Cp. G. C. 1864, Art. 10.)

ART. 30. ART. 30.

La prdsente Convention entrera en The present Convention shall come
vigueur pour chaque Puissance six into force for each Power six months

mois apr_s la date du ddpSt de sa after the date of the deposit of its
ratification, ratification.

(CT. 10 H. C. 1907, Art. 26.)

ART. 31. ART. 81.

La pr6sente Convention, dfiment The present Convention, duly rati-
ratifide, remplacera la Convention du fed, shall replace the Convention of

22 aoftt 1864 dans les rapports entre the 22nd August, 1864, in relations
les ]_tats contractants, between the Contracting States. The

La Convention de 1864 taste en Convention of 1864 remains in force

vigueur clans les rapports entre les between such of the parties who

Parties qui l'ont sigu6e et qui ne signed it who may not likewise ratify
ratifieraient pas 6galement la pr6sente the present Convention.

Convention. (Up. 10//. C. 1907, Art. 25.)

AR:r. 82. ART. 82.

La prdsente Convention pourra, The present Convention may be
jnsqu'au 31 d_cembre prochain, _tre signed until the 31st December next

signde par les Puissances repr6sent_es by the Powers represented at the
la Confdrence qui s'est ouverte _ Conferencewhich was opened at Geneva

Geneva le 11 juin 1906, ainsi que par on the llth June, 1906, as also by the
les Puissances non reprdsent_es _ cette Powers, not represented at that Con-
Coafdrence qui ont signd la Convention ference_ which signed the Convention
de 1864. of 1864.

Colles de ces Puissances qui, au 31 Such of the aforesaid Powers as

d_cembre 1906, n'auront pas sign_ la shall not have signed the present Con-
pr_sente Convention, resteront libres vention by the 81st December, 1906,
d'y adhdrer par la suite. Elles auront shall remain free to accede to it sub-

faire connaltre leur adhdsion au sequently. They shall notify their
moyen d'une notification dcrite adres- accession by means of a written com-
s_e au Conseil f_d_ral suisse et corn- munication addressed to the Swiss

muniqu_e par celui-ci _ toutes les Federal Council, and communicated by
Puissances contractantes, the latter to all the Contracting Powers.

Les autres Puissances pourront de- Other Powers may apply to accede

mender k adh_rer clans la m_me forme, in the same manner, but their request
reals lear demande no produira effet shall only take effect if within a period
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clue si, dans le d_lai d'un an k partir of one year from the notification of it
do la notification au Conseil f_d_ral, to the Federal Council no objection to
celui-ci n'a re_u d'opposition de la it reaches the Council from any of the
part d'aucune des Puissances con- Contracting Powers.
tractanteg. (New.)

(C'p. 3//. C. 1899, Art. 13.)

ART. 33. ART. 33.

Ch_une des Parties contractantes Each of the Contracting Powers
aui'a la facult_ de ddnoncer lapr_sente shall be at liberty to denounce the
Convention. Cotte ddnonciation ne present Convention. The denunciation
produira ses effets qu'un an apr_s la shall not take effect until one year
notification faite par dcrit au Conseil after the written notification of it has
f_d_ml suisse; celui_i communiquera reached the Swiss Federal Council.
imm_diatement la notification ktoutes The Council shall immediately com-
les autres Parties contractautes, municate the notification to all the

other Contracting Parties.
(2Yew.)

(Cp. Add. Art. 1868, Art. 13. 3 H. C.
1899, Art. 14. 10 H. C. 1907, ArC. 27.)

Cotte d_nonciation no vaudra qu'_ The denunciation shall only affect
l'6gard de ls Puissance qui l'aura noti- the Power which has notified it.
fide.

En foi de quoi, les P16nipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont signd la prdsente Convention et tiaries have signed the present Con-
l'ont revetue de leurs cachets, vention and have affixed thereto their

seals,

Fait k Gen_ve, le six juillet rail Done at Geneva the 6th July, 1906,
neuf cent six, en un seul exemplaire, in a single copy, which shall be
qui restera d6posd dans les archives de deposited in the archives of the Swiss
la Confederation suisse, et dent des Confederation, and of which copies

copies, certifi_es conformes, seront certified as correct shall be forwarded
ternises par la voie diplomatique aux to the Contracting Powers through the
Puissances contractantes, diplomatic channel.

Pso_oco_ F_ DE LA Com_'_,m_ Ih_ Pao_ooor, oF _ Co_,_'_c_
DE REVISIONDE LA CONVEN_ON FORTH_ RIW_SIONOFTHEGm_VA
_)_ Gp._v_,. Comrm_m_.

La Conference convoqu_e par le The Conference convoked by the
Conseil f_ddral suisse, en rue de la Swiss Federal Council with a view to
revision de la Convention interna- the revision of the International Con-

tionale, du 22 serif 1864, pour l'amdlio- vention of the 22nd August, 1864, for
ration du sort des militaires ble_s$s the amelioration of the condition of
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clans les armdes on campagne, s'est soldiers wounded in armies in the field
r_unie k Gen_ve le 11 Juin 1906. has assembled at Geneva on the 11th

Les Puissances dont l'6num_ration June, 1906. The Powers enumerated

suit ont pris part k la Conference, below have taken part in the Con-

pour ]aquelle Elles avaient ddsigud les ference, for which purpose they had
D_l_gu_s nomm_s ci-apr_s : designated the under-mentioned Dele-

gates :
[Dgnomination des Ddldgue's.] [Names of Delegates.]

Duns une s_rie de r_unions tenues In a series of meetings held from

du 11 juin au 5 juillet 1906, la Con- the llth June to the 5th July, 1906,
fdrence a diseutd et arr_, pour _tre the Conference has discussed and
soumis _ la signature des Pldnipoten- drawn up, with a view to its being
tiaires, le texte d'une Convention qui signed by the Plenipotentiaries, the
portera la date du 6 juillet 1906. text of a Convention which shall bear

the date 6th July, 1906.
En outre, et en conformit_ de l'article In addition, and in accordance with

16 de la Convention pour le r6glement Article 16 of the Convention for the
pacifique des conflits internationaux, Pacific Settlement of International

du 29 juillet 1899, qui a reeonnu Disputes of the 29thJuly, 1899, which
l'arbitrage comme le moyen le plus recognizes arbitration as the most
efficace et en m_me temps le plus efficacious and the most equitable
_luitable de r6gler les litiges qui n'ont means for the settlement of disputes
pas _t_ rdsolus par les voies diploma- which have not been determined
tiques, la Conference a dmis le v_u diplomatically, the Conference has
suivant: framed the following Resolufi_on :--

La Conference exprime le vceu que, The Conference expresses the desire
pour arriver k une interpretation et _ that, in order to arrive at an inter-
une application aussi exactes que pretation and application as exact as
possible de la Convention de Gen_ve, possible of the Geneva Convention, the
les Puissances contractantes soumet- Contracting Powers should submit to
tent k la Cour Permanente de La Haye, the Permanent Court at The Hague, if
si les eas et les circonstances s'y the casesandtheelreumstancespermit,
pr_tent, les cliff,rends qui, en temps any differences which may, in time of
de paix, s'61&veraient entre elles re]a- peace, arise between them relative to
tivement k l'interpr_tation de ladite the interpretation of the said Conven-
Convention. tion.

Ce v_u a _t_ vot_ par les ]_tats This Resolution has been voted by
suivante : the following States :--

Allemagne, R_publique Argentine, (}ermany_ Argentine Republic,
Autriehe-Hongrie, Belgique, Bulgarie, Austria-Hungarg, Belgium,. Bulgaria_

Chili, Chine, Congo, Danemark, Es- Chile, Ch;na; Conga, Denmark, Spain
pagne(adrc]:.),]_tats-Unisd'Am_rique, (ad r_.), United States of America,
]_tats-Unis du Br_sil, ]_tats-Unis United States of Brazil, United Stat_s
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Mexicains, France, Grace, Guatdmala, of Mexico, .l_nce_ Greece,.Guatemal_,
Honduras, Italie, Luxembourg, Montd- Honduras, Italy; Lux.emburg, Mon-
n_gro, Nicaragua, Norv_ge, Pays-Bas, tenegro, Nicaragua; Norway, Nether-

Pdrou, Perse, Portugal, Roumanie, lands, Peru, Persiay Portugal; Rou-
Russie, Serbie, Siam, Suede, Suisse et mania,. RusSia, Servia; Siam, Sweden, _
Uruguay. Switzerhmd, aud Uruguay.

Ce vceu a dtd rejet_ par les ]_tats This Resolution has been declined
suivants : Corde, Grande-Bretague et by the following States : Corea,Great
Japon. Britain, and Japan.

En foi de quoi, les Ddldgu_s ont In witness whereof the Delegates
signd le prdsente Protocole. have signed the present Protocol

Fait K Gen_ve, le six juillet rail Done at Geneva, the 6th July, 1906,

neuf cent six, en un seul exemplaire, in a single copy, which shall be de-
qui sera ddpos_ aux archives de la posited in the archives of the Swiss

Confdd_ration suisse et dont des copies, Confederation, and of which co_iss,
certifides conformes, seront ddlivrdes _ certified as correct, shall be delivered
toutes les Puissances reprfissntdes k la to all the Powers represented at the
Confdrence. Conference.

The following states have up to the present ratified this Convention:

Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, the Congo, Denmark, Germany, Great
Britain (under reserve of Articles 23, 27, 28), Italy, Japan and Corea,

Luxemburg, Mexico, Russia, Siam, Spain, Switzerland, the United States

of America. The following have acceded (under the provisions of Art. 32,
par. 3): Colombia, Cuba, Nicaragua, Turkey and Venezuela.

The Convention of 1864 remains in force at present between the

following Powers who signed it, and who have not ratified or adher_l to
the Convention of 1906 : the Argentine Republic, Boli_a, Bulgaria, Chili,
China, Dominica, Ecuador, France, Greece, Guatemala, Hayti, Holland,

Honduras, Montenegro, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Persia, Portugal,

Roumania, Salvador, Servia, Sweden and Uruguay.

With regard to the position of Corea the following note is appended to

the signature of the Japanese Plenipotentiary on behalf of Corea in the
British Blue Book on this subject :

+ "His Majesty's Government have received from the Swiss _Iinister a

_+... notification that by a Declaration dated the 15th October, 1906, the

'_ Japanese Charg_ d'Affaires at Berne stated that, in virtue of the Agree-

!! ment bet_n Japan and Corea of the 17th November, 1905, the Imperial
.+. Japanese Government has the right of entirely oontrolling the-foreign

i_ relations and affairs of Corea Consequently the inclusion of Corea in

the p'-reamble of the Convention and the signature of the latter by the
3--2

i
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Japanese Plenipotentiary on behalf of Corea as a separate Contracting

Party, being erroneous and incompatible with the aforesaid arrangement,

are considered by the Japanese Government as null and void _."

It is important to notice that Great Britain ratified the Convention
under reserves of Arts. 23, 27, 28. These Articles, it will be seen, provide

that the emblem of the Red Cross shall not be used in peace or war,

except to protect or indicate medical units and establishments and the

personnel and material protected by the Convention, and that the

signatory Powers whose legislation is insufficient to prevent the abuse

of the name or sign of the Red Cross or Geneva Cross, particularly for
commercial purposes as trade marks or commercial labels, shall adopt or

propose to their legislative bodies such measures as may be necessary to
secure the name and emblem from abuse in peace or war. Several

Powers had, previous to the Conference, legislated with this object=, but

the British delegates in signing, and the British Government in their
ratification were unable to accept those Articles, though approving of their

principles, by reason of the uncertainties of Parliament_zy proceedings

in this country.

The Hague Conference of 1899 left the initiative in the matter of a
Conference for the revision of the Geneva Convention of 1864 to the Swiss

Government. This Government, as early as 1901, took steps with a view

of calling together a Conference, but owing partly to the dilatoriness of
some of the states, and partly to the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese
war, it was not until the llth June, 1906, that the Conference met.

The number of Powers represented was larger than that at the Hague
in 1899, some of the Powers appearing at an International Conference

for the first time. The Conference terminated its labours on the 6th July.

The new Convention contains 33 Articles as against 10 in the Conven-

tion of 1864, and is divided into eight chapters dealing with the whole

subject. The terminology of the new Convention now harmonises with

current usage; the words "neutral" and "neutrality" are no longer used to
signify inviolability or immunity from capture, but are restricted to cases
of internment, and the personnel of Voluntary Aid Societies of a neutral

country whose service is accepted by a belligerent. The terms "ambu-

lances" and "hospitals" are replaced by "mobile sanitary units" or

x TreatySeries,1907,No. 15 [Cd.$502],p. 89.
See two Articlesby Prof.Gustavede Roazkowski,/_v. de dr. ira. (2ndseries),Vol. w.

pp. 76, 188. The Powers in question are: The Argentine Republic, Austria, Belgium,
Bulgaria,Denmark,Germany,Hungary,Italy, Norway,Portugal,Roumania,Russia,'gervia,
Bpainand the United States. See Palaer6 rela¢ing to the Genoa Convention, 1906[1905,
Cd.898B_pp. 64-78.
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"sanitary formations" and "fixed establishments of the medical service."

The position of Voluntary Aid or Red Cross Societies is made clear. In

the case of Societies belonging to one of the belligerents, only wheu the
personnel is recognised by their Government and subject to military laws
and regulations do they become entitled to the privileges of the Con-

vention. The position of neutral Societies when rendering assistance to

a belligerent is also clearly defined and full protection afforded to their
material (Arta 16, 21 and 22). Such Societies are not entitled to fly the

flag of the state to which they belong, but must fly that of the belligerent
to which they are attached together with the flag adopted by the Con-

vention, except when they have fallen into the hands of the enemy. The
details of the organisation of such Societies and the regulations for

their work are not dealt with by the Convention.

The Convention of 1864 left untouched the question of the position of
sick and wounded who fell into the hands of the enemy; the Convention

of 1906 is explicit on this point, and declares them to be prisoners of war

(Art. 2). They thus fall under the rdgime provided by Chapter ii. of the

Regulations of the Hague Conventions on the laws of war on land.
Provision is made for the identification of the dead, and the return of

property found on them, and for the notification of the names of dead, sick

and wounded by one belligerent to the other. This had been partially
provided for by 2 H. C. 1899 (Regulations), Art. 14.

The Convention makes it clear that not only officers and soldiers, but

other persons officially attached to armies, are also to be respected and

taken care of, when sick or wounded, by the belligerent in whose power

they may be, without distinction of nationality. The subject of convoys of
evacuation, which in 1864 was but slightly dealt with, is made the subject

of detailed regulations (Art. 17).
Article 5 of the Convention of 1864, and Article 4 of the unratified

Convention of 1868, had in practice been found to be unsatisfactory, and

in lleu thereof Article 5 now leaves to the discretion of the military

authorities appeals to the charitable zeal of the inhabitants to collect
and take care of the sick and wounded, as well as the special immunities

which may be granted to those who comply with the request.
The Convention also makes it clear that the "Red Cross" has no

religious significance (Art. 10), and containa provisions stringently limiting
its use (Arts. 18-23).

Article 26 is _milar to 2 H. G. 1899, Art. I, and binds the signatory

Powers to take measures to instruct their troops in the provisions of
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the present Convention, but it goes farther than this, for the Powers also

agree to "bring them to the notice of the civil population."

The Convention of 1864 lef_ the Protocol open unconditionally for the
accession of Powers (Art. 9). Article 32 of the new Convention limits the

freedom of accession and under it any of the Powers mentioned in para-

graphs 1 and 2 of that Article may object to the application of a new
Power for leave to accede in cases where its military organisation does not

afford sufficient guarantees of its ability to carry out the obligations
imposed by the Convention _.

Great Britain declined to be a party to the Vceu that "if the cases and

the circumstances permit" any differences "which may in time of peace"

arise between the contracting Powers relative to the interpretation of the
Convention should be submitted to the Permanent Court at the Hague _.

1 See J. Delpech, La nouvelle convention de Gen_ve, pp. 85-7.
- a Prof. Holland, K.C., who was one of the British Plenipotentiaries at the Conference,

states the reasons for the refusal of Great Britain on p. 239 of the Article in the Fortnightly
Review previously cited.



THE HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCES 1899 AND 1907

THE PEACE CONFERENCE OF 18991 .

As the Second Peace Conference continued the work of the first and in

certain respects was able to make additions to the results attained in 1899,
it will be of assistance in the study of the Conventions adopted by the
Powers at these two Conferences first to set forth the results of the
Conference of 1899.

The first step towards the summoning of the Hague Conference of
1899 was taken when Count Mouravieff, the Russian Foreign Minister, on
the 24th Aug. 1898, addressed a circular letter to the representatives of
the Powers a_credited to St Petersburg in which he referred "to the desire
which the Emperor had for "the maintenance of the general peace and a
possible reduction of the excessive armaments which were burdening all
nations." Actuated by the wish to put an end to the increase of such
armaments, and to seek for means to avoid the calamities which were

threatening the whole world, the Tsar proposed to all the Governments
whose representatives were accredited to the Court of St Petersburg to
assemble in conference to consider this serious problem. This invi_tion

1 The Peace Conferenee of 1899. There is a eonsidamble literature on this _ub_oot. A
few only of the sources of information arehere mentioned as most of the modern Text-books
deal with this subject. British Parl. Papers, Misoo|l_neous, No. 1 (1899); De Ma.r...rtens,
Nouveau Reeuei! G_n_ra_de Trait&(2nd series), Vol. XXVLpp. 1-920,--the Final Act is
printed at p. _58 ; F. W. Holl_ The Peace Cdnferenee at the Hague; Sir T. Barclay, Prob/en_
of intev_tio_! practice attd ¢1i_ with #peeial reference to the Hague Gonference_, etc.;
T. J.Lawrence, War and _teutrali_ in the Fay Eaat ; Ida, International Problems and Hague
Confev_en_ ; G. de Lap_elle, La Color,fence de la Paix; A. M_q_hao, La Conference
Internationale de la Paiz; J. B. Scott, Texts of the Peace Conferenee_ at the Hague; E. A.
Wh_ok,_Document_. Se_ alsoF. Deepagnet, La Oucrr¢ SudAfricaine; Sidney
Low in The NiCk C.¢mtm'yfor September, 1899,p. 888; Prof. T. E. Holland, 8ome kuone of
the Peace Conference, Fortnightly Rev/e_, Voh Lxvx. (N.8.), p. 944; S. J_--_'sEnthoven in The
Law Magazine and Review, Vol. xx_.p. 457; La Retn_O_tt_ra_ede Drolt Internatiomd Pub£i¢,

VoLvx.pp. 846, 859, 879, 888; J. B. M_o__, Digest of IntevnaHonal Law, VOl. vn. p. 78.
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to disarmament was received with coldness in several important quarters.
Count Mouravieff therefore, on the llth Jan.1899,addressed another circular
to the Russian m_ni_ters accredited to the states represented at St Peters-
burg in which he suggested the following topics for the consideration of

: the Conference, thereby considerably widening its scope. (1) The pro-
hibition for a fixed term of any increase of the armed forces beyond those
then maintained. (2) The prohibition of, or limitation in the employ-
ment of new firearms or explosives. (3) The restriction of the explosives
already existing, and the prohibition of the discharge of projectiles or
explosives of any l_ind from balloons or by any similar means. (4) The
prohibition in naval warfare of submarine torpedo-boats or similar engines
of destruction, and the ultimate abolition of vessels with rams. (5) The
application to naval warfare of the principles of the Geneva Convention of
1864 on the basis of the additional Articles of 1868. (6) The neutralisation
of ships and boats employed in saving those shipwrecked during or after
an engagement. (7) The revision of the unratified Brussels Declaration of
1874 concerning the laws and customs of war on land. (8) The acceptance
in principle of the employment of good offices, of mediation and arbitration
with the object of preventing armed conflicts between nations, and the
establishment of a uniform practice in their employment.

An important limitation was placed on the discussion of these matters
by the statement that all questions concerning the political relations of
states and the order of things established by treaties and all questions
which did not directly fall within the programme adopted by the Cabinets
were to be absolutely excluded from the deliberations of the Conference.

The circular concluded by stating that the Tsar thought it advisable
that the Conference should not meet in the capital of one of the great

Powers "where so many political interests are centred which might,
perhaps, impede the progress of a work in which all the countries of the
universe are equally interested1. ''

The Dutch Government having assented to the proposed Conference
being held at the Hague, invitations were addressed by it to the states
designated by Russia The Conference met on the 20th May, 1899, under
the presidency of M. de Staal, the first Russian Plenipotentiary, and was
attended by representatives of the 26 Powers enumerated in the 'Final Act.
Difficulties had been raised as to the status of several Powers to whom

invitations had been addressed. Italy declined to attend if the Papal
representative was admitted. Great Britain as suzerain objected to the

presence of a representative of the Transvaal. The representative of
I Parl. Papcrm_ Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. $.

r

t
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Bulgaria was only admitted in subordination to Turkey. Though the
number of Powers represented was large, none of the Ar_eriean Republics,
except the United States and Mexico were present. The delegates and
their staffs numbered upwards of 100. The representatives were divided
into three Committees: the first two being divided into two Sub-
Committees. To the First Commit_ee were assigned the matters dealt
with in Articles 1-4 of Count Mouravieff's circular of the llth Jam 1899 ;
to the Second those comprised in Arts. 5, 6 and 7; and to the Third those
comprised in Art.:8. The Sub-Committees and Committees held numerous
meetings and reported to plenary meetings of the Conference of which
there were 10 in all, the last being held on the 31st July. The Conference
was thus in session for a little over two months.

The results of the labours of these two months were embodied in a Final

The_ Act which is not in itself a Convention, but rather a resumd

Aatot the of the work done by the Conference t and as such was signedHague con.
f_ o_ by all the Powers present, who thus affirmed the authenticity
la99. of the record, without binding themselves to sign each of the
Conventions or adhere to each of the Declarations or Wishes contained in
the Act.

The following are set forth in the Final Act as having been agreed
upon for submission for signature by the Plenipotentisxies_: .

(a) Three Conventions': (1) For the pacific settlement of inter-
national disputes, (2) regarding the laws and customs of war on land,

(3) for the adaptation to maritime warfare of the principles of the Geneva
Convention of the 22nd August, 1864.

(b) Three Devlarations: (1) To prohibit the discharge of projectiles
and explosives from balloons or by other similar new methods. (2) To

prohibit the use of projectiles, the only object of which is the diffusion of
asphyxiating or deleterious gases. (3) To prohibit the use of bullets
which expand or flatten easily in the human body, such as bullets with
a hard envelope, of which the envelope does not entirely cover the core,
oriS:piercedwithincision_

The Conventions and Declarations to form so many separate Acts
(v) One Resolution affirming "that the restriction of military budgets

which are at present a heavy burden on the world is extremely desirable
for the increase of the material and moral welfare of mankind."

i The "Aots Fi_!" was des_ibet by Sir Julian Pauncefots as "an exposition of the work

of_the 0onferenoe presented to the various Governments for their information and approval"

(SirJ. Paunoefots to the Marquess of Balisbury, 81 July, 1899, Parliamentary Papers, Misc.
No.x(xa99),_.s78).

s For text of Final Aot, .see post, p. 60.
. .
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(d) ,_ix Wishes (Va_z): (1) That a special Conference might be

summoned by the Swiss Government for the revision of the Geneva
Convention. (2) That the questions of the fights and duties of neutrals

might be inserted in the programme of a Conference in the near furore.

(3) That questions regarding rifles and naval guns, as considered by the
Conference, might be studied by the governments with the object of

coming to an agreement respecting the employment of new types and

calibres. (4) That the governments, taking into consideration the pro-
posals made at the Conference, might examine the possibility of an •

agreement as to the limitation of armed forces by land and sea, and of war

budgets. (5) That the proposal for the exemption of private property

from capture in naval warfare might be referred to a subsequent Con-
ference for consideration. (6) That the question of the bombardment

of ports, towns and villages by a naval force might be referred to a
subsequent Conference for consideration.

As the subjects mentioned in Nee. 2, 5 and 6 were outside the pro-

gramme of the Conference and as the delegates considered that the Swiss

Government had a prier claim to take the initiative in the subjects

mentioned in No. 1, the expression of the Wishes on these matters was all

that was within the competence of the Conference.
Such is a brief outline of the immediate results of the deliberations of

the First Hague Conference. It did not do all that its "August
Re_llt_ of Initiator" had desired, and the question of disarmament orthe Hague
Conference even of the limitation of armaments and budgets which was
of 1899.

in the forefront of Count Mouravieff's second circular was

found on examination to present "so many difficulties from a practical

point of view that it was necessarily abandoned for the present1. '' The

passing of a resolution endorsing in general terms the desirability of the
restriction of military budgets, and the emission of VemLx Nos. 3 and 4
was the method in which this abandonment was notified to the world.

But failure in this respect, a failure which had been foreseen from the first,

did not mean that 26 Powers had assembled for two months for naught.

Idea!lets had expected too much, and were dissatisfied with the results;

but the solid work of the Conference as attested by the three Conventionsl

I Letter of Sir Julian Pauneefoteto theMarquessof Salisbury,Parl. Papers,Mis_.No. 1
(1899),p.863. GreatBr/tsinwas representedat the Conferenceby the RightHen. Sir _ul/an
Paunoefoteand Sir HenryHoward,withVie_-AdmiralSir _ohnFisher, Major-GemSir J. C.
Ard_ghand Lieut.-CoLC._ Courtas teen,ted advisers.

TheUnitedStatesdelegateswere:MrAndrewD. White, theHen. SethLow, MrS_mford
l_ewell,CaptainA. T. M_hau, CaptainW. CrozierandMrF. W. Hells.
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two of which were completions of work which previous gatherings x had
failed to accomplish, cannot but be viewed as marking an tjnportant epoch
i_. the development of international law. It is true that a Conference
known as La Conf&ene_ de la Pa/_ had devoted the greater part of its
labours to the elaboration of rules of war. The Emperor of Russia might
have said of it, "I labour for peace, but when I speak unto them thereof, they
make them ready for battle." Many of the members of Peace Societies
could not but view the results as discouraging. But it is not alone by
these Conventions, Declarations and lr_eua_that the worth of the Conference

is to be appraised. The results assume a truer perspective when viewed
in the light of the years that have passed since the conclusion of the

(0 The_ Conference. The sanguine prophecy expressed by Sir Julian
o_war on Pauncefote that the new century was destined to "open with ,
_aa brighter prospects of international peace" was not fulfilled.
Almost before the ink on the Final Act was dry, war broke out between the
South African Republics and Great Britain. Hardly had that terminated,

, before two of the signatory Powers (one of them the initiator of the
Conference) were engaged in a prolonged and sanguinary struggle in the
Far East. The Peace Conference had not maintained the peace of the
world. Its work, however, in humanising the laws of war both on land
and sea was now put to the test. The terms of the two Conventions were
well observed, and the bureaux for information relative to prisoners of war,
a new creation of the Conference (Art. 13, Regulations for the laws of
war), came into existence and operation for the first time e. Naturally
deficiencies were discovered in the practical application of both Conventions,
but in the main they were found to be workable. War on land was now
conducted for the first time under rules previously agreed upon by the
parties.

The Convention for the pacific settlement of international disputes is a
greater mark of international progress than the two Conven-

(a} l_tnc
Mttunacat of tions just referred to. This Convention was also put to the
la_nauoma test between 1899 and 1907. Good offices and mediation of
alnlmt_.

friendly powers were not appealed to to prevent the outbreak
of war either in South, Africa or the Far East, but twice during the
Rnsso-Jal_nesewar the valueoftheConventionwas manifested.There

._. isno doubt thattherecoumetoa CommissionofInquiry,withwider
powersthan thosecontemplatedby the termsofTitleHL ofthe COn-

I The Conferenoeo! Geaew 1888,and the Bnmsds Conference187_,
The Japanese bureau was instituted by Imperial Ordin_oe No. 44 dated the 218t

l_ebru_, 190_,the R0md_a_ by ImperialOzdinsneeconfined18thM_y, 1904._h_ S.
Takahaahi, Int,ernationa_ Law aI_H_.dto the 2_uuo.Japa_e War, p. I14.
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vention 1,prevented the outbreak of war between Great BritoSp and:Rt!_ia
over the'-])ogger'Bank affair of ()ctober, L9-0_- When'it is remembered

tha_h_'-t'h_-_iv_as-w-dii_er'eiiceinvolving "honour and vital interests" which
are expressly excluded from the competence of such Commissions by the
Convention (Art. 9) the solution of the question in a peaceful manner is
the more noteworthy. The long drawn-out stnlggle between Russia and
Japan was ultimately closed by the Treaty of Portsmouth in 1905. It
was doubtless the recommendation contained in the third Article of the
Convention which furnished President Roosevelt with the me-_ns of

initiating the negotiations which reached so successful a conclusion 2.
The Permanent Court of Arbitration whose creation was t)rovided-for --._

byTitle IV. Chapter ii. of the same Convention soon "gqt toCases before
the eerma- work. The Powers nominated their rolaresenh_tives and
neatcourtat since its establishment four cases have been heard and settled
the Hague.

before a Court composed of Judges who were members of
the Permanent Court.

The first case to come before the Court at the Hague was a claim of

(1) _ao Pious the United Star, of America against the Republic of Mexicos.
ruadof the By theC_omi_r0m/s (agreement Of reference) between theseCaliforntp_,

states dated the 22nd May, 1902, the subject of the dispute
was defined, and terms of proceedings set forth. T]ae q.u__tion in..disPute
between the Powers had reference to a charity known as "The. Pious Fund
of the Californias" Which had been instituted in the 17th and l8_h

centuries for the propagation of the Roman Catholic faith in unsettled
portions of Spanish North America called the Calffornias. After the
accomp]ishment of Mexican independence the administration of the
Fund passed to Mexico, and the properties having been sold, the Republic
undertook to pay 6 per cent. on the proceeds to the Church. War broke
out between the United States and Mexico in 1846, and was terminated by

the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848, and Upper California w_as.ceded
by Mexico to the United States for 15 million do--'oam-_----_bt:_e_-GJiisiclera-

of each_e_p-u'bli_-ggaiiidf_th-eother for damages._sult.'.mg..f_m injan'__ of
various sorts, _d'in'July, !868_..S Co.nveatio_. was concluded between the

two nations under.which_n intexnational..tfibunai Was_wnsti_fi_it fo__the
de_-_'naai_on" of such claims. Among the claimants were the Roman

1 See post, pp. 167-9.
I Amos S. Hershey, The international latu and diplomacy of the 1_mto-Japanese War,

pp. 847-8.
s 3. B. Moore, Intcrna¢ioaa_ Arbitratiom, YoL n. pp. 1849-..64,;De Martens, Nouv6au

P_cueil G_.n&ralde Trait_a (find series), VoL ,r_Yn. p. 189.
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Catholic Archbishop of San Francisco and the Roman Catholic Bishop of
Monterey for so much of the interest on the capital of the Pious Fund
accrued since the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo as properly belonged to
Upper California. The Arbitrators disagreed, and the question having
been referred to the British Minister at Washington as Umpire, he signed
an award in favour of the claimants for $904,070.79 in Mexican gold coin,
being 21 years' interest at 6 per cent" per ann. on one-half of the capital of
the Pious Fund. This award was satisfied. Mexico subsequently made
default in payment _-_tfh-_a_ua-lTn-_e--re__aladl?ae:Uni_ed _t_t___q_C_overn-
ment snl)ehalf o£.the Bishops claimed payment thereof ($43,050.99) from
the year 1868, and contended that the question of liability couI_t not be
re-ol_ned as the matter Was_;esjud/cxaa. In the alternative, the United
State_ cdntended that-if the Permanent Court at the Hague decided
against the validity of the Umpire's award, a much larger sum than that
originally claimed was due and this was set forth and the method in which
it was calculated. Mexico denied liability, and the finality and conclusive-
ness of the judgment of the Umpire. To this the United States filed a
replication. The hearing of the case commenced on the 15th Sept. 1902

before Professor H. Matzen, President of the Danish Landthing, as Umpire
and President of the Court, chosen by the Arbitrators, the Right Hon.
Sir Edward Fry, a former Lord Justice of Appeal in England, Dr F. de
Martens, Privy Councillor of Russia, both nominated by the United States,
and Dr T. M. C. Asset, Member of the Council of State of the Netherlands,
and Dr A. F. de Savorain Lohman, former Minister of the Interior of the

Netherlands, beth nominated by Mexico. French was the language of the
Tribunal, but the Tribunal decided that both parties might use English.
Both states were represented by agents and counsel. The Court sat
11 times and the award was given on the 14th Oct. on the two following
points:

1, Whether the claim of the United States on behalf of the Arch-

bishop of San Francisco and the Bishop of Monterey was governed by the
principle of res judicata in virtue of the decision of the 11 Nov. 1878 given
by Sir Edward Thornton in his capacity of Umpire.

2. If noZ,whether the said claim was just; with power to give such
judgment as seemed to the Court just and equitable.

The Cour_ unanimously decided in favour of the claim of the United

_'_s_tr_Ch.-ia.t, he-Gwm/rr6_, _d aWh_l_l "the sum of 1,420,682r_ 0
M?6xlg_udollar_to-Che_dnimants, being the au_ffal _thte_e_iah_ _oin -t_ae
2nd Feb. 1869 to the 2nd Feb. 1902.
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All friends of international arbitration will re-echo the words of Mr

Ralston, the agent for the United States, who in addressing the Court after

the delivery of the judgment said: "There has just been determined at the
Hague a controversy over money,--a thing which _e are told has been the
'slave to thousands,' and the love of which is described as ' the root of all

evil.' If a judgment now meant nothing more than the transfer or non-
transfer of money from one party to the other, however interesting this

might be to these concerned, the world at large would look on with in-

difference. We believe, however, that a first step has been taken that will
count largcly for the good of future generations: that following this primal

recognition of the existence of a Court competent to settle disputes between

nations, will come general references to it, not alone of differences similar to
the present, but of other controversies involving larger questions of indi-

vidual rights and national privileges. We may hope that precisely as

questions ibrmerly believed to involve individual honour had in many
countries entirely ceased, and in others are ceasing to be settled by formal

exercise of force, the same revolution may gradually be effecbed in the affairs
of nations. The Permanent Court of Arbitration, assisting this end, must

tend to bring about that 'peace on earth, good will toward men' for which

Christians hope1. ''
The members of the Court addressed to the Dutch Minister for Foreign

Affairsa note in which they made certainreflectionson the procedure

beforethe Tribunal,and recommendations with a view to providing

againstpossibledifficultiesin the working of the Court. These recom-

mendationswillbe dealtwithindiscussingthe Conventionitselfs.

The next caseto come beforethe Tribunalwas a disputebetween

(2)ctamm Gre_tBritain,Germany and Italyon the one sideand Vene-
against zuela on the other 8. This case both as regards the questions

venezuela, raised, as well as the procedure to be followed, involved "larger
questions of individual rights and national privileges" than the Pious Funds

Case. In consequence of the inability of Great Britain, Germany and Italy
to obtain satisfaction from Venezuela for claims made on behalf of their

subjects, the ports of Venezuela were blockaded in 1902 _. Ultimately on

the intervention of the United States an agreement was arrived at whereby

z I am indebted to Dr L: H. Ruyssenaers, the Secretary-General of the Permanent Court of

Arbitration, for copies of the Recueil des Acres et Protocoles of the four oases here dealt with.
See Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. pp. 278-7.

.Brit. Purl. Papers, Venezuela, No. 1 (1904) [Cd. 1949]. A. MaUarmfi, L'arbitrage

v_ngzu21ien devant la Gout de la Haye, 2_ev. g_n. de Droit inter. Vol. xm. p. 428 ; J. B. Moore,
Digest of International Law, § 967.

4 See po_t, p. 185, for the oireumstanoes of this blockade
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Venezuela recognised in principle the justice of the claims preferred by the

three Governments on behalf of their subjects, and agreed t_r the purpose of

their satisfaction to set aside 30 per cent. of the customs revenues of La
Guaira and Puerto Cabello, and to submit claim_ for injury to persons

and property to arbitration. Other Powers also claimed against Venezuela,
and Protocols containing conditions for the settlement of claims against

that country by a Mixed Commission were signed by her Government and

those of the following Powers, in addition to the three already mentioned:
the United States, France, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Sweden

and Norway and Mexico. Great Britain, Germany and Italy having claimed

preferential treatment in payment of their claims it was agreed by an
additional Protocol of 7th May, 1903, to submit the question of preferential

or separate treatment to the Hague Tribunal, and, should it decide against
the three Powers, to ask it to determine how the revenue derived from the

30 per cent. customs should be distributed. In consequence of the number
of Powers involved the choice of Arbitrators was let_ to the Tsar (Russia

being a disinterested Power), subject to the condition that nationals of

interested Powers were to be excluded from membership of the Tribunal.
Any nation, moreover, having claims against Venezuela, was allowed to join

as a party in the arbitration. As all Venezuela's other creditors had an
intorest in her success, the case resolved itself into an arbitration between

Great Britain, Germany and Italy on the one side, and Venezuela, Belgium,

Spain, France, the Netherlands, Sweden and Norway and Mexico on the

other. The Arbitrators were M. N. Y. Mouravieff, Russian Imperial Secre-

tary of State (President), Professor H. Lammasch, Member of the Uppea'

House of the Austrian Parliament, and Dr F. de Martens, Russian Privy
Councillor. The official language used was English in accordance with
the terms of the Protocols. The hearing of the case occupied the

Court for 13 days during the months of October and November, 1903,

and a unanimous decision was given on the 22nd February, 1904, in favour

of the three Powers who had claimed preferential treatment by reason of

the blockade which they had carried out. This decision in no way
affected the Protocols of the 13th Feb. 1903 between Great Britain,

Italy and V_nezuela for submission of the sums due to a Mixed Com-

missiom The Judges in this case also addressed a note to the Dutch

Foreign Miniater, containing recommendations in regard to the procedure
of the Court I.

The third case to come before the Court was between Great Britain,

i 1 See Sir T. Bsa'elay,Prob/ems,et_.p. 278.
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France and Germany on the one side, and Japan on the other 1. The Pro-
tocols:for submlssionwere signed on the 28th Aug. 1902. The(s)_e case

of the question for settlement in this case was the true intent and
Ja_ese meaning of the provisions of certain treaties made betweenleases.

the three European Powers and Japan with reference to the
exemption of land held under leases in perpetuity granted by Japan from im-
posts, taxes, charges, contributions or conditions other than those expressly
stipulated in the leases in question. The Court consisted of three members,
Professor Louis Renault (of Paris), nominated by the three European Powers,
Dr Itchiro Motono, nominated by the Japanese Government, under the
presidency of the Umpire, Mr G. Gram, a former Prime Minister of State of
Norway, chosen by the two Arbitrators. In this case the Court announced
that French would be the language of the Tribunal, but that the parties
could use either English or French. At a subsequent sitting, a request was
made on behalf of the three European Powers for permission to employ the
German language, whereupon the Japanese agent (speaking in English)
claimed for the Japanese language the same right as would be accorded to
other languages, a claim which the Court admitted. It does not appear
that the Japanese agent availed himself of this right. The Court held four
sittings in November, 1904, and May, 1905. Judgment was delivered on the
22nd May, 1905. The Tribunal by two to one decided in favour of the con-
tention of the European governments that the provisions of the treaties
between them and Japan not only exempted the lands possessed under
perpetual leases granted by the Japanese Government or in its name, but

• they also exempted buildings of every kind erected, or to be erected on
these lands from all imposts, taxes, charges, contributions or conditions
whatsoever, other than those expressly stipulated in the leases in question.
The Japanese member of the Court dissented from this judgment and the_
reasons for it.

In this case the pleadings were all in writing, and it does not appear
that Counsel addressed the Court on the actual points at issue between the
parties.

The fourth case to come before the Hague Tribunal was between
Great Britain and France s. The Comprom/s was signed on(4)The

H_at the 13th Oct. 1904. It stated that the Government of His

Dao_ cue. Britannic Majesty and that of the French Republic had

1 Brit. ]Parl. PaFers, Japan, No. 1 (1905), Vol. cm. (1905), p. 801. Anon. L'arbitrage des
baux perpetuels au Japan, tier. g_n. de Droit inter., VoL _rr. p. 492.

2 Brit. Parl. Pa_ers, Treaty Series, No. 3, 1905, Vol.-cm. (1905), p. 235 ; Muscat, No. 1

(1905), Vol. cxxxvx. (1906), 13. 391. For s further discussion of the case see an Article by
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thought it right, by the Declaration of the 10th March, 1862, "to engage
reciprocally to respect the independence" of His Highness the Sultan of

Muscat, that d_f_culties had arisen (1) in relation to the issue by the

French Republic, to certain subjects of the Sultan, of papers authorising

them to fly the French flag, and "(2) as to the nature of the privileges and_
immunities claimed by subjects of His Highness who are owners or

masters of dhows, and in possession of such papers, or are)members of the

crews of such dhows, and their families, especially as to the manner in

which such privileges and immunities affect the jurisdiction of the Sultan

over his subjects, and that these questions should be referred to the
arbitration of the Hague Tribunal. The Compromis provided that each
Power should nominate one Arbitrator and these two should choose an

Umpire, failing this the choice of the Umpire should be entrusted to the

King of Italy. The Arbitrators and Umpire were not to be subjects or
citizens of either Great Britain or France and should be chosen from

among the members of the Hague Tribunal It was further agreed that
each party should prepare and deliver to the Tribunal a written or printed

case supported by arguments and a file centa_ning documents or other
evidence on which he relied, and after the delivery of such cases, written

or printed counter-cases, similarly supported, and that the Tribunal might
require any further oral or written evidence, but in such case the other

party had the right to reply. The British Government nominated the
Hon. Melville W. Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States, the French

Government nominated Dr k F. de Savomin Lohman, a former Minister

of the Interior of the Netherlands, and the King of Italy nominated
Professor H. Lammasch, Member of the Upper House of the Austrian
Parliament.

The Tribunal held its first meeting on the 25th July, 1905,and sat on four
days, the last being the 8th August, when a unanimous decision of the

Tribunal was given The Court held that France by acceding to the
General Act of the Brussels Conference of 1890 relative to the African

i slave trade, was not entitled to authorise vessels belonging to subjects of
the Sultan of Muscat to fly the French flag except where their owners or

fitters-out had been considered and treated by France as her prot_gds
before 1863, or in the case of owners of dhows, who before 1892 had been

authorised by France to fly the French flag, so long as France renews
this authorisation to the grantee. On the second point the Court held

Prof.J. Westlake,K.C.,in TheLaw QuarterlyRev/ew, Vol.xx_. p. 83; seealsoM. Bressonnet,
L'arbitrage franco-anglais clans l'affaire des boutre_de Mazcate, l_ev. g_n. de Droit inter.
VoL_m. p. 14_.

H.
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that dhows of Muscat duly authorised to fly the French flag were entitled
in the territorial waters of Muscat to the inviolability provided by the

French-Muscat Treaty of 17th Nov. 1844 ; that the authorisation to fly the

French flag could not be transmitted or transferred to any other person or
to any other dhow, even if belonging to the same owner ; that subjects of
the Sultan of Muscat who are owners or masters of dhows authorised to

fly the French flag or who are members of the crews of such vessels or who

belong to their families, do not enjoy in consequence of that fact any right

of exterritoriality exempting them from the sovereignty or jurisdiction of
the Sultan.

From the foregoing summary of the points at issue, and the decisions

given in the cases which have so far come before the Hague Tribunal, its
scope of operations and method of work may in some degree be appreciated.

It is not necessary here to deal further with the questions involved.

It will thus be seen that within five years from the conclusion of the
First Peace Conference at the Hague all three of the Conventions which

emanated therefrom were put to the test. To deficiencies which became

apparent in their working reference will be made in discussing the
amendments adopted by the Second Conference.

The three Declarations were not adopted with unanimity; Great Britain

(m) The signed none of them, but on the 30th Aug. 1907 she became
_uoas a party to Non 2 and 3. The first lapsed after 5 years. The
of ls99. United States did not sign the se_nd and third, and

Portugalonly signedon 29th Aug. 1907. NeverthelessGreat Britain

observed them all during the war in South Africa.They were all

observedby Russiaand Japan,both ofwhom had signedthe Declarations. ,
The-firstWish was realisedin 1906 When a new Geneva Convention

was adopted; the others(exceptNo. 3, on which nothing
(iv) _ae
vmav. appears to have been done) were discussed at the Second

Peace Conference. The second, regarding the rights and
duties of neutrals, and the sixth on the bombardment of unfortified towns

by naval forces both resulted in Conventions in 1907.

The foregoing account of the results of the First Conference _md their

subsequentpracticalapplicationissufficienttojustifythe statementmade

at the time by Sir JulianPauncefotethatthey "greatlysurpassedthe

expectationsof itsmost enthusiasticsupporters."The growthof interna-

tionallaw has not infrequentlybeen compared to thatof municipallaw,

and in particularto that of the EnglishCommon law. As a scientific

body of principlesitis stillin an earlystageof development,custom is

ripeningslowlyintolaw and in some departmentsof internationalre-
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lations, the work of codification has begum The "enthusiastic supporters,"

of whom the British Ambassador spoke, were those who, _nowing how

exceeding slow is the grinding of the wheels of progress, were prepared

for the difficulties which only statesmen, historian_ and lawyers could

fully appreciate; their expectations were chastened by knowledge and

experience of the innumerable forces at work in the domain of high

politics. It is, therefore, from such a standpoint that a view of the
work of the Second Conference must be taken.

THE SECOND PEACE CONFERENCE OF 1907'.

The Hague Conference of 1899 did nothing definite to ensure a

subsequent meeting except to express a wish that certain matters might

be inserted in the programme of a Conference in the near future, but it

"broke up with the conviction that its work would be completed subse-

quently by the regular progress of enlightenment among the nations, and

as the result of the experience gradually acquired _." The Second Con-

ference was, as the Final Act records, first proposed by the President of

the United States (Mr Theodore Roosevelt). Several years having elapsed

since the ter_nination of the First Conference, and no steps having been

taken to convoke another, the Hon. John Hay, American Secretary of

State, on the 21st October, 1904, addressed a Circular to the representa-
tives of the United States accredited to the Governments who were

1Parl. Papers, MisOA!!aneous,Nos. 1, 4, 5 and 6 (1908) ; La Dsuxi_me Confgrence Interna.
$ionalede la Paiz, Actel et Docum_nt_(8 vols.) ; Sir T. Bm'_y, Problems of inSernational lrractive
and diplomacy with _ecial reference to the Hague Conferences and Conventions and other
Genera_Internationa_ Agreements ;Idem, The 8econdHague Conference, Fortnightly Review, June
and Oct. 1907; Baron d'Estournelles de Constant, The results of the Second Hague Conference,
Am. In_e_utent, 21 Nov. 1907; A. H. Charteris, The Second Peace Conference, Juridical
Review, VoL xlx. pp. 223, 847; A. Ernst, L'_uvre de /a deux/_me Conference de la Paiz ;
A. H. Fried, Die zweite Haager Konferenz ; D. J. Hill, The net _erult at the Hague, Am.
l_eview of Reviews, Dee. 1907 ; T. E. Holland, The Hague Conference 1907, Law Quarterly
P,ev/ew, VoL xx_. p. 76; T. J. Lawrence, International Problems and Hague Conferences;
A. de Lapradelle, La guerre maritime apr_s la nouvelle Conference de la Paiz, Revue des deux
Mondes (1 Aug. 1908); Ernest I_monon, La seeonde Conference de la Paix; J. B. Moore,
Digest of Int. Law, Vol. wx. p. 96 ; A. Pillet, La cause de la Paiz ; L. Renault, Les deuz
Conf_rence_ de /a Pa/z; J. B. Scott, The work of the 8econd Hague Peace"C'onference, Am.
Journal of Int. Law. Jan. 1908 ; Idem , Texts of the Peace Co_fer_tce, at the Hague ; W. T.
Stead, Notes from the Hague, Review" of P,eviews (London), Nov. 1907 ; Idem, Impressions
from the Hague, Oontemporary /k,view, Dec. 1907; A. Tard_ett,L a deu_me Con.fdrence de
la Paiz, P,evue de_ deu.z Mondes, let June, 1907; J. Westlake, International Law, War,
,t_hapter XL; Idem, The Hague Conf_ence, Quarterly Review, Jan. 190_, p. 226; Anon. The
Second Hague Conference, Edin. P.ev/ew, Jan. 1908, p. 224; Le Cou.rfier de _ Conference,
edited by W. T. Stead ; E. K. Whittuok0 International document,.

t Letter of Count Benckendorff to Sir Edward Grey, 8rd April, 1906.

4---2
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signatories of the Acts of the Conference of 1899. A preliminary circular

had been despatched shortly before by the Assistant Secretary of State.
Aider referring to the beneficial work done by the Hague Conference

of 1899, and the questions which it left over for subsequent discussion, the

Circular referred to the work done by the Inter-parliamentary Union in
preparing the "minds of governments for an accord in the direction of

the assured peace among men." The Annual Meeting of the Union, which

was held in 1904 at St Louis, had passed a resolution requesting the
several governments of the world to send delegates to an international

Conference to be held for the purpose of considering (1) the questions for the

consideration of which the Conference at the Hague expressed a wish that
a future Conference should be called; (2) the negotiation of arbitration

treaties between the nations represented at the Conference to be convened;

(3) the advisability of establishing an international congress to be convened
periodically for the discussion of international questions : it concluded by

inviting the President of the United States to invite nations to send re-
presentatives to such a congress. In acceding to the request the President

stated that he was not unmindful that a great war was in progress, but

he recalled the fact that invitations to the First Hague Conference were
sent out while the United States and Spain were at war, though during

an armistice for the settlement of terms of peace. The American

ministers were directed to bring the foregoing considerations to the
attention of the Governments to which they were accredited, without

specifically mentioning a programme for such Conference, except those

matters which the Hague Conference of 1899 lef_ for further discussion.
He referred to the fact that on the 28th April, 1904, the Congress of the
United States had resolved that it was desirable, in the interests of

uniformity of action by the maritime states of the world in time of

war, that the President endeavour to bring about an understanding
among the principal maritime Powers with a view of incorporating into

the permanent law of civilised nations the principle of the exemption of

all private property at sea, not contraband of war, f_om capture or
destruction by belligerents. After mentioning the questions of contraband

and inviolability of postal correspondence, and the treatment of refugee
belligerent ships in neutral ports, the Circular stated that the overture for

a second Conference was not designed to supersede other calls for the

consideration of special topics, such as the amendment of the Hague

Convention with respect to hospital ships, and concluded by expressing

the President's desire and hope that "the undying memories which cling
round the Hague as the cradle of the beneficent work which had its
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beginning in 1899 may be strengthened by the holding of} the Second
Peace Conference in that historic city 1.-

Russia, the originator of the First Conference, was, as the American

Circular points out, at war with Japan, and the Russian Government
stipulated that the Conference should not be held till war was terminated.

This was ultimately brought about by the statesmanlike action of
President Roosevelt. Meantime the Tsar made known his desire to be

allowed to summon the Second Conference. The President at once

yielded the precedence to the Emperor Nicholas II, and on the
3rd April, 1906, the following note was addressed with the assent of

the Tsar by representatives of the Russian Government abroad to the

Governments to which they were accredited 2.

LONDON.

ATr// 3, 1906.

M. LE SECR_"rAIRE D'ETAT,

In convoking a second Peace Conference, the Imperial
Government have had in view the necessity of giving a fresh development

to the humanitarian principles which formed the basis of the work

of the great international meeting of 1899.
They are at the same time of opinion that it is desirable to increase as

far as possible the number of states taking part in the labours of the

proposed Conference, and the enthusiasm which this appeal has met with

proves how deep and widespread is the wish to-day to give effect to ideas
having as their object the welfare of humanity.

The first Conference broke up with the conviction that its work would

be completed subsequently by the regular progress of enlightenment

among the nations and as the result of experience gradually acquired.
Its most important creation, the International Court of Arbitration, is an

institution which has already been tested, and which has collected for the

common weal, as it were in the areopagus Court, jurists enjoying universal
respect. It has also been proved how useful the International Commis-

sions of Inquiry have been for settling differences which have arisen
between one state and another.

There are, however, improvements to be made in the Convention

relative to the pacific settlement of international disputes. As a result
of recent arbitrations the jurists on the Tribunal have raised certain

1 Mr Hay's letter is set forth in eztenso in J. B. Moore, Digest of I, ger. Law, Vol. v_.

p. 96. J. B. BooR, Texts of the Peace Conferences, etc. p. 98. See also Sir T. Barclay, Problems,
e_:. p. B.

' PavLPalOe_, M.i_. No. 1 (1908),p. S.
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questions of detail about which it is necessary to come to a decision, by

giving to the said Convention the necessary developments. It seems,
in particular, desirable that fixed principles should be laid down in regard

to what languages are to be used in the Court, in view of the difficulties

which might arise in the future, as recourse to arbitration jurisdiction
became more frequent. There are, similarly, certain improvements to

make in the working of the International Commissions of Inquiry.
As regards the codification of the laws and customs of war on land,

the provisions adopted by the First Conference must likewise be com-

pleted, and so clearly defined as to preclude all possibility of misunder-
standing.

In regard to naval warfare, as to which the laws and customs differ in

certain particulars in different countries, it is necessary to establish fixed

rules to meet both the requirements of the rights of belligerents and the
interests of neutrals.

A Convention respecting these matters would have to be elaborated,

and would form one of the most important duties of the next Conference.
Consequently, as it is at present desirable to examine only such

questions as axe of pressing importance, in the light of the experience

of recent years, leaving untouched those questions which might affect

the limitation of military or naval forces, the Imperial Government

puts forward a_ the programme of the proposed meeting the following
principal points :--

1. Improvements to be made in the provisions of the Convention
relative to the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, as far as

the Court of Arbitration and the International Commissions of Inquiry
axe concerned.

2. Additions to be made in the provisions of the Convention of 1899
relative to the Laws and Customs of War on Land, among others,

concerning the opening of hostilities, the rights of neutrals on :land, etc.

Declarations of 1899. One of them having lapsed, question of its
renewal.

3. Elaboration of a Convention relative to the Laws and Usages of

Naval Warfare concerning--

Special operations in naval warfare, such as the bombardment of

ports, towns, and villages by a naval force, laying torpedoes, etc. ;

Conversion of merchant-vessels into war-ships;

Private property of belligerents at sea;

The days of grace accorded to merchant-vessels for leaving neutral

or enemy ports aRer the commencement of hostilities ;
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The rights and duties of neutrals at sea, among others, questions of

contraband, the regulations to be applied to the belligerent vessels
in neutral ports ; destruction by force majeure of neutral merchant-

ships detained as prizes.
In the said proposed Convention would be inserted provisions

relative to war on land which would be likewise applicable to
naval warfare.

4. Additions to be made in the Convention of 1899 for applying to

naval warfare the principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864.
As at the Conference of 1899, it is fully understood that the delibera-

tions of the proposed meeting shall not affect either the political relations

between one country and another or the existing order of things as
established by treaties, or, in general, questions not directly referred

to in the programme adopted by the Cabinets.

The Imperial Government wishes it to be clearly understood that this

programme and its eventual acceptance by the different states obviously
does not prejudice any opinions which may be expressed at the Conference

as to the solution to be given to questions submitted for discussion.

Similarly it would be the duty of the proposed meeting to define the

order in which questions are to be treated and the form which such

decisions as are adopted should take, according as it should be considered
preferable to include some of them in fresh Conventions or to add them to

Conventions already in existence.

In formulating the above-mentioned programme, the Imperial Govern-
ment has, as far as possible, taken into consideration the opinions

expressed at the First Peace Conference, in particular in regard to the

rights and duties of neutrals, private property of belligerents at sea,
bombardment of ports, towns, etc. They trust that V[i_ Britannic

Majesty's Government will recognise in the various suggestions an

expression of the desire to arrive at that high ideal of international

justice which is the constant aim of the whole civilised universe.

Under instructions from my Government, I have the honour to inform

you of the above, and I have to add that the date of the assembling of the
proposed Conference at the Hague should be the second half of July

next (N,s.), the Netherland Government being also of opinion for their

part that this date would be the most convenient.

Awaiting a reply from the Government of FIia Britannic Majesty at an

early date, I have, etc.
(Signed) BENCKENDORFF.
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The First Conference contained no representatives from the Central
and South American Republics. In addressing an invitation to these and

other states which did not take part in the First Conference a difficulty
presented itself. The First Convention of the First Conference on the

pacific settlement of international disputes was only open to signature by

the Powers present at that Conference. By Article 60 it was provided as
follows :--" The conditions upon which those Powers which were not

represented in the International Peace Conference may accede to the

present Convention shall form the subject of a further agreement between
the contracting Powers." No such agreement had been concluded. As it

was probable that the projected Conference would take the Conventions of

1899 into consideration, it was necessary to enable the newly-invited states

to become parties to the Conventions if they wished. Count Benckendorff
therefore suggested in another note of the 3rd April, 1906, that at the

opening of the Second Conference the agreement contemplated by Article
60 should be entered into, and as a similar restriction did not exist in the

case of the other two Conventions, the Russian Government approached

the newly-invited states to signify their adherence to these two Conventions

to the ]_etherland Government 1. No objection was made to this course
and the newly-invited states acceded to the Convention No. 1 of 1899 at

the opening of the Conference in 1907, and those states which had hitherto

not become parties to the other Conventions also signified their adherence.
The date suggested by the Russian Circular was found to be inconvenient

for two reasons. A Conference of the South American States had already

been fixed for July, 1906, and the Swiss Government had summoned
a meeting of the Powers for June, 1906, for the revision of the Geneva

Convention of 1864. A further postponement was therefore necessary.

Invitations were finally issued by the Dutch Government in May, 1907,

to 47 states, and on the 15th June, 1907, the Conference was opened
in the Hall of the Knights at the _tague by the Dutch Minister for
Foreign Affairs. ]Yl. N_lidow, the Russian Ambassador in Paris, was

elected President of the Conference. Forty-four states were represented;

those who were not represented, though invited, were Abyssinia, Costa

Rica and Honduras. The delegates of Corea sought to be included, but

owing to the opposition of Japan were excluded _.
The Programme for the discussion of the Conference had been sketched

in the Circular of Count Benckendorffofthe 3rd April, 1906, and in replying
to it several states intimated their intention to bring forward additional

1 Letterof CountBenckendorffto SirEdwardGrey, BrdApril, 1906.
I Seenote to GenevaConventionof 1906,p. 85.
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subjects. The United States, Great Britain and Spain reserved the right
of submitting the question of the reduction or limitation of armaments,
and the growing expenditure on them. It is a noteworthy fact that though
this question was the prime cause of the meeting of the First Conference
and appeared in the forefront of Count Mouravieff's Circular it finds no
place in that of Count Benekendorff. This in itself was not a hopeful
omen for those who attached great weight to the pacific influence of such
gatherings. The United States also intimated their intention of submitting
an agreement for restricting the employment of force for the recovery of
ordinary public debts resulting from contracts. Japan expressed the
opinion that certain questions not specifically mentioned might be usefully
included among the subjects to be examined. Bolivia, Denmark, Greece
and the Netherlands also reserved the right of submitting to the Conference
other subjects similar to those explicitly mentioned in the Circular. It
was also clear that several governments did not expect fruitful results from
some of the proposals, as the British, .Japanese, German and Austro-
Hungarian Governments reserved the right of abstaining from discussing
questions which they did not consider would lead to useful results. In
announcing, before the opening of "the Conference, these new subjects for
discussion the Russian Government made a similar reservation. Great

Britain was represented by four delegates1: the Right Hon. Sir Edward
Fry, G.C.B., the Right Hon. Sir Ernest Satow, G.C.M.G., the Right Hon.
Lord Reay, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E. and Sir Henry Howard, K.C.M.G., with a
staff of seven legal, military and naval technical delegates (Lieut.-Gem
Sir Edmond R. EUes, G.C.I.E., K.C.B., Captain C. L. Ottley, M.V.O., R.N.,
A.D.C. (now Rear-Admiral Sir Charles Ottley), Mr Eyre Crowe, Mr Cecil
Burst, Lieut.-Col. the Hon. H. Yarde-Buller, D.S.O., Commander J. R.

Segrave, R.N. and Major George K. Cockerill). The United States
delegates were: the Hon. J. H. Choate, the Hon. Horace Porter, the
Hon. U. M. Rose, the Hon- D. J. H_ill, Rear-Admiral Sperry, General
G. ]3. Davis, Mr W. I. Buchanan, with two "technical delegates (Mr James
Brown Scott and Mr C. H. Butler). One hundred and seventy-four names

::' of Plenipotentiaries and delegates are enumerated in the Final Act; being
nearly double the number attending the First Peace Conference.

The Second Plenary Meeting was held on the 19th June, when in
consequence of the large number of the Plenipotentiaries and delegates it
was agreed to adopt a set of 12 rules with a view to facilitate the business.
Following the precedent of 1899, Committees were appointed, the Pleni-

I I For the Instructions given to the British delegates see Appendix.
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potentiaries of each Power being entitled to place themselves on as many

as they chose and to designate their technical delegates. Great Britain

and Germany objected to a portion of the eighth rule in the draft which
allowed one Power to be represented by the Delegation of another Power,

and this was suppressed. It was agreed that each Power should have only
one vote. French was recognised as the official language for the delibera-

tions and Acts of the Conference, speeches delivered in any other language

to be translated into French through the medium of the Secretariat_

General. Four Committees were appointed, and the subjects specified in
Count Benckendorff's Circular were allotted among them.

To the First Committee: (1) Arbitration, (2) Commissions of inter-

national inquiry, (3) Questions relating to naval prizes; M. Bourgeois
(France) was President of this Committee.

To the Second Committee: (1) Revision of the rules of war on land,

(2) The three Declarations of 1899, (3) Rights and duties of neutrals in

regard to land warfare, (4) The opening of hostilities; M. Beeruaert
(Belgium) was President of this Committee.

To the Third Committee: (1) The bombardment of ports, towns and

villages by a naval force, (2) The placing of torpedoes and submarine
mines, (3) Regulations for belligerent ships of war in neutral ports,

(4) The revision of the Convention of 1899 applying to naval warfare
the principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864 which was revised in

1906; Count Tornielli (Italy) was President of this Committee.

To the Fourth Committee : (1) The conversion of merchant-ships into

ships of war, (2) Private property at sea, (3) Days of grace, (4) Contraband
of war, (5) Blockade, (6) Destruction of neutral prizes, (7) Application of

the rules of war on land to maritime warfare; M. de Martens (Russia)
was President of this Committee.

Honorary Presidents and Vice-Presidents were appointed to each
Committee. At the Second Plenary Meeting of the Conference the British

and German delegates intimated that they proposed to submit projects for

the establishment of an International Prize Court. The American delegate
announced that he intended to bring before the Conference the question of

the forcible collection of public debts, and the British delegate made a

general reservation in favour of introducing other subjects during the
sitting of the Conference. Besides the Four Committees mentioned there

was also a Drafting Committee (Comitd de t_e'daction)and a Committee

to examine and report on the numerous addresses, books, etc. presented
to the Conference (Oomraission des Adresses). The First, Second and

Third Committees were each divided into two Sub-Committees, and
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Examining Committees were also appointed. The size of the Committees
as well as the different matters assigned to each made such an arrangement

necessary. The average number of each Committee was 93. The United

States had the largest number of representatives on each, varying from 8
on the Fourth Committee to 5 on the Third. It will, however, be re-

membered that each Power possessed but one vote.

The Conference held eleven plenary meetings; its work as well as

that of the Committees whose reports were presented at these meetings
will be dealt with in connection with the Conventions and "Wishes" set

forth in the Final Act of the Conference adopted on the 18th Oct. 1907,
and an endeavour will be made to deal with the results in the concluding

chapter.



ACTES FINALS DES CONFI_RENCES INT_RNA_ONALESDE DA PxIx.

Acte Final de la Conf6rence In- Acre Final de la Deuxii_me Con-

ternationale de Ia Paix_ 1899. f_rence Internationale de la

laai_ 1907.

La Confdrence Internationale de la La Deuxi_me Confdrenee Interna-

Paix, convoqude dans un haut senti- tionale de la Paix, proposde d'abord
ment d'humanit6 par Sa Majest_ par M. le Prdsident des ]_tats-Unis
l'Fanpereur de Toutes les Russies, d'Amdrique, ayantdt_, surl'invitation
s'est rdunie sur l'invitation du de Sa Majest_ l'Empereur de 'Poutes
Gouvernement de Sa Majes_ la Reine les Russies, convoqude par Sa Majest6
des Pays-Bas, _ la Maison Royale du la Reine des Pays-Bas, s'est rdunie le
Bois _ La Haye, le 18 Mai, 1899. 15 Juin, 1907, k La Haye, clans la

SaUe des Chevaliers, avee la mission
de donner un d_veloppement nouveau
aux principes humanitaires qui ont
servi de base _ l'ceuvre de la Premiere
Conference de 1899.

Les Puissances, dent l'_num_ration Les Puissances, dent l'_num_ration

suit, ont pris part h la Conference, suit, ont pris part _ la Confgrence,
pour laquelle elles avaient ddsign_ les pour laquelle Elles avaient d_sign6 les
D_l_gu_s nomm_s ci-apr_s :-- D_lggu_s nomm_s ci-apr_s :--

[D_nomination des Dgldgu(s des [D(noralnation des DeT_'gu_s des
Puissances, dent l'dnumGration suit.] Puissances, dent Fdnumdration suit.]

L'Allemagne, l'Autriehe-Hongrie, ]a L'Allema_ome, les Etats-Unis d'A-
Belgique, la Chine, le Danemark, m6rique, la Rdpublique Argentine,
l'Espagne, les ]_tats-Unis d'Amdrique, l'Autriehe-Hongrie, la Belgique, la
les _tats-Unis Mexlcains, la France, Bolivie, le Br_sil, la Bulgarie, le

la Grande_Bretagne et Irlande, la Grace, Chili, la Chine, la Colombie, la
l'Italie, le Japon, le Luxembourg, le R_publlque de Cuba, le Danemark,
Montenegro, les Pays-Bas, la Perse, la i_publique Dominicaine, la R_pub-
le Portugal, la Roumanie, la Russie, le lique de l']_quateur, I'Espagne, la
Serbie, le Siam, la Suede et la Norv_ge, France, la Grande-Bretagne, la Grace,
la Suisse, la Turquie, la Bulgarie. le Guatemala, Ia tt_publique d'Haiti,

l'Italie, le Japon, le Luxembourg,
le Mexlque, le Mont_ndgro, la Ni-
caragua, la Norv_ge, le Panama, le
Paraguay, les Pays-Bas, le Pdrou, la
Perse, le Portugal, la Roumanie, la
Russie, le Salvador, la Serbie, le
Siam, la Suede, la Suisse_ la Turquie,
l'Uruguay, les ]_ta_s-Unis du Vdnd_u4la.
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Final Act of the International Final Act of the Second Inter-

Peace Conference, 1899. national Peace Conference, 1907.

The International Peace Conference, The Second International Peace
convoked in the best interests of Conference, proposed in the first

humanity by His Majesty the Emperor iustance by the President of the United
of All the Russias, assembled on the States of America, having been con-
invitation of the Government of Her yoked, on the invitation of His Majesty

Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands the Emperor of All the Russias, by
in the Royal House in the Wood at Her Majesty the Queen of the Nether-
the Hague, on the 18th May, 1899. lands, assembled on the 15th June,

" 1907, at the Hague, in the Hall of the

Knights, for the purpose of giving a
fresh development to the humanitarian

principles which served asa basis for the
work of the First Conference of 1899.

The Powers enumerated in the The Powers enumerated in the

following list took part in the Con- following list took part in the Con-
ference, to which they appointed the ference, to which they appointed the
Delegates named below. Delegates named below :-

[Names of Delegates of the follow- [Names of Delegates of the follow-
ing Powers.] ing Powers.]

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bel- Germany, The United States of
glum, China, Denmark, Spain, the America s, The Argentine Republic,
United States of America, the United Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Bolivia,
StatesofMexico, France" Great Britain x Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Colom-

an_ Ireland, Greece, Italy, Japan, bin, The Republic of Cuba, Denmark,
Luxemburg, Montenegro, the Nether- The Dominican Republic, The Re-
lands, Persia, Portugal, Roumania, public of the Ecuador, Spain, France,
Russia, Servi_ Siam, Sweden and Great Britain _, Greece. Guatemala, The

Norway, Switzerland, Turkey, Bul- Republic of Hafti, Italy, Japan, Luxem-
garia, burg, Mexico, Montenegro, Nicaragua,

Norway, Panama, Paraguay, The
Netherlands, Peru, Persia, Portugal,
Roumania, Russia, Salvador, Servia,
Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,

Uruguay, The United States of Vene-

i zuela
t For names of Britishand UnitedStatesdelegatesin 1899see suFra,p. 42.

For namesof Britishand UnitedStates delegatesin 1907see supra, p. 57.
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Dans une s_rie de r_unions, tenues Dans une s_rie de r_unions, tenues
du 18 Mai au 29 Juillet, 1899, oh les du 15 Juin au 18 Octobre, 1907, oh
D_14gn_s pr_cit_s ont 4t_ constamment les D_14gu4s pr4citgs ont _t_ constam-
anim4s du d4sir de rdaliser, clans la ment anim4s du d4sir de r_aliser, dans
plus large mesure possible, les vues la plus large mesure possible, les rues
gdn4reuses de l'Auguste Initiateur de g4n4reuses de l'Auguste Initiateur de
la Conference et les intentions de leurs la Conf4rence et les intentions de leurs

Gouvernements, la Conf4rence a arr_t_, Gouvernements, la Conf4rence a arr_td,
pour _tre soumis k la signature des pour _tre soumis k la signature des

PI4nipotentiaires, le texte des Conven- Pl4nipotentiaires, le texte des Conven-
tions et D_clarations 4num6r4es ci- tions et de la D4claration 4num4r4es

apr_s et annex4es au prdsent Acre :-- ci-apr_s et annex4es au pr4sent Acte :--
I. Convention pour le r_glement 1. Convention pour le r_glement

pacifique des conflits internationaux, pacifique des conflits internationaux.
2. Convention coneernant la limi-

tation de l'emploi de la force pour
le recouvrement de dettes contrac-
tueUes.

3. Convention relative k rouver-
ture des hostilit_s.

II. Convention concernant les lois 4. Convention concernant les lois

et coutumes de la gnerre sur terre, et coutumes de la guerre sur terre.
5. Convention coneernant les droits

et les devoirs des puissances et des
personnes neutres en cas de gnerre
sur terre.

6. Convention relative au rdgime
des navlres de commerce ennemis au

d4but des hostilit_s.
7. Convention relative k la trans-

formation des navires de commerce

en b_timents de guerre.

8. Convention relative k la pose
de mines sous-marines automatiques
de contact.

9. Convention concernant le bom-

bardement par des forces navales en
temps de guerre.

III. Convention pour l'adaptation k 10. Convention pour radaptation
la guerre maritime des principes de k la guerre maritime des prlncipes de
la Convention de Gen_ve du 22 Aofit, la Convention de Gen_ve.
1864.
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At a series of meetings, between the At a series of meetings, held from
18th May and the 29th July, 1899, the 15th June to the 18th October,
in which the above Delegatf_s were 1907, in which the above Delegates
throughout animated by the desire were throughout animated by the
to realize, in the fullest possible desire to realize, in the fullest possible
measure, the generous views of the measure, the generous views of the
august initiator of the Conference and august initiator of the Conference and
the intentions of their Governments, the intentions of their Governments,
the Conference drew up for submission the Conference drew up for submission
for signature by the Plenipotentiaries for signature by the Plenipotentiaries,
the text of the Conventions and De- the text of the Conventions and of the
claratlons enumerated below and an- Declaration enumerated below and

nexed to the present Act :-- annexed to the present Act :--
I. Convention for the pacific settle- 1. Convention for the pacific settle-

ment of international disputes, ment of international disputes.
2. Convention respecting the limi-

tation of the employment of force for
the recovery of contract debts.

3. Convention relative to the open-
ing of hostilities.

II. Convention respecting the laws 4. Convention respecting the laws
and customs of war on land. and customs of war on land.

5. Convention respecting the rights
and duties of neutral powers and
persons in case of war on land.

6. Convention relative to the sta-

tus of enemy merchant-ships at the
outbreak of hostilities.

7. Convention relative to the con-

version of merchant-ships into war-
ships.

8. Convention relative to the lay-
ing of automatic submarine contact
mines.

9. Conventionre ct bom-
bardmentby naval forces in time of
war.

III. Convention for the adaptation 10. Convention for the adaptation
to maritime war of the principles to maritime war of the principles of
of the Geneva Convention of the the Geneva Convention.
22nd August, 1864.
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11. Convention relative _ certaines
restrictions k l'exercice du droit do

capture clans la guerre maritime.
12. Convention relative _ l'&a-

blissement d'une Cour internationale

des prises.
13. Convention concernant les

droits et les devoirs des Puissances

neutres en cas de guerre maritime.
IV. Trois Ddclarations concernant : 14. D_claration relative _ l'inter-
1. L'interdiction de lancer des diction de lancer des projectiles et

projectiles et des explosifs du haut de des explosifs du haut de ballons.

ballons ou par d'autres modes analogues
nouveaux.

2. L'interdiction de l'emploi des
projectiles qui ont pour but unique de
r_pandre des gaz asphyxiants ou
ddl_t_res.

3. L'interdiction de l'emploi de
balles qui s'dpanouissent ou s'aplatis-
sent facilement dans le corps humain,
telles que les balles k enveloppe dure
dent l'enveloppe ne couvrirait pas
enti_rement le noyau ou serait pourvue
d'incisions.

COs Conventions et Ddclarations COsConventions et cette Ddelaration

formeront autant d'Actes sdpax_s. Ces formeront autant d'Actes s6par_s. Ces

Acres porteront la date de ce jour et Acres porteront la date de ce jour et
pourront _tre signds jusqu'au 31 pourront _tre sigu_s jusqu'au 30 Juin,
Ddcembre, 1899, par les Pl_nipoten- 1908, _ la Haye, par les Pl_nipoten-
tiaires des Puissances reprdsent_es _ tiaires des Puissances repr_sent_es
la Confdrence Internationale de la la Deuxi_me Confdrence de la Paix.

Paix _ La Haye. La Confdrence, se conformant
l'esprit d'entente et de concessions
rdeiproques qui est l'esprit mgme de
ses ddhb&ations, a arrgt_ la d_clar_

tion suivante qui, tout en r6servant
ehacune des Puissances reprdsent_es le
b_n_fice de ses votes, leur permet
toutes d'affirmer les principes qu'elles
consid_rent comme unanlmement re-
C0nnUS -'--
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11. Convention relative to certain

restrictions with regard to the exer-
cise of the right of capture in naval
war.

12. Convention relative to the
creation of an International Prize
Court.

13. Convention concerning the
rights and duties of neutral Powers
in naval war.

IV. Three Declarations :-- 14. Declaration prohibiting the
1. Prohibiting the discharge of pro- discharge of projectiles and explosives

jectiles and explosives from balloons or from balloons.
by other similar new methods.

2. Prohibiting the use of pro-
jectiles, the only object of which is the
diffusion of asphyxiating or deleterious
gases.

3. Prohibiting the use of bullets
which expand or flatten easily in the
human body, such as bullets with a
hard envelope, of which the envelope
does not entirely cover the core, or is
pierced with incisions.

These Conventions and Declarations These Conventions and this Declara-

shall form so many separate Acts. tion shall form so many separate Acts.
These Acts shall be dated this day, These Acts shall be dated this day,

au4 may be signed up to the 31st and may be signed up to the 30th
December, 1899, by the Plenlpoten- June, 1908, at The Hague, by the
tiaries of the Powers represented at Plenipotentiaries of the Powers repre-
the International Peace Conference at sented at the Second Peace Conference.

the Hague. The Conference, actuated by the
spirit of mutual agreement and con-
cession characterizing its deliberations,

has agreed upon the following Declara-
tion, which, while reserving to each of

i

the Powers represented full liberty of
I action as regards voting, enables them

to affmn the principles which they

regard as unanimously admitted :--

i H. 5
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EUe estunauime--

1. A reconnaitre le principe de
r arbitrage obligatoire.

2. A ddclarer que certains diffd-
rends, et notamment ceux relatifs

l'interprdtation et k l'application des
stipulations conventionnelles interna-
tionales, sont susceptibles d'etre soumis

rarbitrage obligatoire sans aueune
restriction.

Elleestuuanimeenfink proclamer

que,s'iln'apasdiddonndde conclure
d_smaintenantune Conventionence

sens,lesdivergencesd'opiuionqui se

sontmanifestdesn'ontpasddpassdles

lim;tes d'une controverse juridique, et
qu'en travaillant ici ensemble pendant
quatre mois routes les Puissances du
monde, non seulement ont appris _ se
eomprendre et_ se rapprocher davan-
rage, mais out su ddgager, au cours de
cette longue collaboration, un senti-
ment tr_s _levd du bien commun de
rhumanitd.

Obdissant aux m_mes inspirations, FLu.outre, la Confdrence a adoptd k
la Confdrence a adopt_ k l'una-;mitd l'unanimitd la BAsolution suivante :_
la Rdsolution suivante :w La Deuxi_me Oonfdrence de Is Paix

"La Coufdrence estime que la limi- confirme la Rdsolution adopCAepar la
tation des charges militaires qui pbsent Confdrence de 1899 k rdgard de la
actuellement sur le monde est grande- limitation des charges militaires ; et_
ment ddsirable pour raccroiesement du vu que les charges militaires se sont

bien_tre matAriel et moral de rhuma- considdrablement accrues clans presque
nit&" tous les pays depuis la dire annde, la

Confdrence ddclare qu'il est hautement
ddsirable de voir les Gouvernements

reprendre rdtude sdrieuse de cette
question.

Elle a, en outre, dmis les vosux Ellea de plus dmis les Vceux
suivants :-- suivants :--

1. I_ Confdrence, prenant en con- 1. La Confdrence recomm_nde aux

siddration les ddmarches prdliminaires Puissances Signataires radoption du
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It is unanimous--

1. In admitting the principle of
compulsory arbitration.

2. In declaring that certain dis-
putes, in particular those relating to
the interpretation and application of
the provisions of international agree-
ments, may be submitted to compul-
sory arbitration without any restriction.

Finally, it is unanimous in pro-
claiming that, although it has not yet
been found feasible to conclude a

Convention in this sense, nevertheless

the divergences of opinion which have
come to light have not exceeded the

" bounds of judicial controversy, and
that, by working together here during
the past four months, the collected
Powers not only have learnt to under-
stand one another and to draw closer

together, but have succeeded in the

I course of this long collaboration inevolving a very lofty conception of the
common welfare of humanity.

Guided by the same sentiments, the The Conference has further unani-
Conference has unanimously adopted mously adopted the following Resolu-
the following ttesolution :-- tion :--

"The Conference is of opinion that The Second Pesr_ Conference con-
the restriction of military charges, firms the Resolution adopted by the
which are at present a heavy burden Conference of 1899 in regard to the
on the world, is extremely desirable for limitation of military expenditure ;
the increase of the material and moral and inasmuch as military expenditure
welfare of manlelnd." has considerably increased in almost

every country since that time,-the
Conference declares that it is eminently
desirable that the Governments should
resume the serious eYamination of this

questiom
It has, besides, formulated the It has besides expressed the following

follo_dng wishes :_ wishes :_

1. The Conference, taking into 1. The Conference calls the atten-
consideration the preliminary steps tion of the Signatory Powers to the

5--2
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faites par le Gouvemement F_ddral projet ci-annexd de Convention pour
Suisse pour la revision de la Convention l'dtablissement d'une Cour de Justice
de Gen_ve, dmet le vceu qu'il soit arbitrale, et sa raise en vigueur d_s
procddd _ bref ddlai _ la rdunion d'une qu'un accord sera intervenu sur le
Conf_renee spficiale ayant pour objet choix des juges et la constitution de
la r_vision de eette Convention. la Cour_.

Ce vceu a df_ votd _ l'unanimit_.

2. La Confdrence dmetle vceu que '2. La Confdrence dmet le voeu

la question des droits et des devoirs qu'en cas de guerre, les autorit_s
des neutres soit inscrite au programme compdtentes, civiles et militaires, se
d'une prochaine Confdrence. fassent un devoir tout spdcial d'assurer

et de protdger le maintien des rapports
pacifiques et notamment des relations
commerciales et industrielles entre les

populations des Brats bellig_rants et
les pays neutres.

3. La Confdrence dmet le vceu que 3. La Confdrence _met le v_u que
les questions relatives aux fusils et les Puissances r_glent, par des Con-
aux canons de marine, telles qu'elles ventions particulibres, la situation, au

ont _t_ examinees par elle, soient point de rue des charges militaires,
raises _ l'_tude par les Gouvernements, des dtrangers _tabhs sur leurs terri-
en rue d'arriver _ une entente con- toires.

cernant la raise en usage de nouveaux
types et calibres.

4. La Conference dmet le voeu que 4. La Conference _met le voeu que
les Gouvernements, tenant compte des l'dlaboration d'un r_glement relatff
propositions faites dans la Conference, aux lois et coutumes de la guerre
mettent _ l'_tude la possibilit_ d'une maritime figure au programme de la
entente concernant la limitation des prochaine Conf4rence et que, clans
forces armdes de terre et de mer et des tousles cas, les Puissances appliquent,
budgets de guerre, autant ClUepossible, k la guerre sur

5. La Conference greet le v0eu clue met, les principes de la Convention
la proposition tendant k ddclarer relative aux lois et eoutumes de la

l'inviolabilit_ de la propri_t_ privde guerre sur terre.
dans la guerre sur met soit renvoy_e _ Enfin, la Conference recommande
l'examen d'une Conference ult_rieure, aux Puissances la rdunion d'une troi-

slime Conference de la Paix, qui
pourrait avoir lieu dans une p&iode

2 See note 1, page 69.
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taken by the Swiss Federal Govern- advisability of adopting the annexed
ment for the revision of the Geneva draft Convention for the creation of

Convention, expresses the wish that a Judicial Arbitration Court, and of
steps may be shortly taken for the bringing it into force as soon as an
assembly of a Special Conference agreement hasbeenreachedrespecting
having for its object the revision of the selection of the Judges and the
that Convention. constitution of the Court _.

This wish was voted unanimously.

2. The Conference expresses the 2. The Conihrence expresses the
wish that the question of the rights wish that, in case of war, the re-

and duties of neutrals may be inserted sponsible authorities, civil as well as
in the programme of a Conference in military, should make it their special
the near future, duty to ensure and safeguard the

maintenance of pacific relations, more
especially of the commercial and in-
dustrial relations between the inhabi-

tants of the belligerent States and
neutral countries.

3. The Conference expresses the 3. The Conference expresses the
wish that the questions with regard to wish that the Powers should regulate,
rifles and naval guns, as considered by by special Treaties, the position, as
it, may be studied by the Governments regards military charges, of foreigners
with the object of coming to an agree- residing within their territories.
ment respecting the employment of
new types and calibres.

4. The Conference expresses the 4. The Conference expresses the
wish that the Governments, taking wish that the preparation of regula-
into consideration the proposals made tions relative to the laws and customs

at the Conference, may examine the of naval war should figure in the
possibility of an agreement as to the programme of the next Conference,

limitation of armed forces by land and and that in any case, the Powers may
sea, and of war budgets, apply, as far as possible, to war by sea

5. The Conference expresses the the principles of the Convention
wish that the proposal, which con- relative to the laws and customs of
templates the declaration of the war on land.

inviolability of private property in Finally, the Conference recommends
naval warfare, may be referred to a to the Powers the assembly of a third

subsequent Conference for considera¢ Peace Conference, which might be
tion. held within a period corresponding to

1 For the draftConventionreferredto, seepost, p. 498.
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6. La Conference _metle vceu que analogue _ celle qui s'est _coul_e
la proposition de r6gler la question du depuis la pr6c6dente Conf6rence _ une
bombardement des ports, villes, et date &fixer d'un commun accord entre
villages par une force navale soit les Puissances, et elle appeUe leur
renvoy4e _ l'examen d'uue Conf6renee attention sur la n_cessit4 de pr6parer
ul_rieure, les travaux de cette troisi_me Con-

Les einq derniers voeux oat _t_ votes fdrence assez longtemps k l'avanee
k l'unanimit_, saul quelques absten- pour que ses ddlib_rations se pour-
tions, suivent avee l'autorit_ et la rapidit_

indispensables.
Pour atteindre _ ce but, la Con-

fdrence estime qu'il serait tr_s ddsirable
que, environ deux ans a_ant l'_poque
probable de la r_union, un Comit_
pr_paratoire ffit charg_ par les Gou-
vernements de recueillir les diverses

propositions k soumettre _ la Con-
f_rence, de reehercher les mati_res
susceptibles d'un proehain r_glement
international et de prdparer un pro-
gramme que les Gouvernements arr_-
teraient assez tbt pour qu'il pilt _tre
s_rieusement _tudi_ clans chaque pays.
Ce Comitd serait, en outre, chargd de
proposer un mode d'organisation et de
procddure pour la Confdrence eUe-
m_me.

En foi de quoi, les Pl6nipotentiaires En foi de quoi les Pl_nipotentiaires
opt sign4 le pr4sent Acre, et y ont oat sign_ le prSsent Acre et y ont
appos_ leurs cachets, appos_ leurs cachets.

Fair h La Haye, le 29 Juillet, 1899, Fait _ La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907,
en un seul exemplaire, qui sera ddposd en un seul exemplMre, qui sera ddposd
au Ministate des Affaires ]_trang_res, dans les archives du Gouvernement

et dont des copies, certifi_es confonnes, des Pays-Bas et dont les copies, eerti-
seront d_livr_es k routes les Puissances fi4es conformes, seront d_livr_es

repr_sent_es k la Conference. routes les Puissances repr_sent_es k la
Conference.
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6. The Conference expresses the that which has elapsed since the pre-
wish that the proposal to setHe the ceding Conference, at a date to be
question of the bombardment of ports, fixed by common agreement between
towns, and villages by a naval force the Powers, and it calls their attention
may be referred to a subsequent to the necessity of preparing the pro-
Conference for consideration, gramme of this third Conference a

The last five wishes were voted sufficient time in advance to ensure its

unanimously, saving some abstentions, deliberations being conducted with
the necessary authority and expedition.

In order to attain this object the
Conference considers that it would be

very desirable that, some two years
before the probable date of the meeting,
a preparatory Committee should be
charged by the Governments with the
task of collecting the various proposals
to be submitted to the Conference, of

ascertaining what subjects are ripe for
embodiment in an International Regu-
lation, and of preparing a programme
which the Governments should decide

upon in sufficient time to enable it to
be carefully examined by the countries
interested. This Committee should
further be intrusted with the task of

proposing a system of organization and
procedure for the Conference itseff.

In faith whereof the Plenipo_en- In faith whereof the Plenipoten-

tiaries have signed the present Act, tiaries have signed the present Act
and have affixed their seals thereto, and have affixed their seals thereto.

Done at the Hague, 29thJuly, 1899, Done at The Hague, the 18th

in a single copy, which shall be de- October, 1907, in a single copy, which
posited in the MinisVry for Foreign shall remain deposited in the archives
Affairs, and of which duly certified of the Netherland Government, and
copies shall he delivered to all the of which duly certified copies shall be
Powers represented at the Conference. sent to all the Powers represented at

the Conference.
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THE FINAL ACTSOF THEINTERNATIONALPEACECONFERENCES
1899 AND 1907.

The Final Acts of the Conferences are authoritative statements of the

'r_.e_,,_ results arrived at, but the signature thereof by the delegates
_. in no way committed the Powers to a signature of the Con-
ventions. Both in 1899 and 1907 the work of preparing the Final Acts
was entrusted to a Drafting Committee (Comitd de _P_ddaction),of which
Professor Louis Renault was "Reporter" on both occasions.

The Final Act of the Second Peace Conference was entrusted to a Sub-

Committee of 8, and finally revised by the Drafting Committee of 29. At
the Ninth Plenary Meeting of the Conference, M. Renault gave an account
of the work of these bodies and explained the form in which the Final Act
was laid before the Conference for signature _. The form of the two Acts
is similar, but in that of the Second Conference reference is made to the

fact that the Conference was first proposed by President Roosevelt 2. Then
follow the names of the Powers and the delegates, and a list of the Con-
ventions and Declarations to be submitted to the Plenipotentiaries for
signature 8.

The name "Convention " was chosen for all the agreements of the
Conference, other designations, such as "R_glement" being not deemed
suitable for international Acts. The term "R_glement" is however
retained in Convention No. 4, on the Laws and Customs of War on
Land, which replaces No. 2 of 1899 on the same subject, but there was
a doubt whether the "R_glement" annexed to this Convention was as
binding on the contracting Powers as the Convention itself (Art. 1) 4.
The Final Acts were left open for signature for some months. In the
case of the Final Act of 1907 the period allowed for signatu.re was about
3 months longer than was the case in 1899; this was in consequence of
the larger number of Powers represented at the Conference. In the case
of Convention No. 12 of 1907, for the establishment of an International

Prize Court, the protocol was left open until the 30th June, 1909. Apart

1ParLPapers,Misc.No.4 (1908),pp. 66-9; La DraxibmeGonf_renceIntvrm_ionalede
laPaix,T.z. (Aetnae¢Documents),pp.342-6. _ Seeante,p.51.

s The "Ac_eFinal" is printedafterthe 18 Conventionsandthe DeclarationinVoLL
of theOflieislReportoftheSceondHagueConference,La Deuxi_meConferencelnternationale
delaPaix, T.x.;in theBritishBlueBookit is printedfirst,theConventionsandDeclaration
followingit.

4 T. E. Holland,TheLawsof War onLand,p.5; L.Oppenheim,Int. Law,Vol.u. p.77
(note); see1_o8t,p. _60.
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from the Final Acts come the various Conventions, and the Declaration,

which form so many separate Acts 1.

The question of accession of non-signatory Powers raised considerable
discussion both in 1899 and 1907. In the case of the FirstAece_on of

non_n_ Conference the system of the "open door" was adhered to
tory Powers.

except in the case of the Convention for the pacific settlement
of international disputes s. In this case the special permission of the

signatory Powers was required for the accession of non-signatory Powers.
The door was closed, but might be opened, though not to everyone who

cared to knock. The Powers represented at the First Conference were not

willing to contract generally to submit to arbitration disputes which they

might have with others than those then present. The accession of the Latin-
American States was accepted on the opening of the Second Conference a.

All the Powers present in 1907 were, by the Final Act, enabled to sign
until the 30th June, 1908, but as regards those not represented, the question

as to their accession was raised, though in a different manner from that in

which it presented itself in 1899, by reason of the large increase in the

number of the Powers represented, and the very small number which re-
mained outside the deliberations of the Conference. There was no question

of modifying the rule laid down by the Conference of 1899 with regard to

the Convention for the pacific settlement of international disputes. Article
53 of Convention 1_o. 12, for the establishment of an International

Prize Court, reserves to certain Powers, determined beforehand in Article 15

and the annexed table, the right of acceding to the Convention. This

provision was necessary so as not to destroy the harmony o_" the whole
project which establishes an agreement between the composition of the
Court and the number of the contracting Powers.

But in regard to the other Conventions three alternatives were pro-

posed : (1) To adopt the principle of 1899 and leave the Conventions open.
(2) To limit subsequent accession only to the Powers summoned to the

Second Conference, which was equivalent to closing the Conventions.

(3) To adopt the principle of the Geneva Convention of 1906 under which
the Convention is closed, but non-contracting Powers are allowed to accede,

and their accession is final unless a formal protest is lodged by one of the

contracting Powers within a certain period4. The basis of the two latter

views was that the signatory states formed a society into which a stranger
could not enter without first knocking at the door. The system of the

"open door" offered certain inconveniences to the Dutch Government, who

1 La Deuz. Confer. T. L p. 348.

• Pwrl. Papers, Mice. No. 1 (1899), p. 260 ; Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 43.
s See ante, p. 56. • See a_te, p. 32.
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it was thought might find themselves embarrassed if application for ac-
cession were made by a Power whose status was doubtful. The DrMting

Committee, however, adopted this principle on the grounds that any
restrictive system would constitute a retrogressive movement, that the

Conventions to which the principle was to apply (and it will be noticed it
does not apply to Conventions 1 and 12) do not present the character of
mutual concessions as is the case with Conventions made with some states

only, for they are general in character, and are declarations of principles,
and it is desirable that they should be established by as large a number

of states as possible so as to constitute a code of universal law: lastly

it was necessary to anticipate the possible case of one state obstinately

refusing to allow a new state to become a party to the Conventions. The
Conference adopted the recommendation of the Committee for the Conven-
tions other than those mentioned, and each of the Conventions is concluded

with a common formula of four Articles, commencing with "Non-signatory

Powers may accede to the present Convention," except in the case of
Convention No. 10, in which a slight restriction is made by Article 24 which

states "Non-signatory Powers which have accepted the Geneva Convention

of the 6th July, 1906, may accede to the present Convention_. ''

As regards the extent of the application of the Conventions, the general
principle adopted is that they are only binding on the contracting Powers,
and in case of the Conventions relating to war which contain provisions

relative to neutrals, the Conventions only apply when all the belligerents are

parties to the Convention except in the case of Convention No. 3 (see Art. 3).

The twenty-six Powers who took part in the First Conference in 1899
are enumerated in the preamble to the Final Act : forty-fourBigaatory

Powar. ot me Powers are enumerated in the Final Act in 1907. All the

_._1 _n_. Powers who had not participated in the First Conference, and

who were present at the Second, signed their accession to the Conventions of
the First at the commencement of the Second. The following Powers,

who were not parties to the Final Act of 1899, are parties to the

Final Act of 1907: the Argentine Republic, Bolivia, Brazil, Chili_
Colombia, Cuba, San Domingo, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Nicaragua_

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Salvador, Uruguay, Venezuela Norway and

Sweden, having dissolved their union in 1905, appear as two separate

states_ It will also be noticed that Bulgaria, which in 1899 signed

after Turkey, is in 1907 placed in alphabetical order with the
o_her Powers. The only state represented at the Second Conference

which has not, up to the present, signed the Final Act is Paraguay,

though it has signed all the Conventions. Switzerland signed the

La Deu.z.Oonf_r.T. z.pp. 84&-4;Parl. Pa_ers, Mice.No. 4 (1908),pp. 67-8.
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Final Act under reservation of "Wish" No. I (for the creation of a
Judicial Arbitration Court) which the Swiss Federal Council does not

accept.
A slight change was made in the mode of execution of the Conventions

of 1907. The long formality of sealing was suppressed for all the Conven-
tions, and only retained for the Final Act. Before dealing with the

Conventions and Declaration agreed to at the two Conferences, the
Resolutions and Wishes must be referred to.

The Wishes (V_ux).

In the note which Count Mouravieff on the 12th August, 1898, handed
Themaim- to the members of the diplomatic corps at St Petersburg, a

of note which constituted the first cause of the Hague Confer-_m2m_ata

aaa ,_nl_y ences, "the maintenance of universal peace and a possible
buaget_, reduction of the excessive armaments which weigh upon all
nations," was represented as the ideal towards which the efforts of all
Governments should be directed. The second circular of the 12th Jan.,

1899, took note of the fact that the political horizon had in the interval

undergone a change, but the Imperial Government put forward a pro-

gramme for discussion in which the limitation of the progressive increase of
military and naval armaments appeared as the first item. At the First

Conference the Russian proposal was to maintain the status quo of the

armed forces and military estimates for five years. Count Mouravieff's

circular had stated that i_naucial burdens, constantly on the increase,
were affecting public prosperity at its source; that the intellectual and

physical forces of the peoples, labour and capital were to a large extent

diverted from their natural application and were unproductively con-

sumed; and that the armed peace of modern Europe had become a
crushing burden which the peoples had more and more difficulty in

bearing. This was not the opinion of the German delegate 2, nor of the

French, but, said the latter (M. Bourgeois), if both in Germany and France

the great resources which are now devoted to military organisation were,

at least in part, put to the service of peaceful and productive activity, the

grand total of the prosperity of each country would not cease to increase at
an even more rapid rate.

1 Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. pp. 123-130 ; A. Ernst, L'_uvre de lo Deuzi_ Gonf_rence

de ht Pa/x, p. 55 ; E. I._nonon, La ser.onde Conference de la Paix, pp. 719--735; "The

limitation of Armaments," The Times, 20 July, 1906; R. P. Hobson, Disarmament, Am.

Journ. of Inter. Law, Vol. xx. p. 748 ; B. F. Trueblood, The case for limitation of Armaments,
Idem, p. 758. The subject is treated fully in the various works dealing with the Hague
Conferences mentioned in the note on p. 51.

* Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 113.
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The limitation of armaments and the reduction of military burdens

as means of reducing the chances of war were remedies which appealed

to the popular imagination; but the discussions showed that the _ll¢fi-
culties in carrying them into effect, which had never been absent from

the minds of statesmen, were unsurmountable. The military forces of a

nation do not always correspond with the amounts of their military budgets
or the numbers of men enrolled in time of peace. The position of no two

states is identical: geographical, physical, and political conditions, the

density, rapidity of growth, and state of education of the population, the

position of a state in regard to colonies, coaling stations and mexnR of

communication, its dependence for food supplies on ocean-borne trade, its
financial credit and natural resources, are all factors to be taken into account.

It was not found possible to frame any formula which could apply to all

states, and as M. N4lidow stated in 1907, keen differences of opinion soon
broke out, and the debates assumed such a character, that, instead of the

desired understanding, there was a danger of a disagreement which might
have proved fatal to the rest of the labours of the Conference. Formal

homage was paid to the Tsar's ideal by the passing of the Resolution

which declared that the restriction of military budgets was extremely
(grandement) desirable, and by the emission of the Vc_u that Governments

would examine the possibility of an agreement as to the limitation of
armed forces and war budgets.

The subject of the reduction of military budgets and disarmament was

absent from the circular of Count Benckendorff. Much had happened
since 1899. The position of Russia after the termination of the Russo-

Japanese war did not permit her to consider that the limitation of
armaments was an urgent question. In the interval of the two Conferences

the question had however not been allowed to remain dormant. The subject

was discussed in the House of Commons on 10th May, 1906, and in the
House of Lords on the 25th May, and in the French and Italian Chambers

of Deputies in June of the same year 1. Subsequently Sir H. Campbell-

Bannerman, when Prime Minister, expressed himself strongly against the
policy of huge armaments and in favour of the reconsideration of the

subject by the Powers2.J Notwithstanding the fact that the British

Government had reason to anticipate that the discussion of the question
would lead to no fruitful results, the British delegates were instructed to

bring it forward at the Conference of 1907 a. At the Fourth Plenary

Sir T. Barclay, Probl_, etc. p. 125.

2 See Ar_cle in The Nation of 2 March, 1907.
a For Instructions on this subject see Appendix.
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Meeting of the Conference on the 18th August, Sir Edward Fry proposed

that the Conference should confirm the Resolution adopted in 1899 in
regard to the limitation of the military charges, and, in view of their great

increase, should put it on record that it is eminently (hautement) desirable
that Governments should resume their study of the question 1. The

British Plenipotentiary in his speech drew attention to the fact that

between 1898 and 1906 the military expenditure of Europe, the United
States and Japan had increased from £251,000,000 to £320000,000, and

stated that with a view of assisting in a reduction of this non-productive

expenditure the British Government would be willing to communicate

annually their programme to other Powers who would pursue the same
course. The late Lord Goschen in a speech in 1906 in the House of

Lords made a somewhat similar proposal, but on this occasion Sir Edward

Fry on behalf of the British Government made the offer formally to the
whole world. So far no Power seems to have accepted it. Sir Edward Fry's

motion received the support of the French delegate, M. Bourgeois, and the

President communicated to the Conference a note from the delegates of

Argentine and Chili containing the terms of a treaty which had been
entered into on the 28th May, 1902, for the mutual reduction of the

armaments of their countries for five years e. The discussion was felt how-

ever to be purely academic. "Contact with reality," said M. N_lidow, "soon

showed that the noble ideal of the Tsar concealed practical difficulties

when it became a question of putting it into application." The Resolution,
which committed no one, was carried unanimously with applause.

The problem of disarmament or the limitation of armaments is one of

the greatest di_culty. Armaments are not a cause of war in themselves;

often they afford the best guarantee of peace. The sense of insecurity felt

by nations, and the increase of their means of defence are due to moral
causes; they spring from a lack of international confidence and the instinct

of self-preservation. Disarmament, or even the reduction of armaments

will not be effected so long as there is the fear that while some Powers adopt

this course others will not. The lack of confidence in the protestations of

pacific intentions which some of the greatest military Powers make from
time to time prevents the reduction of the vast burdens which all the great

Powers are increasingly putting on their citizens. Until the causes of
international distrust are removed, progress towards the solution of the

disarmament problem will be stayed. "La deuxi_me Conf4rence," writes

M. de Lapradelle, "n'accorde k la limitation des armamens, proclamge

"j a Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1908), p. 27 ; La Deux. Confer. T. x. p. 90.

i_ _ A tramflation of this treaty is given by Sir T. Barclay, Prob/_, etc. pp. 128-9.
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grandement ddsirable en 1899, hautemen_d_sirable en 1907, qu'une attention
indiff_rente et lointaine, n_gligemment fix4e clans un vceu sceptique, dont
la molle formule cherche moins k flatter les amateurs de mirages qu'k leur
adoucir la peine de l'illusion d6_uel.''

Of the other Vwux which were expressed by the Conference of
1899, No. 1 produced a practical result in the Geneva

The immunity
ofenvy Convention of 1906, and Nos. 2 and 6 form the basis of
privat_pro- Conventions Nos. 5, 9 and 13 of the Conference of 1907.
perW at sea 2.

No. 3 appears up to the present to have been fruitless.
No. 4 has already been dea]t with. There remains only No. 5 in which
the Conference expressed the wish that the proposal which contemplates
the declaration of the inviolability of private property in naval warfare
may be referred to a subsequent Conference for consideration.

At the First Hague Conference the United States delegates presented
the following proposition : "The private property of all citizens or subjects
of the signatory Powers, with the exception of contraband of war, shall
be exempt from capture or seizure on the high seas or elsewhere by the
armed vessels or the military forces of any of the said signatory Powers.
But nothing herein contained shall extend exemption from seizure to
vessels and their cargoes which may attempt to enter a port blockaded by
the naval forces of any of the said PowersS.'' The Conference did not
consider the discussion of this proposition to be within its competence, but
adopted the Vo_uset forth in the Final Act.

At the Second Conference the subject was assigned to the Fourth
Committee, and M. Fromageot presented their Report at the Seventh
Plenary Meeting 4. The proposition was again brought forward by the
United States Delegation and was framed in similar terms to those in

x La guerre ntaritinw, etc. in La Revue de8 dcux Mondes, 1 Aug. 1908, p. 676.
2 The literature on this subject is great, and the question is disoussed by all writers on

Publio International Law. Z. Oppenheim, Int. Law, Vol. xL pp. 179 and 186, gives a list
of authors who discuss the question of confiscation of enemy property at sea, and in
addition reference may be made to the following : F. W. Holls, The Peace Conference, pp.
306-321 ; J. Westlake, War, pp. 129-182, 811-314 ; Sir T. Barclay, l_roblems, etc. pp.
63-70 ; C. H. Stockton, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Oct. 1907, p. 930 ; E. I_monon, La seconds
Conference, etc. p. 623 ; N. Bentinck, War and private property, pp. 8_-96 ; Lord Loreburn's
(then Sir R. tteid) letter to The Times, 14 Oct. 1906, _uce edited with notes by F. W. Hit-st ;
A. de Lapradelle, La guerre maritime, La tievue des deux Mondes, 1 Aug. 1908, p. 676;
Livre Jaune, p. 101 ; Captain Mahan, !Vational _eview, June, 1907; Julian S. Corbett,
l_inetcenth Century and after, June, 1907.

s ParL Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), pp. 108-111, 16f_-8. The United States Government
in 1866 refused to secede to the Declaration of Paris in consequence of the non-acoeptanee of
this principle. See supra, p. 8.

See Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1908), p. 187; La Deux. Confdr. T. x. p. 246 for M.
Fromageot's Beport on whieh the following snmm_tryis ba_]. So0 also Livre Jaune, p. 101.
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which it had been presented in 1899 by Mr A. D. White 1, and Mr Choate's

_raoVnited speech in moving it in the Committee followed similar
stat_ pro- lines of reasoning. He traced the historical continuity of

po_alia19oT, the doctrine onwards from 1783 when Benjamin Franklin

proposed to Great Britain a treaty that in case of war between the two
Powers all traders with their unarmed vessels employed in commerce

should be allowed to pass freely unmolested. He cited treaties which

had been entered into embodying the principle of abolition of capture of

private property and the numerous expressions of opinion in its favour
from statesmen, merchants and jurists. He urged the analogy of land

warfare, the lack of military interest in the destruction of commerce,

reasons of humanity, the losses occasioned to neutrals, the need for
limiting war to the armed forces of the belligerents, and the risk

of calling out a spirit of revenge and reprisals, and he concluded by

intimating that President Roosevelt desired a vote of the Conference on

the American proposal. The Russian delegates were of opinion that the
question was not yet ready for solution, for the American proposition

presupposed preparatory agreements and experience which were lacking

up to the present time. The dread of great pecuniary losses both to

belligerents and neutrals by the outbreak of war was, it was pointed out,
one of the strongest guarantees of the peace of the world. The delegates

of Brazil, Sweden and Norway supported the American proposal. The

latter speaking for a Power largely interested in shipping, and for a country

which he hoped would always be neutral, preferred that the self-interest of
neutrals who would certainly gain by the maintenance of the status quo

should give place to principles of humanity. The delegates of Holland,
Greece and Austria also spoke on the same side, which received the

qualified support of the German Plenipotentiary, Baron Marschall yon
Bieberstein, who, however, contended that the subject could not be

considered by itself, as it was too closely allied to the questions of
blockade and contraband to be able to be settled until these questions

were first solved. The Portuguese delegate expressed a similar view.

Strong opposition to the American proposal came from the Argentine
and Colombian delegates, the latter (M. Triana) observing that the
mainte_nance of the rule was essential for countries with great natural

wealth which might excite the cupidity of stronger Powera Sir Ernest

Satow, speaking for Great Britain, opposed the American proposal 2.

He pointed out that the adoption of it would produce an abolition of

1 Mr White's speeoh is printed in ex_o in Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1899), p. 166.
a For British Instructions on this hesd see Appendix.
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commercial blockade, that attempts to limit blockades would produce
friction, but while unable to accept the American proposal Great Britain

desired to have the interests of neutrals respected, hence the British

proposal for the abolition of contraband.

The unanimous acceptance of the American proposal was obviously not
possible, but before a vote was taken on it various proposals for modifying

the existing rigour of the law of capture were taken into consideratiom

Brazil proposed that pending the acceptance of the American proposi-
tion, the Powers should put in force the principles of Articles

Other
in 1_7 23, 28, 46, 47 and 53 of the Convention of 1899 on the laws

for_ugauag and customs of war on land. These as further explained bythe rulesof
cap.re of M. Ruy Barbosa would enable a belligerent to capture
privatepro- enemy merchantmen and cargo, even when neutral, if thel_rty at sea.

necessities of war so demanded, receipts being given as if
for requisitions : while the crew of a captured enemy were to be put ashore

in a neutral port 1.

The Belgian proposition consisting of 12 Articles was to substitute
sequestration for capture of enemy ships and their cargoes, the crews

being liberated on condition of not serving against the captor during the

war; and to forbid the destruction of prizes except under special circum-
stances. At the termination of the war, property so sequestered was to

be returned, or if sold or destroyed its value to be handed to the former
owners 2.

The Dutch delegate proposed that exemption should be accorded to

every ship to which the enemy had delivered a passport certifying that it

would not be used as a ship of war, and subject to certain modifications
he supported the Belgian proposal.

Lastly, the French delegate, while willing to accept the United States

proposition if a unanimous agreement could be reached, suggested
certain modifications in the existing rule in the meantime. He argued
that as war is a relation of state to state, interference with the

commerce of the enemy is perfectly justifiable. It is a powerful me_ns of

coercion, but its legitimate exercise should be directed against the resources
of the state and not againat private individuals, and therefore it should

not be used as a means of gain _o individuals. With a view of carrying
out these ideas, he expressed the desire (vwu) that the distribution of

prize-money among the crews of the capturing ships should be suppressed,

and that means should be taken to ensure that the loss occasioned by the

capture of private property should fall on the state.

a E./._monon, op. cir. p. 634. 2 SeeE. L_monon,o_. ¢/t. p. 685.
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The American proposition of absolute immunity from capture of enemy
lyroper_y at sea was put to the vote, when 21 states voted for,Result of the

d_c_on at 11 against, and one abstained; 11 states were absent. The
the sague m states voting for were: Germany (with the reservations before1907.

mentioned1), the United States, Austria-Hungary, Belgium,
Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, Greece, Hayti, Italy,
Norway, Holland, Persia, Roumania, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland and

Turkey. Against : Colombia, Spain, France, Great Britain, Japan, Mexico,
Montenegro, Panama, Portugal, Russia and Salvador. Abstained, Chili.

On the Brazilian proposition for the assimilation of the laws of war on
sea to those on land, 13 states voted for, 12 against. It was therefore
withdrawn.

On the Belgian proposition for the substitution of sequestration for
confisc_ion 14 states voted for the 1st Article, 9 against, 7 being absent.
It was therefore withdraww

The President (M. de Martens) sought to bring about a compromise by
proposing the "Wish" that at the commencement of hostilities Powers
should declare if, and under what conditions, they would renounce the right
of capture, but various objections were raised and it was withdrawn. & vote
was then taken on the French proposal for the suppression of prize-_noney
as modified by the Austro-Hungarian delegate, who had proposed the parti-
clpation by the State in the losses by capture. The first part expressing
the desire that Powers which maintained the right of capture should be
invited to consider means of abolishing prize-money was adopted by 16 to
4, 14 states abstaining: on the second part in favour of State indemnity,
only 7 states voted for (these included Great Britain), while 13 voted against,
and 14 abstained. Here, so far as the Committee were concerned, the

matter terminated, but the Brazilian proposition is largely reflected in
the fourth "Wish" adopted in the Final Act which records that the
Powers should apply, as far as possible, to war by sea the principles of the
Convention relative to the laws and customs of war on land.

An examination of this question in all its bearings is impossible in
this connection The instructions of the British delegates clearly set
forth the view which the Government of this country took on the
matter before the Conference, and the results of the Conference showed

that the questions of the immunity of enemy private property at
sea as well as those of contraband and blockade must all be considered

together in relation to the proposed creation of an International Prize
Court, and the law which it is to administer.

1 See ante, p. 79.

5. 6
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The "Wishes" enumerated in the Final Act of the Second Conference

are the summary of its failures to reach any definite conclusion.
The Final Act of 1007, aider an enumeration of the 18 Conventions

ohum_tory and the Declaration agreed upon states that the delegates
arbtm_ton, unanimously admitted the principle of obligatory arbitration,

and declares that certain disputes, in particular those relating to the

interpretation and application of the provisions of international agreements,
may be submitted to obligatory arbitration without any restriction, it ends

with the rhetorical statement that though it had not been found feasible to
conclude a Convention in this sense the Powers had learnt to understand one

another and to draw closer together and had "succeeded in the course of this

long collaboration in evolving a loi_y conception of the common welfare of

humanity." This was adopted at the Ninth Plenary ]Vfeeting of the Con-
ference by 41 votes ; the United States, Japan and Roumania did not vote.

The problem of obligatory arbitration was considered by the First

Committee, and its Sub-Committee, and various propositions were ex-
amined by a Special Committee (Committee "A") which held 16 meetings.

The Report of Baron Guillaume which was presented to the Ninth Plenary

Meeting is a document of great length and contains a r&um_ of the
propositions and arguments which the Committees had had under con-
sideration t.

Article 16 of the Convention of 1899 for the pacific settlement of inter-

national disputes recognised arbitration as the most effective, and at the

same time the most equitable means of settling disputes which diplomacy

has failed to settle in questions of a legal nature, and especially in the
interpretation or application of international conventions. It was hoped

by many states that the Conference of 1907 would go further and Freduce
a Convention whereby the Powers represented would agree to accept com-

pulsory arbitration in disputes regarding certain deihlite matters. Various

proposals with this object were presented by the Dominican Republic,
Brazil, Portugal, Servia, Sweden, Great Britain and the United States,

but the discussion chiefly turned on the Portuguese proposal, based upon

a draR prepared by the Inter-parliamentary Union which was subsequently

amended by, and to a large degree embodied in, a proposal formulated by

Great Britain and the United States and supported by France. Under

I ParL Papers,Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 861-428; La Dcu.z.Oonf_r.T. L pp. 4B5-_52;
Livre Jaune, pp. 42-_4; E. L_monon,La lee.ondeOonf6rence,pp. 121-187; A.B. Fried,D/e
._we/teHo,a.gerKonferenz, pp. 89-119; W. J. Hull, Obligatoryarbitration and the Hague
Conferencu,Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. rr.p. '/81.
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the Portuguese proposal the contracting Powers agreed to submit to

arbitration, without any reservations, disputes on some 18 subjects: the
British proposal elimln_ted several and altered the definitions of others.

The drai% in this form was called the "Projet du Comit_ d'Examen" or
"Frojet anglo-l_Ortugais-am6ricain."

The chief opposition came from Germany. Baron Marschall yon Bieber-

stein, while declaring himself favourable to the principle of obligatory arbi-
tration under certain conditions and reservations, made it clear that he was

not prepared to go beyond this general acceptance of principle. His main
line of argument was as followa If awards are given of a contradictory

character regarding the interpretation of international treaties to which
many states are parties, the existence of these treaties will be imperillecL

Awards in contradiction with judicial verdicts of national tribunals in

respect of the interpretation and application of international treaties will

crea_e an impossible situation. Awards to the effect that a state ought to
atter its laws in accordance with an international treaty may produce

serious conflicts witch legislative bodies. And as regards t_e lists sub-

mitred, some matters were too unimportant to include, others were
too serious without the reservation of "honour and vital interests1. ''

tt was evident that Germany would not fall in line with the great majority

of the Powers on these questions, though Baron Marschall's arguments were

equally _ogent in regard to the proposal to establish an international prize
court which he was supporting. Strenuous endeavours were made to frame

lists of subjects which would receive the acceptance of the Powers. The

British proposal contained a table with a list of 22 subjects against which

states should _rite t_eir acceptance or rejection. Germany, however, was not
prepared to accept or formulate any list. The Austro-Hungarian delegate

(M. M_rey de Kapos-Mbre) proposed that the Conference should content

itself wi_h a declaration which accepted the general principle of obligatory

arbitration, but should state that, as difficulties were experienced in arriving
at an agreement, the Conference would invite the Gevernments repre-

sented to make a further study of the questions and submit them to an
international Committee 2. This failed to receive the unanimous suppor_

of the Sub-Committee. Italy submitted another smendment by way of
an addition to Article 16 of the Convention for the pacific settlement of

disputes, whereby the Powers undertook to study the question and report
by the 31st Dec. 1908 to the I)ut_h (]overnment the ma%ters whioh they

1 Parl. Papers,Miso.No. 4 (1908),p. 868; La Deuz. Confer. T. *. p. g76.
Part Papers, Misc.No. 4 (1908),p. 870; La Dvu_.Conf&. T. L p. 479.
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were prepared to make the subject of a Convention on obligatory arbitra-
tion, but this also was rejected by Germany. Thus the attempts of the

two members of the Triple Alliance to facilitate the adhesion of the third

to some form of obligatory arbitration were unsuccessful. After weeks of
fruitless endeavour to reach unanimity the Anglo-Portuguese-American

proposals were submitted to the Committee and voted upon. The debate
lasted two days, when this drai_ was carried by 32 votes against 9:
3 states abstained from voting. The majority agreed to accept obligatory

arbitration in disputes concerning the interpretation and application of

treaties with regard to the following matters: (1) mutual relief of indigent

sick persons; (2) international protection of labour; (3) means of pre-

venting collisions at sea; (4) weights and measures; (5) measurement of
vessels; (6) wages and effects of deceased seamen; (7) protection of
literary and artistic works; also for claims for pecuniary damages when

the principle of indemnity was recognised by the parties. The states

which voted against the project were: Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, Roumania, Switzerland and

Turkey. Italy, Japan and Luxemburg abstained from voting--the
Japanese delegate, though not voting, announced that his Government

was not prepared to accept obligatory arbitration, as the Court might

adopt legal principles in opposition to those which his Government

had adopted. The subjects on which the majority agreed to accept
compulsory arbitration were not matters of great importance, but even

these would have been welcomed as affording evidence of a practical

acceptance of the principle. The opposition of Germany and Anstria-
Hungary, and the abstention of Italy, were fatal to their acceptance.

Notwithstanding the largeness of the majority, the Committee, acting
on the principle that unanimity was requisite for a Convention, limited

its recommendation to the acceptance of the Va_u suggested by Count
Tornielli, which the Conference adopted. Mr Choate, however, was
unable to accept this, as he considered that it constituted a real and serious

retreat, and its adoption would imperil the cause of arbitration ; he there-

fore abstained from voting at the Ninth Plenary Meeting. Japan and
Roumania also abstained. The prlndpla of obligatory arbitration was
therefore accepted nero. con.

In one important point, however, the Conference was able to register a
success, namely, Convention No. 2, respecting the Limitation of force for the

recovery oi contract debts, which in effect makes arbitration compulsory
in such C.IlSes1,

Bee_t, pp. 180-19Z
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The first V_u of the Second Conference relates to an annexed drai_

Juatetal for the creation of a Judicial Arbitration Court, and will
arbit_ataon be discussed in connection with the text of the draf_

Court. Convention 1.

The second and third V_ux emanated from the Second Committee to

_eurra_ in which was referred the subject of the rights and duties of
_ntgereut neutrals on land. The second Voeu expresses the desire that

zerritory_, in case of war the responsible authorities, civil and military,
should make it their special duty to ensure and safeguard the maintenance

of pacific relations, more especially the commercial and industrial relations,

between the inhabitants of the belligerent states and neutral countries.

By the third the Conference expresses the opinion that the Powers should

regulate, by special treaties, the position, as regards military charges of
foreigners residing within their territories.

The Second Committee, for which Colonel Borel (Swiss delegate)

acted as "Reporter," presented a report to the Fifth Plenary Meeting of

the Conference, in which they recommended the addition of two chapters
to the Regulations for war on laud containing 11 Articles which were based

on a draft introduced by the German delegate. Chapter 1, containing draft
Articles 61-63, dealt with the definition of a neutral ; Chapter 2, containing

draft Articles 64-68, dealt with services rendered by neutrals, and the treat-

ment of neutral property. The discussion at the Fifth Plenary Meeting on

the 7th Sept. showed so much divergence of opinion with regard to the draft
Articles 64 and 65, and so many reservations were made, that the draft
was remitted to the Committee for further consideration_ The Articles in

question proposed to confer special benefits on neutral aliens resident in
belligerent territory, both as regards the treatment of their persons and

property. It was proposed to enact that belligerents should not requisition

neutrals for services having direct bearing on the war except for sanit_u_

services or sanitary police absolutely demanded by the circumstances (64).

That such exemption from service should not apply to persons who had

voluntarily enlisted in a belligerent army, nor to persons belonging to

the army of a belligerent state in virtue of the legislation of that

state (65). As regards neutral property it was proposed that no con-

tribution of war should be levied on neutrals (66); that the destruction,

injury or seizure of neutral property should be prohibited except in case

z Seeport, p. 498.
ParL Paper,, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 88-86, 184-145; La Deux. Confer. T. L

pp. 125-9, 150--161,168, 176-8; J. Wesflake,War, p. 285; Lit're Jau_, pp. 79-82; A. S. de
Bustamente,Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. IL p. 11{i.
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of absolute necessity, and then compensation should be paid (67); that
belligerents should undertake to grant compenaation for use of neutral

immoveable property (68); and also for expropriation or use of neutral

moveable property (69). The difficulty in regard to the draft Articles 64
and 65 turned partly on the difference of treatment as regards military

service by various states of domiciled aliens and their children born
within their territory, in which there is a striking lack of uniformity.

Several of the Spanish-American states have been engaged in con-
t_overaies with European Powers who have considered that the principle

of nationality by parentage ought to exempt the children of their

nationals, born within the territory of such states, from military service 1.

Several states have, by treaties, expressly guarded against the com-
pulsory enrolment of their subjects for other than police purposes 2.

Some states, such as Switzerland, have replaced military service by a tax,
and France and Spain have, by treaty of 1862, agreed that Spaniards born

in France, and Frenchmen bern in Spain are liable for military service

in France and Spain respectively, unless they can prove that they have
performed the service in their own countries a. As regards the special

benefits it was proposed to confer on neutral property, Great Britain,

France, Russia and Holland contended that aliens by taking up their
residence in a state must submit to the treatment accorded to its

nationals by the invader, and that contributions were levied ratione loci not

ratione personae. The opposing principles were those of nationality and

enemy domicile. Special difficulties in applying the suggested Articles

were also pointed out by the British and Japanese delegates. Notwith-
standing the hearty support accorded to the draf_ Articles by the United

States and Swiss delegates, they failed of acceptance; Articles 61-63

of the German drai_ alone were adopted and form Articles 16-19 of
Convention No. 54. The Committee recommended the adoption of the

_-wo Ir_x which were unanimously accepted. We have dealt so far with

the second; the ful61ment of the first does not appear to be very probable.
The purpose of military operations is to bring the enemy to terms as

speedily as possible, and a belligerent can best do this by cutting off the

supplies of his adversary from neutral sources. H_ business is to hamper
his opponent by all possible legitimate means, he will not be likely _o
assist and protec_ the maintenance of commercial and industrial relations

I j. We_i_ke, Peace,p. 218.
2 SeeW. E. Hall, I_. Law, pp. 207--8fora discussionof the positionof aliens in

to militaryservice.
* Deepagnet,Dro/t int. §842.
' For further discussionof this subjsctseepost, p. 298.
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between the inhabitants of his enemy's state and neutrals, when by so
doing he will naturally tend to increase the duration of the struggle 1. War
is more than a relation of state to state.

The fourth Vosu covers a wider field than the second and third.

Questions relating to naval warfare entered into the workThe law_ and
@astm8ot of all the four Committees of the Second Conference. The
navalwar- first Committee elaborated a draft Convention for an Inter-

national Prize Court, the second dealt with declarations of

war, a matter common to warfare by land and sea; the third and
fourth formed a combined Committee on maritime questions under the
presidencies of Count Tomielli and M. de Martens.

Of all departments of international law, that which relates to naval
warfare, and the duties of neutrals therein, is in the most unsatisfactory
condition. Jurists cannot be entirely acquitted of the charge of having
assisted in producing this result. Sometimes the rules adopted by the state
of which a publicist is a citizen, have been enunciated by him as if they
were universally accepted as international law, and no small number of
"incidents" and "strained relations" between states have been produced
by the ignorance of the people of one state of the rules of naval warfare
observed by another. In the case of land warfare there have been no
changes in the weapons in use or the mode of conduct of hostilities during
the past century comparable to the change from wooden sailing vessels to
great floating metal fortresses propelled by steam power. The rules of
maritime warfare, elaborated when wooden walls were the defence of a
sea-girt state, are seen to be antiquated, and in some cases useless, when
applied to modem conditions. Not only are the problems, by which
belligerents themselves are faced, of increasing complexity, but in a still
higher degree difficulties are experienced by neutrals in fulfilling their
rSle of absta_nlng from all interference in a pending conAict. The
dislocation of neutral trade, springing from an extension of the idea
of contraband, the doctrine of "continuous voyage," the divergent views
of great naval Powers on the subject of blockade, and the danger to
innocent neutral merchantmen from floating mines, produces increasing
friction between belligerents and neutrals. The two great wars which
had taken place since 1899 had brought these questions into dangerous
prominence, and afford sufficient explanation why problems relating to
naval warfare occupied so much of the attention of the Second Hague

x j. Westl_ke, War, p. _85.
• Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 201; La Deux. Confer. T. z. p. 264; Livre

Jaune, p. 101.
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Conference. Unlike the laws of war on land, which, previously to the
First Conference, had been considered in detail at the Brussels Conference

and by the Institute of International Law, both of which bodies had pre-
pared draR regulations, admirably adapted to form a basis for the work of
the Conference, the laws of naval warfare as a whole (and apart from
the treatment of the sick and wounded) had never received the careful

study of an international gathering of the Powers. In many important
points it has long been recognised that there are two divergent views,
the Anglo-American and the Continental, and the failure of the Conference

to produce a code of laws for naval warfare analogous to that which the
First Conference elaborated for land warfare is not a matter for surprise.
The "questionnaire," prepared by M. de Martens for the basis of the
discussions of the Fourth Committee, was framed in the following terms:
"Within what limits are the provisions of the Convention of 1899 relating
to the laws of war on land applicable to the operations of war on sea ?"
Considerable labour and much time were devoted to an examination

of the general question of a code of naval warfare, as well as to a con-
sideration of specific subjects which were entrusted to the Committee.

The "questionnaire" of M. de Martens was examined by a Comitd
d'Examen and a report prepared by M. de Karnebeck, but time did not
admit of its being taken into consideration by the whole Committee.
The difficulties in the way of arriving at a solution of the numerous ques-
tions connected with maritime warfare were explained by M. de Martens
at the meeting of the Committee on the 18th Sept. He pointed out
that historically there was a sharp line of demarcation between land and
sea warfare. That, whereas in the case of the former, soldiers from
El_minondas to Gustavus Adolphns had themselves endeavoured to frame
the rules, and the First Conference had before it the work of the Brussels

Conference,in thematterofnavalwarfarethe casewas quitedifferent.
The instructionsofa fewgreatnavalcommanders,thedecisionsof Prize

CourtsandespeciallythoseofLord Stowell,and navalmanualsprepared
by variousGovernments,werethesourcesforthelawofnavalwarfare,and
allweremoreorlesstaintedwithnationalaspirationsandtherequirements

ofpoliticalexpediency.M. Fromageotalsopointedout in hisreporti
thatthe attempttoadapttheRulesofLand Warfareof1899 tonaval

warfarewouldnecessitatea changenot onlyin draftingand form,but
thattheywouldevenrequirefundamentalmodifications.The principles,
however,underlyingtheseregulationswere recommendedto the Con-
ference_s beingapplicableto maritimewarfare,and the fourthV_u

a ParL Paper,, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 201 ; La Deu.z. Confer. T. L p. 265.
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was proposed, and unanimously adopted by the Conference, that the
preparation of regulations relative to the laws and customs of naval

warfare should be considered at the next Conference, and that meantime
the Powers should apply the principles of the Convention of 1899 to war

by sea. The Committee prepared a draft in parallel columna showing

suggested changes in the application of these rules 1. The problem relating
to blockade and contraband, and the question as to the legality of sinking
neutral prizes were however found to be insoluble _.

On this latter subject the "questionnaire" of M. de Martens was as

ms_r_aon follows: " Is the destruction of merchant ships under a

o_ neutral neutral flag engaged in war time in carrying troops or
pries3, contraband forbidden by the laws of different countries or

by international practice ?.... Is the destruction of all neutral prizes
illegitimate according to existing national laws and according to the
practice in naval wars ?"

In examining these questions the Committee refrained from en-

deavouring to formulate a statement as to what was the existing law,

devoting its labours to discussions de lege ferenda rather than de lege
/ata, but it considered that there was a close connection between this

subject and the question of the free access of prizes to neutral ports which

was under consideration by the Third Committee.

In the course of the study of the matter by the Fourth Committee four

proposals presented by the delegates of Great Britain, Russia, the United

States and Japan came under consideration. These four were subsequently
reduced to two, the United States and Japan supporting the British

proposals.

The Russian proposal which was the first to be examlned by the

Examining Committee forbade the destruction of neutral prizes except

in cases where the non-destruction would endanger the safety of the

captor or the success of his operations. The arguments advanced by
Colonel Ovtchinnokow in support of this proposal were that by the fact of

I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908),pp. 202-216; La Deuz. Confer.T. x. p. 264,
2 Seeante, p. 4.
s Parl.Papers, Miso.No.1 (1908),p. 17; Idem,Misc.No.4 (1908),p.199; La Deuz. Confdr.

T. Lp. 262; SirT.Barclay,larob/ems,etc.pp. 99-102;J. Westlake,War,p. 318; L. Oppenheim,
Vol. rr. § 481; T. J. Lawrence,Int. Law, § 216; Idem, Friarand Neutrality, et_. p. 255;
W. E. Hall, Int. Law, p. 785; T. E. Holland, Prize Law, §803; Ld_ Neutral duties in
a Maritime War, pp. 12-18; H. Taylor, Int. Law, § 691; A. Hershey, International Law
and Diplomacy of the I_uuo.O'apaneseWar, pp. 166-9; F.E. Smith and N. W. Sibley,
InternaticmalLmv as interpretedduring the R_so-Japanese War, Chap.xn. ; L. A. athorley.
Jones, Commercein War, pp. 581-8 ; T. Baty, La destructiondes prises neutres, Roy. de
Dr. int. (_ndaeries),Vol. vux. p. 484; E. L_monon,La tecondeConference,eto.pp.684--694.
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capture the property in the prize passed _o the captor, and that the sub-
sequent decision of a Prize Court confirmed and did not create the right

of ownership. The right of destruction should and would naturally be
exercised with great reserve, for a captor would not lightly destroy his own

property, and when it was exercised, persons and, as far as possible, cargo

and papers on board should be preserved for use of Prize Courts, and to

assist in fixing indemnities, if any, to neutrals. If the Prize Court
subsequently decided against the validity of the capture, that would

entail a liability to make compensation. For military or other reasons it

might be impossible to take a captured ship into a port for condemnation,

and absolutely to forbid its destruction would place states not possessing
ports (hors de leurs c_tes m_tropolitalnes), into which prizes could be

conducted, in a position of unjustifiable inferiority, and this would he
increased if additional restrictions were adopted, as was proposed, on access

of belligerents and their prizes to neutral ports.

The British proposal was framed to carry out the instructions given
by Sir Edward Grey "that Great Britain has always maintained that the

right to destroy is confined to enemy vessels only1, '' and was that the

destruction of neutral prizes is forbidden, and the captor must release

a neutral ship which it cannot bring in for adjudication before a Prize

Court. Sir Ernest Satow in supporting this proposal contended that
destruction of neutral prizes was forbidden by existing practice, and pointed

out that the Regulations of the Institute of International Law on maritime
prizes, which in 1882 were drafted so as to make no distinction between

captured enemy and neutral vessels, were in 1887 altered so that the right
to destroy was limited to enemy vessels _. The rule of the British Ad-

miralty, based on decisions of Lord Stowell, was clear, and Commanders

are directed, when unable to send their prizes in for adjudication, "to

release the vessel and cargo without ransomS. '' In answer to the Russian

argument based on the difference of the geographical situation of states,

the British delegate urged that if this prevented the exercise of the right of
capture of neutral ships carrying contraband or guilty of breach of blockade,

they ought nevertheless to be set free. He concluded by stating that if
I See Appendix.
2 SeeSir T. Bsrclay,Prob/_ns,etc. p. I01;Annuaire, VoLzx.(1888),p. 204. Thea_glzment

in&.rm_al d_lar_ marit_m_showsthe destructionof acapturedenemychip.in fiveeaee_,
(1) where she is unseaworthyand the sea is rough, (2) whereshe _ so badly thai che
cannot keepup with the captor,(8)on the approachof a stronger enemyfleet endangering
herrecapture,(4) where the eaptorcannot spare a prize crewwithout endangeringherown
mLfety,(5) when the port to which it is po_ible to takethe oapturodship is too distant.

z See TheAvtae_ 2 Dodson,48 ; Felicity, 2 Dodson,881 ; Leucade,Spinks,9.17; T. E,
Holland,Manualof Na_a_Pri_eLaw, § 808.
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the destruction of neugral prizes were allowed, there would be but little

difference between neutral and enemy ships, and neutral governments
would be almost powerless to protect their merchantmen.

The German delegate "shared entirely" the Russian point of view,

while the United States and Japanese delegates supported the British;

the Italian delegate pointed out the intimate connection between the
subject and the right of using neutral ports, and a combined meeting

of the two Examining Committees was held with the following result:
free access to neutral ports for belligerent prizes was carried by a small

majority (9 for, 3 against, 6 abstentions), prohibition of destruction, made

by most conditional to free ac_ss, was carried by a slightly larger majority

(11 for, 4 against, 2 abstentions), the Russian proposal for right to destroy
had a small majority (6 for, 4 against, 7 abstentions) 1.

The subject of the destruction of neutral prizes was brought into

str_klng prominence during the Russo-Japanese war by the sinking by the
Russians of various neutral merchantmen, the Knight Commander, the

Hip-sang, the St Kilda, the lkhoma, the Oldhamia, the Thea and others.

The British Government entered a strong protest against this procedure,
which it characterised as "a serious breach of international law" ; and a

distinguished English publicist terms it an "outrage" and a "gross breach
of international law _."

It will be noticed that the "questionnaire" of M. de Martens referred

to the "laws of different countries" and "international practice." Sir
Ernest Satow asked for the view of the Committee on the existing state

of international law, but M. de Martens object_l to put this question
to the vote s. The "laws of different countries" as evidenced by their

naval instructions undoubtedly show a lack of uniformity, but such
instructions have no international force, as will be seen from Lord

Salisbury's correspondence with Germany in 1901 in the cases of the Herzog
and Bunde_rrath'. According to the Naval Codes and Prize Regulations

of Russia, the United States and Japan, the sinking of neutral prizes is

allowed under certain circ,lmstances_; the British proposal was however

supported by the delegates of the two latter states. The British Manual
of Naval Prize Law prohibits this procedure. From Naval Codes

and the opinions of certain writers on international law (chiefly con-
tinental), the language of the British Government cannot be wholly

1 SeepoJt, p. 478. s T. J. Lawrence, War and N_traiity, p. 257.
a See Th_ Timas, 8th Aug. 1908.
4 Parl. Paper#, Cd. (1900); J. Dundas White, The seizure of the Bundesrath, 17

L.Q.R. 14.
L. Oppe_heim,Vol. n. pp. 470-1.
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supported, but it is certainly supported by modern international practice.
In no modern naval war has any Government put forward such a

doctrine as that enunciated by the Russian, and no belligerent since
the Declaration of Paris has acted as the Russians. The doctrine of

the Russian Government would, as Lord Lansdowne stated, justify the

destruction of any neutral ship taken by a belligerent vessel which started

on her voyage with a crew sufficient only for her requirements, and there-

fore unable to furnish prize crews for her captures; it is in effect a
negation of the Declaration of Paris.

There is a clear distinction between the right of seizure of enemy and
neutral ships. The former is the legitimate exercise of a right of appro-

priation of all enemy property found on the high seas, the latter is

exercised only for the purpose of punishing certain special acts which

do not necessarily involve condemnation of the ship 1. If the destruction
of enemy ships is now generally recognised as lawful only in special

cases, the list of exceptions should either vanish altogether, or be reduced

to the minutest dimensions in the case of neutral prizes. The "Institut de

I)roit International" in 1887 pronounced in favour of the first alternative
which is undoubtedly supported by modem practice. An agreement on

this subject would materially aid in maintaining the peace of the world

by removing a not improbable cause of war on the part of a neutral

Power whose commerce was being ruined by the adoption by a belligerent

of the practice advocated by the Russian Government _.
The Conference was, however, able to make some progress towards a Code

of naval warfare by the adoption of the Conventions relatingBeg4n_4,_gs
ota code to the status of enemy merchant ships at the outbreak of

ot _avax hostilities (No. 6), the Convention relative to the conversionwazfa_.
of merchant ships into war ships (No. 7), the Convention

relative to the laying of automatic submarine contact mines (No. 8), the

Convention respecting bombardment by naval forces in time of war (No. 9),

the Convention placing certain restrictions on the exercise of the right
of capture in naval warfare (No. 11), the Convention for the creation of

an international prize court (No. 12), and the Convention concerning
the rights and duties of neutral Powers in naval war (No. 13). These
Conventions are of unequal value, and some bear evident traces of a

desire that some agreement on the subject to which they relate might be

registered after so many weeks of labour; they will, doubtless, on many
points need revision by the next Conference.

IL. Oppenheim,_ol.ZLp. 469.
Seepoet,pp. 557, 597.
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The First Conference had closed without making any provision for the

Thenox_ summoning of another. The Second Conference was dragging
_guo con- on, hampered by its want of preparation and of adherence to

feroaoet, parliamentary precedents, and many of those who looked for

solid results were "in genuine anxiety about the consequence of a real

collapse," and possessed by a "genuine desire that the Hague institution
should not perish of what were not, perhaps, essential defects2. '' A

Meeting of the First Delegates was held on the 14th September to
consider the situation, and it was resolved to bring before the next Plenary

Meeting a V_u with reference to a future Conference. The United States

Delegation was instructed to "favour the adoption of a resolution by the

Conference providing for the holding of further Conferences within fixed

periods and arranging the machinery by which such Conferences may be
called and the terms of the programme may be arranged, without awaiting

any new and specific initiative on the part of the powers or any one of
them." This had been recommended by the Inter-parliamentary Con-

gress in 1904. The Conferences would then become real international
assemblies presided over by a President chosen without any regard to the

requirements of diplomatic etiquette, and discussing a programme which

had not been prepared for it, but which it had previously settled for itself.
The actual form in which the V_u found acceptance is as it appears in

the Final Act, and M. N6lidow, the President of the Conference, proposed

it at the Sixth Plenary Meeting on the 21st Sept., but the initiative must

be assigned to the United States Delegation. "The somewhat slow and at
times uncertain progress of our labours," said the President, "as well as

the impossibility which the Conference finds of solving some of the

problems submitted to it, or which have been brought forward in the
course of our labours, have suggested to some of our colleagues the idea

of taking into consideration the advantage of another meeting of the
Conference, and of the necessity of preparing for it in advance a detailed

programme and the method of its working and organisationS. '' In these
words the President concisely specified some of the causes of the want of
success which had attended the wearisome and laborious discussions on

many of the topics which had been under consideration. The Roumanian

delegate, M. Beldiman, in supporting the Vain paid a tribute of homage te
the August Initiator of the First and Second Conferences, adding that the

x $. B. Soott, Recommendation* for a third Peace Conferenve at the Hague, Ant. Journ. of

Int. Law, Vol. n. p. 815.
See Krtiele in Edin. Review, Jan. 1908, p. 224.

t Parl. Papers, Mise. l_lo. 4 (1908), p. 42 ; La Deuz. Gonf_r. T. x. p. 169.
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V_u in his opinion did not prejudge the taking of the same august
initiative in the future, while the Austro-Hungarian delegate in rendering

grateful homage to the Tsar added that they considered the initiative of

Russia was de_nltely accepted in this matter. A general desire was

expressed that the Queen of Holland would extend her hospitality to the
next Conference. It will be seen that the speeches of the Roumanian and

Austro-Hungarian delegates go beyond the actual words of the Vc_u. To
whomsoever the initiative of the next Conference may belong, if in 1915 the

Third Conference should meet in accordance with this Vo_u, two years before

that date a preparatory Committee is to collect the various proposals to be

submitted, to ascertain the subjects which are ripe for embodiment in an
international regulation and to prepare a programme which the Govern-

ments shall decide upon in sufficient time to enable it to be carefully
examined by the countries interested. The Committee is also to be

entrusted with the work of proposing a system of organisation and pro-
cedure for the Conference itself. The Second Hague Conference has thus

taken an important step, and, taught by its own tedious and cumbersome

procedure, it has endeavoured to spare its successor from suffering from
the like causes. If Hague Conferences, meeting in the future at specified
intervals, are to develope into a world legislature, a veritable "Parliament

of man," they can only be certain of producing beneficial and lasting
results ff the states taking part have thoroughly made up their minds
both in regard to the matters to be discussed, and the views which their

representatives are to support. The delegates of future Conferences will

also be spared the chagrin and annoyance from which on several important
occasions Plenipotentiaries suffered in 1907, when, owing to lack of

instructions, they were unable to speak with any authority for the states

they represented; while the latter will not hurriedly, and without due

warning, have to formulate a policy on any topic which may be intro-
duced without previous notice and consideration.



THE CONVENTIONS OF THE HAGUE CONFERENCES

OF 1899 AND 19071 .

I. CONVEN_O_FOR THE PAcn_IC SETTLEMENT OF

INTERNA_IONAL DISPUTES.

z Changesmadein the threeConventionsof 1899by the Conferenceof 1907areindicated
by itaUce.



1. R_GL_,MlC_S'rPACIFIQUE DES CONFLITS Ih-TERNATIONAUX.

Convention pour le R_glement Convention pour le P&glement
Paciflque des Conflits Inter- Pacifique des Conflits Inter-
nationau_ nationaux.

Sa Majest_ le Roi des Belges; Sa Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'Allemagne,
Majest_ le l_oi de Danemark ; Sa ttoi de Prusse; le President des ]_tats-
Majest_ le P_oi d'Espagne, et en son Unis d'Am_rique; le l'r_sident de la
nora Sa Majest_ la Reine-l_gente du l_publique Argentine; Sa Majestg
Royaume; le President des ]_tats-Unis l'Empereur d'Autriche, Roi de Bo-
d'Amdrique; le President des ]_tats- h_me, &c., et Roi Apostolique de
Unis Mexicains; le President de ]a Hongrie; Sa Majest_ le Roi des
I_publique Fran_aise ; Sa Majest_ le Belges ; le President de la R_publique
Roi des Hell_nes ; Son Altesse le de Bolivie ; le Fr_sident de la R_pub-
Prince de Montenegro; Sa Majest_ la lique des ]_tats-Unis du Br_sil; Son
Reine des Pays-Bas ; Sa Majest_ Altesse Royale le Prince de Bulgarie ;
Imp_riale le _hah de Perse; Sa le President de la R_publique de
Majest_ le Roi de Portugal et des Chili; Sa Majestg l'Empereur de
Algarves ; Sa Majest_ le Roi de Chine ; le President de la R_publique
Roumanie; Sa Majest_ l'Empereur de de Colombie; le Gouvemeur provi-
Toutes les Russies ; Sa Majest_ le Roi soire de la R_publique de Cuba; Sa
de Siam ; Sa Majest_ le Roi de Su&de Majest_ le Roi de Danemark ; le
et de Norv_ge; et Son Altesse Royale Prdsident de la Rdpublique Domini-
le Prince de Bulgarie_ : caine; le President de la R_pubfique

de l']_quateur ; Ba Majest_ le I_oi d'Es-

pagne ; le President de la R_publique
Fran_aise; Sa Majest_ le Roi du

Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagae et
d'Irlande et des Territoires Britan-

niques au delk des mers, F_mapereur
des Indes; Sa Majest_ le Roi des

Hell_nes; Ie PrSsident de la l_pub-
]ique de Guatemala; le President de

la R_publique d'Ha'iti ; Sa Majest_ le
Roi d'Italie; Sa Majest_ l'Empereur
du Japon; Son Altesse I_oyalo le
{_rand-Duc de Luxembourg, Duc de
Nassau; le President des _tat_-Unis

Mexicains; Son Altesse Royale le

See note t, p. 97.



1. PACIFIC _ETTLEM.ENT OF INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES

Convention for the Pacific Set- Convention for the Pacific Set-
tlement of International Dis- tlement of International Dis-

putes, putes.

His Majesty the King of the His Majesty the German Emperor,
Belgians ; His Majesty the King of King of Prussia ; the President of the
Demnark; His Majesty the King of United States of America; the Presi-

Spain, and in his name Her Majesty dent of the Argentine Republic; His
the Queen-Regent of the Kingdom; Majesty the Emperor of Aus_a, King
the President of the United States of of Bohemia, &c., and Apostolic King

America ; the President of the United of Hungary ; His Majesty the King of
States of Mexico; the President of the Belgians; the President of the
the French Republic ; His Majesty Republic of Bolivia ; the President of
the King of the Hellenes; His the Republic of the United States of
Highness the Prince of Montenegro ; Brazil ; His Royal Highness the Prince
Her Majesty the Queen of the of Bulgaria ; the President of the Re-
Netherlands; His Imperial Majesty public of Chile; His Majesty the
the Shah of Persia; His Majesty the Emperor of China; the President of

King of Portugal and the Algarves; the Republic of Colombia; the Pro-
His Majesty the King of Roumania; visional Governor of the Republic of

His Majesty the Emperor of All the Cuba; His Majesty the King of Den-
Russias ; HIS Majesty the King of mark ; the President of the Dominican
Siam; His Majesty the King of Republic; the President of the Re-
Sweden and Norway; and His Royal public of Ecuador; His Majesty the
Highness the Prince of Bulgaria', King of Spain; the President of the

French Republic; His Majesty the

King of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland and of the British

Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
of India; His Majesty the King of
ttie HeUenes; the President of the
Republic of Guatemala ; the President
of the Republic of Haiti ; His Majesty

the King of Italy; His Majesty the
Emperor of Japan; His Royal High-
ness the Grand Duke of Luxemburg,
Duke of Nassau ; the President of the
United States of Mexico; His Royal

l The list of Powers is as given in Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899),p. 801. All the
Powersenumeratedin the Conventionof 1907subsequentlysignedor acceded.

H. 7
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Prince de Mont_ndgro; le Prdsident
de la R@ublique de Nicaragua; Sa
Majos_ le Roi de Norv_ge; le Prdsi-
dent de la Rdpublique de Panama ; le
Prdsident de la Rgpublique du Para-

guay; Sa Majest_ la Reine des Pays-
Bas ; le President de la R_publique du
Pdrou ; Sa Majestd Impdriale le Schah
de Perse; Sa Majest_ le Roi de
Portugal et dos Algarvos, &c. ; Sa
Majost_ le Roi de Roumanie; Sa
Majost_ l'Empereur de Toutos los
Russies; le Prdsident de la R_publique
du Salvador; Sa Majest6 le Roi de
Serbie; Sa Majos_ le Roi de Siam;
Sa Majesty! le Roi de Suede; le Con-
seil Fdddral Suisse ; Sa Majest_ l'Em-
pereur des Ottomans ; le Prdsident de

la R6publique orientale de l'Uruguay;
le Prdsident des ]_tats-Unis de Vene-
zuela :

Animds de la ferme volontd de con- .4nimds de 1.. ferme volont_ de con-

courir au maintien de la paix gdndrale; courir au maintien de la paix g_n_rale;

Rdsolus k favoriser de tous leurs R_solns k favoriser de tous leurs

efforts le r6glement amiable des conflits efforts le r6glement amiable des con-
internationaux ; flits internagionaux;

Reconnaissant la solidafitd qui unit Reconnaissant la solidafit_ qui unit
los membres de la socidtd des nations los membres de la soci_td des nations

eivilisdes ; civilis_os ;

Voulant dtendre l'empire du droit Voulant dtendre rempire du droit
et fortifier le sentiment de la justice et fortifier le sentiment de la justice
internationale ; internationale ;

Convaincus que l'institution per- Convaineus quel'institution perma-
m_.ente dune juridietion arbitrale nente d'une juridietion arbitrale ac-
accessible _ tous, au sein dos Puissances eessible _ tous, au sein dos Puissances

inddpendantos, peut contribuer eflicac_ inddpendantes, peut eontribuer efficace-
merit _ ce r6sultat ; merit _ ce r_sultat ;

Considdrant los avantages d'une Consid_rant los avantagos d'une

organisation gdndrale et rdguli_re de organisation gdndrale et rdguli_re de
la procddure arbitrale; la procddure arbitrale;
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Highness the Prince of Montenegro;
the President of the Republic of
Nicaragua; His Majesty the King of
Norway; the President of the Re-
public of Panama; the President of
the Republic of Paraguay; Her
Majesty the Queen of the Nether-
lands ; the President of the Republic

of Peru; His Imperial Majes_ the
Shah of Persia; His Majesty the King
of Portugal and of the Algarves, &e. ;
His Majesty the King of Roumania;
His Majesty the Emperor of All the
Russias ; the President of the Republic
of Salvador ; His Majesty the King of
Servia; His Majesty the King of
Siam ; His Majesty the King of Swe-

den ; the Swiss Federal Council ; _.His
Majesty the Emperor of the Ottomans;
the President of the Oriental Republic

of Uruguay; the President of the
United States of Venezuela:

animated by the sincere desire to work Animated by the sincere desire to
for the maintenance of the general work for the maintenance of general

peace i peace ;
Resolved to promote by their best Resolved to promote by their best

efforts the friendly settlement of inter- efforts the friendly settlement of inter- _
national disputes ; national disputes;

Recoguiv.ing the solidarity uniting Recognizing the solidarity uniting
the members of the society of civilized the members of the society of civilized,
nations ; nation_ ;

Desirous of extending the empire of Desirous of extending the empire of
law, and of strengthening the apprecia- law and of strengthening the apprecia:
tion of international justice ; tion of international justice;

Convinced that the permanent Convinced that the permanent in-
institution of a Tribunal of Arbitra- stitution of a Tribunal of Arbitration-

tion, accessible to all, in the midst of accessible to all, in the midst of inde-

independent Powers, will contribute pendent Powers, will contribute effec-
effectively to this result ; tively to this result;

Having regard to the advantages Having regard to the advantages of.
of the general and regular organization the general and regular organization
of the procedure of arbitration ; of the procedure of arbitration;

7--2
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Estimant avec l'Auguste Initiateur Estimant avec l'Auguste Initiateur
de la Conference Internationale de la de la Conference Internationale de la

Paix qu'il importe de consacrer dans Paix qu'il importe de consacrer clans
un accord international les principes un accord international les principes

d'dquitd et de droit sur lesquels d'_luit_ et de droit sur lesquels
reposent la s_curif_ des ]_tats et le reposent la sdcurit_ des ]_tats et le
bien-_tre des peuples; bien-_tre des peuples;

Ddsirant conclure une Convention g Ddsireux, dans ce but, de mieux as-
cet effet, ont nommd pour Leurs swrer le fonctionnement pratique des

Pl_nipotentiaires, savoir: Commissions d'enqudte et des tri-
bunaux d'arbitrage et de faciliter le
recours _ la justice arbitrale lorsqu'il
s'agit de litOes de nature _ comTorter
une procgdure sommaire ;

Ont jugg ndcessaire de reviser sur
certains points et de complgter l'_w_'e
de la Premiere Confgrence de la Paix

pour le r$glement pacifique des conflits
internationaux ;

Les Hautes Parties contractantes
ont rdsolu de conclure uue nonvelle

Convention _ cet e_et et ont nommd

pour Zeuxs Pldnipotentiaires, sa_oir :

[D_omination des PleSdpotentiaires.] [D_omination des Pldaipotentiaires.]

Lesquels, apr_s s'_tre communiqud Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddposd leurs
leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne pleins pouvoirs, trouv_s en bonne et
et due forme, sont convenus des dis- due forme, sont convenus de ce qui
positions suivantes, suit :--

Titre I. Titre I.

Du Maintien de la Paix G_n6rale. Du Mainflen de la Paix G_in_irale.

A_T. 1. ART. 1.

En rue de pr&enir autant que (Aueune modification.) _
possible le reoours h la force dans les
rapports entre les ]_¢ats, les Puissances
signataires conviennent d'employer
tous leurs efforts pour assurer le

r_glement pacifique des diff_rends
internationaux.

1 See note 1_ p. lOl.
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Sharing the opinion of the august Sharing the opinion of .the august
Initiator of the International Peace Initiator of the International Peace

Conference that it is expedient to Conference that it is expedient to

record in an international agreement record in an international agreement
the principles of equity and fight on the principles of equity and right on
which are based the security of States which are based the security of States
and the welfare of peoples ; and the welfare of peoples; and

Being desirous of concluding a Being desirous, with this object,

Convention to this effect, have ap- of insuring the better working in
pointed as their Plenipotentiaries, ln'actice of Commissions of Inqub T

and Tribunals of Arbitration, and of
facilitating recourse to arbitration in

cases which allow of a summary pro-
cedure ;

1:lave deemed it _cessary to revise

in certain particulars and to complete
the work of the First Peace Conference _
for the pacific settlement of interna-
tional disputes;

The High Contracting Parties have
resolved to conclude a new Convention

for this purpose, and have appointed
as their PleniTotentiaxies ' that is to

[Names of Plenipotentiaxies.] say :[Names of Plenipotentlaries. ]

Who, after communication of their Who, after having deposited their
full powers, found in good and due full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed on the following form, have agreed upon the fol-
provisions :-- lowing :-

Title I. Part I.

On the Maintenance of the On the Maintenauoe of General
General Peaoe. Peaee.

_h._T. 1. AR_. 1.

With a view of obviating, as far as (Zro change.) _
possible, recourse to force in the rela_

tions between States, the Signatory
Powers agree to use their best efforts

to insure the pacific settlement of
international differences.

a For the words "Signatory Powers" in the Conventionof 1899 read " Contravting
Powers" throughoutthe Conventionof 1907.
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Titre II. Titre II.

Des Bons Offices et de la Des Boris Offices et de la
M6di_tion. M6diation.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

En cas de dissentiment grave ou de (Aucune modification.) _
conflit, avant d'en appeler aux armes,
les Puissances signat_ires conviennent
d'avoir recours, en rant que les cir-
constances le permettront, aux boas
offices ou k la m_diation d'une ou de

plusieurs Puissances amies.

ART. 3. A_V. 3.

Ind_pendamment de co recours, les IndOpendamment de ce recours, les
Puissances signat_ires jugent utile Puissances signataires jugent utile
qu'une ou plasieurs Puissances, _tran- et de_'rable qu'une ou plusieurs Puis-
g_res au conitit, offrent de leur propre sances, dtrang_res au conflit, offrent de
initiative, en tant quc les circonstances leur propre initiative, en rant que les
s'y pr_tent, leurs boas offices ou leur circonstances s'y pr_tent, leurs boas
m_diation aux ]_tats en conflit, offices ou leur m_diation aux ]_tats en

conflit.
Le droit d'offrir les boas offices ou Le droit d'offrir les bons offices ou

la m_d_ation appartient aux Puissances la m_diation appartient aux Puissances
_trang_res au conflit, m_me pendant _trang_res au conflit_ m_me pendant
le cours des hostilit_s, le cours des hostilit_s.

L'exercice de ce droit ne peut jamais L'exerciee de ce droit ne peut jamais
_tre consider6 par l'une ou l'autre des _tre considdr_ par l'une ou rautre des
Parties en litige comme un acre peu Parties en litige comme un acre peu
amical, amical.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Le role du mOdiateur consiste _ (Aucune modification.)
eoneilier les prOtentions opposOes et k

apaiser les ressentiments qui peuvent
s'_tre produits entre les _tats en
conilit.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

Les fonctions du m_diateur cessent (Aucune modification.)
du moment oh il est constat_, soit par
l'une des Parties en litige, soit par le

1 V. note, auFra,p. 101.
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Title II. Part II.

On Good Offices and Mediation. On Good Offices and Mediation.

A_T. 2. A_T. 2.

In case of serious disagreement or (No change.) _
dispute, before an appeal to arms, the
Signatory Powers agree to have re-
course, as far as circumstances allow,
to the good offices or mediation of one
or more friendly Powers.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Independently of this recourse, the Independently of this recourse, the
Signatory Powers deem it expedient Contracting Powers deem it expedient

that one or more Powers, strangers and desirable that one or more Powers,
to the dispute, should, on their owl strangers to the dispute, should, on
initiative and as far as circumstances their own initiative and as far as

may allow, offer their good offices or circumstances may allow, offer their
mediation to the States at variance, good offices or mediation to the States

at variance.

Powers, strangers to the dispute, Powers, strangers to the dispute,
have the right to offer good offices or have the right to offer good offices or
mediation, even during the course of mediation, even during the course of
hostilities, hostilities.

The exercise of this right can never The exercise of this right can never
be regarded by either of the parties at be regarded by either of the parties at
variance as an unfriendly act. variance as an unfriendly act.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

The part of the mediator consists (No change.)
in reconciling the opposing claims and

appeasing the. feelings of resentment
which may have arisen between the
States at variance.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

The duties of the mediator are at (lYe change.)
an end when once it is declared, either

by one of the contending parties, or

I V. note, supra, p. 101.
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m4diateur lui-m_me, que les moyens
de conciliation propos4s par lui ne
sont pas accept_s.

ART. 6. ART. 6.

Les boris offices et la m4diation, soit (Aucune mod;ficat;m_.)
sur le recours des Parties en conflit,
soit sur l'initiative des Puissances

4tran@res au conflit, ont exclusive-
merit le caract_re de conseil et n'ont

jamais force obligatoire.

ART. 7. ART. 7.

L'acceptation de la m4diation ne (Aucune modification.)
peut avoir pour effet, saul convention
contraire, d'interrompre, de retarder
ou d'entraver la mobilisation et autres

mesures pr4paratoires _ la guerre.
Si elle intervient apr_s l'ouverture

des hostilit_s, elle n'interrompt pas,

saul convention contraire, les op4ra-
tions militaires en cours.

AR_. 8. ART. 8.

Les Puissances sigaataires sont (Aucwne modification.) 1
d'aceord pour recommander rapplica-
tion, clans les circonstances qui le
permettent, d'une mddiation sp4ciale
sous la forme suivante :--

En cas de diff4rend grave eom-
promettant la paix, les _tats eu
conflit choisissent respectivement une
Puissance k laquelle ils confient la
mission d'entrer en rapport direct avec
la Puissance choisie d'autre part,
l'effet de pr4venir la rupture des
relations pacfllques.

Pendant la dur4e de ce mandat

dont le terme, saul stipulation con-
traire, ne peut exc4der trente jours,
les ]_tats en litige cessent tout rapport

1 V. note, supra, p. 101.
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by .the mediator himself, that the
means of reconciliation proposed by
him are not accepted.

ART. 6. _ART. 6.

Good offices and mediation, under- (No change.)
taken either at the request of the con-

tending parties or on the initiative of
Powers strangers to the dispute, have
exclusively the character of advice,
and never have binding force.

ART. 7. fi_RT. 7.

The acceptance of mediation cannot, (No change.)
in default of agreement to the contrary,
have the effect of interrupting, delay-

ing or hindering mobilization or other
measures of preparation for war.

If mediation takes place after the
commencement of hostilities, the mili-

tary operations in progress are not
interrupted, in default of agreement
to the contrary.

.ART. 8. ART. 8.

The Signatory Powers are agreed (No change.) _
in recommending the application, when
circumstances allow, of special media-
tion in the following form :-

In case of a serious difference

endangering peace, the contending
States choose respectively a Power, to

which they intrust the mission of enter-

ing into direct communication with
the Power chosen on the other side,

with the object of preventing the rul_

ture of pacific relations.
For the period of this mandate, the

term of which, in default of agreement

to the contrary, cannot exceed thirty

days, the States at variance cease from

I V. note, supra, p. 10L

i
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direct au sujet du conttit, lequel est
consid6rd comme ddfdrd exclusivement
aux Puissances mddiatrices. Celles-ci

doivent appliquer tous leurs efforts
r6gler le diffdrend.

En cas de rupture effective des
relations pacifiques, ces Puissances
demeurent charg_es de la mission

commune de profiter de toute occasion
pour r_tablir la paix.

Titro ]1I. Titre III.

Des Commissions Internationales Des Commissions Internattonales

d'Enqu_te, d'Enqu_te.

__T. 9. _a_, 9.

Dans les litiges d'ordre international Dans les litiges d'ordre international
n'engageant ni rhonneur ni des in- n'engageant ni l'honneur ni des in-
t_r_ts essentiels et provenaut d'une t6r_ts essentiels et provenant d'une

divergence d'apprdciation sur despoints divergence d'appr_ciation sur des poiuts
de fait, hs Puissances signataires de fair, les Puissances contractantes

jugent utile que les parties qui jugent utile et dgsirable que les parties
n'auraient pu se mettre d'accord par qui n'auraient pu se mettre d'accord

les voles diplomatiques instituent, par les voies diplomatiques instituent,
en rant que les circonstances le per- en ?ant que les circonstances le per-
mettront, une Commission interns- mettront, une Commission interna-

tionale d'enqu6te charg_e de faciliter tionale d'enqu_te charg_e de faciliter
la solution de ces litiges en 4clair- la solution de ces litiges en dclair-
cissant, par un examen impartial et cissant, par un examen impartial et
eonseiencieux, les questions de fait. consciencieux, les questions de fait.

ART. 10. A_T. 10.

Les Commissions internationales Les Commissions internationales

d'enqu_te sont constitudes par con- d'enqu_te sont constitudes par con-
vention Sl_ciale entre les parties en vention Sl_ciale entre les parties en
litige, litige.

La convention d'enqu_te precise les La convention d'enqu_te precise les
fairs k examiner et rdtendue des ikits k examiner; elle dgtermine le
pouvoirs des commissalres, mode et le de'lai de formation de la

]_le r_gle la procddure. Commission et l'dtendue des pouvoirs
L'enqu_te a lieu contradictoirement, des commissaires.
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all direct communication on the subject
of the dispute, which is regarded as
referred exclusively to the mediating
Powers. These Powers shall use their

best efforts to settle the dispute.
In case of a definite rupture of

pacific relations, these Powers remain
jointly charged with the task of taking
advantage of any opportunity to re-
store peace.

Title HI. Peat HI.

On International Commissions On International Commissions

of Inquiry. of Inquiry.

ART. 9. ARt. 9.

In disputes of an international nature In disputes of an international nature
involving neither honour nor vital in- involving neither honour nor vital in-
terests, and arising from a difference terests, and arising from a difference
of opinion on points of fact, the Sig- of opinion on points of fact, the (7on-
natory Powers deem it expedient that tracting Powers deem it expedient and
the parties, who have not been able to desirable that the parties who have not

come to an agreement by means of been able to come to an agreement by
diplomacy, should, as far as circum- means of diplomacy, should, as far as
stances allow, institute an Interna- circumstances allow, institute an Inter-
tional Commission of Inquiry, to national Commission of Inquiry, to
facilitate a solution of these disputes facilitate a solution of these disputes

by elucidating the facts by means of by elucidating the facts by means of
an impartial and conscientious inves- an impartial and conscientious inves-
tigation, tigation.

AI_T. 10. ART. 10.

International Commissions of Inquiry International Commissions of Inquiry
are constituted by special agreement are constituted by special agreement
between the contending parties, between the contending parties.

The Inquiry Convention defines the The Inquiry Convention defines the
facts to be e_amined and the extent facts to be examined: it determines.

of the powers of the Commissioners. the manner and period within which
It settles the procedure, the Commission is to be formed and

: At the inquiry both sides must be the extent of the powers of the Corn-
heard, missioners.
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La forme et les ddlais _ observer, en Elle d#termine dgalemeut, s'il y a
tant qu'ils ne sont pas fixds par la lieu, le si_ge de la Commission et la
convention d'enqu_te, sont d_termin_s facultd de se ddplazzr, la langue dont
par la Commission elle-m_me, la Gommission fera usage et cellea do'at

l'emploi sera autoried devant elle, aiusi
que la date _ laquelle chaque Pattie
devra de'poser son exposg des fairs, et
g_ralement toutes les conditions do_t
les Parties sont convenues.

Si les Parties jugent ndceasaire de
nommer des assesseurs, la convention

d'e_ulugte de'termine le mode de lear
ddsignation et _dtendue de leurs pou-
voirs.

2_T. 11.

Si la convention a_enqudte n'a pas
de_slgn#le si_ge de la Commission, celle-
ci sidgera _ La ttaye.

Le si_ge une lois flxd ne peut dtre
changg par la Commission qu'avoc
_assentimant des Parties.

_i la convention d'enqugte n'a _s
ddtormind lea lamguea _ employer, il en
est ddcidd par la Commission.

AR_. 11. ART. 12.

Les Commissions internatSonales Sauf stipulation contraire, les

d'enqu_te sont formdes, sauf stipula- Commissions d'enqu_te sont form6es
tion contraire, de la mani_re ddtermin_e de la mani_re ddterminde par /es

par l'article 32 de la pr_sente Conven- articles 45 et 57 de la pr_sente
tion. Convention.

ART. 13.

Eta cas de ddc_s,de ddm/ss_ ou
a_ompgchement, pour quelque cause que
ce soit, de l'un des commissairss, ou
dventuellement de _un des asseaseurs,
il eat pourvu _ son remplavement salon
le mode flx_ 2xmr sa nomination.
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The form and the periods to be It alsodetermines, ifthere is occasion
observed, if not stated in the Inquiry far it, where the Commism'on is to meet,.
Convention, axe decided by the Corn- and whether it may remove to another
mission itself, place, the language the Commission

shall use and the languages the use
of which shall be authorized before it,

as well as the date on which each pa_'ty
must deposit its statement of facts, and,
ge_'ally speaking, all the conditions
upon which the parties have agreed.

If the parties consider it necessary
to appoint Assessors, the Inquiry Con_
vention shall determine the mode of
their selection and the extent of their-
powers.

ART. 11.

If the Inquiry Convention has not
determined where the Commission is to

sit, it shall sit at The Hague.
The place of sitting, once fixed,

cannot be altered by the Commiss_
e.vceTt with the assent of the parties.

Unless the Inquiry Convention has
specified the languages to be employed,
the question shall be d_cid_ by the
Commission.

A_T. 11. ART. 12.

International Commissions of In- In default of agreement to the con-

qniry are formed, unless otherwise trary, Commissions of Inquiry shall be
stipulated, in the manner determined formed in the manner determined by
by Artiele 32 of the present Convention. Articles 4,5 and 57 of the present

Convention.

ART. 13.

Should one of the Commissioners
or one of the Assessors, if there be

any, either die, resign, or be unable
for amy reason whatever to act, the

same procedure is followed in filling
_ his place which was followed in ap-

pointing him.

?

:.j:
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ART. 14.

I2s Parties ont le drsit de nommer

auTr_s de la Commission d'enqudte des
agents spdviaux avec la mission de Lea
reprdsenter et de servlr d'Sztexmddialres
entre Elles et la Commission.

Elles sont, en outre, autorisdes
charger des col_eils ou avocats nommds

par Elles, d'exposer et de soutenir leurs
intdrdts devant la Commission.

ART. 15.

Le Bureau International de la Cowr

permanente d'arbitrage serf de greffe
aux Commissions qui s_gent #z L¢,

tIaye, et mettra ses locaux et son
organisation _ la disposition des Puis-
sances contractantes pour le fonction-

nement de la Commission d'enqugte.

ART. 16.

Si la Commission si_ge ailleurs qu'_
La ttaye, elle nomme un 8ecrgtaire
gdndral dont le Bureau lui sert de
greffe.

Le greffe eat chargd, sou, _autorit(
du _Pr'eddent, de _organ:aation ma-
t_rielle des sdancea de la Commission,
de _ rddac_ion des proc_e-_erbaux et,
pendant le temps de _enqudt,, de la
garde des archives, qui scrota on, ire
_rs_'ea au Bureau I_rnatlonal do

Haye.

ART. 17.

En rue de fcwilit.r l'instltution et le

f onctionneaumt des Commlssiona cren-
qugte, lea _Puissane_ contractantea
recommandent lea r_gles suimntes qui
seront applieablea _ la procdd/are d'en-
qudte en rant que lea Part_ n'adoTt-
eront pas d'autres r_gles.
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ART. 14.

The parties are entitled to appoint
special agents to attend the Commission
of Inquiry, whose duty it is to represent
them and to act as intermediaries
between them and the Commission.

They are further authorized to en-
gage counsel or advocates, appointed
by themselves, to state thsir case and
upheld theS" interests before the Com-
mission.

ART. 15.

The International Bureau of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration arts

as registry for the Commissions which
sit at The Hague, and shall place its

o_ces and staff at the disposal of the
Contracting Powers for the use of the
Commission of Inquiry.

AaT. 16.

If the Commission sits elsewhere

than at The Hague, it appoints a
Secretary-General, whose office serves
as registry.

It is the function of the registry,
under the control o/the President, to

make the necessary a_'angements for
the sittings of the Commission, the
preparation of the Minutes and, while
the inquiry lasts, for the custody of the
archives, which shall subsequently be
tran,?ferred to the International JBu-
reau at The Hague.

ART. 17.

In order to facilitate the constitution
and working of Commissions of Inquiry,
the Oontracting Powers recommend the

following _s, which shall be applica-
ble to the inquiry procedure in so far
as the parties do not adopt other rules.
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ARt. 18.

La Commission rdglera les ddtails
de la procddure _wn prdvus dans la
convention spdciale d'enqudte ou clans
la pr&ente Convention, et tn'ocgclera (_
routes les formalitds que comporte Pad-
ministration des preuves.

AaT. 19.

L'enqu_te a lieu contradictoirement.
( Voyez Art. 10 (1899).)

Aux dates tn'dvues, chaque Partie
communique _t la Commission et ?t

l'autre Partie les exposds des fairs, s'il
y a lieu, et, clans tou,s les cas, lez acres,
pi_ces et documents qu'elle juge utiles

la ddcouverte de la vdritd, ainsi que
la liste des tdmoins et des experts
qu'Elle de'sire faire entendre.

ART. 20.

La Commission a la facult_ avec
_assentiment des parties, de se trans-
porter momentandment sur les lieux ah

Elle juge utile de recourir _ ee mo_yen
a_i_formation, ou d'y dgle'guer un ou
plusieurs de ses membres. L' autorisa-

tion de __tat su/r le terrltolre duquel
il doit gtre proc_de" _ cette information
devra dtre obtenue.

ART. 21.

Toutes cortstatations mat6"rlelles, et
routes visites des lieux d_ivent dtre

faites en prgsenve des agents et conseil¢
des Parties ou eux ddtment aTpelds.

ART. 22.

La Commi,_sion ale droit de solli-
citer de _une ou _autre _Partie telles

explications ou in,formations qu'elle
juge utiles.
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ART. 18.

The Commission shall settle the de-

tails of the Trooedure _wt covered by
the special Inquiry Convention or the
F'esent Convention, and shall arrange
all the formalities required, for dealing
with the evidence.

ART. 19.

On the inquirybothsidesmust be
heard.

(Cp. Art. 10 (1899).)
At the dates fixed, each party com-

municates to the Commissio_zand to the

other party the statements off acts, it"
any, and, in all cases, the instruments,
papers, and documents which it con-
siders us_ul for ascertaining the truth,
as well as the list of witnec.ses and ex-
perts whose evidence it wishes to be
heard.

ART. 20.

The Commission .is entitled, with the

assent of the parties, to mo_ tempora-
rily to any place where it considers it
may be ,_eful to have recourse to taking
evidence by this mea_,s, or to send thither
one or more of its members. Permis-
sion'must be obtained from the State
on whose territory ecidence has to be
take_ iu this way.

ART. 21.

Every investoation , and every
examination of a locality, must be
made in the presence oJ the agents and
cou_sel of the parties or after they have
beel_duly summoned.

_ART.22.

The Commission is entitled to ask

fi'om either party such explanations
and information as it thinks fit.

1_. 8
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._LRT.12. ._RT. 23.

Les Puissances eu litige s'engagent Les Parties s'engagent ._ fournir
_. fournir a la Commission inter- la Commission d'enqu_te, dans la plus

nationale d'enqudte, dans la plus largemesurequ'Ellesjugerontpossible,
large mesure qu'Blles jugeront possible, tous les moyens et routes les facili_s
tousles moyens et routes les faeilitds ndcessaires pour la connaissance eom-
ndcessaires pour la eonnaissance coin- pl6te et l'appr_eiation exacte des fairs

plate et l'appr_eiation exacte des faits en question.
eu question. Elles s'engagent ('_user des moyens

dout Elles disposent aVaFr_sle_o.ldgisla-
tion intdrieure, pour assurer la com.

parution des tdmoins ou des eaTerts
se troucant sur leur territoire et cit_
d_vant la Commission.

Si ceux-ci ne peuvent comparaitre
devant la Commission, Elles feront p_v-
cdder _ leur audition devant leurs au-

toritds compdtentes.

Aa_. 24.

Pour toutes les notifications quv la
Commission aurait _. faire sur le
territoire d'une tierce Puissance con-
tractante, la Commission s'adressera
directement au Gouvernement de eette
Puissance. IIen sera de mdme s'il

s'agit de faire procdder sur place
l'dtablissement de togs moyens de
preuve.

Zes re_ludtes adress_s e'_ cet effet

seront exdcutdes suivant lea mo_jens
dont la _PuissaTwe requise dispose
d'aTr_s sa ldgislation intdrieure. Elles

ne peuvent dtre refusdes que si cette

Puissance les juge de nature _ Torter
atteinte _ Sa souverai,etd ou _ Sa
sdcurit£

ia Commission aura az_ssi toug'ours
la facultd de receurir c__in2ermddlaire
de la Puissacu_e sur le territ_re de la-

quell, ell, a son d_ge.
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ART. 12. ART. 23.

The Powers at variance undertake The Parties undertake to afford to

to afford to the International Corn- the Commission of Inquiry, within the
mission of Inquiry, within the widest widest limits they may think practi-
limits they may think practicable, all cable, all the meaus and facilities
means and facilities necessary to enable necessary to enable it to become corn-
it to become completely acquainted t)letely acquainted with, and accurately

with, and to accurately understand the to understand the facts at issue.
facts at issue. They undertake to make use of the

: means at theb" disposal u_er their
municipal law, to secure the appear-

i ance of the witnesses or experts who
; are in their territory and hat_ been
: summoned before the Commission.

If the witnesses or e.vperts are umzble

_ to appear before the Commission, the
pa_¢ies shall arrange./br their evidence
to be taken beJ_'e the qualified offwials
_f their own country.

ART. 24.

For the service of all notices by the
Commission in the territory of a third
Contracting Power, the Commission

sludl apply direct to the Government
of such Power. The same rule shall
apply in the case of steps being taken
i7_order to procure evidence on the spot.

Requests for this purpose are to be
executed so far as the means which the

Power applied to possesses under mu-
nicipal law allow. They cannot be
rejected unless the Power in question
considers they are calculated to impair
its sovereign rights or its safety.

The Commission will also be entitled
in all cases to have recourse to the

intervmrtion of the Power on whose

territory/ it sits.
8--2
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ART. 25.

Les tdmoins et lea experts sont ap-

pele's _ la requdte des Parties ou d'offlce
par la Commission, et, dans tousles
cas, par _intormddiaire du Gouverne-
merit de g_tat sur le territoire duquel
ils se trouvent.

Les tgnwins sont entendus, succes-

sivement et sdlmrdment, en prdsence des
agents et des conseils et dans un ordre
c_fixer par la Commission.

ART. 26.

L' interrogatoire des tdmoins est con-
duit par le Pr£sident.

Les membres de la Commission pew

vent ndanmoins poser ?_chaque tdmoin
les questions qu'ils croient convenables
pour delaircir o,t compldter sa dgpo_i-
tion, ou poe,r se renseoner sur tout ce
qui concerne le tdmoin dam les limites
ndcessaires _t la manifestation de la
cgrit_

Les agents et les conseil¢ des Parties
ne peuvent interrompre le t6moin darts
sa d4position, ni lui faire aueune in-
terpellation directe, mais peuvent de.
ma_M+a"au _Pr_ident de poser au
tdmobz telles qaestions compldmentaires
qu' ile jugent utiles.

A_T. 27.

Ze tdmoln doit ddposer sans qu'il lui
soit permis de life aucun projet gcrit.

Toutefois, il peut dtre autorisd par le
Pr_ident _ s'aide," de notes o5 docu-

ments si la nature des fairs rcqaport6s
en n6c,esdte _emploi.
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Aa_:. 25.

The witnesses and experts are sum-
moned ou the request of the parties or
by the Commission of its own motion,
and, in every case, through the Gove_m-
me_t of the State in whose te_'itory
they are.

The witnesses are heard in succession

and separately, in the presence of the
agents and cou_sel, and in the order
fixed by the Commission.

ART. 26.

The examination of witnesses is con-
ducted by the President.

The members of the CommL_sionmay
however put to each witness question.q
which they consider likely to throw
light on and complete his evide_2ce,or
elicit information on any point con-
cerning the witness within the limits

of what is necessary in order to get at
the truth.

The agents and cou_sel of the parties
may not i_terrupt the witness when he
is making his statement, nor put any

direct questi_ to him, but they may
ask the President to put such additional
quest,_ons to the witness as they think
e:cpedient.

ART. 27.

The wkne&_ must give his evide_
without bei_,g allowed to read a_2y
written, proof. He may, however, be
permitted by the P.resident to vonsult
notes or documents if the nature of the

facts referred to necessitates their em-
ployme_t.
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ART. 28.

Proc_..¢-_;erbalde la dYposition du
tYmoin est dressy sYance tenante et

lecture enest donnYe au tYmoi_2. JLe

tYmoin laeut y faire tels cha_2geme_tts
et additions que bon lui semble et qui
seront consign_ _ la suite de sa d_
position.

Lecture faite au tYmoinde l'ensemble

de sa dgTo.s_ition,le tYmoin est requis de
s_g_e_'.

ART. 29.

JLesagents sont autoris_s au cours ou
_ kt fin de l'enqu_te, _t prdsenter par
Ycrit _) la Commission et _ l'autre

Partie teL¢ dires, rYquisitions, ou rY-
sumYs de fair qu'iL_ jugent utiles t) la
dYcouverte de la vgritE

ART. 30.

Les deTibYratio,s de la Commission
ont lieu _t huis dos et restent secretes.

Toute dYcision est p_'ise _ la majority
des membres de la Commission.

Le refus d'un membre de t_'endre
part au vote dolt dtre constatY clans

le proc_s-verbal.

ART. 31.

Les sYa_cesde la Commission ne sont

publiques et les proc_s-verbaux et docu-

ments de l'enqu_te ne sont rendus publics
qu'en vertu d'une dYcision de la Com-

mission, prise avec _assentiment des
Parties.

ART. 32.

Zes Parties ayant prYsentY tous le8

Yclaircissements et preuves, tousles
tYmoins ayant dry entendus, le _PrYsi-

deq,t pronounce la ¢ldture de _enqudte

et la Commi_slon s'ajou_'ne pour dec-
. lib_;'er et rddiger son rwjapo?t.
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ART. 28.

A Minute of the evidence of the

w#ness is drawn up forthwith a_id
rextd to the witness. The latter may
make such alterations and additions

as he thinks necessary, which shall be
recto'tied at the end of his statement.

lVhen the whole of his statement has
Ixen read to the witness, he is required
to sign it.

ART. 29.

The agents are authorized, in the
course of or at the close of the inquiry,
to present iu writb_g to the Commis-
sion and to the other party such state-
ments, requisitions, or summaries oJ

the facts as they consider useful for
ascertaining the truth.

ART. 30.

The Commission considers its de-

cisions b_ private and the proceedings
remain secret.

All questions are decided by a ma-
jority o/the members of the Commission.

Ira member declines to vote, the fact
must be recorded in the Minutes.

ART. 31.

The sittings oj the Commission are
_wt public, nor are the Minutes and
documents comtected with the inquiry

published, except in virtue of a decision
of the Commission taken with the con-
sent of the parties.

A_T. 32.

After the parties have presented all
the expla_gttions a_ut evidence, and the
witnesses have all been heard, the Presi-
deq_t cleclo_.es the inquiry terminated,
and the Commission adjourns to de-
liberate and to drau, up its ReTort.
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ART, 13. ART. 33.

La Commission internationale d'en- Le rapport est signd par tousles
qu_te prdsente aux Puissances en membres de la Commission.
litige son rapport signd par tous les Si u_l des membres r_use de signer,
membres de la Commission. mention en est faite ; le rapport reste

_zdanmoins valable.

ART. 34.

Le rapport de la Commission est lu
en s_ance publique, les agents et les
conseils des pazties prdsents ou d_me_t
appelds.

lfn exemplaire du raTTort est remis
c]taque pattie.

ART. 14. ART. 35.

Le rapport de la Commission Le rapport de la Commission, limit_
internationale d'enqu_te, limit_ h la _ la cox_st_tation des faits, n'a nulle-
constatation des fairs, n'a nullement ment ]e caract_re d'une sentence
le caract_re d'une sentence arbitrale, arbitrale. I1 laisse aux Parties une

I1 laisse aux Puissances en litige une enti_re libert_ pour la suite _ donner
enti_re libert_ pour la suite _ donner cette eonstatation.
k eette constatation.

ART. 36.

Chaque Partie supporte ses prolrres
_'ais et une part dqale des frais de la
Commission.

Titre IV. Titre IV.

De PArbitrage International. De l'Arbitrage International.

Chapitre I. Chapitre I.

De la Justice Arbitrale. De la Justice Arbitrale.

ART. 15. ART. 37.

L'arbitrage international a pour L'arbitrage international a pour
objet le r_glement de litiges entre les objet le r_glement do litiges entre les
]_tats par des juges de leur choix et ]_tats par les juges de leur ehoix et

sur la base du respect du droit, sur la base du respect du droit_
Le recours k l'arbitrage implique

l'engagement de se soumettre de bonne
foi k la sentence.

( Voyez Art. 18 (1899).)
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ART. 13. ART. 33.

The International Commission of The Report is signed by all the
Inquiry communicates its Report to members of the Commission.
the Powers at variance, signed by all If one o/the members refuses to Mgn,
the members of the Commission. tlw fact is mentioned; but the validity

of the Report is not affected.

ART. 34.

The Report of the Commission is read
in open Court, the agents and counsel
of the parties being present or duly
summo_ to attend.

A copy of the Reprn't is furnished to
eachparty.

ART. 14. ART. 35.

The Report of the International The Report of the Commission, being
Commission of Inquiry being limited limited to a finding of fact, has in no
to a finding of fact, has in no way way the character of an ArbitraI Award.
the character of an Arbitral Award. It leaves to the Parties entire freedom

It leaves to the Powers at variance as to the effect to be given to the
entire freedom as to the effect to be finding.

given to the finding. ART. 36.

Each Tarry pays its own expenses
and an equal share of the e,vpenses of
the Commission.

Title IV. Part IV.

On International Arbitration. On International Arbitration.

Chapter I. Chapter I.

On the System of Arbitration. On the System of Arbitration.

_ART.15. ART. 37.

International arbitration has for its International arbitration has for its

object the settlement of differences object the settlement of disputes be-
between States by judges of their own tween States by judges of their own
choice, and on the basis of respect for choice and on the basis of respect for
law. law.

Recourse to arbitration implies an
engagement to submit loyally to the
Award.

(C_. Art. 18 (1899).)
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Ax_r. 16. ARt. 38.

Darts les questions d'ordre juridique, Dans les questions d'ordre juridique,

et en premier lieu dans les questions et en premier lieu clans les questions
d'interprdtation ou d'application des d'interprdtation ou d'application des
Conventions Intemationales, l'arbitrage Conventions internationales, l'arbi-
est reconnu par les Puissances Signa- trage est reconnu par les Puissances
taires comme le moyen le plus eflficace contractantes comme le rnoyen le plus
et ell m_me temps le plus dquitable de eflicace et en m_me temps le plus
rdgler les litiges qui n'ont pas dtd dquitable de rdgler les litiges qui n'ont
rdsolus par les voies diplomatiques, pas dtd rdsolus par les voles diplo-

matiques.
En consdquence, il serait dgsirable

que, dans les litiges sur les questions
susmentlonnges, les Puissa_xes con-
tractantes eussent, le cas dchgant, ¢'e-

cou/rs c_ l'arbitrage, en taut que le.¢
clrconstances le permettraieT_t.

ART. 17. ART. 39.

Ls convention d'arbitrage est con- (Aucune modiflcatio_z.)
clue pour des contestations ddj,_ ndes
ou pour des contestations dventuelles.

EUe peut concerner tout litige ou
seulement les litigcs d'une catdgorie
ddterminde.

ART. 18.

La convention d'arbitrage implique
l'engagement de se soumettre de bonne
foik la sentence arbitrale.

( Voyez Art. 37 (1907).)

ART. 19. AR_. 40.

Inddpendamment des Trait_s gdn6- Ind6pendamment des Traitds g6n6-
raux ou particuliers qui stipulent ac- raux ou particuliers qui stipulent
tuellement l'obligation du recours k actuellemeut l'obligation du recours
l'arbitrage pour les Puissances sig- _ rarbitrage pour les Puissances eon-
nataires, ces Puissances se rdservent tractantes, ces Puissances se r6servent
de eonclure, soit avant la ratification de conelure des accords nouveaux,

duprdsentActe, soitpost6rieurement, g6u6raux ou particuliers, en rue
des accords nouveaux, g6ndraux, ou d'6tendre l'arbitrage obligatoire k

particuliers, en rue d'_tendre l'arbi- tousles cas qu'Elles jugeront possible
trage obligatoire k tousles cas qu'FAles de lui soumettre.
jugeront possible de lui soumettre.
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ART. 16. ART. 38.

In questions of a legal nature, and In questions of a legal nature, and
especially in the interpretation or especially in the interpretation or ap-
application of International Conven- plication of International Conventions,
tions, arbitration is recognized by the arbitration is recognized by the Con-
Signatory Powers as the most effective, tractlng Powers as the most effective,
and at the same time the most equit- and, at the same time, the most
able, means of settling disputes which equitable means of settling disputes
diplomacy has failed to settle, which diplomacy has failed to settle.

Consequently, it Would be desirable
that, in disputes regarding the above-
mentioned questio_, _the Contracting
Powers should, if the case arise, have
recourse to arbitration, in so far as

circumsta_wes permit.

ART. 17. ART. 39.

The Arbitration Convention is con- (No change.)
eluded for questions already existing
or for questions which may arise
eventually.

It may embrace any dispute or only
disputes of a certain category.

ART. 18.

The Arbitration Convention implies
the engagement to submit loyally to
the Award.

(See Art. 37 (1907).)

ART. 19. ART. 40.

Independently of general or private Independently of general or private
Treaties expressly stipulating recourse Treaties expressly stipulating recourse
to arbitration as obligatory on the to arbitration as obligatory on the

Signatory Powers, these Powers re- Contracti_g Powers, the said Powers
serve to themselves the right of con- reserve to themselves the right of con-

cluding, either before the ratification cluding new agreements, general or
of the present Act or later, new agree- particular, with a view to extending
ments, general or private, with a view compulsory arbitration to all eases
to extending obligatory arbitration to which they may consider possible to
all cases which they may consider submit to it.

possible to submit to it.
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Chapitre II. Chapitre II.

De la Cour permanente De la Cour permanente
d'arbitrage, d'arbitrage.

ART. 20. ART. 41.

I)ans le but de faciliter le recours Dans le but de faciliter le recours

imm_diat "_ l'arbitrage pour les imm_diat h l'arbitrage pour les
diff_rends internationaux qui n'ont pu diffdrends internationaux qui n'ont pu
&re r_gl_s par la vole diplomatique, &re rdgl& par la vole diplomatique,
les Puissances signataires s'engagent ,_ les Puissances contractantes s'engagent
organiser une Cour permanente d'arbi- e'emaintenir, telle qu'elle a Ctd 6tablie
trage, accessible en tout temps et par la Premi_'e Confdrence de la
fonctionnant, sauf stipulation contraire Paix, la Goux permanente d'arbi-
des Parties, conformdment aux r_gles trage, accessible en tout temps et
de procedure ins_r_es dans la pr_sente fonetionnant, sauf stipulation contraire
Convention. des Parties, conform_ment aux r_gles

de procedure insdr_es clans la pr&ente
Convention.

ART. 21. ART. 42.

La Courpermanente sera comp_tente La Cour permanente a_t comp&ente
pour tons les cas d'arbitrage, k moins pour tons les cas d'arbitrage, _ moins
qu'il n'y ait entente entre les Parties qu'il n'y air entente entre les Parties
pour l'&ablissement d'une jufidietion pour l'dtablissemeut d'une juridiction
spdciale, sp_ciale.

ART. 22. ART. 43.

La Cour permanente a son si_ge
La Haye.

( Voyez Art. 25 (1899).)
Un Bureau international _tabli i_ Un Bureau international sert de

La Haye sert de greffe _ la Gour. greffe _ la Cour ; il est l'interm_diaire
Ce Bureau est l'interm_diaire des des communications relatives aux

communications relatives aux r_unions r_unions de eelle-ci ; il a la garde des
de celle-ci, archives et la gestion de toutes les

I1 a la garde des archives et la affaires administratives.
gestion de routes les affaires admini-
stratives.

Les Puissances signataires s'euga- Les Puissances contractantes s'en-

gent k communiquer au Bureau inter- gagent h communiquer au Bureau,
national de La Haye une eopie cer_ifi_e aussltdt que possible, une eopie certifide
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Chapter II. Chapter II.

On the Permanent Court of On the Permanent Court of
Arbitration. Arbitration.

ART. 20. ART. 41.

With the object of facilitating an With the object of facilitating an
innnediate recourse to arbitration for immediate recourse to arbitration

international differences, which it has for international differences, which it

not been possible to settle by di- has not been possible to settle by
plomacy, the Signatory Powers un- diplomacy, the Contracti_g Powers
dertake to organize a permanent Court undertake to maintain the Permanent
of Arbitration, accessible at all times Court of Arbitration, _ established by

and acting, in default of agreement to the First Peace Conference, accessible
the contrary between the parties, in at all times, and acting, in default of
accordance with the rules of procedure agreement to the contrary, between the
inserted in the present Convention. parties, in accordance with the rules

of procedure inserted in the present
Convention.

ART. 21. ART. 42.

The Permanent Court shall be corn- The Permanent Court/s competent

petent for all arbitration cases, unless for all arbitration cases, unless the
the parties agree to institute a special parties agree to institute a special
Tribunal. 'l_bunal.

AR_. 22. ART. 43.

The seat of the Permanent Court is

at the Hague.
(op.Art. _5(1s99).)

An International Bureau, established An International Bureau serves as

at the Hague, serves as registry for registry for the Court. It is the
the Court. channel for communications relative

This Bureau is the channel for to the meetings of the Court ; it has
communications relative to the meet- the custody of the archives and con_

ings of the Court. ducts all the administrative business.
It has the custody of the archives

and conducts all the aflm_nistratlve
business.

The Signatory Powers undertake to The Contracting Powers undertake
communicate to the International to communicate to the Bureau, as

Bureau at the Hague a duly certified soon as pass/b/e, a duly certified copy
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conforme de route stipulation d'arbi- conforme de route stipulation d'arbi-
trage intervenue entre Elles et de route trage intervenue entre Elles et de route
sentence arbitrale lee coueernant et sentence arbitrale _ coneernant et

rendue par des juridictions spdciales, rendue par des juridictions spdciales.
Elles s'engagent _ communiquer de Elles s'engagent & communiquer

marne au Bureau les lois, r_glements, de mfime au Bureau les lois, r_gle-
et documents constatant dventuelle- lnents, et documents constatant
ment l'exdcution des sentences rendues dventueUement l'exdeution des son-

par la Cour. fences rendues par la Cour.

_4_T.23. ARt. 44.

Chaque Puissance Signataire dd- Chaque Puissance contracta_te
signera, clansles trois mois qui suivront ddsigne quatre personnes au plus,
la ratification par eUe du prdsent d'une compdtence reeomme clans les
Acre, quatre personnes au plus, d'une questions de droit international, jouis-
compdteneereconnue clansles questions sant de la plus haute eonsiddration
de droit international, jouissant de la morale et disposdes b, accepter les
plus haute consid.dration morale et fonetions d'arbitre.
disposdes _ accepter les fonctions
d'arbitres.

Les personnesainsi ddsigndesseront Les personnes ainsi ddsigndes sont
inscrites, au titre de Membre de la inserites, au titre de Membres de la
(]our, sur une liste qui sera notifide _ Cour, sur une liste qui sera notifide
routes les Puissances signataires par routes les Puissances coutractantes
les soins du Bureau. par les soins du Bureau.

Toute modification k la liste des Toute modification _ la liste des

arbitres est portde, par lee soins du arbitres est pottle, par les soins du
Bureau, _ la eonnaissance des Puis- Bureau, _ la eonnaissance des Puis-
sances signataires, sauces co_tractantes.

Deux ou plusieurs Puissances peu- Deux ou plusieurs Puissances peu-
vent s'entendre pour la ddsignation en vent s'entendre pour la ddsignation en
commund'un ou de plnsieurs Membres. eommund'nn ou de plusieurs Membres.

La mfimepersonnepeut gtre ddsignde La mgmepersonnepeut atre ddsign&
par des Puissances diffdrentes, par des Puissances diffdrenCas.

Les Membres de la Cour sont Les Membres de la (]our sont
nommds pour un terme de six ans. nommds pour un terme de six ans.
Leur mandat peut atre renouvel& Leur mandat peut atre renouvel&

En cas de dde_s ou de retraite d'un En ors de ddcks ou de retraite d'un

Membre de la Cour, il est pourvu k membre de la Cour, il est pourvu _ son
son remplacement salon le mode fixd remplaeement selon le mode fix_.pour
pour sa nomination, sa nomination, et pour une nouve//e

pgriode de six ans.
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copy of any agreement concerning of any agreement concerning arbitra-
arbitration arrived at between them, tion arrived at between them and of

and of any award concerning them any award concerning them delivered
delivered by a special Tribunal. by a special Tribunal.

They likewise undertake to corn- They likewise undertake to com-
municate to the Bureau the laws, municate to the Bureau the laws,

regulations, and documents if any, regulations, and documents if any,
showing the execution of the awards showing the execution of the Awards
given by the Court. given by the Court.

ART. 23. ART. 44.

Within the three months following Each Contracting Power selects four
its ratification of the present Act, each persons at the most, of known corn-
Signatory Power shall select four petency in questions of international
persons at the most, of known com- law, of the highest moral reputation,
peteney in questions of international and disposed to accept the duties of
law, of the highest moral reputation, Arbitrator.
and disposed to accept the duties of
Arbitrators.

The persons thus selected shall be The persons thus selected are in-
inscribed, as Members of the Court, in scribed, as Members of the Court, in
a list which shall be notified by the a list which shall be notified to all the
Bureau to all the Signatory Powers. Contracting Powers by the Bureau.

Any alteration in the list of Arbi- Any alteration in the list of Arbi-
trators is brought by the Bureau to the trators is brought by the Bureau to the

knowledge of the Signatory Powers. knowledge of the Contracting Powers.
Two or more Powers may agree on Two or more Powers may agree on

the selection in common of one or the selection in common of one or
more Members. more Members.

The same person may be selected by The same person may be selected
different Powers. by different Powers.

The Members of the Court are The Members of the Court are ap-

appointed for a term of six years, pointed for a term of six years. Their
Their appointments can be renewed, appointments can be renewed.

Should a Member of the Court die Should a Member of the Court die

or resign, the same procedure is fol- or resign, the same procedure is fol-
lowed in filling the vacancy as was lowed in filling the vacancy a._ was
followed in appointing him. followed in appointing him. In this

c_se the appointment is made for a

fresh l_riod of six years.
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ART. 24. _T. 45.

Lorsque les Puissances signataires Lorsque les Puissances contrac-
veulents'adresser _ laCourpermanente tantes veulent s'adresser _ la Cour

pour le r_glement d'un diffdrend permanente pour le r_glement d'un
survenu entre Elles, le choix des diffdrend survenu entreE lies, le ehoix

arbitres appelds _ former le Tribunal des axbitres appel_s i_ former le
compdtent pour statuer sur ce diffdrend, Tribunal compdtent pour statuer sur
dolt _tre fait dans la liste gdndrale ce diff_rend, dolt _tre fair clans la liste

des Membres de la Cour. ggn_rale des Membres de la Cour.
A d_faut de constitution du Tribunal A d_faut de constitution du Tribunal

arbitral par l'aceord imm_diat des .4_rbitral par l'aceord des Parties, il est
Parties, il est proeddd de la mani_re pro_dd de la manibre suivante :
suivante :--

Chaque Partie nomme deux arbitres Chaque Paxtie nomme deux arbitres,
et ceux-ei ehoisissent ensemble un dent un seulement peut dtre son national
surarbitre, ou clun'aiparmi ceux qui ont gtgddsignds

par Elle comme Membres de la Cour
Permanente. Ces axbitres ehoisissent
ensemble un surarbitre.

En cas de paxtage des voix, le choix Eu cas de paxtage des voix, le choix
du suraxbitre est confi_ _ une Puissance du suraxbitre est eonfi_ _ une Puissance

tierce, ddsignde de eommun accord par fierce, ddsignde de eommun accord par
les Parties. les Parties.

Si l'accord ne s'_tablit pas _ ee sujet, Si l'accord ne s'dtablit pas k ce sujet,
chaque Partie d_signe une Puissance chaque Pattie d_signe une Puissance
diffdrente, et le ehoix du suraxbitre diffdrente, et le ehoix du suraxbitre
est fait de concert par les Puissances est fait de concert pax les Puissances

ainsi d_signdes, ainsi d_signdes.
81, clans un deTai de deux reels, ces

deux Puissances n'ont pu tomber d'ac-
cord, chacune anElles prgsente deu_ can-
didats lrris sur la liste des Me/mbres
de la Cour Permanente, en dehors des

Membres de_sign#spar les _Parties et
n'dtant les nationaux araucune d' _'lles.

Le sort clgtormine lequel des c.amdldats
ainsi l,'gsentgs sera le surarbitre.

ART. 46.

Le Tribunal dtant ainsi composd, les D_s que le Tribunal est eomposd,
Parties notifient au Bureau leur dd- les Parties notifient au Bureau leur
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ART. 24. ART. 45.

When the Signatory Powers wish When the Contracting Powers wish
to have recourse to the Permanent to have recourse to the Permanent
Court for the settlement of a difference Court for the settlement of a differ-

which has arisen between them, the ence which has arisen between them,
Arbitrators called upon to form the the Arbitrators called upon to form
Tribunal to decide this difference the Tribunal to decide this difference

must be chosen from the general list must be chosen from the general list
of Members of the Court. of Members of the Court.

Failing the composition of the Arbi- Failing the composition of the Arbi-
tration Tribunal by direct agreement tration Tribunal by agreement between
between the parties, the following the parties, the following course shall
course shall be pursued :-- be pursued :-

Each party appoints two Arbitrators, Each party appoints two Arbitrators,
and these together choose an Umpire. of whom one only can be its national or

chosen from among the persons selected
by it as Members of the Permanent
Court. These Arbitrators together
choose an Umpire.

If the votes are equally divided, the If the votes are equally divided, the
choice of the Umpire is intrusted to choice of the Umpire is intrusted to a

a third Power, selected by agreement third Power, selected by agreement
between the parties, between the parties.

If an agreement is not arrived at If an agreement is not arrived at
on this subject, each party selects a on this subject each party selects a
different Power, and the choice of the different Power, and the choice of the
Umpire is made in concert by the Umpire is made in concert by the
Powers thus selected. Powers thus selected.

If, within two months' time, these
two Powers cannot come to an agree.

meat, each of them presents two candi-
dates taken from the list of Members
of the Permanent Court, exclusive of

the Members selected by the parties
and _wt being nationals of either of
them. Which of the candidates thus

presea_ shall be Umpire is determi_d
bylot.

AI_T. 46.

As soon as the Tribunal has been As soon as the Tribunal has been

constituted, the parties notify to the constituted, the parties notify to the

H. 9
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cision de s'adresser _ la Oour et les d_cision de s'adresser k la Cour, /e
noms des arbitres, texte de leur Uomlrromis, ot les noms

des arbitres.

Le Bureau communique sans deTai
chaque arbitre le Compromis et lea

noms des autres Membres du Tribunal.

Lo Tribunal arbitral se r_unit _ la Le 'fl'ibunal se rdunit _ la date fix_e

date fix_e par les Parties. par les Parties. Le Bureau pou_olt
son installation.

Les Membres de la Cour, clans Les Membres du Tribunal, clans
l'exercice de leurs fonctions et on l'exercice de leurs fonctions et en

dehors de leur pays, jouissent des dehors do leur pays, jouissent des

privileges et immunit_s diplomatiques, privileges et immuni_s diplomatiques.

( Voyez Art. 46 (1907).)

ART. 25.

Le Trib,n_.l arbitral si_ge d'ordinaire
La Haye.

(Voyez Art. 43 (1907).)
Le si_ge no peut, sauf le cas de

force majeure, _tre chang_ par le Tri-
bunal que de l'assentiment des Parties.

ART. 26. A_T. 47.

Le Bureau international de La Haye Le Bureau est autoris_ _ mettre ses
est autorisd _ mettre ses locaux et son locaux et son organisation _ la dis-
organisation _ la disposition des position des Puissances contractantes
Puissances signataires pour le fonc- pour le fonetionnement de toute juri-
tionnement do toute juridiction sp_ciale diction sp_ciale d'arbitrage.
d'arbitrage.

La juridiction de la Cour permanente La juridiction de la Cour permanente
peut _tre _tendue, dans les conditions peut _tre dtendue, clans les conditions
prescrites par les l_glements, aux prescrites par les Rbglements, aux
litiges Axi_ta_t entre des Puissances litiges existant entre des Puissances
non-signatalres ou entre des Puissances -non-contractantea, ou entre des Puis-
signat&ires et des Puissances non- sances contractantes et des Puissances
signataires, si les Parties soar con- non-co_travtomtes, si les Parties sont

venuesde recourirk cette juridiction, convenuesde reeourirk cette juridic-
tion.
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Bureau their determination to have Bureau their determination to have

recourse to the Court and the names recourse to the Court, the text o/their
of the Arbitrators. Comprom/s', and the names of the

Arbitrators.

Tke Bu/reau communicates without

delay to each Arbitrator the Com-
promis, and the _wtmes of the other
members of the Tribunal.

The Tribunal of Arbitration as- The Tribunal assembles at the date

sembles at the date fixed by the parties, fixed by the parties. The Bureau
makes the necessary arrangements for
its meeting.

The Members of the Tribunal, in the The Members of the Tribunal, in the
performance of their duties and when performance of theh" duties and when
outside their own country, enjoy diplo- outside their own country, enjoy diplo-

matic privileges and immunities, marie privileges and immunities.

ART. 25.

The Tribunal of Arbitration has its

ordinary seat at the Hague.
(See Art. 43 (1907).)

Except in cases of necessity, the
place of session can only be altered by
the Tribunal with the assent of the

parties.

ART. 26. ART. 47.

The International Bureau at the The Bureau is authorized to place
Hague is authorized to place its its offices and staff at the disposal of
offices and its staff at the disposal of the Contracting Powers for the use of
the Signatory Powers for the use of any special Board of Arbitratiou.

any special Board of Arbitration.
The jurisdiction of the Permanent The jurisdiction of the Permanent

Court may, within the conditions laid Court may, within the conditions laid
down in the Regulations, be extended down in the Regulations, be extended
to disputes between non-Signatory to disputes between non-Contracting
Powers, or between Signatory Powers Powers or between Contracting Powers
and non-Signatory Powers, if the and non-Contracting Powers, if the
parties are agreed to have recourse to parties are agreed to have recourse to
the Court. the Court.

1 SO0Article52, infra, fordefinitionof the word"Compromis."
9--2
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ART. 27. ART. 48.

Les Puissances signataires con- Les Puissances contractantes con-
sid_rent comme un devoir, dans le cas sid_rent comme un devoir, dans le cas
oh un eonflit aigu menacerait d'dclater oh un confiit aigu menacerait d'dclater
entre deux ou plusieurs d'entre Elles, entre deux ou plusieurs d'entre Elles,
de rappeler _ ceUes-ci que la Cour de rappeler i_ celles-ci que la Cour
permanente leur est ouverte, permanente leur est ouverte.

En consOtuence , EUes d_clarent que En consequence, EUes d_clarent que
le fair de rappeler aux Parties en le fair de rappeler aux Parties en
eonflit les dispositions de la prdsente cortflit les dispositions de la pr6sente
Convention, et le conseil donn_, dans Convention, et ]e conseil donn_, clans
l'inCAr_t supdrieur de la paix, de l'int_r_t sup_rieur de la paix, de
s'adresser _ la Cour permanente ne s'adresser _ la Cour permanente, no
peuvent _tre considdr_s que comme peuvent _tre considdr_s que comme
actes de bons offices, actes de bons offices.

En eas de conflit entre deux Puis-

sances, _une d'Elles pourra ten, ours
adresser au Bureau international u/he

note contenant sa de'claration qu'_le

serait disposde _ soumettre le diffdrend
c_un arbitrage.

I,e Bureau devra porter aussit6t la
declaration _ la connaissanve de _autre
Puissance.

ART. 28. ART. 49.

Un Conseil administratifpermanent Ze Consell admlnistratif perm_
eompos_ des Repr_sentants diploma- nent, compos_ des Repr_sentants
tiques des Puissances signataires diplomatiques des Puissances con-
accr_dit_s h La Haye et du Ministre traztantes accrddit_s k La Haye et du
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministre des Affaires _.trang_res des
qui remplira les fonetions de President, Pays_Bas, qui remplit les fonetions de
sofa constitu_ dans cette ville le plus President, a la direction et le contrSle
tSt possible apr_s la ratification du du Bureau international.
pr6sente Acte par neuf Puissances au
moins.

Ce Conseil sera charg$ d'_tablir et
d'orgauiser le Bureau intemation_
lequel demeurera sous sa direction et
sons son contrSle.

I1 notifiera attx Puissances la con-

stitution de la Cour et pourvoira
l'installation de celle-ci.
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ART. 27. _T. 48.

The Signatory Powers consider it The Contracting Powers consider it
their duty, if a serious dispute their duty, if a serious dispute
threatens to break out between two or threatens to break out between two or

more of them, to remind these latter more of them, to remind these latter
that the Permanent Court is open to that the Permmmnt Court is open to
them. them.

Consequently, they declare that the Consequently, they declare that the
fact of reminding the parties at vari- fact of reminding the parties at vari-
ance of the provisions of the present ance of the provisions of the present
Convention, and the advice given to Convention, and the advice given to
them, in the highest interests of peace, them, in the highest interests of peace,
to have recourse to the Permanent to have recourse to the Permanent

Court, can only be regarded as in the Court, can only be regarded as in the
nature of good offices, nature of good officesk

In case of dispute between two
Powers, one of them may always
address to the International Bureau

a note containing a declaxation that
it would be ready to submit the dis-
pure to arbitration.

The Bureau must at once i_form the

other Power of the declaration.

A_T. 28. ART. 49.

APermanentAdministrative Council The Permanent Administrative

composed of the Diplomatic Represen- Council, composed of the Diplomatic
tatives of the Signatory Powers Representatives of the Contracting
accredited to the Hague and of the Powers accredited to The Hague and
Netherland Minister for Foreign of the Netherland Minister for Foreign
Affairs, who will act as President, Affairs, who acts as President, /s
shall be instituted in this town as soon charged with the direction and con-

as possible after the ratification of the trol of the International Bureau.
present Act by at least nine Powers.

This Council will be charged with

the establishment and organi_tion of
the Intea'national Bureau, which will
be under its direction and control.

It will notify to the Powers the
constitution of the Court and will

provide for its installation.
I See Article 2, $upra.
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11 arr_tera son r_glement d'ordre Le Conseil arr6te son rbglement
ainsi que tons autres r_glements d'ordre ainsi que tons autres rbgle-
n6eessaires, ments n6cessaires.

I1 d6cidera toutes les questions I1 de_ide toutes les questions ad-

administratives qni pourraient surgir ministratives qui pourraient surgir
touchant le fonctionnement de la Cour. touchant le fonctionnement de la Cour.

I1 aura tout pouvoir quant k la I1 a tout pouvoir quant k lanomina-
nomination, la suspension, ou la tion, la suspension, ou la r6vocation
r_vocation des fonctionnaires et des fonetionnaires et employ6s du
employ6s du Bureau. Bureau.

I1 fixers les traitements et salaires Il fixe les traitements et salaires, et
et contr61era la d6pense gdn6rale, coutrdle la d6pense g6ndrale.

La pr6sence de cinq membres dans La prdsence de neuf membres clans
lea r6unions dflment convoqu6es suflit les r6unions dtlment convoqu_es sufifit
pour permettre au Conseil de d_lib6rer pour permet-tre au Conseil de d61ibdrer

valablement. Lea d6cisions sont prises valablement. Les d6cisions sont prises
la majorit_ des voix. k la majorit_ des voix.
Le Conseil communique sans d_lai Le Conseil communique sans d61ai

aux Puissances signataires les rbgle- aux Puissances contractantes les
ments adopts par lui. I1 leur adresse rbglements adopt_s par lui. I1 leur
ehaque ann6e un rapport sur les prdsente chaque ann6e un rapport sur
travaux de la Cour, sur le fonctionne- les travaux de la Cour, sur le fonetion-
ment des services administratifs et sur nement des services administratifs, et

les d_penses, sur les d_penses. Le rapport contient
dgalement un rdsumg datcontenu essentiel
des documents communiquds au Bureau

.. par les Puissances ca vertu de _article
43, alingas 3 et 4.

AR_. 29. ART. 50.

Les frals du Bureau seront support_s Les frais du Bureau seront support_s
par les Puissances signataires clans la par les Puissances contractant_ dans
proportion dtablie pour le Bureau la proportion dtablie pour le Bureau

international de l'Union postale international de rUnion postaJe
universelle, universelle.

I, esfrais c_la charge de8 Pui_ances
adhdrentes seront comptgs _ partir du
jour o_ leur adhe'_va produit ses effets,
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It will settle its rules of procedure The Council settles its rules of pro-
and all other necessary regulations, eedure and all other necessary regula-

tions.

It will decide all questions of It decides all questions of adminis-
administration which may arise with tration which may arise with regard
regard to the business of the Court. to the business of the Court.

It will have entire control over the It has entire control over the ap-
appointment, suspension or dismissal pointment, suspension, or dismissal of
of the officials and employds of the the officials and employds of the
Bureau. Bureau.

It will fix the payments and salaries, It fixes the payments and salaries,
and control the general expenditure, and controls the general expenditure.

At meetings duly summoned the At meetings duly summoned, the
presence of five members is sufficient presence of nine members is sufficient
to render valid the discussions of the to render valid the discussions of the

Council. The decisions are taken by Council. The decisions are taken by
a majority of votes, a majority of votes.

The Council communicates to the The Council communicates to the

Signatory Powers without delay the Contracting Powers without delay the
Regulations adopted by it. It fur- regulations adopted by it. It fur-
nishes them with an annual Report on nishes them with an annual Report
the labours of the Cou_ the working on the labours of the Court, the work-
of the staff, and the expenditure, ing of the staff, and the expenditure.

The Report likewise contains a sum-

mary of the _wre importamt contents
of the documents commumicated to the
Bureau by the Powers in virtu2 of
Article 43, paragraphs 3 and 4.

ART. 29. ART. 50.

'Fae expenses of the Bureau shall be The expenses of the Bureau shall be
borne by the Signatory Powers in borne by the Contracting Powers in

the proportion fixed for the Inter- the proportion fixed for the Inter-
national Bureau of the Universal national Bureau of the Universal

Postal Union. Postal Union.

The exlaenses to be charged to the
arching _Powers shall be reckoned
from the date on which their accession
takes effect.
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Chapitre III. Chapitre ILI.

De la Proo6dure Arbitrale. De la Proc6dure Arbitrale.

ART. 30. ART. 51.

En vue de favoriser le ddveloppe- (Aucune modification.) _
ment de rarbitrage, les Puissances
signataires ont arr_t_ les r_gles sui-
vantes qui seront applicables g la
procedure arbitrale, en rant que les
Parties ne sont pas convenues d'autres
r_gles.

ART. 31. ART. 52.

Les Puissances qui recourent _ Les Puissances qui recourent
rarbitrage signent un acre special l'arbitrage signent un compromis dans
(compromis) dans lequel sont nette- lequel sont ddtermin_s l'objet du litige,
ment ddtermlnds l'objet du litige ainsi le deTai de _wmination des Arbitres, la
que l'_tendue des pouvoirs des arbitres, forme, l'ordre et les deTals dans lesquels
Cet acre implique rengagemeat des /a communication visde par _Article 63
Parties do se soumettre de bonne foi _ devra gtre faite, et le montant de la
la sentence arbitrale, somme que chaque Pattie aura _ de'-

( Voyez Art. 37, al. 2 (1907).) poser c_ titre d'avance Tour les frais.
Le eampromls ddtermir_e (galement,

s'il y a lieu, le mode de nomination des
arbitres, tous pouvoirs spdciaux dven-

tuels du Tribu_al, son si_ge, la langue
dont il fera usage et celles dont _emploi
sera autorisd devant lui, et g_dralv-
merit routes les conditions dont l_s
Parties 8ont convenues.

ART. 53.

La Cour permanente est comlagtente
pour _dtablissement du compromls, si

les Parties sont d'accard pour s'en re-
mettre c_ elle.

El& est ggalement c,omp6tente, mdme

V. note, supra, p. 101.
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Chapter III. Chapter IH.

On Arbitration Procedure. On Arbitration Procedure.

-ART. 30." ART. 51.

With a view of encouraging the (No change.) _
development of arbitration, the Sig-
natory Powers have agreed on the
following Rules, which shall apply
to arbitration procedure, except in so
far as other Rules shall have been

agreed on by the parties.

ART. 31. ART. 52.

The Powers which have recourse The Powers which have recourse to

to arbitration sign a special Act arbitration sign a Compromis, in which

(Compromis), in which the subject the subject of the dispute is clearly
of the dispute is clearly defined, as defined, the time allowed for appoint-
well as the extent of the Arbitrators' ing Arbitrators, the form, order, a_

powers. This Act implies the under- time in which the communication re-

taking of the parties to submit loyally ferred to in Article 63 must be made,
to the award, and the amount of the sum which each

(See Art. 37, par. 2 (1907).) Tarry must deposit in ad/oamcetodefray
the expenses.

The Compromis likewise defines, if
there is occasion for it, the manner of
appointing Arbitrators, the special

powers, if any, conferred on the
Tribunal, the place of meeting, the
language it shall use, and the languages
the employment of which shall be au-

thorized before it, and, generally speak-
ing, all the conditions on which the
parties are agreed.

ART. 53.

The Permanent Court /s co,n_ent
to se_le the Compromis, if the parties
are agreed to have recourse to it for the

purpose.
It is similarly competent, even if the

I V. note, su_'a, p. 101.
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si la demande est /aite seulement par
l'une des Parties, apr_s qu'un accord
par la voie diplomatique a _d vaine-
ment essay_ quand il s'agit :--

1. JD'un diffdrend rentxant clans un
Traitg d'arbitrage gdndral conclu on
renouvel( apr_s la raise en vigueur de
cette Convention et qui prefvolt pour
chaque diffdrend un compromis et
n'exclut pour gdtablissement de ce der-
nier ni explicitement ni implidtement
la compdtence de la Cour. Toute/ols,

le recours _ la Cour n'a pail. lieu si
l'autre Pattie dddare qu'_ son a/ois le

diffgrend n'aTTartient pas _ la catd-
gorie des d(ffdrends _ soumettre c) un

arbitrage obligatoire, c) moins que le
Traitg a_arbitrage ne confkre au Tri-
bunal arbitral le pou_r de cldcider
cette question prdalable ;

2. D'un diffgrend proc_u_t de
dettes contractuelles r6clamges _ une

Puissance par une autre Puissance

comme dues c) ses nationaux, et pour
la solution duquel l'oa_e d'arbitrage a
dtd acceptde. Cette disposition n'est

pas applicable si _ac,ceptation a gtg
subordonnge c_ la condition que le
compromis soit gtabli selon un autre
mode.

(Voyez 2 H. (7. 1907.)

ART. 54.

Dans les c,a¢ pr_us par _A_¢icle
pr6cddent, le compromis sera (_bli

par une Commissioncompa_ de cinq
membres ddsign6s de la mani_ pr6-
rue _ l'Article 45, a//n/as 3 _ 6.

Le einqui_ne membre est de droit
Pr6_idont de la Commian'on.
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request is only m.ade by one of the
parties, when all at'tempts to reach an
understanding through the diplomatic
channel have failed, in the case of:--

1. A dispute covered by a general
Treaty of Arbitration concluded or
renewed after the present Convention
has come into force, and providing for
a Compromis in all disputes and not

eith_" explicitly or implicitly excluding
the settlement of the Compromis from
the competence of the Court. Recourse
cannot, however, be had to the Court if
the other party declaxes that in its

opinion the dispute does not belong to
the category of disputes which can be
submitted to obligatory arbitration, un-
less the Treaty of Arbitration confers
upon the Arbitration Tribunal the

power of deciding this prelimb_a_y
question;

2. A dispute arising from contract
debts claimed from one Power by
another Power as due to its nationals,
and for the settlement of which the
offer of arbitration has been accepted.
This provision is not applicable _f

acc_tanc_ is subject to the condition
that the Compromis should be settled
in some other way.

(cp. _ H. C.a9o7.)

ART. 54.

In the cases contemplated in the
preceding Article, the Compromis shall
be settled by a Commission consisting
of five members selected in the manner

laid down in Article 45, paragraphs
3to6.

The fifth member is ex officio Presi.
dent of the Gommi_ion.
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ART. 32. ART. 55.

Les fonetions arbitrales peuvent _tre Les fonctions arbitrales peuvent _tre
conf6r_es _ un arbitre unique ou _ conferees _ un arbitre unique ou
plusieurs arbitres d_sign_s par les p|usieurs arbitres d_sign_s par ]es
Parties k leur gr_, ou choisis par Elles Parties _ leur gr_, ou choisis par Elles
parmi les Membres de la Cour parmilesMembresde la Cour perma-
permanente d'arbitrage _tablie par ]e nente d'arbitrage _tablie par la pr_-
pr6sent Acre. sente Convention.

A d_faut de constitution du Tribunal A ddfaut de constitution du Tribunal

par l'accord imm_diat des Parties, il par l'aceord des Parties, il est proe_dd
est procdd_ de la mani_re suivante : de la mani_re indlqude c_ FArticle 45,

Chaque Pattie nomme deux arbitres alindas 3 c) 6.
et ceux-ci choisissent ensemble un
surarbitre.

En eas de partage des voix, le ehoix
du surarbitre est confid _ une Puissance

tierce, d6sign_e de commun accord par
les Parties.

Si l'accord ne s'dtablit pas _ ce

sujet, chaque Pattie ddsigne une
Puissance diff_rente et le choix du

surarbitre est fait de concert par les
Puissances ainsi ddsign_ea

ART. 33. ART. 56.

Lorsqu'un Souverain ou un Chef (Aucune modification.)
d']_tat est choisi pour arbitre, la
procedure arbitrale est r_gl4e par lui.

ART. 34. ART. 57.

Le surarbitre est de droit President (.4ucune modification.)
du Tribunal.

Lorsque le Tribunal ne comprend
pas de surarbitre, il nomme lui-mOme
son Pr6sident.

ART. 58.

En cas aedtablissement du compromis

par une Commission, telle qu'elle est
visde _ gArticle 54, et saul stipulation
contraire, la Commissioa elle-radmefor-

mera le Tribunal d'arbitrage.
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ART. 32. _A.__,T.55.

The duties of Arbitrator may be The duties of Arbitrator may be
conferred on a single Arbitrator or conferred on a single Arbitrator or on
on several Arbitrators selected by the several Arbitrators selected by the
parties as they please, or chosen by parties as they please, or chosen by
them from the Members of the them from the Members of the Per-
Permanent Court of Arbitration manent Court of Arbitration estab-

established by the present Act. lished by the present Convention.

Failing the constitution of the Failing the composition of the
Tribunal by direct agreement between Tribunal by agreement between the
the parties, the following course shall parties, the course referred to in
be pursued: Article 45, paragraphs 3 to 6, is

Each party appoints two Arbitrators, followed.
and these latter together choose an
Umpire.

In case of equal voting, the choice
of the Umpire is intrusted to a third
Power, selected by the parties by
common accord.

If no agreement is arrived at on
this subject, each party selects a
different Power, and the choice of the

Umpire is made in concert by the
Powers thus selected.

ART. 33. ART. 56.

When a Sovereign or the Chief of a (No change.)
State is chosen as Arbitrator, the ar-

bitration procedure is settled by him.

ART. 34. A_T. 57.

The Umpire is ex o2_cio President (iVo change.)
of the Tribunal.

When the Tribunal does not include

an Umpire, it appoints its own Presi-
dent.

ART. 58.

When the Compromis is settled by a
Commissiou, as c_n_emplaf_t in Article
54, and in default of agreement to the
contrary, the Commission itsd.f shall

form the Arbitration Tribunal.
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ART. 35. _A._T.59.

En eas de d_e_s, de d_mission ou (Aucune modification.)
d'emp_chement, pour quelque cause
que ce soit, de l'un des arbitres, il
est pourvu k son remplacement selon
le mode fix_ pour sa nomination.

ART. 36. ART. 60.

Le si_gedu Tribunalest d_sign_ par
les Parties. A d_faut de cette ddsig- A d_faut de d_signation par les
nation le Tribunal si_ge _ La Haye. Parties, le Tribunal si_ge _ La Haye.

Le Tribunal ne peut sidger sur le
territoi_.e d' wae tierce Puissa_w.e qu'avec
_assentiment de celle-ci.

Le si_ge ainsi fixd ne peut, sauf le Le si_ge une lois fix_ ne peut _tre
cas de force majeure, _tre changd par ehang_ par le Tribunal qu'avec l'as-
le Tribunal que de l'assentiment des sentiment des Parties.
Parties.

ART. 61.

Si le C_zpromis n'a pas cMtermin#
les langues _ gmTloyer , fl en est ddoidd
par le Tribunal.

( Voyez Art. 38 (1899).)

ART. 37. AR_. 62.

Les Parties ont le droit de nommer Les Parties ont ]e droit de nommer

aupr_s du Tribunal des d_ldguds ou aupr_sduTribunaldesagentsspdciaux '
agents spdciaux, avecla mission de avee la mission de servir d'intermd-
servir d'interm_diaires entre EUes et diaires entre Elles et le Tribunal.

le Tribunal. Elles sont, en outre, autorisdes
Elles sont en outre autorisdes _ charger de la ddfense de leurs droits

charger de la ddfense de leurs droits et et int_reks devant le Tribunal des con-

int_r_ts devantle Tribunal, des conseils seils ou avocats nommds par Elles k
ou avocats nomm_s par Elles k cet effet, cet effet.

Zes Membres de la Cour Termanente
nepeuvent exercer lesf onctions anayents,
conseils ou axocats, qu'en faveur de la
Puissance qul les a nommgs Membres
de la Cour.
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ART. 35. ART. 59.

In case of the death, retirement or (No change.)

disability from any cause of one of the
Arbitrators, the same procedure is
followed in filling the vacancy as was
followed in appointing him.

_ART. 36. ART. 60,

The Tribunal's place of session is

selected by the parties. Failing this The Tribunal sits at The Hague,
selection the Tribunal sits at the unless some other place is selected by
Hague. the parties.

The T_bunal may only sit in the
territory of a third Power with the
latter's consent.

The place of session thus fixed The place of session once fixed
cannot, except in case of necessity, be cannot be altered by the Tribunal,
altered by the Tribunal, except with except with the assent of the Parties.
the assent of the Parties.

ART. 61.

Unless the Compromis has specified
the languages to be employed, the ques-
tion shall be decided by the Tribunal.

(Cp. Art. 38 (1899).)

ART, 37. ART. 62.

The parties are entitled to appoint The parties are entitled to appoint
delegates or special agents to attend special agents to attend the Tribunal,
the 'l¥ibunal, for the purpose of acting for the purpose of acting as interme-
as intermecli_ries between themselves diaries between themselves and the
and the Tribunal. Tribunal.

They are further authorized to They are further authorized to re-
retain, for the defence of their rights tain for the defence of their rights and
and interests before the Tribunal, interests before the Tribunal counsel

counsel or advocates appointed by or advocates appointed by them for
them for this purpose, the purpose.

The Members of the Permanent Court

may not act as agents, counsel or adam
,ate, except on bekabt"of the Power
which has alrt_nted them $Iembers of
the Gourt.
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ART. 38.

Lo Tribunal d_cide du choixdes

langues dont il fera usage et dont
l'emploi sera autofis_ devant lui.

(Voyez Art. sl (t907).)

A_T. 39. ART. 63.

La procddure arbitrale comprend ell La procddure axbltrale comprend en
r_gle gdn_rale deux phases distinctes : r_gle g_ndmle deux phases distinctes :
l'instruction etles d_bats, rinstruction gcrite et les d_bats.

L'instruction consiste dam la corn- L'instruction dcrite consiste clans la

munication faite par les agents re- communication faite par les agents re-
spectifs, aux Membres du Tribunal et specfifs, aux Membres du Tribunal et

la Partie adverse, de tous actes & la Partie adverse, des m(mo/res, des

imprim_s ou _crits et de tous documents contre-m(moires, at, au besoin, des rg-
contenant la_ moyens invoqu_s clans pliques; les Parties y joignent tout6s
la cause. Cette communication aura pi_s et documents invoqu_s clans la
lieu dans la forme et clans les ddlais cause. Cetts communication aura lieu,

d_termin_s par le Tribunal en vertu de direvtement ou par _intermddiaire du
l'Article 49. Bureau International, dams _ordre et

dam les ddl_is d_termin_s par le Uom-

prom/s.
Zas dd/a/s flx_ Tar /e Comprom/s

pourront dtre prolongds de commun
accord Far les Parties, ou par le Tri-

bunal quand il le juge ndc_zsaire pour
arriver _ ume d_'cision ju.Ce.

Les d_bats consistent dans le Les d_bats consistent dans le

ddveloppement oral des moyens des ddveloppement oral des moyens des
Parties devant le Tribunal. Parties devant le Tribunal.

ART. 40. A_T. 64.

Toute piece produite par rune des Toute piece produite par rune des
Parties doit _tre communiqu_e k l'autre Parties doit _tre communiqude, em
Partie. copie c_rtij_e conforme, _ rautre

Pattie.

ART. 65.

A moins do clrconstanves sIadciales, l_
Tribunal ne se rdunit qu'atarSs la cI_-
turo do _instruction.
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ART. 38.

The Tribunal decides on the choice

of languages to be used by itself, and
to be authorized for use before it.

(SeeArt. 61 (1_0_).)

ART. 39. ART. 63.

As a general rule arbitration pro- As a general rule, arbitration pro-
cedure comprises two distinct phases ; cedure comprises two distinct phases :
pleadings and oral discussions, written 1)leadings and oral discussions.

The pleadings consist in the commu- The written pleadings consist in the
nication by the respective agents to the communication bythe respective agents
members of the Tribunal and the op- to the members of the Tribunal and
posing party of all printed or written the opposing party, of cases, counter-
Acts and of all documents containing cases, and, if necessary, of replies; the
the pleas relied on in the case. parties annex thereto all papers and
This communication shall be made in documents relied on in the cause. This
the form and within the time fixed communication shall be made either

by the Tribunal in accordance with directly or through the intermediary of
Article 49. the International Bureau, in the ardor

and within the time fixed by the Com-
prom/s.

The time fixed by the Compromis
may be extended by mutual agreement
between the parties, or by the Tribunal
when the latter considers it _._ssary
for the purpose of reaching a just
decision.

The discussions consist of the oral The discussions consist of the oral

development of the pleas of the parties developments of the pleas of the parties
before the Tribunal. before the Tribunal.

baT. 40. baT. 64.

Every document produced by one A duly c_.tified copy of every docu-
party must be communicated to the ment produced by one party must be
other party, communicated to the other party.

ART. 65.

Unless _pecial circumstances a/rise,
the Tribunal does not me_ until the

pleadings are closed.
x. I0
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ART. 41. ART. 66.

Les d_bats sont dirig_s par le Les d_bats sont dlrig_s par le
President. President.

Ils ne sont publics qu'en vertu d'une Ils ne sont publics qu'en vertu d'une
ddcision du Tribunal, prise avec ras- d_cision du Tribunal, prise avec l'as-
sentimentdes Parties. sentimentdes Parties.

Ils sont consign_s clans des proc_s- Ils sont consign6s dans des proc_s-
verbaux r_dig_s par des secr_taires verbaux r6dig_s par des secr_taires que
que nomme le President. Ces proems- nomme le President. Ces proc_s-ver-
verbaux ont seuls caract_re authen- baux sont signgs par le Prgsident et
tique, par un des sevrgtaires ; ils ont seuls

caract_re authentique.

ART. 42. AJ_T. 67.

L'instruction _tant close, le Tribunal (Aucune _wdiflca_on.)
ale droit d'd_rter du d4bat tous acres

ou documents nouveaux qu'une des
Parties voudralt lui soumettre sans le
consentement de l'autre.

ART. 43. A_T. 68.

Le Tribunal demeure libre de preudre (Aucune mod_tion.)
en consideration les acres ou docu-

ments nouveaux sur lesquels les agents
ou conseils des parties appelleralent
son attention.

En ce cas, le Tribunal a le droit de

requ_rir la production de ces actes ou
documents, 8auf l'obligation d'en don.
ner connaissance k la Partie adverse.

ART. 44. ABT, 69.

Le Tribunal peut, en outre, requdrir (A_une modification.)
des agents des Parties la production
de tous acres et demander routes ex-

plications n(_essaires, gn cas de

refus, le Tribnnai en prend acre.
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ART. 41. ART. 66.

The discussions are under the The discussions are under the

direction of the President. direction of the President.

They are not public unless it be so They are not public unless it be so
decided by the Tribunal, with the decided by the Tribunal, with the

assent of the parties, assent of the parties.
They are recorded in minutes drawn They are recorded in minutes drawn

up by the Secretaries appointed by the up by the Secretaries appointed by
President. These minutesare the only the President. These minutes are
authentic record, signed by the Presi&nt and by one of

the Secretarries and are the only au-
thentic record.

ART. 42. ART. 67.

After the close of the pleadings, (No change.)
the Tribunal is entitled to exclude

from the discussion all fresh papers or
documents which one party may wish
to submit to it without the consent of
the other.

ART. 43. ART. 68.

The Tribunal is free to take into (No c]_ange.)
consideration fresh papers or docu-
ments to which its attention may be
drawn by the agents or counsel of the

parties.
In that case, the Tribunal has the

right to require the production of such
papers or documents, but is obliged to
make them known to the opposite
party.

ART. 44. ART. 69.

The Tribunal may also call upon (No ct_nae.)
the agents of the parties to furnish

all necessary papers and expl_uations.
In caseofrefusaltheTribunaltakes

noteofit,
10--2
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ART. 45. ART. 70.

Les agents et les conseils des Parties (Auculw modification.)
sont autorisds _ presenter oralement
au Tribunal tous les moyens qu'ils

jugent utiles _ la d_fense de leur
cause.

fi..RT. 46. ART. 7].

Ils ont le droit de soulever des ex- (Aucune _wdiflcation.)

ceptions et des incidents. Les dd-
cisions du Tribunal sur ces points
sont d_finitives et ne peuvent donner
lieu k aucune discussion ul_rieure.

ART. 47. ART. 72.

Les membres du Tribunal ont le (Aucu_e modification.)

droit de poser des questions aux agents
et aux conseils des Parties et de leur
demander des _claircissements sur les

points douteux.
Ni les questions posdes, ni les ob-

servations faites par les Membres du
Tribunal pendant le tours des d_bats
ne peuvent _tre regard_es comme l'ex-
pression des opinions du Tribunal en
gdn6ral ou de ses Membres en par-
ticulier.

ART. 48. ART. 73.
Le Tribunal est autoris_ _ d_terminer Le Tribunal est autorisd k d_terminer

sa compdtence en interprdtant le sa comp_!tence en interprdtant le Com-
Compromis ainsi que les autres Trait_s promis ainsi que les autres Acte_ et
qui peuvent _tre invoqu_s clans la documents qni peuvent 6tre invoqu6s
mati_re, et en appliquant les principes dans la mati_re, et ell appliquant les
du droit international, principes du droit.

ART. 49. AItT. 74.
Le Tribunal ale droit de rendre des Le Tribunal a le droit de rendre

ordonnances de procddure pour la des ordonnances de procedure pour la
direction du proems, de d_terminer les direction du proems, de ddterminer les
formes et d_lais dans lesquels ehaque formes, /'or&re et les d_lais dans les-
Partie devra prendre ses conclusions et quels chaque Pattie devra prendre ses

de proc_der _ toutes les formalit_s clue conclusions fina/es, et de proc4der
comporte l'administration des preuves, toutes les formalit_s que comporte

l'administration des preuves.
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ART. 45. ARv. 70.

The agents and counsel of the parties (No change.)
are authorised to present orally to the
Tribunal all the arguments they may
think expedient in support of their
case.

ART. 46. ART. 71.

They are entitled to raise objections (No c_nge.)
and points.

The decisions of the Tribunal thereon

are final, and cannot form the subject
of any subsequent discussion.

ART. 47. ART. 72.

The members of the Tribunal are (No change.)
entitled to put questions to the agents
and counsel of the parties, and to ask
them for explanations on doubtful
points.

Neither the questions put nor the
remarks made by members of the Tri-
bunal in the course of the discussions

are to be regarded as an expression of
opinion by the Tribunal in general, or
by its members in particular.

ART. 48. ART. 73.

The Tribunal is authorised to de- The Tribunal is authorised to de-

termine its competence by interpreting termine its competence by interpreting
the Compromis as well as the other the Compromis as well as the other
Treaties which may be adduced in the pa4aers and documents which may be

matter and by applying the principles adduced in the matter and by applying
of international law. the principles of law.

ART. 49. ART. 74.

The Tribunal is entitled to make The Tribunal is entitled to make

rules of procedure for the conduct of rules of procedure for the conduct
the case, to decide the forms and time of the case, to decide the forms,

in which each party must conclude ordar, and time in which each party

its arguments, and to arrange all must conclude its arguments, and to
the formalities required for taking arrange all the formalities for taking
evidence, evidence.
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ART. 75.

Les Parties s'engagent c_fournlr au

T_g_nal, clans la plus large mesure
qu'elles jugeront possible, tous les
moyens n(cessaires pour la d(c_ixm
du l#ige.

ART. 76.

Pour routesles notifications que le
Tribunal aurait _ faire sur le terri-
toire aVune tierce Puissance Contxac-

tante, le Tribunal s'adressera directe-
ment au Gouvernement de cette Puis-

sa_ce. 27 en sera de mime s'il s'agit
de .faire procdder sur place _ _(tab-
lissement de tous moyens de preuve.

Les requites adressdes o_ ceteffet
seront exgcutges suivant les moyens dent
la Puissance requise dispose d'a/Tr_s sa
ldgislation intdrieure. Elles mepeuvent
dtre refusdes que si cette Puissance les
juge de nature _ porter atteinte &Sa
souverainet( ou 4 Sa sdcurit_

Le Tribunal aura aussi toujours la
facult( de recourir _ l'interm#diaire de
la ]Puissanve sur le territoire de la-

quelle il a son si_ge.

ART. 50. .h,aT. 77.

Les agents et les conseils des Parties (Aucune modification.)
ayant pr_sent_ tous les _claircisse-
meats et preuves k l'appui de leur
cause, le President prononce la cl6ture
des d_bats.

ART. 51. ART. 78.

Les d_lib_rations du Tribunal out Les d_lib_rations du Tribunal out
lieu _ huis clos. lieu _ huis closet restent secretes.

Toute d6cision est prise _ la Toute d_cision est prise k la majorit6
majorit6 des membres du Tribunal, de ses membres.

Le refus d'un membre de prendre
part au vote dolt 6tre constat_ clans le
pro_s-verbal.
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ART. 75.

The parties undertahe to supply the
Trilmmal, within the widest limits they

may think practicable, with all the in-
formation required for deciding the
dispute.

ART. 76.

For the serviceof all noticesby the
Tribunal in the territory of a third
Contracting Power, the Tribunal shall
apply direct to the Government of such
Power. The same rule shall apply

in the case of steps being taken in order
to procure evidence on the spot.

Requests for this purpose are to be
executed so far as the means which the

Power applied, to possesses under its
municipal law allow. They cannot be
rejected unless the Power in question

considers they are calculated to impair
its sovereign rights or its .safety.

The Tribunal will also be entitled

in all cases to act through the Power
on whose territory it sits.

ART. 50. ART. 77.

When the agents and counsel of the (!Vo change.)
parties have submitted all the explana-
tions and evidence in support of their
case, the President shall declare the
discussion closed.

ART. 51. ART. 78.

The deliberations of the Tribunal The deliberations of the Tribunal

take place in private take place in private and the proceed-
ings remain secret.

All questions are decided by a ma- All questions are decided by a ma-
jority of members of the Tribunal. jority of the members of the Tribunal.

The refusal of a member to vote

must berecordedin theproe_s-varbal.
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ART. 52. ART. 79.

La sentence arbitrale, vot_e _ la La sentence arbitrale est motiv_e.

majorit_ des voix, est motivde. Elle Elle mentionne les noms des arbitres ;
est rddig_e par derit et signde par elle est signde par/e Prdsident etpar
chacun des membres du Tribunal. le gre_er ou lv secrdtaire falsant

Ceux des membres qui sont restAs fonctlons de grejY_r.
en minoritd peuvent eonstater, en
signant, leur dissentiment,

AR_. 53. ARV. 80.

La sentence arbitrale est lue en I_ sentence est lue en sdance pub-
s_ncepublique du Tribunal, les agents lique, les agents et les conseils des
et les eonseils des Parties prdsents ou Parties presents ou dflment appel_s.
dflment appel_s.

ART. 54. ART. 81.

I._ sentence arbitrale, dfiment pro- I_ sentence, dfiment prononc_e et
noncde et notifide aux agents des notifide aux agents des Parties, d_cide

Parties en litige, d6cide ddfinitivement ddfinitivement et sans appel la con-
et sans appel la eontestation, testation.

ART. 82.

Tout di.f6rend qui loourrait surgir
entre les Parties, concernant _interprg-
ration et _avgcution de la sentence,

sera, sauf stipulation contraire, soumis
au jugement du Tribunal qui ra
rendue.

ART. 55. ART. 83.

Les Parties peuvent se r_server clans (A ucune modification.)
le compromis de demander la revision
de la sentence arbitrale.

Dans ce cas, et sauf stipulation con-
traire, la demande dolt etre adress_e

au Tribunal qui a rendu la sentence.
Elle ne peut _tre motiv_e que par la
ddeouverte d'un fait nouveau qui efit
dtd de nature _ exercer une influence

d_eisive sur la sentence et qui, lots de
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ART. 52. ART. 79.

The Award, given by a majority of The Award must state the reasons
votes, must state the reasons on which on which it is based. It recites the

it is based. It is drawn up in writing names of the Arbitrators and is signed
and signed by each member of the by the President and by the Reg_trar
Tribunal. or the A%cretaryacting as Registrar.

Those members who are in the

minority may record their dissent when

signing.

A_. 53. ART. 80.

The Award is read out at a public The Award is read out at a public
sitting of the Tribunal, the agents and sitting, the agents and counsel of the

counsel of the parties being present, or parties being present or duly summoned
duly summoned to attend, to attend.

ART. 54. ART. 81.

The Award, duly pronounced and The Award, duly pronounced and
notified to the agents of the parties notified to the agents of the parties,

at variance, settles the dispute de- settles the dispute definitely and
finitely and without appeal, without appeal.

ART. 82.

Any dimple arising between the
parties as to the interpretation and
execution o/ the Award shall, in default

of agreement to the c_atra_j, be sub-
mitted to the decision of the Tribunal

which pronounced it.

ART. 55. ART. 83.

The parties may in the Compromis (No change.)
reserve the right to demand the re-
vision of the Award.

In this case, and unless there he an

agreement to the contrary, the demand
must be addressed to the Tribunal

which pronounced the Award. It can

only be made on the ground of the
discovery of some new fact which is
calculated to exercise a decisive in-

fluence upon the Award, and which,
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la elSture des d6bats, _tait ineonnu du
Tribunal lui-m_me et de la Pattie qui
a demand_ la revision.

La procedure de revision ne peut

_tre ouverte clue par une d_eision
du Tribnna! constatant expressdment
l'existence du fait nouveau, lui recon-

naissant les caract_res pr6vus par le
paragraphe pr_cddent et ddelarant
ce titre la demande recevable.

Le compromis d6termine le d61ai
clans lequel la demande de revision
dolt _tre form6e.

ART. 56. ART. 84.

La sentence arbitrale n'est obligatoire La sentence arbitrale n'est obliga-
que pour les Parties qui ont conclu le toire que pour les Parties evalitige.
compromis.

Lorsqu'il s'agit de l'interprdtation Lorsqu'il s'agit de l'interpr_tation
d'une Convention k laquelle ont d'une Convention _ laquelle ont par-
partieipd d'autres Puissances que les tieip_ d'autres Puissances que les
Parties en litige, celles-ci notifient aux Parties en litige, celles-ci avertissent
premieres le Compromis qu'elles ont en temps utile routes les Puissamce¢
conclu. Chaeune de ces Puissances a Signataires. Chacune de ces Puis-

le droit d'intervenir au proc_s. Si une sances ale droit d'intervenir au pro-
ou plnsieurs d'entre elles ont profitA c_s. Si une ou plusieurs d'entre elles

de cette facultY, l'interpr6tation ont profit_ de cette facultY, l'interpr_-
contenue darts la sentence est dgale- tation contenue dans la sentence est

ment obligatoire k leur _gard. _galement obligatoire k leur _gard.

ART. 57. ART. 85.

Chaque Pattie supporte ses propres (Aucune modification.)
frais et une part _gale des frais du
Tribunal.

Chapitre IV.

De la Proc6dure So_ma4re

d'Arbitrage.

A_. 86.

En rue de facili_ le fonctionnome_

de la juctice arbitrage, lorsqu'il s'agit
de litige8 de nature d comportor une
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at the time the discussion was closed,
was unknown to the Tribunal and to

the party demanding revision.
Proceedings for revision can only be

instituted by a decision of the Tri-
bunal expressly recording the existence
of the new fact, recognizing in it the
character described in the preceding

paragraph, and declaring the demand
admissible on this ground.

The Compromis fixes the period
within which the demand for revision
must be made.

ART. 56. ART. 84.

The Award is only binding on The Award is only binding on the
the parties who concluded the Corn- parties to the proceedings.
promis.

When there is a question of When there is a question of

interpreting a Convention to which interpreting a Convention to which
Powers other than those at variance Powers other than those at variance

are parties, the latter notify to the are parties, the latter shall inform all
former the Compromis they have con- the Signatory Powers in good time.
eluded. Each of these Powers has the Each of these Powers has the right to

right to intervene in the case. If one intervene in the case. If one or more
or more of them avail themselves of of them avail themselves of this right,

this right, the interpretation contained the interpretation contained in the
in the Award is equally binding on Award is equally binding on them.
them.

_4.Rr. 57. ART. 85.

Each party pays its own expenses (No change.)

and an equal share of those of the
Tribunal.

Chapter IV.

On Arbitration by Snmmaxy
Procedure.

A_T. 86.

With a view of facilitating the

working of the system ode arbitration
in disputes admitting o/ a summa_
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procedure sommalre, les Puissances

co_tractantes arrgtent les r_gles ci-
apr_s, qui seront suivies en l'absence
de stipulations diffdrentes, et sous r_-

serve, le cas dchdant, de l'application
des dispositions du Cha_tre III,, qui
ne seraient pas contraires.

ART. 87.

Chacune de_ Parties en, litige _wmme
un a_'bitre. Les deux arbitres ainsi

de'slgneschoisissent un surarbitre. S'ils
ne tombent pas d'accord _ ce sujet,

chavun prdsente deux candidats pris
svz la liste gdndrale des Membres de la

Cour permanente e_ dehors des Mere-
lyres indiqu_ par chacu_w des Parties
_les-mdmes et n'dtant les nationaux
araucune d'Elles; le sort de'termine

lequel des candidats ainsi prdsentds
sera le surarbitre.

JSe surarbitre prdside le Tribunal,
qui rend ses de_isions _ la majorltd
des _ix.

AxT. 88.

A ddfaut d'accard Tr#alable, le Tri-
bunal flxe, d_s qu'il est constitu_ le
ddlai dams l, quel les deux Pazties de-
vront lul soumettre leurs md_nolres re-

spectifs.
ART. 89.

Chaque Partis est repr6seutde d_a/nt
le Tribunal par u/n agent qui sert
a_interm(diaire entre le Tribunal et le

Gouvernement qui _a ddsiga_

ART. 90.

Za procddure a lieu exclusivement
par dcrit. Toutorois, chaque Pattie a
le droit de demander la comparution
de t_aoins et d'e_erts. Le Tribunal
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proc_ure, the Contracting Powers
adopt the following rules, which shall
be observed in the absence of other

arrangements and with the reservation
that theprovlsions of Chapter III apply
so far as they are not invonsistent with
these rules.

ART. 87.

Each of the parties at variance ap-
points an Arbitrator. The two Arbi-
trators thus selected choose an Umpire.
If they do not agree on this point, each
of them proposes two candidates taken
from the general list of the Jlembers of
the Permaneut Court exclusive of the

Members appointed by either of the

parties and not being nationals of
either of them; which of the candidates
thus proposed shall be the Umpire is
dotermined by lot.

The Umpire presides aver the Tri-
bunal, which gives its dec_ by a

majority of votes.

ART. 88.

In-default of previous agreement, the
Tribunal, as soon as it is constituted,
settles the time within which the two

parties shall submit their respec_ve
cases to it.

AaT. 89.

Each party is represeated bct'ore the
Tribwnal by an agent, who serves as
intermediary between the Tribunal a_d
the Governmen¢ which ha., a_nted
him.

ART. 90.

The proczedlngs are eond/ueted ex-
clusivdy in writing. Each party,
however, is entitled to ask that witnesses

and experts should be called. The
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a, de son c6tg, la facultd de demander
des explications orales aux agents des
deux Parties, ainsl qu'aux experts et
aux tdmoins dont il juge la compa-
rution utile.

Titre V.

Dispositions G_n_ra/es. Dispositions Finales.

ART. 91.

prdsente Convention d(_ment ra-
tifle'e remplacera, dams lee rapports
entre les Puissances contractantes, la

Convontion pour le r_glement lxwi -
flque des conflits internationaux du
29 juillet, 1899.

_T. 58. AIt_. 92.

La pr4sente Convention sera ratifide La prdsente Convention sera ratifide
clans le plus bref ddlai possible, ausslt6t que possible.

Les ratifications seront d_pos_es _ Les ratifications seront ddposdes
La Haye. La Haye.

I1 sera dress4 du d_pSt de ehaque Le premier ddpdt de ratiflcation_

ratification un proc_s-verbal, dont une sera constatd par un proc_s-verbal
eopie, cerfifide conforme, sera remise signal par lee reprefsentants des _Puis-
par la voie diplomatique _ routes les sances qui y prennent Tart et par le
Puissances qui ont _t_ repr_sent_es _ Ministre des Affaires _trang_res des
la Conference internationale de la Paix Pays-Bas.
de La Haye. Lee dgpYts ultgrieurs de ratifications

se feront au moyen d'une notO_cation
oCeriteadressde au Gouvernement des

Pays-Bas et accompagnge de l'instru-
ment de ratification.

Oopie certO_e'econ/ormo du proc_e-
verbal relatif au premier dgp6t de
ratifications, des notifications men-
tionnges _ _alinga prgc_leut, alnsi que
des instruments de ratifw, ation, sofa
immgdiatement ternise, Tar lee soins

du Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par
la voie diplomatique, aux Puissances
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Tribunal, on its part, has the right to
ask for oral explanations from the
agents of the two parties, as well as
from the experts and witnesses whose
appearance in Court it may consider
useful.

Part V.

General Provisions. Final Provisions.

ART. 91.

The present Canvention, duly ratified,
shall replace, as between the Contracting
Powers, the Convention for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes of
the 29th July, 1899.

ART. 58. ART. 92.

The present Convention shall be The present Convention shall be

ratified as speedily as possible, ratified as soon as possible.
The ratifications shall be deposited The ratifications shall be deposited

at The Hague. at The Hague.
A pro_s-verbal shall be drawn up The first deposit of ratifications shall

recording the receipt of each ratifica- be recorded, in a proc6s-verbal s/gned by
tion, and a copy duly certified shall be the Representatives of the Powers which
sent, through the diplomatic channel, take part therein and by the Nether-
to all the Powers who were represented land Minister for Foreign Affairs.
at the International Peace Oonferemee The subsequent deposits of rat(ftca-
at The Hague. tions shall be made by means of a

written .otiflc_tion addressed to the
Netherland Govamment and _-

partied by the instrument of ratifi-
cation.

A duly certified vaFg of the precis-
verbal relating to the first _ of
ratifications, of the notifwxttions men-
tioned in the pr_eding paragraph, and
of the instruments of ratO_c_tion, shall
be imm6diately scat by the Netherland
Government, through the diplomatic
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convidea _ la Deuxi_me Confdrenve de
la Paix, ainsl qu'aux autres Puis-
sances qui auront adhe;rd c_ la Conven-
tion. Dans les cas visds par l'alinda
prdcddent, le dit Gouvernement Leur
fern connaitre en radme temps la date

laquelle il a refu la notification.

AR_. 59. ART. 93.

Les Puissances non-aignataires qui Les Puissances non-signataires qui

ont _t_ reprdaent_es k la Coafdrence ont _t_ cony/des k ]a Deuxi_me Con-
internationale de la Paix pourront f_renco de la Paix pourront adh_rer
adhdrer k la prdsente Convention. _ ]a pr_sente Convention.
Elles auront _ cet effet _ faire connaitre La Puissance qui d6_'re adhdrer
Leur adhdsion aux Puissances Con- notifie par dcrit son intention au Gou-
tractantea, au moyen d'une notification vernement des Pays-Bas en lui trans-
dcrite, adressde au Gouvernement des inerrant _acte d'adhe_'on, qui sera

Pays-Bas et eommuniqu_e par celui-ci ddposd dans les archives du dit Gou-
k routes les autres Puissances con- vernement.
t'mct,antes. Ce Gouvernement transmettra imm_

diatement _ routes les autres Puissances

convides _ la Dew,virtue Conference de

la Paix copie certlf_fe conform_ de la
notification ainsi que de l'acte d_ad-
he'sion, en indiquant la date _ laquell_
il a refu la notiflcathra.

ART. C0. ART. 94.

Les conditions auxquelles lea Puis- Les conditions auxquelles les Puis-
sances qui n'ont pas _t_ repr_sent_es sances qui n'ont pas _t_ ¢onv/6es _ la

la Conference internationale de la Deuxi_me Conference de la Paix,

Paix, pourront adh6rer k la prdaente pourront adhdrer _ la prdsente Con-
Convention, formeront l'objet d'une vention, formeront robjet d'une entente
entente ult_rieure entre lea Puissances ult_rieure entre lea Puissances con-
contractantea, tractautes.

AR_. 95.

JLa prgsente _onvention produira
effet, powr les Puissances qui warant

parti¢ipg au premier d@6t de ratifica-
tion, soixante jours apr_s la date du
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channel, to the Powers invited to the
Second Peace Conference, as well as to
the other Powers which have acceded to
the Convention. In the cases contem-

plated in the preceding paragraph the
said Government shall at the same time

inform the Powers of the date on which

it received the notation.

/_t_RT. 59. _)_RT. 93.

The non-Signat_ryPowers which were Non-Signatory Powers which have
represented at the International Peace been invited to the Second Peace
Conference can accede to the present Conference may accede to the present
Convention. For this purpose they Convention.
must make known their accession to A Power which desires to accede

the Contracting Powers by a written notifies its intention in writing to the
notification addressed to the Nether- _Aretherland Government, forwarding
land Government, and communicated to it the act of accession, which shall

by it to all the other Contracting be deposited in the archives of the said
Powers. Government.

The said Government shall imme-

diately forward to all the other Powers
invited to the Second Peace Conference

a duly certified coTy of the notification
as well as of the act of accession, mon-
tioning the date on which it received
the notification.

ART. 60. A_T. 94.

The conditions on which the Powers The conditions on which the Powers

not represented at the International not invited to the Second Peace Con-
Peace Conference may accede to the ferenee may accede to the present Con-

present Convention shall form the vention shall form tlle subject of a
subject of a subsequent agreement subsequent agreement between the
between the Contracting Powers. Contracting Powers.

ART. 95.

The pre,_nt Convention shall tal_
effect, in tho ease of the Powers which
were _ to the f_rst d_it o.t'
rat_oations, sixty days after the dato

x. 11
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proc_s-wrbal de ca de_p6t, et pour les
Puissances qui ratifieront ultdrieure-
ment ou qui adhdreront, soixante jours
apr_s que la notification de leur ratifi-
cation ou de leur adhdsion aura dtd

revue Tar le Go_o)ernement des Pays-
Bas.

ART. 61. ART. 96.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances
Parties contractantes d_nonq_t la eontractantes voul_t ddnoncer la pr_-
pr6sente Convention, eette ddnoncia- sente Convention,/a ddnonciation sera
tion no produirait see effete qu'un an notij_ par dcrit au Gouvernement des
apr_s la notification faite par derit au Pays-Bas, qui communiquera immd-
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et corn- diatement coT/e certij_fe conforme de
muniqude imm6diatement par celui-ci la notification k toutes lee autres Puis-
k routes lee autres Puissances con- sances en leur faisant savoir la date

tractantes. _ laquelle il f a refu_.
Cette ddnonciation ne produira see Za ddnonciation ne produira ses

effets qu'h l'dgard de la Puissance qui effets qu'_ l'6gard de la Puissance
l'aura notifide, qui l'aura notifide, et un an apr_s que

la notification en sera parve,ue au

Gauvernement des Pays-Bas.

AI_T. 97.

Un registre tenu par le Ministate
des Affaires _trang_res des Pays-Bas
indiquera la date du ddpSt de ratifica-
tions effectud en vertu de _Article 92,
alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que la date
laquelle auront #tg redes lee not_fw_
tions d' adhe_ion (Article 93, a/b_z 2)
ou de dduo_ciation(Article 96, alinda 1).

Choxlue Puissance contractante est
admise _ Wend/re connaissance de ce
registre, et _ en demander des extraits
c_tifl_ conforms.

En foi de quoi, les P14nipotent_alres En foi de quoi, les Pl_nipotentiaires
ont sign_ la 1)r_sente Convention et ont rerdtu la pr_sente Convention &
l'ont rev_tue de leurs sceaux, leurs s/gnatures.
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of the precis-verbal recording such
deposit, and, in the case of the Powers
which ratify subsequently or which shall
accede, sixty days after the notification
of their ratification or of their accession
has been received by the Netherla_ut
Government.

AaT. 61. AXT. 96.

In the event of one of the High In the event of one of the Con-

Contracting Parties denouncing the traeting Powers wishing to denounce
present Convention, this denunciation the present Convention, the denuncia-

would not take effect until a year after tion shall be notified in writing to the
its notification made in writing to the Netherland Government, which shall

Netherland Government, and by it immediately communicate a duly cer-
communicated at once to all the other tiffed copy of the notification to all the
Contracting Powers. other Powers, informing them of the

date on which it was receive_,.

This denunciation shall only affect The denunciation shall only affect
the notifying Power. the notifying Power, and only on the

empiry of one year after the notification
has reached the Netherland Govern-
msnt.

ART. 97.

A register kept by the IVetherland
Minister for Foreign Affairs shall
record the date of the deposit of ratifi-
cations effocted in virtue of Article 92,
paragraphs 3 and 4, as well as the
date on which the notificatim_ of
cession (Artide 93, pa/ragraTh 2) or of

denunciation (Article 96, paragraph 1)
have been received.

Eavh Contracting Power is entitled

to haxe access to this register and to be
supplied with duly cert_ed extracts
from it.

In faith whereof the Plenipoton- In faith whereof the Plenipoten-

tiarles have signed the present Con- tiaries have appended their dgnatures
vention and Affixed their seals to it. to ths pr_r_ Comet/on.

11--2
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Fait k La Haye, le 29 juillet, 1899, Fait _ La Haye,/e 18 octotn.e,1907,
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera en un seul exemplaire, qui restera
d_posd dens les archives du Gouverne- ddposd dans les archives du Gouverne-

ment des Pays-Bas et dont des copies, ment des Pays-Bas, et dent des copies
certifides conformes, seront remises par certifides conformes seront remises par
l_ vole diplomatique aux Puissances la vole diplomatique aux Puissances
contractantes, contractsntes.

I. CONVENTION FOR THE PACIFIC SETTLEMEI_'F OF INTERNATIONAL

DISPUTES 1

The most important result of the First Conference in the opinion of

Ta, worko_ Sir Julian Pauncefote, the First British delegate, was the
_e First production of a Convention for the pacific settlement of
conf,rene_, international disputes. "It was elaborated by a Committee

composed of distinguished jurists and diplomatists and it constitutes a
complete code on the subject of good offices, mediation and arbitration.
Its most striking and novel feature is the establishment of a Permanent

Court of international arbitration, which has so long been the dream of
the advocates of peace, destined, apparently, until now never to be realized _.''
This Convention was the work of the Third Committee in 1899, which
commenced its labours with an examination of a draft communicated to

the Conference by the Russian Delegation. This contained no provision
for the establishment of a permanent international tribunal of arbitration.

I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 302-351; La Deux. Confer. T. x. pp. 399-454;
Livre Jaune, pp. 64-68; Weis_buch, pp. 2-8; J. B. Scott, Leading Cases in International

Law, p. xlvi. {bibliography) ; Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. pp. 9--45, 191 ; Idem, The Hague

Court and vital interests, L. Q. R. Vol. x_. p. 109 ; Le Chevalier Descamps, Rapt_rt sur le

Iqhglement des Conflits internati_naux, Rev. de Droit int. (2rid series), V?I. n. pp. 117, 270, 852,
498 ; F. Despagnet, 1)roit int. Imblic, Bk. vxt. tit. 1 ; A. Ernst, L'_u_re de la deuxi_me Con.

f_renee, p. 8; Bonfile-Fauehille, Droit international (5th ed.), Pt. Iv. Bk. i. ch. 2; /L S.

Hershey, Convention for the peaceful adjustment of international differences, Am. Journ. of

Int. Law, Vol. xL p. 29 ; F. W. Holls, The Peace Conference, Chap. v. ; T. J. Lawrenoe,

International Problems, etc. Chap. iv. ; C. Meurer, Uebersieht iiber die Arbeiten der Haager
Friede_kanferenz ; Idem, Die zweite Haager Friedenskonferenz, Tell x.; O. Nippold, Die Fortbil-

dung deJ Verfahrens in v_lkerrechtlichen Streitigkeiten ; E. L_monon, La seeonde Conference

de la Paiz, p. 69 ; L. Oppenheim, Int. Law, Vol. I-,. Pt. i. chap. 1 ; E. Nys, L'arbitrage,

Rev. de Droit int. (2nd series), Vol. vm. p. 5 (and works cited therein} ; Idem, Le .Dro/t

inter. Vol. m. § 12; J. Westlske, Peace, appendix; F. E. Smith and N. W. Sibley, In.
terfw.tlonal Law as interpreted by the _usso-Japanese War, Chap. x_rv.; A. Pillet, La c,au#e de

la paix et l_ dev.z Conf_rence_ de la Haye ; E. A. Whittuok, International Dacument_, pp. xv.,
X_lV

g Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 354.
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Done at The Hague, the 29th July, Done at The Hague, the 18th
1899, in a single original, which shall October, 1907, in a single original,
remain in the archives of the Nether- which shall remain depos/ted in the
land Government, and of which duly archives of the Netherland Govern-

certified copies shall be sent through ment, and of which duly certified
the diplomatic channel to the Con- copies shall be sent through the
tractiug Powers. diplomatic channel, to the Contract-

ing Powers.

Proposals with this object were submitted to the Conference by the British
delegates who worked in collaboration with those of the United States
who had received instructions to present a project of an international

tribunal not dissimilar to the British in some respects, "though hampered

with provisions relating to procedure," but these proposals were not

pressed, and the American delegates supported the British draft. In
the course of the examination of the various projects, the British proposals

were ultimately taken as a basis. The work of the Committee and its

results were summarised in the able report of M. le Chevalier Descamps
whose labours in the cause of International Arbitration were acknowledged

by the Committee, extracts from his Essay on Arbitration being printed

and circulated among the members 1.
The Convention is divided into four Titles : (i) on the maintenance of

the general peace (1 article) ; (ii) on good offices and mediation (7 articles);

(iii) International Commia_ion of Inquiry (6 articles); (iv) International

Arbitration (42 articles).

This Convention is a noteworthy advance on previous attempts to

extend the principle of arbitration as a means of settlement of inter-

national disputes, and by far the most important part of it is Chapter ii.
of the Fourth Title which creates a Permanent Court of Arbitration, the

credit for which is chiefly due to the combined labours of the British and

United States delegates. The Russian draft contemplated little more than

the framing of Rules of Procedure for international tribunals, which, what-

ever the merit of those rules, would not materially have advanced the cause

of arbitration. The expression "Permanent Court" does not accurately
describe the institution created by this Convention under which each of

the signatory Powers agreed within three months after its ratification
to select four persons at the most of known competency in questions of

i Purl. Papers.Misc.No. 1 (1899),pp. 222-248.
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international law, of the highest moral reputation, and disposed to accept

the duties of arbitrators (Art. 23). When any of the signatory Powers
desire to have recourse to the Permanent Court the arbitrators are to be

chosen from the list of members of the Court. The Court is only

permanent in the sense that there now came into existence a body of duly

qualified arbitrators, ready and willing if called upon to undertake the
work of assisting in the peaceful settlement of disputes, and provided with
general rules of procedure for the fulfilment of their office. Four times

since 1899 has a body constituted under the term of this Convention come

into being and delivered judgment 1, and certain defects had become

apparent in the working of the Court. A Commission of Inquiry, con-

stituted with somewhat wider powers than those provided by Title ifi. of
the Convention, settled a most important dispute between Great Britain
and Russia, and from its proceedings improvements in the Convention
were seen to be advisable.

The Circular of Count Benckendorff of the 3rd April, 1906, placed as the

The object of first item in the proposed Programme for the consideration
the secona of the Second Hague Conference: "(1) Improvements to be
conference, made in the provisions of the Convention relative to the

pacific settlement of international disputes, so far as the Court of

Arbitration and the International Commissions of Inquiry are concerned."

These subjects were entrusted to the First Committee under the presidency
of M. I__on Bourgeois, and its two Sub-Committees designated as Com-

mittee A and C respectively, for which Baron Guillaume acted as Reporter.

The Report of the First Committee, containing an account of their dis-

cussions and the changes proposed in the Convention of 1899, was presented
to the Ninth Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 16th Oct. 19073.

' The result was the adoption of a revised Convention of 97 Articles, which

when ratified replaces as between the contracting Powers the Convention

of 1899. A comparison of the two Conventions shows how far the original
Convention remains unchanged, and the additions which the Conference
was able to make.

The preamble points out that the object of the revision is to enslme the

better working in practice of commissions of inquiry and tribunals of
arbitration, and of facilitating recourse to arbitration in cases which allow

of a summary procedure. It is on these matters that the chief changes
will be found. Chapter iv. of Part Iv. on arbitration by summary procedure
is wholly new.

1 See ante, pp. 44-50.

2 Par/. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1907), pp. 60, 802 ; La Deuz. Co_f_r. T. z. pp. 899-454.
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Except for the substitution of the word "contracting" for "signatory"

omens Powers, and the addition of the words " and desirable" in
and media- Article 3 which now reads that "the contracting Powers deem

non. it expedient and des/rab/e" that strangers to a dispute shall

as far as circumstances allow offer their good offices or mediation to states
at variance, there is no alteration in the first 8 Articles of the 1899 Con- •
vention_ The addition of the words "and desirable" was made on the

proposition of the First Delegate of the United States, Mr Choate.
The word "contracting" is throughout the Convention substituted for

"signatory."

An endeavour was made by the Haytian delegate to modify Art. 8 in

such a way that the two Powers chosen by the states at variance should
themselves nominate a third to act as mediator, but it was felt that not only

would this increase the d_culty of the situation, but was not in harmony
with the scheme of mediation of the Article.

There is according to many writers on international law a theoretical
difference between mediation and good offices, but this is not observed in
the text of the Convention. The difference is, however, more theoretical

than practical, and both consist in a friendly interposition of a third Power

to adjust differences and lead to a pacific solution of a dispute between
two Powers at variance 1.

The subject of International Commissions of Inquiry was dealt with in
6 Articles in the Convention of 1899, but in that of 1907_.u_flo_

_'_-_ it occupies 28 Articles. The institution had proved its value,
of xnq_. and the Conference availed itself of the experience which

had been gained by the North Sea Commission which sat in 1905 _. The
occasion of this Commission was an incident which occurred in the

progress of the Russian Baltic Fleet to the Far East during the Russo-

Japanese War. On the night of October 21-22, 1904, some ships of
the Russian Fleet fired on the Hull fishing fleet which was engaged in

fishing off the Dogger Bank in the North Sea. Two men were killed,

several injured, one boat was sunk and others damaged. The attack had

every appearance of a deliberate outrage, and Lord Lansdowne immediately
addressed a note to the Russian Minister demanding an apology, com-

pensation and the punishment of the offenders. The tension between

Great Britain and Russia was great, and for a short time war appeared

I flee F. Despagnet, Cours de Droit international, _ 473--6.

I Parl. Papers, Russi% No. 2 (190b'), No. 8 (1905), Vol. ctu. (1905), pp. 869-445; De
Martens, Nouveau recuzil 9_n_ral de trait_s (2nd series), Vol. _rnx. p. 641 ; A. Mandelstema,
Le Commission international d'enqu_te sur l'invldent de la met du Nard, Rev. g_n. de Droit

inter. Vol. xn. pp. 161, 851 ; Sir T. B,_re/ay, Prob/e,_, etc. pp. 85-42.
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to be inevitable. The Russian Government maintained that Japanese
torpedo-boats were concealed among the fishing fleet, and that consequently

the firing took place as an operation of war. The presence of Japanese
boats was denied by Great Britain. Russia professed her readiness to make

compensation if the facts were not as she alleged. The dispute turned

therefore on a question of fact, and by a Declaration of Nov. 25, 1904,
the two Powers "agreed to entrust to an International Commission of

Inquiry, assembled in accordance with Articles ix.-xiv, of the Hague
Convention of July 29, 1899, for the pacific settlement of international

disputes, the care of elucidating by an impartial and conscientious exami-

nation the question of fact relating to the incident which took place during
the night of Oct. 21-22, 190_, in the North Sea--in the course of which

the firing of cannon of the Russian Fleet occasioned the loss of a boat

and the death of two persons belonging to a flotilla of British fishermen,
and also damages to the boats of the said flotilla, and wounds to the

crew of some of these boats." The Commission was composed of five

members: two officers in the British and Russian Navies respectively
(Admiral Sir L A. Beaumont and Admiral Kaznakov) ; two naval officers

chosen by the United States and France (Admirals Davis and Fournier) ;

and a fifth member chosen by the Emperor of Austria (Admiral Baron

Spaun). Great Britain and Russia each appointed a jurist as assessor (but

without a vote), and agents. By the 52nd Article the terms of the Inquiry
were explained to be the following: " The Commi_gion shall make an

inquiry into and draw up a report upon all the circumstances relating
to the North Sea incident, and particularly upon the question of where the

responsibility lies, and upon the degree of the blame affecting the nationals
of the two High Contracting Powers, or of other countries, in case their

responsibility should be ascertained by the inquiry." The latter part of

this clause referred to the alleged liability of Japan. The terms of the

reference are thus wider than those contemplated by Art. 14 of the
Convention of 1899 which limits the Report of the Commission "to a
statement of facts." The Commission was entrusted with the fullest

powers even to the extent of apportioning the blame for the occurrence,

and this in a matter which both Powers might well have contended to

be a difference involving "honour" and "vital interests," which is expressly
excluded from the operation of the Convention by the terms of Art. 9.

Details of the procedure were left to the Commission which met in

Paris on December 22,1904, and delivered its award on February 26,1905.

The Commission was occupied for four days in settling the procedure
to be observed, the Convention of 1899 having enacted no such rules.
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Both Powers undertook to afford to the Commission all possible means

and facilities to enable it to obtain a thorough knowledge and appreciation

of the facts, and to bear an equal share of the expenses of the Commission

which reported to the two Governments the results of their inquiry.

The Commission reported (the Russian Admiral alone dissenting) that

no Japanese torpedo-boats had been present, that the firing was therefore

unjustifiable, that the Commander of the Fleet (Admiral Rojdestvensky)
was responsible ; but these facts were "not of a nature to cast any discredit
on the humanity of Admiral Rojdestvensky or the personnel of his squad-

ron." Russia subsequently paid the sum of £65,000 by way of indemnity.

The rules of procedure adopted by the North Sea Commission were
communicated to the Committee of the Conference, of which Sir Edward

Fry, who had acted as British legal assessor at the Commission, was a
member.

Article 9 (99), though the subject of considerable discussion, remains

unchanged save for two verbal alterations similar to those made in Article 3.
The discussion chiefly turned on two proposals of M. de Martens, (1) to

substitute the words " agree " for "deem it expedient," and (2) to add to
the functions of Commissions of Inquiry the duty of fixing responsibility,

as was done in the North Sea Inquiry, though M. de Martens did not insist

on the use of the word "responsibility." The effect of the acceptance

would, it was thought by many of the delegates, have been to make the
establishment of such Commissions compulsory "as far as circumstances

allow," and M. de Martens could not carry his point. The fact that Great

Britain and Russia had been able to agree under the terms of the Article
of the Convention of 1899, determined the Committee to leave it intact.

Considerable additions are made to Art. 10, which in the main are similar

to the rules adopted in the North Sea Commission, to which are also due a

number of the subsequent Articles in this Part. The place of meeting is to be

the Hague unless the Inquiry Convention decides otherwise; the Commission
settles the question of the language to be used unless the Inquiry Con-

vention determines it (Art. 11). Art. 17 recommends a set of rules for

use by Commlasions of Inquiry, which are embodied in the subsequent

Articles and are based on a draft presented by the British and French

delegate. The mode of procedure adopted is that usual in continental
courts of justice. The witnesses are examined by the President. Article

85 reproduces Art. 14 (99). The Russian delegate proposed to modify
this Article as follows: "The Powers at variance, having obtained

knowledge of the facts and responsibilities declared by the Inter-
national Commission of Inquiry, are free either to conclude a friendly
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arrangement, or to have recourse to the Permanent Court of Arbi-

tration at the Hague." The object of this proposal was to exclude the
possibility of the Powers who had constituted an International Com-

mission of Inquiry which had reported on the facts having recourse to
war. It was based on the consideration that, if two Powers had been able

to agree to constitute a Commission of Inquiry, they should be able to go
farther in the manifestation of their attachment to peace 1. The Com-

mittee was unable to accept this proposal which appeared to imply

obligatory arbitration as a necessary consequence of recourse to Commis-

sions of Inquiry, and which they feared would have tended to diminish

the number of cases of appeal to this method of peaceful settlement of
disputes.

The Articles on the subject of International Commissions of Inquiry
mark an advance on those of the Convention of 1899, though the non-

acceptance of the amendments mentioned shows that the subject was
approached in an extremely conservative spirit. The new rules adopted

had for the more part stood the test of actual practice, and were therefore

accepted as ready for embodiment in an international Act, but any changes
of principle in the nature of an approach to compulsion could find no

acceptance. If Great Britain and Russia had, at a time when relations
between them were strained almost to breaking point, been enabled to

terminate the period of tension in a friendly manner, it was thought that
other states might on future occasions do the same.

Part IV. is concerned with International Arbitration and is divided

into four chapters, dealing with the system of arbitration,

xat_raauoaal the Permanent Court of Arbitration, arbitration procedure,,/_z_ta"a,_on.
and arbitration by summary procedure.

Article 37 blends Arts. 15 and 18 (99). Article 38 reproduces Art.16 (99),

which recognises that arbitration is the most effective andChapter i_

_a. _nm_a of equitable means of settling disputes in questions of a legal
arbitration.

nature and especially in the interpretation or application of
international conventions. This Article is, in the words of Sir Edward

Fry, "the corner-stone of the Convention." A clause is now added stating
that "consequently, it would be desirable that, in disputes regarding the

above-mentioned questions, the contracting Powers should in that case

have recourse to arbitration, in so far as circumstances permit." It is

hardly possible to flame a clause in a more cautious or non-committal

form of words. Its author was M. de M_rey, one of the Austro-Hungarian

1 Report of Baron Guillaume, Parl. Pal_er# , Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 315 ; La Deux. Confer.
T. _. p. 415.
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delegates. As has already been explained it was round this Article that

the various propositions for obligatory arbitration grouped themselves 1.
They all took the form of suggestions making recourse to arbitration

(which the Article recognised as an equitable solution of disputes) under

certain conditions obligatory. They all failed of acceptance and no change

was made save the addition of the clause just mentioned 2. There are
no further changes in Chapter i.

Articles 41 and 42 are re-enactments of Arts. 20 and 21 (99). A

chapter _t slight addition is made in Article 43, where the words "as
_ae P_a- soon as possible" were added on the proposition of the

neat court. German delegate in accordance with the recommendation of

the arbitrators in the "Pious Funds" case, and with a view of adding
precision to the terms of the Article.

Article 44 clears up a doubt which existed under Art. 23 (99) as to the
length of time for which a member of the Court held office when he had

been nominated to fill the place of another who had died or retired s.

Article 45 contains some slight changes which however were not arrived
at without considerable discussion. As a result of these amendments, each

party chooses two arbitrators, but only one of them may be a national or

chosen from among the persons nominated by it as members of the Per-

manent Court. This was in the nature of a compromise, as M. Lammasch

(Austro-Hungarian delegate) proposed that no national judge should be

appointed where the tribunal was composed of only three members.

In connection with the alterations in this Article it may be noticed
that under the Protocol of the 7th May, 1903, with reference to the Vene-

zuelan Arbitration, the Tsar was invited to name from among the members

of the Permanent Court three arbitrators, none of whom should be subjects
of any of the signatory Powers or creditors. It was not without some

I See ante, p. 82.

I Baron Guillaume's Report, Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 318 ; La Dev.z. Confer.
T. x. p. 416.

s The following are the Members of the Permanent Court nominated by Great
Britain :--The Eight Hon. Sir Edward Fry, formerly Judge of the Court of Appeal, Member
of the Privy Council; the Eight Hon. Viscount Selby, formerly Speaker of the House
of Commons, Member of the Privy Council ; the Right Hon. Sir E. Satow, formerly Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at Pekin, Member of the Privy Council; the
Hon. Sir Charles Fitzpatrick, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Dominion of Canada.
All appointed on the $0th Nov. 1906.

The following are the Members nominated by the United States :--The Hon. Melville W.

Fuller, Chief Justice of the United States of America; the Hon. John W. Grigge, Ex-
Attorney-Gensral ; the Hon. George Gray, Judge of the Circuit Court, formerly a Senator,
aplminted on the 27th Nov. 1906 ; and the Hon, Oscar S. Straus, Minister of Commerce and
Labour, formerly Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleuipotentiary at Constantinople,

appointed on the 29th Jan. 1908.
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difficulty that the Tsar was able to comply with the request. He first
nominated, in "addition to hi. Mouravieff, M. Lardy, Swiss Minister at
Paris, and Professor Henning Matzen, Judge of the High Court of

Denmark, but the two latter declined, as their countrymen were not

disinterested in the litigation. MM. Lammaseh and de Martens were
then nominated and accepted x.

In all the four cases, except that of the Japanese leases, the arbitrators
were not nationals of the parties to the Arbitration. In the "Pious Funds"

and "Venezuela" cases nationals were excluded by the terms of the Com-
ire'ore/s, and although there was no such exclusion in the "Muscat Dhows"

case, nationals of the parties were not included.

Art. 24 (99) provided no solution for the case where in choosing an

umpire the different Powers selected by each party failed to agree ; conse-
quently a new paragraph is added to Article 45 under which each Power,

if they cannot agree within two months, presents two candidates, and the

drawing of lots decides which of them shall be umpire.

Article 46 contains the last three paragraphs of Art. 24 (99); the
words "without delay" were added for the same reasons as in the case
of Article 43.

Article 47 contains no material change.

Article 48 marks an important alteration in Art. 27 (99), an altera-
tion not arrived at without considerable discussion. Two amendments

to Art. 27 (99) were moved, one by the Delegation of Peru, the

other by the Delegation of Chili 2. It was thought by the Conference

of 1899 that the Article would provide a valuable means of assisting
in the maintenance of peace, for by it the signatory Powers consider

it their duty, if a serious dispute threatens to break out between two

or more of them, to remind these latter that the Permanent Court is open
to them. The Article had however practically been a dead letter. The

Peruvian delegate therefore proposed that in case of dispute between two
Powers, one of them can always, by a note addressed to the International

Bureau at the Hague, declare that it is disposed to submit the dispute to

arbitration; the note to contain a short statement of the question in
dispute from the point of view of the Power sending it, and the Bureau to

communicate it to the other Power, and place itself at the disposition of both
Powers in order to facilitate an exchange of views between them and

a possible conclusion of a Compromis. The Chilian proposition was

in the nature of an amendment to the Peruvian, limiting the cases to

a_ev. g_n. de Dr. int. Vol. xm. pp. 423, 449.

Parl. Paper_, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 820 ; La Dcvz. Confer. T. x. p. 421.
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which it was applicable to disputes subsequent to the present Convention,
and allowing the application of the Power to be made by telegraph. It
further limited the function of the Bureau to one of administration,

whereas the Peruvian proposal seemed to give to it the character of a com-

pulsory mediator, which was going beyond the principle of the Convention

of 1899. These proposals received the support of Baron D'Estouruelles de

Constant on behalf of France, but he suggested that it would be sufficient,
and in harmony with the general principles of the Convention, if one

Power merely addressed to the Bureau a note announcing its willingness

to arbitrate, and the Bureau's function should consist in communicating
this to the other Power. The function of the Bureau would thus in no

sense be political, it would be "an international letter box." He agreed

that this provision should not have a retroactive effect. In the discussion,
the French view was supported by the United States, British, Russian and

Brazilian delegates, the former pointing out that on several occasions the

faculty offered by Art. 27 (99) had been successfully exercised by President
Roosevelt in the case of South American States. On the other hand, the

delegates of Austria-Hungary and Japan spoke against the proposal. The
former contending that Aa_. 27 (99) had not been appealed to, though

occasions for it had certainly not been wanting, it was therefore inopportune
to extend it. A vote was taken, when 34 states voted for the Article as it now

stands. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium,Japan, Roumania, Sweden and
Turkey voted against it ; Greece, Luxemburg and Montenegro were absent.

It remains to be seen whether the additional paragraph will render the
Article more efficacious than Art. 27 of the former Convention.

Mr J. B. Scott on behalf of the United States renewed the Declaration

made in 1899 on the subject of Art. 27, which now becomes Article 48.

"The Delegation of the United States of America in signing the Con-
vention for the pacific settlement of international disputes, such as is

proposed by the International Conference of the Peac_, makes the following
declaration :

"Nothing contained in this Convention shall be so construed as to

require the United States of America to depart from its traditional policy

of not intruding upon, interfering with, or entangling itself in the political
questions or policy or internal administration of any foreign state: nor

shall anything contained in the said Convention be construed to imply

a relinquishment by the United States of its traditional attitude towards

purely American questions1. ''

! In his annual message to Congress in 1901, Mr Roosevelt treated the acceptance of this
Declaration by the Conference of 1899 as an acquiescence of the Powers in the Monroe
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Article 50 is a modification of Art. 29 (99). The new paragraph was
rendered necessary in consequence of the accession to the Convention of

1899 on the 14th June, 1907, of a large number of Powers who had taken
no part in the Conference of 1899. The expenses of the Bureau charged

to the acceding Powers are to commence from the date of their accession
and not from that of the ratification.

In this Part there are a few changes, some of drafting, others of more

G_apterm. importance. Article 53 is new and gives fuller powers to
Ar_Uon the Permanent Court in the settlement of the Compromis

pro¢_-_, when both parties agree ; it also gives it a similar power on

the request of one of the parties when attempts to reach an understanding

through the diplomatic channel have failed in two classes of disputes. If,
however, one of the Powers declares that in its opinion the dispute does

not belong to one of the specified classes, this function of the Permanent
Court is excluded, a proviso which may have an important limitation on

the effectiveness of this Article. (See also Article 73.)

Article 57 re-enacts 34 (99). The judges in the "Pious Funds " case

pointed out that in their opinion certain inconveniences existed in reference
to Article 32 (99) and the following Articles, under which the arbitrators

named by the Powers at variance were obliged to choose an umpire who

became by right President of the Tribunal, and they recommended that
the arbitrators should be left free to choose the President of the Tribunal

from among themselves, and that the nomination of the President should be

made at the first silting of all the members. A proposal in this sense was
made by the Russian delegate when Art. 34 (99) was under consideration,

but failed to meet with the acceptance of the Committee.

Article 60 makes provision for the case of the Tribunal sitting else-

where than at the Hague, or on the territory of one of the parties, and
adds a clause to 36 (99) providing that the consent of the third Power
shall be necessary in such cases.

Article 38 (99) provided that the Tribunal should decide on the choice of
language to be used by itself, and to be authorised for use before it. In

the arbitration in the "Pious Funds" case and "Venezuela" case, the

difficulties in this respect were very apparent, and considerable delay was
occasioned by the necessity for translations being made owing to the
ignorance of certain of the officials, and in the latter case in conse-

quence of the large number of stat_s with different languages involved

Doctrine (J. B. Moore, Digest of Int. Law, Vol. vI. p. 594). It is, however, difficult to see
why the Decisration of the United States delegate should be considered to have a bilateral

effect, and the principle that "silence gives consent" be invoked in so important a matter.
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in the dispute. The arbitrators in the "Pious Funds" case therefore
recommended, and the arbitrators in the "Venezuela" case supported

the recommendation, that the Compromis should make the question

of the languages to be employed clear, and that the choice of agents and
counsel before the Tribunal should be made in conformity with the desire

of the Powers at variance on the question of the languages to be employed

before the Tribunal. The question was discussed by the Committee, and a
compromise between the view adopted by Art. 38 (99)which left the

decision to the judges, and the view advanced by the German and Russian

delegates excluding this matter from the decision of the Tribunal, was
reached. A_icle 61 leaves the decision to the Tribunal where the

Compromis has not determined the languages to be employed.

Article 37 (99) left to the parties an absolute freedom in the choice
of agents, counsel and advocates. The arbitrators in the "Venezuela" case,
in their note of the 22nd Feb. 1904, drew the attention of the Governments

to the inconveniences which may arise from allowing members of the Per-

" manent Court to act as agents or advocates. Counsel acting for Venezuela
had, during the proceedings, also addressed a note to the members of the

Administrative Council and the judges on the same subject. The arbitrators

pointed out that the personal relations existing between all the members

of the Permanent Court might have an influence on the progress of the

proceedings. "The scientific authority of a member of the Permanent
Court would create for him a predominating position in the case when

he was charged to represent his own Government before it. Moreover a
member of the Permanent Court appearing in one case as agent might in

another case be acting as arbitrator, and there might be a danger that the

impartiality of the agent and the decision to be pronounced might be
compromised, as he who was yesterday appearing as counsel and obtained

a favourable verdict might to-day be sitting as judge, and the judge of
yesterday appearing before him as counsel." The British Government

strongly supported this point of view, and Sir Henry Howard put the

question directly to the Secretary-General of the Permanent Court. The

British Government lodged a formal protest against the appointment by
the French Government of M. Louis Renault, a member of the Permanent

Court, as its agent. The French Government equally strongly aiBrmed
their right to appoint hi. Renault, and denied that anyone "especially

among the other litigants had a right to contest it."

The arbitrators having no power to settle the point drew the attention

of the signatories of the Convention to the question which had been raised
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and the Conference took it into consideration. Three alternatives were

possible, either to leave the Article of 1899 untouched, which was supported
by France and Belgium ; or in all cases to forbid members of the Permanent
Court to appear as agents or counsel, which was the proposition of Great
Britain, the United States and Russia; or to limit the occasions when

members of the Permanent Court could appear before it as agents, counsel

or advocates to cases where they are employed by the Powers which

appointed them members of the Court, which was proposed by Germany.
The German compromise was accepted by the addition of a paragraph to

Article 62 on the understanding that it did not prevent members of the

Permanent Court from giving legal advice to the parties at variance.
Article 63 makes certain changes in Art. 39 (99) on the lines suggested

by the arbitrators in the " Pious Funds" case, the third paragraph em-

bodying an amendment moved by Sir Edward Fry, one of the arbitrators
in that case.

Article 73. The object of this Article which re-enacts with a slight

change Art. 48 (99) is clearly brought out in the Report by M. le Chevalier
Descamps in 1899. It is to enable the Tribunal to decide the limits of

its own competence. If the Tribunal were not empowered to decide the

extent of its own jurisdiction under the Compromis, it would be rendered

impotent whenever one of the parties, even against the weight of evidence,
chose to contest the jurisdiction of the Court 1.

Articles 75 and 76 are new and are based on the Franco-British Draft

on Commissions of Inquiry (see Articles 23 and 24).
Articles 51 and 52 (99) were considered together by the Committee,

and M. Loeff on behalf of the Netherlands moved the suppression of the

second paragraph of Art. 52 (99) which enables the dissentient members of

the Court to state their dissent, while the first paragraphrequires that all

the members shall sign the award. He pointed out that the provisions of
this Article were in opposition to the fundamental principle of arbitration

procedure which requires she sentence to be final omai sensu, so that all
discussion on it outside the Tribunal shall cease ; the expression of dissent

tended to revive discussion on the matter which had been adjudicated upon,

and to endanger the acceptance of the decision. The Committee adopted
this point of view and further amended the Article so that the signature of

a dissenting member of the Tribunal is no longer required. The award
under Article 79 is now to be signed only by the President and the

1 Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 246. The official English translation appears to miss
this point. The text and translation given in ParL Paper_, Misc. No. 1 (1908), are inaccurate.
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Registrar, or the Secretary acting as Registrar. The form thus adopted
is that in which decisions of the Judicial Committee of the British Privy
Council are recorded.

The suppression of Art. 55 (99), which deals with the question of the
revision of the award, was moved by M. de Martens who had in 1899
opposed its enactment. The arbitrators in the "Pious Funds" case had

expressed the " wish .... that in the Compromis the least possible use
should be made of the power given by Article 55." M. de Martens

urged that the prime object of arbitration is the termination of a dispute.
The revision of the award is contrary to this idea as it allows the Powers at

variance to continue the dispute; he also pointed out that in no one of the

four cases heard before the Hague Tribunal had the demand for revision

been made. In opposition to this view of M. de Martens it was pointed
out that arbitration is not solely for the purpose of terminating a difference,

but that it is before all things a means of settling by agreement a dispute

which has been left to the judgment of arbitrators freely chosen. Every

stage of arbitration depends upon the voluntary action of the parties.
Why then should recourse to revision be forbidden them ? Further, the

Tribunal might have been ml.qled; new facts unknown at the moment

when the award was given might come to light, and it would be regrettable
if revision under such circumstances were excluded ; and even if Art. 55

(99) were suppressed, the parties might provide for revision in the

Gompromis. M. de Martens' views failed of acceptance, and Article 83
re-enacts Art. 55 (99).

One of the objections to the Permanent Court was the cost of the

Chapteriv. proceedings which made it difficult for poorer states to
summary avail themselves of it, and also that as the choice of arbi-
arbitration.

trators was limited to members of the Permanent Court it

might render recourse to it impossible in technical disputes. The French

Delegation therefore presented a draft intended to be supplementary to the

Convention, and in no way destined to replace it, but to adapt its principles
to the settlement of disputes of a technical nature, and others not con-

templated by the Conference of 1899. The choice of arbitrators in summary
cases is therefore not limited to those on the list of the Permanent Court.

The Committee adopted the French draft, and embodied it in the present

Convention, making certain necessary changes, accepting in Article 87

the principle in regard to the appointment of umpire wl_ieh they had
rejected in the case of the Permanent Court 1.

The changes made in the Convention are on the whole only in the

1 See ante, p. 174.

n. 12
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nature of developments of the principles adopted in 1899. The influence
of the recommendations made by the arbitrators in the "Pious Funds"

and "Venezuelan" cases is especially noteworthy. Perhaps the most import-

ant change is that in Article 48 to which attention has already been

directed. A state conscious of the justice of its claims can now appeal to

the Hague Tribunal, and leave it to its opponent either to accept arbitra-
tion or face public opinion.

A protocol de compromis for the reference to arbitration of the dispute

between France and Germany on the Casablanca affair was signed on the

24th Nov. 1908. In matters not specifically regulated by the Gomprom/s

the parties agreed to be bound by the terms of the foregoing Convention
notwithstanding the fact that it had not at the time been ratified by either

state. This will apparently be the first case to be heard before the
Permanent Court under the new Convention.

Great Britain and the United States signed a Convention on the

27th January, 1909, for submitting to arbitration disputes which have

arisen between them as to the interpretation of a Treaty of 1818 on the
subject of fishery rights on the coasts of Newfoundland, Labrador, etc. 1
The Tribunal of Arbitration is to be chosen from the general list of

members of the Permanent Court at the Hague in accordance with the

provisions of Article 45 of the Convention of 1907. The provisions of
this Convention, except Articles 53 and 54, are to govern the proceedings.

The Tribunal is to be empowered to recommend for the consideration of
the parties rules and a method of procedure under which questions which

may arise in the ihture regarding the exercise of liberties under the Con-

vention of 1818 mav be determined in accordance with the principles laid

down in the award. If the parties shall not adopt the rules and method
of procedure recommended, or if they shall not, subsequent to the award,

agree upon such rules and procedure, any differences which may arise

between them relating to the interpretation of the Treaty of 1818, or the
effect and application of the award of the Tribunal, shall be referred

informally to the Permanent Court at the Hague for decision by the
summary procedure provided by Chapter iv. of the Hague Convention
for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes _.

None of the states which signed the Convention of 1899 have abstained

_rae from signing the new Convention except Nicaragua: the
_t_ry remaining 43 states enumerated in the Preamble have all

Powere. signed, but eight have made the reservations which follow.

I Parl. Papers, 1909. [Cd. 4528.]
"_See ante, p. 155.
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The United States signed under reservation of the declaration made

a_mr_uona, by Mr Scott as set out previously 1, a declaration which was
renewed by Mr Hill at the Plenary Meeting on the 16th Oct.

1907.

Brazil signed under reserve of paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of Article 53 which

relate to the powers conferred on the Permanent Court to settle the
Compromis on the request of one of the parties in the case where the

parties have not been able to agree.
Greece and Switzerland made similar reserves in the case of paragraph 2

of the same Article.

Ohili signed subject to a reservation on Art. 39.
Japan signed under reserve of paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 48 and

paragraph 2 of Article 53 and Article 54.
Roumania signed under reservation on Arts. 37, 38 and 40.

Turkey signed under reservation of the following declarations: "The

Ottoman Delegation declares, in the name of h.is government, that while

it is not unmindful of the beneficent influence which good o_ices,
mediation, commissions of inquiry and arbitration are able to exercise

on the maintenance of the pacific relations between states; in giving

its adhesion to the whole of the Drain, it does so on the understanding

that such methods remain, as before, purely optional; it could in no case

recognise them as having an obligatory character rendering them sus-
ceptible of leading directly or indirectly to an intervention.

"The Imperial Government proposes to remain the sole judge of the
occasions when it shall be necessary to have recourse to the different

proceedings or to accept them without its determination on the point being

liable to be viewed by the signatory states as an unfriendly act.

"It is unnecessary to add that such methods should never be applied
in cases of internal order."

i Seea_te, p. 173.
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II. THE RECOVERY OF CONTRACT DEBTS.

II. Convention concernant la II. Convention respecting the

Limitation de l'Emploi de la Limitation of the Employ-

Force pour le Recouvrement mcnt of Force for the Re-
de Dettes Contractuelles. covery of Contract Debts.

Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse &c._ King of Prussia &c?

D_sireux d'_viter entre les nations Being desirous of avoiding between
des conflits arm,s d'une origine l_CU- nations armed conflicts originating in a
niaire, provenant de dettes contrac- pecuniary dispute respecting contract
tuelles, r_clam_es au Gouvernement debts claimed from the Government of
d'un pays par le Gouvernement d'un one country by the Government of
autre pays comme dues _ ses nationaux, another country as due to its nationals,

0nt r_solu de conclure une Conven- Have resolved to conclude a Con-

tion _ cet effet, et ont nomm_ pour vention to this effect, and have
Leurs Pl_nipotentiaires, savoir: appointed as their Plenipotentiaries,

that is to say:

[Dgnomination des Plgnipotentiaires. ] [Names of Plenilootentia_'ies. ]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir d_pos_ leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouv_s en benne et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sont convenus des dis- due form, have agreed upon the follow-
positions suivantes :-- ing provisions :--

AR:r. 1. .ART. 1.

Les Puissances eontractantes sont The Contracting Powers agree not
convenues de ne pas avoir recours _ to have recourse to armed force for

la force arm_e pour le recouvrement the recovery of contract debts claimed
de dettes contractuelles r6clam6es au from the Government of one country
Gouvernement d'un pays par le Gou- by the Government of another country
vernement d'un autre pays comme as being due to its nationals.
dues k ses nationaux.

Toutefois, cettestipulation nepourra This undertaking is, however, not
_tre appliqu6e quand l']_tat d_biteur applicable when the debtor State re-
refuse ou laisse sans rgponse une offre fuses or neglects to reply to an offer

d'arbitrage, ou, en cas d'acceptation, of arbitration, or, after accepting the
rend impossible l'_tablissement du offer, renders the settlement of the

eompromis, bu, apr_s l'arbitrage, man- Comprom/s impossible, or, afMr the
que de se conformer ._ la sentence arbitration, fails to submit to the
fondue, award.

i List of States as in the Final Act, 1907.
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ART. 2. ART. 2.

I1 est de plus convenu que rarbi- It is further agreed that the arbi-
trage, mentionnd dens l'alinda 2 de tration mentioned in the second para-
l'article precedent, sera soumis k la graph of the preceding Article shall
procddure prdvue par le titre IV, be subject to the procedure laid down
chapitre 3, de la Convention de La in Part IV, Chapter 3, of the Hague
Haye pour le r_glement pacifique des Convention for the Pacific Settlement
conttits internationaux. Le jugement of International Disputes. The award
arbitral ddtermine, sauf les arrange- shall determine, except where other-

ments particuliers des Parties, le bien- wise agreed between the parties, the
fondd de la rdclamation, le montant validity of the claim, the amount of
de la dette, le temps, et le mode de the debt, and the time and mode of
paiement, payment.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes _ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier ddpSt de ratifications The firstdeposit of ratifications shall

sera constaf_ par un proems-verbal be recorded in a prochs-verbal signed
signd par les reprdsentants des Puis- by the Representatives of the Powers
sances qui y prennent part et par le which take part therein and by the
Ministre des Affaires ]_trang_res des Netherland Minister for Foreign
Pays-Bas. Affairs.

Les ddp6ts ultdrieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
se feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
6crite, adress6e au Gouvernement des written notification addressed to the

Pays-Bas et accompagn6e de l'instru- Netherland Government and aceom-
ment de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifi-

cation.

Copie certifide conforme du proems- A duly certified copy of the proems-
verbal relatif au premier ddpSt de verbal relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications men- ratifications, of the notifications men-
tionndes k l'alinda prdcddent, ainsi tioned in the preceding paragraph, as
que des instruments de ratification, well as of the instruments of ratifica-

sere immddiatement remise, par les tion, shall be immediately sent by the
soins du Gouvernement des Pays-Bas Netherland Government through the
et par la voie diplomatique, aux Puis- diplomatic channel to the Powers in-
sauces convides k la Deuxi_me Con- vited to the Second Peace Conference,

ffirence de la Paix, ainsi qu'aux as well as to the other Powers which
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autres Puissances qui auront adhdrd have acceded to the Convention. In
la Convention. Dans les cas visds the cases contemplated in the pro-

par l'alinda prdcddent, le dit Gou- ceding paragraph, the said Government
vernement leur fern coanaitre en shall inform them at the same time

m_me temps la date _ l_uelle il a of the date on which it received the
re_u la notification, notification.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Los Puissances non-signataires sont Non-Signatory Powers may accede

admises h adhdrer _ la prdsente Con- to the present Convention.
vention.

La Puissance qui ddsire adhdrer A Power which desires to accede

notifie par dcrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernemeat des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'aAh_sion qui it the act of accession, which shall be

sera ddposd daus los archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
Gouvernement. Government.

Ce Gouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall imme-

mddiatement _ toutes los autres Puis- diately forward to all the other Powers
sances convides _ la Deuxi_me Con- invited to the Second Peace Conference

fdrence de la Paix copie certifide a duly certified copy of the notification
conforme de la notification ainsi que as well as of the act of acees_ion, men-
de l'acte d'adhdsion, en indiquant la tioning the date on which it received
date _ laquelle il a re_u la notification, the notification.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers
particip_ au premier ddp6t de ratifica- which were parties to the first deposit
tions, soixaate jours apr_s la date du of ratifications, sixty days after the

proc_s-verbal de ce ddp6t, pour les date of the proc_s-verbal recording
Puissances qui ratifieront ultdrieure- such deposit, in the case of the Powers

meat ou qui adh_reront, soixante which shall ratify subsequently or
jours apr_s que la notification de leur which shall accede, sixty days after
ratification ou de leur adhdsioa aura the notification of their ratification or
dtd reque par le Gouvernemeat des of their accession has been received
Pays-Bas. by the Netherland Government.

ART. 6. A_. 6.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Con-

eontraetantes voult_t ddnoncer la prd- tracting Powers wishing to denounce
sente Convention, la ddnonciation sera the present Convention, the denunoia-

notifi_e par dcrit au Gouvernement des tlon shall be notified in writing to the
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Pays-Bas, qui eommuniquera immd- Netherland Government, which shall
diatement copie certifi@e conforme de immediately communicate a duly
la notification _ routes les autres certified copy of the notification to all
Puissances en leur faisant savoir la the other Powers, informing them of

date _ laquelle il l'a revue, the date on which it was received.
La ddnonciation ne produira ses 'fine denunciation shall only affect

effets qu'k l'dgard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power, and only on the
l'aum notifi@e, et un an apr_s que la expiry of one year after the notifi-
notification en sera parvenue au Gou- cation has reached the Netherland

vernement des Pays-Bas. Government.

_x.RT. 7. ART. 7.

Un registre tenu par le Minist6re A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du ddp6t de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
tions effeetud en vertu de l'Artiele 3, ratifications effected in virtue of

aliu6as 3 et 4, ainsi clue la date _ Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well

laquelle auront dt6 revues les notifica- as the date on which the notifications
tions d'adhdsion (Article 4, alinda 2) of accession (Article 4, paragraph 2)
ou de d_nonciation (Article 6, alinO_ 1). or of denunciation (Article 6, para-

graph 1) were received.

Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise & prendre connaissance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre, et ken demander des extmit_s be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifies eonformes, from it.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries

ont rev@tu la pr_sente Convention de have appended their signatures to the
leurs signatures, present Conveution.

Fair &I_ Haye, le 18 Ootobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th

en un seul exemplaire, qui restera October, 1907, in a single original,
d@pos_dans les archives du Gouverne- which shall remain deposited in the
ment des Pays-Bas, et dont des copies archives of the Netherland Govern-
certifi_es conformes seront ternises par merit, and of which duly certified

la voie diplomatique aux Puissances copies shall be sent through the
contractantes, diplomatic channel to the Contracting

POWerS.
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CONVENTION NO. 2. THE LIMITATION OF THE EMPLOYMENT

OF FORCE FOR THE RECOVERY OF CONTRACT DEBTS 1.

In the course of the correspondence which followed on the Circular of
Count Benckendorff of the 3rd April, 1906, the United States

conne_aon of expressed their intention of raising the question of restrictingthis Conven-
_n withthe the employment of force for the recovery of ordinary public
"Drago doc-
trine." debts resulting from contracts. The genesis, of this proposal

is to be found in the combined blockade by Great Britain,
Germany and Italy of the coasts of Venezuela in 1902, the Note of
Dr Luis Drago of the 29th Dec. of the same year, the message to
Congress of President Roosevelt of the 5th Dec. 1905, and the resolution
passed at the Third Pan-American Congress at Rio de Janeiro in 1906.
The cause of the blockade was the inability of the three Powers to obtain
satisfaction for claims which they made on behalf of their subjects.
Previous to the blockade Germany invited Venezuela to submit the

claims of her subjects to arbitration; Great Britain in calling the

attention of Venezuela to the claims of British subjects, including therein

"an arrangement for the foreign debt," asked for the admission in

principle and payment of some of them, and the acceptance by Venezuela

of the "decisions of a mixed Commission with respect to the amount and

guarantee for payment," and Italy requested Venezuela to "be good

enough to declare itself disposed to give to the claims o.f her subjects the

attention which may put an end to further discussion, accepting the

opinion of a mixed Commission _." To all of these requests Venezuela

i Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 423 ; The Second Interna$ional Peace Confcrca¢_
(Re1_ortto U.8. Congress, Document 444, 1908), pp. 10, 34, 88 ; Livre Jaune, p. 55 ; Wdssb_h,
p. 5 ; La Deux. Confgr. T. L p. 336 ; E. L_monon, La second_ Conf'ere_ze de la Paix, p. 97 ;
C. C_vo, La doctrine de Monroe, Rev. de Droi$ inter. Vol. v. (2nd series), p. 597; Luis
M. Drago, State loans and their relation to international policy, Am. Jourm of int. Law,
Vol. L p. 692 ; see also Rev. ggn. de Dr. int. Yol. xrv. p. 251 ; Amos S. Hershey, The Cdlvo
and Drago Doctrine, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. L p. 26 ; G. W. Scott, Hague Conven£ion
restricting the use of force to recover on contra_g c/aims, id. Vol. H. p. 78; Idem, International
law and the Drago doctrine, North American Review, 15 Oot. 1906 ; J. Westlake, The Hague
Conference, Quarter/y Rev/ew, Jan. 1908, p. 236 ; Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. pp. 11ti--L22;
H.A. Moulin, La doctrine de Drago, Rev. g_n. de Droit inter. Vo]. xxv. p. 417; Idem, La
doctrine de Drago, questions de droit des g_s et de politique internationa_ (with bibliography);
A. B. Fried, Die zweite Haager Konferen_ t p. 119 ; Daohne vau Variek, Le Droit I_inan¢ier
devant la Conference de ha Haye.

G. W. Scott, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. H. p. 82.
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returned answer that her own laws were conclusive on these matters,

and the offer of arbitration was ignored. The claims for which the

governments were pressing were based on various grounds; injuries

sustained during revolutionary proceedings, deferred interest on public

debt outstanding on bonds issued by the Venezuelan government for

construction of railways and other public works, and special contracts.
The three Powers being unable to obtain redress blockaded the ports of
La Guaira, Carevero, Guanta, Campano and the mouths of the Orinoco in
December, 1902, seized the Venezuelan fleet, and in the course of the

operations bombarded La Guaira, Puerto Cabello and Maracaibo 1. On

the 29th Dec. 1902, Dr Luis M. Drago, the Foreign Minister of the

Argentine Republic, addressed a Note to Sefior M4rou, the Argentine
Minluter in Washington, with reference to these proceedings. In his note
he confined himself to considerations with reference to the forcible

collection of public debts suggested by the events then in progress.

He argued that creditors in advancing a loan take into account the security

offered, the resources of the country, etc., and make their terms accordingly.
While admitting that the payment of its public debt is absolutely binding
on a state, he maintained that the debtor state has a right to choose the

manner and time of payment, in which it has as much interest as the
creditor himself, or more, since its credit and national honour are involved.

It may be highly inconvenient and detrimental to the best interests of

a state to be compelled to pay at a given time, but this is not a defence

for bad faith, disorder and deliberate and voluntary insolvency. The
Argentine people, he continued, "has felt alarmed on learning that the

failure to meet the service of the public debt of Venezuela has been
assigned as one of the causes which have led to the seizure of her fleet

and the bombardment of one of her ports, and a war blockade rigorously
established along her coasts _." They were alarmed lest the action of the

Powers should establish a precedent dangerous to the security and peace

of _he nations of South America, for" the collection of loans by military
means implies territorial occupation to make it effective, and territorial

occupation signifies the suppression over the sphere of such occupation of

the government of the country wherein it extended," a situation obviously
at variance with the Monroe Doctrine. He then quoted from the famous

i T. I_. Hol_nd, War sub mode, Law QuarterlytCeviaw,Vol. xxx.p. laa ; Parl. Paperm,
Yen_uela, No. 1 (1904J; A. E. Hogan, Pacific blockade, pp. 149-157; A. Gach_, Le ¢onflit
F_ue_in et.Z'Arb_tragede la Haye ; Bonflls-FauchiUe,Manue!de Droit internationalpublic,
§ 990.

Dr Dragoomitsto mentiontheoffersofarbitrationwhichthe Powershad madeprevious
to the blookade,and whiehhad beenignoredby Venezuela.
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message of President Monroe of the 22 Dec. 1823 the declarations on non-

colonisation and non-intervention on the American continent and pointed
out the tendency of European nations to single out the South American

countries as an ample field for future territorial expansion, and the danger

lest European nations should make use of "financial intervention" as a pre-
text for conquest. "The only thing that the Argentine Republic maintains,

and which she would see with great satisfaction consecrated...by a nation,

such as the United States...is the principle that there cannot be European
territorial expansion in America or oppression of the peoples of this

continent, because their unfortunate financial condition might oblige one
or more of them to put off the fulfilment of its obligations : that is to say...
tha$ a public debt cannot give rise to the rig]_ of intervention, and much less

to the occupation of the soil of any American nation by any European
Power." It is this last sentence which contains the principle which has

become known as the "Drago Doctrine," a principle which its author

considers to be supplementary to or explanatory of the Monroe Doctrine.
Though sometimes confused with a doctrine associated withI)ragoand

cairo do¢- the name of the late distinguished South American jurist,
trm, a _- Dr Calvo _, it is, as is pointed out by Mr Amos S. Hershey,guishea.

much narrower in scope. "Calvo absolutely denies that a

government is responsible by way of indemnity for any losses or injuries
sustained by foreigners in time of internal troubles, civil war, or for

injuries resulting from such violence (provided the government is not at

fault) on the grounds that the admission of such a principle of re-
sponsibility would ' establish an unjustifiable inequality between nationals

and foreigners,' and would undermine the independence of weaker states 2.,,

The note of Dr Drago was not immediately successful in procudug '_'
a pronouncement of the United States such as was desired, but in his

message of 5th Dec. 1905 President Roosevelt dealt with the Drag_
doctrine. After stating that the United States would not enforce con-

tractual obligations on behalf of its citizens by an appeal to arms, and

expressing the wish that other states would take the same view, he

pointed out that there were two alternatives: "On the one hand, this

country would certainly decline to go to war to prevent a foreign
government from collecting a just debt; on the other hand, i t.lis very

inadvisable to permit any foreign Power to take possession, even

temporarily, of the Customs Houses of an American Republic in order

to enforce the payment of its obligations, for such temporary occupation

1)roit international, T. x.liv. iiL §§ 185-206.
Am. Journ. ofZnt. Z,aw, VoLx.p. $1.
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might turn into a permanent occupation. The only escape from these
alternatives may at any time be that we must ourselves undertake to

bring about some arrangement by which so much as possible of a just

debt shall be paid. It is far better that this country should put through

such an arrangement, rather than allow any foreign country to under-
take it."

Dr Drago's doctrine was not new, it had been enunciated by "the
illustrious Hamilton," and American Secretaries of State from Alexander

Hamilton to Colonel Hay have made declarations of varying import in

regard to it.

The question of the use of force for the collection of public debts came
before the Third Pan-American Conference which met at Rio de Janeiro

in July--August, 1906, when a resolution was passed recommending "to

the governments represented therein that they consider the point of

inviting the Second Peace Conference at the Hague to consider the
question of the compulsory collection of public debts: and in general,

means tending to diminish between nations conflicts having an exclusively
pecuniary origin."

On the eve of the Hague Conference Dr Drago published both in

Europe and America an elaborate exposition of the doctrine that had
become associated with his name 1. In it he drew a distinction between

ordinary contracts and public loans, and contended that as regards the
former, a state acts as a legal person acquiring rights and accepting

deflnlte obligations in respect of certain specified individuals, and in
case of denial of justice by the national courts the common and accepted

principles of international law obtain, a state "avoiding by means of

payment the action which, though unjust, a foreign state might take to

compel it." In the case of debts arising from domestic or foreign loans
through the emission of bonds at a fixed interest, which constitute public

debts, the suspension of payment brings with it a profound disturbance of
the finances and economic resources of the debtor country, thus giving

occasion for intervention and the subordination of the local government

to the creditor nation, as has been instanced in the cases of Turkey and

Egypt. "This is what the Argentine Republic sought to avoid. Its
doctrine is in consequence before all and above all a statement of policy'. ''

The subject was one peculiarly well suited for discussion by an inter-

national assembly. Divergent views had been expressed by leading

i Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. L p. 692; P, ev. gSn. de Dro/t inter. Vol. x_v. p. 251.

Am. Jaurn. of I_t. Law, Vol. z. at p. 726.
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publicists, and international practice was equally divergentL If there
had been a generally accepted practice and decline as to the cases when

intervention was recognised as legal, the question might have been dealt
with by applying these principles, but here, again, international practice

and doctrine are in an unsettled condition. There had undoubtedly been

cases in which a strong creditor state had bullied a weak one into pay-
ment, while the cases which had come before arbitration courts had not

infrequently shown that the amount ultimately awarded fell very far short
of that claimed :.

Had Venezuela consented to go to arbitration, instead of flouting the
great Powers who were courteously endeavouring to obtain redress for

their subjects, she would, as subsequent events showed, have had nothing
to fear. Cases which came before the Venezuelan Mixed Commission in

1903 showed that of four claims advanced two only were successful, and in

one of these a claim for $8,100,000 resulted in an award of only $668,000,
less than one-twelfth of the claim s.

What was wanted was some mode of procedure which while it pre-

vented poor but honest debtor states from being oppressed by powerful
grasping creditors, at the same time ensured that no state should be

able to shelter itself behind the aegis of a stronger, and allege possible

territorial occupation or political complication as a means of evading the
just demands of its creditors.

The subject was introduced at the Hague Conference by General

The Oatt_a Porter, one of the Plenipotentiaries of the United States, on
statue pro- the 2nd July, but, in accordance with the instructions of the

portion. United States Government _,his proposal made no distinction

1 The ase of force for the coUcction of pecuniary claims has in the past generaUy been
subordinated by creditor states to questions of expediency. Some states, more long.suffering
than others, rarely, if ever, resorted to extreme measures, but, as was recognised in President

Roosevelt's message of 5 December, 1905, such action is undoubtedly within the competence
of a state in its sovereign eapacity. The divergence of views among publicists was chiefly
due to the different views taken of the lawful occasions for intervention. On the 17th April,
1908, M. Calve, Argentine Minister in Paris, addressed a letter to 12 international jurists,

enclosing a copy of Dr Drago's despatch; this letter and the replies which he received are
set out in ICev. de Droit inter. (2nd series), VoL v. pp. 597--628.

Compare for example the case of Don Pacifico, whose claim was for the sum of

£21,295. Is. 4d. and who was awarded the sum of £150 by commissioners to whom the
matter was referred.

s Other inshmces are given by D. J. Hill, The _eeond Peace Conference at the Hague,
Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. L p. 689 : see also Darby, Modern Pacific 8ettlementL

4 See The Second International Peace Conference (tieport to U.8. Congress), p. 10. The
United States Delegation was instructed to urge the following "if no better solution seems
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between public loans and other contractual debts, a distinction which is

the essence of the Drago doctrine and for which there is no authority
in respect of the means which governments have taken in case of non-

fulfilment of obligations. "No such distinction has indeed been drawn by

any government," says Professor Westlake _. The wording of the United
States proposal was as follows:

"With the object of avoiding between nations armed conflicts of a

purely pecuniary origin, arising from contract debts claimed from the
government of one country by the government of another as due to its

subjects or citizens, and in order to guarantee that all contractual debts of

this nature which have not been found capable of settlement in a friendly
manner by diplomatic means shall be submitted to arbitration, it is agreed

that no recourse to a coercive measure implicating the employment of
military or naval forces for the recovering of such contractual debts shall

be had until an offer of arbitration has been made by the creditor and

refused or left unanswered by the debtor s_te, or until arbitration has

taken place and the debtor state has failed to comply with the decision
given.

"It is further agreed that this arbitration shall be in conformity with

the procedure in Chapter iii. of the Convention for the pacific settlement
of international disputes adopted at the Hague, and that it shall determine
the justice and the amount of the debt, the time and mode of its settle-

ment, and the guarantee, if necessary, to be given during any delay
in the payment2. ''

This proposition, called throughout the discussion the "Porter pro-

position," was made to the Committee entrusted with the subject of
obligatory arbitration. It was accorded a special examination, as while

it was evident that the possibility of reaching any definite conclusion

on this subject generally was felt to be doubtful, there was good reason

to believe that the hJnerican proposal would have a favourable reception.
Such proved to be the case.

In introducing his proposal, General Porter pointed out the danger to

the peace of the world occasioned by the employment of pacific blockade

practicable" .---_'The use of forec for the collection of a contract debt alleged to be due by
the Government of any country to the cit_.en of any other country is not permissible until

after : 1. The justice and amount of the debt shall have been determined by arbitration ff

demanded by the alleged debtor. 2. The time and manner of payment, and the security,
if any, to be given pending payment, shall have been fixed by arbitration, if demanded by
the alleged debtor."

1 The Quarterly l_ev/ew, Jan. 1908, p. 2B8. See also A. Moulin, La doctrine de 1)rago,

l_ev. g_n. de Droit inter. Vo]. xlv. at p. 424.
2 Parl. Pap_m, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 428 ; La Deuz. Confer. T. I. p. 563.
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or the use of force for the purpose of collecting unadjusted contractual

debts. The object of the American proposal was to stop the resources
of stat_ from being exploited by speculators and adventurers. The forcible
collection of debts was detrimental to all states, for if pacific blockade was
ineffectual states had recourse to a war blockade as was the case in

Venezuela, the trade of the world was for the time being dislocated,

and the government ot the creditor state often found itself put to great
expense for the collection of a comparatively small sum. He instanced
a case where the United States had once used 19 warships and spent

£760,000 to recover £18,0001. If recourse to force were recognised

as lawful only when the resources of arbitration had failed, advantages
would accrue to all the states of the world.

Dr Drago (Argentine) in the discussion spoke at considerable length,

reproducing largely his published views, and making the reservations set

out below. M. Ruy Barbosa (Brazil) strongly supported the proposal, though
he desired to add words providing that no acquisition of territory should be

recognised except after failure to accept arbitration by the state claiming

an alteration of boundaries--a matter clearly alien to the subject.
The discussion which followed on General Porter's speech made it

evident that a change in the wording would be required. The Italian

delegate pointed out that too great emphasis was laid on the forcible

remedy, while recourse to arbitration was not made obligatory on the
creditor state. The Swedish delegate said that an indirect sanction to

the employment of force was given in all eases which were not expressly

provided for. The Venezuelan delegate refused to be content with

anything less than the absolute prohibition of the use of force in all cases.

The Committee finally adopted the proposition in much the same form as

that in which it now appears in the Convention, slight changes having
been made by the Drafting Committee.

In its final form the Convention came before the 9th Plenary Meeting

of the Conference on the 16th Oct. when all the 44 states represented

voted for it, except Belgium, Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland and Venezuela:

these five states abstained from taking part in the vote. _.'-'

Up to the present time the Convention has been signed by all the
Thesignatory states enumerated in the Final Act except Belgium, Brazil,
s_at_. China, Luxemburg, Nicaragua, Roumania, Siam, Sweden,
Switzerland and Venezuela.

The following states have signed with reservations: The Argentine
Republic, Bolivia, Colombia, Domin_ica, Ecuador, Greece, Guatemala, Peru,

Salvador and Uruguay.

l Reportof Gen. Porter'sspeechin Tl_eTime_of 17July, 1908.
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The reservations are as follow :

The Argentine Republic adopts the reservations made by Dr Drago in

T_eru_r_- Committee, viz. (1) "In regard to debts arising from ordinary
uo_. contracts between the national of a state and a foreign

government, recourse shall not be had to arbitration except in the specific

case of denial of justice by the tribunals of the country which made

the contract; the legal remedies must first be exhausted. (2) Public
loans, with issue of bonds, constituting the national debt, cannot in any

circumstances give rise to military aggression or to the effective occupation

of the territory of any American state."
Guatemala and Salvador make similar reservations.

Bolivia signs under reservation, as the Convention implies the legali-

sation by the Conference of a certain class of wars or at least interventions,
based on disputes which relate neither to the honour or vital interest of
the creditor states.

Colombia "does not accept in any case the employment of force for the

recovery of debts of any kind. She only accepts arbitration after the final
decision of the courts of the debtor countries."

JDominica makes a reservation in the case of the sentence "or after

accepting the offer, renders the settlement of the Comprom/s impossible"

(rend impossible le compromis) as the interpretation may lead to excessive

consequences which would be the more regrettable as they are provided
for and avoided in Art. 53 of the new Convention for the pacific settle-
ment of international disputes 1.

Eauador signs under reservation of a declaration against any use of
force for the settlement of debts.

Greece signs under the reservation that the provisions contained in

paragraph 2 of Art. 1 and Art. 2 shall in no way affect existing stipula-
tions, nor the laws in force in Greece.

Peru signs under the reserve that the principles laid down in this

Convention cannot apply to claims or differences arising from contracts

entered into by a state with the subjects of a foreign state when it is

expressly stipulated in such contracts that the claims or differences must
be submitted to the judges and tribunals of the country.

Uruguay signs under reserve of the second paragraph of Article 1,
because the Delegation considers that refusal to submit to arbitration can

always be made rightfully ff the fundamental law of the debtor state,

z There appear to be good grounds for this reservation as l_zder the Article referred to "flze
perma,_ent Court is competent to settle the _ornyrom_,...e_en if the request is only made

by one of the parties, when all attempts to reach an underst_ndlng through the diplomatic
channel have failed in the case of...(2) a dispute arising from contract debts," etc.
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previous to the contract which occasioned the misunderstandings or
disputes, or the said contract itself has fixed that such misunderstandings or
disputes shall be settled by the tribunals of the said country.

The abstention from signature of 10 states, and the reservations in the

case of 10 others, considerably weaken the force of this Convention, especially

as the states abstaining or making reservations are mainly those against
whom it has been found necessary to exercise force in the past.

The signatory Powers have in effect accepted the principle of obligatory

arbitration in one important class of cases, no reservations being made in

the Convention regarding "honour and vital interests"--a point em-
phasised by the Roumanian delegate. The Permanent Court at the Hague
will therefore in cases of this l_ind which come before it have a wide field for

its labours which will involve an examination of the whole circumstances

of the claim and the validity of the excuses of the debtor. It will

thus be enabled to administer justice transcending the mere letter of the

law _. It is to be regretted that so many states in whose interests the

proposal of the United States was chiefly made have thought fit either to

abstain altogether, or to sign with such far-reaching reservations as to
deprive themselves of the benefit which would accrue to an honest debtor

state from an examination of all its circumstances by an independent
tribunal.

The Convention provides that recourse shall not be had to armed force

vae z_-geauae for the recovery of contract debts claimed from the govern-
re--usa, ment of one country by the government of another country
as being due to its nationals except

(1) when the debtor state refuses

or (2) neglects to reply to an offer of arbitration,

or (3) after accepting an offer of arbitration prevents any (?ompromis
from being agreed upon,

or (4) after arbitration fails to comply with the awarcL

The first paragraph of the reservation made by the Argentine delegate s,
and adopted by the delegates of Guatemala, Colombia, Salvador, and

Uruguay requires consideration. It was urged strongly in Committee by
Venezuela and most of the Latin American states that the Convention

would gain in precision, while possible misunderstanding and abuse of its

provisions would be prevented, if it was made quite clear that in all eases

of contract debts, where the laws of the debtor state allow proceedings to
be taken against it in its own courts, such proceedings must first be taken,
and an evident denial of justice proved to exist before the state is

2 j. Weatlake,Quarterly Rev. January,1908,p. 289.
-"See p. 191, supra.
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compelled to appear before an international tribunal, or run the risk of the

creditor state having recourse to the employment of armed force to support
its national's demands.

During the discussion in the Sub-Committee, General Porter in reply

to M. de Martens said that the intention of the authors of the proposal was
to limit the application of force to the cases where the subjects of one state

who were creditors of another addressed themselves to their government
with the object of recovering the amount which was due to them; and that

it was understood that it was entirely in the discretion of the government

interested to intervene in this dispute between its nationals and a foreign
state _.

It is for every government to appreciate the justice of the claims

which any of its nationals may have against another state, before de-

termining whether those claims shall be pressed by diplomatic methods.
The fact that such claims have or have not been judicially considered by

the tribunals of the debtor state is doubtless of great importance in

assisting a government in arriving at a conclusion. But the mere fact

of their having been dealt with judicially will not preclude a government
from pressing for a settlement. All state judiciaries are not above

suspicion; but where no doubts exist as to the impartiality of the tribunal

or the competence of the judges the creditor ought to exhaust all the

legal resources of the debtor state before appealing to his own state for aid,
and this is the course invariably followed.

The temptation to a powerful state with territorial ambitions and an
increasing population to seize upon the occasion of a dispute between one

of its nationals and the government of a state with a small population

but large natural wealth, as a means of obtaining an outlet for its surplus

population, was emphasised in the now historic despatch of Dr Drago.
The Monroe Doctrine will, in the case of American states, probably prevent

actual territorial acquisition, while states outside the Western Hemisphere

can rely on the sense of justice, or the self-interest of the other Powers

to protect their territory from seizure on such a plea.

In the course of the discussions in Committee 2 the delegates of the
Argentine Republic and Servia raised the question of theThe _O.eAntln_"

of "dett_8- meaning of the term "dettes contractuelles" which they

ooau=¢- considered as too vague. The use of these words, theyt_aelle8."

contended, would give rise to misunderstanding, for they
would include debts arising from conventions entered into between one

1 Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 428 ; La Deaz. Confer. T. z. p. 559.
2 Parl. Papers, Mise. No. 4 (1908), pp. 427-9; La Deux. Oonf_r. T. z. pp. 558-9.

H. 13
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state and the subjects of another as well as those arising from contracts
between states and states. General Porter replied that the distinction

between the two kinds of debts had little importance here, as in the
case of public debts, as well as the emiasion of obligations of rentes,

the creditors would be sufficiently protected by the general principles of
international law; on the other hand in the case of contractual debts, the

protection of the rights of creditors would be assured by the American
proposition 1. Nor could he consent to delete all mention of armed force

as demanded by his last interlocutors. He desired it however to be
understood that this extreme measure was reserved solely for the case of

refusal to execute an arbitral award. This reply was not of a nature to

satisfy Dr Drago, who thought it dangerous to retain the contested
expression The delegate of Guatemala considered that the American

proposition did not refer in any way to state loans, or public debts

properly so called. The words of the Convention make no distinction
between debts of all kinds arising from contracts.

Obligations are recognised as springing from two main sources, con-

tract and delict. States which borrow money, buy ships and armaments,

grant leases or concessions, and generally enter into transactions of the

nature which in private law fall under the head of contracts, by so doing
purport to create legal relations between themselves and those with whom
they deal. When, as is generally the case, a state allows legal proceedings

to be taken against it in its own courts, whether technically as an act of

grace, as in English law by Petition of Right 2, or under statutory provisions

which may provide special formalities, in all such cases as the foregoing
contractual obligations may be said to exist.

Under the head of delictual obligations would come claims for injury

to person or property of aliens arising from the neglect of a state to protect
those who are sojourning within its borders. The Convention excludes
such cases, for as the exposd des motifs presented by General Porter in

support of his proposition stated : "This proposal is concerned solely with
claims based on contracts entered into between a state and the individuals

of another country and has no reference to claims for injuries done to
resident aliensa. ''

1 "He might have answered that the language of the Convention was not susceptible of

the former construction," that is, it does not apply to disputes arising from oontra_ts to

which two 8tare8 were the direot parties (G. W. 8P_ott, Am. Journ. of Inter. Law, Tol. n.
p. 90). See also E. I_monon, La 8ecande Conference, p. 119.

See The Banke_8' Oase, State Tr/a/.s, VoL xlv. p. 1; Thom_ v. The Queen, L.R. 10
Q.B. 81 ; 28 and 24 Vie. c. 84.

See H. A. Moulin, La doctrine de Drago, p. 809.
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The attempt on the part of Dr Drago to distinguish between con-
tractual debts and public debts, such as bonds to bearer in the hands of
foreign sustain, aa has_ been alr ____state__d t,0 be ill-foundecL

The init_atlve"" taken by the Umted" States in introducing the,,subject w_,_j
the direct result of the intervention in Venezuela when a public debt I
was forcibly collected, and the object of the Porter Proposition was to pu_tJ
an end to the disputes which this intervention had occasioned._he terms
of the Convention lend no support to those who would contend that the
term "dettes contractuelles" is used only in the sense of contractual

obligations other than public debts, and the reservations made by the
various Latin American states make it clear that it was understood by
them as applying to contractual debt_ in the widest sense 1. The in-
definiteness of the answer which General Porter gave to the Argentine
and Servian delegates, and the variations made in the terminology
of the drafts during the course of the examination of the question
suggest that the American delegate was not always quite clear in
his own mind as to the extent to which the Committee was prepared to
go. In the first draft he speaks of debts of a "purely pecuniary origin
arising from contractual debts2. '' Subsequently the phrase used is
"ordinary public debts having their origin in contracts." In the Examining
Committee he spoke of "wars having a purely pecuniary origin being
avoided" and subsequently at the same sitting he stated that the United
States desired that in cases "of debts or claims of any nature whatever"
recourse should always be had to arbitration s. But looking at the Con-
vention as finally adopted and having regard to the fact that Dr Drago
formulated reservations clearly indicating that the Convention did not
adopt his distinction, and that this has been endorsed by several Latin
American states while several others have withheld their signatures
altogether, there appears no doubt that the term "dettes contractuelles"
is used in the widest sense, including both public debts and ordinary
contracts.

The Conference,as has been noticedabove,refusedto acceptthe
Argentineamendment which requiredthatrecoursemust firstbe had
to the courtsof the debtorstateand onlypermitteda demand for
arbitrationin caseof an evidentdenialofjustice.The rejectionof

I See the 9nd reservation of the Argentine Republic cited above.

ParL Papers,Misc.No. 4, 1908,p. 485 (also p. 49.3).

8 ParL Papers, Miso. No. 4, 1908, p. 427. Bee H. A. Moulin, La doctrine de Drago,
pp. $16-8. M. Moulin considers that there is considerable doubt whether the expression

"dettes oontrsetuelles" is used in the wider sense of inoluri_n_ pubLio debts, but he inclines

to that opinion and regrets that the Oonferenoe did not define the term (p. 890).

13---2
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this amendment was due to the existence of states whose judiciaries are

imperfectly organised and in which it w_s common knowledge that even
in eases where a creditor could in theory sue in the courts of the debtor

state, he had no prospects of success, whatever the intrinsic merit of his

claim. The decision of a court against a creditor or the suspension of

payment by an executive or legislative act deprives a creditor of his right

of suit, his debt ceases to be contractual from the municipal standpoint;
but such an act of sovereignty may be appreciated by an international

tribunal, the debt still remains contractual from the point of view of

international law--whenever a wrong has been done to the subject of one
state by the organs of another, the state has the right to obtain redress

for its national 1; the method of redress for a wrong ensuing from a breach
of a contractual obligation is under this Convention by arbitration. " The
intent of the Convention," says Professor G. W. Scott, "is to refer to in-

ternational tribunals the very delicate and difficult task of determining

the liability of one state to another where the public governmental acts of
the one have annulled or modified the contracts which it had with the

subjects of another'. '' It is however not a case of compulsory arbitration
on both sides, the creditor must propose, the debtor may reject. But the

Convention does not contemplate an immediate and peremptory summons
to the debtor to appear on a writ specially endorsed by the creditor as for
a claim of a purely pecuniary nature arising from a contract debt. If the

debtor state is willing to go to arbitration the Corapromis is then settled
by the two states, and the opinion of the court is taken on a "case

stated" by the par_ies in conflict who may also agree upon the law to be

applied. The debtor state may decline to arbitrate. It may be that such

a state adopting the view of Dr Drago that "it is particularly die'cult to
determine the financial position and solvency of a debtor state without the

most minute enquiry into its administration, a matter closely bound up
with the political and social organisation of the nation," will refuse to
allow such an examination to be made with a view of its international

liability being determined. The alternative is that the creditor state may
have recourse to armed force to recover the contract debt. Thh as in the

past may or may not be treated by the debtor as a casus belli, but the

"creditor having recourse to war, after and not before attempting a peaceful

solution of the dispute, will henceforth occupy a far stronger moral as well
as legal position than formerly.

I Bee L. Oppenheim, InL Law, Yol. x. § 162. In the case of a manifest denial of justice
the lns$iSut de droit international at its meeting at Neuchatel in Sept. 1900 recommended

resort to arbitration before possible action be taken (Annuaire, Vol. arm. p. _56).
g Ant. Journ. of Int. Law, VoL _. pp. 92-_.
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It is to be noticed that the United States in signing this Convention
did not think it necessary, as in the case of the first Convention, to make
any reservation embodying the Monroe Doctrine 1. Dr Drago both in his

despatch and his speech at the Hague Conference laid great stress on the

intimate connection between the declaration of policy which he was
enunciating and that which President Monroe laid down in his famous

message.

1 See ante, p. 173.



III. CONVENTIONB_LXTIVETOTHECOm_]_CEMENT
OF HOSTILITIES.

I_. Convention relative _t l'Ou- HI. Convention relative to the

verture des Hostilit_s. Opening of Hostilities.

Sa Majestd l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,

Roi de Prusse, &c. &c. King of Prussia, &c. &c?
Considdrant que, pour la sdeuri_A Considering that it is important, in

des relations pacifiques, il importe que order to ensure the maintenance of

les hostilit_s ne eommencent pas sans pacific relations, that hostilities should

un avertissement pr_alable ; not commence without previous warn-
ing ;

Qu'ilimporte,de m_me, que l'dtat That itisequallyimportantthat
de guerresoitnotifidsansretardaux theexistenceofa stateofwar should

Puissancesneutres; be notifiedwithoutdelayto neutral

Powers;and

Ddsirautconclureune Conventionk Being desirousof concludinga

cet effet, ont nommd pour Leurs Convention to this effect, have ap-
Pldnipotentiaires, savoir : pointed the following as their Pleni-

potentiaries :

[Dgnomination d_ Plgnipotentiaire_.] [.N'amez of Plenipotentlo/rie_.]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddposd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en borne et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sont convenus des disposi- due form, have agreed upon the
tions suivantes :-- following provisions :-

ART. 1. ART. 1.

Les Puissances contractantes re- The Contractiug Powers recognize
conn_iasent que les hostilitds entre that hostilities between them must

elles ne doivent pas commencer sans not commence without a previous and
un avertissement prdalable et non unequivocal warning, which sh_ll take
dquivoque, qui aura, soit la forme the form either of a declaration of

d'une d_claration de guerre motivde, war, giving reasons, or of an ultimatum
soit celle d'Rn ultimatum avee ddclara- with a conditional declaration of war.
tion de guerre conditionnelle.

I List of States as in the Final Act, 1907.
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ART. 2. ART. 2.

L'&at de guerre devra &re notifid The state of war should be notified
sans retard aux Puissances neutres et to the neutral Powers without delay,
ne produira effet &leur dgard qu'apr_s and shall not take effect in regard

rdception d'mm notification qui pourra to them until after the receipt of a
_tre faite m_me par voie tdldgraphique, notification, which may even be made
Toutefois les l_uissances neutres ne by telegraph. Nevertheless, neutral
pourraient invoquer l'absence de noti- Powers cannot plead the absence of
fication, s'il dtait dtabli d'une manibre notification if it be established beyond
non douteuse qu'en fair elles con- doubt that they were in fact aware of
naissaient l'dtat de guerre, the state of war.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

L'Artiele 1 de la prdsente Conven- Article 1 of the present Convention

tion produira effet en cas de guerre shall take effect in case of war between
entre deux ou plusieurs des Puissances two or more of the Contracting
contractantes. Powers.

L'Artiele 2 est obligatoire clans les Article 2 is binding as between a bel-
rapports entre un belligdrant con- ligerent Power which is a party to the
tractant et les Puissances neutres Convention and neutral Powers which

dgalement contractantes, are also parties to the Convention.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes _ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier ddpSt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications shall
sera constatd par un proc_s-verbal be recorded in a proc_s-verbal signed
signd par les reprdsentants des Puis- by the Representatives of the Powers

sances qui y prennent part et par-le which take part therein and by the
Ministre des Affaires _,,trang&resdes Netherland Minister for Foreign

Pays-Bas. Affairs.
Les ddpSts ult_fieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifiea_

se feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
derlte adressde au Gouvernement des written notification, addressed to the

Pays-Bas et accompagnde de l'instru- Netherland Government and accom-
ment de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifica-

tion.

Copie oertifide conforme du proems- A duly certified copy of the Troc_-
verbal relatff an premier ddp0t de verbalrelatingtothefirstdepositofrati-
ratifications, des notifications mention- fications, of the notifications mentioned

ndes k l'alinda prdcddent ainsi que in the preceding paragraph, as well as
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des instruments de ratification, sera of the instruments of ratification, shall
immddiatement ternise par les soins be immediately sent by the Netherland
du Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par Government through the diplomatic
la voie diplomatique aux Puissances channel to the Powers invited to the
convides _ la Deuxi_me Confdrence de Second Peace Conference, as well as to

la Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances the other Powers which have acceded
qui auront adhdrd _ la Convention. to the Convention. In the cases con-
Dans les cas visds par l'alinda prdcd- templated in the preceding paragraph,
dent, le dit Gouvernement leur fern the said Government shall inform
connaltre en m_me temps la date _ them at the same time of the date on

laquelle il a re_u la notification, which it received the notification.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

Les Puissances non-signataires sont Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises _ adh_rer _ la pr_sente to the present Convention.
Convention.

La Puissance qui d_sire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede
notifie par dcrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'adh_sion, qui it the act of accession, which shall be

sera ddposd dans les archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
Gouvernement. Government.

COGouvernement transmettra immd- The said Government shall immedi-
diatement_touteslesautresPuissances ately forward to all the other Powers

copie certifide conforme de la notifica- a duly certified copy of the notification
tion ainsi que de l'acte d'adhdsion, en as well as of the act of accession,
indiquant la date _ laquelle il a re_u mentioning the date on which it re-
la notification, ceived the notification.

ART. 6. _ART.6.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet, pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which
partieip_ au premier d@6t de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date of

proc_s-verbal de ce d@St, et, pour les the proc_s-wrbal recording suchdeposit,
Puissances qui ratifieront ult_rieure- and, in the case of the Powers which
ment ou quiadhdreront, soixantejours shall ratify subsequently or which
apr_s que la notification de lear rati- shall accede, sixty days after the
fication ou de lear adhesion aura _t_ notification of their ratification or of

r_ue par le Gouvernement des Pays- their accession has been received by
Bas. the Netherland Government.
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ART. 7. ART. 7.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes In the event of one of the High
Parties contractantes voulfit d_noncer Contracting Parties wishing to de-
la prdsente Convention, la d_nonciation nounce the present Convention, the
sofa notifi_e par dcrit au Gouverne- denunciation shall be notified in
ment des Pays-Bas, qui communiquera writing to the Netherland Government,
imm_diatement copie certifide con- which shall immediately coxmnunicate
forme de la notification ,_ toutes les a duly certified copy of the notification
autTes Puissances en leur faisant savoir to all the other Powers, informing them
la date _ laquelle il l'a toque, of the date on which it was received.

La d_nonciation ne produira sos The denunciation shall only affect
offers qu'k l'_gard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power, and only on the
l'aura notifi_e et un an apr_s que la expiry of one year after the notifi-
notification en sera parvenue au cation has reached the Nether]and
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas. Government.

ART. 8. AI{T. 8.

Un registre tenu par le Minist_re A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du ddp6t de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
tions effectud en vertu de l'Article 4, ratifications effected in virtue of

alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que la date _ Article 4, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
laquelle auront dtd revues les notifica- &_the date on which the notifications
tions d'adhdsion (Article 5, alinda 2) of accession (Article 5, paragraph 2)
ou de ddnonciation (Article 7, alinda or of denunciation (Article 7, para-
1). graph 1) have been received.

Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise _ prendre connaissance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et k on demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifi_s conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi los Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries
ont rev_tu la prdsente Convention de have appended their signatures to the
louts signatures, present Convention.

Fait k La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en un soul exemplaire qui restera October, 1907, in a single original,
ddposd da_s los archives du Gouverne- which shall remain deposited in the
merit des Pays-Bas et dent des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-

certifi6es conformes, seront ternises par merit, and of which duly certified
la voie diplomatique aux Puissances copies shall be sent, through the
qui ont _tA convides _la Deuxi_me diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Confdrence de la Paix. invited to the Second Peace Con-

ference.
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CONVENTION _TO. 3. THE COMMENCEMENT OF HOSTILITIES 1.

The report of the Second Committee on the opening of hostilities was

veclarauon presented by hi. Renault at the 5th Plenary Meeting of the
of war. Conference. It emanated from an Examining Committee of

eighteen members.

There are few subjects connected with the laws of war on which a greater
amount of divergence has appeared in the writings of publicists than the

necessity for a declaration of war preceding the outbreak of hostilities ; it

has also led to frequent recriminations among belligerents. Russia accused

Japan of gross treachery because her torpedo-boats attacked their war-
ships at Port Arthur before a formal declaration of war had been made,

a charge which was embodied in a Circular of Count Lamsdorff on the
22nd Feb. 1904 to the Russian diplomatic representatives at foreign

courts. It is unnecessary to enter into a detailed examination of the

practice of states and the theories of writers on this matter. General
Maurice in his work on this subject which was publish_l in 1883 examines

the commencements of the wars that had taken place "from 1700 t_ 1872,

and during this period he found that less than 10 cases had occurred in
which an actual declaration of war, prior to hostilities, had been made. !

In his article on this subject in the Nineteenth Century and after (April,

1904) he points out that the practice of not issuing a preliminary

declaration was common to all the great Powers: "Numerically, within

I Part. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 33, 120-3; La Deux. Confer. T. z. p. 181; Livre

Jaune, p. 78 ; Weissbuch, p. 5 ; L'Annuaire de l'Instltut de Droit International (1907) ; Sir T.

Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 53 ; Bontils-Fauohille, Droit international (5th ed.), _ 1027-1031 ;
G. I3. Davis, International Law (Srd ed.), pp. 279, 281, 571 ; C. Dupuis, La dgclaratiott de

guerre est.elle requise par le droit positif _ trey. gdn. de Dr. int. Vol. x_m p. 725 ; Idem, Le droit

de la guerre maritime, etc. § 2; I:L .Ebren, Obligation juridique de let d_laration de guerre,

_ev. gkn. de Dr. int. Vol. xl. p. 725 ; A. S. Hershey, The international law and diFlomavy of
the Russo-Jaiaanese War, Chap. x. ; T. E. Holland, The laws of war on land, p. 18 ; T. J.

Lawrence, War and Neutrality in the Far East, Chap. _. ; Idem, International problems, etc.
p. 85; E. L_fmonon, La seconde Confdrence de la Paix, pp. 395-406; F. de Martens, Le_

hoatilitds sans dd¢laration de guerre, I_ev. ggn. de Dr. int. Vol. xx. p. 148; Sir J. F. Maurice, -

Hostilities without declaration of war ; Idem, Nineteenth Century and after, fortApril, 1904;

A. M6rignlme, Les lois et ¢outumes de la guerre sur terre, p. 29; E. Nys, La guerr¢ et la

ddclaratlon de la guerrs, tCev. de Dr. int. (2rid series), Vol. v_z. p. 517; Idem, Le Droit inter.

T. In. oh. fT.; D. Owen, Devlarationof War; A. Pillet, La gasrre sans ddclaration, R.ev.pol.

et parlem_ April, 1904 ; F. E. Smith and N. W. Sibley, International Law interpreted during

the l_uuo-Japanese War, 0hap. m.; Ellery C. 8towell, Am. Journo of Int. Law, Vol. n. p. 60 ;
J. B. l_ott, Leading Cases in Int. Law CoibHography, p. xlvii.); S. Takahsshi, International

Zaw applied to the I_v_o.JaIaanese War, p. 1; J. Westlake, War, pp. 18, 267. The subject is
discussed by most of the text writers on Public International Law.
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the time I more particularly examined, Britain struck thirty of these
blows, France thirty-six, Russia seven (not reckoning her habitual practice

towards Turkey and other bordering Asiatic States, including China),
Prussia seven, Austria twelve, the United States five at least."

In modern times there has been a tendency to revert to the older

order of procedure under which a formal defiance was made before the
outbreak of hostilities. The Franco-German War, 1870, and the Russo-

Turkish War, 1877, both commenced with a formal declaration, while in the I
case of the Spanish-American War, 1898, and the Boer War, 1899, ultima-.

/

turns, which are forms of conditional declaration, were presented.

Amongst this diversity of theory and practice one rule emerged with
clearness, namely that "an attack which nothing had foreshadowed would ,

be infamous1. '' A gross violation of international law would be committed
by the commencement of hostilities in time of peace without a previous

controversy and negotiations with a view to a peaceful settlement s.

The Committee wisely refrained from a definite pronouncement as to

whether there was a positive rule of international law on the subject; "we

have," they reported, "only to ask ourselves whether it is advisable to

establish one and in what terms." To the first part of this question an
affirmative answer was returned. The Committee took as its basis for

discussion a.proposition of the French delegate, with amendments proposed

by the Dutch and Belgian Delegations. The French proposal was based on

the resolutions passed by th-e Institut de .Droit International at its meeting
at Ghent in September, 1906, when, after a careful examination of the

whole question, the following rules were adopted s.
(1) It is in accordance with the requirements of International Law,

and with the spirit of loyalty which nations owe to each other in their
mutual relations, as well as in the common interest of all states, that

hostilities should not commence without previous and unequivocal notice.

(2) This notice may take the form of a declaration of war pure and

simple, or that of an ultimatum, duly notified to the adversary by the state
about to commehco war.

(8) Hostilities should not begin titl afar the expiry of a delay.
sufficient to ensure that the rule of previous and unequivocal notice may
not be considered as evaded. -

Article 1 of the French drai_ embodied rules 1 and 2-adopted ,by the
Institut and was framed in the .words which now form ,:krCiele 1 of'this

C_o_vention. The object of the l_opoSal was to prevent an-attack by one ,

Power on another by surprise. The reasons to be given in the declaration
are required because "Governments ought not to have recourse to such an
extreme measure without giving rea_ns. Everyone, whether citizens of

s j. Westlake,, War, p. fiB. s L. Oppenheim, InL Law, VoL u. p. 105.

s A_tuatv¢, VoL xxx. p. 292.
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the countries about to become belligerents or of neutral states, ought to

know why there is to be a war in order to judge of the conduct of the two
adversaries. We, of course, do not cherish the illusion that the real reasons

for a war will always be given; but the difficulty of definitely stating

reasons, the necessity of advancing those which have no foundation or
are out of proportion to the gravity of war, will naturally have the

effect of attracting the attention of neutral states and of enlightening

public opinion1. '' There was no opposition to the principle of the French
proposal, but difficulties of a constitutional order were raised by the
Delegations of the United States and Cuba; on further consideration,

however, these were seen to be avoided by the form in which the proposition
was introduced 2.

The amendment of General den Beer Poortugael, the Dutch plenipo-

tentiary, was proposed with the object of modifying Article 1 by providing
that hostilities should not commence until the lapse of 24 hours from the

time when an unequivocal declaration of war accompanied by reasons, or
an ultimatum with a conditional declaration of war had been received

by the government of the adversary. This was supported by Colonel

Michelson on behalf of Russia on the ground that if a definite period was
recognised it would enable a state to make ecrtain economies, and to this

extent might be a step towards the reduction of the military burdens of
states which would then not feel the necessity of always keeping their

establishments on a war footing and ready for instant mobilisation: and

furthermore it would provide an opportunity for neutral Powers to employ
their efforts at bringing about a reconciliation. The Dutch amendment

was rejected by 16 to 13, with 5 abstentions. The discussions appear only

to have dealt with the question from the point of view of land warfare.

The position of armies is invariably well-known, but the delay of 24 hours,

by enabling a change in the position of naval forces, the whereabouts of
which are frequently matters of conjecture, might have most important

consequences in the initial stages of belligerent oporations s.

The second Article of the French draf_ provided that "the state of war

must be notified without delay to neutral Powera" The Belgian delegate

proposed to add that the notification might be made even by telegraph,

and should only take effect as regards neutral Powers forty-eight hours
after its receipt. It was felt that this might have been interpreted as

permitting neutrais to act during this period in a way contrary to the

principles of neutrality, and.the amendment was rejecte& The proposal that

notification might be made by telegraph was accepted, and the Committee

added the last sentence of Article 1 to meet the possible case of a neutral
z Reportof M. Renault, ParL Pa_er,, _= No. 4 {1908),p. 1.21; La Dcaz. (7on]_!r.T. a.

pp. 132--8.
• See Parl. Papera,Misc. No. 4 (1908),p. 122; La De_. Confer.T, T.p. 1_; Ellery O.

Stowell,_. cir. p. 55; G. B. Davis, old.¢/t. p./;72 note. s SeeThe _ 8 July, 1907.
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failing to receive notification. The mere absence, therefore, of official

notification will not exonerate a neutral Power from the performance of
its duties if it can be shown that it was actually aware of the existence of

war. It has for many years been the practice of belligerents to issue
notifications to neutrals at the commencement of war; the contracting

Powers now formally accept the obligation to do so. The importance of

notification is apparent both as regards the general principles of neutrality,

and the freedom from capture of belligerent ships ignorant of the outbreak
of war1.

The Convention is a useful contribution to the rules of International

Law. By Article 1 the contracting Parties recognise that they are now under
an obligation _ to each other to issue an absolute or conditional declaration

before the commencement of hostilities, whatever differences of opinion on

this point may previously have existed. But although the contracting
Powers have agreed on a rule that hostilities are not to commence without

previous warning, they have not precluded the possibility of a surprise

attack, for the Conference rejected the Dutch proposal for the very limited

delay of twenty-four hours between the presentation of the declaration
and the outbreak of hostilities. "No forms give security against disloyal
cond uct a/,

The Chinese delegate put two very pertinent questions during the
discussions. He asked for a definition of war, as distinct from "military

expeditions," and he also desired to know what was to happen if a 1
state against which war was declared did not wish to fight: no answer

appears to have been made to these enquiries. The difficulty of dis-

tinguishing between non-belligerent and belligerent action in cases of
reprisals and pacific blockade (" war sub mode ") was not considered by the

Committee'. The practice of states, however/enables definite conclusions

to be drawn with regard to the second point, and a state not wishing

to resist would find itself subjected to all the consequences of a state of

belligerency.
This Convention has been signed by all the states enu-_vaatorr

l'ow,r_ merated in the Final Act except China and Nicaragua, '

1 See 6 H. C. 1907, Art. _ ; Declaration of London, Art. 43.

s The French Delegation in their report to the Minlat_r for Foreign Affsirs enumerate
among "Obligations de loire," Obligation de ne pas commencer/es hostilit_z sans un avertilse-
lW'nt pr_alable e$ non _quivoq_e (Ltv'te J'aune, p.'lll).

s ,, The use of a declaration," says Mr Hall, "does not exclude m_ln'ke, b_t it at least

pro_idee that notice shall be served an infinitesimal space of time before a blow is struck"

(Zm.Z.,m,,p.a84).
4 On the question whether a declaration is necessary before the commencement of reprisals

see a letter from Dr J. Westlako, K.O., in The Time_ o! 21 Dee. 1908, on the ooca_on of

reprisals by Holland against Venezuels. See also Dr "Westlake's War, pp. 267, 24 for
exceptional cases in which he considers the commencement of war still possible without a

p__re,__-g declaration.
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II. Convention concernant les IV. Convention concernant les
Lois et Cout_lmes de la Lois et Coutnmes de la

Guerre sur Terre. Guerre sur Terre.

1899 1907

Sa Majest_ le Roi des Belges; Sa Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'Allemagne,
Majest_ le Roi de DanemArk ; Sa Roi de Prusse ; &c2
Majest_ le Roi d'Espagne, et, en son
nora, Sa Majes_ la Reine-Rdgente du
Royaume ; le Prdsident des ]_tats-Unis
Mexicains ; le President de la Rdpub-
lique Fran_aise ; Sa Majest_ le Roi des
Hell_nes; Son Altesse le Prince de

Montdndgro ; Sa Majestd la Reine des
Pays-Bas; Sa MajestA Impdriale ]e
Schah de Perse ; Sa MajestA le Roi de

Portugal et des Algarves ; Sa Majestd
le Roi de Roumanie; Sa Majest_
l'Empereur de Toutes les Hussies ; Sa
Majest_ le Roi de Siam; Sa Majest_

le Roi de Suede et de Norv_ge, et Sou
Altesse Royale le Prince de Bulgarie_;

Considdrant que, tout en recherchant Considdrant que, tout en rechorchant
les moyens de sauvegarder la paix et les moyens de sauvegarder la' paix et
de prdvenir les conflits arm,s entre les de prdvenir les conflits armds entre les
nations, il importe de se prdoceuper nations, il importe de se pr_occuper

dg&lement du cas oh l'appe] aux armes dgalement du cas oh l'appel aux armes
seraSt amend par des dv_nements que serait amend par des dv_nements clue
leur sollicitude n'aurait pu ddtourner ; leur sollicitude n'aurait pu ddtourner ;

.Anlmds du ddsir de servir encore, Animds du ddsir de servir encore,

clans cette hypoth_se extreme, les clans cette hypoth_se ext_me, les
int_r_t_ de rhumanitd et les exigenoes intdr_ts de l'humanitd et les exigences

toujours progressives de la civilisation; toujours progressives de la ci_li_tion;

I See note I, p. 207. _ See note 2, p. 207.
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II. Convention with respect to IV. Convention concerning the
the Laws and Customs of Laws and Customs of War

War on Land. on Land.
1899 1907

His Majesty the King of the His Majesty the German Emperor,
Belgians ; His Majesty the King of King of Prussia ; &c."
Denmark; His Majesty the lGng of
Spain, and in his name Her Majesty
the Queen-Regent of the Kingdom;
the President of United States of

Mexico; the President of the French
Republic; His Majesty the King of
the Hellenes; His Highness the
Prince of Montenegro; Her Majesty
the Queen of the Netherlands; His
Imperial Majesty the Shah of Persia ;
His Majesty the King of Portugal and
the Algarves ; His Majesty the King
of Roumania, His Majesty the
Emperor of All the Russias; His
Majesty the ging of Siam; His
Majesty the King of Sweden and
Norway, and His Royal Highness the
Prince of Bulgaria _;

Considering that, while seeking Considering that, while seeking
means to preserve peace and prevent means to preserve peace and prevent
armed conflicts between nations, it is armed conflicts between nations, it is

likewise necessary to have regard to likewise necessary to have regard to
cases where an appeal to arms may be cases where an appeal to arms may be

• caused by events which their solicitude caused by events which their solicitude
could not avert ; could not avert ;

Animated also by the desire to Animated also by the desire to
serve, even in this extreme case, the serve, even in this extreme case, the

interests of humanity and the ever iuterests of humanity and the ever-

progressive, needs of civil_7,:tion; progressive needs of civilization; and

l The list of Powers is as given in Parl. Papers, Misa. No. 1 (1899),p. 312. All the
Powersenumeratedin the FinalAct of 1907subsequentlysigned oradhered.

List of Powersas in FinalAct of 1907.
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Estimant qu'il importe, '_ cette fin, Estimant qu'il importe, _ cette fin,
de reviser les lois et coutumes gdn_rales de reviser les lois et coutumes gdngrales
de la guerre, soit dans le but de les de la guerre, soit dans le but de les
d_finir avec plus de pr_clsion, soit afin d4finir avec plus de precision, soit afin
d'y tracer eertaines limites destinies _ d'y tracer eertaines llmites destinies k
en restreindre autant que possible les en restreindre autant que possible les
rigueurs ; rigueurs ;

S'inspirantdecesvuesrecommand_es Ont jugd _#cessaire de comple'ter et
aujourd'hui, comme il y a vingt_cinq de prdciser sur certains points reeuvre
ans, lors de la Confdrenee de Bruxelles de la Premikre Confgre_we de la Paix
de 1874, par une sage et gdn6reuse qui, s'inspirant, _ la suite de let
pr_voyanee; Confdrenve de Bruxelles de 1874, de

Ont, darts cet esprit, adopt_ un ces ide'es recommande'es par une sage et
grand hombre de dispositions qui ont ggndreuse prY_yance a adqptg des
pour objet de ddfinir et de rdgler les dispositions ayant pour objet de d_fmir
usages de la guerre sur terre, et de r_gler les usages de la guerre sur

terre.

Selon les vues des Hautes Parties Selon les vues des Hautes Parties

contractantes, ces dispositions, dent contractantes, ces dispositions, dent
la rddaetion a 6t_ inspir_e par le d6sir la r_daction a _t_ inspir_e par le ddsir
de diminuer les maux de ]a guerre, de diminuer les maux de la guerre,
autant que les ndcessit_s militaires le autant clue les n_cessit_s militaires le

permettent, sent destinies _ servir de permettent, sent destinies _ servir de
r_gle g_n_rale de conduite aux bel- r_gle g6n_rale de eonduite aux bel-
lig_rants, dans leurs rapports entre eux lig_rants, dans leurs rapports entre eux
et avec les populations, et avee les populations.

I1 n'a pas _t_ possible toutefois de I1 n'a pas _t_ possible toutefois de

concerter d_s maintenant des stipula- coneerter d_s maintenant des stipula-
tions s'_tendant _ mutes les circon- tions s'_tendant k routes les circon-

stances qui se pr4sentent dans la stances qui se pr4sentent clans la
pratique, pratique ;

I)'autre part, il ne pouvait entrer . D'autre part, il ne pouvait entrer
dans les intentions des Hautes Parties clans les intentions des Hautes Parties

contractantes que les cas non prdvus contractantes que les cas non pr4vus
fussent, faute de stipulation _crite, fussent, faute de stipulation 6crite,

laiss_es k l'appr_ciation arbitraire de laissdes k l'appr_ciation arbitraire de
eeux qui dirigent les armies, ceux qui dirigent les armdes.

En attendant qu'un Code plus corn- En attendant qu'un Code plus com-

plet des lols de la guerre puisse _tre plet des lois de la guerre pu_sse _tre
Sdie_, les Hautes Parties contrac- ddietd, les Hautes Parties contrac-
tantes jugent opportun de constater tantes jugent opportun de constater

que, dans les cas nob compris dans les que, dans les cas nob compris dana les

\,

\
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Thinking it important, with this Thinking it important, with this
object, to revise the laws and general object, to revise the laws and general
customs of war, either with file view customs of war, either with the view

of defining them more precisely, or of of defining them more precisely, or of
laying down certain limits for the laying down certain limit_ for the
purpose of modifying their severity as purpose of modifying their severity as
far as possible ; far as possible ;

Inspired by these views which are Have deemed it necessar!/to complete
enjoined at the present day, as they and render more precise in certain
were twenty-five years ago at the time particulars the work of the First Peace
of the Brussels Conference in 1874, by Conference, wMvh, following on t]_e
a wise and generous foresight; Brussels Cm_ference of 1874, a12d

Have, in this spirit, adopted a great inspired by the ideas dictated by a
number of provisions, the object of wise and generous forethought, adopted
which is to define and govern the provisions, the object of which is to
usages of war on land. define and goven_ the usages of war

on land.

According to the view of the High According to the views of the High
Contracting Parties, these provisions, Contracting Parties, these provisions,
the wording of which has been in- the wording of which has been in-
spired by the desire to diminish the spired by the desire to diminish the
evils of war, so far as military neces- evils of war, so far as military neces-
sities permit, are intended to serve sities permit, are intended to serve
as general rules of conduct for bel- as general rules of conduct for bel-
ligerents in their relations with each ligerents in their relations with each
other and with populations, other and with populations.

It has not, however, been possible to It has not, however, been possible to
agree forthwith on provisions embrac- agree forthwith on provisions embrac-

ing all the circumstances which occur ing all the circumstances which occur
in practice, in practice ;

On the other hand, it could not be On the other hand, it could not be

intended by the High Contracting intended by the High Contracting
Parties that the cases not provided for Parties that the cases not provided fbr
should, for want of a written provision, should, for want of a written provision,

be lef_ to the arbitrary judgment of be left to the arbitrary judgment of
military Commanders. military Commanders.

Until a more complete code of the Until a more complete code of the
laws of war can be issued, the High laws of war can be issued, the High

Contracting Parties think it expedient Contracting Parties think it expedient
to declare that in cases not included in to declare that in ca_es not included in

H. 14
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dispositions rdglementaires adoptdes dispositions rdglementaires adoptdes
par eUes, les populations et les bel- par eUes, les populations et les bel-
ligdrants restent sous la sauvegarde et ligdrants restent sons ]a sauvegarde et
sons l'empire des principes du droit sons l'empire des principes du droit
des gens, tels qu'ils rdsultent des usages des gens, tels qu'ils rdsultent des usages
dtablis entre nations civilisdes, des lois dtablis entre nations civilisdes, des lois

de l'humanitd et des exigences de la de l'humanitA et des exigences de la
conscience publique ; conscience publique.

Elles ddclarent que c'est darts ce Elles ddclarent que dest darts ce
sens que doivent s'entendre notamment sens que doivent s'entendre notamment
les Articles 1 et 2 du l_glement les Articles 1 et 2 du Rkglement
adoptd; adoptd.

Les Hautes Parties contractantes Les Hautes Parties eontractantes,
ddsirant conelure une Convention _ eet ddsirant conclure une nouvelle Con-

effet ont nommd pour leurs Pldnipoten- vention k eet effet, ont nommd pour
tiaires, savoir : leurs Pldnipotentiaires, savoir :

[Ddnomination des Pldnipotentiaires.] [Ddnomination des Pldnipotentiaires.]

Lesquels, apr_s s'_tre communiqud Lesquels, apr_s avoir d_pos6 huts
leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en pleins pouvoirs, trouvds ell bonne et
bomm et due forme, sont convenus de due forme, sont convenus de ce qui

ee qui suit :-- suit :-

ART. 1. ART. 1.

Les Hautes Parties contractantes (Aueu_ mod,ification.) _
donneront k leurs forces amdes de

terre des instructions qui seront con-
formes au "R_glement concernant les
lois et coutumes de la guerre sur

terre," annexd k la prdsente Conven-
tion.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

Les dispositions contenues dans le Les dispositions contenuesclans le
R_glement visd k l'article 1er ne sont P_glement visd _ l'artiole 1*_ainsi que
obllgatoires que pour les Puissances darts la prgsente Convention ne sont
contraetantes, en cas de guerre entre applicables qu'entre los Puissances
deux ou plusieurs d'entre dies. contractantes, et seu/vm_ s/ /ca be/-

Cos dispositions cesseront d'etre ligdrants soar tous parties (_ la Con-
obligatoires du moment oh, darts une rant/on.
guerre entre des Puissances contrac-
tant_s, une Puissance non-contractante
se joindrait k run des belligdrants.

i IAsez Puiuanees eontractantes pour Hautes Parties eontraetantes.
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the Regulations adopted by them, the Regulations adopted by them,
populations and belligerents remain populations and belligerents remain
under the protection and the rule of under the protection and the rule of
the principles of the law of nations, as the principles of the law of nations, as
they result from the usages established they result from the usages established
between civilized nations, from the laws between civilized nations, from the laws

of humanity, and the requirements of of humanity, and the requirements of
file public conscience ; the public conscience.

They declare that it is in this sense They declare that it is in this sense
especially that Articles 1 and 2 of the especially that Articles 1 and 2 of the
Regulations adopted must be under- Regulations adopted must be under-
stood ; stood.

The High Contracting Parties, The High Contracting Parties,
desiring to conclude a Convention to desiring to conclude a_'esh Convention
this effect, have appointed as their to this effect, have appointed as their
Plenipotentiaries, that is to say : Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

[Names of Plenipotentiaries.] [Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Who, after communication of their Who, after havil_g deposited their
full powers, found in good and due full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed on the following :-- form, have agreedupon the following:-

ARt. 1. ART. 1.

The High Contracting Parties will (No chaT_ge.)_
issue to their armed land forces, in-
structions which shall be in conformity
with the "Regulations respecting the
Laws and Customs of War on Land"

annexed to the present Convention.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

The provisions contained in the The provisions contained in the

Regulations mentioned in Article 1 Regulations referred to in Article 1,
are only binding on the Contracting as well as in the present Convention,
Powers, in ease of war between two or are only binding between Contracting
more of them. Powers, and o_zlyif all the.belligere_ts

These provisions shall cease to be a_'eparties to the Co_ventiom
binding from the time when, in a war
between Contracting Powers, a non-

Contracting Power joins one of the
belligerents.

1 For "High Contracting Parties" read "Contracting Powers."

14--2
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A_T. 3.

La Pattie belliggrante qul violerait
les dispositions du dit R_glement sera

tenue _ indemnite; s'il y a lieu. Elle
sera responsable de tous acres commis
par les personnes faisa:at pattie de sa
force arm(e.

.ART. 4.

La pr(sente Convention d_ment
ratifl(e remplacera, darts les rapports
entre l_s Puissances contractante_, la
Convention du 29 juillet, 1899, con-
cernant les hn's et coutumes de la

guerre sur terre.
La Convention de 1899 reste en

vigueur dams les ra/pports entre les
Puissances qui font signde et qui ne
ratifieraient pas (galement la tn'gse_zte
Convention.

ART. 3. ART. 5.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifi_e La pr_sente Convention sera ratifide
dans le plus bref d_lai possible, aussit6t que possible.

Les ratifications seront ddpos6es h Les ratifications seront d_pos_es

La Haye. I_ Haye.
I1 sera dressd du d_p6t de ehaque

ratification un proc_s-verbal, dont une
copie, certifi_e eonforme, sera remise
par la vole diplomatique k mutes les
Puissances contructantes.

Le t_'emior dgT6t de ratifications
sofa constatd par un proems-verbalsign#

par les reprgsentm_ts des Puissaxzes
qui y prenaen_ part et par le Minlstre
des A ffaires J_trang_res des Pays-Bas.

Les cMp6ts ultgrieurs de ratifications
se feront au moyen dune not_f_,atlon
dorite adressde au Gonveraem_at des

Pays-Bas et accompagnge de ri_txu-
merit de ratiJ_tiou.

_opie certOfge co_forme du proc_s-
_rbal relatif au premier d_pgt de
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ART. 3.

A belligerent party which violates
the proviaions of the said Regulations
shall, if the case demands, be liable to
make compensation. It shall be re-
sponsible for all acts committed by
persons forming part of its armed
forces.

ART. 4.

The present Convention, when duly
ratified, shall replace, as between the
ContractS_g Powers, the Convention of
the 29th July, 1899, respeeting the
Laws and Cnstoms of War on Land.

The Convention of 1899 remains in
force as between the Powers which
signed it, but which do not ratify also
the present Convention.

.ART. 3. ART. 5.

The present Convention shall be The present Convention shall be
ratified as speedily as possible, ratified as soon as possible.

The ratifications shall be deposited The ratifications shall be deposited
at the Hague. at The Hague.

A proc_s-verbal shall be drawn up
recording the receipt of each ratifica-
tion, and a copy, duly certified, shall
be sent through the diplomatic channel,
to an the Contracting Powers.

The first deposit of ratifications
shall be recorded in a Proc_s-verbal

signed by the Retn'esentatives of the
Powers which take part therein and
by the Netherland Minister for
Foreign Affairs.

The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
tions shall be made by means of a
written notification, addressed to the
Netherla_ut Government and accom-

panied by the ,instrument of ratOgcation.
A duly ¢ertifu_d earthy of the Proems-

verbal relating to the first deposit of

o
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ratifwations, des notifications mention-
n(g_ _tgali_ga prdcddent, ainsi que des
instruments de ratification, sera im-

mddiatement ternise par le_ soins du
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par la
vole diplomatique aux Puissances
convi&s _ la Deuxi_me Confgrence de

la Paix, ainsi qu' aux autres Puissances
qui auront adlu_r( _ la Convention.
Dans les cas visgspar _alinOaprdcdden t,
le dit Gouvernsment leur fera connaitre
en mdme temps la date _ laquelle il a

refu/a notification.

ART. 4. _..I_T.6.

Les Puissances non-signataires sont Les Puissances non-sigamtaires sont
admises _ adhdrer _ la prdsente admises k adh_rer h la prdsente Con-
Convention. vention.

Elles auront, _ cet effet, k faire
connaitre leur adhesion aux Puissances

contractantes au moyen d'une notifica-
tion dcrite, adress_e au Gouvernement

des Pays-Bas, et eommuniqu6e par
celui-ci k routes les autres Puissances
contractante.s.

La Puissance qui d_'ire adldrer
notifie par dcrit son intention au

Gouve_'nement des Pays-Bas en lui
transmettant _acte c_adhe'sion, qui sm'a
de'pos( dams les archives &_ dit
Gouvernement.

Ce Gouvernement transmettra im-
ragdiatement _ routes les autres Puis-

sances copie certifide e_nforme de la

notification ai_i que de l'acte d'adhe'-
sion, en indiquant la date _ laquelle il

a regu la notification.

ART, 7.

La prdsente Gonve_tion produira
effet, pour les Puissanwes qui auront
participg au premieq" dgp6t de ratifica-
tions, soixa/nte jours aprhs la date du
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ratifications, of'the notifications men-
tioned in the tn'eceding paraffraph, as
well as of the instrume_tts of ratification,
shall be immediately sent by the Nether-
la_ut Got_ernment through the diplo-
matic channel to the Powers invited

to the Second Peace Conference, as well
as to the other Powers which have ac-
'ceded to the Convention. In the cases

contemplated in the preceding para-
graph, the said Government shall inform
them at the same time of the date on
which it received the _wtificatiot_.

ART. 4. ART. 6.

Non-Signatory Powers are allowed Non-Signatory Powers may accede
to accede to the present Convention. to the present Convention.

For this purpose they must make
their accession known to the Contract-

ing Powers by means of a written
notification addressed to the Nether-

land Government, and by it eommuni-
cared to all the other Contracting

Powers. A Power which desires to accede

notifies its intontim_ in un'iting to the

Net]_rland Government, forwcurding
to it the act of accession, which shall

be deposited in the archi_es of the said
Government.

The said Government shall immedi-

ately forward to all the other Powers a
duly certified copy of the notifu_atimt
as well as of the act o/ accession,
mentioning the date on which it re-
ceived the notification.

ART. 7,

The present Convention shall take
effect, in the case of the Powers which
were parties to the first deposit of
ratifications, sixty days after the date
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proc_s-vorbal de ce d4vSt et, pou_" les
Puissances qul ratifleront ultgrieure-
ment o_ qui adhgreront, soixante jours
apr_s que la notification de leur ratifi-
cation ou de leur adhesion aura (td

refue par le Gou/oernement des Pays-
Bas.

ART. 5. ART. 8.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes S'il an_vait qu'une des Puissances
Parties contra_tantes ddnon_t la contractantes voul_t de'noncer la prd-
pr&ente Convention, eette ddnonciation sente Convention,/a ddnonciation sera
ne produirait ses effets qu'un an apt& _wtifi& par dcrit au Gouvernement des
la notification faite par &rit au Pays-Bas, qui communiquera immd-

Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et corn- diatememt copie cortiflge conforme de la
muniqude imm_diatement par celui-ei notification _ toutes les autres Puis-

routes les autres Puissances contrac- sances en leux faisant savoir la date
tantes, laquelle il ra refue.

Cette ddnonciation ne produira ses La ddnonciation ne produira ses
effets qu'k l'dgard de la Puissance qui effet.s qu'k l'dgard de la Puissance qui
l'aura notifide, l'aura notifide et un an apr_s que la

_wtiflcation en sera parvenue au
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

ART.9.

Un registre tenu par le Minlst_'e

des A ffaires LOtrang#res des Pays-Bas
indiquera la date du dgp6t de ratifica-
tions effectug en vertu de gArticle 5,
alingas 3 et 4, ainsl que la date
laquelle auront gtg refues les notifica-

tions d'adhgsion (Article 6, alinga 2)
ou de ddnondation (Article 8, alinga 1).

Ghaque Puissance contractante eat
admise _ prendz'e connaissance de ce
registre et _ en demander des extraits
c_-tif_ co_formes.

En foide quoi,les Pl_nipotentiaires En foi de quoi les Pldnipotentiaires
ont signd la prdsente Convention et ont rev&u la prdsente Convention de
l'ont revgtue de leurs cachets, leurs s/gnatu_.es.
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of the Proc_s-verbal recording such de-
posit, and, in.the vaseof thePowers which
shall ratifij subsequently or which shall
accede, sixty days after the _wtification
of their ratification or of their a_ion
has been received by the Netherland
Government.

ART. 5. ART. 8.

In the event of one of the High In theeventofoneoftheContraeting

Contracting Parties denouncing the Powers wishing to de_wunce the present
present Convention, such denunciation Convention, the denunciation shall be
would not take effect until a year after _wtifled in writing to the _,Vetherland
the written notification made to the Government, which shall immedlate_
Netherlaald Government, and by it at comraunicate a duly certified copy of

once communicated to all the other the notification to all the other Powers,
Contracting Powers. informing them of the date on which it

was recei_d.

This denunciation shall only affect The denunciation shall only opel_te

the notifying Power. in respect of the notifying Power, a_
only on the ea_ry of o_e year after the
notO_catisn has reached the IVetherla_wl
Government.

ART. 9.

A register kept by the Neth_'land
Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
record the date of the deposit of
ratifications effected in virtue of
Article 5, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
as the date on which the _wtiflcatlons of

• aeration (Article 6, paragraph 2) or

of denunciation (Article 8, paragraph
1) have been received.

Each Contracting Power is entitled
to have avcess to this register and to be
supplied with duly certified extracts
from it.

In faith of which the Plenipoten- In faithwhereofthe Plenipotentiaries
tiaries have signed the present Con- have appended their sign,atures to the
vention and affixed their aeals thereto, present Convention.
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Fait "_La Haye, le 29 juillet, 1899, Fait _ La Haye, /e 18 octobre,
ell un seul exemplaire, qui restera 1907, en un seul exemplaire, qui
ddposd dans les archives du Gouverne- restera ddposd dans les archives du
meat des Pays-Ba.s et dont des copies, Gouvernement des Pays-Ba.s et dont
certifides colfformes, seront ternises par des copies, certifides conformes, seront
la vole diplomatique aux Puissances remises par la voie diplomatique aux
contractantes. Puissances qui eat gig ceavides & la

Deuxi_me Co_oCdre_wede la Paix.

Annexe _, la Convention. Annexe & la Convention.

R_glement concernant les Lois R_glement concernant les Lois
et Coutumes de la Guerre et Coutumes de la Guerre

sur Terre. sur Terre.

Section I. Section I.

Des Bellig6rants. Des Bellig_rants,

Chapitre I. Chapitre L

De la Qua/it_ de Belligdrant. De la Qua/it_ de Bellig_irant.

_LRT. 1. ART. 1.

Les lois, les droits et les devoirs de (A ucune modification.)

la guerre ne s'appliquent pas seulement
l'armde, mais encore aux milices et

aux corps de volontaires rdunlssant les
conditions suivantes :--

1. D'avoir _ leur t_te une personae
responsable pour ses subordonnds ;

2. D'avoir un signe distinetif fixe
et reconnaissable h distance;

3. De porter les armes ouverte-
ment; et

4. De se conformer clans leurs

operations aux lois et coutumes de la
guerre.

Dans les pays oh les milices ou des

corps de volontaires constituent l'armde
ou en font partie, ils sont compris sous
la ddnomination "d'armde."
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Done at the Hague, the 29th July, Done at The Hague, the 18th October,
1899, in a single original, which shall 1907, in a single original, which shall
remain deposited in the archives of the remain deposited in the archives of the
Netherland Government, and of which Netherland Government, and of which
duly certified copies shall be sent, duly certified copies shall be sent,
through the diplomatic channel, to through the diplomatic channel, to
the Contracting Powers. the Powers invited, to the Second

Peace Co_Jerence.

Annex to the Convention. Annex to the Convention.

Regulations respecting the Laws Regulations respecting the Laws
and Customs of War on Land. and Customs of War on Land.

Section I. Section I.

Belligerents. Belligerents.

Chapter I. Chapter I.

The Qualifications of The Qualifications of

Belligerents. Belligerents.

ART. 1. ART. 1.

The laws, rights, and duties of war (Are vhauge.)
apply not only to the army, but also to

militia and corps of volunteers, fulfilling
the following conditions :--

1. That of being commanded by a
person responsible for his subordinates;

'2. That of having a distinctive

emblem fixed and recognizable at a.
distance;

3. That of carrying arms openly;
and

4. That of conducting their opera-
tions in accordance with the laws and

customs of war.

In countries where militia or corps of
volunteers constitute the army, or form
part of it, they axe included under the (Cp. Brussels Draft Dedaxation,
denomination "army." A rt. 9.)
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ARt. 2. ART. 2.

I_ population d'un territoiro non La population d'un territoire non
oceup_ qui, _ rapproche de l'ennemi, occupd qui, _ l'approche de l'emlemi,

prend spontan_ment les urines pour prend spontan_ment les urines pour
combattre les troupes d'invasion sans combattre les troupes d'invasion sans
avoir eu le temps de s'organiser con- avoir eu le temps de s'organiser con-
refinement ,_ l'Ar_icle 1e_, sera con- refinement "_ l'Zrticle 1°r, sera con-
sid6r_e comme bellig_rante si elle sid_r(!e comme bellig_!rante s/elle porte

respecte les lois et coutumes de la les a/rmes ouvertement et si elle respecte
guerre, les lois et coutumes de la guerre.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Les forces armies des Parties (Aucune modiflcatie1_.)
belligdrantes peuvent se composer de
combattants et de non-combattants.

F_l cas de capture par l'ennemi, les
uns et les autres ont droit au traite-

meat des prisonniers de guerre.

Chapitre II. Chapitre II.

Des Prison_iers de Guerre, Des Prisonniers de Guerre.

AR_. 4. 2kRr. 4.

Les prisonniers de guerre sent au (Aucu_e modification.)
pouvoir du (_ouvernement elmemi,
mais non des individus ou des corps
qui les ont captures.

Ils doivent _tre fruit, s avec huma-
nitY.

Tout ce qui leur appartient person-
nellement, excep_ les urines, les
chevaux, et les papiers militaires, reste
leur propridt_.

ART, 5. ART. 5.

Les prisonniers de guerre peuvent Les prisonniers de guerre peuvent
_tre assujettis _ l'internement clans _tre assujettis _ rintemement clans

une ville, forteresse, camp, ou localit_ une ville, forteresse, camp, ou localit_
quelconque, avec obligation de ne pus quelconque, avec obligation de no pas
s'en _loigner au delk de eertaines s'en _loigner au delk de certaines
limites d6termin6es; mais ils no peu- limites d_termin_es; mais ils no

vent _re enferm_s que par me_re de peuvent _tre enferm_s que par mesure
sfire_ indispensable, de sflre_! indispensable, et seulem_
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ART. 2. ART. 2.

The population of a territory which The population of a territory which
has not been occupied who, on the ap- has not been occupied who, on the ap-
proach of the enemy, spontaneouslytake proach of the enemy, spontaneously take
up arms to resist the invading troops up arms to resist the invading troops
without having had time to organize without having had time to organize
themselves inaccordaneewithArticle 1, themselves ill accordance with Article

shall be regarded as belligerents if l, shall be regarded as belligerents (f
they respect the laws and customs of they carrT a_ns openly and if riley
war. respect the laws and customs of war.

(Cp. B. D. Art. 10.)

AR_. 3. ART. 3.

The armed forces of the belligerent (No change.)
parties may consist of combatants and

noncombatants. In ease of capture
by the enemy both have a right to be
treated as prisoners of war. (CT. B. D. Art. 11.)

Chapter II. Chapter II.

Prisoners of War. Prisoners of War.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Prisoners of war are in the power of (/Yo change.)
the hostile Government, but not in

that of the individuals or corps who
captured them.

They must be humanely treated.
All their personal belongings, except

arms, horses, and military l_apers, re-

main their property. (Op. B. D. Art. 23.)

ART. 5. ART. 5.

Prisoners of war may be interned in Prisoners of war may be interned in
a town, tbrtress, camp, or amy other a town, fortress, camp, or any other
locality, and arebound not to go beyond locality, and are bound not to go beyond
certain fixed limits; but they can only certain fixed limits; but they can
be confined as an indispensable measure olfly be confined as an indispensable
of safety, measure of safety, a_zd only while
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pendaT_t la durde des circo_stanc_s qui
ndcess#ent cette mesure.

ART. 6. _ART.6.

L']_tat pout employer, comme L'l_tat pout employer, comme
travail]ours, lea prisonniers de guerre, travailleurs, lea prisonniers de guerre,
solon leur grade et fours aptitudes, solon leur grade et leurs aptitudes,
Cos travaux ne seront pas excessi£s l'exception des o_ciers. Ces travaux
et n'auront aucun rapport avec los ne seront pas excessifs et n'auront
opdrations de la guerre, aucun rapport avec les opdrations de

la guerre.

Les prisonniers peuvent _tre auto- Les prisonniers peuvent _tre auto-
risds A travailler pour le compte ris_s _ travailler pour le compte
d'administrations publiques ou de d'administrations publiques ou de
particuliers, ou pour leur propre particuliers, ou pour leur propre
compte, compte.

Les travaux faits pour l']_tat sent Les travaux faits pour l']_tat sent
pay_s d'apr_s les tarifs en vigueur pour payds d'apr_s los tarifs en vlgueur pour
los militaires de l'arm_e nationale lea militaires de l'armde nationale
exdcutant los m_mes travaux, ex_cutant les memos travaux, ou, s'il

n'e_ existe _pas, d'apr_s un tarlf en
rapport avee lea travaux exdcutda.

Lorsque los travaux ont lieu pour Lorsque los travaux ont lieu pour
le compte d'autres administrations le eompte d'autres administrations
publiquos ou pour des particuliers, lea publiques ou pour des particuliers, lea
conditions en sent r6gldes d'accord conditions en sent r_gl_os d'accord
avec l'autorit_ militaire, avec l'autorit_ militaire.

Le salaire des prisonniers contribuera Le salaire des prisonniers contribuera
,_ adoucir leur position, et le surplus _ adoucir leur position, et le surplus
leur sera compt6 au moment de leur leur sera compt_ au moment de ]our
tib6ration, sauf d_faleation des frais liberation, sauf d_falcation des frais
d'entretien, d'entretien.

ART. 7. ART, 7,

Le Gouvernement au pouvoir duquel (Aucu,e modifications.)
se trouvent los prisonniers de guerre
eat charg6 de leur entretien.

A d_faut d'une entente sp6ciale

entre los belli#rants, les prisonniers
de guerre seront trait_s, .pour la
nourrituro, le couchage et l'habille-
ment, sur le m_me pied que les troupes
du Oouvernement qui les aura captur6s.
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the circumstances which nece_itate the
qnea_ure continue to exist.

(Vp. B. D. Art. 24.)

ART. 6. ART. 6.

The State may utilize the labour of The State may utilize the labour of
prisoners of war according to their prisoners of war, other than officers,
rank and capacities. Their tasks shall according to their rank and capacities.
not be excessive, and shall have Their tasks shall not be excessive and
nothing to do with the operations of shall have nothing to do with the
war. operations of the war.

Prisoners may be authorized to work Prisoners may be authorized to work
for the public service, for private for the public service, ibr private
persons, or on their own account, persons, or on their own account.

Work done for the State shall be Work done for the State shall be

paid for according to the tariffs in paid for according to the tariffs in
force for soldiers of the national army force for soldiers of the national army
employed on similar tasks, employed on similar tasks, or, if there

are no such tari._'s in force, at rates

proportional to the work "executed.
When the work is for other branches When the work is for other branches

of the public service or for private of the public service or for private
persons, the conditions shall be settled persons, the conditions shall be settled
in agreement with the military autho- in agreement with the military autho-
rities, rities.

The earnings of the prisoners shall go The earnings of the prisoners shall go
towards improving their position, and towards improving their position, and
the balance shall be paid them at the the balance shall be paid them at the

time of their release, after deducting time of their release, after deducting
the cost of their maintenance, the cost of their maintenance.

(CT. B. D. Arts. 25, 26.)

ART. 7. ART. 7.

The Government into whose hands (No change.)
prisoners of war have fallen is bound
to maintain them.

Failing a special agreement between
the belligerents, prisoners of war shall
be treated as regards food, quarters,
and clothing, on the same footing as
the troops of the Government which
has captured them. (Cp. B. D. Art. 27.)
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ART. 8. ART. 8.

Les prisonniers de guerre seront (Aucune modiflcatitm.)
soumis aux lois, r_glements et ordres
en vigueur clans l'armde de l']_tat au
pouvoir duquel ils se trouvent.

Tout acre d'insubordination autorise,
'_ leur dgard, les mesures de rigueur
ndcessaires.

Les prisonniers _vadds, qui seraient
reprls avant d'avoir pu rejoindre leur
arm_e ou avant de quitter le territoire
occup_ par l'arm_e qui les aura
captures, sont passibles de peines
disciplinaires.

Les prisonniers qui, apr_s avoir
r_ussi k s'_vader, sont de nouveau faits

prisonniers, ne sont passibles d'aucune
peine pour la fuite ant_rieure.

_,_RT.9. ART. 9.

Chaque prisonnier de guerre est (Aueune mod{fication.)
tenu de d_elarer, s'il est interrog6 _ ee

sujet, ses vdritabies noms et grade et,
dans le cas off il enfreindrait cette

r_gle, il s'exposemit k une restriction
des avantages accord_s aux prisonniers
de guerre de sa ca_gorie.

J__RT. 10. ART. 10.

Les prisonniers de guerre peuvent (A_lcuue modification.)
_tre mis en liber_ sur parole, si les
lois de leur pays les y autorisent, et,
en pareil cas, ils sont oblig6s, sous la
garantie de leur honneur personnel, de
remplir scrupuleusement, tant vis-k-vis
de leur propre Gouvernement que
vis-k-vis de eelui qui les a faits
prisonniers, les engagements qu'ils
auraient contract,s.

Dans le m_me cas, leur propre
Gouvernement est tenu de n'exiger ni
accepter d'eux aucun service eontraire
._ la parole donn_e.
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ART. 8. ART. 8.

Prisoners of war shall be subject to (No change.)
the laws, regulations, and orders in
force in the army of the State into
whose hands they have fallen.

Any act of insubordination warrants
the adoption, as regards them, of such
measures of severity as may be neces-
sary.

Escaped prisoners, recaptured before
they have succeeded in rejoining their
army, or before quitting the territory
occupied by the army that captured
them, are liable to disciplinary punish-
ment_

Prisoners who, after succeeding in
escaping, are again taken prisoners, are
not liable to any punishment for the
previous flight. (Cp. B. D. Art. 28.)

ART. 9. ART. 9.

Every prisoner of war, if questioned, (No change.)
is bound to declare his true name and

rank, and if he disregards this rule, he
is liable to a curtailment of the ad-

vantages accorded to the prisoners of

war of his class. (Cp. B. D. Art. 29.)

ART. 10. _haT. 10.

Prisoners of war may be set at (No change.)
liberty on parole if the laws of their
country authorize it, and, in such a

case, they are bound, on their personal
honour, scrupulously to fulfil, both as
regards their own Government and the
Government by which they were made
prisoners, the engagements they have
contracte&

In such cases, their own Government

is bound not to require of nor to accept
from them any service incompatible
with the parole _vem. (Op. B. 1). Art. 31.)

_. 15
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ART. 11. ART. 11.

Un prisonnier de guerre ne peut (Aucune modification.)
_tre coritraint d'accept_r sa libert_ sur
parole; de m_me le Gouvernement
ennemi n'est pas obligd d'accdder _ la
demande du prisonnier rdclamant sa
raise en libert_ sur parole.

ART. 12. ART. 12.

Tout prisonnier de guerre, libdrd sur (Aucune modification.)
parole et repris portant lea armes
contre le Gouvemement envers lequel
il s'dtait engagd d'honneur, ou contre
les allids de eelui-ci, perd le droit au

traitement des prisonniers de guerre
et peut _tre traduit devant les
tribunaux.

ART. 13. ART. 13.

Les individus qui suivent une armde (A ucune modification.)
sans en faire directement partie, tels

que les correspondants et les reporters
de journaux, les vivandlers, lea four-
nisseurs, qui tombent au pouvoir de
l'ennemi et que celui-ci juge utile de
ddtenir, ont droit au traitement des
pfisonniers de guerre, k condition
qu'ils soient munis d'une ldgitimation
de l'autorit_ militaire de rarmde qu'ils
accompagnaient.

_ART.14. ART. 14.

I1 est constitud, d_s le d_but des I1 est constltud, d_s le ddbut des
hostilitds, dam chacun des _tats bel- hostilitds, darts ehacun des ]_tats bel-

ligdrants et, le cas dchdant, darts les ligdrants, et, le cas dchdan_ dans Ies
pays neutres qui auront reeueilli des pays neutres qui auront recueilli des
belligdrants sur lout territoire, un belligdrants sur leur territoire, un
bureau de renseignements sur les bureauderenseignementssurlespfison-
pfisonniers de guerre. Ce bureau, niers de guerre. Ce bureau, chargd
chargd de rdpondre _ routes les de- de rdpondre _.routes les demandes qui
mandes qui les concernent, re_oit des les eoncement, revolt des divers services

diversservicestom,tents routesles ¢ompdtents routes les indications
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ART. 11. ART. 11.

A prisoner of war cannot be forced (No change.)
to accept his liberty on parole; simi-
larly the hostile Government is not
obliged to assent to the prisoner's

request to be set at liberty on parole. (CT. B. D. Art. 32.)

ART. 12. ART. 12.

Any prisoner of war, who is liberated (No change.)
on parole and recaptured bearing arms
against the Government to which he
had pledged his honour, or against the
allies of that Government, forfeits his

right to be treated as a prisoner of
war, and can be brought before the

Courts. (Cp. B. D. Art. 33.)

ART. 13. ART. 13.

Individuals who follow an army (No change.)
without directly belonging to it, such
as newspaper correspondents and re-
porters, sutlers, contractors, who fall
into the enemy's hands, and whom the
latter thinks fit to detain, have a right
to be treated as prisoners of war,
provided they can produce a certificate
from the military authorities of the
army they were accompanying. (Cp. B. D. Art. 34.)

ART. 14. ART. 14.

A Bureau for information relative A bureau for information relative

to prisoners of war is instituted, on to prisoners of war is instituted on the
the commencement of hostilities, in commencement of hostilities in each

each of the belligerent States and, of the belligerent States, and, should it
should it so happen, in the neutral so happen, in the neutral countries in
countries in whose territory belUgerents whose territory belligerents have been
have been received. The duty of this received. The duty of this bureau is to
Bureau is to answer all inquiries about answer all inquiries about prisoners of
prisoners of war, it is furnished by the war, it is furnished by the various ser-
various services concerned with all the vices concerned with all the information

15--2
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indications ndeessaires pour lui per- relatives aux internements et aux
mettre d'dtablir uno fiche individue|le mutations, aux mlses en libertg sur

pour chaque prisonnier de guerre. I1 parole, aux _hanges, aux d_.n'ons, aux
est tenu au courant des internements entrdes dans los h6pitaux, aux dde_s,

et des mutations, ainsi que des entr_es ainsi quo les autres renseignements
dans les h6pitaux et des ddc_s, ndcessaires pour dtablir et tenlr _ jour

une fiche individuelle pour ehaque
prisonnier de guerre. Le bureau d_vra

porter sur cette fiche le numdro matri-
cule, les nora et ln'dnom, _Sge, le lieu
d'origine, le grade, le corps de troupe,
los bleasures, la date et le lieu de la
capture, de [internement, des blessures
et de la moo't, ainsi que toutea lea
observations particuli_res. Za fiche
individuelle sera remise au Gou_'ne-

ment de gautre belligdrant apr$s la
conclusion de la paix.

Le Bureau de Renseignements est Le bureau de renseignements est

dgalement chargd de recueiUir et de _galement chargd de recueillir et de
centraliser tous los objets d'un usage centraliser tousles objets d'un usage

personnel, valours, lettres, &c., qui personnel, valours, lettres, &c., qui
seront trouvds sur los champs de seront trouv6s sur los champs de
bataille ou ddlaissds par des prisonniers bataille ou d_laiss6s par des prison-
ddcddds dans los hSpitaux et am- niers libdrgs sur parole, _changg_,
bulances, et de les transmettre aux 6vadgs, ou ddeddds dans los hSpitaux
intdressds, et ambulances, et de los transmettre

aux intdressds.

ART. 15. ART. 15.

Los Soeidtds de Secours pour les (Aucune modification.)
prisonniers de guerre, rdguli_rement
constitutes solon la loi de leur pays et

ayant pour objet d'etre les inter-
mddiaires de l'twtion charitable, recev-
font, de la part des belligdrants, pour
elles et pour leurs agents dfiment
accrddit4s, route facilitd, dans los
limites tra_es par los ndcessit_s mili-

taires et los r_gles administratives,
pour acc_mplir eflicacement leur rathe
d'humRnit& Los Ddldguds de cos
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information to enable it to keep an respecting internments and transfers,
individual return for each prisoner of releases on parole, exchanges, escapes,
war. It is kept informed of internments admissions into hospital, deaths, as
and changes, as well as of admissions well as all other information necessary
into hospital and deaths, to enable it to make out amt keep up

to date an individual return for each

prisoner of war. The bureau must
state in this retw_ the regimental
number, _urname and name, age, place
of origin, rank, unit, wound_, date
and place of capture, of internment,
the wounds, and the death, as well as

any observations of a _2ecial character.
The individual return shall be sent to

the Government of the other belligerent
after the conclusion of peace.

It is also the duty of the Informa- It is also the duty of the Informa-
tion Bureau to gather and keep together tion Bureau to gather and keep together
all objects of personal use, valuables, all objects of personal use, valuables,
letters, &c., found on the battlefields letters, &c., found on the battlefields

or left by prisoners who have died in or left by prisoners who have been
hospitals or ambulances, and to forward released on Tarole, or exchanged, or
them to those interested, who have escaTed, or died in hospitals

or ambulances, and to forward them
to those interested.

AgT. 15. ART. 15.

Relief Societies for prisoners of war, (No change.)
regularly constituted in accordance

with the law of their country with "
the object of serving as the inter-
mediaries for charity, shall receive
from the belligerents, for themselves

and their duly accredited agents,
every facility, within the bounds of
military necessities and administrative
regulations, for the effective accom-
plislunent of their humane task.

Delegates of these Societies may be
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soci_t_s pourront _tre admis _ distri-
buer des secours clans les d_pSts
d'internement, ainsi qu'aux lieux
d'dtape des prisonniers repatri_s,
moyennant une permission persounelle
d_livrSe par l'autorit_ militaire, et en
prenant l'engagement par dcrit de se
soumettre h routes les mesures d'ordre

et de police que eeUe-ci prescrirait.

ART. 16. ART. 16.

Les bureaux de renseignements (Aucune modification.)
jouissent de la franchise de por_. Les
lettres, mandats et articles d'argent,
ainsi que les colis postaux destinds
aux prisonniers de guerre ou exp_dids
par eux, seront affranchis de routes
taxes postales, aussi bien dang les pays
d'origine et de destination que dans
leg pays intermddiaires.

Les dons et secours en nature

destines aux prisonniers de guerre
seront admis en franchise de tous

droits d'entr_e et autres, ainsi que des
taxes de transport sur les cheming de
fer exploitAs par l']_tat.

ART. 17. ART. 17.

Les oflicierg prisonniers pourront Les offlciers prisonniers recevront/a
recevoir le compl_ment, s'il y a lieu, solde _ laquelle ant drait les oj_ciers d_
de la solde qui leur egt attribute dans mdme grade du Tays a_ ils sant retenus,
cette situation par les P_glements de _ charge de remboursement par leur
leur pays, h charge de remboursement flouvernement.
par leur flouvemement.

ART. 18. ARV. 18.

Toute latitude est lai_e aux (Aueune uwdiflcation.)
prisonniers de guerre pour l'exercice
de leur religion, y comprig l'assistance
aux offices de leur culte, k la seule
condition de se conformer aux megures

d'ordre et de police prescrites par
l'autori_! militaire.
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admitted to distribute relief at the

places of internment, as also at the
halting places of repatriated prisoners,
if furnished with a personal permit
by the military authorities, and on
giving an engagement in writing to
comply with all regulations for order
and police which the latter may pre-
scribe.

ART. 16. ART. 16.

The Information Bureaux shall have (No change.)
the privilege of free postage. Letters,
money orders, and valuables, as well
as postal parcels destined for the
prisoners of war or dispatched by
them, shall be free of all postal rates,
alike in the countries of origin and
destination, as well as in those they
pass through.

Gifts and relief in kind for prisoners
of war shall be admitted free of all

duties of entry and others, as well as
of payments for carriage by the
Government railways.

ART. 17. ART. 17.

Officers taken prisoners shall receive, Officers taken prisoners shall, receive
in proper cases, the full' pay allowed the samepay as offwers of corresponding
them in this position bytheir country's ran_ in the country where they are
regulations, the amount to be repaid detained; the amount shall be repaid
by their Government. by their Government.

Airy. 18. ART. 18.

Prisoners of war shall enjoy every (No change.)
latitude forthe exercise of their religion,
including attendance at their own

church services, provided only they
comply with the regulations for order
and police issued by the military
authority.
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ART. 19. ART. 19.

Les testaments des prisonniers de (Aucune modification.)

guerro sont re_us ou dresses dans les
m_mes conditions que pour les mili-
taires de l'arm6e nationale.

On suivru dgalement les m_mes
r_gles en ce qui concerne les pi_ces
relatives h la constatation des d6c_s,

ainsi quo pour l'inhumation des prison-
niers de guerre, en tenant compte de
leur grade et de leur rang.

ART. 20. AXT. 20.

Apr6s la conclusion de la paix, le (Aucune modification.)
retmtriement des prisonniers de guerre
s'effectuera dans le plus bref d_lai
possible.

Chapitre III. Chapitre 11I.

Des Malades et des Bless_s. Des Malades et des Bless6s.

.A_RT.21. ART. 21.

Les obligations des bellig_razlts Les obligations des belligerents con-
concernant le service des malades et cernant le service des malades et des

des blessds sont r6gies par la Convention bless6s sont r_gies par la Convention
de Gen6ve du 22 Aofit, 1864, sauf les de Oen_ve.

modifications dont celle_ci pourra _tre
l'objet.

Bection II. Section II.

Des Hostilit6s. Des Hostilit6s.

Chapitre I. Chapitre I.

Des moyens de nuire _ Des Moyens de Nuire

l'Ennemi, des Si_ges et des l'Ennemi, des Si_ges et des
Bombardements. Bombardements.

ART. 22. ART. 22.

Les belli#mnts n'ont pas un droit (Aucune modification.)
illimit_ quant au choix des moyens de
nuire k l'ennemi.
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ART. 19. ART. 19.

The wills of prisoners of war are (No change.)
received or drawn up on the same
conditions as for soldiers of the

national army.
The same rules shall be observed

regarding certificates of death, as well
as for the burial of prisoners of war, due
regard being paid to their grade and
rank.

ART. 20. ART. 20.

After the conclusion of peace, the (No change.)
repatriation of prisoners of war shall
take place as speedily as possible.

Chapter ILL Chapter III.

The Sick and Wounded. The Sick and Wounded.

ART. 21. ART. 21.

The obligations of belligerents with The obligations of belligerents with
regard to the sick and wounded are regard to the sick and wounded are
goveme,1 by the Geneva Convention governed by the Geneva Convention.
of the 29nd August, 1864, subject to
any modifications which may be intro-
duced into it. (Up. B. D. Art. 35.)

Section II. Section II.

Hostilities. Hostilities.

Chapter I. Chapter I.

q-_hemeanR of injuring the Enemy, Whe means of injuring the Enemy,
Sieges and Bombardments. Sieges and Bombardments.

ART. 22. ART. 22.

The right of belligerents to adopt (No change.)
means of injuring the enemy is not
unl_ited. (Op. B. D. Art. 1_.)
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ART. 23. ART. 23.

Outre les prohibitions _tablies par Outre les prohibitions _tablies par
des Conventions spdciales, il est notam- des Conventions sp_eiales, il est notam-
ment interdit :-- ment interdi_-

(a) D'employer du poison ou des (a) D'employer du poison ou des
armes empoisonn_es ; armes empoisonn_es ;

(b) De tuer ou de blesser par (b) De tuer ou de blesser par
trahison des individus appartenant iX trahison des individus appartenant iX
la nation ou iXl'arm_e ennemie; la nation ou _ l'armde ennemie;

(c) De tuer ou de blesser un (c) De tuer ou de blesser un
ennemi qui, ayant mis bas les armes ennemi qui, ayant mis has les armes
ou n'ayant plus les moyens de se ou n'ayant plus les moyens de se
d_fendre, s'est rendu _ discrdtion ; d_fendre, s'est rendu _ diserdtion;

(aT) De d_clarer qu'il ne sera pas (d) De d_clarer qu'il ne sera pas
fair de quarrier ; fait de quarrier;

(e) D'employer des armes, des (e) D'employer des armes, des
projectiles ou des mati_res propres iX projectiles ou des mati_res propres iX
causer des maux superflns; causer des maux supe_us;

(f) ])'user indi_ment du pavi]lon (/) ])'user indfiment du pavilion
parlementaire, du pavillon national parlementaire, du pavillon national
ou des insignes militaires et de l'uni- ou des insignes militaires et de l'uni-
forme de l'ennemi, ainsi que des signes forme de l'ennemi, ainsi que des signes
distinctifs de la Convention de Gen_ve ; distinctifs de la Convention de Gen_ve;

(g) De d_truire ou de saisir des (g) I)e d_truire ou de saisir des
propri_t_s ennemies, saul les cas oll propri_t_s ennemies, sauf les cas oil
ees destructions ou ces saisies seraient ces destructions ou ces saisies seraient

imp_rieusement commandoes par les iml_rieusement commandoes par les
n_cessit_s de la guerre, n_cessit_s de la guerre;

(h) De cldclarer dtei_ts, susTendus
ou non recevables en justice, lea drolts
et actions des nationaux de la Pattie

adverse.

B eat dgalement interdlt _ un
belligdrant de forcer lea nationaux de
la Pattie adverse o)prendre part aux
op_ations de gu_'e dirigges centre
leur pays, mdme clans le cas o_ ils
auraie_t 6td _ son service avant le

commencement de la guerre.
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ART. 23. ART. 23.

Besides the prohibitions provided by Besides the prohibitions provided by
special Conventions, it is especially special Conventions, it is especially
forbidden :-- ibrbidden--

(a) To employ poison or poisoned (a) To employ poison or poisoned
arms ; arms ;

(b) To kill or wound treacherously (b) To kill or wound treacherously
individuals belonging to the hostile individuals belonging to the hostile
nation or army; nation or army;

' (c) To kill or wound an enemy (c) To kill or wound an enemy
who, having laid down arms, or having who, having laid down his arms, or
no longer means of defence, has having no longer means of defence, has
surrendered at discretion ; surrendered at discretion ;

(d) To declare that no quarter will (d) To declare that no quarter will
be given ; be given ;

(e) To employ arms, projectiles, or (e) To employ arms, projectiles, or
material of a nature to cause super- material of a nature to cause super-
fluous injury ; fluous injury ;

(f) To make improper use of a flag (f) To make improper use of a flag
of truce, the national flag, or military of truce, the national flag, or military
ensigns and the enemy's uniform, as ensigns and the enemy's uniform, as
well as the distinctive badges of the well as the distinctive badges of the
Geneva Convention ; Geneva Convention ;

(g) To destroy or seize the enemy's (g) To destroy or seize the enemy's
property, unless such destruction or property, unless such destruction or

seizure be imperatively demanded by seizure be imperatively demanded by
the necessities of war. the necessities of war;

(h) To declare extinguished, sus-
pended, or unenforceablein a court of
law the rights and rights of action of

the nationals of the adverse party.
A belligerent is likewise forbidden to

compel the nationals of the adverse

party to ta]ce part in. the operations of

war directed against their countUi ,
even when they have been in his service
before the commencement of the war.

(Cp. B. D. Art. 13.)
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ART. 24. ART. 24.

Les ruses de guerre et l'emploi des (Aucune modification.)
moyens n_cessaires pour se procurer
des renseignements sur l'ennemi et sur
le terrain sont consid6rds comme licites.

ART. 25. ART. 25.

I1 est interdit d'attaquer ou de I1 est interdit d'attaquer ou de
bombarder des vines, villages, habita- bombarder, par guelque moyen que ce
tions ou b_timents qui ne sont pas so#, des villes, villages, habitations
ddfendus, ou b_timents qui ne sont pas ddfendus.

ART. 26. ART. 26.

Le Commandant des troupes assail- (Aucune modification.)
lantes, avant d'entreprendre le bom-
bardement, et sauf le cas d'attaque
de vive ibrce, devra faire tout ce qui
ddpend de lui pour en avertir les
autorit_!s.

ART. 27. ART. 27.

Darts les si_ges et bombardements, Dans les si_ges et bombardements,
toutes les mesures ndcessaires doiveut routes les mesurcs ndcessaires doivent

&re prises pour dpargner, autant que &re prises pour dpargner, autant que
possible_ les ddifiees consacrds aux possible, les ddifices consacrds aux
cultes, aux arts, aux sciences et _ ]a cultes, aux arts, aux sciences et h la
bienfaisance, les hOpitaux et les lieux bienfaisance, les monuments historiques,
de rassemblement de malades et de les hSpitaux et les lieux de rassemble-

blessds, k condition qu'ils ne soient pas merit de malades et de blesses, k
employ_s en m_me temps k un but condition qu'ils ne soient pas employ_s
militaire, en m_me temps k un but militaire.

Le devoir des assi_g_s est de d_signer Le devoir des assi6g_s est de ddsigner
ces 6difioes ou lieux de rassemblement ces _difices ou lieux de rassemblement

pax des signes visibles Sl_ciaux qui par des signes visibles sp6eiaux qui
seront notifies d'avanee _ l'assi_geant, seront notifids d'avance/_ l'assi_geant.

ART. 28. ART. 28.

I1 est interdit de livrer au pillage (Aucune modifw,ation.)

m_me une ville ou localit_ prise
d'assaut.
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ART. 24. ART. 24.

Ruses of war and the employment (No change.)
of methods necessary to obtain in-
formation about the enemy and the
country, are considered lawful. (Cp. B. D. Art. 14.)

ART. 25. ART. 25

The attack or bombardment of The attack or bombardment, by any

towns, villages, habitations or buildings means whatever, of towns, villages,
which are not defended, is forbidden, habitations, or buildings which are

not defended is forbidden.

(Cp. B. D. Art. 15 ; see also
9//. C. 1907, Art. 1.)

ART. 26. ART, 26.

The Commander of an attacking (No change.)
force, before commencing a bombard-
ment, except in the case of an assault,
should do all he can to warn the

authorities of it. (Cp. B. D. Art. 16.)

ART. 27. ART. 27.

In sieges and bombardments all In sieges and bombardments all
necessarystepsshouldbe taken to spare, necessary steps should be takento spare,
as far as possible, buildings devoted as far as possible, buildings devoted
to religion, art, science and charity, to religion, art, science and charity,
hospitals and places where the sick historic monuments, hospitals and
and wounded are collected, provided places where the sick and wounded are

they are not used at the same time for collected, provided they are not used
military purposes, at the same time for military purposes.

The besieged should indicate these The besieged should indicate these

buildings or places by some special buildings or places by some special
visible signs, which shall previously visible signs, which shall previously
be notified to the assailants, be notified to the assailants.

( Cp. B. D. Art. 17 ; see also
" 9 H. C. 1907, Arts. 3 a_wl 5.)

ART. 28. ART. 28.

The giving up to pillage of a town (No change.)

or place, even when taken by assault, (Cp. B. D. Art. 18 ; see also
is forbidden. 9 H. C. 1907, Art. 7.)
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Chapitre II. Chapitre II.

Des Espions. Des Espions.

ARt. 29. ART. 29.

No pout _tre consid_r_ comme (Aucune modification.)
espion que l'individu qui, agissant
clandostinement ou sous de faux

prdtextes, recueille ou oherche
recueiUir des informations dans la

zone d'op_rations d'un bellig6rant,
avec rintention de los communiquer

la pattie adverse.
Ainsi los militaires non ddguis6s qui

ont pdn6tr_ darts la zone d'opdrations
de l'arm6e ennemie; k l'effet de reeueil-

lit des informations, ne sont pas
considdrds comme espions. De m6me,
ne sont pas considdrds comme espions :
los militaires et los non-militaires,
aceomplissant ouvertement leur mis-
sion, chargds de transmettre des

ddp_ches destindes, soit _ lout propre
arm_e, soit k l'arm_e ennemie. A

cette eat_gorie appartiennent _gale-

merit los individus envoy.ks en ballon
pour transmettre los d_p_ches, et, en
gdn_ral, pour entretenir los communi-
cations entre les diverses parties d'tme
arm_e ou d'un territoire.

ART. 30. ART. 30.

L'empion pris sur ]e fait no pourra (Aucune modification.)
_tre puni sans jugement pr_alable.

ART. 31. ART. 31.

L'espion qui, ayant rejoint l'arm_e (Aucune modification.)
laquelle il appartient, est capturd

plus tard par l'ennemi, est traits!
comme prisonnier de guerre et n'en-
court aucune reponsabili_ pour ses

acres d'espionnage ant_rieurs.
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Chapter IX. Chapter IX.

Spies. Spies.

ART. 29. ART. 29.

An individual can only be considered (No change.)
a spy if, acting clandestinely, or on
false pretences, he obtains, or seeks to
obtain information in the zone of

operations of a belligerent, with the
intention of communicating it to the
hostile party.

Thus, soldiers not in disguise who
have penetrated into the zone of
operations of a hostile army to obtain
information are not considered spies.
Similarly, the following are not con-
sidered spies: soldiers or civilians,
carrying out their mission openly,
charged with the delivery of despatches
destined either for their own army or
for that of the enemy. To this class

belong likewise individuals sent in
balloons to deliver despatches, and
generally to maintain communication
between the various parts of an army

or a territory. (CT. B. D. Arts. 19, 22.)

ART. 30. A_T. 30.

A spy taken in the act cannot be (No change.)
punished without previous trial. (Cp. B. D. Art. 20.)

/_v. 31. AnaT.31.

A spy who, after rejoining the army (No change.)
to which he belongs, is subsequently
captured by the enemy, is treated as
a prisoner of war, and incurs no re-"
sponsibility for his previous acts of

espionage. (G'p. B. D. Art. 21.)
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Chapttre III. Chapitre Ill.
Des Parlementaires. Des Parlementatres.

2_kRT.32. ART. 32.

Est considdrd comme parlementaire (Atwune modification.)
l'individu autorisd par Fun des bel-
lig6rants/_ entrer en pourparlers avee
l'autre et se prdsentant avee le drapeau
blanc. II a droit h l'inviolabilit_ ainsi

que le trompette, clairon ou tambour,
le portexlmpeau et l'interpr_te qui
l'aeeompagneraient.

AR_. 33. APT. 33.

Le chef auquel un parlementaire (Atwune mod_rtcation.)
est expddid n'est pas obligd de ]e
recevoir en routes eirconstanc_s.

I1 peut prendre routes les mesures
ndeessaires afin d'empgeher le parle-
mentaire de profit_r de sa mission
pour se renseigner.

II a le droit, en cas d'abus, de

retenir temporairement le parlemen-
take.

ART. 34. ART, 34.

Le parlementaire perd ses droits (Aucune modification.)
d'inviolabilit_, s'il est prouvd, d'une
mani_re positive et irrdeusable, qu'il a
profitd de sa position privildgide pour
provoquer ou eommettre un aete de
trahison.

Chapitre IV. Chapitre IV.

Des Capitulations. Des Capitulations.

.ART. 35. ART. 35.

Les capitulations arr_tdes entre les (Aucune modO_ztion.)
Parties eontractantes doivent tenir

compte des r_gles de l'honneur mili-
take.

Une lois fixdes, dies doivent _tre

scrupuleusement obser%es par les
deux Parties.
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Chapter III. Chapter _I,

Flags of Truce. Flags of Truce.

.A_RT.32. _ART.32.

A person is consideredas the bearer (No change.)
of a flag of truce who is authorized by
one of the belligerents to enter into
communication with the other, and
whocomes with a white flag. He has
a right to inviolability, as well as the
trumpeter, bugler, or drummer, the
flag-bearer and the interpreter who
may accompany him. (Up. B. D. Art. 43.)

_haT.33. _LRT.33.

The Commander to whom a bearer (No change.)
of a flag of truce is sent is not obliged
to receive him in all circumstances.

He can take all steps necessary to
prevent the bearer taking advantage of
his mission to obtain information.

In case of abuse, he has the right to
detain the bearer temporarily. (Up. B. D. Art. 44.)

ART. 34. ART.34.

The bearer of a flag of truce loses (No change.)
his rights of inviolability if it is proved
in a clear and incontestable manner

ttiat he has taken advantage of his
privileged position to instigate or
commit an act of treachery. (Cp. B. D. Art. 45.)

Chapter IV. Chapter IV.

Capitulations. Capitulations.

ART. 35. ART. 35.

Capitulations agreed on between the (No change.)
Contracting Parties must be in accord-
ante with the rules of military honour.

When once settled, they must be
scrupulously observed by both the

(av.B. D.Art.
n. 16
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Chapitre V. Chapitre V.

De l'Armistice. De l'Armistice.

_h_Rr.36. ART. 36.

L'armistice suspend les opdrations (Aucune modification.)
de guerre par un accord mutuel des
parties belligdrantes. Si la durde n'en
est pas ddterminde, les parties bel-
ligdrantes peuvent reprendre en tout
temps les opdrations, pourvu toutefois
que l'ennemi soit averti en temps
convenu, eonformdment aux conditions
de l'armistice.

_kRT. 37. 2Lar. 37.

L'armistice pout _tre gdndral ou (Aucune modification.)
local. Le premier suspend partout les
opdrations de guerre des ]_tats belli-
gdrante; le second, seulement entre
cerfaines fractions des armdes belligd-
rantes et dans un rayon ddtermind.

ART. 38. ART. 38.

L'armistice dolt _tre notifid oillcielle- (Aucune modification.)

ment et en temps utile aux autoritds
compdtentes et aux troupes. Les
hostilitds sont suspendues immddiate-

ment apr_s la notification ou au terme
fix&

ART. 39. ART. 39.

I1 ddpend des Parties coniwactantes (Aucttne modification.)
de fixer, dans les clauses de l'armistice,

les rapports qui pourraient avoir lieu,
sur le thdgtre de la guerre, avec les
populations et entre elles.

ART. 40. ART. 40.

Toute violation grave de l'armistice, (Aucu_ mod//wat_)
par l'une des Parties, donne _ l'autre
le droit de le ddnoneer et m_me, en
cas d'urgence, de reprendre immddiate-
ment les hostilitds.
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Chapter V. Chapter V.

Armisticea. Armistiees,

._kRT. 36. _ART.36.

An armistice suspends military (.No change.)
operations by mutual agreement be-
twesn the belligerent parties. If its
duration is not fixed, the belligerent
parties can resume operations at any
time, prodded always the enemy is
warned within the time agreed upon,
in accordance with the terms of the

armistiGe. (Cp. B. D. Art. 47.)

ART. 37. ART. 37.

An armistice may be general or (No change.)
local. The first suspends all military
operations of the belligerent States;
the second, only those between certain
fractions of the belligerent armies and
in a fixed radius. (Cp. B. D. Art. 48.)

_ART. 38. _A-_RT.38.

An armistice must be notified (No change.)
officially, and in good time, to the
competent authorities and the troops.
Hostilities are suspended immediately
after the notification, or at a fixed
d_t_ (Cp.B. D..4_. 49.)

ART. 39. ART. 39.

It is for the Contracting Parties to (No change.)
settle, in the clauses of the armistice,
what relations may be had, within
the theatre of war, with the population
and with each other. (Cp. B. D. Art. 50.)

ART. 40. AR_. 40.

Any serious violation of the armistice (_No change.)
by one of the parties gives the other
partythe rightto denounce it,and

even,incaseofurgency,torecommence

hostilitiesat once. (C_.B. D. Art. 51.)
16--2
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ART. 41. ART. 41.

La violation des clauses de l'armis- (Aucune modification.)
tice, par des partiouliers agissant de
leur propre initiative, donne droit
seuloment k r_clamer la punition des
coupables et, s'fl y a lieu, une iudem-
nit_ pour les pertes _prouvdes.

Section III. Section III.

De l'Autorit_ Militalre sur le De l'Autorit_ Militaire sur le
Territoire de l'l_.tat Ennemi. Terrltoire de l'_tat Ennemi.

ART. 42. ART. 42.

Un territ_ire est considdrd comme (Aucune modification.)
occup_ lorsqu'il se trouve plac_ de fait
sous l'autorit_ de l'armde ennemie.

L'occupation ne s'dtend qu'aux
territoires off cette au_orit_ es_ _tablie
eLen mesure de s'exercer.

ART. 43. ART. 43.

L'autorit_ du pouvoir l_gal ayant (Aucune modification.)
pass6 de fait entre les mains de
l'ocoupan¢_ celui-ci prendra toutes les
mesures qui ddpendent de lui en rue
de r_tablir et d'assurer, autant qu'il
est possible, l'ordre et la vie publics en
respectant, sauf emp_chement absolu,
los lois on vigueur dans le pays.

_T. 44. ART. 44.

I1 est interdit de forcer la population I1 est interdit k un beUigdrant de
d'un territoire ocoupd _ prendre part forcer la population d'un _rri_oire

aux opdrat_ons militaires centre son occupd k donner des r_seign_wnts sur
propre pays. _armde de rautre belligdrant ou sur ses

nunden,_de dey'onse.

AuT. 45. A_. 45.

il est interdit de contraindre la (Aucune mod_wation.)
population d'un territoire occupd
prater serment b, la Puissance ennemie.
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ART. 41. ART. 41.

A violation of the terms of the (No change.)
armistice by individuals acting on
their own initiative, only confers the
fight of demanding the punishment
of the offenders, and, if necessary,

indemnity for the losses sustained. (Cp. B. D. Art. 52.)

Section HI. Section HI.

Military Authority over the Military Authority over the
Territory of the Hostile State. Territory of the Hostile State.

ART. 42. ART. 42.

Territory is considered to be occupied (3Jo change.)
when it is actually placed under the

authority of the hostile army.
The occupation applies only to the

territories where such authority is
established, and can be exercised. (Up. B. D. Art. 1.)

ART. 43. ART. 43.

The authority of the legitimate (gVo change.)

power having actually passed into the
hands of the occupant, the latter shall
take all steps in his power to re-estab-
lish and insure, as far as possible,

public order and safety, while respect-
ing, unless absolutely prevented, the
laws in force in the country. (Cp. B. D. Arts. 2, S.)

• ART. 44. ART. 44.

Any compulsion on the population Any compulsion on the population
of occupied territory to take part in of occupied territory to furnish infer-

military operations against its own marion about the army of the other
country is forbidden, bdligerent, or about his means of

defence /s forb/dden.
(C,p. B. 1). Art. $6.)

ART. 45. ART. 45.

Any compulsion on the population (gVo change.)
of occupied territory to take the oath
to the hostile Power is forbidden. (CT. B. D. Art. $7.)
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ART. 46. ART. 46.

L'honneur et les droits de la famille, (Aucune modification.)
la vie des individus et la propfidt_
privde, ainsi que les convictions
religieuses et l'exercice des cultes,
doivent _tre respect_s.

La propridt_ privde ne peut pas _tre
confisqude.

ARt. 47. ART. 47.

Le pillage est formellement interdit. (Aucune modification.)

ART. 48. ART. 48.

Si roccupant prdl_ve, clans le terri- (Aucwne modification.)
toire oecupd, les impSts, droits et
p_ages &ablis au profit de l']_tat, il le
fern, autant que possible, d'aprbs les
r_gles de l'assiette et de la rdpartition
en vigueur, et il en r_sultera pour lui
robligation de pourvoir aux frais de
l'administration du terfitoire occupd
clans la mesure off le Gouvernement

Idgaly dtaittenu.

ARZ. 49. ARZ. 49.

Si, en dehors des imp0ts visds k (Auonne mod_fwat/an.)
rarticleprdcddent,l'occupantprdl_ve

d'autrescontributionsen argentclans

leterritoireoccupd,ce ne pourra_tre
que pourlesbesoinsde rarmdeou de

radministrationde ceterritoire.

ART. 50. ART. 50.

Aucune peine coUecfive, pdcuniaire (Aucune _d_r_cat¢on.)
ou autre, ne pourra _tre ddiet_e contre

les populations _ raison de fairs
individuels dont elles ne pourraient
etre considdrdes eomme solidairement
re_ponsables.
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_ART.46. ART. 46.

Family honour and fights, the lives (No cha_ge.)
of individuals and private property, as

well as religious convictions and liberty
of worship, must be respected.

Private property cannot be confis-

cated. (Op.B. D. Art. a8.)

ART. 47. ART. 47.

Pillage is formally prohibited. (__Tochange.)

(Cp. B. D. Art. 39.)

ART. 48. AR_. 48.

If, in the territory occupied, the (No change.)
occupant collects the taxes, dues, and
tolls imposed for the benefit of the

State, he shall do it, as far as possible,
in accordance with the rules in exist-

ence and the assessment in force, and
in consequence be bound to defray

the expenses of the administration of

the occupied territory on the same
scale as that to which the legitimate
Government was bound. (Cp. B. D. Art. 5.)

_h_aT.49. ART. 49.

If, besides the taxes referred to in (_Vo change.)

the preceding Article, the occupant
levies other money contributions in the
occupied territory, this can only be

for military necessities or the adminis-
tration of such territory. (Up. B. D. Art. 40.)

AR_. 50. ART. 50.

No general penalty, pecuniary or (_o cha_ge.).
o_harwise, can be inflicted on the
population on account of the acts of
individuals for which it cannot be

regaa'ded as collectively responsible. (C_a._. 1). Art_. 40, 41.)
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.A_T. 51. ART. 51.

Aucune contribution ne sofa pewue (Aueun_ mod_tion.)
qu'en vertu d'un ordre _crit et sous la
responsabilit_ d'un g_n_ral-en-chef.

I1 no sera proe_d_, autant que
possible, k cette perception que d'apr_s
les r_gles de l'assiette et de la rdparti-
tion des impSts en vigueur.

Pour route contribution, un regu
sera ddlivrd aux contribuables.

ART. 52. ART. 52.

Des r_quisitions en nature et des Des r&luisitions en nature et des
services ne pourront etre r6elam_s des services ne pourront etre r_clam6s des
communes ou des habitants, que pour communes ou des habitants, que pour
les besoins de l'arm_e d'occupation, les besoins de l'arm_e d'oecupation.
Ils seront en rapport avec les res- Ils seront en rapport avee les res-
sources du pays et de telle nature sources du pays et de teUe nature
qu'ils n'impliquent pas pour les qu'ils n'impliquent pas pour les

populations l'obligation de prendre populations l'obligation de prendre
part aux ol_rations de la guerre part aux op6rations de la guerre
contre leur pattie, contre leur pattie.

Ces r&luisitions et ces services ne Ces r&luisitions et ees services no
seront r&lam_s qu'avee l'autorisation seront r_elam_s qu'avec l'autorisation
du commandant dans la loealit_ du commandant dans la localit_

oceup_e, oeeul_e.
Les prestations en nature seront, Los prestations en nature seront,

autant que possible, payees au eomp- autant que possible, payees au comp-
tant; sinon, elles seront constat_es par taut ; slnon, elles seront eonstat_es
des re_us, par des re_us, et/_ paiement des somme_

dues _ra effectu6 leplust_t pos_ble.

ARt. 53. ART. 53.

L'armde qui occupe un territoire ae L'armde qui occupe un territoire ne
pourm saisir que le numdraire, les pourra saisir que le num6raire, les
fonds et les valeurs exigibles apparte- fonds et les valours exlgibles apparte-
nAnt en propre _ l']_tat, les d_p6ts nant en propre _ l']_tat, les d_p6ts

d_armes, moyens de transport, magi- d'armes, moyens de transport, maga-

)_ins et approvisionnements et, ell sins et approvisiomaementset, en
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A_T. 51. ART. 51.

No contribution shall be collected (No change.)
except under a written order and on
the responsibility of a Commander-in-
chief.

This levy shall only take place, as
far as possible, in accordance with the
rules in existence and the assessment
in force for taxes.

For every contribution a receipt

shall be given to the payer. (Up. B. D. Art. 41.)

A_T. 52. _ART.52.

Neither requisitions in kind nor Neither requisitions in kind nor
services can be demanded from com- services can be demanded from com-

munes or inhabitants except for the munes or inhabitants except for the
necessities of the army of occupation, necessities of the army of occupation.
They must be in proportion to the They must be in proportion to the
resources of the country, and of such resources of the country, and of such
a nature as not to imply for the popu- a nature as not to imply for the popu-
lation any obligation to take part lation any obligation to take part
in military operations against their in military operations against their
country, country.

These requisitions and services These requisitions and services
shall only be demanded on the shall only be demanded on the
authority of the Commander in the authority of the Commander in the

locality occupied, locality occupied.
Supplies in kind shall, as far as Supplies in kind shall as far as

possible, be paid for in ready money ; possible be paid for in ready money ;

if not, their receipt shall be acknow- if not, their receipt shall be acknow-
ledge& ledged and the payment of the amount

due shall be made as soon as possible.
(Cp. B. D. Art. 42.)

ART. 53. ART. 53.

An army of occupation can only An army of occupation can only
take pos_Bssion of the cash, funds and take possession of cash, funds and
re_li_ble securities which are strictly realizable securities which are strictly
the property of the State, dep6ts of the property of the State, depSts of
arms, meana of ta-ansport, steres and arms, means of transport_ stores and
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gdndral, route propridtA mobili_re de gdndral, route propridt(! mobili_re de
l']_mt de nature _ servir aux opdrations l'_tat de nature k servir aux opdrations
de la guerre, de la guerre.

Le matAriel des chemins de fer, les Tous lea m_ens affectds sur terre,

tAl_gmphes de terre, les tAl_phones, les swr met et dans les airs _ la trans-
bateaux/_ vapeur et autres navires, en mission des nouvelles, au tra_wport des

dehors des cas rdgis par la loi maritime, versonnes ou des choses, en dehors des
de m_me que les d_pSts d'armes et en cas rdgis par le droit maritime, les
g_n_ral toute esp_e de munitions de d6p6ts d'armes et, en g_n_ral, route
guerre, m_me appartenant /_ des esp_ce de munitions de guerre, peuvent
soci_t_s ou _ des personnes privdes, _tre saisis, mSme s'ils appartiennent
sent _gulement des moyens de nature des personnes privdes, mais devront

servir aux opdrutions de la guerre, _tre restituds et les indemnit_s seront
mais devront _tre restituds, et les rdgl6es _ la paix.

indemnit_s seront r6gl_es _ la pa£x.

/kaE. 54. A_r. 54.

Le matAriel des ehemins de fer I, es cables sous-marins reliant un

provenant d']_tats neutres, qu'il appar- terrltoire occupd _ un terrltoire neutre
tienne k ces ]_tats ou k des socidt_s ne seront sa_'s ou d#truits que dams le

ou personnes privSes, leur serurenvoy6 cas d'wae ngcessitg absolue. Ils devront
aussit_t clue possible, ggalement gtre restitugs et lea indemni2gs

seront rggle_ c_la Talx.

AgE. 55. AgE. 55.

L']_tat occupant ne se consid6rem (Aucune modification.)
que commeadministrateur et usufruitier

des ddifices publics, immeubles, forSts
et exploitations agricoles appartenant
k l']_tat ennemi et se trouvant d_n_ le

pays occult. I1 devra sauvegarder le
fends de ces propri_t_s et les adminis-
trer conform_ment aux r_gles de
l'usufruit.

ART. 56. ARE. 56.

biens des communes, ceux des (Aucune mod/flcation.)
_tabllssements consacr_s aux eultes,
la charit_ et _ rinstruction, aux arts

et aux sciences, m_me appartenant
l']_tat, seront trait_s comme la pro-

p_ _v_.
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supplies, and, generally, all movable supplies, and, generally, all movable
property of the State which may be property of the State which may be
used for operations of war. used for operations of war.

Railway plant, land telegraphs, All appliances, whether an lamt, at
telephones, steamers, and other ships, sea, or in th_ air, adaptsd for the
apart fromcasesgovernedbymaritime transmissian of news or for the
law, as well as dep6ts of arms and, transport of persons or goods apart
generally, all kinds of war material, from eases governed by maritime law,
even though belonging to companies depSts of arms, and, generally, all
or to private persons, are likewise kinds of war material may be seized,
means of a nature to be used in the even though belonging to private per-

operations of war, but they must be sons, but they must be restored and
restored and indemnities for them indemnities for them reguJated at the

regulated at the peace, peace.
(Cp. B. D. Art. 6.)

ART. 54. A_T. 54.

Railway material coming from neu- Submarine cables connecting a terr. i-
tral States, whether the property of tory occupied with a neutral territory
those States, or of companies, or of shall not be seized or destroyed except
private persons, shall be sent back to in the case of absolute necessity. They

them as soon as possible, also must be restored and indemnities
(CT. B. D. Art. 6.) ,for them regulated at the peace.

ART. 55. ART. 55.

The occupying State shall regard (No change.)
itself only as administrator and usu-

fruetuary of the public buildings,
immovable property, forests and agri-
cultural undertakings belonging to the
hostile State, and situated in the oc-

cupied country. It must protect the
capital of these properties, and ad-

minister it according to the rules of

usufruet_ (0_. B. D. Art. 7.)

ART. 56, ART. 56.

The property of the communes, that (zYo change.)
ofinstitutionsdedicatedtoreligiouswor-
ship,charity, education, art and science,
even when belonging to the State,
_hal_ be treated as private property.
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Toute saisio, destruction ou d_gra-
dation intentionnelle de semblables

dtablissements, de monuments histori-

ques, d'oeuvres d'art et de science, est
interdit et doit _tre poursuivie.

Seotion IV.

Des Bellig6rants Intern6s et des

Bless6s Sotgn6s chez les
Neutres.

ART. 57.

L']_tat neutre qui revolt sur son
territoire des troupes appartenant aux
amens' bellig_rantes, les internera,
autant que possible, loin du th_tre de
la guerre.

I1 pourra les garder dans des camps,
et m_me les enfermer dans des forte-

resses ou clans des lleux appropri_s
cet effet.

I1 d&idera si les ofliciers pouvent
_tre ]aiss_s fibres en prenant l'engage-
ment sur parole de ne pas quitter
le territoire neutre sans autorisation.

ART. 58.

,a. ddfaut de convention sp_ciale,
l']_tat neutre fournira aux internals les

vivres, les habillements et les secours
command6s par l'huma_it_.

Bonification sera faite, _ la paix, des
frais occasionn_s par rinternement.
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All seizure of, and destruction, or
intentional damage done to such in-
stitutions, historical monuments, works

of art or science, is forbidden, and

should be made the subject of legal
proceedings. (Cp. B. D. Art. 8.)

Seotion IV.

The Internment of Belligerents
and the Care of the Wounded
in Neutral Countries.

A_T. 57. (Trancf_rradto 5tt. C. 1907, Art. 11.) _

A neutral State which receives in

its territory troops belonging to the
belligerent armies shall intern them,
as far as possible, at a distance from
the theatre of war.

It can keep them in camps, and
even confine them in fortresses or

places assigned for this purpose.
It shall decide whether officers may

be left at liberty on giving their parole
not to leave the neutral territory
without permission.

(op. B. D. Art. 53.)

ART. 58. (Tran.?]'erred to 5 H. U. 1907, Ar_. 12.)_

In the absence of a special Conven-
tion, the neutral State shall supply the
interned with the food, clothing, and
relief which the dictates of humanity
prescribe.

At the conclusion of peace, the

expenses caused by the internment
shall be made good.

(cp. B. D. Ar_.54.)
i S_pa, t, p. 284.
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.4.RT. 59.

L']_tat neutre pourra autoriser le
passage sur son territoire des blessds
ou malades appartenant aux armies
beUigdrantes, sons la rgserve que les
trains qui les am_noront ne trans-
porteront nJ personnel ni materiel de
guerre. En pareil cas, l']_tat neutre
est tenu de prendre les mesures de
sttret_ et de contr61e ndcessaires _ cet
effet.

Les blessds ou malades amends dans
ces conditions sur lo territoire neutre

par un des belligdrants, et qui appar-
tiendraient _ la partie adverse, devront

&re gardds par l']_tat neutre, de
mani_re qu'ils no puissent de nouveau
prendre part aux opdrations de la
guerre. Celui-ci aura les m_mes
devoirs quant aux bless& ou malades
de l'autre armde qui hi seraient
confi&.

ART. 60.

La Convention de Gen_ve s'applique
aux maladeset aux blessdsinternals

sur territoire neutre.
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ART. 59. (Trwnsferred to 5 H. C. 1907, Art. I4,)'

A neutral State may authorize
the passage over its territory of
wounded or sickbelongingto the

belligerent armies, on condition that
the trains bringing them shall carry
neither personnel nor material of war.
In such a case, the neutral State is

bound to adopt such measures of safety
and control as may be necessary for
the purpose.

Wounded and sick brought under
theseconditionsintoneutralterritory

by oneofthebelligerents,and belong-

ing to the adverseparty,must be

guardedby theneutralState,soasto

insure their not taldng part again in
the operations of war. The same
duty shall devolve on the neutral
State with regard to wounded or sick
of the other army who may be com-
mitted to its care.

(cp. B. D. A_t._s.)

_T. 60, (TranSferred to 5H. G. 1907,Art. 15.) I

The Geneva Conven_on applies to
the sick and wounded _utemed in

neutral territory.
(C_. B. D. Art. 56.)

1 See,post,p. 285.
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CONVENTION 1_O. 4. CONCERNING THE LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF

WAR ON LAND 1.

The rules for the conduct of hostilities on land are still in many
cases to be sought for in historical treatises, the writings

Codification
of laws of publicists, and from "unwritten custom and tradition;

r_aung to but within the last forty years, attempts of two 15nds haveland warfare.
been made to deal with the topic in a more authoritative

mannerS. '' National manuals have been compiled for the use of officers

and armies in the field, and international Conventions have produced

something like a Code of law which is almost universally accepted.

The starting-point for the codification of the rules of war on land
is the "Instructions for the government of armies of the United States in
the field" drawnup by Dr Francis Lieber and revised by a Board of officers

of the United States Army at the instance of President Lincoln and

issued from the office of the Adjutant-General to the army as General

Order, Nc_ 100, of 1863 s. It was "a deed of great moment in the history

of international law and of civilisation," and although Dr IAeber's
expectation that it would be adopted as a "basis for similar works by

the English, French and Germans 4" was not fully realised, its influence

I Parl.|Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 24-26, 100-112 ; La Deux. Confer. T. L pp. 85-7,
96-110 ; Livre Jaune, pp. 75-7 ; Weissbuch, No. 527 (1907), pp. 6-7 ; J. B. Atlay, Legitima_

modem of warfare, Journal of She 8oc. of Covtp. Legislation, New Series, No. xnL p. 10 ; Sir
T. Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 51 ; G. B. Davis, The amelioration of the rules of war on land, Am.
Jouru. of Int. Law, VoL Ix. p. 63 ; Idem, Elements of International Law, pp. 578-584 ; T.E.

Holland, The laws and customs of war on land (1904) ; Idem, The laws of war on land (1908) ;
Idem, Studies in international law, Nos. 2, B and 4 ; F. W. Holls, The Peace Conference, etc.

Chapters m. and xv. ; E. L_monon, La seconde Conference de la Paiz, pp. 841-881;
A. Merignhac, Le_ _ et coutumes de la guerre sur terre ; Idem, Les theories du grand _-m_or

allemand sur les lois de la gacrre eontinentale, Per. g_n. de Dr. inter. Vol. xrv. p. 197;
L. Oppenheim, Inter. Law, Vol. ix. §§ 67, 97, 108-172 (with bibliography) ; A. Pillet, Le*
acguelles de la guerre ; J. Westlake, War, pp. 60--119, 268-270 ; Les lais de la guerrc

continentale (publication de la section hietorique du grand _tat-major allemand, 1902) tradu/te_
et annot_es par Paul Carpentier (1904).

s T. E. Holland, The laws of war on land, p. 1. Professor Holland's work contA!-a a

lucid and concise exposition of the Articles in the Convention and Regulations dealt with
in this Section. I have therefore confined my observations to the nh_mges made in 1907.

a See G.B. Davis, Doctor Franei6 Lieber's Instructions, Am. Jouru. of Int. Law, VoL L
p. I8. The full text of the instructions will be found in Vol. rL of The I_tu_ of ¢he Law

of l_ationa, by J. r.or/mer, pp. 305-886,q G. B. Davis, Elemen_ of International Law,
Appendix A ; J. B. Scott, Texts of the Peace Conferences, p. 8_0.

4 ,, Doctor Lieber's rules were also adopted by the German government with a view to

regulating the conduct of its armies in the field during the war of 1870," G. B. Davis, Am.
Journ. of lnt. Law, p. 22.
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is to be seen in the attempts which ultimately were successful in 1899
in producing a Code acceptable to nearly all the members of the family
of nstion_

The horror at the treatment to which prisoners of war had in some cases
vae Srum_ been subjected during the American Civil War, had led to the
aratt_- formation in France, in 1872, of a society for the amelioration
t_a_. of the condition of prisoners of war. In 1874 this society
invited the Powers of Europe to send two delegates to a Conference to be
held at Paris to endeavour to carry out their objects. Meantime the Tsar,
Alexander l-I, proposed a Conference to consider the wider and more
general question of the conduct of war. The first meeting of the Con-
ference was held on the 27th July, 1874, at Brussels, and was attended by
delegates of Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece,
Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, Spain, Switzerland and Sweden. The
Portuguese and Turkish delegates attended the later meetings of the
Conference, but did not arrive in time to take part in the earlier meetings.

The Russian P_en/potentiary, Baron Jomlnl, was elected President.
With the circular addressed to the Powers by the Tsar was enclosed a
draf_ project for the. consideration of the Conference, and this was taken
as a basis. Dr Bluntschli, one of the German delegates, filled the post of
Chairma_u of the Committee on Codification, and in preparing the t_nal
dra_, considerable use was made of Dr Lieber's "Instructions s:' The

Conference terminated its labours on the 27th August, 1874, and the
delegates signed the Proje_ de D&l_ra_ion merely as a record of the pro-
ceedings and without pledging their Governmentss. The Declaration was
never ratified. Many causes have been assigned for this failure; among '

The Frenah Government issued in 1877 a Manuel de Droit [nteenatlonal _ l'u=age des
o.Blcieva de l'ar_e de Teere; Russia issued a similar set of instructions in 1877 ; the

Netherlands in 1871 issued a Manual prepared by General den Beer PoortugaeL At a
Go=_grecs held at Madrid in 1892, representatives of Spain,Portugal and the Latin American

states prepared :egulzd_ons for their armies; Spain in 189_ adopted a M,LnUalbased on this
dll_t. The British Maro_ of Mi_itaey Law,-isaue_ in 1888, oontained a Ohapter on "The

_mtoms of war '_ prepared by Lord Thring. (F. I)espagnet, Cou_ de Droit Ina.rnatio_l
Pabl/¢, p. 546 ; Sir H. Maine, Int. Law, Lootures vn. and vm. ; A. Merlgnh_ LeJ Io/s e_

eo_ar_ d_/a 9uerre eur _errs, p. 9_; T.E. Holland, The/aws of war on/and, p. 72.)
t See l_h p. 278, for translation of the Brusmds draft Deolaration.

= G. B, Davis, Am. 3ou_ o/Int. Lo_, Vol. t. p. 22.

I For text, see Par/. JPal_r_ , 1876, T._m. [o. 1120] ; and for other information as to the

Confellmoe, Pe_/. Paper, 1874, LxxvL [o. 1010], 1876 [o. 1129, 1186]; T. E. Holland, Studies
in InO_aatioaal Lmo, pp. 59-95 ; J. Lorimer, Institate_ of the Lato of Nagio_, Vol. n. pp.

887.-4_; J. Weatlske, CJ_t_vs on I_l Law, Chap. xl. ; Sir H. M_i,o, Int. Law,
_,%,_.Vm-XL; Holtundorfl,_80, and(fo_historyOfattempt_at ooditication),_ 70-8;
Bluntacldi, pp. 808, _29 _ =_q.
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others, the British Government declined to accept the Declaration on the

ground that the Articles contained many innovations, while Germany saw in
some of its rules, a condemnation of her recent practices in the conduct of
the Franco-German war. The Conference was held too soon after this

war "which probably never had a rival in the violence of the passions
which it excitedU' The sections on the occupation of belligerent territory,

and the definition of combatants (especially Articles 9 and 10), were fought

most keenly, the contest being chiefly between the great military Powers
and the smaller ones. Though never forming part of international law,
the Declaration has nevertheless had considerable influence, which is

reflected in many of the Manuals prepared for the use of armies in the

field. But what is even more important, it formed the basis of the

"Regulations concerning the laws and customs of war on land" adopted
as the annex to the Second Convention of the Hague Conference 1899 _.

The Circular of Count Mouravieff of llth January, 1899, enumerated

TheHague among the subjects for consideration by the Conference
_ "the Declaration concerning the laws and customs of war

_" elaborated in 1874 by the Conference of Brussels, which has

remained unratified to the present day." The Brussels Declaration was

considered by the Second Sub-Commission of the Second Commission

under the presidency of M. de Martens and after a prolonged examination

and considerable protests, especially on the part of some of the smaller

states, particularly as regards Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the Declaration, the
Convention concerning the laws and customs of war on land was agreed t_
M. de Martens' appeal to the Committee at the meeting on the 6th June,

1899, was a masterly summary of the reasons for the acceptance by the
Powers of a set of rules for land warfare. He said that if their attempt

was again to be unsuccessful the result would be fatal and disastrous in
the highest degree to the whole of their work, for belligerent governments

and their Generals would say, "Twice, in 1874 and 1899, two great In-
ternational Conferences composed of the most competent and eminent men
in the civilised world in this matter have met. They have not been able to

determine the laws and customs of war. They have separated, leaving

in absolute vagueness all these questions. These eminent men, in dis-

cussing these questions of occupation and the rights and duties over

invaded territories, have found no solution but to leave everything

1 Sir H. Maine,I_. Law, p. 128.
TheInstitut deDroitInternationalat itsmeetingat Oxtordin 1880prepareda Manual

ofthe lsws of war, a Spa,_sh ,_lition of whiohwas _loptcd by the Arsentine ]_qmblioin
1881forits army(T. E. Holland,The lawsof waron fatal,p. 7_. . _ :
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vague and within the domain of the law of nations. How shall we, the
Commanders-in-Chief of armies, we who are in the midst of action, find

time to settle these disputes when they have been unable to do so in time
of peace, when a profound calm reigned in the whole world, and when

Governments had met to lay the solid foundation for a common life of

peace and concord." At the meeting on the 10th June, Sir John Ardagh on
behalf of Great Britain said that in order to avoid a fruitless result of the

Conference, it was better to accept the Declaration as a general basis for

the instruction of the troops in the laws and customs of war without any

express engagement to accept all the Articles which were accepted by the

majority. M. de Martens said, "In order to clearly express what is, in the

view of the Russian Government, the object of this Conference in this
matter, I cannot find a better illustration than that of a ' Mutual Insurance

Society against the abuse of force in time of war.' Well, gentlemen, one
is free to participate or not in a Society, but for its existence Statutes are

necessary. In such Insurance Societies as those against fire, hail, or other

calamities the Statutes which anticipate such disasters do not legalise

them, but state existing dangers. So it is that in founding by common
agreement the ' Society against the abuse of force in time of war' with

the object of safeguarding the interests of populations against the greatest

disasters, we do not legalise the disasters : we only state them. It is not
against the necessities of war, it is solely against the abuse of force that

we wish to provide a guaranteel."

These expla-ations appear to provide a sufficient reason for the unique
character of the Conventions beth of 1899 and 1907. Unlil_e

Th, Con- the others, this Convention does not embody the rules ofvtnt_ons.

war to be observed by the belligerents, but a detached

R_g/emen_ contains rules "suitable for communication, disencumbered of

alien matter, to troops and others, who have no concern with the mechan-

ism of diplomacy_2 '
The object of the Convention is set forth in the preamble, namely "to

revise the laws and general customs of war, either with the view of

de_nlng them more precisely, or of laying down certain limits for the
puri_e of modifying their severity as far as possible." The wording of

these provisions was "inspired by the desire to diminish the evils of war

so far as military necessities permit" and the Regulations "are intended to
_erve as general rules of conduct for belligerents in their relations with

each other a_d with populations." The/h_g/_ment is admittedly incomplete,

• . • -.. 1 ParL Pap_, _aaa No. 1 (1899), pp. 56-8.
S T, E. _;Io]_ad, The.._$ of war on land, p. 5.

17--2
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and the "high contracting Parties think it right to declare that in cases

not included in the regulations adopted by them, populations and belli-
gerents remain under the protection and the rule of the principles of

the law of nations, as they result from the usages established between
civilised nations, from the laws of humanity, and the requirements of

the public conscience." It is in this sense, especially, that Articles 1 and 2

of the Rhgl_, over which so much controversy took place, are to be
understood. By the Convention (Art. 1) the Parties agree to issue to their
armed land forces instructions which shall be in conformity with the

"Regulations respecting the laws and customs of war on land" annexed

to the Convention x. The Regulations are therefore to form the basis of

the instructions to be issued to the troops, but it was open to doubt

whether they had the same literal binding force as if they had been
embodied in a Convention, though the Convention binds the signatory
Powers to an essential observance of all these rules _.

The Convention of 1899 contained five Articles, that of 1907 contains

nine. The change in Article 3 (1907) is important, a sanction('th,_,,_,'es in
the conven- is now provided for the Regulations. "A belligerent party
uon ta xgoT. which violates the previsions of the said Regulations shall, if

the case demands, be liable to pay compensation. It shall be responsible

for all acts committed by persons forming part of its armed forces." This

would appear to determine the obligatory character of the Regulations.
This proposition was introduced by the German delegate, but as originally

presented it made a distinction between the populations of belligerent states
and neutral persons which appeared to be to the advantage of the latter a,

but the Conference recognised that in both cases there was a breach of

law and that consequently reparation should as a rule be the same. It
will be noticed that it is the government, and not the individual wrong-

doer from whom reparation is to be demanded. The German draf_
fixed the time and mode of the settlement ; in the case of violations of the

laws of war as against a belligerent the settlement of the question was to

I T. E. Holland, op. ¢/t., Appendix L gives a list of countries whioh have published Regu.
lations for their armies : they include Great Britain (Handbook of the laws and _ qf

war on /and prepared by Professor Holland in 1904), Franoe and Italy. For Rmmian

and Japanese Rules of Warfare see A. S. Hershey, I_*rna_ao,[ low and dil_ZOmaCy of th_

tiuaso-Japanc, se War, Chapter x.
See on this subject, F. Despagnet,' Dr_ Int_mzt_, § 510; T. E. Holland_ oln. e_.

p. 6; L. Oppenhcim,Ira. Law, VoL n. p. 7'/ (note 2); E. h. Whittuck, Imemacio_
document, p. xviii. ; J. Westlake, War, p. 57.

a For original German proposal see Parl. Paper_, _ No. 4 (1908), p. 10E ; La Deuz.

Confer. T. I. p. 103. The German mih'tary delegate er21zined that t]_e dtgdnotion drawn had
reference only to the settlement of the mode of payment of iv&mn_itie_
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be postponed until the conclusion of the war, but in the case of injuries

to a neutral, the necessary measures were to be taken to assure the
promptest reparation compatible with military necessities 1.

The other changes in the Convention are in reference to the arrange-
ments for accession and denunciation, and are in accordance with the

scheme adopted in most of the other Conventions.
The Second Committee of the Conference of 1907 was entrusted with

the subjects comprised in the second paragraph of theChangein
the _ Russian programme; the amelioration of the existing laws and
tions in 1907.

usages of war as embodied in the Convention of the First

Conference, together with additions relating thereto, such as questions
relating to the commencement of war, rights of neutrals on land etc., and
the Declarations of 1899. The work was allotted to two Sub-Committees:

the first presided over by M. Beernaert (Belgium) took into consideration

the Convention concerning the laws and usages of war of 1899 and the
Declarations of 1899; the Reporter was Baron yon Gieslingen (Austria-

Hungary). The Report was presented to the Fourth Plenary Meeting of
the Conference on the 17th August, 1907, when the amendments now to be

referred to were adopted with certain reservations which will be mentioned

subsequently. As Baron yon Gieslingen states in his Report, the revision of
the Convention and Regulations was not undertaken with a view of re-casting

them but only in order to make amendments in points of detail, and the
alterations make no very material changes in the work of the Conference

of 1899. It was only at the last moment that amendments were forth-
coming; when the Sub-Committee commenced its labours there were

none before it. Questions affecting the position of neutral persons were
transferred to the Second Sub-Committee, and Articles 57 to 60 (99)

now form Articles 11, 12, 14 and 15 of the new Convention (1_o. 5) with

regard to neutrals in land warfare.

ARTmL]Z 2. The amendment in this Article relating to levies en

masse requires that in addition to respecting the laws and usages of war

such persons as have not had time to organise themselves in accordance

with Article 1 "must carry arms openly." This amendment was inserted

on the preposition of the German delegate. This was carried in Committee
by 80 to 8, with 2 abstentions.

ARTICLE 5 relates to the internment of prisoners. There is a difference

between internment and con6_ement s; the latter is the more rigorous, and

1 L_e Jaune t p. '77 ; E, J_monon, La second.e Conference & Za Paiz, p. 881.

• See G. B. Davis, Am. Jouea. of _ Law, ¥ol. n. p. 68; T. E. Holland,Laws of war
oa kmd,p. 21.
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the Cuban amendment which was adopted unanimously I now provides
that this closer form of detention of prisoners can only be continued so

long as the circumstances which necessitate the measure continue to
exist.

ARTICLE6. There are two slight changes in this Article. The first
proposed by the Spanish delegate exempts officers who are prisoners of

war from being compelled to work. The second proposed by the Japanese
delegate provided for cases where the laws of states make no provision for

payment to prisoners of war, and says that where no schedule of rates of

payment exists, the remuneration shall be proportionate to the work done.
ARTICL_ 14. Articles 14-20 (99) were additions to the Brussels

Declaration and made provision for a Bureau for information relative to

prisoners of war, and gave relief societies for prisoners facilities to carry
out their objects. Certain defects in the working of these Bureaux which

both Russia and Japan had established during the war were considered,

and especially in the case of Article 142. The Japanese and Cuban

delegates proposed the amendments which were adopted, and which

require additional details to be kept regal_ling prisoners of war, including
those who have been released on parole, or exchanged or who have
escal_ad.

ARTICLE 17. The alteration in this Article was also the result of a

Japanese proposal slightly modified in Committee a. Article 17 (99)

provided that officers who were prisoners might receive, in proper cases,
the full pay allowed them while in this position by the regulations of their

own country, the amount to be repaid by their Government. There

appear to have been doubts as to the actual meaning of this Article and

some Governments, e.g. the United States, make no provision for.such a

case 4. The orig_al Japanese drat_ left the matter in a very equivocal
condition and the Sub-Committee, having referred to the corresp(mding

Article in the Geneva Convention of 1906 as regards the pay of the p_r_onnd

of the Medical Service in the enemy's hands (Chapter _ Art. 13) z,

1 In La Den=. Gonfir. T. x. p. 97 ; PaR. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 101. E. L_tmonon,
op. dr. p. 849, states tha_ the United States Delegation voted Bgainst the alteration.

s For te_ cf Imperial Japanese Or_i_.Lm_ relating to the Bureau o! information see

A. S. Hershey, International law and diplomacy, e_. p. 289 ; see _dso S. Takahs_hi, _'nt_¢o
z_tiomd law applied to the Russo.Japa_e War, pp. 94-146.

s The original Japanese proposal was as follows : ', Lo Gouvernement aooordera, slil y s
lieu, aux oflieiers prisonniers entre ses mains une solde eonvensblel it el_'ge de rembouree-

merit pax leur Gouverneme_t." Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 101 ; La Deuz. _7onf_.
T. L p. 98.

• _t. B. De,vie, Am. Jouv_ Glint. Lalo, Vol. n. p. 69.
See sujpra, p. 25.
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proposed the Article in the form in which it now stands, so that officers
taken prisoner receive the pay allowed to officers of the same rank of the

country whose prisoners they are, the amount to be repaid by their
Government.

A_TICLE 23 (paragraph h). This addition to Article 23 of the Regu-

lations of 1899 which contains a list of seven acts a belligerent is forbidden

to perform was made on the proposition of the German delegate. The

meaning to be attributed to this clause is open to doubt. At the
meeting of the Comitd de rddaction of the First Sub-Committee of the
Second Committee on the 3rd July the President asked for further

information with reference to the proposal. Herr G_ippert, the German

delegate, explained that the proposal was intended not to confine the

inviolability of enemy property to corporeal property and that it had in
view the whole domain of obligations by prohibiting all legislative measures

which, in time of war, would place the subject of an enemy state in a posi-

tion of being unable to prosecute the execution of a contract before the

courts of the adverse party. On the 13th July, in the Fir_ Sub-Committee,
General Yermolow (Russian) proposed to introduce an amendment to the

German proposition allowing in certain cases during the war the seizure of

debts or documents (de saisir des crdances ou des _itres) belonging to the
enemy _vhich might assist in the continuance of the hostilities. This

proposal was not accepted, and the text as it now stands was adopted. In
the Report of Baton yon Gieslingen to the Fourth Plenary Meeting of the

Conference he states that "this addition [i.e. paragraph h] was considered

to define in felicitous terms one of the consequences of the principles
admitted in 18991. '' The introduction to the German Weissbuvh states

that by this paragraph "the principle of the inviolability in the depart.

ment of justice is recognise& According to the legislation of some states

the consequences of war are that the claims of states or their subjects
against the nationals of the enemy are extinguished or suspended or

• _imi_sible in a Court of Law. Such provisions axe henceforth by Article
23 (h) declared to be invalidS. ''

_' ': General Davis in discussing the meaning of this paragraph states that
%lie purport of the w_aole Convention was to impose reasonable and whole-

_ome resta4ctfions _apon the aut_hority of commanding generals and their "

lmboMinates in the theatre of beUigerent activity. "It is more than probable

that this humane and commendable purpose would fail of accomplishment

if a military commander conceived it to be within his authority to suspend

I Parl. Papers,Misc.He. 4 (1907),p. 104; La Dcux. Gonfdr.T. z.p. 101.
2 Wd_#bueh,p. 7.
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or nullify their operation, or to regard their application in cert_n cases as
a matter falling within his administrative discretion. Especially is this

true where a military ot_cer refuses to receive well grounded complaints, or
declines to receive demands for redress, in respect to the acts or conduct of

the troops under his command, from persons subject to the jurisdiction of
the enemy who find themselves, for the time being, in the territory which
he holds in military occupation. To provide against such a contingency it

was deemed wise to add an appropriate declaratory clause to the prohibition
of Article 231. ''

Professor Holland in commenting on this new prohibition remarks that

"if this clause is intended only for the guidance of an invading commander

it needs careful re-drafting: if, as would rather appear, it is of general
application, besides being quite out of place where it stands, it is so

revolutionary of the doctrine which denies to an enemy any persona

standi in judicio that although it is included in the ratification of the
Convention by the United States on March 10, 1908, and the signature of

the same on June 29, 1908, by Great Britain, it can hardly, till its pelicy
has been seriously discussed, be treated as rule of international lawS.''

In his introductory chapter to "The Laws of War on Land" Professor

Holland cites this paragraph as an instance of the inconvenience of inter-

mixing rules relating to the duties of belligerent Governments at home

with those intended to serve for the guidance of armies in the field; he

adds that the clause seems to require the-signatory Powers to legislate
for the abolition of an enemy's disability to sustain a persona standl in

jud/do8.
In favour of the view propounded by General Davis it may be Pointed

out that the instruction is one addressed to commanders of armies in the

field, and therefore such a prohibition has only reference to their pro-
coedings in an enemy country. Article 32 of Dr Lieber's "Instructions for

the government of the armies of the United States" provides that "a

vict_rions army, by the martial power inherent in the same, may suspend,
change or abolish, as far as the martial power extends, the reh_tions which

arise from the services due, according to the exiting laws of the invaded
country, from one citizen, subject or native of the same to another." The
object of this prevision was to enable .the Federal Generals to set .aside

slavery in the Confederate territory occupied, and the Article .of the

l Am. Jo_rn. of Int. Lato,_VoLrr.p. 70; _Jo El_ent_ of I_Lal.nation_Low (1908),p._/8.
The Report in The Time._of file lit Aug. 1907 is as follows, "The Oommitteesdopt_
unAnlmouslywithout a vote a German proposal imposing upon bell/gerentsthe duty to
respecteontr_usl obligationsin an enemy'soountry."

s Tl_ lawmof voaToa la_d, p. 44. s Op.cir. p. _.
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"Instructions" attributed to them a power which was not theirs by the

general rules of law. The paragraph under consideration would have the

effect of negativing the view contained in the Article of the "Instruc-
tions," but it appears to do more than this. Dr Lieber's Article refers to

"relations...from one citizen, subject or native of the same to another" ;

Article 23 (h) of the present Convention refers to the "rights...of the
adverse party,"

If the view taken by the German Weissbuch be correct, and so far as I
have been able to ascertain from the official records of the proceedings at

the Conference it was the only view expressed during the discussions,

Article 23 (h) constitutes a reversal of a rule of the English and American

Common Law that contracts entered into by British subjects and subjects

of the belligerent states, before the outbreak of war, become extinguished
or suspended according to their nature 1; in England it has been stated by

writers of great authority that statutes of limitation run during a war as
against enemies, though the contrary has been decided in the United States _.

According to the strict wording of this paragraph some states may read

it either with the restrictive meaning attached to it by General Davis,

others with the more extended meaning given by the German W_issbuch a
if the latter view is taken by Great Britain legislation will probably be

required to give it effect.

ARTICLE 23 (2nd paragraph) and ARTmLE 44. The alterations in
these two Articles both have relation to the limits of compulsion which an

invader may apply to the inhabitants of the invaded territory. They are
dealt with together in the Report of Baron yon Gieslingen.

The second paragraph of Article 23 is based on a proposal introduced I

by the German delegate. Originally it was intended to form a new
Article between 22 and 23, and to take the place of Article 44; it is

throughout the discussion referred to as 22 a. As introduced by Germany
the proposal was as follows : "A belligerent is also forbidden to compel the

• "W.E. Hall, Int. Law, p. 89_; T. J. Lawrence,Int. Law, § 165; H. Taylor,Int. Law,
§ 465; J. Wcetlake, War, p. 44; Wheaten,Int. Law, § 805; J. B. Scott, Leading Ca_e_in
Int. La_o,pp. d98--554. L. Oppenhaim,Int. Law, VoLn. § 101, eonsiders,the rules of the
EngliahandAnfexioanCourtsaremerelyrulesof municipallaw andnot of internationallaw,
and that such a rule of internationallaw as that prohibitingpeacefulinterooursebetween
subjeetaof the belligerentstates doesnot exist, and neverhas existed, buthe appearsto be
almost alone in this_pinion_.laxaongB_itishwriters. See F. Dcepagnet,Droit inter, p. 681,
who states the rule of non-intereourseas one generallyadmitted.

s See anthorities cited by J. Westlske, W_r, p. 49.
I M. Fauehi_llAappearsto understandthe paragraphin the lattersense(Bonfils-Fanehille,

_¢ immuu/o_ @the&),S10_).
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subjects (ressortissants) 1 of the enemy to take part in the operations of
war directed against their own country (contre leur propre pays) even

in cases where they are in the service of the other belligerent before the

commencement of the war." The Austro-Hungarian delegate moved to
insert the words "as combatants" after the words "take part." The

Austrian amendment was opposed by the French, Belgian and Swiss

roreeagulaee, delegates as legalising the employment of guides taken from
the population of the invaded country. The Austro-Hun-

garian and Russian delegates supported this amendment on the ground
that frequently in mountainous countries, maps were practically valueless,

and local guides were essential to an invading army. The Austrian

amendment was rejected by 11 to 2, and the German proposal accepted

with a slight verbal alteration. The Committee decided to suppress
Article 44 (99) and in its place to insert a Dutch proposal moved by

General den Beer Poortugael as 44 a_ This proposal was as follows : "It is
forbidden to compel the inhabitants (population) of an occupied territory to

give information (&laircissements) about their own army or the means of

defence of their country."

The German proposal for Article 22a was a development of the
principle accepted in 1899, as regards the forced partidpation of the

inhabitants of an occupied territory in military operations against their

own country, by extending to all persons therein (ressortissants) the pro-

hibition in which the Regulation did not expressly give them the benefit.
It even extended it to foreign subjects who might have been in the service

of the other belligerent before the commencement of the war. It was on
account of the general application of the Article that the German delegate

proposed its insertion in the 2nd section of the Regulations, relating to the
means of injuring the enemy. The German pmt_)sal had an extensive

character ; the Austrian had a quite different meaning, as it permitted the

compulsion of the inhabitants to render assistance of every kind short of

fighting, and especially the employment of forced guides, and the giving
of military information. The Austro-Hungarian delegate desired to draw
a clear distinction between "operations of war" in which the inhabitants

of the enemy state could not be compelled to take part, and " military

services" which it was sought in exceptional cases to be able to impose
on them z.

At the meeting of the Sab-C_mmlttee on the 24th July Baron wn

a Thewordre_ort_sa_ appearsto havea wider'meaning:Lhau_bjee_, and to includeall
overwhoma state claims to ezeruisejurlsdictionaither;byvirtueof alte_auce or domlaile.

J ParL Papers, Miso.No. 4 {1908),p. 102; La Deux. Cartier.T. _. p. 95,
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Gieslingenpresentedhis reporton the foregoing,and the President
(M.Beernaert)summarisedthepositionwhichhadbeenreached.Baron
yonGieslingendefendedwithconsiderablevehemenoetheAustrianamend-
ment beforementioned.GeneralYermolow(Russia)againsupportedthe
Austrianview. "The servicesof theinhabitants,"he said,"areoften

indispensableto the army in the form ofroad mending,forcamps,
hospitaltrains,etc.Such servicesarealreadyauthorisedby Article52
whichprovidesthattheymay be requiredfromtheinhabitantsforthe
needsofthearmy. Consequentlyifthe German proposalisaccepted
withoutthe additionof theAustro-Hungarianamendment,therewill
be a contradictiontoArticle52 and thewholequestionwillbe brought
intoambiguity,obscurityand confusionEitherma_ntsLuthe existing
rulesor acceptArticle22 a withtheAustro-Hungarianamendment."

GeneraldenBeerPoortugael(Holland)supportedtherecommendation
oftheCommittee,andurgedthatit_ immoraltoauthorisethepractice

ofexactingtheserviceofguides.GeneralAmourel(Fr_nco)spokeinthe
same sense,supportingthe Ger_nanand Dutch proposals,becausetheir
objectswere to definitelyforbid(deoonsam'_"l'interdiction)the use of

forcedguides.ColonelBorel(Switzerland)alsosupportedtheGerman-
Dutch proposal.

M. Beernaert(Belgium)witha view to combinethe two proposals
moved the following:"To replaceArticle44 (orwhateverbe the
numberassignedtoit)andArticle44a proposedbytheDutchdelegateby
thefollowing:'It isforbiddento forcetheinhabitants(hab/ta_)ofan
occupiedterritory_totakepartpersonallyeitherdirectlyorindirectly,collec-
tivelyor individuallyinmilitaryoperationsagainsttheircountryand to
demandfromthemiaformationinviewofsuchoperationsl.'"The advantages
claimedforthiswere thatthe word hob/rantswas leasequivocalthan

populations,and tl_atthewords"directlyor indirectly,collectivelyor
individually"l_tnodoubtastothemeaningof"militaryoperations."The
Ruesiau delegate proposed to leave.Article 44 (99) intact, and to place the
German proposition 22 a without the Austrian amendment in a chapter by
itself headed "Des ressortissants d'ua bdtlgdraat da_s le t_eritoire de Ia Pattie

adverse."BaronyonGieslingenstillmaintainedhispoint,but professed
hiswillingnesstoaccepttheRussian.amendmentifhisown failedtobe
carried.The Belgiancompromisewasfinallycarriedby thesmallmajority
of3 (18for,15 against),hutthiswas notsufficientand oncemore the
subjectwassenttotheGom/_ de r&_e2gonwhichfinallydecidedtoretain
theseparatepropositions22a and 44a withthetwofollowingchangesof
"contre leRr pays" instead of "contre leur _opr¢ pays" in Article 22 a,

I E. IAmonon, op. dr. p. 861.
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and the substitution of the words/as hab/tant_ for/a population in Article
44 a. M. Beernaert pointed out that the Russian amendment avoided the
question of the employment of guides and forced information without

•providing a solution either way. General den Beer Poortugael then made
an eloquent appeal in support of the proposed alteration He pleaded
that the greatest respect should be shown to the inhabitants of occupied
districts, a principle on which Wellington had acted, and which inspired
the proclamation of the glng of Prussia issued at Saarbrllcken in 1870.
War was between states and not between individuals, the peaceful in-
habitants must not be compelled to take part in it. The German
proposition 22 a was carried as was also the Dutch 44 a, the latter by 23
to 9 with 1 abstention.

The Report came before the Conference at its Fourth Plenary Meeting
on the 17th August, 1908, when Article 22 a was accepted u_anlmously,
but when Article 44a was reached Baron Marsohall (Germany) ex-
plained that he was unable to accept it on the ground that it was
impossible to specify particular instances of acts already prohibited by
Article 22 a [i.e. Article 23, par. 2 of the present Regulations]. In
endeavouring to do this there was a risk either of unduly limiting the
freedom of military action, or of producing an interpretation which
according to the maxim "qui dicit de uno, negat _e altro" would allow all
acts being considered lawful which were not expressly forbidden 1.

In signing the Convention, Germany, Austria-Hungary, Japan, Mon-
tenegro and Russia made reservations on the subject of this.

_,Tatioaa Article. In the introduction to the German Weissbuch the_ Artiale _.

non-acceptance of Article 44 by Germany is explained as
being due to the fact that it selects in an undesirable manner single
instances from the cases to which the principles contained in Article 28,
par. 2, are applicable _.

All the Powers, except China, Spain and Nicaragua, have signed this
Convention and the signatory Powers in accepting these two amendments
have registered a distinct advance in ameliorating the conditions of the
inhabitants of invaded districts. As a result of these two Articles such

persons cannot be compelled to take part in "operations of war." This
expression is unsatisfactorily vague, but from the discussions there can be
no doubt that it was understood to include the employment of the enemy's
subjects as guides; and Article 44 forbids a belligerent to force the inhabit-
ants of "occupied" territory to fam_h information about the army of the

I Park Paper, Misc. No. 4 (1906), p. _4 ; Za Deux. _aafdr. T. L p. 86.

s See Wei_buch,p.7.
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other belligerent, or about its means of defence, thus specifying in detail

certain of the prohibitions expressed in more general terms in Article 23.

Article 44 (99) was ambiguous, and the employment of guides was
by many authorities deemed not to be prohibited. The German General

Staff treated their employment as permissible; Professor Holland also
considered that their employment was not rendered unlawful by it: the

Japanese resorted to this practice in their war against China 1. Professor
Holland considers that the question is still doubtful, but Article 44 of the
new Convention is much more definite than the old Article, and the

amendment moved by the Austrian delegate, and supported by the
Russian, was with the express object of legalising the employment of forced

guides which these delegates dearly thought was forbidden _. The new para-

graph to Article 23 makes use of the phrase "operations of war" which

may be taken to cover a wider range than "military operations." The
same expression is used in Article 52, to which reference was made by the

Russian delegate, and it is therein provided that the services permitted

to be demanded from localities or inhabitants can only be required for

the needs of the army of occupation, and must be of such a nature as not

to imply any obligation on the population to take part in "operations of
war" against their country.

Under Article 2 of the Convention, the Regulations only apply as

between the Contracting Powers, and then only ff all the belligerents are
parties to the Convention_ Germany, Austria, Japan, Montenegro and

Russia have expressly refused to accept Article 44, but if the view above
expressediscorrectthey axe allnow by virtueof theiracceptanceof the

otherArticlesbound forthefuturetorefrainfrom forcinginhabitantsof

an invadedenemy territorytoactas guidestotheirarmies.
In another direction,Article23, par.2,also makes an important

alterationby prodding thatthe subjectsof a statein the serviceof the

otherbelligerentbeforethe outbreakof war cannotbe compelledto take

partin operstionsofwar directedagainsttheirown countrya.
ARTIC_Z 25. The additiontothis Articleof the words "by any

1 Bee J. Westlake, War, p. 91 ; T. E. Holland, The latvs amt cultom_ of war on land

(1904), p. 84 ; L. Oppeaheim, Int, Law, VoL u. p. 175.
"Par Particle 44 notamme_ _ne des pratiquel let p|ttsodie_eJ de la guerre, _emploi des

_ides forces et la ¢ontrainte e_er¢_ s_r _ populations eu_a]_es powr en olrtenir dee renseigne.
mo_ milit¢,iro, a _t_ solen_Reme_ tntcrdite." Oleport of Frenoh Delegation, Li_re Jaune,

p. lo7.)
s I dedre to soknowledgemy indebtednessto the work of M. L&nonon alreadycited;

ihe account of the disoussions on this lubjeot are extremely valuable (see pp. 8_-364).

See also Part. Papers, Misa No. 4, (1908), pp. 24, 10'2; _ Dee=. Conf,. T. L pp. 86, 99-101 |

Livre ,Yaune, p. 76; Wei_bucb, p. 7,
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means whatever" was understood to cover the case of bombardment of

undefended towns by projectiles from balloons. The first Declaration

of 1899 against the discharge of projectiles and explosives from balloons,
a Declaration which was not limited to undefended places, was renewed in

1907, but it has not been accepted by many of the great military Powers 1.

The words "by any means whatever" were introduced on the proposition

of the French delegate, in order to make clear the illegality of employing
such a method of attack against an undefended town. These words take

the place of a much more lengthy proposal introduced by the Russian and
Italian delegates. The prohibition is therefore of unlimited duration,

whereas the Declaration lasts only until the termination of the next Con-

ference, unless it is renewed by it.
ARTICLE 27. With a view of bringing the recommendation of the

Second Committee into harmony with those of the Third Committee

relating to naval bombardments 9 the Greek delegate suggested the in-
clusion of "historical monuments" in the list of building_ which are to

be spared, as far as possible, in bombardments. This was nnanlmously

accepted.
ARTICLE52. M. Tcharkyow (Russia) proposed to complete this Article

by a provision that commanders should be authorised to settle as soon as

possible during the continuance of hostilities the receipts given for requi-
sition. The wordingof the addition was settled by the Comi_ de r_dcw_ion,

leaving the time and mode of payment indefinite (_ plus t_t possib_).

ARTICLE 53, par. 2. This paragraph which deals with the property
which an army of occupation may appropriate is based on a proposal made ..

by the Austro-Hungarian delegate. His proposition was to add to the

paragraph referring to the means of transport the words "sur _erre, sur

met et dans les aira" The Gomit$ de r&/zwt/on proposed a new tmragraph

enumerating various modes of transport, but the Committee thought it
advisable not to make a specific enumeration owing to the dangers
of incompleteness. A general formula which did not lend itself to

any ambiguity was thought preferable, and this was adopted. The

military delegate of Japan raised the question of the appropriateness of
including means of transport by sea in regulations for land warfare,
but the Committee considered it advisable to retain the words "sur met"

as the right of maritime capture was applicable in land warfare in the case

of ships seized in a port by a body of troops, especially as regaxds those

destined for river navigation.

ARTICI_E 54. This Article was originally proposed by the Dgnlsh

d_egate as a third paragraph to Axticle 53. It now takes the place of

l see _ost, p. 49L s SeeConventionNo. 9, Art.5, post, p. 848.. "
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Article 54 (99) which relat_l to neutral railway plant, and which is
transferred to the 5th Convention, where it stands, with certain alterations,
as Article 191.

The subject of submarine cables was introduced at the Conference of
1899, when the Danish delegate proposed to add after the

Submarine words "t_l_graphes de terre" the words "y compris les illsCables.

d'atterrissage _tablis dans les limites du territoire maritime de
l'l_tat." This was objected to by the British delegate as involving the
discussion of matters relating to maritime warfare, which were outside the
scope of Articles dealing .exclusively with land warfare. The Article then
under discussion (which subsequently became Article 53 (99)) was drafted
so as to include "ckbles d'atterrissage." In a Memorandum from the War
Office to the Foreign Ot_ice of 19th July, 1899, on this subject, it was stated
that "Lord Lansdowne does not consider that their exclusion [i.e. the
exclusion of the words ' c_bles d'atterrissage '] affects military interests in
any way, as the dominant military Power on land would, under any
circumstances, have adequate control over the landing places of cables in
an occupied territory, whether the words were inserted or not ; and he is
further of opinion that if submarine cables are dealt with internationally
as a whole, the particular case of the ' c£bles d'atterrissage' should be
considered whenever that subject may come under discussion." The words

were subsequently excluded from the Article 2.
The question was again raised in 1907 by the Danish delegate, and the

proposal was accepted with the omission of the words "ou ennemi" after
"occult." Submarine cables which connect an occupied territory with a
neutral are not to be seized or destroyed except in case of absolute
necessity. They must be restored and the compensation to he paid for
them is to be arranged for on the conclusion of peace. This is the only
international agreement affecting submarine cables in time of war. The
Institut de Droit International devoted considerable attention to the

subject, and at the meeting at Brussels in 1902 adopted five resolutions
for the treatment of cables by belligerents s. There appears to be a general

x See post;, p. 286.
2 Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1899), pp. 88, 178.
s Annuaire, VoL xxx. p. 331. 1. A submarine cable connecting neutral territories is

inviolable. 2. A cable connecting the territories of the two belligerents or two parts of the
territory of one of the belligerents may be cut anywhere except in tezTitorial waters or the
neutralised waters of a neutral. 8. A cable eonneoting the territories of a neutral may in no
case be out in neutral waters, and only in the high seas if there is an effective blockade,
subject to the duty of its balng re-established within the shortest possible time. A cable can
always be cut within enemy territory or territorial waters. 4. A neutral state must only
allow the transmission of despatches which clearly do not lend assistance to one of the
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agreement that cables connecting neutral territory are inviolable, that

cables connecting enemy territory may be cut anywhere except in neutral
waters, and that under this Article, in ease of necessity, cables connecting

an occupied enemy territory may be cut within such territory. The fore-

going rules were adopted by the United States Naval Code of 1900, which
was withdrawn in 1904. The International Convention for the protection

of submarine cables of 1884 expressly stat_s that its provisions in no way
limit the liberty of actions of belligerents (Art. 15) x.

The changes made in the Regulations will be seen to be on the whole
slight. The most important, namely, the additions to Article 23 and the

alteration in Article 44, are open to different constructions, and the non-

acceptance of the latter by several important military Powers prevents it
from ranking as a rule of universal international law. The alterations in

the other Articles are on points of detail, or are legitimate deductions from
admitted principles. The changes are all in the direction of ameliorating

the conditions of land warfare, and strengthening the termB of the "Policy

of Insurance against the abuse of force in time of war."

All the states present at the Conference have signed the Convention

except China, Spain and Nicaragua, and the only reservations
mg=atory of importance made are those already referred to in connec-Powe_rs.

tion with Article 23, par. 2. Turkey made a reservation as

regards Article 3.

belligerents. 6. In applying the above rules, no di_erenoe is to be made between eablse

owned by the state and private individuals, nor between cables which are enemy and neutral
property.

a De Martens,2¢ouveauRecueil Ggndra2(2ndseries),Vol. xL p. 281; 48and49 Vie., c. 49.
For a furtherdiscussionof this topic see J. Westlake,War, p. 280; A. S. Hershey,Inter-
national law and diplomacy, etc. p. 122; C. phill!pson, Two mtudie_ in international law,
pp. 65--116; also the report of the discussions at the Inatitut de Droit Intemationalj Anm4aire,
Vok xxx.
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APPENDIX TO _OTE ON THE LAWS AND CUSTOMSOF WAR ON LAND.

Translation of the Draft of an International Declaration concerning

the Laws and Customs of War adopted by the Conference of
Brussels, 27th August, 18741.

Of Military Authority over the Hostile State.

ART. 1. A territory is considered as occupied when it is actually placed
under the authority of the hostile army.

The occupation applies only to the territory where such authority is
established, and in a position to assert itself. (See Art. 42 of Iiague
Regulations, No. 3, 1899.)

ART. 2. The authority of the legitimate power being suspended and
having actually passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all
steps in his power to re-establish and insure, as far as possible, public order and
safety. (See Art. 43 of H. R., which combines Arts. 2 and 3.)

ART. 3. With this object he will maintain the laws which were in force in
the country in time of peace, and _'ill only modify, suspend or replace them by
others if necessity obliges him to do so.

ART. 4. The functionaries and officials of every class who at the instance
of the occupier consent to continue to perform their duties shall be under his
protection. They shall not be dismissed or liable to summary punishment
(punis disciplinairement) unless they fail in fulfilling the obligations they have
undertaken, and shall be handed over to justice only if they violate those
obligations by unfaithfulness. (Omitted from H. R.)

ART. 5. The army of occupation shall only levy such taxes, dues, duties
and tolls as are already established for the benefit of the State, or their
equivalent, if it be impossible to collect them, and this shall be (lone so far as
possible in the form of and according to existing practice. It shall devote
them to defraying the expenses of the administration of the country to the
same extent as was obligatory on the legitimate government. (See Art. 48 of
_. R.)

AaT. 6. The army occupying a territory shall take possession only of the
specie, the funds and realisable securities (valeurs exigibles) which are the
property of the State in its own right, the depots of arms, means of transport,
magazines and supplies, and, in general, all the personal property of the State

which is of a nature to aid in carrying on the war.
Railway plant, land telegraphs, steam and other vessels, not included in

• l See a_, p. 257.
s. 18
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cases regulated by maritime law, as well as dep6ts of arms, and generally every
kind of munitions of war, although belonging to companies or to private
individuals, are to be considered equally as means of a nature to aid in
carrying on war, which cannot be left by the army of occupation at the
disposal of the enemy. Railway plant, land telegraphs, as well as the steam
and other vessels above mentioned, shall be restored and indemnities be

regulated on the conclusion of peace. (See Art. 53 of H. R.)

ART. 7. The occupying State shall only consider itself in the light of an
administrator and usufruetuary of the public buildings, real property, forests,
and agricultural undertakings belonging to the hostile State, and situated in
the occupied territory. It should protect the capital of these properties (fends
de ces proprigtd_), and administer them according to the laws of usufruct.
(See Art. 55 of H. R.)

ART. 8. The property of communes, institutions devoted to religion,
charity and education, to arts and sciences, even when State property, shall
be treated as private property.

All seizure of, and destruction of, or intentional damage to such institutions,
to historical monuments, works of art or science, should be made the subject of

proceedings by the competent authorities. (See Art. 56 ofH. R.)

Of those who are t,o be recognized as Belligerents ; of Combatant_
and .N'on-combatants.

/_r. 9. The laws, rights and duties of war apply not only to armies, but
likewise to militia and corps of volunteers, fulfilling the following conditions :--

1. That they have at their head a person responsible for his subordinates;

2. That they wear some fixed distinctive badge recognizable at a distance ;
3. That they carry arms openly ; and
4. That in their operations they conform to the laws and customs of war.

In those countries where the militia form the whole or part of the army,
they shall be included under the denomination of "army." (Se_ Art. 1 of

H. R.)
ART.10. The population of a non-occupied territory, who on the approach

of theenemy spontaneouslytakeup arms toresisttheinvadingtroops,with-

out havinghad time to organizethemselvesin conformitywith Article9,
shallbe consideredasbelligerents,iftheyrespectthelawsand customsof war.

(_ Art.2 o/_Z.R.)

ARZ. 11. The armed forcesofthe belligerentsmay be composedofcom-

batantsand non-combatants.In the eventof beingcapturedby the enemy,

bothsh_ll enjoytherightsofprisonersofwar. (A.q_Art.3 ofH. R.)
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Of mea_s of I_jaring the Enemy.

ART. 19.. The laws of war do net allow to belligerents an unlimited power
as to the choice of means of injuring the enemy. (See Art. 22 ofH. R.)

ART. 13. According to this principle are strictly forbidden-

(a) The use of poison or poisoned weapons.
(b) Murder by treachery of individuals belonging to the hostile nation or

army.

(c) Murder of an enemy, who, having laid down his arms or having no
longer the means of defending himself, has surrendered at dis-
cretion.

(d) The declaration that no quarter will be given.
(e) The use of arms, projectiles or material which may cause unnecessary

suffering, as well as the use of tlm projectiles prohibited by the
Declaration of St Petersburg in 1868.

(f) Abuse of tlle flag of truce, the national flag, or the military insignia or
uniform of the enemy, as well as the distinctive badges of the
Geneva Convention.

(g) All destruction or seizure of the property of the enemy which is not
imperatively required by the necessity of war. (See A_¢. 23 of
H. R.)

ART. 14. Ruses of war and the employment of means necessary to procure
intelligence respecting the enemy and the country (subject to the provisions of
Article 36) are considered as lawful. (See Art. 24 of It. R.)

Of Sieges and Bombardments.

A_T. 15. Fortified places are alone liable to be besiege& Towns, agglo-Imerations of houses or open villages which are undefended, cannot be attacked
or bombarded. (See Art. 25 of H. R.)

ART. 16. But ff a town or fortress, agglomeration of houses, or village, be
defended, the commander of the attacking forces should, before commencing
a bombardment, and except in the case of surprise (_attaque de rive force), do
all in his power to warn the authorities. (See Art. 26 ofH. R.)

ART. 17. In the like case, all necessary steps should be taken to spare, as
• far as possible, buildings devoted to religion, arts, sciences and charity, hospitals,

and places where sick and wounded are collected, on condition that they are
not used at the same time for military purpose_

It is the duty of the besieged to indicate these buildings by special visible

signs,, to be notified beforehand by the besieged. (See Art. 27 oftt. R.)

ART. 18. A town taken by storm shall not be given up to the victorious
troops to plunder. (S_ Art. 28 of H. R.)

18--2
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of _ples.

ART. 19. An individual shall be considered as a spy if, acting secretly or
under false pretences, he collects, or tries to collect, information in districts

occupied by the enemy, with the intention of communicating it to the hostile
party. (See Art. 29 OfH. R.)

ART. 20. A spy, if taken in the act, shall be tried and treated according
to the laws in force in the army which captures him. (See Art. 30 ofH. R.)

.A_aT.21. A spy who rejoins the army to which he belongs and who is

subsequently captured by the enemy is to be treated as a prisoner of war, and
incurs no responsibility for his previous acts. (See Art. 31 OfH. R.)

ART. 22. Soldiers (/es militaires) not in disguise who have penetrated
within the zone of operations of the enemy's army, with the intention of
collecting information, are not considered as spies.

In fike manner, soldiers (and also non-military persons carrying out their
mission openly) charged with the transmission of despatches, either to their own
army or to that of the enemy, shall not be considered as spies if captured by
the enemy.

To this class belong also, ff captured, individuals sent in balloons to carry
despatches, and generally to keep up communications between the different
parts of an army or of a territory. (See Art. 29 of H. R.)

Of Prisoners of War.

ART. 9.3. Prisoners of war are lawful and disarmed enemies. They are in
the power of the enemy's Government, but not of the individuals or of the corps

who made them prisoners.
They should be treated with humanity.
Every act of insubordination authorizes the necessary measures of severity

to be taken with regard to them.
All their personal effects except their arms are considered to be their own

property. (SeeArt. 4 of//. R.)
ART. 24. Prisoners of war are liable _o internment in a town, fortress,

camp, or any locafity whatever, under an obligation not to go beyond certain
fixed limits; but they may not be placed in confinement (enf_rrads) unless
absolutely necessary as a measure of security. (See Art. 5 oftt. tL)

ART. 25. Prisoners of war may be employed on certain pubfic works which
have no immediate connection with the operations on the theatre of war,

provided the employment be not excessive, nor humiliating to their military
rank if they belong to the army, or _o their official or social position if they do
not belong to if.
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They may also, subject to such regulations as may be drawn up by the
military authorities, undertake private work.

The pay they receive will go towards ameliorating their position, or will be
paid to them at the time of their release. In this case the cost of their main-
tenanee may be deducted from their pay. (See Art. 6 ofH. R.)

ART. 26. Prisoners of wax cannot be compelled in any way to take any

paxt whatever in carrying on the operations of wax. (See Art. 6 ofH. R.)

ART. 27. The Government, in whose power are the prisoners of war,
undertakes to provide for their maintenance.

The conditions of such maintenance may be settled by a mutual under-
standing between the belligerents.

In default of such an understanding, and as a general principle, prisoners
of war shall be treated, as regards food and clothing, on the same footing as the
troops of the Government who made them prisoners. (See Art. 7 of H. R.)

AI_T.O.8. Prisoners of wax are subject to the laws and regulations in force

in the army in whose power they are.
Arms may be used, after summoning, against a prisoner attempting to

escape. If retaken, he is subject to summary punishment (peines discilolinaires),
or to a stricter surveillance.

If, after having succeeded in making his escape, he is again made prisoner,
he is not liable to any punishment for his previous escape. (See Art. 8 OfH. R.)

ART. 29. Every prisoner is bound to declare, if questioned on the point,
his true names and milk, and in the case of his infringing this rule he will
incur a restriction of the advantages granted to the prisoners of the class to
which he belongs. (See Art. 9 of tt. R.)

.&aT. 30. The exchange of prisoners of war is regulated by mutual agree-
ment between the belligerents. (Omitted from H. R.)

ART. 31. Prisoners of war may be released on parole if the laws of their
country allow of it, and in such a case they axe hound on their personal honour
to fulfil scrupulously, as regards their own Government as well as that which
made them prisoners, the engagements they have undertaken.

In the same case their own Government should neither demand nor accept

from them any service contrary to their parole. (See Art. 10 of H. R,)

AnT. 32. A prisoner of wax cannot be forced to accept release on parole,

nor is the enemy's Government obliged to comply u_th the request of a prisoner
claiming to be released on parole. (See Art. 11 OfH. R.)

_A_aT.33. Every prisoner of wax liberat_l on parole, and retaken carrying
arms against the Government to which he had pledged his honour, may be
deprived of the fights accorded to prisoners of war, and may he brought before
the courts. (&e Art. 12 of H. R.)
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ART. 34. Persons who are with armies, but who do not directly form part
of them, such as correspondents, newspaper reporters, sutlers, contractors, &c.,
may also be made prisoners of war.

These persons should, however, be funlished with a permit issued by

a competent authority, as well as with a certificate of identity. (See Art. 13 of
H. R.)

Of the Sick and Wounded.

ART. 35. The duties of belfigerents with regard to the treatment of sick
and wounded are regulated by the Convention of Geneva of the 22nd August,
1864, subject to the modifications which may be introduced into that Convention.
(See Art. 21 of H. R.)

Of the Military Power with reject to Private Individuals.

ART. 36. The population of an occupied territory cannot he compelled to
take part in military operations against its own country. (See Art. 44 of H. R.)

ART. 37. The population of occupied territories cannot be compelled to
swear allegiance to the enemy Power. (See Art. 45 oftt. R.)

ART. 38. The honour and rights of the family, the life and property of
individuals, as well as their religious convictions and the exercise of their
religion, should be respected.

Private property cannot be confiscated. (See Art. 46 oftt. R.)

ART. 39. Pillage is formally forbidden. (See Art. 47 ofH. tg.)

Of Contributions omd Requisitions.

ART. 40. As private property should be respected, the enemy will demand
from parishes (communes), or the inhabitants, only such payments and services

as are connected with the necessities of war generally acknowledged, in propor-
tion to the resources of the country, and which do not imply, with regard to

the inhabitants, the obligation of taking part in the operations of war againat
their own country. (Arts. 49-52 of H. R. are new, and deal with the subjects
of Arts. 40-42.)

AaT. 41. The enemy, in levying contributions, whether as equivalents for
taxes (see Art. 5) or for payments which should be made in kind, or as fines,
will proceed, as far as possible, according to the rules of the distribution and

assessment of the taxes in force in the occupied territory.
The civil authorities of the legal government shall afford their a_sistance, if

they have remaiued in office.

Contributions canbe imposed only on the order and on the responsibility of
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the general-in-chief, or of the superior civil authority established by the enemy
in the occupied territory.

For every contribution a receipt shall be given to the person furnishing it.

ART. 49.. Requisitions shall be made only by the authority of the
comm_nder of the locality occupied.

For every requisition an indemnity shall be granted or a receipt given.

Of Flags of Truce.

AR_. 43. An individual is considered as bearing a flag of truce who is
authorized by one of the belligerents to confer with the other, on presenting
himself with a white flag, accompanied by a trumpeter (bugler or drummer),
or also by a flag-bearer. He shall have the right to inviolability as well as the

trumpeter (bugler or drummer), and the flag-bearer, who accompany him. (See
Art. 32 of tt. R.)

A_T. 44. The commander to whom a bearer of a flag of truce is desl_tehed
is not obliged to receive him under all circumstances and conditions.

It is lawful for him to take all measures necessary for preventing the bearer
of the flag of truce taking advantage of his stay within the radius of the
enemy's position, to the prejudice of the latter ; and if the besxer of the flag of
truce is found guilty of such a breach of confidence, he has the fight to detain
him temporarily. (See Art. 33 oftt. Ii.)

He may equally declare beforehand that he will not receive bearers of flags

of truce during a certain period. Envoys presenting themselves after such
a notification from the side to which it has been given forfeit their right to
inviolability. (OmCtted frora 1t. R. 2)

AXT. 45. The bearer of a flag of truce forfeits his right of inviolability if
it be proved in a positive and irrefutable manner that he has taken advantage

of his privileged position to provoke or cemmit an act of treachery. (See Art.
a, ofH. n.)

Of Capitulations.

_4_T. 46. The conditions of capitulations shall be discussed by the
contracting parties.

These conditions should not be conh_ry to military honour.
When once settled by a convention they shall be serupulonsly observed by

both sides. (See Art. 85 of 1t. R.)

Of _rm_ie_.

ART. 47. An armistice suspends warlike operations by a mutual agreement
between the belligerents. Should the duration thereof not be fixed, the

belligerents may resume operations at any moment; provided, however, that

a This paragraphwasomittedfromtheRegulationsadoptedat the HagueConfereneeof
1899as beingcoDtraryto the principlesof internationallaw. {SeeParl. Papers,Misc.No. 1
(I_), p. 147.
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proper warning be given to the enemy in accordance with the conditions of the
armistice. (See Art. 36 of ]_. R.)

ART. 48. An armistice may be general or local. The former suspends all

warlike operations between the belligerents ; the latter only those between
certain portions of the belligerent armies, and within a fixed radius. (_ee Art.

37 OfH. a.)

ART. 49. An armistice should be notified officially and without delay to
the competent authorities and to the troops. Hostilities are suspended
immediately after the notification. (See Art. 38 of It. tg.)

ART. 50. It rests with the contracting parties to define in the clauses of

the armistice the relations which shall exist between the populations. (_i_e
Art. 39 of//. R.)

ART. 51. The violation of the armistice by either of the parties gives to
the other the right of terminating it (le dd_umcer). (See Art. 40 of//. R.)

ART. 52. The violation of the clauses of an armistice by private indi-

viduals, on their own initiative, only affords the right of demanding the
punishment of the guilty persons, and, if there is occasion for it, an indemnity
for losses sustained. (See Art. 41 of//./t.)

Of Belligerents interned, and of Wounded interned, in
Neutral Territoc'y.

ART. 53. The neutral State which receives on its territory troops belonging
to the belligerent armies shall intern them, so far as possible, away from the
theatre of war.

It may keep them in camps, or even confine them in fortresses or in places
appropriated to this purpose.

It will decide whether the officers may be left at liberty on giving their
parole not te quit the neutral territory without authority. (See Art. 57 OfH. R.)

-_RT. 54. In default of a special convention, the neutral State shall
furnish the interned with provisions, clothing, and relief which the dictates of
humanity prescribe.

The expenses incurred by the internment shall be made good at the
conclusion of peace. (See Art. 58 of H. R.)

ART. 55. The neutral State may authorize the transport across its

territory of the wounded and sick belonging to the belligerent armies, provided
that the trains which convey them do not carry either the person_w/ or
rnat6rlel of war.

In this case the neutral State is bound to take the measures necessary for
the safety and control of the operation. (See Art. 59 of//. R.)

ART. 56. The Convention of Geneva applies to the sick and wounded

interned on neutral territory. (_ee Art. 60 of tt. R.)



V. NEUTRAL POWERS AND PERSONS IN LAND WARFARE.

V. Convention concernant les V. Convention respecting the
Droits et les Devoirs des Rights and Duties of Neutral
Puissances et des Personnes Powers and Persons in War

Neutres en cas de Guerre sur on Lan&
Terre.

Sa Majestd rEmpereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,

Roi de Prusse, &c. 1 King of Prussia, &c.

En rue de mieux prdciser les droits With the view of laying down more
et les devoirs des Puissances neutres clearly the rights and duties of neutral
en eas de guerre sur terre et de rdgler Powers in case of war on land and of
la situation des belligdrauts rdfugids regulating the position of belligerents
en territoire neutre; who have taken refuge in neutral

territory ;

Ddsirant dgalement ddfiuir la qualit_ Being likewise desirous of defining
de neutre en _attendant qu'il soit the meaning of the term "neutral,"
possible de rdgler clans son ensemble pending the possibility of settling, in
la situation des particuliers neutres its entirety, the position of neutral
dans leurs rapports avec_les belligd- persons in their relations with belli-
rants ; gerents ;

0nt rdsolu de conclure une Con- Have resolved to conclude a Con-

vention k cet effet et ont, en consd- vention to this effect, and have, in

quence, nommd pour Leurs Pldnipoten- consequence, appointed as their Pleni-
tiaires, savoir : potentiafies, that is to say :

[Ddnomination des Plgnipotentiaires.] [Names of P_ipotentia_'es.]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddpesd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne et full powers, found in good and due
due rome, sent convenus des disposi- form, have agreed upon the following
tions suivantes :-- provisions :--

Chapitre I. Chapter I.

Des Droits et des Devoirs des The Rights and Duties of
Puissances Neutres. Neutral Powers.

ART. I. ART. I.

Le territoiredesPuissancesneutres The territoryof neutralPowersis

est inviolable, inviolable.

a List of States as in Final Act, 1907.
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ART. 2. _-A..RT.2.

I1 est interdit aux belligerents de Belligerents are forbidden to move
faire passer k travers le territoire d'une across the territory of a neutral Power
Puissance neutre des troupes ou des troops or convoys, either of munitions
convois, soit de munitions, soit of wax or of supplies.
d'approvisionnements.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

I1 est dgalement interdit aux Belligerents are also forbidden :
bellig6rants :

(a) D'installer sur le territoire (a) To erect on the territory of a
d'une Puissance neutre une station neutral Power a wireless telegraphy

radiot_ldgraphique ou tout appareil station or any apparatus intended to
destin6 _ servir comme moyen de serve as a means of communication
communication avec des forces bel- with belligerent forces on land or sea ;
ligdrantes snr terre ou sur mer ;

(b) D'utiliser toute installation de (b) To make use of any installation

ce genre 6tablle pal" eux avant la of thiskindestablishedby them before
guerre snr le territoire de la Puissance the war on the territory of a neutral
neutre dans un but exclusivement Power, for purely military purposes
militaire, et qni n'a pas _tA ouverte au and not previously opened for the
service de la correspondance publique, service of public messages.

ART. 4. A_T. 4.

Des corps de combatf_mts ne peuvent Corpsof combetantscannotbe formed,
_treform_s, nidesbureauxd'enrSlement nor recruiting offices opened, on the
ouverts, sur le territoire d'une Pnis- territory of a neutral Power, in the
sance neutre au profit des beUig_rants, interest of the belligerents.

ART.5. ART:5.

Une Puissance neutre ne dolt A neutral Power ought not to allow
tol_rer sur son territoire aucun des on its territory any of the acts referred
acres vis_s par les articles 2 k 4. to in Articles 2 to 4.

Elle n'est tenue de punir des acres It is not bound to punish acts in
contraires k la neutralit_ que sices violation of neutrality unless such

actes ont _t_ commis sur son propre acts have been committed on its own
torritoire, territory.

ART. 6. A_. 6. :.

La responsabiliCA d'une Puissance A neutral Power does not incur re-
neutre n'est pas enga#e par le fait sponsibility by the fact that persons

que des individus passent isol_ment cross the f_ontier singly in order to
la f_onti_re pour se mettre au service place themselves at the service of one
de l'un des bellig6ranta of the belligerents.
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ARt. 7. AR_. 7.

Une Puissance neutre n'est pus A neutral Power is not bound to
tenue d'empgcher l'exportation ou le prevent the export or transit, on
transit, pour le compte de Fun ou de behalf of one or other of the bel-
l'autre des belligdrants, d'armes, de ligerents, of arms, munitions of war,
munitions, et, en gdndral, de tout ce or, in general, of anything which can
qui peut 6tre utile _. une armde ou _ be of use to an army or fleet.
une flotte.

AR_. 8. ART. 8.

Une Puissanceneutre n'est pas tenue A neutral Power is not bound to
d'interdire ou de restreindre l'usage, forbid or restrict the employment on
pour les belligdrants, des cables behalf of belligerents of telegraph
tAldgraphiques ou tdldphoniques, ainsi or telephone cables or of wireless
que des appareils de tdldgraphie sans telegraphy apparatus whether belong-
ill, qui sont, soit sa propridtd, soit celle ing to it, or to companies or to
de compagnies ou de particuliers, private individuals.

ART.9. A_. 9.

Toutes mesures restrictives ou pro- Every restrictive or prohibitive mea-
hibitives prises par une Puissance sure taken by a neutral Power in
neutre k l'dgard des mati_res visdes regard to the matters referred to in
par les articles 7 et 8 devront gtre Articles 7 and 8 must be applied im-
uniformdment appliqudes par eUeaux partially by it to the belligerents.
beUigdrants.

La Puissance neutre veillera au The neutral Power shall see to

respect de la m6me obligation par les the same obligation being observed by
compagnies ou particuliers proprid- companiesor private owners of tele-
taires de cables tdldgraphiques ou graph or telephone cables or wireless
tdldphoniques ou d'appareils de tdld- telegraphy apparatus.
graphic sans ill.

AR_'. 10. AR_t.10.

Ne lmUt _tre. oonsiddrd comme un The fact of aneutral Powerrepelling,
acre hostile le fair, pax une Puissance even by force,attacks on its neutralit)"
neutre, de repousser, mgme par la cannot be considered as a hostile act.
force, las atteintes _ sa neutralit&
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Chapitre II. Chapter II.

Des Bellig_rants intern6s et des Internment of Belligerents and
Bless6s soign6s chez les Care of the Wounded in
Neutres. Neutral Territory.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

La Puissance neutre qui re_oit sur A neutral Power which receives in
son territoire des troupes appartenant its territory troops belonging to the
aux armies bellig_rantes, les internera, belligerent armies shall intern them,

autant que possible, loin du theatre de as far as possible, at a distance from
la guerre, the theatre of war.

Elle pourra les garder dans des It can keep them in camps, and
camps, et m_me les enfermer clans les even confine them in fortresses or.
forteresses ou dans des lieux appropri_s places assigned for this purpose.

cet effet.

Elle d_cidera si les officiers peuvent It shall decide whether officers may
_tre laiss_s libres en prenant l'engage- be left at liberty on giving their parole

ment sur parole de ne pas quitter le not to leave the neutral territory
territoire neutre sans autorisation, without permission.

(Cp. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 57.)

ART. 12. ART. 12.

A d_faut de convention sp_ciale, la In the absence of a special Conven-
Puissance neutre fournira aux internSs tion, the neutral Power shall supply the

les vivres, les habillements, et les interned with the food, clothing, and

secours commandds par l'humanit_, relief which the dictates of humanity
prescribe.

Bonification sera faite, _ la paix, des At the conclusion of peace, the

frais occasionn_s par l'internement, expenses caused by the internment
shall be made good.

(Cp. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 58.)

ART. 13. ART. 13.

La Puissance neutre qui re_oit des A neutral Power which receives
prisonniers de guerre dvad_s les prisoners of war who have escaped
laissera en llbert_. Si elle tol_re leur shaUleavethematliberty. Ifitallows

s_jour sur son territoire, elle peut leur them to remain in its territory, it may

assigner une r_sidence, assign them a place of residence.
La meme disposition est applicable The same rule applies to prisoners

aux prisonniers de guerre amends par of war brought by troops taking refuge

des troupes se r_fugiant sur le territoire in the territory of a neutral Power.
de la Puissance neutre.
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AItT. 14. ART. 14.

Une Puissance neutre pourra auto- A neutral Power may authorize
riser le passage sur son territoire des the passage over its territory of
blessds ou roulades appartenant aux wounded or sick belonging to the bel-
armdes belligdrantes, sons la r6serve ligerent armies, on condition that the

que les trains qui lea am_neront ne trains bringing them shall carryneither
transporteront ni personnel, ni materiel personnel nor material of war. In such

de guerre. En pare!l cas, la Puissance a case, the neutral Power is bound to
neutre eat tenue de prendre lea mesures adopt such measures of safety and
de sfiret_ et de contrSle ndcessaires k control as may be necessary for the
cet effet, purpose.

Lea blessds ou malades amends duns Wounded and sick brought under
cos conditions sur le territoire neutre these conditions into neutral territory
par un des bellig_rants, et qui appar- by one of the belligerents, and be-
tiendraient _ la partie adverse, devront longing to the adverse party, must be
_tre gard_s par la Puissance noutre de guarded by the neutral Power, so as

mani_re qu'ils ne puissent de nouveau to insure their not taking part again
prendre part aux operations de la in the operations of war. The same

-guerre. Cette Puissance aura los duty shall devolve on the neutral
m_mes devoirs quant aux blessgs ou Power with regard to wounded or
malades de l'autre arm_e qui lui sick of the other army who may be
seraient confi_s, committed to its care.

(Gp. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 59.)

ART. 15. ART. 15.

La Convention de Gen_ve s'applique The Geneva Convention applies to
aux malades et aux blessds intern_s the sick and wounded interned in

sur territoire neutre, neutral territory.

(Cp. 3 tt. C. 1899, Art. 60.)

Chapitre ILI. Chapter III.

Des Personnes Neutres, Neutral Persons.

AI_T. 16. APT. 161.

Sent conslddr_s comme neutres los The nationals of a State _vhich is

nationaux d'un _tat qui ne prend pas not taking part in the war are con-
part k l_ guerre, sidered to be neutrals.

ART. 17. A_. 171.

Un neutre ne pout pus se pr_valoir A neutral cannot claim the benefit

de sa neutralit_ : of his neutrality :

1 on _fning this ConventionGreatBritain madereservationsin regardto Artioles16,
17 and 18. See Purl Papers,Miso.No. 5 (1908).
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(a) S'il commet des acres hostiles (a) If he commits hostile acts
contre un belligdrant ; against a belligerent ;

(b) S'il commet des actes en faveur (b) If he commits acts in favour of
d'un beUigdrant, notamment s'il prend a belligerent, particularly if he volun-
volontairement du service dans les tarily enlists in the ranks of the

rangs de la force armde de l'une des armed force of one of the parties.
parties.

En pareil eas, le neutre ne sera pas In such a case, the neutral shall not
traitd plus rigoureusement par le be more severely treated by the beUi-
belligdrant contre lequel il s'est ddparti gerent as against whom he has aban-
de la neutralitd que ne pourrait l'_tre, doned his neutrality than a national

raison du m_me fait, un national de of the other belligerent State could be

l'autre ]_tat belligdrant, for the same act.

ART. 18. ART. 18 _.

Ne seront pas considdrds comme The following acts shall not be con-
actes commis en faveur d'un des sidered as committed in favour of one

belligdrants, darts le sens de rartiele of the belligerents within the meaning
17, lettre (b) : of Article 17, letter (b) :

(a) Les fournitures faites ou les (a) The furnishing of supplies or
emprunts consentis _ l'un des belll- the making of loans to one of the
gdrants, pourvu que le fournisseur ou belligerents, provided that the person
le pr_teur n'habite nile territoire de so furnishing or lending neither lives
l'autre pattie, ni le territoire oecup_ in the territory of the other party nor
par elle, et que les fournitures ne in territory in the occupation of that
proviennent pas de ces territoires; party, and that the supplies do not

come from these territories;

(b) Les services rendus en mati_re (b) The rendering of services in
de police ou d'administration civile, matters of police or of civil administra-

tion.

Chapttre IV. Chapter IV.

Du Mat6riel des Chemins de Fer. Railway Material.

ART. 19. ART. 19.

Le matdriel des chemins de fer Railway material coming from the

provenant du territoire de Puissances territory of neutral Powers, whether
neutres, qu'il appartienne K ces Puis- belonging to those Powers or to corn-
sauces ou _ des socidt_s ou personnes panies or private persons, and re-

privdes, et reconnaissable comme tel, cognizable as such, shall not be re-
ne pourra gtre rdquisitionnd et utilisfi quisitioned or utilized by a belligerent

I On signing this Convention Great Britain made reservations in regard-to Arfioles 16,

17 and 18. See Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 5 (1908).
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par un bellig_rant que clans le caset except in the case of and to the extent
la mesure oh |'exige une impdrieuse required by absolute necessity. It shall
ndcessitd. I1 sera renvoyd aussit6t be sent back as soon as possible to
que possible clans le pays d'origine, the country of origin.

La Puissance neutre peurra de A neutral Power may likewise, in
m_me, en cas de ndcessitd, retenir et case of necessity, retain and make use

utiliser, jusqu'_ due concurrence, le of, to a corresponding extent, railway

matdriel provenant du territoire de la material coming from the territory of
Puissance belligdrante, the belligerent Power.

Une indemnitfi sera payde de part Compensation shall be paid on either
et d'autre en proportion du matdriel side in proportion to the material used,

utilisd et de la durde de rutilisation, and to the period of usage.
(Cp. 3 H. C. 1899, Art. 54.)

Chapitre V. Chapter V.

Dispositions Finales. Final Provisions.

ART. 20. ART. 20.

Lee dispositions de la prdsente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sent applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
les Puissances contractantes et seule- the Contracting Powers, and only if
merit si lee belligdrants sent tous all the belligerents are parties to the.
parties k la Convention. Convention.

ART. 21. ART. 21.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddpos_es _ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier ddpSt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications
sofa constatd par un proc_s-verbal signd shall be recorded in a precis-verbal
par lee reprdsentants des Puissances signed by the Representatives of the
qui y prerment part et par le Ministre Powers which take part therein and by
des Zffaires _trang_res des Pays-Bas. the Netharland Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

Les ddpSts ult_rieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
so feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
defile, adressdeau Gouvernemeutdes writtennotification, addressedto the

'Pays-Baset accompagndede l'instru-NetherlandGovernment and acorn-
meat de ratification, pauiedby the instrumentofratifica-

tion.

Copiecertifideeonformedu proc_s- A dulycertifiedcopyoftheprecis-

verbal relatif au premier ddp6t de v_rba/ relating to the first deposit of
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ratifications, des notifications men- ratifications, of the notifications men-
tionndes _ l'alin_a prdcddent, ainsi que tioned in the preceding paragraph, as
des instruments de ratification sera well as of the instruments of ratification

imm_diatement remise par les soins shallbeimmediatelysentbytheNether-
du Gouvernemcnt des Pays-Bas et par land Government through the diplo-

la voie diplomatique aux Puissances marie channel, to the Powers invited to
convi_es k la Deuxi_me Confdrence de the Second Peace Conference, as weUas
la Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances to the other Powers which have acceded
qui auront adh_rd _ la Convention. to the Convention. In the cases con-

Dans les cas vis_s "par l'alin_a pr_c_- templated in the preceding paragraph,
dent, le cut Gouvernement leur fera the said Government shall inform

connaitre en m_me temps la date k them at the same time of the date on
laqueUe il a r_u la notificatiom which it received the notification.

ABT. 22. ART. 22.

Les Puissances non-signataires sent Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises k adhdrer k la prdscnte Con- to the present Convention.
vention.

La Puissance qui ddsire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede

notifie par dcrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding
trausmettant l'acte d'adhdsion, qui sera to it the act of accession, which shall

ddposd dans les archives du dit be deposited in the archives of the
Gouvernement. said Government.

Ce Gouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall imme-

m_diatement k toutes les autres diately forward to all the other Powers

Puissances copie certifide conforme de a duly certified copy of the notification
la notification ainsi que de l'acte as well as of the act of accession,
d'adh_sion, en indiquant la date _ mentioning the date on which it

laqueUe fl a rein la notification, received the notification.

ART. 23. ART, 23.

La pr_sente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet, pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers

particip_ au premier d_pSt de ratifica_ which were parties to the first deposit
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du of ratifications, sixty days after the

precis-verbal de ce d_pSt et, pour les date of theproc_s-_rbaJ recording such
Puissances qui ratifieront ult_rieure- deposit_ and, in the case of the Powers

ment ou qni adh_reront, soixante jours which sh_ll ratify subsequently or
apr_s que la notification de leur which shall accede, sixty days after
ratification ou de leur adhdsion aura the notification of their ratification or

dt_ revue par le Gouvernement des of their accession has been received by
Pays-Bas. the Nctherland Government.
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ART. 24. A_tT. 24.

S'il arrivalt qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Con-

contractantes voulflt d6noncer la tracting Powers wishing to denounce
prdsente Convention, la d6uonciation the present Convention, the denuncia-

sera notifi_e par _crit au Gouvernement tiou shall be notified in writing to the
des Pays-Bas, qui communiquera ira- Netherland Government, which shall
mddiatement copie certifide conforme immediately communicate a duly
de la notification £ toutes les autres certified copy of the notification to

Puissances, en leur faisant savoir la all the other Powers, informing them
date k laquelle il l'a revue, of the date on which it was received.

La ddnonciation ne produira ses The denunciation shall only affect
effets qu'_ l'dgard de la Puissance qui the notifyhlg Power, and only on the

l'aura notifide et un an aprhs que la expiry of one year after the notification
notification en sera parvenue an has reached the Netherland Govern-
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas. meat.

ART. 25. ART. 25.

Un registre tenu par le Minist_re A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry of Foreigul Affairs shall

indiquera la date du ddpStdesratifica- rccord the date of the deposit of
tions effectu6 en vertu de l'article 21, ratifications effected in virtue of

alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que la date k Article 21, paragraphs 3 and 4, as

laquelle auront 6t_ revues les notifica- well as the date on which the notifica-
tions d'adhdsion (article 22, alin_a 2) tions of accession (Article 22, para-
ou de d_nonciation (article 24, alin_a graph 2) or of denunciation (Article 24,
I). paragraph 1) have been received.

Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled

admise k prendre conna'umance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et k en demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifids conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi les Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereofthe Plenipotentiaries
out rev_tu la pr6sente Convention de have appended their signatures to the
leurs signatures, present Convention.

Fait k la Haye, le 18 octobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th

en unseul exemplaire, qui restem October, 1907, in a single original,
d4pos_ claus les archives du Gouveme- which shall remain deposited in the
meat des Pays-Bus et dont des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-
certifi_es conformes, seront ternises par meat, aud of which duly certified
la vole diplomatique anx Puissances copies shall be sent, through the
qui out _t_ convi_es _ la Deuxi_me diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Conference de la Paix. invited to the Second Peace Con-

ference.

n. 19
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CONVENTION No. 5. RESPECTING THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF

NEUTRAL POWERS AND PERSONS IN WAR ON LA.ND _.

The regulations on the laws and customs of war on land annexed to the

Convention of 1899 contained four Articles dealing with neutrals. The
subject was not further dealt with, but the Conference expressed a " Wish "

that the question of the rights and duties of neutrals might be inserted in
the programme of a future Conference and it appears under the second

heading of suggested topics in Count Benckendorff's circular. The subject
was entrusted to the Second Sub-Committee of the Second Committee

which was concerned with the laws of war on land. The object which the
Committee kept in view was to effect a reasonable compromise between the

interests of belligerents and the rights of neutrals, and it was also felt that

it would be well not to endeavour to settle disputed points in the laws of
neutrality, but to make a beginning in codification by converting into a

written law such of the existing usages as regarded neutral Powers and
persons as were of general acceptance.

The subject fell naturally into two divisions, (1) the position of neutral

Powers, their rights and duties in regard to the belligerent Powers, and

(2) the position of neutral persons and their relations with the belligerents.

Chapter i., consisting of 10 Articles, is based on a draft presented

_e rights by the French Delegation and explained by General Axnourel
ann auUes of on the 19th July, 1907. He stated that it contained only pro-

_eutr_ visions generally admitted by publicists and established byPow_8.

usage. There were, undoubtedly, many cases not provided for,

but if the draft was accepted it would form a starting-point for their dis-

cussions, and for future developments. One very important matter had to be
settled before the examination of the subject could be undertaken. Should

the provisions be addressed to neutral states marking out the conduct they
should pursue, or should they be of a more general character addressed to

all parties ? It was thought preferable not only to provide tha_ neutrals

must prevent certain acts from being done on their territory, but to

declare that belligerents are under a corresponding duty not to do such
acts. The 10 Articles of Chapter i. commence with the fundamental

1 Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908),pp. 82-9, 134-145, and No. 5 {1908); La Deuz. (7on.f_r.

T. L pp. 125-9, 186-161 ; Livrt Jaune, pp. 79--82 ; Weissbuch, pp. 7-9 ; A. S. de Busts, mente,

Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. xl. pp. 9g--120 ; A. Ernst, L'ocuvre de la _ Conference,
l_P. 42-9 ; E. L(_nonon, La seconde Conference, pp. 409-470 ; Sir T. Baxel_y, l_roblents, etc.

p. 88 ; J. Westlake, War, p. 284 ; T. E. Hollaud, The/awe of war o_ _nd, pp. 62--8.
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principle inserted on the suggestion of the Belgian delegate of the
inviolability of the neutral territory (Article 1). The second Article which

is a direct consequence of the first was proposed by the British delegate
and forbids belligerents to send troops and war material through neutral

territory. The experiences of the Russo-Japanese War suggested the prohi-

bition in Article 3. The Russians, having erected a wireless telegraphy
apparatus on one of the hills of Port Arthur, had established a receiving
station at Chefoo on the Chinese side of the Gulf of Pechili, and the

besieged garrison at Port Arthur was thus enabled to communicate with

their home Government and the outside world generally 1. This Article

forbids the establishment by a belligerent on neutral territory of a radio-
telegraphic station, or the use by a belligerent of any such installation made

by him "for purely military purposes" before the war on territory of a
neutral and not previously opened for the service of public messages. The

limitation in paragraph (b) "and not previously opened" is taken from the
Radio-telegraphic Convention of 1906 and was for the purpose of enabling

the British and Japanese delegates to abandon the reservations they had
made on Articles 3 and 9. Article 4 forbids the formation of bodies of

combatants for one of the belligerents on neutral territory and the
establishment of offices there for the purpose of enlistment. A neutral

Power by Article 6 does not incur any responsibility if persons cross

the frontier singly from the neutral state and enlist with one of the bel-

ligerents Article 5 lays a duty on neutral Powers corresponding to those

imposed on belligerents by Articles 2--4 to prevent such acts as are
enumerated in those Articles from being done on its territory. The

Japanese delegate desired to extend the neutral obligation to territory

over which a neutral had jurisdiction. This question of the rights of

jurisdiction exercised by a state over territory not its own raised difficult
points for solution which the Committee thought it unwise to attempt to
solve. What, for instance, is the position of Cyprus or Wei-hai-wei ? The

complex problems relating to acts done on leased or "occupied" or

"administered" territory had to be passed over in order to arrive at an

agreement on generally accepted principles.

Articles 6-8 relate to acts for which a neutral state is not responsible.

Art,4cles 7 and 8 expressly provide that a neutral is not under any obligation
to prevent the expor_ of contraband of war by its subjects, nor to prevent

belligerents using telegraphs or telephone cables or wireless telegraphy

apparatus belonging to the neutral state or private individuals. It will be

1 See T. _. L_wrence,War and Neutrality, etc. p. 218 ; A. S. Hershey,International law
and diplomacy,et_.pp. 122, 124, 259, 266.

19--2
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noticed that the installations prohibited by Article 3 are those which

belong to belligerents. A neutral cannot in practice distinguish among
the various persons who make use of telegraphic and other similar means

of communication within its territory. Strict impartiality in regard to

the matters referred to in Articles 7 and 8 is enjoined, and the duty is laid

on the neutral Power to see that the use of privately owned telegraphic and
other similar means of communication is regulated in the same impartial

manner (Article 9). Neutrals are however under no obligation to allow
belligerents to use such means of communication, but impartiality of

prohibition is necessary. Lord Reay desired that it should be stated in

the Report that the liberty of a neutral state to transmit despatches by

land telegraphs or submarine cables or wireless-telegraphic apparatus
does not imply the right of making use of them or of allowing them to

be used in order to lend any assistance to one of the belligerents 1.
Article 10 recognises that the fact of a neutral Power repelling by force

attempts to violate its neutrality cannot be regarded as a hostile act.

The Belgian delegate deemed this superfluous, but his objection was

over-ruled and the foregoing 10 Articles received unanimous acceptance.
The Danish delegate desired to add an Article providing that the mere
fact of a neutral state mobilising its forces with a view to prevent in-
fractions of its neutrality should not be considered a hostile act, but the

Committee deemed it unnecessary, as each sovereign state has the indis-

putable right to take such steps within its own territory for its defence
as it may deem fit.

Articles 11-15 are based upon Section Iv. of the Regulations annexed

Chapterit. to the Hague Convention on the laws and usages of war on
Bemgeronte land of 1899. Articles 11, 12, 14 and 15 are re-enactmentsinterned, and

wounaed of Articles 57, 58, 59 and 60 of these Regulations. Article 13tended in
neutralterri- is new. An attempt was made by Japan to make a change

tory. " in Article 11 (57 of the Regulations of 1899) by providing
that officers and other members of the armed forces of a belligerent
interned in a neutral state should not be given their liberty or authorised
to return to their country except with the consent and under conditions

]aid down by the other belligerent, and that the parole given to a neutral

state by such individuals should be deemed equivalent to a pledge given
to the enemy. This was rejected, the Committee preferring to leave the

Articles in their original form, and for special cases to be settled according
to circumstances.

Article 13 deals with cases not covered by the Articles in the

I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 128 ; La Deu:c. Confdr. T. x. p. 142.
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Convention of 1899. Prisoners of war escape and take refuge on neutral

territory; belligerent troops that have taken refuge on neutral territory
have with them prisoners of war; what is the duty of the neutral state ?
In the first case, it has long been a rule of international law that a

prisoner of war escaping and taking refuge in a neutral state is free, but
it was not settled whether the neutral state could restrain him from

rejoining his army if he subsequently wished to do so s. The first paragraph
of Article 13 leaves the neutral state liberty of action. It may receive
escaped prisoners, and allow them to remain in its territory, and may

assign them a place of residence. If the prisoner will not conform to

neutral regulations is he at liberty to leave ? The second paragraph was

objected to by the Russian military delegate as being contrary to Article
59 of the Regulations for land warfare of 1899 and Article 15 of the

Convention adapting to maritime warfare the principles of the Geneva

Convention of 1906, which require that sick and wounded belonging to
belligerent armies and navies committed to the care of neutrals must be

guarded by the latter and not allowed to take part again in the war.

The case dealt with by this paragraph is quite different. A body of
belligerent troops with prisoners of war enter a neutral territory with the
object of avoiding surrender to the enemy2; if such troops surrender to

the enemy their prisoners are freed; the same rule now applies where they

enter neutral territory and are interned. Their prisoners are dealt with in

the same way as escaped prisoners of war.
Articles 16, 17 and 18 are all that remain of a German draft, of 12

Articles originally intended to form Chapter v. of the Regn-Chapter fli.
Neutral lations for the laws of war on land. The failure of the German

mrBo_, delegate to obtain acceptance for his proposals has already

been referred to in discussing the Second and Third FCux 3. The draft

Articles proposed to establish a rdgime highly favourable both to the
persons and property of neutrals in belligerent states. Great Britain, having

large colonies with populations drawn from many states, would have been
considerably handicapped if she had never been able to avail herself of the

services of immigrants freely offered, who, not having resided long enough to

acquire British nationality, still remained technically subjects of a neutral

Power. The British delegate strongly objected to the German proposals

1 See I_. Oppenheim, Int. Law, Vol. n. _ 337.
The most striking example of internment occurred in 1871 during the Franeo-Prussian

war when over 80,000 French troops under General Cllnohant entered Swiss territory and

were interned for the remainder of the war ; France at the eonalusion of the war paid to
Switzerland some 11 miHion francs for their maintenance.

s See supra, p. 85.
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and he was supported by the delegates of France,-Russia and Japan,
who also declined to accept the favoured position created for subjects

of neutral Powers in belligerent states. The three Articles which found
acceptance and which constituted the 1st Chapter of the German draft

have not been accepted by Great Britain.

Article 19 replaces Article 54 of the Regulations of 1899 and is a

Cha_ iv. compromise between contradictory views. Luxemburg and
Railway Belgium denied the right of belligerents to requisition and

Mat_rial. make use of neutral railway material within their territory.
Germany and Austria desired to have the right to use it admitted, on the

understanding that an indemnity was paid for its use after the close of the

war. France and Luxemburg as an alternative claimed both an indemnity
and the right, in case of need, to retain and make use of a corresponding

•quantity of railway material coming from the territory of a belligerent state.

The Conference took the middle course, allowing belligerents to requisition

and use neutral railway material only when absolutely necessary, on
condition that it be returned as soon as possible, the neutral being

given a corresponding right over belligerent material within its territory,

compensation to be paid by one party to the other in proportion to the
material used and the period of use. The terms used in this Article

leave the neutral very much at the mercy of the belligerent as regards

the requisition and use of railway material. Who is to be the judge

of the necessity, and what is the meaning of "as soon as possible"?

M. Eyschen (Luxemburg) proposed that within a certain time after
the outbreak of war all neutral railway material should be returned

to the country of its origin. General yon Gtindell (Germany) objected

that this would entirelydisorganise the transport and mobilisation of

troops in the belligerent country on the outbreak of war; the latter
view prevailed.

This Convention affords within modest limits a starting-point for

future Conferences, and a basis on which may be built further rules safe-

guarding neutral interests. It contains on the whole well accepted

principles which were ready for codification.
All the Powers except China and Nicaragua have signed this Con-

signatory vention, but Great Britain has made reservations in regard

Powers. to Articles 16, 17 and 18, and the Argentine Republic in

regard to Article 18.



VI. ENEMY MERCHANT-SHIPS AT THE OUTBRF,AK

OF HOSTILITIES.

VI. Convention relative au R_- VI. Convention relative to the

gime des Navires de Com- Status of Enemy Merchant-
merce Ennemis au D6but des ships at the Outbreak of Hos-
Hostillt_s. tilities.

Sa MajestA l'Fanpereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &c? King of Prussia, &c._

Ddsireux de garantir la sdcurit_ du Anxious to ensure the security of
commerce international eontre les international commerce against the

surprises de In guerre et voulant, surprises of war and wishing, in
conformdment _ la pratique moderne, accordance with modern practice, to
protAger autant que possible les opdra- protect as far as possible operations

tions engagdes de bomae foi et en cours undertaken in good faith and in
d'ex6eution avant le d_but des hos- process of being carried out before the
tilit_s ; outbreak of hostilities ;

0nt rdsolu de conclure une Con- Have resolved to conclude a Con-
vention _ cet effet et ont nommd vention to this effect, and have ap-

pour Louts Pldnipotentiaires, savoir : pointed as their Plenipotentiaries,
that is to say:

[Dgnomination des Plgnipotentiaires.] [N'ame_ of Plenipotentiaries.]
Lesquela apr_s avoir ddposd leurs Who, after having deposited their

pleins pouvoirs trouvds en bonne et full powers, found in good and due
due forme, sont convenus des disposi- form, have agreed upon the following

tions suivantes :-- provisions :--
2LR_. 1. _ART.1.

Lorsqu'un navire de commerce When a merchant-ship of one of the
relevant d'une des Puissances belllg_ -_ belligerent Powers is at the eommence_
rantes setrouve, au d_but des hostilit_s, ment of hostilities in an enemy port,
dans un port ennemi, il est d_sirable it is desirable that it should be

qu'il lui soit permis de sortirtlibrement, allowed to depart freely, either im-
imm_diatement ou apr_s uu ddlai de mediately, or after a sufficient term
faveur suffisant, et de gagner directe- of grace, and to proceed direct, after
ment, apr_s avoir _t_ muni d'un being furnished with a passport, to its
laissez-passer, son port de destination port of destination or such other port

ou tel autre port qui lui sera d_sign_, as shall be named for it.

I List of Statesas in the FinalAct, 1907.
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I1 enest de m_me du navire ayant The same applies in the case of a
quitCA son dernier port de ddpart avant ship which left its last port of de-
le commencement de la guerre et parture before the commencement of
entrant dans un port ennemi sans the war and enters an enemy port
connaltre les hostilitds, in ignorance of the hostilities.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

Le navire de commerce qui, par A merchant-ship which, owing to
suite de circonstances de force majeure, circumstances of force majeure, may

n'aurait pu quitter le port ennemi have been unable to leave the enemy
pendant le ddlai visd h l'article pr_- port during the period contemplated
c_dent, ou auqucl ]a sortie n'aurait pas in the preceding Article, or which may
_td accordde, ne peut &re confisqud, not have been allowed to leave, may

not be confiscated.

Le beUig_rant peut seulement le The belligerent may only detain it,

saisir moyeunant l'obligation de le under an obligation of restoring it
restituer apr_s la guerre sans indem- after the war, without indemnity, or
nit_, ou le r_quisitionner moyennant he may requisition it on condition of
indemnitd, paying an indemnity.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Les navires de commerce ennemis Enemy merchant-ships which left
qui ont quit_ leur dernier port de their last port of departure before the
ddpart avant le commencement de la commencement of the war, and which
guerre et qui sont rencontr& en met are met at sea while ignorant of the
ignorants des hostilit_s, ne peuvent hostilities, eannot be confiscated. They
&re confisquds. Ils sont seulement are only liable to be detained under
sujets _ _tre saisis, moyennant l'obli- an obligation to restore them after

gation de les restituer apr& la guerre the war without indemnity, or to be
sans indemnitY, ou ,_ &re r_quisition- requisitioned, or even destroyed, with
n_s, ou m_me _ &re d_truits, k charge indemnity and under the obligation
d'indemnit_ et sous l'obligation de of providing for the safety of the
pourvoir _ la s_curit_ des personnes persons as well as the preserva¢ion
ainsi qu'k la conservation des papiers of the papers on board.
de bord.

Apr& avoir touchd _ un port de After having touched at a port of
leur pays ou _ un port neutre, ces their own country or at a neutral port,
navires sont soumis aux lois et such ships are subject to the laws and
coutumes de la guerre maritime, customs of naval war.

_ART.4. ART. 4.

Les marchandises ennemies se trou- Enemy cargo on board the vessels
rant _ bord des navires vis_s aux referred to in A_ieles 1 and 2 is like-
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articles 1 et 2 sont dgalement sujettes wise liable to be detained and restored
_tre saisies et restitudes apr_s la after the war without indemnity, or to

guerre sans indemnitd, ou k gtre be requisitioned on payment of in-
rdquisitionndes moyennant indemnitY, demnity, with the ship or separately.
conjointement avec le navire ou s@ard-
ment.

I1 enest de m_me des marehandises The same applies in the case of
se trouvant _ bord des navires visds k cargo on board the vessels referred
l'article 3. to in Article 3.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

La prdsente Convention lie vise pas The present Convention does not
les navires de commerce dont la con- affect merchant-ships whose construe-
struction indique qu'ils sont destinds tion indicates that they are intended
k _tre transformds en biitiments de to be converted into ships of war.
guerre.

ART. 6. ART. 6.

Les dispositions de la prdsente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sont applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
les Puissances contractantes et seule- the Contracting Powers, and only if
ment si les bellig_rants sont tous all the belligerents are parties to
parties _ la Convention. the Convention.

ART. 7. ART. 7.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention shall be
aussit(_t que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes k The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier ddpgt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications shall

sera constatd par un proems-verbal be recorded in a proc_s-cvrbal signed
signd par les reprdsentants des Puis- by the Representatives of the Powers
sanees qui y prennent part et par le which take part therein and by the
Ministre des Affaires ]_trang_res des Netherland Minister for Foreign
Pays-Bas. Affairs.

Les ddpSts ultdrieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-

se feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
dcrite, adressde au Gouvernement des written notification, addressed to the

Pays-Bas et accompagnde de l'instru- Netherland Government and accom-
ment de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifica-

tion.

Copie certifide conforme du proems- A duly certified copy of the proems-

verbal relatif au premier ddpSt de vorba/relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications mention- ratifications, of the notifications men-
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ndes _ l'alin_a pr_eddent, ainsi que des tioned in the preceding paragraph, as
instruments de ratifications, sera ira- well as of the instruments of ratifica-
m_diatement ternise par les soins du tion, shall be immediately sent by the
Gouvemement des Pays-Bas et par la Netherland Government, through the
voie diplomatique aux Puissances con- diplomatic channel, to the Powers
vi_es k la I)euxi_me Conference de la invited to the Second Peace Conference,

Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances as well as to the other Powers which
qui auront adh_r_ k la Convention. have acceded to the Convention. In
Danslescasvisdsparl'alin_apr_c_dent, the cases contemplated in the pre-
le dit Gouvernement lear fera connattre ceding paragraph, the said Govern-
en m_me temps la date h laquelle il a ment shall inform them at the same
re_u la notification, time of the date on which it received

the notification.

AR_. 8. _A_r. 8.

Les Puissances non-signataires sont Non-Signatory Powers may accede

admises k adh_rer k la pr_sente Con- to the present Convention.
vention.

La Puissance qui d_sire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede
notifie par _crit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'adh_sion, qui it the act of accession, which shall be
sera d_pos_ clans les archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
Gouvernement. Government.

Ce Gouvernement transmett_a ira- The said Government shah _mme-

m&liatement & toutes les autres diately forward to all the other Powers

Puissances copie certifi_e conforme de a duly certified copy of the notification
la notification ainsi que de l'acte as well as of the act of accession,
d'adh_sion, en indiquant la date _ mentioning the date on which it
laquelle II a re_u la notification, received the notification.

ART. 9. ART. 9.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet, pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which

particip_ au premier d_p6t de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date
proc_s_verbal de ce d_pSt et, pour les of the proc_s-verbal recording such
Puissances qui ratifieront ult_rieure- deposit, and, in the case of the Powers

ment ou qui adh_reront, soixante jours which shall ratify subsequently or
apr_s que Ia notification de leur ratiti- which shall accede, six_ days after the
cation ou de leur adhesion aura _t_ notification of their ratification or of

revue par le Gouvernement des Pays- their ar_ession has been received by
Bas. the Nether]and Government.
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ART. 10. ART. 10.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Con-
Contractantes voul_t ddnoncer la tracting Powers wishing to denounce
prdsente Convention, la ddnonciation the present Convention, the denuncia-
sera notifide par dcrit au Gouvernement tion shall be notified in writing to the
des Pays-Bas, qui communiquera ira- Netherland Government_ which shall

m_diatement eopie certifide conforme immediately communicate a duly
de la notification k toutes les autres certified copy of the notification to
Puissances en leur faisant savoir la all the other Powers, informing them
date _ laquelle il l'a revue, of the date on which it was received.

La d6nonciation ne produira ses The denunciation shall only affect
effets qu'k l'_gard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power, and only on the
l'aura notifi_e et un an apr_s que la expiry of one year after the noti-
notification en sera parvenue au fication has reached the Netherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas. Government.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

Un registre tenu par le Ministate A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires _trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du d_pbt de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
tions effectu6 en vertu de l'article 7, ratifications effected in virtue of

alin_as 3 et 4, ainsi clue la date _ Article 7, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
laquelle auront dtd revues les notifica- as the date on which the notifications
tions d'adhdsion (article 8, alin_a 2) of accession (Article 8, paragraph 2) or
ou de ddnonciation (article 10, alinda of denunciation (Article 10, paragraph
1). 1) have been received.

Chaque Pui_ance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise k prendre connaissanee de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et ken demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifies conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi les Pl_nipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
oat rev_tu la prdsente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures

leurs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fair k La Haye, le 18 octobre, 1907, Doneat TheHague, the l 8th October,
en an seul exemplaire qui restera 1907, in a single original, which shall
d_pos_ dans les archives du Gouveme- remain deposited in the archives of
meat des Pays-Bas et dent des copies, the Netherland Government, and of
certifi_es conformes, seront remises par which duly certified copies shall be
la vole diplomatique aux Puissances sent_ through the diplomatic channel,

qui ont _t6 convi6es k la Deuxi_me to the Powers invited to the Second
Conference de la Paix. Peace Conference.
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CONVENTION NO. 6. RELATIVE TO THE STATUS OF ENEMY

MERCHANT-SHIPS AT THE OUTBREAg OF HOSTILITIES 1.

The third subject on the list of matters assigned to the Fourth

Committee was that of "days of grace" (ddlai de faveur)to be granted

to vessels to leave neutral or enemy ports after the commencement of
hostilities.

It is a well recognised rule of international law that private property

belonging to the enemy on the sea is liable to capture.Development
of pra_¢_ ot This rule applies to both ships and cargoes. At the beginning
,, dayBof of the last century ships whether public or private in territorial

waters of the enemy on the outbreak of war were also liable
to capture, and it was no uncommon thing for a state to lay an embargo

on ships belonging to the subjects of another state with which it was at

variance in anticipation of the outbreak of war. This embargo was at

first a civil embargo and equivocal in character, but if the dispute ended in

war, its effect was retroactive and impressed a "hostile character on the

original seizure2. '' This practice has however not been followed during the
past half-century. A custom has arisen according to which states, on the

commencement of war, issue proclamations allowing enemy ships in harbour

to depart within a specified time, either after loading, or unloading, and to
be free from capture under certain specified conditions. Such proclama-

tions often made provision for the freedom from capture of enemy ships

which had sailed from foreign ports before the proclamation. Turkey in
1853 on the outbreak of war with Russia allowed Russian merchant-ships

to leave her ports. France and Great Britain in 1854 allowed Russian

ships of commerce six weeks, and granted concessions to those bound for

their ports for a similar period. Russia made analogous concessions to

French and British ships. Six weeks were also allowed by Prussia to
I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 190-8, and No. 5 (1908); La Deux. Confer., etc.

T._x. pp. 250-5; T. m. pp. 825-830, 852--8, 884--6; Livre Jaune, p. 96; Wei_sbuvh, p. 9;
Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 67; N. Bentwich, War and private pr_erty, p. 82 ; h. Ernst,
L'ocuvre de la deux. Confdr. p. B0 ; Halleck, Int. law (4th ed.), Vol. L p. 587; A. S. Hershey,
International law and diplomacy of the lCusso-Japanese War, pp. 269, 281-2, 295-7; T. J.
Lawrence, International Problems, etc. p. 110; Idem, War and Neutrality, etc. Chap. m. ;

E. LAmonon, La 8eoonde Confdrvwe, etc. pp. 647-661 ; J. B. Moore, Digest of Int. Law,
Sec. 1196 ; E. Nys, Le droit inter. Vol. m. p. 140 ; J. B. Scott, Status of enemy merchant

m_ips, Am. Jom.n. of Int. Law, Vol. n. p. 259; S. Takahashi, International Law aFl_lied to the

P.mso.Japan_e War, pp. 60-9; H. Taylor, Int. Law, See. 464; J. Westla_, War, pp. 89, 807;
H. Wheaton, International Law (Mlay's edition), See. 804.

i The Boed_ Lust, 5 C. Robinson's Reports, _45. See also the Johanna F/milie (1854),
Spinks, p. 14 ; J. B. Scott, Leading Case#, Section 25 and note on p. 498.
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Austrian ships in 1866. In 1870 France allowed 30 days to German

merchant vessels in French ports, or which entered the ports in ignorance
of the war. The most liberal concessions were those of the United States

to Spanish ships at the outbreak of the war in 1898. President McKinley's

Proclamation issued on the 26th April allowed Spanish merchant-ships in

American ports until the 21st May for loading their cargoes and departing,

and such vessels were not to be captured on their voyage if it appeared
from their papers that the cargoes were taken on board within the time

al]owed. There was an express exclusion of vessels having on board
military or naval enemy officers, contraband of war, or despatches to or from

the Spanish Government 1. Spain was not so liberal in her concessions, and

allowed only five days for American merchant-ships to leave her ports. The
United States Proclamation received a liberal construction in the case of

the Buena Ventura, a ship which had sailed before the outbreak of war

and was captured the day before the issue of the Proclamation. Days of
grace were also allowed by both Japan and Russia at the outbreak of the

war of 1904 but the time allowed was very short. Japan allowed a week's

grace to Russian vessels in Japanese ports at the date of the Proclamation

to enable them to discharge or load cargo and depart, and exempted such
ships from capture, if they were provided with a certificate and proved

that they were on their way back to the nearest Russian port or a leased

port or their original destination _. The Russian concessions were still

less favourable to enemy merchantmen found in Russian ports at the
outbreak of war. They were allowed to remain "for a period of 48
hours from the time of publication of the declaration by the local

authorities." Carriage of contraband of war was prohibited by both
states.

The foregoing instances represent the mitigations of the severity of the

rule of capture of enemy ships at the commencement of war which had
been introduced by various states since the Crimean War. The periods

allowed varied from the liberal concessions made by the United States, to

the period of 48 hours allowed by Russia. The granting of days of grace
in the latter case was merely a formal acknowledgment of the existence

of the practice.
The motive for the concession was that of "conciliating the interests of

commerce with the necessities of war" and "of protecting in as
_"-_ large a measure as possible operations entered into in goodIn aautmltt_.

faith and in process of being carried out l_efore the warn. '' The

I j. B. Scott,Am, Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. XLp. 2.64; La Deu.z.Confdr.T. m. p. 826.
2 S. TatAhaahi,o_. cir.p. 64. ,
a Pistoyeet Duverdy,Trait(, dezpr/_esmar/t/me_,T. n. p. 467 (quotedby M. Fromageot).
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question te be considered bythe Committeewas formulated by M.deMartens:
"Is it a rule of war (Est-il de bonne guerre) on the opening of hostilities to de-
tain and confiscate enemy merchant-shipsin the ports of one of the belligerent
sta_es ? Should the vessels be recognised as having a right to leave freely,
within a given fixed time, the ports in which they were at the commence-
ment of war, with or without their cargoes. Russia proposed four Articles

declaring the granting of a period of delay to merchantmen
Bu_- pro- in an enemy port at the outbreak of war to be obligatory, and1_.

that they should be allowed to complete their commercial
operations and be free from capture till they reached the nearest port of
their own country or a neutral port (Art. 1). Ships which in consequence
of force majeure were unable to avail themselves of this advantage should
not be confiscated (Art. 2). Merchant-ships on the high seas having lef_
their port of origin or another port before the commencement of war arc

not to be confiscated, but ff military circumstances demand it, they may
be detained by the enemy for such a time as might be required by the
necessities of war (Art. 3). Ships mentioned in the foregoing Article
arriving in an enemy port to enjoy the periods of grace and immunities
previously mentioned (Art. 4) 1. Captain Qttley (Great Britain) contended
that the allowance of time which Great Britain had accorded was only an
act of grace, and must not be regarded as a right, and that it would be

impossible to formulate any rule which would give satisfaction to every one
under all circumstances. He put the case of a war between two Powers,
one with a large mercantile navy, the other with but small commercial
interests; the former would wish for as long a period as possible, the latter

would be anxious to c_mmence operations as soon as possible against the
merchant-ships of its enemy _. (This was the case in the Russo-Japanese

War.) The Japanese delegate re-echoed the words of Captain Ottley.
M. Renault (France) proposed to maintain the existing op-

pro- tional system, but desired to exclude from capture ships whose
exit had been prohibited, allowing them to be requisitioned and

indemnities to be paid. The Dutch delegate wished to fix the delay at not
less than five days and to exempt from the concession vessels

m_l_a_,pro- obviously designed or capable of being converted into ships of
war, vessels which M. Lammasch had termed "hermaphrodites."

The Swedish delegate proposed as a compromise to combine the

Russian and French propositions, limiting them to an ex-
s_ la_- pression of the desirability of granting a period of grace.

Four different propositions were therefore before the Com-

mittee, Russian, French, Dutch and Swedish, but the pre]_m_na_ dis-

I La Deu.z. Co_. T. m. p. 1150. s Idem, T. m. p. 828.
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cussions turned entirely on the question whether the concessions to be

made to enemy shipping should be made obligatory or left optional. The
Swedish proposition formed the starting-point for the Examining Committee,

the obligatory character of the concessions to be made having failed to

receive a unanimous acceptance chiefly owing to the opposition of Great
Britain, France and Japan 1. In the course of the examination

arttt_ pro- of the Swedish draft the British Delegation presented a draftl_al.
in five Articles. The draft Convention was adopted by the

Committee, and subsequently by the Conference at its Seventh Plenary

Meeting on the 27th September, 1907."
The first Article states that it is desirable that merchant-ships belonging

to one of the belligerents at the commencement of hostilities_'t_Lde1.
in an enemy port should be allowed to depart freely at once,

or after a sufficient number of days of grace, and after being furnished
with a pass to proceed direct to a port indicated. The words de faveur

were added to ddlai at the request of the British delegate to show that the

granting of the period of delay was not obligatory. By six to five, the

Committee rejected the Swedish proposal to grant the days of grace for
the purpose of allowing a ship to complete the unloading or loading of her
cargo, other than contraband.

The practice of granting of days of grace remains therefore as it was

before the Conference. The Powers have recognised its desirability, but
no merchant-ship can demand it, nor will there be a legal ground of

complaint if all enemy merchant-ships within a belligerent's ports at the
outbreak of war are ordered to leave immediately or after a "sutBcient"

period. Whether the expression "it is desirable" will be considered as equiva-

lent to a command s remains to be seen. States will probably act in the

future as they have act_l in the past. Captain Ottley stated that the

British Government had every intention of adhering to the practice which

it had observed during the past 50 years in granting days of grace, subject
always to the reservation that the time allowed should not compromise its
national interests s. It was doubtless with a similar mental reservation

that the other Powers accepted this Artlcle. States will in the future as
inthe pastconsulttheirown interestsin thismatter,but theirinterests

may notinfrequentlyinvolvea considerationforthe interestsofneutrals.

I The obligatoryviewwas votedfor byeight states, Germany,TheUnitedStates,Austria-
Hungary, Belgium, Norway, Holland, Russia and Servia. Four states voted against it,
Great Britain, France, Japan and the Argentine Republic. Sweden did not vote. /_z
Dea_. Oon/#r.T. m. p. 936.

s j. B. Scott, Am. Journ.of I_. Law, Vol.n. p. 966.
' La Dcuz. Ooaf_r.T. m. p. 828.
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Each state will determine for itself whether the desire to injure its enemy

by detaining his merchant-ships, which might be of the greatest value
as auxiliary ships for the fleet, will "prevail over the fear of offending

neutrals by causing a great dislocation of trade in which some of them are
sure to be interested1. ''

The second paragraph of Article 1 recognises that it is desirable to
allow days of grace to a ship which left its last port of departure before

the commencement of the war and entered an enemy port in ignorance of
the existence of hostilities. This has been the practice of states since the

Crimean War. If such a ship has been visited by an enemy cruiser and

an entry made in its log-book, that will be conclusive against its claim to
any exemption from capture.

Article 2 deals with the case of enemy ships of commerce unable to
leave within the allotted time, or not permitted to leave.Ar_LC3e2.

Such vessels would formerly have been liable to confiscation.

Under this Article they cannot be confiscated, but are to be kept and
handed back to the owners at the conclusion of the war, or if they are

requisitioned, compensation is to be made.

Article 3 exempts from capture enemy merchantmen met on the

articae s. high seas which left their last port of departure before the
outbreak of war and are in ignorance of its existence. They may

be requisitioned or even destroyed subject to indemnities being paid. If

they are aware of the outbreak of war, they can still be confiscated. This
Article encountered considerable opposition from Germany and Russia, and

at the Seventh Plenary Meeting of the Conference Baron Marschall yon

Bieberstein said: "The German Delegation is of opinion that these pro-

visions establish an inequality between states in imposing financial burdens

on those Powers which, in default of naval stations in different parts of the
world, are not in a position to take vessels which they have seized into a

port, but find themselves compelled to destroy them2. '' Germany and
Russia made a reservation of this Article in signing the Convention.

The German delegate (Dr Kriege) had previously explained the views

of his Government in Committee. Only the Powers, he said, which possess

naval stations in different parts ot the world can regularly exercise this right
of seizure. Other Powers will often be unable to take ships they detain

into port, and will have to destroy them, and therefore to bear the cost
of such vessels; they will therefore have their financial burdens unduly

increased as against Powers able to take such vessels into por_ and retain
them till the end of the war s. It would appear that Germany and Russia

1 T. J. Lawrence, War and Neutraligy, et_. (2nd ed.), p. 5ti.

2 La Deux. Conflr. T. I. p. 285. * Idem, T. _x. p. 954.
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by not accepting this Article retain the right to capture enemy merchant-

ships on the high seas which have left their last port before the outbreak
of war, subject to any modifications which they may make by proclamation
at the commencement of war. Furthermore German and Russian merchant-

ships will under similar circumstances also remain liable to be captured

subject to a like modification by the other belligerent (see Article 6).

The Article is an amelioration of the strict rules of existing law, though
it falls short of recent practice. The exemption from capture provided by
it will probably be found however not to be of much value in practice, as it

will not often happen under modern conditions that ships will long remain

in ignorance of the existence of war in any part of the world. The

permission to destroy vessels ignorant of the existence of war was inserted/
on the suggestion of the Italian delegate to meet the case of states unable I
to take such vessels into their own ports for detention. Provision mus_

be made for the safety of the persons and papers on board such ships.

Article 4 provides that enemy cargo on the vessels mentioned in
Articles 1, 2 and 3 is subject to the same treatment as theh.vt,lole 4.
vessel. Germany and Russia made reservations on the

second paragraph of the Article relating to cargoes on board the enemy

merchantmen referred to in Article 3. The provision relating to cargo
must be read subject to the Declaration of Paris.

Article 5 imposes an important limitation on the foregoing Articles

which it declares are inapplicable to merchant-ships whose
h__olo B.

construction indicates that they are destined for conversion into

war-ships. This Article was inserted at the instance of the British dele-

gate Lord Reay. The words originally proposed were, "navlres marchamds
ennemis susceptibles d'dtre transformds en vaisseaux de combat." This was

altered by the Comltd de rddaction to" navires marchands qul ont did ddsignds

d'avance pour dtre transformds en bdtiments de gv2rre." This phraseology

was objected to by the German delegate who contended that all steamships,
not only the great ocean-liners but smaller craft, might be of use in war

for purpose of mine-laying and other subsidiary operations. He moved the

rejection of the whole Article I. This was opposed by the British and

Japanese delegates. The French and Swedish delegates contended that
ships of the class intended were always constructed under special orders

of a Government, but the Belgium delegate denied this and desired to

modify the phrase by substituting "susceptibles d'aprhs leur dtat pour d'gtre"
etc., but this was rejected and the motion of the German delegate for the

I La Deu.z. Confer. T. m. p. 1033.

m 20
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rejection of the Article was carried by 8 votes to 5 with 2 abstentions.

At a subsequent meeting, on the proposition of the Swedish delegate the
Article was restored in the form in which it now appears. Russia and
Germany have accepted this Article. The discussion, however, brought

out the difficulties that may be expected to arise in construing the language

in which the Article is framed, "dont la construction indique qu'ils sont
destinds _ tire transformds en bdtiments de gue_el. '' The terms of this Article

recall those of the Treaty of Washing_n whereby Great Britain and the

United States agreed to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming
or equipping within the jurisdiction of either of the Powers of any vessel

"which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended to cruise or to _arry

on war" against a Power with which it is at peace 2. The two Governments

could not agree as to the meaning of this language; is there a likelihood of
agreement on the meaning of the words "merchant-ships whose construction
indicates that they are intended for conversion to war-ships" ? "Experts are

perfectly able to distinguish vessels built primarily for warlike use," says Mr

Hall, writing of the words cited from the Treaty of Washington, "but it is

otherwise with many vessels primarily fitted for commerce. Perhaps few fast

ships are altogether incapable of being so used as to inflict damage to trade ....
Mail steamers of large size are fitted by their strength and build to receive,

without much special adaptation, one or two guns of sufficient calibre to

render the ships carrying them dangerous cruisers against merchantmena. ''
Subsidised liners were the ships the Committee appear to have had in view;

in the case of other vessels M. Fromageot states "the build (construction) of
ships must serve to indicate the eventual destination." The vessels referred

to in the Article are not "primarily built for warlike use" but for commerce;

will it be equally easy for experts to distinguish such of these as were built

with a view to their eventual conversion into ships of war ? Furthermore,
what is a ship of war _ ?

The important alteration made in the rules of international law by the
Convention is the abrogation of the rule of confiscation of enemy merchant,-

ships found in a belligerent port at the outbreak of war, unless they are
"ships whose construction indicates that they are intended for conversion

into warships," but these can be requisitioned and must be paid for. Even
ff such ships are detained until the end of the war, and not used, immenae

I The German oflid_ translation is " deren Bau ersehen Idsst, dass de zur Umwandlung in
Kriegschiffe bestimrat sind."

s Treaty of Washington, Art. w., De Martens, _Vouv. -Rec. Gdn. Vol. xx. p. 702.

-_Int. Law (Sth ed.), p. 616. See also T. J. Lawrence, Int. Law, § 262.
' See also the dieeussion on the meaning of the expression b_im_nts de guerre in the next

Convention, post, p. BI6.
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loss will still be occasioned to their owners. The important qualification of

Article 5 will probably considerably limit the application of this Convention.

The only Powers which have not signed this Convention are the United

aigaat_ry States, China and Nicaragua. The United States' refusal is
Powers and based on the ground that the Convention is an unsatisfactory

reservations, compromise between those who believe in the existence of

a right and those who refuse to recognise the legal validity of the custom
which has grown up in recent years. "The Convention cannot be called

progressive, for it questions a custom which seems generally established, and
its adoption would seem to sanction less liberal and enlightened practice1. ''

The reservations of Germany and Russia, the only two Powers making any,

have alr.eady been dealt with 2.

I j. B. Scott, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. _. p. 270.
2 See supra, p. 304.
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VII. CONVERSION OF MERCHANT-SHIPS INTO WAR-SHIPS.

VII. Convention relative _ la VII. Convention relative to the
Transformation des Navires Conversion of Merchant-

de Commerce en B_timents ships into War-ships.
de Guerre.

Sa Majestd l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &c. 1 King of Prussia, &c?

Considdrant qu'en rue de l'incorpora- Considering that in view of the
tion en temps de guerre de navires de incorporation in time of war of mer-

la marine marehande dans les flottes chant-ships in the fighting fleet it is
de combat, il est ddsirable de ddfinir desirable to define the conditions sub-

les conditions dans lesquelles cette jeet to which this operation may be
opdration pourra &re effeetudc; effected;

Que, toutefois, les Puissances Con- As, however, the Contracting Powers
tractantes n'ayant pu se mettre having been unable to come to an

d'accord sur la question de savoir si la agreement on the question whether
transformation d'un navire de corn- the conversion of a merchant-ship into
meree en bittiment de guerre peut a war-ship may take place upon the
avoir lieu en pleine mer, il est entendu high seas, it is understood that the
que la question du fieu de transforma- question of the place where such con-
tion reste hors de cause et n'est version is effected remains outside the

nullcment visde par lee r_gles ci- scope of this Agreement and is in no
dessous; way affected by the following rules;
Ddsirantconclureune Convention_ Beingdesirousofconcludinga Con-

cet effet,out nommd pour leurs ventiontothiseffect,haveappointed
Pldnipotentiaires, savoir : as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to

say :

[Dgnomination des Plgnipotentiaires.] [Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Lesquels,apr_savoirddposdleurs Who, afterhavingdepositedtheir

pleinspouvoirs,trouvdsen bonne et fullpowers,found tobe ingood and

due forme,sontconvenusdes disposi-due form, have agreed upon the

tions suivantes :-- following provisions :u

1 IAst of Statesas in the FinalAct, 1907.
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ART. 1. ART. 1.

Aucun navire de commerce trans- No merchant-ship converted into
formd en bfi£iment de guerre ne peut a war-ship can have the rights and
avoir lea droits et les obligations duties appertaining to that status

attachds k cette qualit_ s'il n'est placd unless it is placed under the direct
sous l'autorit_ direete, le contrSle authority, immediate control and re-
imm_diat et la responsabilit_ de la sponsibility of the Power whose flag
Puissance dont il porte le pavilion, it flies.

_ART.'2. ART. 2.

Lea navlres de commerce trans- Merchant-ships converted into war-
formds en b_timents de guerre doivent ships must bear the external marks
porter les signes ext_rieurs distinctifs which distinguish the war-ships of
des bgtiments de guerre de leur their nationality.
nationalitY.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Le commandant dolt _tre au service The commander must be in the

de l']_tat et dfment eommissionn_ par service of the State and duly com-
les autorlt_s comp_tentes. Son nora missioned by the proper authorities.
dolt figurer sur la liste des ofliciers de His name must figure on the list of
la flotte militaire, the officers of the military fleet.

A_T. 4, ART. 4.

L'Otuipage dolt _tre soumis aux The crew must be subject to the
r_gles de la discipline militaire, rules of military discipline.

ART. 5. fl.-RT, 5.

Tout navire de commerce transformd Every merchant_ship converted into
en b_timent de guerre est tenu a war-ship is bound to observe, in its

d'observer, clans ses operations, les operations, the laws and customs of
lois et coutumes de la guerre, war.

A_T. 6. ART. 6.

Le bellig_rant qui trausforme un A belligerent who converts a mer-
navire de commerce en b_timent de chant-ship into a war-ship must, as

guerre, doit, le plus t_t possible, men- soon as possible, announce such con-
tionner cette transformation sur la version in the list of the ships of its
liste des b&timents de saflotte militaire, military fleet.

ART. 7. ART. 7.

Les dispositions de la pr_sente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sont applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
lea Puissances contractautes et seule- the Contracting Powers, and only if
merit si les bellig4rants sont tons all the belligerents are parties to the
parties k la Convention. Convention.
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ART. 8. AaT. 8.

La pr_sente Convention sera ratifi_e The present Convention shall be
anssit6t que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront d_posdes _ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier d_pSt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications shall
sera constat_ par un precis-verbal be recorded in a precis-verbal signed
signd par les Repr_sentants des by the Representatives of the Powers
Puissances qui y premmnt part et par which take part therein and by the
le Ministre des Affaires ]_trang_res des Netherland Minister for Foreign
Pays-Bas. Affairs.

Les d_p6ts ultdrieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
se feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
dcrite, adress_e au Gouvernement des written notification, addressed to the
Pays-Bas et accompagn_e de l'instru- Netherland Government and accom-

meat de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratification.
Copie certifide conforme du proems- A duly certified copy of the proc_s-

verbal relatif au premier ddp6t de verbal relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications mention- ratifications, of the notifications men-
n_es k l'alin_a pr_cddent, ainsi que des tioned in the preceding paragraph, and
instruments de ratification, sera ira- of the instruments of ratification, shall

m_diatement ternise, par les soins du be immediately sent by the Netherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas, et par la Government, through the diplomatic
vole diplomatique, aux Puissances channel, to the Powers invited to the
convi_es k la Deuxi_me Conference de Second Peace Conference, as well as to
la Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances the other Powers which have acceded

qui auront adhdrd k la Convention. to the Convention. In the cases con-

Dans les eas visds par l'alindaprdcddent, templated in the preceding paragraph,
le dit Gouvernement leur fera connaltre the said Government shall inform
en m_me temps la date _ laquelle il a them at the same time of the date on
re_u la notification, which it received the notification.

ART. 9. ART. 9.

Les Puissances non-signataires sent Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises _ adh_rer _ ]a pr_sente Corn to the present Convention.
vention.

La Puissance qui d_sire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede

not_fie par _cfit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transme_tant l'acte d'adh_sion, qui it the act of accession, which shall be

sera ddposd dan_ los archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
Oouvernement. Government.
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Ce Gouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall immedi-

mddiatement k routes les autres Puis- ately forward to all the other Powers
sances copie certifi_e conforme de la a duly certified copy of the notification
notification ainsi que de l'acte d'adhd- as well as of the act of accession,

sion, en indiquant la date k laquelle il mentioning the date on which it
a requ la notification, received the notification.

ART. 10. _A.._T.10.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet, pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which
participd an premier d6pSt de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date
proc_s-verbal de co ddpSt, et pour les of the precis-verbal recording such
Puissances qui ratifieront ultdrieure- deposit, and, in the case of the Powers
ment ou qui adh_reront, soixante jours which shall ratify subsequently or
apr_s que la notification de leur tariff- which shall accede, sixty days after
cation ou de leur adhdsion aura _td the notification of their ratification or

reque par le Gouvernement des Pays- of their accession has been received
Bas. by the Netherland Government.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Contract-

contraetantes voulfit ddnoncer la prd- ing Powers wishing to denounce the
sente Convention, la ddnonciation sera present Convention, the denunciation
notifide par deritau Gouvernementdes shah be notified in writing to the
Pays-Bas, qui eommuniquera immd- Netherland Government, which shall
diatement topic certififie conforme de la immediately communicate a duly
notification _ toutes les autres Puis- certified copy of the notification to all
sances on leur faisant'savoir la date k the other Powers, informing them of

laquelle il l'a revue, the date on which it was received.
La ddnonciation no produira ses The denunciation shall only affect

effets qu'k l'6gard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power, and only on the
l'aura notifi6e et un an apr_s clue la expiry of one year after the noti-
notification en sera parvenue au fication has reached the Netherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas. Government.

A.aT. 12. -ART.12.

Un registre tenu par le Minist_re A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang6res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du ddp6t de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
¢ions effectud en vertu de l'Article 8, ratifications effected in virtue of
alin6as 3 et 4, ainsi que la date k Article 8, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
laquelle auront 6g6 revues les notifica- as the date on which the notifications
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tions d'adhdsion (Article 9, alinda 2) of accession (Article 9, paragraph 2)
ou de ddnonciation (Article 11, ahnda or of denunciation (Article I1, pars-
1). graph 1) have been received.

Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise i_prendre connaissance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et k en demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
eertifids conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi les Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont rev_tu la prdsente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures
leurs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fait _ La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en un seul exemplaire qui testers October, 1907, in a single original,
ddposd dana lea archives du Gouverne- which shall remain deposited in the
merit des Pays-Bas, et dont des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-
certifides conformes, seront ternises par ment, and of which duly certified

la vole diplomatique aux Puissances copies shall be sent, through the
qui ont dtd eonvides _ la Deuxi_me diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Confdrenee de la Paix. invited to the Second Peace Con-

ference.

CONVENTION NO. 7. CONVENTION RELATIVE TO THE CONVERSION OF

MERCHANT-SHIPS INTO WAR-SHIPS 1.

It is suggested that this Convention should be entitled "A Convention
to secure the observance of the Declaration of Paris in

Privateering

and Volunteer regard to privateering_. '' Privateering was abolished as
NavteB. between the signatory Powers to the Declaration of Paris.
Nearly all the civilised states of the world have become parties to

I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 47, 183; La Deux. Confdr. T. x. pp. 232, 289;
Lit, re Jaune, p. 97 ; Weissbuch, p. 10 ; L. A. Atherley-Jones, Commerce in War, pp. 538-548 ;..

Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 204; Bonfils-FauchiUe, Droit international (Sth ed.), § 1895 ;
F. Despagnet, Droit international, _ 641-3; C. Dupuis, Le droit de la guerre maritime,

Chap. m. § 2; W. E. Hall, Inter. Law, p. 527; Halleck, International Law (4th eel.),
Vol. H. p. 136 ; A. S. Hershey, International law and diplomacy of the Russo.Japanele

War, Chap. v. ; T. J. Lawrence, Zntel_ational Law, § 224 ; Idem, International t_roblema, etc.

p. 125 ; Idem, War and Neutrality, Chap. rx. ; A. de Lapmdelle, La guerre maritime, etc.
Itevue des deuz Mondu (1 Aug. 1908) ; E. L6monon, La seconds Conference, p. 6tl ; J. B.
Moore, Digest of Int. Law, Vol. vu. p. 542; L. 0ppenheim, Int. Law, Vol. n. § 84 ; F. E.
Smith sad N. W. Sibley, International Law, etc. Chap. n. ; J. Westlske, War, p. 804;

G. G. Wilson, Conversion of merchant ships, etc., Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. ft. p. 271..

2 G. G. Wilson, op. sit. p. 272.
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this Declaration, but in many continental states opinions have been

expressed that accession to the Declaration was far from being advan-
tageous, and the creation of Volunteer Navies in some states has

raised delicate questions as to the evasion of the Declaration. Prussia

in 1870 decided to address an appeal to all German sailorsl_uaaiaa

p_t_ and shipowners, inviting them to put their resources and
_a ls_o. ships at the disposal of their country. Volunteer ships were

to be placed under naval discipline during the war. Officers and crew

were to enter for the duration of the war into the Navy of the Con-
federation, to wear its uniform and marks of rank, and swear to the articles

of war ; they were to be entitled to pensions like regular members of the

Navy. Officers were to receive Commissions of their rank and in case of

meritorious service permanent Commissions were promised. The vessels
were to fly the war-flag of the North German Confederation. Large

premiums were offered for the destruction of enemy ships 1. France protested,
but the British Law Officers when consulted by the Government gave their

opinion that there were substantial differences between the Volunteer Navy
sanctioned by the Prussian Government and the system which it was the

object of the Declaration of Paris to suppress. Prussia had announced her
intention not to capture private property at sea, but as France would not

agree to this proposal the Prussian offer was withdrawn, and with it the
formation of a Volunteer Navy was abandoned. But the incident was far-

reaching in its influence. In 1877-8 relations between Great Britain and

R_ Russia were strained; there was for a time every prospect
v_aa_r of war breaking out. The Russian Fleet was small, and

xavy. the mercantile marine insignificant. A patriotic association

was formed with the object of raising money and buying fast ships to act

as auxiliaries to the Imperial Navy. The vessels purchased were to be

placed under the command of the officers of the Navy, and the crews to be
subjected to military discipline. This institution still exists, and is

subsidised by the Government. The commander of the ship and aS least
one other officer hold the Imperial Commission, and their crews receive

training so as to enable them to perform the duties allotted to crews of

men of war. In time of peace they carry the merchant flag and are

usually engaged in ordinary mercantile traffic, though many of the vessels
are also employed by the state as transport-ships _.

i See W. E. H_II. op. clt. p. 527 ; T. J. Lawrence, I_t. Law, § 224 ; C. Dupuia, op. tit.
82-4." For oFa_al deta_ of the Prussian. proposals see Geffcken in 4 Holtzendorff,

Haudbuch d_ V'd/kvrr_htJ, p. 560 (quoting from Staatearchiv, Vol. x.x. No. 4B45).
2 T. J. Lawrence, Int. Law, § 224 ; C. Dupuis, op. cir. § 85.
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In France some of the mail-boats are commanded by officers of the

rrenaa Navy. The companies receive a subsidy from the state,
A-_14-,7 and they are constructed on plans sanctioned by the French

_" Admiralty. On the outbreak of war they are to be incor-
porated into the regular Navy 1.

Great Brit_dn in 1887 entered into arrangements with several of the

Brit_. great Navigation Steamship Companies, such as the Cunard,
White Star, Peninsular and Oriental, etc. In return for an

annual subsidy the companies undertake to sell or charter to the Govern-
ment certain t_t vessels at a fixed price and on short notice, and to build

new ships on plans approved by the Admiralty. Half the crews are to be

engaged from the Royal Naval Reserve, and the Admiralty has the right

of placing on board fittings and arrangements to facilitate their speedy
conversion into ships of war _.

The United States in 1892 entered into similar agreements with

American companies and in the Spanish-American War of 1898 they
made use of these vessels s.

The arrangements made by these Powers in regard to their incorpora-
tion into the regular navy vary, but where they are placed under the

command of the regular Naval Authorities of the state, and carry the

national flag of the State Navy and are commanded by duly commissioned
officers, and the crews wear a distinctive uniform and observe the laws

of war, there is no doubt that they are entitled to treatment as regular
belligerents 4. It was however desirable, as is stated in the preamble to
this Convention, "in view of the incorporation in time of war of merchant-

ships in the fighting fleet, to define the conditions subject to which this

operation may be effected." The immediate cause of the insertion of the

subject in the Programme of the Conference _ was an incident which
occurred during the Russo-Japanese War. Two vessels, theThe Peter-

burg and _Peterburg and Smolensl¢, belonging to the Russian Volunteer

smolen_. Navy stationed in the Black Sea, on the 4th and 6th July,
1904, passed through the Bosphorus and Dardanelles flying the flag of the

Russian mercantile marine. These Straits are under the Treaties of Paris,

London and Berlin closed to vessels of war. The vessels also passed through

i C. Dupuis, ap. tit. p. 114 ; W. E. Hall, Int. Law, p. 529.

2 T. J. Lawreuce, Int. Law, § 224 ; Parl. Papers, 1887, Subvention of Merchant l_teamers

for Sgate purposes.
a Sir T. Bamlsy, Iaroblema, etc. p. 294.

4 F. Despagnet, Droit inter. § 648; C. Dupuis, _. cir. § 84; Ouih6neue, La mar/he

au.ziliaire. .
6 See Count Benckendorff's Circular, ante, p. 54.
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the Suez Canal under the same flag. "The t_eterburg certainly, and possibly

the Smolens]¢ also, engaged pilots for the Red Sea as a vessel of commerceU'
When in the Red Sea they hoisted the flag of the Imperial Navy, and the

Peterburg captured the Malacca, a P. and O. hiail Boat. Ultimately after

strong protests by the British Government these vessels were ordered to

haul down the flag of the Imperial Navy and to cease to act as cruisers,
and Russia agreed that all vessels captured by them should be restored.

The first question mentioned in the Programme of the Fourth Corn-

The Problms mittee was that of the conversion of merchant-ships into ships
r_ us, Con- of war s, and hi. de Martens, the President, framed his

ferenee, questionnaire in the following terms :

(1) Is it admitted by practice and the laws of states that belligerent

states can convert merchant-ships into ships of war ?
(2) In cases of conversion of merchant-ships into ships of war, what

are the legal conditions which belligerent states ought to observe ?

From the sketch already given there was no doubt as to the answer

which the Committee would give to the first question. The laws of various

states make provision for the incorporation into their navies of merchant-
ships under varying conditions. The terms on which such vessels are to be
obtained are matters to be settled by municipal law. But international

law is concerned with the question as to what conditions are to be observed

so that private vessels may become entitled to all the privileges and

subject to the restrictions imposed by neutrals on ships of war s. The

questions which the Committee discussed were five in number. (1) Can
merchant-ships be converted into ships of war ? (2) What is a ship of

war ? (3) Where can conversion take place ? (4) How long does the

conversion last ? (5) What regulations shall be applied to merchant-ships

converted into ships of wax ?
No difficulty was occasioned in giving an affirmative answer to the first

ThetennJ of question; very little also was occasioned in framing the
the eonvea- regulations to be applied to such vessels, and any doubt

tion. which may have been raised as to the re-introduction of

privateering under the guise of volunteer fleets has been effectually

dispelled by the acceptance of the six rules embodied in this Convention--
"Privateering is and remains abolished." The converted merchant-ship in

I T. J. Lawrence, War and Neutrality, p. 205 ; for the career of these vessels and an
examination of the loga2ity of their proceedings, see pp. 205-217 of this work, See also Smith

and Sibley, o_. ¢/t. Chap. n. ; A. S. Hershey, International Law, eb¢. Chap. v. ; Halleok,
IuWrnational Law (4th eel.), Vol, rr. p. 187.

s Pavl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 188 ; La D_. Confer. T. L p. 240 ; Idem, T. m.
p. 745.
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order to be entitled to the status of a ship of war must be under the direct

control and responsibility of the state converting it (Art. 1), and must
notify its character by external marks such as the use of the flag of the

State Navy (Art. 2). Its commander must be in the service of the state
and duly commissioned, and his name must appear on the official list of

officers of the state (Art. 3). The proposal that he must be in personal

possession of his commission and of papers showing the regular conversion

of the vessel was rejected. The crew must be subject to military
discipline (Art. 4). The ship must in its operations conform to the laws
and customs of war (Art. 5). This was objected to by the United States

Delegation as constituting an invidious distinction as regards certain

vessels bought and regularly commissioned in time of peace as forming

part of the United States Navy. M. Renault, however, pointed out that
the Article was in complete harmony with Article 1 of the Regulations on
the laws and customs of war on land. Lastly the conversion of the

merchant-ship must be notified publicly as soon as possible (Art. 6). The

question of the duration of the conversion does not appear to be touched

by this Article. These Articles embody the general principles which had

been accepted by states, and except for the points raised on Articles 3 and
5 were accepted without discussion. The Convention does not go very far,

but it may be welcomed as a beginning of a set of written rules on the

subject. The other questions discussed were found to be insoluble.

Lord Reay desired to go to the root of the whole matter at the begin-

un_vea ning. The legality of the conversion of merchant-ships into
problems. "ships of war" was not doubted, but the fundamental question,

which, acting on the instructions of the British Government 1, he sought to

have settled was--what is a ship of war ? The difficulty is not peculiar to

this question, but is equally important as regards the meaning to be attri-

buted to the exemption from capture provided for in Article 5 of the previous
Convention by which "merchant-ships whose construction indicates that
they are intended for conversion into war=ships" in an enemy port at the

outbreak of war remain liable to capture s. A modem navy to be effective

What_s a must contain more than battle-ships, fast cruisers, torpedo-
ampo_ war? boats and destroyers and submarines. If a fleet is to remain

for any length of time at sea, especially if its state does not possess a
large number of coaling stations within the area of its operations, it needs

a whole auxiliary fleet of colliers, repairing ships, supply ships, despatch
vessels, transports for the carriage of men, ammunition, etc. The

i SeeInstruetionsin Appendix.
See ante, p. 306.
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following proposition introduced by Lord Reay was framed to meet modern
conditions. "There are two classes of ships of war: (A) fighting ships

(vaisseau._ de combat), (B) auxiliary ships (vaisseaux auxiliaires)." He

proposed to assimilate to the status of the fighting ships of the Navy the
auxiliary ships used for any purpose of the fleet. Objection was taken to

this on the ground that the principles of "unneutral service" were involved,
and that this subject was not included in the Programme of the Con-

ference; Lord Reay subsequently withdrew his proposed definition 1. The
question of the length of the period of the conversion of merchant-ships is

important in this connection and this point was also discussed in connec-

tion with the place of conversion. Lord Reay, having abandoned the

wn,re may attempt to include auxiliary ships under the head of ships of
conversion war, developed his proposals in regard to Class A "fighting
take place,
andhow long ships" which were defined as : "Every ship flying a recog-

does it _T nised flag, armed at the expense of the state for attacking

the enemy and the officers and crews of which are duly authorised for the

purpose by the Government to which they belong. It shall not be lawful

for a ship to be invested with this character save before its departure from
a national port, nor to be divested of it, save after return to a national

portS. '' It was urged in support of this view that for a neutral _ allow
the conversion to take place in one of its ports would be an

(a) Conver-
_oa In _- infraction of its neutrality, and for a belligerent to make the

tto_ port_, change within neutral waters would be a breach by a

belligerent of his duties to a neutral, and that vessels so converted did" not
acquire the character of a regular ship of war s. Against conversion on the

high seas Lord Reay urged that as ships of war were accorded rights of
search of neutral vessels, a neutral has the right to know what ships are

authorised to exercise this right. If it be permitted to all ships which

have leR a neutral port as merchantmen to suddenly appear in a new
character (and as the Japanese delegate pointed out the converse case

would be equally possible) "regrettable incidents" would be occasioned,

complications in regard to breach of neutrality laws would occur and an

intolerable situation would be create& The Dutch delegate supported

the preposi_on to limit conversion to national ports. The United States
and Japanese delegates also concurred with the addition of "por_ or

territorial waters in the naval or military occupation" of the Power

making the conversiom

I See La Dcu=. (7onfdr. T. m. pp. 847, 917. 2 La Deu_. Confer. T. m. p. 822.
s See The Santiuima Trinidad (7 Wheaton, 283, _I. B. Scott, Leading Cases, p. 701), The

Oran Para (7 Wheaton, 471).
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The delegates of Germany, Russia and France opposed these proposals

(b) _nv_r- and contended that such conversion was permissible on the
•ion on the high seas. They urged that there was no existing rule of
mgh _M. international law against it, that as the laws of many states

allowed the private property of nationals to be employed for operations of
war, such states could exercise this right within territories under their

jurisdiction and also on the high seas which are subject to the jurisdiction

of no one Power. A prize captured from the enemy on the high seas, and

suitable for conversion, could at once be turned into a ship of war by
placing her under the command of an officer of the capturing ship and

transferring to her a crew, and if this is ex hypothesi allowable, it is equally
allowable for a ship of war meeting a merchantman of its own state on the

high seas to make a conversion in a similar manner. M. Renault (France)

agreed that conversion must not take place in neutral ports or territorial
waters but otherwise he supported the German and Russian point of view.

The Italian delegate (Count Tornielli), as on other occasions, en-

(o)vhoIt_li_. deavoured to bring about a compromise between the
oompro_o, opposing views of Germany and Great Britain; he moved

"That ships which leave the t_rritorial waters of their country after the
opening of hostilities cannot change their character either on the high seas

or in the territorial waters of another state1. '' M. Fusinato (Italy) in
supporting this proposal pointed out that it would be a serious matter for

a merchant-ship which had enjoyed the right of entry of a neutral port to
be able to take advantage of its commercial character there and immedi-

ately on reaching the high seas to throw it off. Such a proceeding
was nothing less than an abuse of neutral hospitality. The Italian

proposition thus accepted the Russo-German view only to the extent of

allowing the conversion of merchant-ships on the high seas in case they
had left the territorial waters of their own state before the outbreak of

war. The Mexican delegate supported the Italian proposition. The
debates on these points were renewed in the Comitd d'Examen and

finally a division on the Italian proposition was taken with the result

that 9 states voted for (Great Britain, the United States, Belgium,

Brazil, Italy, Japan, Norway, Holland and Sweden) and 7 against
l*ro_lemlea (Germany, Austria, Argentine, Chili, France, Russia and

unaolved. Servia) 2. The vote was indecisive and the preamble
records that "whereas the contracting Powers have been unable to

come to an agreement on the question whether the conversion of a

merchant-ship into a war-ship may take place upon the high seas, it is

1 La Dettx.Confer.T. m. pp. 824, 1136. : Ide,a, T. z. p. 248, note 2.
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understood that the question of the place where such conversion is effected
remains outside the scope of this agreement1. ''

The really important question was therefore lef_ undecided. A similar
fate befell the attempt to settle the period of duration of the conversion.
The Austro-Hungarian delegate proposed that a ship once converted
could not be re-converted until the termination of the war; this was

supported by the Mexican delegate. The Austrian proposal was meant
to prevent the not impossible case of a converted merchantman which had
entered a neutral port as a ship of war, leaving and returning in a few
hours having divested herself of her character on the high seas, for as was
pointed out by the Japanese delegate if conversion on the high seas is
allowed, it would be equally possible for the act of re-conversion or divest-
ment of the public character to take place there also. Lord Reay's
proposition allowed the character of the converted ship to be divested only
in a national port. As no agreement had been reached as to the place
of conversion the Committee decided to leave this question in its present
(uncertain) position e.

In this case, as in so many other questions discussed at the Conference,
the conflict of political interests was found to be tooacute to allow of a
settlement of a problem which, if it is allowed to remain in its present
extremely unsatisfactory condition, will be certain on the outbreak of a naval
war to bring about strained relations between the states which hold such

divergent views. Every principle of the law of neutrality demands that
the conversion of merchant-ships in neutral waters should be recognised as
illegal; but there was not absolute unanimity even on this. The British
proposal started with an endeavour to obtain the acceptance of such a
definition of ship of war as would "prove sufficient to prevent the issue by
any Power of letters of marque" (British Instructions). The Articles
agreed to by the Conference have formulated principles which will have

this effect. The Italian proposal was one which, while being wholly
consistent with principle, allowed for the exceptional case of "convertible"

z The late Professor M. Bernard was of'op/nion "that a vessel may be built, equipped,

al'_ea, eommlm$ione{l and employed as a cruiser, without even having entered a port of t_

nation under whose flag she sails. Whether it is just or expedient for all nations that thi_
should be l_rohibited, is an open question: at present it is not prohibited' (British Neutrality]
p. 401). Sir William Harcourt was of opinion that for all reasons it is wise to diseourag_
such a practice as that of granting commissions to vessels on the high seas, by which sue_
vessels bseome at once raised to the position of lawful belligerent cruisers. (See quotatio_

from Memorandum on the Report of the Neutrality Laws Commission cited by T. Bury, Some

qu_tions in the Law of Neutrality, Journ. of the Soc. of Uomiaarative Legislation (New

Series), No. xIv. p. 216.
2 La D_. Confer. T. x. p. 248 ; I&l_, T. xrt. p. 1014.
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vessels which were on the high seas at the outbreak of war. This pro-

posal, embodying the British, Japanese and American views, would have
allowed the conversion of merchant-ships only in the national ports and

territorial waters of the converting Power or in ports and territorial waters

occupied by it. Conversion on the high seas would have been prohibited
in the case of all ships leaving their national ports after the outbreak of

war, but allowed in the case of those which left a port before the outbreak

of war. If these proposals, and the Austrian proposition that conversion
when once effeeted should continue for the duration of the war, had been

added to the rules adopted by the Conference, a valuable and important
addition would have been made to the Law of Nations. Neutral rights,

wholly ignored by the Russo-German proposals, would have been safe-
guarded, and belligerents would have avoided the friction with neutrals
which must inevitably take place so long as the present uncertainty exists.

This Convention has been signed by all Powers mentioned in the Final

mgaa_ry Act except the United States of America (which has not
Powers. acceded to the Declaration of Paris), China, Dominiea,

Nicaragua, and Uruguay. Turkey signed under a general reservation
which was made by her delegate at the Seventh Plenary Meeting of the
Conference on the 27th Sept. 1907 and which is applicable to all the

Conventions recommended to the Conference by the Fourth Committee 1.

The subject of the conversion of merchant vessels into war-ships on
the high seas was examined at the Naval Conference whichThe Con-

ferenc$of Sat in London during December, 1908, and January and
L°nd°n2" February, 1909. The conflicting views which were so strongly

marked at the Hague recurred at that Conference. Similar arguments to

those adduced at the Hague were again advanced by the delegates of the

different states, but though all were agreed that it would be a great

advantage to put an end to an uncertainty, all attempts to bring about an
understanding were unsuccessful. States claiming an unrestricted right

of conversion on the high seas "refused to make any concessions or to

abate one jot from the claim to the absolutely unfettered exercise of the

right which its advocates vindicate as a rule forming part of the existing

law of nationsU' The British Delegation declined to admit the right.
At one point of the proceedings it appeared possible to come to an

agreement on the subject of re-vonversion, so as to prevent a "war-ship

(generally a recently converted merchant vessel) doffing its character so a8

1 La Deux. Cwaf_r. T. x.p. 2;3,5.

Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1909), pp. 10, 35, 101 ; No. 5, p. 340.
s Idem, No. 4, p. I01 (lleport of British Delegation).
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to be able to revictual or refit in a neutral port without being bound by

the restrictions imposed on war-ships." The delicate position of a neutral

state in such circumstances was admitted. "Agreement might perhaps
have been reached on this proposal, but it seemed very difficult to deal

with this secondary aspect of a question which there was no hope of

settling as a whole ....... The question of conversion on the high seas and
that of re-conversion therefore remain openU'

Pazl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1909), p. 35 (Report of M. Renault).
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VIII. AUTOMATICSUBMARINECOh_PACTM_ES.

VIII. Convention relative _ la VIII. Convention relative to the

Pose de Mines Sous-marines Laying of Automatic Sub-
Automatiques de Contact. marine Contact Mines.

Sa Majestd l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &c? King of Prussia, &e?

S'inspirant du principe de la libertd Inspired by the principle of the free-
des voies maritimes, ouvertes _ toutes dora of the seas as the common highway
les nations ; of all nations ;

Considdrant que, si clans l'dtat actuel Seeing that, while the existing posi-
des choses, on ne peut interdire tion of affairs makes it impossible to
remploi de mines sous-marines auto- ibrbid the employment of automatic
matiques de contact, il importe d'en submarine contact mines, it is never-
limiter et rdglementer l'usage, afin de theless expedient to restrict and

restreindre les rigueurs de la guerre et regulate their employment in order to
de donner, autant que faire se pout, k mitigate the severity of war and to
la navigation pacifique la sdcurit_ _ ensure, as far as possible, to peaceful
laquelle cue a droit de prdtendre, navigation the security to which it
malgrd l'existence d'une guerre; is entitled, despite the existence of

war ;
En attendant qu'il soit possible de Until such time as it may be found

rdgler la mati_re d'une fa_on qui donne possible to formulate rules on the
aux infarcts engagds toutes lesgaran- subject which shall ensure to the
ties ddsirables; interests involved all the guaxantees

desirable ;
Ont rdsolu de conclure une Conven- Have resolved to conclude a Con-

tion k cet effet et ont nommd pour vention to this effect, and have ap-
leurs Pldnipotentiaires, savoir : pointed as their Plenipotentiaries, that

is to say :

[Ddl_mination des Pls_ipotentiaires.] [Names of Plenipotentiax_ ]

Le_uels, apr_s avoir ddposd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleius pouvoirs, trouvds en boune et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sont eonvenus des disposi- due form, have agreed upon the

tion_ suivautes :-- following provisions :--

l List of States as in the Final Act, 1907.
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_T. 1. ART. 1.

Il est interdit : It is forbidden :

1. De placer des mines auto- 1. To lay unanchored automatic
matiques de contact non amarrdes, k contact mines, unless they be so con-
moins qu'eUes ne soient eonstruites structed as to become harmless one
de maui_re k devenir inoffensives une hour at most after those who laid

heure au maximum aprSs que celui qui them ]lave lost control over them ;
les a placdes en aura perdu le contr61e ;

2. De placer des mines automa- 2. To lay anchored automatic con-
tiques de contact amarrdes qui ne tact mines which do not become harm-
devienuentp_ inoffensives d_s qu'elles less as soon as they have broken loose
auront rompu leurs amarres ; from their moorings ;

3. D'employer des torpilles, qui ne 3. To use torpedoes which do not
deviennentpasinoffensiveslorsqu'elles become harmless when they have
auront manqu4 leur but. missed their mark.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

11 est interdit de placer des mines It is forbidden to lay automatic con-
automatiques de contact devant les tact mines off the coasts and ports of
cStes et les ports de ]'adversaire, clans the enemy, with the sole object of in-
le seul but d'intercepter la navigation tercepting commercial navigation.
de commerce.

ART, 3. ART, 3.

Lorsque les mines automatiques de When anchored automatic contact

contact amarrdes sont employdes, toutes mines are employed, every possible
les precautions possibles doivent _re precaution must be taken for the
prises pour la sdcuritd de la navigation security of peaceful navigation.
pacifique.

Les belligdrants s'engagent _ pour- . The belligerents undertake to pro-
voir, clans la mesure du possible, k ce vide, as far as possible, for these mines
que cos mines deviennent inoffensivos becoming harmless after a limited time

apr_s un laps de temps limit_, et, dans has elapsed, and, where the mines cease
le eas off elles cosseraient d'etre sur- to be under observation, to notify the
veill6es, k signaler les rdgions dange- danger zones as soon as military
reuses aussitSt que los exigencos exigencies permit, by a notice to
militaires le permettront, par un avis mariners, which must also be com-

la navigation, qui devra _tre aussi municated to the Governments through

_ communiqud aux Gouvernements par the diplomatic channel.
! la vole diplomatique.

., 21_2
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ART. 4. 2LRT.4.

Touto Puissance neutre qui place Neutral Powers which lay automatic
des mines automatiques de contact contact mines off their coasts must
devant ses cStes, doit observer les observe the same rules and take tile
retirees r_gles et prendre les mgmes same precautions as are imposed on

prdcautions que celles qui sent ira- belligeren_.
posdes aux belligdrants.

La Puissance neutre dolt faire con- The neutral Power must give notice
nattre _ la navigation, par un avis to mariners in advance of the places
prdaJable, les rdgions off seront where automatic contact mines have
mouilldes des mines automatiques de been laid. This notice must be corn-
contact. Cet avis devra _tre communi- municated at once to the Governments

qud d'urgence aux Gouvernements through the diplomatic channel.
par vole diplomatique.

_ART. 5. ART. 5.

A la fin de la guerre, les Puissances At the close of the war, the Con-

contractantes s'engagent _ faire tout tracting Powers undertake to do their
ce qui ddpend d'elles pour enlever, utmost to remove the mines which
chacune de son cSt_, les mines qu'elles they have laid, each Power removing
ont plac_es, it_ own mines.

Quant aux mines automatiques de As regards anchored automatic
contact amarr_es que l'un des belligd- contact mines laid by one of the

rants aurait posdes le long des ebtes de belligerents off the coast of the other,
l'autre, l'emplacement en sera notifid _ their position must be notified to the
l'autre pattie par la Puissance qui les other party by the Power which laid
a pos_es, et chaque Puissance devra them, and each Power must proceed
procdder dans le plus bref ddlai _ with the least possible delay to remove
l'enl_vement des mines qui sc trouvent the mines in its own waters.
clans ses eaux.

.fLRT. 6. ART. 6.

Les Puissances contractantes quinc The Contracting Powers which do

disposent pas encore de mines perfec- not at present own perfected mines of
tionn_es telles qu'eUes sent pr_vues the description contemplated in the
dans la pr_sente Convention, et qui, present Convention, and which, con-
par cons_quent_ ne sauraient actuelle- sequently, could not at present carry
ment se conformer aux r_gles dtablies out the rules laid down in Articles 1
dan_ les Articles 1 et 3, s'engagent _, and 3, undertake to convert the
transformer, aussitOt que possible, leur matd_el of their rabies as soon as
materiel de mines, afin qu'il rdponde possible, so as to bring it into con-

aux prescriptions susmentionndes, fortuity with the foregoing require-
ments.
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ART. 7. ART. 7.

Les dispositions de la prdsente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sent applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
los Puissances eontract_ntes et seule- the Contracting Powers, and oMy if
ment si les belligdrants sent tous all the belligerents are parties to tile

parties g la Convention. Convention.

fl.RT. 8. ART. 8.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifi_e The present Convention shall be
aussitbt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Los ratifications seront ddpos_es _ The ratifications shall be deposited

La Haye. at The Hague.
Le premier ddpbt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications shall

sera constat_ par un proe_s-verbal signd be recorded in a precis-verbal signed
par los repr_sent_nts des Puissances by the Representatives of the Powers
qui y premmnt part et par le Ministre which take part therein and by the
des Affaires _trang_res des Pays-Bas. Netherland Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

Los ddp6ts ult_rleurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
se feront au moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
dcrite, adressde au Gouvernement des written notification addressed to the

Pays-Bas et accompagnde de l'instru- Netherland Government and aecom-
ment de ratification, paniedbytheinstrumentofratification.

Copie certifide conforme du proe_s- A duly certified copy of the _-oc_s-
verbal relatif au premier ddpbt de verbal relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications mention- ratifications, of the notifications men-
rides h l'alinda prdcddent, ainsi que des tioned in the preceding paragraph, as
instruments de ratification, sera ira- well as of the instruments of ratifiea-

m_diatement remise, par los soins du tion, shall be immediately sent, by the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par la Netherland Government through the

voie diplomatique, aux Puissances diplomatic chalmel, to the Powers in-
eonvides _ la Deuxi_me Confdrence de vited to the Secol.ld Peace Conference,
la Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances as well as to the other Powers which
qui auront adh4rd k la Convention. have acceded to the Convention. In

Dans los eas vis_s par l'alinda pr6e6- the casescontemplatedin the preceding
dent, le dit Gouvernement leur fera paragraph, the said Government shall
connaitre en m_me temps la date /_ inform them at the same time of the
laq.uelle il a re_u la notification, date on which it received the notifi-

cation.

ART. 9. ART. 9.

Puissances non-signataires sent Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises _ adh_rer k la pr_sente Con- to the Present Convention.
ven_ion.

La Puissance qui d_sire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede
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notifie par 4crit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Oouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding'
transmettsat l'acte d'adh4sion, qui sera to it the act of accession, which shall
d4posd dana les archives du dit 'be deposited in the archives of the
Gouvernement. said Government.

Ce Gouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall irnmedi-

m4diatement _ routes les autres ately forward to all the other Powers
Puissances copie certifi4e conforme afluly certified copy of the notifica-
de la notification ainsi clue de l'acte tion, as well as of the act of accession,
d'adhdsion, en indiquant la date k mentioning the date on which it

laquelle il a re_u la notification, received the notification.

ART. I0. "-A-.RT.10.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which

particip4 au premier ddpbt de ratifica- were parties to tile first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date ratifications, sixty days after the date

du precis-verbal de ce ddpSt, et pour of the precis-verbal recording such de-
les Puissances qui ratifieront ult6- posit, and, in the ease of the Powers
rieuremeut ou qui adh4reront, soixante which shall ratify subsequently or
jours apr_s que la notification de leur which shall accede, sixty days "dter the
ratification ou de leur adh4sion aura notification of their ratification or of

4t6 revue par le Gouvernement des their .'_ccession has been received b3_
Pays-Bas. the Netherland Government.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

La prdsente Convention aura une The present Convention shall remain
durde de sept arts _ partir du soixan- in force for seven years, dating from
tiptoe jour apr_s la date du premier the sixtieth day after the date of the

ddpbt de ratifications, first deposit of ratifications.
Sauf d4nonciation, elle continuera " Unless denounced, it shall continue

d'etre en vigueur apr_s l'expiration de in force after the expiry of this period.
ee d41ai.

La d4nonciation sera notifi4e par The denunciation shall be notified

4crit au Gouvernement des Pays-Bas, in writing to the Netherland Govern-

qui communiquera imm4diatement meat, which shall immediately com-
copie certifide conforme de la notifica- munieate a duly certified copy of the
tion a toutes lea Puissances, en lear notification to all the Powers, informing
faisant savoir la date k laqueUe il l'a them of the date on which it was

revue, received.
La ddnonciatlon ne produira ses The denunciation shall only operate

effets qu% l'4gaxd de la Puissance qui in respect of the denouncing .Power,
l'aura notifide et six mois apr_s que la sad only on the expiry of six months
notification en sets parvenue au after the notification has reached the
Gouvemement des Pays-Bas. Nethezland Government.
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ART. 12; ART. 12.

Lee Puissances contractantes _'en- The Contracting Powers agree to
gagent k reprendre la question de reopen the question of the employment
l'emploi des mines automatiques de of automatic contact mines six months
contact dx mois avant l'expiration du before the expiry of the period con-
terme prdvu par ralin_a premier de templated in the first paragraph of the

1'Article prdc_dent, au cas ell eile preceding Article, in the event of the
n'aurait pus dt_ re,prise et rdsolue _ question not having been already taken
une date ant4rieure par la Troisi_me up and settled by the Third Peace
Confdrence de la Paix. Conference.

8i les Puissances contractantes con- If the Contracting Powers conclude
cluent une nouvelle Convention relative a fresh Convention relative to the

l'emploi des mines,-d_s sen entrde employment of mines, the present
en vigueur, la prdsente Convention Convention shall cease to be applicable
cessera d'etre applicable, from the moment when it comes into

force.

ART. 13, ART. 13.

Un registre tenu par le Minist6re A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bus Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquerala date du ddpbt de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
tions effectud en vertu de l'Article 8, ratifications effected in virtue of

alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que la date k Article 8, paragraphs 3 and 4, mswell
laquelle auront dtd revues les notifica- as the date on which the notifications
tions d'adhdsion (Article 9, alinda 2) of accession (Article 9, paragraph 2)
ou de d6nonciation (.Article 11, alinda or of denunciation (Article 11, para-
3). graph 3) have been received.

Chaque Puissance eontractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise _ prendre connaissanee de ee to have access to this register and to

registre et _ en demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifids conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi lee Plduipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont revgtu la prdsente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures

, leurs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fait it La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th Octw

en un seul exemplalre, qui restera her, 1907, in a single original, which
ddposd duns les archives du Gouverne- shall remain deposited in the archives
ment des Pays-Bas, et dont des copies, of the Netherland Government, and of
certifides conformes, seront ternises par which duly certified copies shall be
la-vole diplomatique aux Puissances sent, through the diplomatic channel,

qni ont 6_ convi_es _ la Deuxi_me to the Powers invited to the Second
Confdrence de la Paix. Peace Conference.
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CONVENTION NO. 8. RELATIVE TO THE LAYING OF AUTOMATIC

SUBMARINE CONTACT MINES 1,

The Russo-Japanese War drew the attention of the world to the

submarine deadly results produced by floating mines. Though not
,_t,_. expressly mentioned in Count Benckendorff'_ Circular, the
laying of torpedoes, etc. (pose de torp_lles, etc.) was included among the
subjects for considcration _. Automobile torpedoes were practically excluded
from the discussions: they are referred to only in the 1st Article of this
Convention; the lengthy debates in the Committees were all concerned
with submarine mines a. Mines are of three different kinds: (1) Observation
mines which are anchored along the coast and connected therewith by
wires by which they can be exploded electrically. These are not dealt
with in the Convention. They are innocuous to peaceful shipping.
(2) Anchored automatic contact mines which are attached to heavy
weights, and which can be placed at any required depth below the surface;
these mines are exploded automatical]y by contact with heavy bodies such
as ships. (3) Unanchored automatic contact mines which also explode
by contact.

Mines were employed in the Russo-Japancse War by both bclligerents,

Daagero: and hundreds either broke adrift from their moorings
minesto or, not being anchored at all, floated into the high seas and
neutrals, caused serious loss of life to neutrals long after the conclusion

] Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 51, 227 ; La Deux. Confer. T. L pp. 277, 287;
T. m. pp. 292, 364-459, 517--537, 660-680; Livre Jaune, p. 83 ; Weissbueh, p. 10; Sir
T. Barclay, Proble,_, etc. pp. 57, 158 ; A. S. Hershey, International Law and Dil_lomacy, etc.
pp. 124-135; T. J. Lawrence, War and Neutrality, etc. pp. 94-101 ; Idean, Iaterru_tional
Problems, pp. 121, 162, 190, 199; E. L6monon, La $econde Confdrence, pp. 472-502;
C. H. Stockton, Submarine mines and torpedoes in war, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. xJ.p. 276;
J. Westlake, War, p. 322; Halleck's International Law (4th edition), Vol. L p. 620;
Bonfils-Fauchille, i)roit international (Sth ed.), f. 12731; L. Oppenheim, International Law,
Yul. n. p. 189 ; L. A. htherley-Jones, Comraerce in War ; M. Sue_er, The evoh_on of the
submarine boat, mine and torpedo; Schiicking, Die Ve_wendung van Minen im Seekrieg,
Ztscht. f_r int. Priv. u. Strafrecht, XVL(1906), p. 121 ; V. Martitz, Minen im 8eeArieg, 23rd
Ile_ort Int. Law Association (1906), p. 47.

ffiThe word "torpiile" until recently appears to have meant any sort of receptacle
containing an explosive intended to operate against the hull of a ship by contact either
on or below the water-line. Thus there were torpilles fixes, torpilles mouil_s, torpill_s
mobiles and finally tor_illes automobiles. It would appear that latterly the word has come to
mean only "automobile torpedo," e.g. in the Convention now under consideration the word

"mine" is used when an automobile torpedo is not implied.
s Fuller accounts are given of the proposals and disoussions in connection with this

Convention than in the ease of the others by reason of the great importance of the subject to
neutrals.
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of the war. In the course of the discussion of the British proposals in
Committee the Chinese delegate made the following declaration which
brings out strongly the dangers to which neutral shipping is exposed by
their employment :

"At the same time the Delegation [of China] desires to bring to the
knowledge of the delegates certain facts which it ventures to hope will
suggest the examination of this important proposition in a widely
humanitarian sense.

"The Chinese Government is even to-day obliged to furnish vessels
engaged in coastal navigation with special apparatus to raise and destroy
floating mines which are found not only on the open sea but even in its
territorial waters. In spite of the precautions which have been taken a very
considerable number of coasting vessels, fishing boats, junks and sampans
have been lost with all hands without the details of these disasters being
known to the western world. It is calculated from five to six hundred of

our countrymen engaged in their peaceful occupations have there met a
cruel death in consequence of these dangerous engines of war1.''

The subject of mines was entrusted to the Third Committee presided
maemaaa over by Count Tornielli. This Committee also dealt with
_e _gue naval bombardments, the adaptation to naval warfare of the
Conference. principles of the Geneva Convention and the right and duty
of neutrals in naval wart_are. The Committee was divided into two

Sub-Committees, the first of which, presided over by M. Hagerup (Norway)
with _I. Streit (Greece) as Reporter, dealt with submarine mines and
naval bombardments.

The British Delegation in accordance with their instructions _ pre-
ratio,,- sented the following draft consisting of six Articles which was
propo_ : the most complete and at the same time the most restrictive
(a)mni_. of any laid before the Committee :

1. The employment of unanchored automatic submarine contact
mines is forbidden.

2. Automatic submarine contact mines which on breaking from their
moorings do not become harmless are forbidden.

3. The employment of automatic submarine contact mines to establish
or maintain a commercial blockade is forbidden.

4. Belligerents may only lay mines in their territorial waters or those
of their enemies. Before fortified military ports (ports de guerre), however,
this zone' may be extended to a distance of 10 miles from shore batteries

i La Deux. Confer. T. m. p. 668.
s See paragraph 15 of Instructions in Appendix.
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(canons a_ terre), provided that the belligerent laying such mines gives

notice to neutrals and also takes such steps as circumstances allow to

prevent, as far as possible, merchant-ships which have not had notice,
being exposed to destruction.

Only ports which possess at least one large graving-dock and are

provided with the equipment necessary for the construction and repair of
ships of war, and in which a staff of workmen paid by the state to
construct and repair ships of war is maintained in time of peace, shall
be considered as coming within the meaning of the term "ports de guerre."

5. Generally, the necessary precautions shall be taken to safeguard

neutral ships engaged in lawful commerce; and it is desirable that
automatic submarine contact mines shall be so constructed as to cease to

be dangerous after a reasonable period.
6. At the conclusion of the war the belligerents will communicate to

each other the necessary information as to the places where each has laid

mines on the coasts of the other, and each belligerent must take steps as

soon as possible to remove mines in his territorial waters _.

The Italian Delegation handed in a preliminary motion2: (1) that un-
anchored mines should be provided with apparatus whereby

they became harmless within an hour after they were laid;

(2) that as regards anchored mines they should be so constructed as to
become harmless on breaking adrift from their moorings 3. The latter part

of the Italian proposal was already covered by the British draft, but the
first part allowed the use of unanchored floating mines which were for-

bidden by the British proposal, if they became harmless within an hour.

In support of the British draft Captain Ottley stated that no objection
could be raised to the use of mines controlled by electric wires from the

shore, but that the interests of humanity demanded that the lives and

interests of neutrals and non-combatants should be protected as far as was
consistent with belligerent rights as regards the use of automatic contact

mines. Referring to the loss of life occasioned in the China Seas which

were frequented by a comparatively small number of ships, he said that

had the number been anything like that frequenting the entrance to the

Baltic, the Dardanelles, the Straits of Gibraltar or Dover a series of

catastrophes would have occurred which would have attracted the attention
of the whole civilised world 4.

I La Deuz. Go_f_r.T. m. p. 660. 2 Ibid. p. 661.
s In this connection it was suggestedthat mines, like torpedoes,might be madeto sink

by infiltrationafter the lapseof a giventime (Ibid. p. 519).
• La Deuz. Confer.T. m. pp.519-620.
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The Italian naval delegate (Captain Castiglia) in support of his "motion

pr4alable" pointed out that mines provided a cheap form of defence for states
with a weak navy, and that those possessing a large navy and a long coast
line also found them a valuable assistance to their coastal defences. The

danger to neutrals was however so great that it was natural that a limit
should be imposed on the unrestricted use of such terrible instruments of

destruction, and he asked for the acceptance of his preliminary amendment

to the British proposals as neutrals were safeguarded while a belligerent
could still use a weapon which might as a last resort, especially where a

weaker vessel was being pursued by a stronger, prove its salvation 1.

The Japanese Delegation proposed an amendment in the same sense

as the Italian, and this was accepted by the British
(c) Japanese.

Delegation 2.

The Dutch Delegation proposed amendments to Articles 4, 5 and 6 of
the British draft allowing neutrals to place mines in their

(d) Dutch.
own waters to prevent access to their territory, but prohibiting

the laying of mines in straits connecting two open seas. It was also

proposed to add a seventh Article providing that in case of loss of either
neutral persons or property, the state laying the mines should make

compensation a.

The Brazilian Delegation also proposed an amendment allowing

(e)m-_,_u_. neutrals to lay mines in their waters for self defence 4.
The German Delegation proposed an amendment to

(]) e_=-. Article 4 of the British draft allowing mines to be laid in the
theatre of war which was defined in the following terms: "l'e_pac, e de mer

sur lequel se fair o_ vient de se faire une opdration de guerre ou sur

leyuel une pareille opdration pourra avoir lieu par suite de la prdsel_ee

ou de l'approche des forces armges des deux belligdrantss. ''

The Spanish Delegation proposed an amendment to Article 2 of the
British draft that until an international technical commission

(g)spaat_.
had discovered means-of rendering automatic contact mines

harmless on breaking from their moorings they should be forbidden ; and

an amendment to Article 4 allowing belligerents only to employ mines
in their own territorial waters or in those of their enemy wlwa they

exercise effective power there 6.

At the third Meeting of the First Sub-Committee on the 11th July

(h)unitea General Porter (United States) presented the following
sta_. draft :

1 La Deuz. Co_r. T. m. p. 518. 2 Ib/d. p. 661. a 1bid. p. 661.
' Ibid. p. 662. _ Ibid. p. 663. _ 1bid. p. 663.
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1. Unanehored automatic contact mines are prohibited.
2. Anchored automatic contact mines, which do not become innocuous

on getting adrift, are prohibited.

3. If anchored automatic contact mines are used within belligerent
jurisdiction or within the area of immediate belligerent activities, due

precautions shall be taken for the safety of neutrals 1.

At the same meeting a Russian amendment was presented which
provided that (1) belligerents shall make use of anchored

q) R/a_ automatic submarine contact mines constructed in such a

way that, as far as it is possible, they shall become harmless when they

have broken from their moorings; (2) their automatic floating mines shall

be constructed in such a way that, as far as possible, they become harmless
after the lapse of a certain time from their being launched; (3) torpedoes
shall be constructed in such a way that, as far as possible, they become

harmless when they have missed their mark; (4) a sufficient delay shall

be accorded to governments to bring into use perfected mines 2.

It will be evident from the foregoing list that the proposals of several

states, notably Holland, Germany and Russia, considerablyDJ.mculties

or t_e widened the area of discussion. The various proposals
_T_,_4_ were sent for consideration to an Examining CommitteeCommittee.

composed of one representative from each of the Delega-

tions of the following states: Great Britain, China, France, Germany,
The United States, Brazil, Italy, Spain, Japan, Holland and Russia.

This Committee held ten long meetings and during the course of their
deliberation numerous amendments and proposals were tabled s. To

I La Deux. Con/dr. T. m. p. 664.
2 Ibid. p. 664. The subject was considered by the Institut de Droit International at

the meeting at Ghent in 1906 and by the International Law Association in the same year.

The Inetitut adopted by 17 votes to 3 the following rules :
1. The placing of anchored or floating mines on the high seas is prohibited.

2. Belligerents may place mines in their own tert4torial waters or in those of the enemy,

with the exception of floating or anchored mines liable on displacement to be a danger to
navigation outside the _vaters of the belligerents.

3. (1) The above also applies to neutral states placing in their waters any means
(engins) to prevent the violation of their neutrality.

(2) Neutral states may not place such mines in the passage of straits leading into
the open sea.

4. The obligation of notification is incumbent on the belligerent state as well as on the
neutral state.

5. Violation of any of the above rules entails the responsibility of the state which
commits such violation. Annuaire, Yol. x_. pp. 88-99, 330-845.

The official Report of the Conference does not contain reports of the meetings of the
]_Xamlnlng Committee, but gives the various proposals brought before it. (La Deuz. Confer.
T. m. pp. 668-680. TheReport of M. Streit summarises the discussions (pp. 897-428).)
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increase the difficulties of their work doubts were raised as to the

competence of the Examining Committee. Some members doubted not
only whether the Committee but even the Conference was competent to

deal with the question of the laying of mines by _wutrals as this did not

definitely appear in the programme of the Conference. The question was
referred to a full meeting of the Third Committee on the 23rd August and

after a lengthy discussion the competence of the Examining Committee
was afllrmed I. The Report of the First Sub-Committee of the Third

Committee on the work of its Examining Committee containing a draft

Convention of 10 Articles was presented to a full meeting of the Third
Committee on the 17th September".

The draft Convention in its first Article forbade (a) the use of unanchored

rt_ axan mines which do not become harmless within the maximum
coavenuoa_, of one hour after the party laying them has lost control over
them, (5) the use of anchored mines which do not become harmless after

they have broken loose from their moorings, (c) the use of torpedoes which

do not become harmless when they have missed their mark.
Articles 2-5 deal_ with the area in which floating unanehored mines

might be laid. Article 2 prohibited the laying of such mines beyond a
distance of three marine miles from low-water mark along the whole extent
of the coast and dependent islands and small islands. As regards bays, the

three-mile limit was to be measured from a straight line drawn across the

bay at the point nearest the entrance where the width does not exceed
10 miles 4.

Article 3 extended the limits for placing unanehored mines to 10 miles

off naval ports (ports de guerre) and ports where there are military

arsenals, ship-building yards or graving-docks. Naval ports are defined

as those which have been declared to be such by the state to which they

belong.
Article 4 allowed belligerents to lay unanchored mines off the coasts

and ports of the enemy within the limits provided by the two preceding

Articles, but not beyond the three-mile limit where the ports are not ports

de guerre as above defined, unless they contained ship-building yards or

graving-docks belonging to the state; belligerents were also prohibited

* La Deux. Conf6r.T. Ill.pp, 364-374.

Ibid. p. 875. The report is given pp. 397-428 ; see also The Ti_s, 2, 8, 18, 19, 20 Sept.
1907.

s La D_. Conf&'. T. m. pp. 427-8.
4 The definition of territorial waters and bays was taken, with the substitution of ilott

for bancs, from Art. 2 o! the North Sea Fishery Convention of 6 May, 1882. See La Deux.
Confer. T. m. p. 409.
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from laying mines off the coasts and ports of the enemy with the sole

object of intercepting commercial navigation.
Article 5 provided that within the sphere of their immediate activity

belligerents have the same right of laying anchored mines outside the

limits prescribed by Articles 2-4; such mines must be constructed in

such a way as to become harmless within a maximum of two hours after they

have been abandoned by those who laid them.
Article 6 stated that when anchored mines are used every precaution

should be taken for the safety of Ilavigation : the belligerents undertake

when the mines cease to be under observation to notify to governments as

soon as possible the dangerous areas and to provide as far as possible that

they shall become harmless within a limited time.
By Article 7 neutrals laying mines off their coasts must follow the

same rules and observe the same precautions as belligerents: they may

not lay mines outside the limits indicated in Article 2, and must notify in

advance the areas of danger to other governments at once.

Article 8 provided that at the conclusion of the war states shall

remove mines they have laid : and as regards moored mines laid by one
belligerent on the coasts of the other each shall notify their position to

the other and shall proceed as soon as possible to remove those in its own
waters.

Article 9 placed an important limit on the prohibition of Articles 1, 5

and 6 by providing that states which did not as yet possess mines of the

perfected type dealt with in the draft and therefore not conforming
to those Articles undertook as soon as possible to transform their mines so

that they should answer to these requirements; until a belligerent was

provided with such mines he was prohibited from laying them outside

the limits fixed by Articles 2-4 ; the use of unanchored mines which did

not conform to the requirements of Article 1 was prohibited a year after
the Convention came into force.

According to Article 10 the Convention was to last for five years, and

the signatory Powers undertook to reopen the question of the employment
of mines six months before its expiration.

From the Report of M. Streit it appears that most of the Articles were

m_m_ioaof adopted only by majorities, sometimes very small, and the
ar_ araa debates on the draft at the meetings of the Third Committee

c_vaution, in their 5th, 6th and 7th sittings a show the general trend of
the debates before the smaller body. The discussion of the draft was

commenced by Admiral Siegel (Germany) 2 who drew attention to the great

i La Deva. Confgr,T. m. pp. 375 et seq.,429 et seq.and 445et seq. t Ibid. p. 377.
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diversity of opinion manifested in the Examining Committee and the fact
that none of the Articles were unanimously adopted. The question in his
opinion was not ripe for solution; that attempted was not satisfactory.
He then passed to a criticism of the draft, particularly the limits imposed
on the area of mine-laying operations, and urged that the restriction to
territorial waters did not meet the case of the defence of a blockaded coast

by mines which to be effective must be laid near the blockading squadron
lying perhaps 20 miles or more off the land. Nor could he accept the rule
that unanchored mines must be rendered innocuous within a given length
of time. That principle was sound as regards anchored mines which broke
loose from their moorings but the limit of one hour was useless where a
weak naval force was flying from a stronger and dropped unanchored
mines in defence.

Sir Ernest Satow 1followed in a lengthy and detailed criticism of the
draft which he contended was quite inadequate as a safeguard to legitimate
neutral rights. The permission to belligerents to lay mines anywhere in
"the sphere of their immediate activity" was a permission to strew the high
seas with mines. On the outbreak of war a catastrophe to a neutral ship
would at once create a situation which in all probability diplomacy would
be impotent to solve ; if therefore the draft were adopted the Conference
instead of diminishing would increase the causes of war. He strongly urged
that the Conference ought only to allow belligerents to lay anchored mines
in their own territorial waters or those of their adversary and then only if
they became harmless as soon as they broke loose; that belligerents should
only be allowed to use floating mines during a battle on condition that
they became harmless within a short period; that anchored mines should
not be allowed beyond territorial waters or more than 10 miles off military
ports, etc., otherwise the navigation of a great part of the Baltic, the
North Sea, the Mediterranean, etc. might all be rendered full of dangers
beyond these limits, for the provision that anchored mines should be
rendered harmless within two hours after they were laid was impracticable.
The prohibition to lay mines outside belhgerent ports to intercept commerce
was equivocal as appearing to countenance blockade by mines which was
contrary alike to the spirit and letter of the Declaration of Paris. The
British proposal in regard to "ports de guerre" was preferable. Finally
he proposed to extend the duration of the Convention for seven years or
nntiltheendoftheThirdPeaceConference.

BaronMarsehallyon Bieberstein(Germany)2 supportedthe viewsof
AdmiralSiegel.He saidGermany didnotmean todemandan unlimited

1 ff.,a Deu._. Co_f_. T. tm pp. 378-382. s /bid. p. 382.
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liberty in the use of mines or desire to "sow mines in profusion in all the

seas"; he fully admitted the great responsibility of belligerents in their
use of mines. Germany, to show her desire to conform to public opinion,

was willing to forbid the use of floating (unanchored) mines for five years,

and he concluded by moving an amendment to the first Article of the
draft to this effect 1.

The Japanese _ and Russian s delegates supported the prohibition of

floating mines contained in Article 1 of the draft Convention. General
Porter (United States)criticised in detail the draft Convention in which

he found numerous technical difficulties and stated that there were only

a few Articles which the American Delegation was prepared to accept 4.
The German amendment prohibiting floating mines for five years was

then put to the vote with the result that 15 Delegations including Great
Britain and the United States voted for it, 9 against, 14 abstained and
6 were absent _. This voting not being conclusive the discussion was
continued on the first Article which was carried 6.

The second Article prohibiting the laying of anchored mines outside

territorial waters was carried by a small majority (15 to 11, 10 abstentions
and 8 absent) _.

The third and fourth Articles were also carried by small majorities".

The rejection of Article 5 which had been moved by Sir E. Satow was

supported by the Brazilian delegate (Captain Burlamaqui de Moura) and
was carried by 28 votes, 4 abstaining and 12 absent 9.

Article 6 was adopted with a reservation by the Turkish delegate in
regard to the Dardanelles and Bosphorus 10.

Article 7 was under discussion when the Committee adjourned till the
19th September. The discussions were then resumed and Articles 7 and 8

and part of 9 were adopted 11. Article 10 was amended in accordance with
Sir Ernest Satow's motion, and the duration of the Convention was fixed

at seven years instead of five as originally proposed 1_.
A long debate took place on the results of the divisions on Articles 2-4

1 Baron Marechall repeated the greater part of this speech at the 8th Plenary Meeting
of the Conference (9 Oct. 1908). See laost, page 342.

2 La Deux. Confgr. T. m. p. 382. : Ibid. p. 384. 4 Ibid. pp. 384-7.

5 The following voted for : Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cuba, Domlnle.a,
Equador, Germany, Great Britain, Hayti, Panama, Portugal, Roumania, Spain and the

United States. Against: Argentine, Chili, Colombia, Greece, Holland, Italy, Japan, Norway
and Salvador. Abstained from voting: Bolivia, Denmark, France, Montenegro, Nicaragua,

Paraguay, Persia, Russia, Servia, Siam, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and Venezuela.

Absent : China, Guatemala, Luxemburg, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay. Op. _/t. T. In. p. 888.
6 La Deuz. _onfgr. T. rrt pp. 889-890. 7 Ibld. p. 890. s /b/d. p. 891.
s Ibid. pp. 398-4. lo Ibid. p. 395. n /bid. pp. 486-7. _ Ib/d. p. 439.
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as to the effect of the small majorities 1. The German delegate held that
a relative majority should be decisive. The Italian delegate advocated an

absolute majority, that is where more than half of the delegates voted on
the same side. The Committee ultimately decided to adjourn for the

preparation of another draft which it was hoped might prove acceptable to
the Conference s.

The Committee met again on the 26th September and took into con-

r_e s*coaa sideration a revised draft prepared as the result of the previous
draft Convert- discussions and embodying those Articles or amendments which

tio_ had received an absolute majority in the full meeting of the

Committee. The second draft was accepted and became the Convention
now under consideration s.

Article 1. The first Article remains as in the first draft except for
TheCehven- slight changes in the wording. The distinction between

uon. anchored and unanehored mines and torpedoes is maintained 4,

and the Article was unanimously accepted by the Committee, subject to
reservations by Russia, Germany, Sweden and Turkey.

Article 2 reproduces paragraph 3 of the fourth Article. of the original
draft. It is all that remains of the attempts to limit the area in which

mines may be laid. The German delegate in Committee objected to this
Article which forbids the laying of mines before the shores and ports of

the enemy with the sole object of intercepting commercial navigation.

He urged that the subjective element in this Article was absent from the

others and would give rise to difficulties in its application 5. The Austro-
Hungarian delegate expressed himself in a similar sense. Sir Ernest
Satow pointed out that the prohibition to lay mines off commercial ports

would have avoided this difficulty 6. The objection appears to be a valid

one, as it will only be necessary to allege some other reason to avoid the
application of the rule.

When this Article was under discussion in Committee the delegate of

T'nocolom- Colombia (M. Triana) moved the following amendment 7 :
_a amend- "To suppress Article 2 and Article 5 (2) and replace themm_at.

by thefollowing provisions:_
2 La Deux. Confdr. T. m. pp. 44I-4, 2/bid. p. 444. 8 1bid. pp. 445-454.

' Generally speaking, automobile to_edoes can he adiuated so as to become harmless
airier they have missed their aim. Anchored floating mines which may drift while still
atta_od to their moorings remain dangerous for an indefinite period ; those in use in the
British Navy become harmless as soon as they have broken from their moorings. Unanahored
mines have esased to be used by the British Navy ; they can be rendered harmless in a short

time after they are laid by methods fully explained to the Committee by Captain Ottley and

Captain Caatiglia (of the Italian Navy) (La Deux. Confgr. T. m. p. 404).
6 La Deux. Confgr. T. m. p. 447. e Ibid. p. 451. _ /bid. p. 447.

H. 22
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"The employment of anchored mines is absolutely forbidden excep_ as
a means of defence.

"Belligerents may not employ such mines except for the protection of
their own coasts and only within a distance of the greatest range of cannon.

"In the case of arms of the sea or navigable maritime channels leading

exclusively to the shores of a single Power, that _Power may bar the entrance
for its owT_protection by lasting anchored mines.

"Belligerents are absolutely forbidden to lay a_whored mines in the open
sea or in the waters of the enemy."

In support of this amendment M. Triana made an eloquent and forcible
speech in which he pointed out that the essential object of the Conference

was peace. War could not be suppressed but its horrors could be diminished,

though not all at once, but every rule adopted tended towards the object
in view. Mines were, of all modern methods of wax, the most devastating

and treacherous. It was pitiable to think of "the mass of courage

marching on the foe" overwhelmed and annihilated by a murderous agent

laid by an absent enemy. The horror was increased when mines floated

at the will of wind and wave, a menace not only to belligerents but to all
that sail the seas. "It is the hatred of man extended like a curse over the

waves of the ocean." If mines could not be suppressed, their use should

be limited to mines anchored for the purpose of dei_nding ports, coasts
and mouths of rivers, etc. ; the law allows homicide in self-defence.

It was for the Great Powers to set an example; they should prove their
sincerity in the cause of humanity. If such a concession were not made,

the sincerity of the Conference would be open to doubt, and the greatest
responsibility would rest on the strongest Powers; it was to them he

appealed. If they could not agree to diminish in some way one of the

most horrible possibilities of war, if they lacked the courage or the

generosity to do so, where was the justification for their power ? La force
comme la noblesse ob_ge 1.

This impressive appeal was warmly applauded, and was supported by
the British and Chinese delegates. The Austro-Hungarian and German

delegates objected on the ground of the difficulty of distinguishing between

attack and defence and on a division 16 states voted for and 15 against
the Colombian amendment, 6 abstained and 7 were absent. As the

majority was not absolute the amendment failed. Article 2 was then

adopted by 33 votes, 3 Powers abstaining and 7 being absent. Germany
reserved her vote g.

Article 3. This Article was unanimonsly adopted. Throughout the

I La Deu.z. C'onfl_-. T. I_. p. 448. u /b/d. p. 450.
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discussions all the delegates in their speeches supported the proposition that

all possible precautions should be taken to safeguard neutral interests, and

the present Article reproduces with verbal amendments Article 6 of the
original draft. The Turkish delegate made reservations on the subject of

the Bosphorus and Dardanelles 1.

Article 4. This Article was unanimously adopted; it reproduces

Article 7 of the original draft as modified at the full meeting of the
Committee when the limits of the area within which neutrals can lay

mines were suppressed.
Article 5. This Article (Article 8 of the original draft) completes the

two previous Articles and was unanimously adopted e.

Article 6. This Article reproduces Article 9 of the original draft with

the omission of the time limit as originally recommended. The engage-
ment taken by the Powers to transform as soon _ possible their matdriel

so that they should answer to the technical conditions in these Regulations

was unanimously adopted. Sir Ernest Satow however, with a view of
fixing a definite time within which such transformation should be effected,

proposed to add to this Article the following paragraph : "The prohibition

to employ mines which do not answer to the conditions of Article 1 shall
come into force in the case of unanehored mines within one year, and in

the case of anchored mines within three years after the ratification of the

present Convention." The original draft had proposed to allow one year
for the transformation of both anchored and unanchored mines. The

result of the voting was as follows: 17 for, 9 against, 10 abstentions,
8 absent. The amendment was therefore not proceeded with 3.

Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10 call for no remarks.

Articles 11 and 12. The first paragraph of Article 1l is the result of an

amendment moved in Committee by Sir Ernest Satow, which together with

Article 12 were unanimously accepted at the seventh meeting of the Third

Committee. The Convention is to last for seven years and the Contracting

Powers undertake to reopen the question of the employment of mines six
: months before the termination of this period, in the event of the question

not having been already reopened and settled by the Third Peace
Conference'.

Before passing to the last stage in the adoption of the draft which
became the present Convention, the fate of the proposal deposited by

the Dutch delegate in reference to the laying of mines in straits must

3 La Deux. Ca_fgr. T. m. p. 452.
Ibid. p. 452. a /b/d. p. 453.

4 Ibid. T. L p. 291 ; Parl. Papers, Mise. 1_o. 4 (1908), p. 280.

22--2
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be mentioned 1. The Dutch naval delegate (Admiral Riiell) desired that

the prohibition of mine-laying in straits connecting the highThe position
of straits, seas should be clearly enunciated in the interests of neutrals.

vut_ The right of innocent passage was generally admitted, heamendment.

said, but it was desirable that the principle should be

definitely adopted in a conventional stipulation, clearly providing that
straits should not be barred in such a way as not to leave communication
open to peaceful navigation. The Japanese, United States, and Turkish

delegates all made reservations as regards the Islands of the Japanese

Empire, the Philippines, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles which form
integral parts of their respective states. The German and Spanish

delegates stated that they had no instructions on the subject, and the

Russian naval delegate (Captain Behr) expressed doubts as to the
competence of the Conference to deal with the question. The Dutch

proposal, he said, laid down a general rule for all straits. Certain straits

are dealt with by international agreements based on political considerations

and these were outside their competence ; it would be unwise to lay down 4
general rules for some straits, leaving out others, as thereby a new source

of difficulty would be occasioned. He concluded by saying that he was
instructed to state that the consideration of the question was not

competent to the Conference and that he should not take part in thte

discussion. The Committee therefore decided to suppress all provisio_
relating to straits. The Report by M. Streit to the Conference states that

it was clearly understood that nothing was changed by the Convention as
regards the actual situation of straits. "But, it has been considered as

natural that the technical conditions established by the Regulations should

be of general application2. "
The Report of the Third Committee and the draft Convention came

TheConfer- before the 8th Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the
ease anat_e 9th October, 1908, when the draft was adopted with certain
Convention. reservations.

Sir Ernest Satow then made the following declaration:

s_zrnest "Having voted for the Mines Convention which the
s,,t_w'. Conference has just accepted, the British Delegation desires
a_aratlon, to declare that it cannot regard this arrangement as furnishing

a final solution of the question, but only as marking a stage in international

legislation on the subject. It does not consider that adequate account has

been taken in the Convention of the right of neutrals to protection, nor of
1 La Deu.z. Confgr. T. Iii. pp. 661-2, supra, p. 381. See also Chapter v. of the Report of

M. Streit, La Deux. Confer. T. In. pp. 405-7.

2 Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 230 ; La Deuz. Confer. T. x. p. 293.
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humanitarian sentiments which cannot be neglected ; it has done all that
is possible to bring the Conference to share its views, but its efforts in this
direction have remained without result.

"The high seas, Gentlemen, are a great international highway. If in

the present state of international law and custom belligerents arc

permitted to fight their battles there, it is none the less incumbent on

them to do nothing which might, long after their departure from a
particular place, render this highway dangerous to neutrals who have an
equal right to use it. We declare without hesitation that the right of the

neutral to security of navigation of the high seas ought to take precedence

of the transitory right of the belligerent to employ these seas as the scene

of the operations of war.

"This Convention, however, as it has been adopted, imposes on the
belligerent no restriction as to the placing of anchored mines, which

consequently may be laid wherever the belligerent chooses, in his own
waters for self-defence, in the waters of the enemy as a means of attack, or

lastly on the high seas, so that neutral navigation will inevitably run great
risks in time of naval war and may be exposed to many a disaster. We

have already on several occasions insisted on the danger of a situation of
this kind. We have endeavoured to show what would be the effect

produced by the loss of a great liner belonging to a neutral Power. We

have not failed to produce every argument in favour of limiting the field

of action of these mines, while we called special attention to the advantages

which the civilised world would gain from this restriction, as it would
diminish to a certain extent the causes of armed conflicts. It appeared to

us that by accepting the proposal made by us at the beginning of the

discussion dangers would have been obviated which in every maritime war
of the future will threaten to disturb friendly relations between neutrals

and belligerents. But since the Conference has not shared our views, it

remains for us to declare in the most formal manner that these dangers

exist and that the certainty that they will make themselves felt in the

future is due to the incomplete character of the present Convention. As,

in our opinion, this constitutes only a partial and insufficient solution of

the problem, it cannot, as has already been pointed out, be regarded as a
complete exposition of international law on the subject. Therefore the
legitimacy of a given act cannot be presumed for the mere reason that the

Convention has not forbidden it. That is a principle which we desired to

affirm, and which could never be ignored by any state, whatever its

powerl. ''

I ParL Papers, Misc. 1_o. 4 (1908), p. 54 ; La Deuz. Confer. T. x. p. 281.
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Baron Marschall yon Bieberstein replied as follows:
"In view of the declaration just made by His ExcellencyBaron

mu_haUvon the delegate of Great Britain, I wish to repeat what I have

Ble_stela's already said in the Committee _.reply.
"A belligerent who lays mines assumes a very heavy

responsibility towards neutrals and peaceful shipping. On that point we

are all agreed. No one will resort to such means unless for military
reasons of an absolutely urgent character. But military acts are not

governed solely by principles of international law. There are other

factors: conscience, good sense and the sentiment of duty imposed by

principles of humanity will be the surest guides for the conduct of sailors,
and will constitute the most effective guarantee against abuses. The

officers of the German Navy, I emphatically affirm (je le dis _ voix haute),
will always fulfil, in the strictest fashion, the duties which emanate from

the unwritten law of humanity and civilisation.

"I have no need to tell you that I recognise entirely the importance
of the codification of rules to be followed in war. But it would be well

not to issue rules the stlfict observation of which might be rendered

impossible by the force of things. It is of the first importance that the
international maritime law which we desire to create should only contain

clauses the execution of which is possible from a military point of view,

even in exceptional circumstances. Otherwise the respect for law will

be lessened and its authority undermined. Also it would seem to us to be

preferable to preserve at prescnt a certain reserve, in the expectation that,

seven years hence, it will be easier to find a solution which will be
acceptable to the whole world.

"As to the sentiments of humanity and civilisation, I cannot admit that

there is any government or country which is superior in these sentiments

to that which I have the honour to represent2. ''

This Convention has been signed by all the Powers represented at the

signatory Conference except China, Spain, Montenegro, Nicaragua,
l'owers. Portugal, Russia and Sweden.

The following Powers made reservations:
France and Germany, Article 2._rvation_.
The Dominican Republic and Siam, Article 1, paragraph 1.

Great Britain. "In placing their signatures to this Convention the

British Plenipotentiaries declare that the mere fact that the said Con-

vention does not prohibit a particular act or proceeding must not be

1 See ante, p. 336.

2 Parl. Pa_crs, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 55; La De'az. ConJ_r. T. I. pp. 280-1.
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held to debar His Britannic Majesty's Government from contesting its
legitimacyU'

Turkey under reserves of the declarations made at the 8th Plenary
Meeting of the Conference on the 9th October, 1907. These declarations
relate to Articles 1 and 6 in regard to which the Ottoman delegate would
enter into no undertaking to transform the matdr/el of mines into any
system not generally known. Also in regard to Article 3 the Ottoman
delegate declared that in the exceptional circumstances of the Dardanelles
and Bosphorus the Turkish Government would enter into no engage-
ment tending to limit the means of defence which it might deem necessary
to employ for these straits in time of war, or to protect their neutrality.

The declaration of Sir Ernest Satow and the speeches made by the
DefectsofUse British, Japanese and Chinese delegates during the various
Convention. discussions draw attention in a striking manner to the
defects of the Convention. Baron Marschall's contention that conscience,

good sense and the unwritten law of humanity and civilisation afford a
better guarantee for the observance of international law than a Convention
is unconvincing. States are not content to rely on such principles for the
maintenance of internal order; life and property are safeguarded by
definite enactments embodying the old commands "Thou shalt not kill,
thou shalt not steal." The interests of neutrals demand that the law

of humanity and civilisation in a matter in which they are so deeply
concerned should also form part of the written law of nations though the
absence of the liters scrip_ cannot be adduced to justify proceedings
against this unwritten law. It is impossible to under-estimate the risks to

neutrals from the use of mines in ways not prohibited by this Convention.
There is nothing in its provisions to forbid a belligerent placing mines,
floating or anchored, on the high seas; nothing to prohibit him from
placing mines off the coasts of the enemy without regard to neutral
shipping, for the proviso that danger zones shall be notified "as soon as

military exigencies allow" is of little value. The prohibition of the use of
mines off the coasts of the enemy with the sole object of intercepting
commercial shipping, is, as has been pointed out, futile, for a belligerent
has only to allege a different object to make it illusory and none of the
safeguards which the laws of blockade require in the interests of neutrals
are mentioned in this Convention. The prohibitions contained in the first
Article are in effect nullified by the sixth, for no time is specified within
which states are to cause their mat&iel to conform to the requirements of
Article 1, and where neutrals suffer from the use of imperfectly constructed

I Parl. Papers, Miso. No. _i (1909).
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mines it is not likely that they will be satisfied with the belligerent's plea

that he has been prevented by lack of funds or time from making the
needful changes.

Neutrals have a right to demand that the high seas, the great

international highway of all nations, shall be protected from belligerent
operations to their detriment, and it was with this object that the British

proposals were framed. They were not accepted, and Sir Ernest Satow's

declaration is a clear notification that the Convention is wholly inadequate
as a guarantee of neutral interests, and also that the legitimacy of acts

such as those above mentioned cannot be presumed merely because a
Convention has not forbidden them.

Owing to the action of some of the Great Powers to whom the

Colombian delegate addressed his appeal to prove their sincerity in the
cause of humanity, the Convention is a wholly unsatisfactory attempt to
deal with a question of vital importance to neutrals and has only been

accepted by many states for want of a better. The requirements of
humanity and the methods by which states should realise them are better

stated by M. de Lapradelle: "Chasser la mine amarr4e de la haute mer,

exiger que la mine flottante, jet_e pendant le combat, perde rapidement
son pouvoir noeif, et que la mine fixe d'usage cStier devienne inoffensive

d_s qu'elle a rompu ses amarres, puis, d_fendre le blocus par mines,

parcequ'en cas d'infraction il substituerait la mort _ la capture: tels sont

les principes que l'humanit_ commandel. '' These were the principles of
the British proposals.

The question of mines was again considered by the Institut de Droit

International at its meeting at l_orence in September, 1908, as since

its meeting at Ghent in 1906 the present Convention had been agreed

on. A draft series of regulations was adopted by the Institut and
is to be reconsidered at its meeting at Paris in 1910 _.

1 La guerremaritime, etc.,Revue deadeuxMondes,July, 1908,p. 688.
2 Article1. It is forbiddento placeanchoredand unanchoredautomaticcontactmines in.

the high seas.
Article2. Belligerentsmay forstrategicalreasons(1)placemines in their ownterritorial

wateror in those of their enemy: (2)but it is forbidden
(a) To placeunanchoredautomaticcontactmines unless theyare soconstructedas to

becomeharmlessone hourat mostafterthe party layingthem haslost controloverthem.
(b) To placeanchoredautomaticcontactmines whichdo not becomeharmlessas soon

as theyhave brokenadriftfromtheir moorings.
Article 3. It is alwaysforbiddenboth in the high seas and in territorialwatersto use

torpedoeswhichdo not becomeharmlesswhentheyhave missedtheirmark.
Article4. It is forbiddento lay automaticcontact mines off the coasts and portsof the

enemywiththe sole objectof interceptingcommercialnavigation.
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Article 5. Where anchored automatic contact mines are laid, every precaution must be

taken for the security of peaceful navigation.
Article 6. Every neutral Power which lays automatic contact mines off its coasts must

observe the same rules and take the same precautions as are imposed on belligerents.
Article 7. The obligation of notification is incumbent on a belligerent as well as on a

neutral state.

Article 8. At the termination of the war, contracting Powers undertake to do all in their

power, each on his own side, to remove mines which they have laid.
As regards anchored automatic contact mines which one of the belligerents has laid along

the coasts of the other, the locality thereof shall be notified to the other Party by the Power
which has laid them and each Power must proceed as quickly as possible to remove mines
found in his waters.

Article 9. The contracting Powers, which do not yet possess perfected mines such as are

provided for in the present Convention and which consequently are unable at present to
conform to the rules laid down in Articles 1 to 3 undertake to transform as soon as possible
their materiel of mines, so as to make it answer to the above mentioned requirements.

Article 10. The violation of any of the preceding rules involves the responsibility of the
state making default. (See Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. xu. p. 187 ; Aanuairc, Vol. xxl,.)



IX. BOMBARDMENTB_ NAVALFORCESI_ TIMEOFWAR.

IX. Convention eoncernant le IX. Convention respecting Bom-
Bombardement par des Forces bardment by Naval Forces
Navales en Temps de Guerre. in Time of War.

Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &e.' King of Prussia, &c.1

Animds du ddsir de r_aliser le vccu Animated by the desire to realise
exprimd par la Premiere Confdrence de the wish expressed by the First Peace
la Palx, concernant le bombardement, Conference respecting the bombard-
par des forces navales, de ports, villes, ment by naval forces of undefended
et villages, non d_fendus ; ports, towns, and villages ;

Consid_rant qu'il importe de sou- Deeming it expedient that bembard-

mettre les bombardemenks par des ments by naval forces should be subject
forces navales _ des dispositions to rules of gener'aJ application which
g_ndrales qui ganmtissent les droits would safeguard the rights of the in-

des habitant_ et assureut la conserva- habitants and assure the preservation
tion des principaux _difices, en 6ten- of the more important buildings, by
dant _ cette opdration de guerre, dans applying as far as possible to this
la mesure du possible, les principes du operation of war the principles of the
R6glement de 1899 sur les Lois ct Regulations of 1899 respecting the
Coutumes de la Guerre sur Terre ; Laws and Customs of Land War;

S'inspirant ainsi du d_sir de servir Actuated, accordingly, by the desire
les infarcts de l'humanit_ et de dimi- to serve the interests of humanity and
nuer les rigueurs et les ddsastres de la to diminish the severity said disasters
guerre ; of war ;

Out r_solu de conclure une Conveu- Have resolved to conclude a Con-

Lion _ cet effet et ont, en consdquence, vention to this effect, and have, for

nommd pour leurs Pldnipotentiaires, this purpose, appointed as their
savoir : Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

[Ddnomlnation des PlgniTotentiaires. ] [Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Lesquels, aprils avoir d_posd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleius pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne et full powers, found to be in good and

due forme, sent eonvenus des disposi- due form, have agreed upon the follow-
tions suivantes :-- ing provisions :--

1 List of States as in Final Act, 19071
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Chapitre I. Chapter I.

Du Bombardement des Ports, Bombardment of Undefended

Villes, Villages, Habitations Ports, Towns, Villages, Dwell-
ou B_timents non d_fendus, ings, or Buildings.

ART. 1. ART. 1.

ll est interdit de bombarder, par The bombardment by naval forces of
des forces navales, des ports, villes, undefended ports, towns, villages,
villages, habitations ou b_timents qui dwellings, or buildings is forbidden.
ne sent pas ddfendns. (Cp. 4 tt. C. 1907 (Regulations),

Art. _5.)
Une localit4 ne peut pas _tre A place cannot be bombarded solely

bombardde i_ raison du seul fait que, because automatic submarine contact
devant son port, se trouvent mouilldes mines are anchored off the harbour.
des mines sous-marines automatiques
de contact.

ART. 2. ART. '2.

Toutefois,ne sontpascomprisdans Militaryworks,militaryor naval

cetteinterdiction]esouvragesmill- establishments,depStsofarms orwar

taires,dtablissementsmi]itairesou material,workshopsor plantwhich

navals, ddp6ts d'armes ou de materiel could be utilized for the needs of the
de guerre, ateliers et installations hostile fleet or army, and ships of
propres &_tre utilisds pour les besoins war in the harbour, are not, however,
de la fiotte on de l'armde ennemies, et included in this prohibition. The
les navires de guerre se trouvant darts commander of a naval force may
le port. Lo commandant d'une force destroy them with artillery, after a
navale pourra, apr_s sommation avec summo_Ls followed by a reasonable
ddlai raisonnahle, les ddtruire par le interval of time, if all other means are

canon, si tout autre moyen est ira- impossible, and when the local autimri-

possible et lorsque les au_ri_!s locales ties have not themselves destroyed
n'auront pas proc_dd &cette destruction them within the time fixed.
dans le ddlai tlxd.

II n'encourt aucune responsabilitd He incurs no responsibility for any

dans ce cas pour les dommages in- unavoidable damage which may be
volontaires qui pourraient gtre occa- caused by a bombardment under such

slonn_s par le bombardement, circumstances.
Si des ndcossitds militaires exigeant If for military reasons, immediate

une action immddlate, ne permettaient action is necessary, and no delay can

pas d'accorder de ddlai, il rests entendu be allowed to the enemy, it is neverthe-
que l'interdietion de bombarder la less understood that the prohibition to
rills non ddfendue subsists somme bombard the undefended town holds
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darts le cas dnoncd dans l'alinda V r, et good, as in the case given in the first

que le commandant prendra toutes les paragraph, and that the commander
dispositions voulues pour qu'il en shall take all due measures in order
rdsulte pour cette ville le moins that the town may suffer as little harm
d'inconvdnients possible, as possible.

ART. 3. fl.RT. 3.

II peut, apr_s notification expresse, After due notice has been given, the
titre procddd au bombardement des bombardment of undefended ports,
ports, villes, villages, habitations ou towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings
bAtiments non ddfendus, si les autoritds may be commenced, if the local

locales, raises en demeure par une authorities, on a formalsummonsbeing
sommation formeUe, refusent d'obtem- made to them, decline to comply with

pdrer _ des rdquisitions de vivres ou requisitions for provisions or supplies
d'approvisionnements ndcessaires au necessary for the immediate use of the

besoin prdsent de la force navale qui naval force before the place in question.
se trouve devant la localitd.

Ces rdquisitions seront en rapport These requisitions shall be propor-
avec les ressourees de la localitd, tional to the resources of the place.

Elles ne seront rdclamdes qu'avec They shall only be demanded in the
l'autorisation du commandant de la name of the commander of the said

dire force navale et elles seront, autant naval force, and they shall, as far as

que possible, paydes au comptant ; possible, be paid for in ready money ; if
sinon elles seront constatdes par des not, theirreceipt shall be acknowledged.

requs. (Cp. 4 tt. C. 1907 (Regulations),
Art. 52.)

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Est interdit le bombardement, pour The bombardment of undefended

le non-paiement des contributions en ports, towns, villages, dwellings, or
argent, des ports, villes, villages, buildings, for the non-payment of
habitations ou b_timents non d_fendus, money contributions, is forbidden.

Chapitre II. Chapter II.

Dispositions G6n6ralea. General Provisiona.

A_T. 5. Ay.T. 5.

Dans le bombardement par des forces In bombardments by naval forces
navales, toutes les mesures ndcessaires all necessary steps should be taken by

doivent gtre prises par le commandant the commander to spare as far as

pour @argner, autant que possible, les possible, buildings devoted to public
fidifices consacrds aux cultes, aux arts, worship, a_ science or charitable
aux sciences, et k la bienfaisance, les purposes, historic monuments, hos-

monuments historiques, les hSpitaux pitals and places where the sick or
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et los lieux de rassemblement de wounded are collected, provided they
mMades ou de blesses, _ condition are not used at the time for military

qu'ils ne soient pas employds en m_me purposes.
temps/_ un but militaire.

Le devoir des habitants est de It is the duty of the inhabitants to

d_signer cos monuments, ces ddifices indicate such monuments, edifices, or
ou lieux de rassemblement, par des places by visible signls, which shall

simms visibles, qui cmtsisteront en consist of large stiff rectangular panels
graaldspanneaux rectangulaires rigides, divided diagonally into two coloured
partag_s, suivant une des diagonales, triangular portions, the upper portion
en deux triangles de couleur, noire en black, the lower portion white.
haut et blanche en has. (Cp. 4 It. C. 1907 (Regulations),

Art. 27.)

.ART. 6. ART. 6.

Saul le cas off les exigences mill- Unless military exigencies render

taires ne le permettraient pas, le it impossible, the commander of an
commandant de la force navale assail- attacking naval force must, before

lante dolt, avant d'entreprendre le commencing the bombardment, do all
bombardement, faire tout ce qui dd- in his power to warn the authorities.

pond de hfi pour avertir los autorit_s. (Cp. 4 H. C. 1907 (Regulations),
Art. 26.)

ART. 7. ART. 7.

I1 est interdit de livrer au pillage The giving over to pillage of a town
une ville ou localit_ m_me prise or place, even when taken by assault,
d'assaut, is forbidden.

(Cp. 4 It. C. 1907 (Regulations),
Art. 28.)

Chapitre IlL Chapter IlL

Dispositions Finales. Final Provisions.

ART. 8. ART. 8.

Los dispositions de la pr_sente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sont applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
los Puissances contractantes et seuh- Contracting Powers, and only if all
merit si los bellig&ants sont tons the belligerents are parties to the
parties _la Convention. Convention.

ART. 9. A_. 9.

La pr4sente Convention sera ratifi_e The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon a._ possible.
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Les ratifications seront ddposdes ,_ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier ddp6t de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications shall
sera constatd par un precis-verbal be recorded in a proc_s-verbalsigned
signd par les Reprdsentants des Puis- by the Representatives of the Powers
sanees qui y prennent part et par le which take part therein and by the
Ministre des Affaires _trang_res des Netherland Minister for Foreign
Pays-Bas. Affairs.

Les ddpSts ultdrieurs de ratifies- The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
tions se feront au moyen d'une notifi- tions shall be made by means of a
cation dcrite, adressde au Gouverne- written notification addressed to the
merit des Pays-Baset accompagnde de Netherland Government and accom-
l'instrument de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifica-

tion.

Copie certifide conforme du precis- A duly certified copy of the In'oc_s-
verbal relatif au premier ddp_t de verbal relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications mention- ratifications, of the notifications men-
rides_ l'alin_a prdcddent, ainsi que des tioned in the preceding paragnaph,and
instruments de ratification, sera immd- of the instruments of ratification, shall
diatement remise, par les soins du be immediately sent by the Netherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par la Government, through the diplomatic
voie diplomatique, aux Puissances channel, to the Powers invited to the
convides h la Deuxi_me Confdrenee de Second Peace Conference, as well as
la Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances to the other Powers which have
qui auront adhdrd _ la Convention. acceded to the Convention. In the
Dansles cas visdspar l'alindaprdcddent, cases contemplated in the preceding
le dit Gouvernement leur fernconnaltre paragraph, the said Government shall
en m_metemps la date _ laquelle il a inform them at the same time of the
requ la notification, date on which it received the notifica-

tion.

ART. 10. ART.10.

Les Puissances non-signataires sont Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises _ adhdrer b. la prdsente Con- to the present Convention.
vention.

La Puissance qui ddsire adhdrer A Power which desires to accede
notifie par dcrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Notherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'adhdsion, qui it the act of accession,which shall be
sera d_posd dans les archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
6_ouvernement. Government.

Oouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall immedi-
mddiatement k toutes les autres ately forward to all the other Powers
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Puissances copie certifide conforme de a duly certified copy of the notifica-
la notification ainsi que de racte tion, as well as of the act of accession,
d'adhdsion, en indiquant la date _ mentioning the date on which it
laquelle il a requ la notification, received the notification.

ART.11. AItT. 11.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of thePowers which/
particip_ au premier ddpgt de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date
proc_s-verhal de ce ddpSt et, pour les of the proc_s-verbalrecording such de-
Puissances qui ratifieront ultd_4eure- posit, and in the case of the Powers
ment ou quiadhdreront, soixantejours which shall ratify subsequently or
apr_s que la notification de leur tariff- which shall accede, sixty days after the
cation ou de leur adh6sion aura _t_ notification of their ratification or of
revue par le Gouvernement des Pays- their accession has been received by
Bas. the Netherland Government.

ART. 12. ART.12.
S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Contract-

eontractantes voulfit ddnoncer la ing Powers wishing to denounce the
prdsente Convention, la d_nonciation present Convention, the denunciation
seranotifi_eparecritau Gouvernement shall be notified in writing to the
des Pays-Bas, qui communiquera ira- Netherland Government, which shall
mddiatement copie certifiee conforme immediately communicate a duly
de la notification k toutes les autres certified copy of the notification to all
Puissances en leur faisant savoir la the other Powers informing them of
date _ laquelle il l'a resue, the date on which it was received.

La dfinonciation ne produira ses The denunciation shall only affect
effets qu'_ regardde la Puissance qui the notifying Power, and only on the
l'aura notifide et un an apr_s que la expiry of one year after the notifica-
notification en sera parvenue au tion has reached the Netherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas. Government.

/kRT. 13. ART. 13.

Un registre tenu par le Ministate A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du d_pSt de ratifiea- record the date of the deposit of
tions effectue en vertu de l'Article 9, ratifications effected in virtue of
alin_as 3 et 4, ainsi que la date K Article 9, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
laqueUeauront dtd revues les notifica- as the date on which the notifications
tions d'adhdsion (article 10, alinfia 2) of accession (Article 10, paragraph 2)
ou de ddnonciation (article 12, alin_a or of denunciation (Article 12, para-
1). graph 1) have been received.
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Chaque Puissance eontraetante eat Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise k prendre connaissance de ce to have access to this register and to
registTe et hen demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifids conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi lea Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
oat revgtu la prdsente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures
leafs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fair/t La Haye, le 18 Oetobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en unseul cxemplaire, qui rearers October, 1907, in a single original,
ddposd dana lea archives du Gouvcrne- which shall remain deposited in the
ment des Pays-Bas, et dent des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-
certifides conformes, seront remises par meat, and of which duly certified

la vole diplomatique aux Puissances copies shall be sent, through the
qui oat dt_ eonvides k la Deuxibme diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Confdrence de la Paix. invited to the Second Peace Conference.

CONVENTION NO. 9. RESPECTING BOMBARDMENT BY NAVAL FORCES IN

TIME OF WAR1,

The firstConi_renceexpressedthe"Wish" thatthe proposaltosettle

the questionof the bombardmen_ of ports,towns and villagesby a naval

Ibrcemight be referredtoa subsequentConferenceforconsideration.The

subjectwas embodied inthe CircularofCount Benckendorffand was dealt

withby the ThirdCommittee ofthe Conferenceof 1907,presidedoverby

M. Hagerup (Norway),ProfessorG. Streit(Greece)actingasRepoVser.

Coastwarfarecontinuedtobe conductedwithgreatbrutalitylongafter

many of the excessesof landwarfarehad been modifiedand an attackon

undefendedcommercialcos.sttowns was recommended by the Princede

Joinvillein 1844 in caseofwar withEngland. The Duke of Wellington

rejectedsuch a method of conductinghostilitiesas one which had been

"disclaimedby the civilisedportionsof mankind."

i l_arl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 27, 118-119 ; La Deux. Confer. T. L pp. 111-119 ;

T. m. pp. 341-364, 518, 588-550, 655-9; Livre Jaune, p. 86; Weissbuch, p. 10 ; dnauaire
de l'Institut de Droit Inters_ational, Vol. xv. p. 313 ; Sir T. Barclay, Problen_s, etc. p. 51 ;
Bonflls-Fanohille, Droit intervmtional (Sth ed.), § 1277; T. E. Holland, Studies in International

Law, p. 96; W. E. Hall, Int. Law, pp. 4_?,, 587; C. Dupuis, Le droit de la guerre maritime,

67-72; T. J. Lawrence, International Problems, etc. p. 119; Idem, Int. Law, p. 448 ;
E. L_monon, La seconde Confgrenee, etc. pp. 503-525; L. 0ppenheim, Int. Law, VoL n.
§ 218 ; J. W. Scott, Bombardment by Naval Forces, Am. Journ. of rnt. Law, Vol. n. p. 285 ;
H. Taylor, Int. Law, p. 499 ; J. Westlake, War, pp. 76, 815.
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In 1882 Admiral Aube wrote an article in the Revue des deux Mondes 1

expressing the opinion that "armoured fleets in possession of the sea will

turn their powers of attack and destruction against the coast towns of the
enemy...and will burn them and lay them in ruins, or at the very least will

hold them mercilessly to ransom." The question was again reopened in
1888 on the occasion of the manoeuvres executed by the British fleet, the

enemy part of which feigned to hold to ransom, under the threat of bom-

bardment, great commercial towns, such as Liverpool, and to cause

unnecessary devastation to pleasure towns and bathing-places, such as
Folkestone, by means of throwing bombs. Professor Holland addressed a

series of letters to the Times contending that such proceedings were
contrary to the modern rules of international law, and that the bombard-

ment of an open town ought only to be allowed for the purpose of obtaining

requisitions in kind necessary for the enemy fleet and contributions instead
of requisitions, further by way of reprisals, and in case the town defends

itself against occupation by enemy troops approaching on land s. A similar
view was expressed by Mr Hall. "An undefended town may fairly be

summoned by a vessel or squadron to pay a contribution: if it refuses a

force must be landed; and if it still refuses, like measures may be taken
with those which are taken by armies in the field .... A levy of money made

in any other manner than this is not properly a contribution at all. It is

a ransom from destructiom If it is permissible, it is permissible because

there is a right to devastate, and because ransom is a mitigation of that

rightS."
The subject was examined by the Institut de Droit International in

1896, and a set of rules was formulated by it. These rules started from the

principle that bombardment of all undefended towns is prohibited and

added some special rules required by the exigencies of naval warfare"

The United States Naval War Code of 1900 adopted in the main the
recommendations of the Institut and laid down that "the bombardment

by a naval force, of unfortified and undefended towns, villages or buildings

is forbidden, except when such bombardment is incidental to the destruction

of military or naval establishments, public delfts of munitions of war, or

vessels of war in ports, or unless reasonable requisitions for provisions and
supplies essential, at the same time, to such naval vessel or vessels are
forcibly withheld, in which case due notice of bombardment shall be given.

The bombardment of unfortified and undefended towns and places for the

non-payment of ransom is forbidden" (Article 4).

1 VoLL. p. 831. g _¢ud/_ in I_tional Law, p. 96.
a InternationalLaw, p. 486. 4 SeeAnnuaire, Vol. xv. (1896),pp. 145, 148.
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Such was the position of the question when the Conference of 1907
took it into consideration. Propositions were handed in to_m_a

at be _gue. the Third Committee by the delegates of the United States,
Spain, Italy, Holland and Russia. These proposals were

embodied by their authors in a draft of seven Articles which was issued
for the deliberations of the Committee 1.

The draft dealt with two separate matters, the first par_ relating to the
bombardment of undefended ports, towns, villages, dwellings or buildings,
the second laying down general rules applicable to bombardments by naval
forces. The Convention follows this order.

The first paragraph of the first Article is based on Article 25 of 2 H. C.

c_r I. 1899 (Regulations), and does not contain the words "by any
ar_e 1. means whatever" added in 1907. The meaning of the term
"undefended" engaged the attention of the Committee but owing to the
difficulty of distinguishing between the defence of a coast and of a town
near the coast no definition was attempted 9..The second paragraph, however,
treats as undefended towns, those before which automatic submarine contact

mines are anchored. This paragraph was strongly opposed by Captain/
Ottley who was supported by the delegates of Germany, France, China,
Japan and Spain. Mines, it was pointed out, being a general danger to
navigation, and far more destructive than guns, it was illogical to render
inviolable a town defended by mines and to refuse inviolability to one
defended by guns. Moreover, if undefended towns are free from bombard-

ment, what is the need of laying mines on the sea front ? A belligerent
who has undertaken not to bombard an undefended coast town is entitled

to make use of the coast without expecting to run the danger of de-
struction on approaching it a. This argument is sound and nnanawerab]e.
A town which has mines moored before ihs harbour has taken most effective

steps to defend itself against occupation, and "the price of immunity
from bombardment is that the place shall be lef_ open to the enemy to
enter4.'' Captain Ottley, however, failed to convince the Commi_.tee and
the paragraph was retained by 21 votes to 5, 11 delegates not vo_ing.

The first Article having laid down the rule of non-bombardment of

undefended coast towns, the second and third Articles pro-_e 2.
ceed to make exceptions. These exceptions were considered

necessary owing to the special character of naval warfare. Military works,
1 La Deaz.Confer.T.r_.pp.655-9.
s Thequestionof thebombardmentof_heHaguefromthes_ wasmentionedduringthe

discussion,byGeneraldenBeerPoortugael(LaDeaz.Conf_r.T.m.p.546).ProfessorHolland's
opiniononthesubjeotgivenin1890maybereferredtoin thisoonneotion,gnu/iem,etc.p.105.

mLa De_z.Gonf_r.T. IIX.p. 848. 4 J. Westlake,War,p.816.
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military or naval establishments, dep6ts of arms or war material, work-

shops or plant which can be utilised for the needs of the hostile fleet or
army, as well as ships of war in the harbour, are not included in the

prohibition against bombardment. Considerable difficulty was experienced
in framing the first paragraph. The word "installations" was adopted

to cover such works as are not solely for warlike purposes. An undefended

coast town may be an important railway centre, or have floating-docks
of great value for the repair of vessels; these are intended to be included

under "installations." The word "provisions" was inserted in one of the
drafts but "mat4riel de guerre," an extremely wide term, was ultimately

substituted. This Article might, and probably will, be held to confer a

right on a commander to destroy by bombardment railway stations,

bridges, entrepSts, coal stacks, whether belonging to public authorities
or private persons. The commander of a naval force may destroy the
military works, etc. with artillery, if the local authorities after due

warning do not destroy them, and where military necessity demands they

may be destroyed with artillery without any warning. The commander

incurs no liability for unavoidable damage caused by such bombardments ;

he must, however, take measures in order that the town may suffer as
little harm as possible.

Article 3 provides the second exception to the prohibition of Article 1.
Bombardment is allowed if, after formal demand, the author-

Article 3.
ities of an undefended coast town do not furnish provisions

and supplies necessary for the immediate use of the naval force, but
the requisitions must be in proportion _o the resources of the place. The
requisitions demanded can only be for the supply of the naval force before

the place.

This Article adopts the principles of Article 4 of the Draft Regulations of
the Institut de Droit International, but these are in excess of the measures

allowed for land warfare. In case of undefended towns if requisitions are

not forthcoming, the army proceeds to take them. Mr l_Iall was of opinion
that where a naval force demanded requisitions they should send a landing

par_y and follow a similar course 1. In land warfare, the General can usually

from observations on the spot form an accurate estimate of the capacity ot

a place to provide the requisitions demanded, but in the case of a naval
commander this will in many cases prove an impossibility. Under this

Article, if after due notice, the amount of requisitions which the naval com-
mander deems to be within the resources of the locality are not provided,

he can at once open fire as a punishment for the refusal. The punishment

z See atlt_ p. 353.
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appears excessive. A naval commander may have largely over-estimated

the capabilities of a town, which may already be in a state of want,
but on failure to comply with his demands the inhabitants will find

themselves not only faced by hunger but by the further terror of a naval
bombardment.

Article 4 corresponds to one which was contained in the original
proposition of the United States, and forbade the bombard-

Article_.
ment of a town on account of the non-payment of a ransom.

The Committee preferred to suppress the word, as to forbid it in this

connection might have led to the inference that the demand of a ransom

was not prohibited in principle.
Articles 5, 6 and 7, which refer to naval bombardments generally and not

¢raapteru. only to cases allowed by the preceding Articles, correspond,
aruca_ 5, with modifications to suit naval warfare, to Articles 26-28 of

s aaa 7. the Regulations on the laws and customs of war on lan& The

distinctive sign to be affixed to buildings devoted to religion, art, science,

etc. is expressly described in this case, whereas in land warfare the sign is

to be notified beforehand by the besieged to the besiegers. An objection
was made by the delegates of the United States and Japan on the grounds

of the difficulty of providing a distinctive mark which would be suitable

under all circumst_aces, and of the possibility of its being abused. The

sign described in Article 5 was devised by a Committee of three naval

officers, Admiral Arago (France), Captain Castiglia (Italy) and Captain
Behr (Russia) 1.

The form of the sixth Article is due to Captain Ottley's representation,

in which he received the support of the Japanese delegate (M. Tsudzuki).

The original drai_ laid down that previous warning of a bombardment

should be given to the authorities, but Captain Ottley pointed out that it

was frequently of the greatest importance to attack and destroy as speedily

as possible a fortress or arsenal of the enemy or war-ships in port.
Notice would in many cases be fatal to the success of an attack. A fleet,

for instance, arrives before a fortress or naval port without having been

observed by the enemy; to give warning of the bombardment would

nullify the effect of the manoeuvre _. Under the Article as it now stands,

the commander of the attacking force must, except where military exigencies

do no$ permit iF, do his utmost to warn the authorities before commencing

the bombardment. This exception brings the Article into harmony with
the corresponding Article in 4 H. C. 1907, Regulations (Art, 26).

1 La Deux. Conf.. T. x. p. 117 ; T. m. p. _i2.
Ibid. T. xrx. p. 542.
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Article 7 by the transposition of the word "even" emphasises the pro-

hibition against pillage contained in 4 H. C. 1907, Regulations (Art. 27).
The Convention has been signed by all the Powers represented at the

Conference except China, Spain and Nicaxagna. Greatmgna_ry
PoTm a_ Britain, France, Germany and Japan made reservations of

_rauo_. the second paragraph of Article 1, which provides that a place
cannot be bombarded for the sole fact that automatic submarine contact

mines are moored before its port. Chili made a reservation of Article 3.

The value of this Convention will depend greatly on the spirit in
which it is executed by naval commanders. Like most of the other

Conventions of the Conference it is tentative. The bold and categorical

prohibition of Article 1 is weakened by the two following Articles. Towns
which are undefended can avoid bombardment if after due notice they

carry out the destruction of the military works, etc. mentioned in Article 2,

paragraph 1, but "military necessities" may not always allow of this notice
being given, and then the towns where st_ch military works, etc. exist will

find themselves without any warning, and although "undefended," subjected

to bombardment ; not directly, it is true, for the guns of the attacking fleet

will be turned on the milit_" T works, etc., but some parts of the town
cannot escape destruction.

Undefended coast towns are still in many cases left to be dealt with

as the "necessities of war" require, but it cannot be denied that it is

a d_tinet gain to have obtained a definite agreement prohibiting the
attack or bombardment by naval forces of undefended ports, towns,

villages, habitations and buildings, and to have the prohibition made
applicable in cases of non-payment of a money contributiom



X. LA CONVENTION DE GEN_VE ET LA GUERRE MARITIME _.

1899 1907

III. Convention pour l'adaptation X. Convention pour l'adaptation
la Guerre Maritime des _ la Guerre Maritime des

prineipes de la Convention principes de la Convention
de Gen_ve du 22 Aottt, 1864. de Genbve.

Sa Majest_ ]e Roi des Beiges, &c? Sa Majestd l'Empereur d'Al|emagne,
Roi de Prusse, &c?

]_alement animus du ddsir de dimi- l_,galement anim6s du ddsir de dimi-
nuer autant quql d@end d'eux les nuer, autant qu'il d6pend d'eux, les
maux ins6parables de la guerre et maux ins_pambles de la guerre;
voulant dams ce but adapter k la guerre Et voulant, clans co but, adapter _ ]a
maritime les principes de la Conven- guerre maritime les principes de la
tion de Gen_ve du 22 Aofit, 1864, ont Convention de Gen_ve du 6 Juillet,
r6solu de eonclure une Convention _ 1906;

cet effet : 0nt r_solu de conelure nne Conven-
tion _ _effet de reviser la C,onvention
du 29 duillet, 1899, relative _ la ragme

Ils ont, en consdquence, nommd pour mati_re et ont nommd pour Leurs
Lenrs P16nipotentiaires, savoir : Pldnipotentiaires, savoir :

[Dgnomination des Plgnipotentiairea.] [Dgnomination des Plg'aipotentiaires.]

Lesquels, apr_s s'&re eommuniqud Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddposg leurs
leurs p]eins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne pleins pouvoirs, trouv_s en bonne et
et due forme, sent convenus des due forme, sent convenus des disposi-
dispositions suivantes :_ tions suivantes :_

ART. 1. ART. 1.

Les b_timents-h6pitaux militaires, (A_u_ modifi_tlon.)
c'esVk-dire, les bAtiments construits
ou amdnagds par les _tats spdcialement
et uniquement en rue de porter secours
aux blesses, malades et naufra#s, et
dont les noms auront dt_ communi-

quds, _ l'ouver_ure ou au eours des

1 See note 1, page 95 ante. 2 See note 1, p. B59. s See note 2, p. 859.
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HI. Convention for the adaptation X. Convention for the Adaptation
to Maritime Warfare of the of thePrineiples of the Geneva
principles of the Geneva Convention to Maritime War.
Convention of August 9.2,
1864.

His Majesty the King of the His Majesty the German Emperor,
Belgians, &c? King of Prussia, &c2

Animated alike by the desire to Animated alike by the desire to
diminish, as far as depends on them, diminish, as far as depends on them,
the evils inseparable from war, and the evils inseparable from war ;
wishing with this object to adapt to And wishing with this object to
maritime warfare the principles of the adapt to maritime warfare the prin-
Geneva Convention of the 22nd eiples of the Geneva Convention of

August, 1864, have re_olved to con- the 6th July, 1906;
elude a Convention to this effect: Have resolved to conclude a Con-

They have, in consequence, appoint- vention .for t]_e_u_Tose of revising the
ed as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to Gonven_ion of the _9t]_ July, 1899,
say: relative to this subject, and have

appointed as their Plenipotentiaries,
that is to say:

[Names of Plenil_otentlarles. ] [Names of Plenipotentiariez.]

Who, after communication of their Who, after having deposited their
full powers, found in good and due full powers, found in good and due
form, have agreed upon the following form, have agreed upon the following

provisions :-- provisions :-

ART. 1. ART. 1.

Military hospital-ships, that is to (No change.)
say, ships constructed or adapted by
States specially and solely with the
view of aiding the wounded, sick,
and shipwrecked, the names of which
have been communicated to the bel-

ligerent Po_vers at the commencement

I Bee note 1, page 95 a_.

• For List of Powers see Convention No. 2 (1899), a.te, p. 9.07. All the Powers enumerated
in the Final Act of 1907subsequentlysignedor acceded.

s List of Powersas in Final Act of 1907.
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hostilit_s, en tout cas avant toute raise

en usage, aux Puissances belligdrantes,
sont respect_s et ne peuvent _tre
captures pendant la durde des hostili-
t_s.

Ces b_timents ne sont pas non plus
assimil_s aux navires de guerre au
point de rue de leur s6jour dans un
port neutre.

.ART. 2. -A-_T. 2.

Les bittiments-hospitaliers, &luip_s (Aucune modification.)
en totalit_ ou en partie aux frais des
particuliers ou des soci_t_s de seceurs
officieUement reconnues, sont dgale-
ment respect_s et exempts de capture
si la Puissance bellig6rante dont ils
d_pendent leur a donn_ une com-
mission officielle et en a notifi_ les
noms k la Puissance adverse k l'ouver-

ture ou au cours des hostilit_s, en tout
cas avant toute raise en usage.

Ces navires doivent gtre porteurs
d'un document de l'autorit_ compd-
tente ddclarant qu'ils ont dt_ soumis
son contrSle pendant ]eur armement et

k leur d@art final.

ART. 3. AaT. 3.

Les b_timents-hospitaliers, _luipds Les bAtiments hospitaliers, _quip_s
en totalitd ou en pa_ie aux frais des en totalit_ ou en pattie aux frais des
particuliers ou des socidt_s ofiicieUe- particuliers ou des soeid_s oflieielle-
ment reconnues de pays neutres, sont ment reconnues de pays neutres, sont

respect_s et exempts de capture si la respect_s et exempts de capture,
Puissance neutre dont ils d4pendent condition qu'ils se soient mis sous la

leur a donnd une commission officielle direction de _ua des belligdrants, avec
et en a notifi_ les noms aux Puissances _assentiment prdalabl_ de leur propre

•bellig_rantes k l'ouverture ou au ceurs _t et a_ec _autorisation du

des hostilit_s, en tout cas avant toute belligdrant lul-mdme, et que ce derm'er
raise en usage, en air notiti6 le nora _ so_ adversaire

d_s l'ouverture ou dana le eours des

hostillt_s, en tout ca_ avant tout
emploi.
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or during the course of hostilities, and
in any case before they are employed,
shall be respected, and cannot be
captured while hostilities last.

These ships, moreover, are not on
the same footing as war-ships as re-
gards their stay in a neutral port.

A_T. 2. A.aT. 2.

Hospital-ships, equipped wholly or (No change.)
in part at the expense of private
individuals or officially recognized
relief societies, shall likewise be re-
spected and exempt from capture, if

the belligerent Power to whom they
belong has given them an official com-
mission and has notified their names
to the hostile Power at the commence

meat of or during hostilities, and in
any case before they are employed.

Such ships must be provided with a

document from the proper authorities
declaring that the vessels have been
under their control while fitting out
and on final departure.

A_. 3. A_v. 3.

Hospital-ships, equipped wholly or Hospital-ships, equipped wholly or
in part at the cost of private indivi- in part at the cost of private
dnal_ or officially recognized societies individluds or officially recognized
of neutral countries, shaft be respected societies of neutral countries, shall be
and exempt from capture, if the respected and exempt from capture, on
neutral Power to whom they belong _ondition that they are placed under
has given them an official commission the control of one of the belligerents,

and notified their names to the beUi- with the previous consent of their own
gexent Powers at the commencement Government and with the authorizathm

of or during hostilities, and in any of the beUigeront himse_ and that the
case before they are employed. /attar has notified their name to h/s

(Up. Draft Additional Articles adversary at the commencement of or
(Ger_va), 1868, Art. 13.) during hostilities, and in any case,

before they are employed.
(Up. Geneva Oonwnt/an, 1906, Art. 11.)
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ART. 4. ART. 4.

Les b_ttimentsqui sentmentionnds (Aucune modification.)
clans les Articles 1, 2 et 3, porteront
secours et assistance aux blessds,

malades et naufragds des bel]igdrants
sans distinction de nationalit&

Les Oouvernements s'engagent k
n'utiliser ces b_timents pour aucun
but militaire.

Ces b_ttiments ne devront gener en
aucune manibre les mouvements des
combattants.

Pendant et aprbs le combat, ils
a_ront k leurs risques et pdrils.

Les belligdrants auront sur eux le
droit de eontrSle et de visite; ils

pourront refuser leur concours, leur
enjoindre de s'dloigner, leur imposer
une direction ddterminde et mettre

bord un eommissaire, meme les ddtenir,

si la gravitd des circonstances l'exigeait.
Autant que possible, les belligdrants

inscriront sur le journal de bord des
b£timents-hospitaliers les ordres qu'ils
leur donneront.

_ART. 5. ART. 5.

Les b_timents-hSpitaux militaires Les bAtiments-hSpitaux militaires
seront distinguds par une peinture seront distingu& par une peinture
ext6rieure blanche avec une bande ext_rieure blanche avec une bande
horizontale verte d'un m_tre et demi horizontale verte d'un m_tre et demi

de largeur environ, de largeur environ.
Les b_timents qui sent mentionnds Les b_timents qui sent mentionn6s

dana les Articles 2 et 3, seront distin- dans les Articles 2 et 3, seront distin-

guds par une peinture extdrieure guds par une peinture ext_rieure
blanche avec une bande horizontale blanche avec une bande horizontale

rouge d'un mbtre et demi de largeur rouge d'un mbtro et dami de largeur
environ, environ.

Les embarcations des Mthnents qui Les embaroations des Mtimen_ qvJ
viennent d'etre mentionnds, comme les viennent d'etre mentionnds, oomme les

tmtits b/ttiments qui pourront _tre petits batiments qui pourront etre
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ART. 4. .h_aT.4.

The ships mentioned in Articles 1, (_hrochange.)
2 and 3 shall afford relief and assist-

ante to the wounded, sick and ship-
wrecked of the belligerents without
distinction of nationality.

The Governments undertake not to

use these ships for any military pur-
pose.

Such vessels must in no wise hamper
the movements of the combatants.

During and after an engagement
they will act at their own risk and
peril.

The belligerents shall have the right
to control and search them ; they may
decline their assistance, order them off,
make them take a certain course, and
put a commissioner on board; they
may even detain them, if the gravity
of the circumstances require it.

As far as possible the belligerents

shall enter in the log book of the
hospital-ships the orders which they
give them.

(C.p. Draft Additional Articles
(Geneva), 1868, Arts. 10 and 13.)

Aar. 5. AaT. 5.

Military hospital-ships shall be dis- Military hospital-ships shall be dis-
tinguished by being painted white tinguished by being painted white
outside with a horizontal band of green outside with a horizontal band of green
about a metre and a haft in breadth, about a metre and a half in breadth.

(Cp. Draft Additional Articles

(Geneva), 1868, Art. 12.)

The ships mentioned in Articles 2 The ships mentioned in Articles 2
and 3 shall be distinguished by being and 3 shall be distinguished by being
painted white outside with a horizontal painted white outside with a horizontal
band of red about a metre and a half band of red about a metre and a half
in breadth- in breadth-

The boats of the ships above men- The boats of the ships above-
tioned,, as also small craft which may mentioned, as also small craft which
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affect4s au service hospitalier, ae dis- affeet_s au service hospitalier, se dia-
tingueront par une peinture analogue, tingueront par une peinture analogue.

Tous lea b£timents-hospitaliers se Tousles b/ltiments hospitaliers se
feront reconnaitre en hissant, avee leur feront reeonnaltre en hissant, avec leur

paviUon national, le pavilion blanc £ pavilion national, le pavillon blanc k
croix rouge pr6vu par L_ Convention croix-rouge pr6vu pax la Convention
de Gen_ve. de Gen_ve, et, en outre, s'ils ressortissent

un )_tat neutre, en arborant au grand
m_t le pavlUon national du belligdrant
sous la direction duquel ils se sent
place.

Lea b_iments hospitaliers qui, clans
les termes de gArticle 4, sont de'tenus

par _ennemi, auront _ rentrer le
pavillon national du bdligdrant dent
ils re,vent.

I, es b_timents et embarcatlons ei-

dessus mentionnTs, qui veulent s'assurm.
la nuit le respect auquel ils ont droit,
oat, avec Cassentiment du belligdrant
qu'ils ae2zrapagnent, _ prendre les
mesures n&essaires pour que la pointure
qui les caract_rise soit suff_samment
apparente.

ARt. 6.

Zes signes distinctifs prgvus
_Article 5 ne pourront dtre emTloyds,
soit en temps de pofix, soit en temps de
guerre, que pour protdger ou dgsignar
las l_timents qui y sont mentionS.

AnT. 7.

Darts le cas d_wn combat c_bord _un

vaisseau de gum,re, les in_ seront
respect_ et ragaag(es aura/at que faire
se ponrra.

i_rmar_ e__ maWrid de-
meurentsoumi_aux, lo_ de la guerre,
maisne _}urront_ d_courn_& l_r
emploi,_an_qu'il__ron__ aux
bla_ malady.
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be used for hospital work, shall be may be used for hospital work, shall
distinguished by similar painting, be distinguished by similar painting.

All hospital-ships shall make them- All hospital-ships shall make them-
selves known by hoisting, with their selves known by hoisting, with their
national flag, the white flag with a national flag, the white flag with a red
red cross provided by the Geneva cross provided by the Geneva Conven-
Convention. tion, and further, if they belong to a

neutral State, byfly_ng at the mainmast
the national flag of the belligerent

under whose control they are placed.
Hospital-ships which under the terms

of Article 4 aze detained by the enemy
must haul down the national flag of the
belligerent to whom they belong.

(CT. G. C. 1906, Arts. 21 and 22.)
The ships and boats above mentioned

which wish to ensure by night the free-
dora from interference to which they
are entitled, must, subject to the assent

of the belligerent they are accompany-
ing, take the necessary measures to

render their special painting suj_riently
plain.

AnT. 6.

The distinguishing dgns referred to
in Article 5 can only be used, whether
in time of peace or war, for pro-

reefing or indicating the ships therein
mentioned.

(Gp. G. O. 1906, Art. 93.)

AxT. "/.

In the case of a fight on board a

war-ship, the rick-bays shall berespected
and sparedasfar aspossible.

The said sick-bays and the ma_rlel
belonging to them remain subject to the
laws of war; they cannot, howevar, b_
used for any _ crier than that

for which thq/ were originally inten&_d,
so long as thoy are roquiredfor th8
woundedand dd_.
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Tout*lois le commandant, qui les a
en son pouvoir, a la facultg a_en dis-
poser, eva cas de ndcesslt# milltalre

important., en assua'ant au prgalable
le sort das blessds et malades qui s'y
troument.

ART. 8.

I_,a protection due aux bdtiments
hospitaliers et aux inJb'meries des vais-
seaux cessesi _an en use pour commettre
des acres nuisibles _ _ennemi.

N'est pas canslddrdcomme grant de
nature _ justifier le retrait de la pro-
tection le fair que le personnel de ces
bdtime,_ts et infirmeries est armg pour
le maintien de Tardre et Tour la ddfense
des bless& ou malades, ainsi que le fair
de la prdsence _ bord d_une installatlan
radio-tdl4gral_hique.

A_T. 6. ARc. 9.

Les b_timents de commerce, yachts Les belllgdrants pourrontfaire appel
ou embamations neutres, portant ou au z_le charitable des commandants de
reeudllant des blessds, des malades, ou bdtiments de commerce, yachts ou

des naufragds des belligdrants, no embarcations neutres, pour Trendre
peuvent gtre capturds pour le fair de bard et soigner des blessds ou des

ce transport, mais ils restent eXl)OS6S'k maladas.
la capture pour les violations de Zes b_timents qui auront rdpandu
neutralit_ qu'ils pourraient avoir cola- _t appel ainsi que ceux qui spantaa#
raises, ment aua'ont recueilli des blessds, des

malady, ou des navatragds, jouiront
arune protection sp(ciale et de eertaines
immunitds. Eu aucun cas ila ne pour-
rant dtre capturds pour ls fair dun tel
transport; reals, saul les pr_ qui
leur auraient dtd faites, ils restent

exposds _ la capture pour l_s violations

de neutralitg qu' ils Tou_raient avolr
commises.
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The commwnder into whose power
they have fallen may, however, if the
military situation requires it, aptly
them to other purposes, after first seeing
that the wounded and sick on board

are properly provided for.
(CT. G. C. 1906, Arts. 6 and 15.)

AnT. 8.

The protection to which hospital-ships
and sick-bays of vessels are entkled
ceases if they are made use of to commit
acts harmful to the enemy.

(Gp. G. C. 1906, Art. 7.)
The fact of the staff of the said

shits and sick-bays being armed for
maintaining w'der and for defending
the wounded and sick, and the Tresence

of wireless telegraThy apparatus on
board, are not SUd_Cient reasons for
withdrawing protection.

(cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 8.)

/_T. 6. .M_r. 9.

Neutral merchantmen, yachts, or Belligerents may alr/eal to the eharity
boats, having, or taking on board, of the commanders of neutral merchant-
wounded, sick, or shipwrecked of the shits, yachts, or boats to take on board

belligerents, cannot be captured for and tend the wounded and si_k.
carrying them, but they axe liable to Vessels responding to this appeal,
capture for any violation of neutrality and also vessels which have of their
they may have committed, own accord rescued wou_wled, sick, or

(Cp. Draft Additional Articles shipwrecked men, shall enjoy special
(Geneva), 1868, Arts. 6 and 10.) protevtion and certain immunities. In

no case can they be captured for the

sole reason of having such persons on
board; but, subject to any undertaking

that may haxe been given to them, they
remain liable to capture for any viola-
tions of neutrality they may have com-
mitted.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 5.)
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AXT. 7. ART. 10.

Le personnel religieux, m_dieal et Le personnel religieux, m_dieal et
hospitalier de tout b_timent eapturd hospitalier de tout bi_timent eapturd
est inviolable et ne peut _tre fait est inviolable et ne peut _tre fair
prisonnier de guerre, li emporte, en prisonnier de guerre. I1 emporte, en
quittant le navire, les objets et les quittant le navire, les objets et les
instruments de chirurgie qui sont sa instruments de chirurgie qui soar sa
propri_t_ partleuli_re, propri_t_ particuli_re.

Ce personnel continuera /_ remplir Ce personnel continuera _ remplir
ses fonctions rant que cela sere ndces- ses fonetions rant que cela sera ndees-
saire, et il pourra eusuito se retirer saire et il pourra eusuite se retirer,
lorsque le Commandant-en-ehef le lorsque le commandant en chef le
jugera possible, jugera possible.

Les belligdmnts doivent assurer b_ee Les belligdrants doivent assurer k co
personnel tomb_ entre leurs mains, la personnel tomb6 entre leurs mains,/es
jouismnce int_grMe de son traitement, mdmes allocations et la mdme solde

qu'a_ personnel des mdmes grades de
leum prwlwe marine.

ART. 8. ART. 11.

Los marius et les militaires embar- Les marins et les militairea embar-

qu6s bless6s ou malades, _ quelque qu6s, et les autres personnes Od_cielle-
nation qu'ils appartiemmnt, seront ment attachdes aux marines ou aux

protkg6s et soign_s par les capteurs, armdes, blesses ou malades, k quelque
nation qu'ils appartiennent, seront
respectds et soign6s par les eapteurs.

.AxT. 12.

Tout vaisseau de guerre dune partle

beUigdrante peut rdclamer la rezaise des
blessds, malades ou nard'rag&, qui sent

bord de bdtlraen ts-hdpitaux militaires,
de b_iments hospitaliers de socigtd de
secours ou de particuliers, de navires

de commerce, yachts et embarcations,
quelle que soitla natlonalitd de ces
bdtiments.

A.aT. 13.

_i des blessgs, ma2a_ ou naufraggs
sont recueillis 0) bord aeun vaisseau de

guerre neutre, il devra gtre pourvu,
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ART. 7. ART. 10.

The religious, medical and hospital The religious, medical, and hospital
staff of any captured ship is inviolable, staff of any captured ship is inviolable,
and its members cannot be made and its members cannot be made

prisoners of war. On leaving the ship prisoners of war. On leaving the ship
they take with them the objects and they take with them the objects and
surgical instruments which are their surgical instruments which are their
own private property, own private property. "_

This staff shall continue to discharge This staff shall continue to discharge
its duties while necessary, and can its duties while necessary, and can
afterwards leave when the Commander- afterwards leave when the Commander-

in-chief considers it possible, in-chief considers it possible.
The belligerents must guarantee to The belligerents must guarantee to

the said staff that has fallen into their the said staff that has fallen into their

hands the enjoyment of their salaries hands the same allowances and the
intact, same pay as are granted to the persans

(Cp. Draft Additional Articles holding the same rank in their own
(Geneva), 1868, Arts. 7 and 8.) navy.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 13.)

ART. 8. ART. 11.

Sailors and soldiers who are taken Sailors and soldiers a1_ other persons
on board when sick or wounded, o_cially attached to fleets or armies
whatever their nationality, shall be who are taken on board when sick or

protected and tended by the captors, wounded, whatever their nationality,
(Cp. Draft Additional Article, shall be respected and tended by the

(Geneva), 1868, Art. 11.) captors.
(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 1.)

ART. 12.

Any war-ship belonging to a bellige-
rent may demand the surrender of the
wounded, sick, or shipwrecked who are

on board military hospital-ships, hos-
pitabships belonging to relief societics or
to private individuals, merchant-ships,
yachts and boats, whatever the nation-
ality of such vessels.

AxT. 13.

If wounded, sick, or shipwrecked

persons are taken oct board a neutral

H. 24
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da_ la mesure du possible, _ ce qu'ils
ne puissent pas de nouveau prendre
part aux opdratlons de la guerre.

AI_,T.9. ART. 14.

Sont prisonniers de guerre les nau- (Aucune modification.)
fragds, blessds ou malades, d'un belli-
gdrant qui tombent au pouvoir de
l'autre. I1 appartient _ celui-ei de
ddeider, suivant les cireonstances, s'il

convient de les garder, de les diriger
sur un port de sa nation, sur un port
neutre ou m_me sur un port de Fad-
versaire. Dans ce dernier cas, les
prisonniers ainsi rendus k leur pays ne
pourront servir pendant la dur_e de la
guerre.

ART. 101. ART. 15.

Les naufrag_s, blesses ou malades, (Aucune nwdification.)
qui sont ddbarqu_s darts un port neutre,
du eonsentement de l'autorit_ locale,
devront, k moins d'un arrangement
eontraire de l']_tat neutre avee les

]_tats belliggrants, _tre gardgs par
l'_tat neutre de mani_re qu'ils ne
puissent pas de nouveau prendre part
aux operations de la guerre.

Les frais d'hospitalisation et d'in-

ternement seront support_s par l'_,tat
dont rel_vent les naufragds, blesses ou
malades.

_h_aT.16.

A pr_s chaque combat, les deux parties
belligdrantes, en rant que les intJrgts
militaires le comportent, prendront des
mesures pour rechereher les naufragds,
les bless#s et les mala_ et pour les
.faire protdger, ainsi que les morts,
contre le pillage et les mauvais traite-
merits.

i Seenote, p. 871.
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war-ship, precaution must be taken, so
flit as possible, that they do not agail_
take part in the operations of the war.

ART. 9. ART. 14.

The shipwrecked, wounded, or sick (No cha_zge.)
of one of the belligerents who fall into
tile power of the other belligerent are
prisoners of war. The captor must
decide, according to circumstances,
whether to keep them, send them to a
port of his own country, to a neutral
port, or even to an enemy port. In
this last case, prisoners thus repatriated
cannot serve again while the war lasts.

ARt. 10'. Aar. 15.

The shipwrecked, wounded, or sick, (No change.)
who are landed at a neutral port with
the consent of the local authorities,
must, in default of arrangement to the
contrary between the neutral State
and the belligerent States, be guarded
by the neutral State so as to prevent
them from again taking part in the
operations of the war.

The expenses of tending them in
hospital and interning them shall be

borne by the State to which the ship-
wrecked, wounded, or sick persons
belong.

_r. 16.

After each engagement, the two
belligerents shall, so far as milita_
interests permit, take measures to search
for the shipwrecked, wounded and sick,
and to ensure them, as also the dead,
protection against pillage and mal-
treatment.

Excluded from ratification.

24--2

I
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Elles veilleront c_ce que l' inhumation,
_immersion ou _incindration des morts

soit l_'&ddd d'un examen attentif de
leurs cadavres.

ART. 17.

Chaque belligdrant enverra, d_s qu' il
sera possible, aux autoritds de leur pays,
de leur mariue ou de leur armde les

marques ou Ti_ces militaires anidentitd
trouvdes sur les morts et l'#tat nominatif
des blessgs ou malades recueillis Tar lui.

Les belligdrants se tiemtront rdcipro-
quement au cowrant des internements et
des mutations, ainsi que des entrges
dans les h6pitaux et des ddc_s survenus
parmi les blessds et malades en leur
pouvoir. Ils recueilleront tous les
objets a_un usage personnel, valewrs,
lettres, &c., qui seront trouvds darts les
vaieseaux capturds, ou deTaissds par les
blessds ou malades ddce'dds dans les

hSpitaux, Tour les faire tra/nsmettre
aux intdrossds par les autorit#s de leur
pays.

ART. 11. ART. 18.

Les r_gles contenues dans les Lea dispositions de la prdsente Con-
articles ci-dessus ne sont obligatoires vention ne sont applicables qu'entre les
que pour les Puissances contraetantes, Puissances contractantes et seulement

en cas de guerre entre deux ou plu- si les belligdrants sont tous parties ?_la
sieurs d'entre elles. Convention.

Les dites r_gles cesseront d'etre
obligatoires du moment oh, dans uue

guerre entre des Puissances contrac-
tantes, une Puissance non-eontraetante

se joindrait _ l'un des bellig_rants.
ARw. 19.

Lea commandants en chef des flottes
des belligdrants auront e) pourvoir aux

dgtails d'exdcution des articles prgcg-
dents, ainsi qu'aux cas non prgvua,

/J
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They shall see that the burial,
whether by land or sea, or cremation of
the dead shall be preceded by a careful
examS_ation of the corTses.

(C/p. G. (7. 1906, Art. 3.)

ART. 17.

Each belligerent shall send, as early "
as possible, to the authorities of their
country, _avy or army, the military
identification marks or toke_asfound on
the dead and a list of the names of the

sick and wounded, picked up by him.
The belligerents shall keep each other

informed as to internments a_ trans-
fers as well as to the admissions into

hespital and deaths which have occurred
amol_g the sick wnd wounded in their
hands. They shall collect all the objects
of personal use, valuables, letters, &c.,
which a/refound in the captured ships,
or which have been left by the wounded
or sick who died bz hoepltal, in order
to have them forwarded to the persons

concerned by the authorities of their
own country.

(Cp. G. O.1906,Art. a.)

ART. 11. A}tT. 18.

The rules contained in the above The provisions of the present Con-

Articles are binding only on the Con- vention do not apply except between
tracting Powers, in case of war between Contrazting Powers, and only if all
two or more of them. the belligerents are parties to the Con-

The said rules shall cease to be vent/on.

binding from the time when, in a war
between the Contracting Powers, one
of the belligerents is joined by a non-
Contracting Power.

AnT. 19.

The Commandos-in-chief of the bel-
ligorent fleets shall arrange the details
for carryimj out the preceding Articles
as well as for cases not lorovided for, in
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a_apr_s les instructions de leurs Gou-
vernements respectOCset conformgment
aux principes g_zg_'aux de la prdsente
Cm_ventlou.

ART. 20.

Puissances signataires pren-
dront les mesures ndcessaires pour
instruire lewrs ran/tines, et spdcialement
le personnel protdgg des dispositions de
la prdsente Convention et pour les
porter _ la connaissance des popula-
tions.

ART. 21.

Les Puissances signataires s'enga-
gent dgalement _ prendre ou c)ln'oposer
c) leurs legislatures, en cas d'insu_-
sance de lewrs lois pdnales, les mesures
ndc_ssaires Tour rdprimer en temps de
guerre les acres individuels de pillage
et de mauvais traitements envers des

blessds et malades des marines, ainsi

que pour lmnir, comme usurpation
arinsones militalres, l'usage abuslf des
signes distinctlfs dgsigngs c) l'article 5
par des bdtiments non protdg_ par la
prdsente Convention.

Ils se communiqueront, Tar _intermg
diaire du Gouvernement des Pays-Bas,
les dispositions relatives c_ cette rgtrres-
sion, au plus tard dans les clnq ans de
la ratification de la prdsente Conven-
tion.

ART. 22.

E_ cas (Top#rations de guerre entre

les forces de terre et de mex des belligd-
rants, les dispositions de la 1or_ente
Convention ne seront a/pplicables qu'aux

forces embarquges.
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accordance with the instructions of their
respective Governments and in confor-
mity with the general principles of the
present Convention.

(G'p. G. C. 1906, Art. 25.)

ART. 20.

The Signato771 Powers shedl take the "_
nccessaxy measures to instanter their
naval forces, e_specially tlue personncl
protected,, in the provisitms o] the p_'e-
sent Convention, and to bring them to
the notice of the public.

(Cp. G. C. 1906, Art. 26.)

ART. 21.

The Signatory Powers likewise un-

do'take to enact or to propose to their
Legislatures, if their criminal laws

are inadequate, the measures necessary
for checking in time of war butividual
acts of pillage and ill-treatment in
respect to the wounded and _ick in the
fleet, as well as for punishing, as an
unjustifiable adoptio_ of naval or
military marks, the unauthorized use
of the distinctive marks mentioned in

Article 5 by vessels not protected by the
ln'esent Convention.

They shall communicate to each other,
through the _hTetherland Government,
the enactments for preventing such acts
at the latest within five yean's of the
ratification of the present Gonventio¢2.

(Cp. G. G. 1906, Arts. 27 and 28.)

ART. 22.

In the case of operations of wan"
between the land and seaforves of bellige-

rents, the l_'ovisions of the present
Convention are only applicable to the

forces on board ship.
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ART. 12. ART. 23.

La pr_sente Convention sera ratifi6e La pr6sente Convention sera ratifi_e
dans le plus bref d_lai possible, anssit6t que possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes k Les ratifications seront dgpos_es
La Haye. La Haye.

I1 sera dress_ du d_p6t de ehaque Le premier ddpdt de ratifications
ratification un procSs-verbal, dont une sera constatdpar un proc_s-verbalsign#
eopie, certifi_e conforme, sera remise par l_s Reprdsentants des Puissa_wes

par la vole dlplomatique _ routes les qul y prennent part et Tar le Ministre
Puissances contmctantes, des A ffaires Etrang_res des Pays-Bas.

I, es ddT6ts ultdrieurs de ratifications
se feront au moyen d'u_e notification
dcrite, adressde au Gouvernement des
Pays-Bas et accompagnde de Finstru-
nwnt de ratification.

Copie certif_e conforme du proe_s-
verbal relatif au premier ddp6t de

ratifications, des notifications mention-
ndes (_ l'alin#a pr&#dent, ainsi que des
instruments de ratification, sera immd-
diatement remise par les soins du
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et Tar la
voie diplomatique aux Puissances con-
rides _ la Denx_me Confdre_me de la
Paix, ainsi qu'aux autres Puissances
qui auront adhdrd & la Convention.
Dans les cas visdspar _alinda prdcd_t_t,
le dit Gouvernement leur fera connaitre
eramdme temps la date c_ laquelle il a

refu la notification.

".ART.13. ART. 24.

Les Puissances non-signataires, qui Les Puissances non-signataires qui

auront accept_ la Convention de Gen_ve auront accept_ la Convention de Gen_ve
du 22 Aofit, 1864, sont admises _ du 6 Juillet, 1906, sont admises
adhdrer k la prdsente Convention. adh_rer k la pr_sente Convention.

Elles auront, k eet effet, _ faire Za Puissance qul ddsire adhdrer,

eonnMtre leuradh_sionauxPuissanees notifle par _rflt son intention au
contractantes, au moyen d'une notifi- Gouvernement des Pays-JBas en lui
cation _crite, adress_e au Gouverne- transmatant Facte d'adMMon qui sara
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ART. 12. ART. 2_.

The present Convention shall be The present Convention shall be
ratified as soon as possible, ratified as soon as possible.

The ratifications shall be deposited The ratifications shall be deposited

at the Hague. at The Hague.
On the receipt of each ratification a The first deposit of ratifications shall

procks-verbal shall be drawn up, a copy be recorded in a proc_s-verbal s/gned ..
of which, duly certified, shall be sent by the Representatives of the Powers

through the diplomatic channel to all which take part therein and by the
the Contracting Powers. IVetherland Minister for Forelgu

Affairs.

The subsequent deposits oJ ratifica-
thn_s shall be made by means of a
written notificatitm, addressed to the
IVetherland Government and _wcom-

panied by the instrument of ratifuza-
tlon.

A duly certified co)nd of the proc_s-
verbal relative to the first deposit qf ra-
tifwations, of the notifications mentioned
in the preceding paragraph, and of the
instruments of ratification, shall be
immediately sent by the Netherland
Government through the diplomatic
channel to the Powers invited to the

S_ond Peace Co_e_'enve, as well as to
the otI_r Powers which have accede_ to
the Gonveution. In the cases c_tem-

plated in the preceding paragraph the
said Government shall inform them at
the same time of the date on which it

received the notification.

AR_. 13. ART. 24.

Non-Signatory Powers which have Non-Signatory Powers which have
accepted the Geneva Convention of accepted the Geneva Convention of
the 22nd August, 1864, may accede the 6th July, 1906, may accede to the
to the present Convention. present Convention.

For this purpose they must make A Power which desires to accede
the'tr accession known to the Contract- notifies its intention in writing to the

ing Powers by means of a written Netherland Go_mment, forwarding to
notification addressed to the Nether- it the act of accession, which shall be
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ment des Pays-Bas et eommuniqu_e ddposd darts /es archives du dit Gou-
par celui-ei k toutes les autres Puis- ver_nent.
sances contract_ntes. Ce Gouv_nement transmettra immd-

diatement _ routes lvs autres Puis-

sances c_ie certiflde conforme de la
notlfwation ainvi que de l'acte a_adhg-
sion, en indiquant la date _ laquelle il
a refu la notification.

ART. 25.

La pr_sente Convention, d_ment

ratiflde, remplacera dans les ralxports
entre les Puissances contractamtes, la
Convention du 29 J'uillet, 1899, poux
l'adaptation _ la guerre mazitime des
princiTes de la Convention de Gen_ve.

Convention de 1899 reste on

vigueur clans les ratrports entre les

Puissances qui l'ont sign#e et qui ne
ratifleraient pas _galement la pr6sente
Convention.

ART. 26,

I_ prdsente Convention produb.a e_et
powr les Puissances qul auront participd
au premier ddp6t de ratifications, soi-

xante jours apr_s la date du proc_s-
verbal de ce de, dr, et, pour les Puis-
sances qui ratifleront ultdrieurement ou

qul adhdreront, solxante jours apr_s que
la notification de lewr rat_Cw.ation ou

de leur adhe_on aura dtg refue par le
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

-_RT. 14. ART. 27.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances

Parties contractantes ddnon_t la contractantes voul_t d_ la prd-
pr_sente Convention, cctte ddnoneia- sente Convention,/a ddnoneiation sera
tion ne produirait ses effets qu'un an notiflde par _erit au Gouvemement des

apr_s la notification faite par dcrit au Pays-Bas, qui coramuMquera immd-
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et corn- diatement co/r/e certiflde co_orme de
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land Government, and by it communi- deposited in the archives of the said
cated to all the other Contracting Government.
Powers.- The said Government shall imme-

diately forward to all the ott_" Powers
a &dy certified copy of the notification,
as well as of the act of accession,

mentioning the date on which it received
the notification.

ART. 25.

The present Convention, duly ratified,
shall replace as between Contracting
Powers, the Conve_tion of the 29th
July, 1899, for the adaptation to _aval
warfare of the principles of the
Geneva Convention.

The Convention of 1899 remains i_
force as between the Powers which

signed it but which may not also ratify
the prese_t Convention.

(Cp. G. O. 1906, Art. 31.)

_RT. 26.

The present Convention shall take
effect, in the case of the Powers which
were Tartles to the first deposit of
ratifications, sixty days after the date of
the proems-verbal recording such deTvsit ,
and, in the case of the Powers which

shall ratify subsequently or which shall
accede, sixty days after the notification
of their ratiJq_tion or of their accession
has been received by the 2Vetherland
Government.

A_T. 14. ART. 27.

In the event of one of the High In the event of one of the Contract-
Contracting Parties denouncing the ing Powers wishing to denounce the
present Convention, such denunciation present Convention, the denunciation
shall not take effect until a year after shall be notified in writing to the
the notification made in writing to the Netherland Government, which shall
Netherland Government, and forthwith immediately communicate a duly certi-
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muniqu_e imm_diatement par celui-ci la notification _ routes les autres
routes les autres Puissances contrac- Puissances en leur faisant savoir la

tantes, date _ laquelle il _a refue.
Cette ddnonciation ne produira ses La d_nonciation ne produira ses

effets qu'_. l'figard de la Puissance qui effets qu'_ l'_gard de la Puissance qui
l'aura notifi_e, l'aura notifi_e et un an apr_s que la

notification en sera parvonue au

Gouvernement des Pays-Bas.

ART. 28.

Un registre tenu par le Minist_re
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas
indiquera la date du ddp6t des rat_fwa-
tions effectu6 en vertu de l'Artlcle 23,

alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que la date
laquelle auront dry refues les notif_a-
tions d'adhgsion (article 24, alinda 2) ou
de ddnonciation (article 27, alin#a 1).

Chaque Puissance contractante est
admise r_ prendre con/naissance de ce
registre et c_ en demander des extraits
certiflds conformes.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires En foi de quoi les Pldnipotentiaires
respectifs ont sign_ la prdsente Conven- ont rev_tu la pr_sente Convention de
tion et l'ont rev_tue de leurs seeaux, leurs signatures.

Fait k I_ Haye, le 29 Juillet, 1899, Fait k La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907,
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera en un seul exemplaire qui restera
d_posd dans les archives du Gouverne- d_pos_ dans les archives du Gouverne-
ment des Pays-Bas, et dont des copies, ment des Pays-Bays, et dour des
certifides eonformes, seront ternises par copies, certifi_es conformes, seront
la voie diplomatique aux Puissances ternises pax la voie diplomatique aux
contractantes. Puissances qui ont gtg convides _ la

Deuxikme Confdrence de la Paix.
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communicated by it to all the other fled cotnd of the notification to all the
Contracting Powers. other Powers, informing them of the

This denunciation shall only affect date on which it was received.
the notifying Power. The denunciation shall only affect

the notifying Power, and only on the
expiry of one year after the notification
has reached the Netherland Govern-
me/at.

ARt. 28.

A register kept by the lVethe_land
l_linistry for Foreign Affairs shall
record the date of the deposit of ratifi-
cations effected in virtue of A_¢icle 23,
perragraphs 3 and 4, as well as the
date on which the notifications of ac-
cession (Article 24, paragraph 2) or of
denunciation (A rticle 27, paragraph 1)
have been received.

Each Contracting Power is entitled
to have access to this register and to be
supplied with duly certified extracts
from it.

In faith whereof the respective In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
Plenipotentiaries have signed the tiaries have appe_Med their sonatures
pre_eut _)u, teutiga and affixed their to the present Convention.
seals thereto.

Done atThe Hague the 29th July, Done at The Hague, the 18th
1899, in a single original, which shall October, 1907, in a single original,
remain deposited in the archives of the which shall remain deposited in the
Netherland Government, and of which archives of the Netherland Govern-

duly eertitied copies shall be sent ment, and of which duly certified
through the diplomatic channel to the copies shall be sent through the
Contracting Powers. diplomatic channel, to the Powers

invited to the _ecomt Peace Conference.
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CONVENTION NO. 10. THE ADAlYrATION OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THE

GENEVA CONVENTION TO MARITIME WARFARE 1.

The attempt which was unsuccessfully made in 1868 to apply the

principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864 to naval war-

'the convan- fare has already been referred to 2. The additional Articlestion of 1899.

then prepared afforded a basis for states during the period

between 1868 and 1899 when the first Hague Conference prepared a

Convention which was signed by all the Powers represented thereat, and

was subsequently acceded to by all the Powers represented at the Second
Peace Conference. The 10th Article was, however, excluded from ratifica-

tion by all the signatory Powers 3.
A new Geneva Convention for land warfare having been agreed upon

in 1906, the Conference of 1907 found it necessary to revise the Convention

of 1899 in order to apply its principles to naval warfare, and also to make

certain additions and amendments which experience had shown to be

necessary.
The German Delegation presented a draft which was taken as the basis

of the deliberations of the Conference. Some amendments
The Conven-
tion of 1907. were madc by the French Delegation, and several of the

Articles of the German draft were modified after examination

by the naval delegates who formed a large proportion of the Examining
Committee.

The Report 4 made to the Third Committee presided over by Count

Tornielli (Italy) was prepared by Professor L. Renault, who had also

prepared the Report on this subject in 1899. It was taken into considera-
tion at the third Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 20th July, 1907.

With certain slight reservations which will be subsequently mentioned it

was adopted. This Convention was the first voted by the Conference.

1 Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 67 ; Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), lap. 18, 87 ;
La Deux. Confgr. T. x. pp. 66, 70 ; T. m. pp. 293, 305, 313, 558, 683, 686, 689 ; Livre Jaunc,

p. 89 ; Weissbueh, p. 11; Sir T. Barclay, Problems, etc. p. 199 ; A. S. Hershey, International

Law a_ut Diplomacy, etc. p. 75 ; F.W. HoUs, The Peace Conference at the Hague, Chap. xv.
and App. C ; T. J. Lawrence, War and Neutrality, etc. Chap. xv. ; Idem, International

Problems, etc. p. 114 ; E. Lttmonon, La 8econde Confdrence, p. 526 ; L. Renault, The Geneva

Convention and Mariti,_ Warfare, Am. Journ. of Int. Law, Vol. xx. p. 295 [This is a
translation of M. Renault's Report to the Conference]; S. Taknhaahi, International Law

applied to the Russo.Japarte_e War, Part XL Chap. xv. ; J. Wesflake, War, p. 275.

See ante, p. 13. _ See post, p. 390.

• ParL Papers, Misc. lgo. 4 (1908), p. 87 ; La Deux. Confer. T. L p. 70 i T. nL p. 805.
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The Committee adopted the wise plan of preparing a wholly new Con-
vention instead of drafting supplementary Articles to the Convention of
1899, a proceeding which would have caused confusion and disturbed thd
balance and elegance of the agreement. The new Convention contains
26 Articles as compared with 14 in that of 1899.

The first three Articles deal with the three different classes of hospital

raevarious ships to which the Convention applies, namely (a) military
c_esothos- hospital ships constructed or adapted by states specially
pital 8raps. and solely with the view of aiding the wounded, sick and
shipwrecked in naval war (Article 1) ; (b) hospital ships, equipped wholly
or in part at the expense of private individuals or officially recognised
relief societies of belligere_t states (Article 2); (c) hospital ships, equipped
wholly or in part at the cost of private individuals or officially recognised
relief societies of _eutral states (Article 3).

No changes are made in the first two Articles.
ARTICLE3 contains modifications of the corresponding Article of the

Convention of 1899, based on Article 11 of the Geneva Con-
Flag.of
.eum_ vention of 1906. The Conference of 1899 left unsettled the

hospit_ relations which should exist between neutral hospital shipsships. - --
and belligerents. The question was also raised as regards the

flag which such ships ought to fly. In 1907 similar difficulties were
experienced by some members of the Committee who felt that the text
of Article 11 of the Convention of 1906 was not enough to remove
them. The difference in the circumstances under which aid is rendered

by a neutral ambulance in land warfare and a neutral hospital ship in
naval warfare was felt by some of the Committee _o call for different
treatment, as hospital ships enjoy greater freedom of action than the
neutral ambulances can claim in land warfare. The majority of the Com-

mittee considered that, for reasons of military necessity, it was inadvisable
to allow neutral hospital ships to operate apart from the special authorisa-
tion of one of the belligerents, the view that such ships might desire
to aid both belligerents indiscriminately being inacceptable on the ground
that to allow complete independence of action to s_ch neutral ships would
leave the way open to serious abuses. The alteration in Article 3 now
requires such ships to be placed under the control of one of the belligerents,
after having received the previous consent of the neutral government.
Such ships will henceibrth form part of the sanitary service of the

belligerent and be placed under his direction. The Report of M. Renault
points out that this Article and Article 5 are not quite in harmony with
Articles 11 and 22 of the Geneva Convention of 1906 ; under the latter a
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neutral ambulance flies two flags, that of the Geneva Convention and that
of the belligerent to whose army it is attached, but the neutral hospital

s]fip must fly three flags, namely the two mentioned as well as its own
national (neutral) flag. The German draft proposed that neutral hospital

ships should be placed au service of one of the belligerents, but on the

proposition of M. Van den Heuvel (Belgium) this expression was altered to
sous la direction which was deemed to be less stringent.

ARTICLE z_ contains a general statement of the duties which are

incumbent on hospital ships, namely, to render aid to allThe duty of
hospiUa needing it irrespective of nationality. Belligerents are given
ships.

power of control and detention where necessary. There is

no change in this Article.
ARTICLE 5 deals with the distinctive colours by which hospital ships

are to be distinguished. In paragraph 4 a change was madem.stanmmm-
tag marks in accordance with the agreement arrived at in Article 3

ot hospit_ as to the flags which a neutral hospital ship is to fly, theships.
principle applied being that of Article 21, par. 2 of the

Geneva Convention, 1906. The provision applies to ships detained under

Article 4. Under that Article when a hospital ship is detained by a

belligerent, if it is a military hospital ship it hauls down its national flag
and retains the flag of the Geneva Convention only, but if it is a neutral

hospital ship it only hauls down the flag of the belligerent under whose

direction it is, retaining its own national flag and the Red Cross flag.
The sixth paragraph of Article 5 is new and refers to the distinctive

marks which may be applied to hospital ships at night. The German

proposal was that all hospital ships should carry three lights--green, white,
green--placed vertically one above the other and separated by at least three

metres 1. The question had been raised during the Russo-Japanese War.

Russia notified to Japan through the intermediary of the French Govern-

ment that she proposed to use by night three vertical lights for her hospital
ships--white, red, white--but the Japanese Government declined to accept

these distinguishing marks as conferring special privileges, "being appre-

hensive of various possible dangers which might arise as the result of such
a contrivance being availed of by an unprincipled enemy2. '' Objections

were also raised in Committee to the German proposal which made the
carrying of distinctive lights obligatory. A light on a hospital ship may

betray the presence of the fleet, and hospital ships must conform to the

order for "lights out" in the same way as the ships under a belligerent's

1 La Dcux. Co'af_r.T. m. p. 684.
S. TakAhaqhi,op. tit. p. 878.
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command. During the Japanese attack off Genzan, Korea, even the slightest

sign of light was prohibited. "Though almost intolerable for the sick and
wounded, especially in the hot season, to have windows and apertures shut
up, yet under such circumstances the directions of the authorities should

be observed1. '' A warship might also make illicit use of the lights to effect

its escape. The Convention leaves the steps which hospital ships and

their boats are to take to ensure freedom from interference to be regulated

by the belligerent by the special painting being rendered sufficiently plain.

This is possible by means of phosphorescent paint or the employment of
electric reflectors in case of attack 9.

ARTICLE 6 iS based on Article 23 of the Geneva Convention of 1906,

and has not been accepted by Great Britain. At the Third Plenary

Meeting of the Conference Sir Edward Fry said that in signing the Geneva
Convention of 1906 his Government had made a reservation of Articles 23,

27 and 28 because a legislative enactment was necessary to give effect to
them, and without the assent of Parliament no law could be made in

Great Britain. As Articles 6 and 21 of the present Convention were
based on these Articles, his Government were for the time obliged to
make reservations on them a.

ARTXCL_.7 iS new and provides for a situation analogous to that dealt
with by Articles 6 and 15 of the Geneva Convention of 1906.

sl_-baym on In case of a fight on board a warship the sick-bays are to bewarahll_.
respected and spared as much as possible. This recalls a

condition of warfare more common a century ago than now, when hand-

te-hand fighting on board a vessel is an extremely rare occurrence in naval
engagements. It is not to be expected that in engagements where the
combatants remain at a distance from each other the sick-bays can be

respected, and the text of the Article makes it clear that it only refers
to conflicts taking place on board the ships themselves.

ARTXCLE8 is new; the principle of paragraph l is taken from Article 7
of the Geneva Convention of 1906. Hospital ships and sick-

a_a_ of _. bays lose their inviolability if they are employed for purposeslmtal a_l_.
of injuring the enemy (see also Article 4, paragraph 2 of the

present Convention). A case of this kind occurred during the Russo-
Japanese War. The Japanese seized, and secured the condemnation of, the

Russian hospital ship Oral on 27 May, 1905, because_she had been used a

i See _iews of Japanesephysicians on lights of hospital ships cited by S. Tskahsshi,
op.¢/t. pp. 879-381.

Seereportof discussionsat the Haguein The Times, 14July, 1907.
s Parl. Papers,Misc.No. 4 (1908),p. 21; La Deux. Confer.T. i. p. 67.

n. 25
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short time previously for the accommodation of able-bodied prisoners taken
from a captured merchantman, and had otherwise assisted in the hostile
operations of the Russians 1.

The second paragraph of Article 8 is based on Article 8 of the Geneva
Convention of 1906, but it was not thought necessary to reproduce its
provisions in detail. The fact that the staff of the hospital ship or sick-
bay are armed for maintaining order or defending sick or wounded, and
the presence of wireless telegraphic apparatus on board are not sufficient
reasons for withdrawing the protection accorded to such ships or sick-
bays. The German draft proposed to allow hospital ships to carry light
pieces of artillery as a protection against the dangers of navigation and
particularly of piracy e, but the Committee considered that there was no
necessity for the arming of such ships, especially as merchant-ships
which run no greater risks are unarmed. The paragraph regarding the
presence of wireless telegraphic apparatus on board was inserted on the
proposition of the Dutch delegate. The apparatus may often be of great
value in enabling hospital ships to communicate either with ships of their
own squadron or with land. Any abuse of it can easily be prevented by
agents being placed on board, and, if necessary, the apparatus may be
removed temporarily under the general powers of control conferred on
belligerent commanders by Article 4.

ARTmLE9 is new, though it retains the substance of Article 6 of the
_aa_aac, Convention of 1899; it is based on Article 5 of the Geneva

reaaareaby Convention of 1906. By paragraph 1 belligerents maymerchant-
stopson appeal to the charitable zeal of neutral merchantmen to take
r_uest, on board and care for sick and wounded. The assistance

thus rendered is purely voluntary, a belligerent cannot compel it. Para-
graph 2 governs the situation of ships which have responded to this appeal,
as well as those which have of their own accord taken on board shipwrecked,
sick and wounded. Such ships are to enjoy "special protection and certain
immunities," These expressions which are borrowed from Article 5 of the
Geneva Convention of 1906 axe vague but as the Report of hi. Renault
remarks : "it is scarcely possible to proceed otherwise : everything depends
on circumstances. A warship may call upon a ship possibly from a distance,
promising, for instance, not to search it. It is obvious that the advantages
of the immunities are not so great in naval as in land warfare in which
the inhabitants to whom such an appeal is made are exposed to a series of

I T. J. Lawrenoe, I.t_rna6o.o_ ProblemJ, et_. p. 115. For a full repo_ of th_ ease see
S. Takahashi, o_. cir. p. 620, _vhere the name of the vessel is given as Aryol.

2 La D¢az. Confer. T. L p. 74; T. m. p. 685.
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rigorous measures on the part of the invader or occupant. It is before all
else a question of good faith. A belligerent should keep the promise
which he has made to obtain a service, and the neutral ought not by
an appearance of zeal to be able to escape the risk to which his conduct
may have rendered him liable. It is, however, certain, on the one hand,
that the ships in question may not be captured for the transport of ship-
wrecked, wounded or sick of a belligerent, and on the other hand, as is
expressly stated by Article 6 of the Convention of 1899, they remain
subject to capture for violations of neutrality which they may have
committed (e.g. contraband of war, breach of blockade)_.''

There is no immunity accorded to a merchantman belonging to one of
the belligerents conveying sick and wounded _.

ARTIC_ 10 which deals with the inviolability of the hospital staff is

xaviolabtuty a reproduction of Article 7 of the Convention of 1899 with a
o__o_ltal slight modification introduced from Article 13 of the Geneva
_" Convention of 1906 as regards the payments to be made to
members of the hospital staff temporarily detained by the enemy. "Only
the official staff is concerned, that of a relief society having no claim to
receive a salary" (Report of M. Renault).

ARTICI_ 11 reproduces Article 8 of the Convention of 1899 with the
additional words intended to bring under the shelter ofZn_o]abt11_

of _t_ inviolability not only wounded and sick sailors and soldiers
and wounded.

on board but also other persons officially attached to fleets
or armies. Their addition is in harmony with Article 1 of the Geneva
Convention of 1906.

ARTICLE12 is new, and settles a very important point which the
Convention of 1899 had left unsolved. At the First Peace

Surrenderto
_m..--'_[po_ Conference, Captain Mahan, the United States naval delegate,
aic_aaa endeavoured to obtain the insertion of Articles to meet the
wounded.

case of men who by any accident connected with a naval

engagement were picked up by a neutral vessel. The commander and
some of the crew of the Confederate cruiser Alabama, after her last fight
with the Kearsarge off Cherbourg, were picked up by the British yacht
Dserhound, the captain of which claimed for the rescued seamen the
inviolability of the neutral flag, and their surrender was refused a. Captain
Mahan's proposal was that in such cases the neutral vessel must surrender

I Parl. Papers, Mi_. No. 4 (1908), p. 90; La Deaz. Confer. T. x. p. 74 ; T. n. p. 309.
• ParL Pal_, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 73.
s SeeM. Bernard, The Neutrality of Great Britain during the American Civil War, p. 429;

A. S. Hershey, I_ Law and D/plomavy, e_. p. 77 (note),

25--2
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the rescued persons, if demand should be made by the other belligerent,
or in case no demand was made, that they should not be allowed to serve

again during the war. The attempt of the United States delegate was

unsuccessful and the Convention of 1899 is silent on this pointL Under
the new Article a belligerent cruiser meeting a hospital ship of any

description or a merchant-ship, yacht or boat of any nationality may

demand the surrender of the wounded, sick or shipwrecked men on
board. M. Renault in the Report to the Committee states that "we
do not think that the rule is new; if the formula is not found in the

Convention of 1899, the sense of the latter is not doubtful." This view was

combated by Sir Edward Fry who at the Third Plenary Meeting of the

Conference stated that "the British Government cannot agree to the
opinion expressed in the Report as to the right of a belligerent ship of war

to require the surrender of wounded, sick and shipwrecked combatants on

board a merchant-ship sailing under a neutral flag. In default of a special
Convention, the British Government considers that the recognition of such

a right cannot be based on the existing principles of international lawS. ''
M. Renault in reply stated that he considered that the conclusions of his

Report were the expression of existing positive law. The Report contains
the following comment on this Article: "A belligerent cruiser meets a

military hospital ship, a hospital ship, or a merchant-ship; whatever be
the nationality of these ships, it has, either by virtue of Article 4 of

the Convention or by virtue of the common law of nations, the right

to visit them. It exercises it and finds on board shipwrecked, wounded or

sick; it has the right to have them delivered up to it, because they are its
prisoners, as is stated in Article 9 of the Convention of 1899, reproduced

in Article 14 of our draft. This is only an application of a general principle

by virtue of which the combatants of one belligerent who fall into the

power of the other are by that fact its prisoners. Obviously, it will not
always be to the interest of the belligerent to make use of this right. It

will often be to his advantage to leave the wounded and sick where they
are and not to take charge of them. But, in such a case, it will be

indispensable not to allow wounded or sick to go free who are still in a

condition to render great services to their country: and this applies even
more strongly in the case of shipwrecked men who are able-bodied. It has

been said that it would be inhuman to force a neutral vessel to deliver up
wounded which it had charitably picked up. To meet this objection, it is
only necessary to reflect on what would be the position in the absence of a

Convention. The positive law of nations would permit not only the seizure

x F.W. Holls, The Peace Conference, pp. 497-50B ; Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1899), p. 92.
Parl. Po.avvr8, Miso. No. 4 (1908), p. 21 ; La Dev_. Confer. T. L p. 68.
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of individuals who are enemy combatants, found on board a neutral vessel,

but the seizure and confiscation of the vessel for having rendered an un-
n_ral service. We may add that if the shipwrecked men were, for
example, permitted to escape captivity by the Bole fact that they had been

taken on board a neutral vessel, the belligerents would disregard the
philanthropic action of the neutrals the moment such action might have

the result of causing them an irreparable injury. Humanity would not
be the " 1,,garner .

A strict application of the principles of neutrality would imply, apart
from a Convention, that belligerents taken on board neutral ships should

not be allowed to take part again in hostilities during the course of the
war: but the statement of M. Renault that the mere fact of picking up

shipwrecked or wounded men would render a neutral merchant-ship liable to

seizure for unneutral service appears incapable of being substantiated as a

rule of international law _. The question was diseussed by the United States
and Great Britain in regard to the rescue (already referred to) by the

Deerhound of the captain and members of the crew of the Alabama on

the 19th June, 1864. The solution of the difficulty provided by this Article
is, however, one which may be justified by practical considerations. Among

those on board a hospital or merchant ship may be found the "brain" of

one of the belligerent navies, and "military necessity" might be appealed
to as a justification for his removal. A belligerent would take the risk

of complications with the neutral Power. Moreover, the neutral captain
might f_om unforeseen circumstances be unable to land the sick, wounded

or shipwrecked at a neutral port where they would be interned 3.

Although a belligerent may under this Article remove wounded, sick

or shipwrecked combatants, he cannot change the course of a neutral
merchant-ship or impose any definite course on it; such orders can only

be given to the commanders of hospital ships.

In signing this Convention on behalf of Great Britain Sir Edward Fry

_rmah r_ar- did not fully maintain the reservation made at the Plenary
rattan oa Meeting. The final reservation is as follows: "In affixing

Aru_ 1_. their signatures to this Convention, the British Plenipoten-

tiaries declare that His Majesty's Government understands Article 12 to

apply onIy to the case of combatants rescued during or after a naval
engagement in which they have taken part4. ''

I Parl. Payfrs, Mis_. No. 4 (1908), p. 91 ; La D_ax. CanfSr. T. x. p. 75 ; T. m. p. 310.

2 Bee J. Westlake, War, p. 278 ; E, L_monon, La secande Oonfgrence, p. 551.
s See T. J. La_vrence, International Problems, etc. p. 116.

• Pazl. Papers, Mise. No. 5 (1908) ; No. 6 (1908}, p. 148.
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This Article therefore would not apply as regards rescues by British

merchant-ships of belligerents at a distance from the scene of an engage-
ment, as for instance of men rescued from a ship which had sunk in a

storm or as the result of contact with an unanchored floating mine.

ARTICLE 13 fills a gap left in the Convention of 1899. At the out-
break of the Russo-Japanese War on the 8th February, 1904,Rescue by

neutral the captains of the British, French and Italian cruisers at

war-vessal. Chemulpo rescued the sailors of the Russian vessels Korietz
and Variag, and refused to surrender them to the Japanese. Ultimately

after negotiations, the rescued sailors in the possession of the British
authorities were, with the consent of the Japanese Government, handed

over to the Russians at a neutral port I. Article 13, which was proposed by

the French delegate, now provides that the shipwrecked, sick or wounded
picked up by a neutral ship of war are in the same position as that of

combatants who take refuge in a neutral territory. They are not to be

given up to the adversary, but they should be detained.
ARTICLE14 reproduces Article 9 of the Convention of 1899. It only

deals with the treatment of persons, not of ships.

ARTICLE 15 reproduces Article 10 of the Convention of 1899 which
was excluded from ratification. At the Conference of 1899 this Article

was carried only by a bare majority, and in signing the treaty Great
Britain, Germany, the United States and Italy reserved liberty of action in

regard to it. In consequence of these reservations the Netherland Govern-
ment suggested that with a view to unfformity--a uniformity which would be

endangered by the reservations of these four Powers--the Article should

be excluded from ratification by all Powers. This suggestion was acted
upon 2.

At the Conferenceof1907 the restorationof thisArticlewas proposed

by the French delegate and accepted. Under this Article where ship-
wrecked, wounded or sick are landed at a neutral port with the consent of

the local authorities, they must, in default of arrangements to the contrary

between the neutral and belligerent states, be guarded by the neutral

state so as to prevent them from again taldng part in the war. The expenses

are to be borne by the state to which such persons belong. M. Renault

states that if a neutral merchant vessel, having occasionally picked up

wounded or sick, or even shipwrecked persons, arrives at a neutral pert

without having met a cruiser or without having entered into any agree-

* A. S. Hershey, International Law ami Diplomacy, p. 76; T. ;I. Lawren_, War a_
Neutrality, etc. Chap. zv.

F, W. Holls, The Peace Conferenge at the Hague, p. 128.
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ment, the persons which it lands do not fall under the provisions of this
Article: they are free.

ARTICLE 16 is new, and is based on Article 3 of the Geneva Con-

for vention of 1906. The provisions as to the burial or cremation
_p_r_Qkea of the dead on land will apply to cases where engagements

aua woundea, have taken place near land.
ARTICLE 17 is also new, and is reproduced from Article 4 of the

Geneva Convention of 1906.

ARTICLE 18 corresponds to Article 11 of the Convention of 1899.
AI_TmLE 19 is new, and corresponds to Article 25 of the Geneva

Convention of 1906.

ARTICLE 20 is new, and corresponds to Article 26 of the Geneva

Convention of 1906. It is obviously of great importance,Applio_tion
oft he and M. Renault emphasises this in his Report. "The best
convention, of rules become a dead letter if measures are not taken in

advance for the instruction of those who will have to apply them. The
staff of hospital ships or floating hospitals will often have to fulfil a very

difficult mission. They must be convinced of the necessity of not taking

advantage of the immunities accorded them to commit acts of belligerency :
for, to do so would result in the ruin of the Convention and all the
humanitarian work of the two Peace Conferences1. ''

ARTmL_ 21 is new and corresponds to Articles 27 and 28 of the

Geneva Convention of 1906, and has not been accepted by Great Britain
for the reasons given under Article 6.

ARTICLE 22 is new. In ease'of combined military and naval operations,

the present Convention applies to forces afloat and the Geneva Convention
of 1906 to the land forces.

ARTICLE 23 corresponds to Article 12 of the Convention of 1899 with

the additional formulae adopted in the diplomatic clauses of the Conventions
of the Conference of 1907.

The remaining Articles call for no observations.

This Convention has been signed by all the Powers represented at the

Conference except Nicaragua_ China makes a reservation of
signatory Article 21, and Great Britain of Articles 6 and 21 and alsoPowers.

the declaration quoted above on Article 12. Persia reserved
the right recognised by the Conference to use the Lion and the Red Sun

instead of the Red Cross, and Turkey made a similar reservation for the
Red Crescent _.

I Par/. Pa_s, Misc. _lo. 4 (1908}, p. 92 ; La Deuz. Can$_r. T. I. p. 77.

2 Par/. PaperJ, Mi_. No. 6 (1908), p. 148.
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A Conference of maritime Powers was held at the Hague in December,
1904, to discuss the status of hospital ships in time of warl_xcmptloa

or_o_ltal in regard to their freedom from port dues. etc.
abipB_m Great Britain did not take part in the Conference, owingport dues.

to the fact that dues are levied by different authorities in
the United Kingdom and legislation would be necessary to give effect to
any Convention entered into. The British Minister at the Hague,
Sir Henry Howard, in his reply to the invitation of the Netherland
Government, stated that his Government was disposed to consider the
proposal favourably 1.

The following is a translation of

A CONVENTION RELATING TO HOSPITAL SHIPS, SIGNED AT THE HAGUE,

THE 21ST DECEMBER, 1904 2.

His Majesty the German Emperor, etc. 8
Considering that the Convention concluded at the Hague on the

29th July, 1899, for the adaptation to maritime warfare of the principles
of the Geneva Convention of the 22nd August, 1864, has sanctioned
the principle of the intervention of the Red Cross in naval wars by the
provisions for the benefit of hospital ships ;

Desiring to conclude a Convention in order to facilitate by additional
provisions the mission of such ships;

Have named as their Plenipotentiaries the following: [Names of
Plenipotentiaries.]

Who, afar communication of their full powers, found to be in good and
due form, have agreed to the following provisions :

Artide 1.

Hospital ships fulfilling the conditions of Articles 1, 2 and 3 of
the Convention concluded at the Hague on the 29th July, 1899,
for the adaptation to maritime warfare of the principles of the Geneva
Convention of the 22nd August, 1864, shall be exempted, in time of war,
in the ports of the contracting Parties, from all dues and taxes levied on
ships for the benefit of the state.

Art/de 2.

The provision of the preceding Article does not prevent the application,

Sir T. Bamlay, Problems, etc. pp. 198, 257.
2 Sir T. Barclay, op. e/t. pp. 257-9; L. Oppenheim, International Law, Vol n. p. 213;

J. B. Scott, Texts of the Peace Gonferences, pp. 400-2.
s For list of signatory Powers see post, p. 894.
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by means of visitation and other formalities, of the fiscal or other laws in

force in such ports.
Article 3.

The rule laid down in the first Article is only binding on the

contracting Powers in case of war between two or more of them.
The said rule shall cease to be binding from the time when, in a war

between the contracting Powers, a non-contracting Power shall join one of

the belligerents.

Article 4.

The present Convention, which, bearing date this day, may be
signed until the 1st October, 1905, by the Powers which shall have

expressed a wish to do so, shall be ratified within the shortest possible
time.

The ratifications shall be deposited at the Hague. A proc_s-verbal of

the deposit of the ratifications shall be drawn up and a copy thereof, duly
certified, shall be delivered through the diplomatic channel to all the

contracting Powers.

Article 5.

Non-signatory Powers are permitted to accede to the present Convention
afar the 1st October, 1905.

They must, for this purpose, make known their accession to the
contracting Powers by means of a written notification addressed to the

Netherland Government and communicated by the latter to the other

contractingPowers.

Article 6.

In the event of one of the high contracting Powers denouncing the

present Convention, this denunciation shall not take effect until one

year after the notification has been made in writing to the Netherland
Government and communicated at once by the latter to all the other

contracting Powers. Such denunciation shall only take effect in regard to

the notifying Power.

In faith whereof, the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present Conven-
tion and affixed their seals thereto.

Done at the Hague the 21st December, 1904, in a single original

which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Netherland Government,

and of which duly certified copies shall be sent through the diplomatic
channeltothe contractingPowers.
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]_inal Act.

At the moment of proceeding to sign the Convention whose object

is the exemption of hospital ships in time of war in the ports of

the contracting Parties from all dues and taxes imposed on ships for
the benefit of the state, the Plenipotentiaries signing the present Act

express the wish that, in view of the highly humanitarian mission of such

ships, the contracting Governments may take the necessary measures for
the exemption, within a short time, of such ships also from the payment
of dues and taxes collected in their ports for the benefit of others than the

state, especially those collected for the benefit of municipalities, private

companies or persons.
In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries have signed the present proc_s-

verbal which, bearing date this day, may be signed up to the 1st October,
1905.

Done at the Hague, the 21st December, 1904, in a single original
which shall remain deposited in the archives of the Netherland Government,

and of which duly certified copies shall be sent through the diplomatic

channel to the Powers signing the foregoing Convention.

Ratifications have been deposited at the Hague by the following

Powers: Germany, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, China, Denmark, the
United States of America, Mexico, Greece, Japan and Corea, Luxemburg,

Montenegro, the Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Siam,

Switzerland, France, Spain, Italy and Persia.

The following Powers have also acceded: Guatemala, Norway and

Sweden. Servia is the only Power represented at the Conference which
has not ratified the Convention.
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XI. Convention relative _ cer- XI. Convention relativeto certain
taines Restrictions _t l'Exer- Restrictions on the Exercise

eiee du Droit de Capture dans of the Right of Capture in
la Guerre Maritime. Maritime War.

Sa Majest_ rEmpereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &e. King of Prussia, &e.

Reconnaissant la ndcessit_ de mieux Recognizing the necessity of ensuring
assurer que par le passd l'application more effectively than hitherto the
_quitable du droit aux relations marl- equitable application of law to marl-
times interuA.tionales en temps de time international relations in time of
guerre ; wax ;

Estimant que, pour y parvenir, il Considering that, for this purpose,
convient, ell abandonnant ou en con- it is expedient, in giving up or, if
ciliant, le eas 6ch6unt, dans un intdr_t necessary, in harmonizing for the
commun certaines pratiques diver- common interest certain conflicting
genres anciennes, d'entreprendre de practices of long standing, to under-
codifier dans des r_gles communes les take to codify in regulations of general
garanties dues au commerce pacifique application the guarantees due to
et au travail inoffensif, ainsi que la peaceful intercourse and legitimate
conduite des hostilit6s sur mer; qu'il business, as well as the conduct of
importe de fixer clans des engagements hostilities by sea ; that it is expedient
mutuels dcrits lee principes demeurds to lay down in written mutual engage-
jusqu'icidansledomaine incermin de merits the principles which have
la controverse ou laissds k l'arbitraire hitherto remained in the uncertain

des Gouvernements; domain of controversy or have been

left to the discretion of Governments ;
Que,dos_prdsent,un certainnora- That f_om hencefortha certain

brede r_glespeuvent_treposdes,sans number ofrulesmay bemade,without

qu'ilsoitportdatteinteau droitac- therebyaffectingthelawnow inforce

tuellementen vigueurconcernantles withregardtothematterswhichthese

matibresqui n'ysentpas prdvues; rulesdo nottouch;

Ont nommd pour Leursplgnipoten- Have appointedastheirPlenipoten-

tiaires,savoir: tiaries,thatistosay:

[D_nominati_n_ des Plgnipotentiaires.] [_ames of Plenipotentiaries.]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddposd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sent convenus des disposi- duo form, have agreed upon the
tionssuivantes:-- following provisions :--
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Chapitre I. Chapter I.

De la Correspondance Postale. Postal Correspondenoe.

Z_aT. 1. _h.RT.1.

La correspondance postale des The postal correspondence of neu-
neutres ou des belligdrants, quel que trals or belligerents, whether official or
soit son caract_re ofiiciel on privY, private in character, which may be
trouvde en mer sur un navire neutre found on board a neutral or enemy ship
ou ennemi, est inviolable. S'il y a at sea, is inviolable. If the ship is de-
saisie du navire, elle est expedite avec tained, the correspondence is forwarded

le moins de retard possible par le by the captor with the least possible
capteur, delay.

Les dispositions de l'alinda prdcddent The provisions of the preceding
ne s'appliquent pas, en cas de violation paragraph do not apply, in case of vio-
de blocus, k la correspondance qui est lation of blockade, to correspondence
k destination ou en provenance du port destined for or proceeding from the
bloqu& blockaded port.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

L'inviolabilitd de la correspondance The inviolability of postal corre-
postale ne soustrait pas les paquebots- spondence does not exempt a neutral
poste neutres aux lois et coutumes de mail-ship from the laws and customs of
la guerre sur mer concernant les navires naval war respecting neutral merchant-

de commerce neutres en gdndral, ships in general. The ship, however,
Toutefois, la visite n'en dolt gtre may not be searched except when

effectude qu'en cas de ndcessitd, avec absolutely necessary, and then only
tous ]es mdnagements et toute la with as much consideration and
c_ldritd possibles, expedition as possible.

Chapitre II. Chapter II.

De l'Exemption de Capture pour Exemption from Capture of
certain_ Bateaux. certain Veaselm.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Les bateaux exclusivement affecfAs Vessels employed exclusively in

]a p_che c6ti_re ou k des services de coast fisheries, or small beats employed
petite navigation locale sont exempts in local trade, are exempt from capture

de capture, ainsi que leurs engin_ together with their appliances, rigging,
agr_s, apparaux et chargement. Cackle, and cargo.

Cette exemption cesse de leur 6tre This exemption ceases as soon as
applicable d6s qu'ils par_ieipent d'une they take any par_ whatever in hos-
fa_on quelconque anx hostilitds, tilities.
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LesPuissancescontractantdss'inter- The ContractingPowersbindthem-

disentdeproiiterducaract_reinoffensifselvesnot to takeadvantageof the

desditsbateaux pour les employer harmlesscharacterofthesaidvessels
clansun but militaireen leurcon- inordertouse them formilitarypur-

servant leur apparence pacifique, poses while preserving their peaceful
appearance.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Sont dgalement exempts de capture Vessels charged with religious,
lee navires chargds de missions reli- scientific, or philanthropic missions
gieuses, scientifiques, ou philauthro- are likewise exempt from capture.
piques.

Chapitre III. Chapter III.

I)u R6gime des _.quipages des Regulations regarding the Crews
Navires de Commerce Enne- of Enemy Merchant-ships
mis captures par un Bellig_i- captured by a Belligerent.
rant.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

Lorsqu'un navire de commerce When an enemy merchant-ship is
ennemi est eapturd par un belligdrant, captured by a belligerent, such of its
lee hommes de son dquipage, nationaux crew as are nationals of a neutral

d'un ]_tat neutre, ne sont pas fairs State axe not made prisoners of war.
prisonniers de guerre.

I1 enest de m6me du capitaine et The same rule applies in the case
des officier_ dgalement nationaux d'un of the captain and officers, likewise
_tat neutre, s'ils promettent formeIle- nationals of a neutral State, if they
ment par dcrit de ne pas servir sur un give a formal promise in writing not
navire ennemi pendant la durde de la to serve on an enemy ship while the
guerre, war lasts.

ART. 6. ART. 6.

Le capitaine, lee o_ieiers, et lee The captain, officers, and members
membres de l'_quipage, nationaux de of the crew, when nationals of the

l']_tat ennemi, ne sont pas faits prison- enemy State, are not made prisoners of
niers de guerre, A condition qu'ils war, provided that they undertake, on
s'engagent, sous la foi d'une promesse the faith of a formal written promise,
formelle derite, k ne prendre, pendant not to engage, while hostilities last, in
la duroc des hostilit_s, aueun service any service connected with the opera-
ayant rapport avec lee ol_rations de la tions of the war.
guerra

,r
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ART. 7. ART. 7.

Los noms des individus laissds libres The names of the persons retaining
clansles conditions visdes _ l'artiele 5, their liberty under the conditions laid
alinda 2, et _ l'article 6, sent notifids down in Article 5, paragraph 2, and
par le belligdrant capteur _ l'antre in Article 6, are notified by the bel-
beUigdrant. I1est interdit _ cedemier ligerent captor to the other belligerent.
d'employer sciemment lesdits inch- The latter is forbidden knowingly to
vidus, employ the said persons.

ART.8. A._T.8.

Los dispositions des trois articles The provisions of the three preceding
prdeddents nc s'appliquent pas aux Articles do not apply to ships taking
navires qui prennent part aux hostili- part in hostilities.
tds.

Chapitre IV. Chapter IV.

Dispositions Finales. Final Provisions.
ART. 9. ART. 9.

Los dispositionsdo la prdsenteCon- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sent applicables qu'entre vention are only applicable between
los Puissances contractantes et seule- Contracting Powers, and only ff all
ment si los belligdrants sent tons the belligerents are parties to the
parties k la Convention. Convention.

ART. 10. _A._T.10.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddpos_es k _ne ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at 'Fne Hague.

Le premier dd_t de ratifications The first depositof ratificationsshall
seraconstatd parun precis-verbalsignd be recorded in a proc_s-v6rbalsigned
par los reprdsentants des Puissances by the Representatives of the Powers
qui y prennent part et par le Ministre which take part therein and by the
des Affaires]_trang_resdes Pays-Bas. Netherland Minister for Foreign

Affairs.

I_s ddpgtsultdrieursde ratifications The subsequentdeposits of ratifica-
se feront an moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
dcrite, adress_e au Gouvernement des written notification, addressed to the
Pays-Bas et accompagndede l'instru- Netherland Government and accom-
ment de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifica-

tiom
Copie certifide conforme du pro_s- A duly certifiedcopy of the pro_s-

verbal relatif au premier ddpSt de verbal relating to the first deposit of
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ratifications, des notifications mention- ratifications, of the notifications men-

n_es _ l'alinda prgeddent aiusi clue des tioned in the preceding paragraph, and
fnstnlments de ratification, sara imm_- of the instruments of ratification, shall
diatement ternise par les soins du be immediately sent by the Nctherland
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et par la Government, through the diplomatic
vole diplomatique aux Puissances con- channel, to the Powers invited to the
rides _ la Deuxi_me Confdrence de la Second Peace Conference, as well as to
Paix, ainsi qu'aux antres Puissances the other Powers which have acceded
qui auront adhdr_ _ la Convention. to the Convention In the cases con-

Dans les cas visds par l'alinda prdc_dent, templated in the preceding paragraph,
le dit Gouvemement leur fern connaitre the said Government shall inform them

en mgme temps In date k laquelle il a at the same time of the date on which
r_u la notification, it received the notification.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

Les Puissances non-signataires sent Non.%gnatory Powers may accede
admises _ adhdrer _ la prdsente Con- to the present Convention.
ventiou.

La Puissance qui ddsire adhdrer A Power which desires to accede
notifie par ficrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'adhgsion, qui it the act of accession, which shall be
sera d_pos6 clans les archives du dit deposited in the archives of the said
Gouvernement_ Government.

Ce Gouvemement transmettm immd- The said Government shall imme-

diatement A toutes les autres Puissan- diately forward to all the other Powers
ces copie certifide conforme de la notifi- a duly certified copy of the notification,
cation ainsi que de l'acte d'adhdsion, as well as of the act of accession,
en indiqnant la date _ laquelle il a mentioning the date on which it

re_u la notificatiom received the notification.

ART. 12. ART. 12.

La prdsente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which

participd au premier ddpSt de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date

prec,-verbal de ce dfipSt at, pour les of the Protocol recording such deposit,
Puissances qui ratifiemnt ultdrieure- and, in the case of the Powers which

mautou quiadhdreront,soixante jours shall ratify subsequently or which
apr_s clue la notification de leur rati- shall accede, sixty days after the
fiCation ou de leur adhesion aura _t_ notification of their ratification or of

revue par le Gouvemement des Pays- their accession, has been received by
Ba_. the Netherlaud Government.
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ART. 13. ART. 13.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Contract-
contractantes voulfit ddnoncer la pr& ing Powers wishing to denounce the
sente Convention, la ddnonciation sera present Convention, the denunciation
notiti6e par 6crit au Gouvernement des shall be notified in writing to the
Pays-Bas, qui communlquera imm6 Netherland Government, which shall
diatement copie certifi_e conforme de immediately communicate a duly
la notification k toutes les autres certified copy of the notification to
Puissances en leur faisant savoir la date all the other Powers informing them

k laquelle il l'a revue, of the date on which it was received.
La d6nonciafion ne produira ses The denunciation shall only operate

effets qu'_ l'_gard de la Puissance qui in respect of the denouncing Power,
l'aura notifi_e et un an apr_s que la and only on the expiry of one year
notification en sera parvenue au Gou- after the notification has reached the
vemement des Pays-Bas. Netherland Government,

ART. 14. ART. 14.

Un registre tenu par le Ministate A register kept by the Netherland
des Affaires ]_trangfires des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera la date du d_pbt des ratiiica- record the date of the deposit of
tionseffectu_ envertu de l'article 10, ratifications effected in virtue of

alin_as 3 et 4, ainsi clue la date _ la- Article 10, paragraphs 3 and 4, as
queUe auront _t_ revues les notifica- well as the date on which the notifica-
tions d'adh_sion (article 11, alin_a 2) tions of accession (Article 11, para-
ou de d_nonciation (article 13, alin6a graph 2) or of denunciation (Article 13,
1). paragraph 1) have been received.

Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled
admise _ prendre connalssance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et ken demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifids conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi, les Pl_nipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont rev_tu la pr_sente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures
leurs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fait k La Haye, le 18 Oetobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera October, 1907, in a single original,
d_pos_ dans les archives du Gouverne- which ahaH remain depesit_l in the
ment des Pays-Bas, et dent des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-
ce_titi_es conformes, seront remises par ment, and of which duly certified

la voie diplomatique aux Puissances copies a)uLll be sent, through the
qui ont _t_ convi_es _ la Deuxi_me diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Conference de l_ PabL invited to the Second Peace Confe_enca
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CONVENTION NO. 1l. RELATIVE TO CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS ON THE

EXERCISE OF TIlE RIGHT OF CAI_URE IN MARITIME WAR.

The subject of the protection of postal correspondence did not appear
in the Programme of the Conference or of the Questionnaire

Po_a_ oorr,- of the Fourth Committee. It was introduced by the Germanspondence _.
delegate (Herr Kriege) by way of a supplement to his draft

proposition on contraband 2.

In the existing state of international law, apart from this Convention,
the carriage of mails is not protected by any definite guarantees. Neutral

mail packets are subject to visit and search, a right which was exercised

during the Russo-Japanese wax. During the Spanish-American war
President McKinley stated in his proclamation of the 26th April, 1898, that

"the voyages of mail steamers were not to be interfered with, except on

the clearest grounds of suspicion of a violation of law in respect of contra-
band or blockadea. '' Great Britain observed a similar practice in regard

to German mail boats during the Boer wax. Besides the practice of

granting immunities by some Powers to mail boats during war, Great
Britain and the United States in 1848, and Great Britain and France

in 1856 entered into treaties granting immunities to the mail steamers of

the contracting Powers in case of war between them. Notwithstanding

the growing practice there is no rule of international law granting im-
munity to enemy mail boats from attack and seizure, or excluding neutral
mail boats from visit and search. The increase of postal communication,
and the fact that so many interests, commercial and other, are based on

the regular service of the mails, render it highly desirable to shelter it

from the disturbance which might be caused by a maritime war. "It is

hardly possible," said Herr Kriege in support of his proposals, "that the

belligerents who control the means of telegraphic and radio-telegraphic

I ParL Papers, Miso. No. 4 (1908), p. 217; La Deux. Confer. T. L p. 266; T. m. pp. 921,
1121, 1127, llTB ; L/ere Jaune, p. 98 ; Wei_buch, p. 12 ; L. h. Atherley-Jones, Commerce in
War, p. 801; Simeon E. Baldwin, Eleventh Convention of the Hague Conference, 1907, Am.

Jon,a. of Int. Law, Vol. n. p. 807 ; Bonflls-Fauchille, Droit int. pub//c (6th ed.), § 1854 ;
C. Dupuis, Le Droit de ba guerre mar/t/me, p. 177; W. E. Hall, Int. Law, p. 675; A. S.
Hershey, InCevnatbma/Law, e¢¢. p. 163 ; H. Taylor, Public International Law, § 668 ; T. J.
Lawrence, International Problems, p. 118; Idem, International Law, p. 627; Idem, War and

Neutrality, etc. Chap. zx. ; E. I_monon, La 8econde Conference de/a Pa/x, p. 698 ; L. Oppen-

helm, Int. Law, YoL n. § 191 ; _. Wcetlake, War, pp. 265, 808 ; The Panama (176 U.8.
Be/v. 6_), J. B. 8oo_t, Lead/ag Oazee, p. 788.

s La Deuz. (Tonf6r. T. rm pp. 860, 1175.

• ]_. J. _enton, In_aaCiomd _ _l Diplomacy of the Spanish Anglican War, p. 1B1.

H. 26
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communication will have recoursc to the use of the ordinary mail for
official communications as to military operations. The advantage to be

drawn by belligerents from the control of the postal service is not in

proportion to the prejudicial effect which that control entails on legitimate-
commerceU' The principles of the German proposal to grant immunity

to postal correspondence of neutrals or belligerents, whether of an official or

private character and _.hether on board neutral or enemy ships, met with
almost unanimous acceptance in the Committee, and the dissent of the

Russian delegate was not renewed when the draft Convention came before
the Conference. Russia, however, has not signed the Convention.

It will be noticed that the inviolability is granted to the correspondence
and not to the vessel itself. It would have been the best guarantee for

the uninterrupted service of the mails to have exempted all duly certified

mail boats from visit and search, but the Conference was not prepared to

go to that length; many of the largest mail boats are built for the special

purpose of being convert_l into ships of war, and if not built for that

purpose are capablc of being used for many others of considerable value
to belligerents. A vessel carrying mails still remains subject to all the

laws and customs of maritime war. The only postal correspondence not

covered by the immunity is that destined for or proceeding from a blockaded

port. "Postal correspondence" is not intended, according to Herr Kriege,
to include parcels sent by post (les tolls postaux) 9.

The second Article provides that a mail ship is not to be searched
except when absolutely necessary and then with all the consideration and

speed possible, and by the first Article it is laid down that if the ship is

seized the correspondence is to be forwarded with the least possible delay.

The action of the Commander of the Smolensk on the 15th July, 1904, in

t_]ng from the German mail boat Prinz Heinrid_ a number of mail bags

for examination, and then stopping the P. and O. steamer /)ers/a and

putting them on board for transmission to their destination, is strongly
to be reprobated. The belligerent must make his own arrangements for
tranRmission of mails when the mail beat is seized a.

The second chapter of this Convention deals with the exemption from

chapt_ 44 capture of boats employed in coast fisheries or in petty local
_.h4_, coasting trade (Art. 3), and vessels charged with religious,
boatc,, etc. scientific or philanthropic missions (Art. 4).

1 La Deux. go_fgr. T. m. p. 861. 2 lb/d. p. 1122.
s T. J. Lawrence,War and Neutra2ity, pp. 195--7.
4 Pad. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908),p. 220; LaDeuz. Gonfdr.T. L p. _69; T. _ pp.896,

909, 916, 967, 980, 987, 1000,1181,1148,1177, 1179; Simeon E. Baldwin,op. ¢it. p. 809;
Bonfils-Fauohille,Dro/t intvrnat_na/, § 1350; C. Dupuie, L¢ droit & la guerr¢maritime,
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In most states the exemption from capture of fishing boats engaged in

coast fisheries has been recognised as a rule of law, but in Great Britain

the exemption has never been considered as a right but as "a rule of

courtesy only, and not of legal deeisionU' The United States in this

matter followed the rule generally adopted in continental countries _.

Although, Great Britain does not recognise the immunity as one of law,

there has not in recent years been any real difference in the practice of

maritime countries. All are willing to spare fishing vessels so long as they are

harmless. The reasons for the exemption given by Mr Hall, and repeated in

similar words by M. Fromageot in his Report to the Conference on the

27th September, 1907, are that "it is indisputable that coasting fishery is the

sole means of livelihood of a very large number of families as inoffensive as

cultivators of th_ soil or mechanics, and that the seizure of boats, while

inflicting extreme hardship on their owners, is as a measure of general

application wholly ineffective against the hostile stateS. '' The Committee,

however, felt that the favour accorded must not become an obstacle to

naval operations, and that it ceases to be justified whenever the fishermen

take any part in hostilities.

Articles 3 and 4 of this Convention owe their origin to different sources.

The Belgian delegate introduced a proposal for the immunity of fishing

boats which was further elaborated by the Portuguese delegate; the Austro-

Hungarian delegate proposed the inclusion of boats engaged in the local

coasting trade, and the Italian delegate the inclusion of ships charged with re-

ligious, scientific or philanthropic missions(Art. ¢)4. As regards fishing boats

the immunity only applies to those engaged in coast fisheries, a limitation

which has generally been recognised in the past. It does not apply to

§ 153 ; W. 1_,.Hall, Int. Law, p. 449 ; T. E. Holland, lqaval Prize Law, § 36 ; T. J. Lawrence,
Int. Law, § 105; E. L_monon, La seconds ConfErence, p. 702; L. Oppenheim, Int. Law,
Vol. xx. §§186, 187 ; J. Westlake, War, pp. 133, 138, 310 ; The Paquette Habana, The Lola
(J. B. Scott's Leading Case_, p. 19).

i See I._rd Stoweli's judgment in The Young Jacob and Joanna (1 Bob. Pep. 20).
The most xeeent United States decision is The Paquette Habana (175 U. 3. Repo_,

p. 677, and 189 U. S. Report_, p. 453, J. B. Scott's Leading Cases, p. 19, when the majority of
the Court held that "At the present day, by the general consent of the civilised nations of
the world, and independently of any express treaty or public act, it is an established rule of
international law that coast fishing vessels, with their implements and supplies, cargoes and
crews, unarmed and honestly pursuing their peaceful calling of catching and bringing in
fresh fish, are exempt from capture as prize of war." A minority of the Court dissented on
the ground that a _-ule of maritime law to which Great Britain did not assent could not
be regarded as universal trading. Mr Cheats in his speech at the Meeting of the Fourth
Committee on 7th August, 1907, drew the attention of the Committee to Mr Justice Gray's
judgment from which he read extracts (La Deux. Confer. T. xvr. p. 918).

s Int. Law, p. 451. ' La Deuz. Confer. T. XXLp. 1177.

26--2
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deep sea fishing. "Nor has the exemption been extended to ships or
vessels employed on the high seas in taking whales or seals, or cod or
other fish which are not brought fresh to market, but are salted or otherwise

cured and made a regular article of commercol. '' The Committee found it

impossible to lay down any rules as regards the size of fishing boats, or to fix

any limits as to tonnage, number of the crew or the class of boats used;
these vary in different places, but are all considerations of importance

in deciding whether a given vessel is one to which exemption is to be
accorded. It was also found impossible to lay down any rules as to the

mode of propulsion of such boats, as these also differ in different countries,

some using sails, others oars, others steam or petrol motors and some sails
and mechanical means of propulsion.

The term "coast fishery" is also left undefined. The British delegate
(Sir Ernest Satow) pointed out that British fishermen have to go far

beyond the limits of territorial waters and are often found in the Straits of
Dover more than ten miles from land. The "coast" need not be that

of the fishermen's own country, it may be that of a third state in which
there is a right or a custom of fishing,--the Portuguese delegate instanced
the case of the fisheries off the coast of Morocco.

There is a similar indefiniteness in the term "petty local navigation"

(petite navigation locale) to which the foregoing observations as to size

and mode of propulsion of the boats apply. The term originally suggested
by Admiral Hans (Austro-Hungary)was bateaux et barques a_eatds dams

les eaux territoriales de quelques pays au service de l'dconomie rurale ou c_

celui du petit trafiv local, which he stated was meant to include ships and

boats of small dimension, used in the transport of agricultural produce

or of persons along the coasts, or between the coast and adjacent islands or

in arehipo!agoes _. This Article does not appear to confer immunity from
capture on coasting steamers such as those plying on the west coast of

Scotland or the Norwegian fjords, nor the cross-channel boats between

Great Britain and Ireland. The Portuguese naval delegate expressly
stat_:<l that la petite navigation locale ne comprend pas le cabotage mais

les bateaux 9ui transportent les Troduits de la pdche et ceux qui vise
la proposition du Gontre-Amiral Haus a.

All the boats mentioned in the first paragraph of Article 3, together

with the appliances, rigging, tackle and cargoes, are exempt from capture,

but the exemption ceases as soon as they take any part directly or in-
directly in hostilities.

1 Bee judgmentof MrJustice Grayin The_Paquett_Habanaand TheLoIa (Bcott'sLead/ng
Ca_, p. 20).

La Deu.z.Uonf_r.T. m. p. 1178. 8 Ibid. p. 970.
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Mindful of the Dogger Bank incident the Japanese delegate obtained

the insertion of the third paragraph of Article 3 whereby the contracting
Powers agree not to take advantage of the innocent character of the vessels

in question to execute any ruses of war.

Article 4, exempting from capture vessels charged with religious,

vm_ on scientific or philanthropic missions, was introduced by the
a_en'_c Italian delegate _. Numerous instances of the exemption from

mte_ons_,ete, capture of such vessels during the past 150 years may be
cited: the French explorers Bougainville in 1766, and La P4rouse in 1785,

Captain Cook in 1776, the Austrian cruiser __Vovara in 1859 were all

exempt from seizure. The custom of granting immunities has now been
converted into a definite rule of international law, but the conditions,

although not mentioned in the Article, must be understood to be the same

as those on which the immunities to fishing boats, etc. are granted, namely,
abstention from all interference in hostilities.

Chapter iii. marks an important alteration in the law of maritime

warfare. It is, apart from this Convention, a well-recognisedChapter ill
Immunity of rule of international law that the officers and crews of captured
crewsof cap- enemy merchantmen are prisoners of war 4. The practice wastured enemy
merehaat- justified on the ground that it deprived_flhe enemy of men

mens" who might render service on boa_ ships-_vhich might be
used as transports or for purposes of supply, or in thg fi_hting navy. The

rule was generally applied without regard to the nationality of the persons
captured.

The subject was not mentioned in the Programme of Count Bencken-

dorff, but was introduced in the Fourth Committee by the British delegate,
who proposed to exempt from capture sailors who are nationals of neutral

countries serving on board captured enemy merchantmen 5, The Belgian

delegate proposed to extend this immunity to nationals of the enemy, and

this extension was accepted by Sir Ernest Satow on behalf of Great

Britain. The combined proposal was then sent to the Drafting Committee,

I C. Dapuis, Le droit de la guerre maritime, § 152 ; T. J. Lawrence, Int. Law, § 205;
L. Oppenheim, Int. Law, VoL rr. § 186 ; J. Westlake, War, .p. 1_. For a case whioh

oeeurre_l daring the Russo-Japanese war see S. T_lcahp-ahi, Internatioiial Lcw applied to the

Russo.Ja2anese War, p. 35B.
La Deux. Confer. T. m. p. 1180.

s Pad. Papers, Misc. _o. 4 (1908), p. 218 ; La Deux. (?onf_r. T. r. p. 267 ; T. m. pp. 916,

958, 975, 986, 1174--5 ; E. L6menon, o_p.cir. p. 710 ; J. Westlake, War, p. 809.
4 W. E. Hall, Int. Law, p. 407; T. J. Lawrence, Int. Law, § 171; J. Westlake, War,

p. 180.
La Deu¢, Confer. T. m, p. 1174.
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when a proposalto make the distinctionwhich appearsin Article5
between the officersand crew who are nationalsof a neutralstatewas

acceptedby theBritishdelegate.It had atfirstbeen proposedtorequire

from allan undertakinginwritingnot toserveon an enemy shipduring

the continuanceof the war; the Conventiononlyrequiresthisinthe case
ofofficerswho arenationalsofa neutralstate.The crewaretobe liberated

withoutgivingany such undertaking. But in the caseof the captain,

officersand members of the crew,beingnationalsof the enemy state,they

axenot tobe made prisonersof war iftheypromisein writingnotto en-

gage,duringthehostilities,inany servicehavingrelationtothe operations

of war (Article6). This was statedby the Reporter(M. Fromageot) to

includeboth serviceon board a shipof wax aswellas in thearsenalsor

land army or any other militaryor naval service.

The names ofallpersonswho retaintheirlibertyunderArticles5 and 6

are to be notifiedby thecaptorto theotherbelligerentwho isforbidden

knowinglyto employ such persons(Article7).

The provisionsof the foregoingArticlesonly apply to the crews of

shipswho have not eitherdirectlyor indirectlytaken partin hostilities

(Article8). The questionwhethera shipisengagedinapurelycommercial

undertakingor participatingin hostilitiesisa questionof facton which

the Conventionmakes no attempttolaydown any definiterule.

AllthePowersrepresentedat theConferencehavesigned

Powm.slgnat°rYthisConventionexceptChina,Montenegro,Nicaraguaand
Russia.

The Convention makes a definite and important change in a long
established rule of international law, and confirms other usages which had

been almost universally observed in regard to a class of persons who take

no part in hostilities, who are for the most part poor men, and whose

imprisonment while inflicting extreme hardship on their families did not
afford a corresponding gain to their captors. The distinction between

combatants and non-combatants which has for many years been recognised

in the case of land warfare has now become recognised also in naval warfare.
This Convention, which curiously enough deals with matters none of

which were mentioned in the Russian Programme, is the most important
result of the labours of the Fourth Committee.
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XII. Convention relative a I'l_.ta- XII. Convention relative to the
blissement d'une Cour Inter- Establishment of an Inter-
nationale des Prises. national Prize Court.

Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'Allemagne, His Majesty ttle German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse, &c._ King of Prussia, &c.1

Animds du ddsir de rdgler d'une Animated by the desire to settle in
mani_re _quitable les diffdrends qui an equitable manner the differences
s'dl_vent, patrols, en cas de guerre which sometimes arise in the course
maritime, _ propos des ddcisions des of a naval war in connection with the
tribunaux de prises nationaux ; decisions of national Prize Courts;

Estimant que, si ces Tribunaux Considering that, if these Courts
doivent continuer _ statuer suivant les are to continue to exercise their

formes prescrites par leur ldgislation, functions in the manner determined
il importe que, dans des cas ddterminds, by _ational legislation, it is expedient
un recours puisse gtre formd sons des that in certain cases an appeal should
conditions qui concilient, clans la be provided under conditions conciliat-
mesure du possible, les int_rgts publics ing, as far as possible, the public and
et les int_rgts privds engagds dans private interests involved in matters
toute affaire de prises; of prize;

Considdrant, d'autre part, que l'in- Being of opinion, moreover, that the
stitution d'une eour internationale, institution of an International Court,
dent la coml_tence et la procddure whose jurisdiction and procedure would
seraient soigneusement r_gl_es, a paru be carefldly defined, would be the best
le meiUeur moyen d'atteindre ce but ; method of attaining this object ;

Persuadds, enfin, que de cette fa_on Convinced, finally, that in this
les consfiquences rigoureuses d'nne manner, the hardships consequent on
guerre maritime pourront gtre att_- naval war might be mitigated; that, in
nudes ; que notamment les bons particular, good relations will be more
rapports entre les bellig_rants et les easily maintained between belligerents

neutres anront plus de chance d'etre and neutrals and peace better assured
maintenus et qu'ainsi la conservation in consequence;

de la paix sera mieux assurfie ;

1 IAst of States as in Final Act, 1907.
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D_s_ant conelure une Convention k Desirous of concluding a Convention

cet effet, ont nommd pour Leurs Pl_ni- to this effect, have appointed as their
potentiaires, savoir : Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

[D_nomination des Pl#nipotentiaires. ] [Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir ddposd leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sont convenus des disposi- due form, have agreed upon the follow-
tions suivantes :-- ing provisions :-

Titre I. Part I.

Dispositions G6n6rales. General Provisions.

_ART.1. ART. 1.

La validi_ de la capture d'un navire The validity of the capture of a
de commerce ou de sa cargalson est, merchant-ship or its cargo, when
s'il s'a_t de propridf_s neutres ou neutral or enemy property is involved,
eanemies, _tablie devant une juridic- is decided before a Prize Court in ac-

tion des prises conformdment k la cordance with the present Convention.
pr_sente Convention.

ART. 2, J_RT. 2.

La juridiction des prises est exerc_e Jurisdiction in matters of prize is
d'abord par les tribunaux de prises du exercised in the first instance by the
bellig_rant capteur. Prize Courts of the belligerent captor.

]ms ddcisions de ces tribunaux sont The judgments of these Courts are

prononc_es en s6ance publique ou pronounced in public or are officially
notifi_es d'office aux parties neutres notified to the parties concerned who
ou ennemies, are neutrals or enemies.

ART. 3. _A_aT.3.

Les d_cisions des tribunaux de The judgments of National Prize

prises nationaux peuvent 6tre robjet Courts may be brought before the
d'un recours devant la Cour inter- Internatioual Prize Court--

nationale des prises :--
(1) Lorsque la ddcision des t_ibu- (1) When the judgment of the

naux nationaux concerne les propri_t_s National Prize Courts affects the pro-
d'une Puissance ou d'un particulier perry of a neutral Power or individual;
neutres ;

(2) Lorsque la dite d_cision con- (2) When tlle judgment affects

cerne des propridtds ennemies et qu'il enemy property and relatas to--
s'agit--

(a) I)e marchandises charg_es sur (a) Cargo on board a neutral ship;
un na_ire neutre ;
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(b) D'uu navire ennemi qui aurait (b) An enemy ship captured in the
4t4 capturd dana les eaux territor_ales territorial waters of a neutral Power,
d'une Puissance neutre, dana le cas oh when that Power has not made the

eette Puissance n'aurait pas fait de capture the subject of a diplomatic
cette capture l'objet d'une rdclamation claim ;

diplomatique ; (Op. 13 H. G. 1907, Art. 3.)
(c) D'une rdelamation fondde sur (c) A claim based upon the aUega-

l'alldgation clue le capture aurait dt_ tion that the seizure has been effect_
effectude en violation, soit d'une dis- in violation, either of the provisions

position conventionneUe en vigueur of a convention in force between the
entre les Puissances belligdrantes, soit belligerent Powers, or of an enactment
d'une disposition ldgale ddiet_ par le issued by the belligerent captor.
beUigdrant capteur.

Le recours centre la ddeision des The appeal against the judgment of

tribunaux nationaux pout &re fond_ the National Courts can be based on the
sur ce que cette ddcision ne serait pas ground that the judgment was wrong
justifi_e, soit en fait, soit en droit, either in fact or in law.

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Le recours pout _tre exercd :-- An appeal may be brought-
(l) Par une Puissance neutre, si (1) By a neutral Power, if the

la d_cision des tribunaux nationaux judgment of the National Courts

a port_ atteinte k ses propri_t& ou k injuriously affects its property or the
celles de sea ressortissants (article 3 property of its nationals (Article 3 (1)),

s (I)), ou s'il eat alldgud que la capture or if the capture of an enemy vessel is
d'un navire ennemi a eu lieu dana lea alleged to have taken place in the
eaux territoriales de cette Puissance territorial waters of that Power

(article 3 (2) (b)); (Article 3 (2) (b));
(2) Par un particulier nsutre, si la (2) By a neutral individual, if the

d_cision des tribunaux nationaux a judgment of the National Courts in-
port_ atteinte k sea propridt_s (article juriously affects his property (Article 3
3 (1)), sous r_serve toutefois du droit (1)), subject, however, to the reserva-
de la Puissance dent il rel6ve de lui tion that the Power to which he belongs
interdire l'aec_s de la Cour ou d'y agir may forbid him to bring the ease before
elle-m_me en sea lieu et place ; the Court, or may itself undertake the

proceedings in his place ;
(3) Par un particulier relevant de (3) By an individual subject or

la Puissance ennemie, si lad_cision des citizen of an enemy Power, if the
tribunaux nationaux a port_ att_inte judgment of the National Courts in-
k ses propridt_s dana lea conditions jurlously affects his property in the

h l'article 3 (2), h l'exception cases referred to in Article 3 (2), except
du cas pr6vu par l'alln_a (b). that mentioned in paragraph (b).
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_ART. 5. .ART. 5,

Le recours pent aussi _tre exerc6, .An appeal may also be brought on
dams les m6mes conditions qu'/_ the same conditions as in the preceding
l'artiele prdcddent, par les ayants .Article, by persons belonging either to
droit, neutres ou ennemis, du particu- neutral States or to the enemy, deriv-
lier auquel le recours est accordd, et ing their rights from and entitled to
qui sent intervenus devant la juridic- represent an individual qualified to ap-
tion nationale. Ces ayants droit peal, when they have taken part in the
peuvent exercer individuellement le proceedings before the National Court.

recours dans la mesure de lent intdr_t. Persons so entitled may appeal separ-
ately to the extent of their interest.

I1 enest de m_me des ayants droit, The same rule applies in the case
neutres ou ennemls, de la Puissance of persons belonging either to neutral
neutre dent la propri_t_ est en cause. States or to the enemy, who derive

their rights from and are entitled

to represent a neutral Power whose
property was the subject of the de-
cision.

-ART.6. _RT. 6.

Lorsque, conformdment k l'article 3 When, in accordance with the above
ci-dessus, la Cour internationale est Article 3, the International Court has
comp_tente, le droit de juridiction des jurisdiction, the National Courts can-
tribunaux nationaux ne pent _tre not deal with a case in more than two
exercd k plus de deux degr_s. II instances. The municipal law of the
appartient _ la l_:gislation du belligd- belligerent captor shall decide whether
rant capteur de d_cider si le recours the case may be brought before the
est ouvert apr_s la ddcision rendue en International Court after judgment
premier ressort ou senlement apr_s la has been given in first instance or only
d6eision rendue on appel ou en eassa- after an appeal.
tion.

Faute par les tribunaux natlonaux If the National Courts fail to give
d'avoir rendu une d_cision d_finitive final judgment within two years from

dana les denx ans _ compter du jour the date of capture, the case may be
de la capture, la Cour pent _tre saisie carried direct to the International
direetement. Court.

ART. 7. ART. 7.

Si la question de droit k rdsoudre If the question of law to be decided

eat prdvue par une Convention en is covered by a Treaty in force between
viguenrentre le belligdrant capteur et the belligerent captor and a Power
la Puissance qui est elle-m_me partie which is itself, or whose national is,
au litige ou dent le ressortissant eat a party to the proceedings, the Court
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partie au litige, la Course conforme is governed by the provisions of the
aux stipulations de la dire Convention. said Treaty.

A d_faut de relies stipulations, la In the absence of such provisions,
Cour applique lee r_gles du droit inter- the Court shall apply the rules of
national. Si des r_gles ggndralement international law. If no generally
reconnues n'existent pus, la Cour recognized rule exists, the Court shall
statue d'apr_s les principos gdndraux give judgment in accordance with the
de la justice et de l'_quitd, general principles of justice and equity.

Lee dispositions ei-dessus scat dgale- The above provisions apply equally
ment applicables en ee qui concerne to questions relating to the order and
l'ordre des preuves ainsi que les mode of proof.
moyelrs qui pouvent _tre employds.

Si, conformdment _ l'artiele 3 (2) If, in accordance with Article 3 (2)

(c), le reeours est fondd sur la violation (c), the ground of appeal is the viola-
d'une disposition ldgale ddictde par le tion of an enactment issued by the

belligdrant eapteur, la Cour applique belligerent captor, the Court will en-
cette disposition, force such enactment.

La Cour pout ne pus tenir compte The Court may disregard failure to
des ddchdances de procddure ddietdes comply with the procedure laid down
par la ldgislation du belligfirant by the laws of the belligerent captor,
eapteur, dane les cas o/x elle estime when it is of opinion that its conse-
que les consdquences en sont contraires quenees are unjust and inequitable.

la justice et k l'dquit_.

A.aT. 8. AR'r. 8.

Si la Cour prononce la validitd de la If the Court pronounces the capture
capture du navire ou de la eargaison, of the vessel or cargo to be valid, they
il en sera disposd conformdment aux shall be disposed of in accordance with
lois du belligdrant capteur, the laws of the belligerent, captor.

Si la nullit_ de la capture est pro- If it pronounces the capture to be
noncde, la Cour ordonne la restitution null, the Court shall order restitution
du navire ou de le cargaison et fixe, of the vessel or cargo, and shall fix, if
s'ily a lieu, le montant des dommages- there is occasion, the amount of the

intdrgts. Si le navire ou la cargaison damages. If the vessel or cargo have
ont dt_ vendns ou ddtruits, la Cour been sold or destroyed, the Court shall
ddtermine indemnltd _ accorder de ce determiam the compensation to be
chef au propri_taire, given to the owner on this account.

Si la nullit_ de la capture avait _t_ If the National Prize Court pro-
prononc_e par la juridietion nationale, nounced the capture to be null, the
la Cour n'est appolfie k statuer que sur Court can only be asked to decide as
les dommages et intdrets, to the d_mages.
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ART. 9. .ART.9.

Les Puissances contractantes s'en- The Contracting Powers undertake

gagent _ se soumettre de bonne foi to submit in good faith to the decisions
aux d_cisions de la Cour internationale of the International Prize Court and

• des prises et k les exdcuter dans le to carry them out with the least possl-
plus bref dfilai possible, ble delay.

Titre II. Part II.

Organisation de la Cour Constitution of the International
Internafionale des Prises. Prize Court.

ART. 10. ART. 10.

La Cour internationale des prises The International Prize Court is
se compose de juges et de juges composed of Judges and Deputy
suppliants, nomm6s par les Puissances Judges, who will be appointed by the
contractautes, et qui tous devront Contracting Powers, and must all be
_tre des jurisconsultes d'une compd- jurists of known proficieneyin questions
tence reconnue darts les questions de of international maritime law, and of
droit international maritime et jouis- the highest moral reputation.
sant de la plus haute consideration
morale.

La nomination de ces juges et juges The appointment of these Judges
suppldants sera faite clans les six and Deputy Judges shall be made
mois qui suivront la ratification de la within six months after the ratification

prdsente Convention. of the present Convention.
(op. 1 H. o. 19o7,Art. 4_.)

ART. 11. ART. 11.

Les juges et juges suppl4ants sent The Judges and Deputy Judges are

nomm_s pour une p_riode de six ans, appointed for a period of\s_ years,
k compter de la date ell la notification reckoned from the date on w--_ichthe
de leur nomination aura dt_ revue par notification of their appointment is
le Consell administratif institud par received by the Administrative Council
la Convention pour le r_glement established by the Convention for the
pacitique des conflits internationaux Pacific Settlement of International

du 29 Juillet, 1899. Leur mandat Disputes of the 29th July, 1899.

pent _tre renouveld. Their appointments can ___f_newed.
En cas de d_c_s ou de ddmission Should one of the Judges or Deputy

d'un juge ou d'un juge suppl_nt_ il Judges die or resign, the same proco-
est pourvu _ son remplacement selon dure is followed in filling the vacancy
le mode tlx_ pour sa nomination, as was followed in appointing him.
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Darts ce cas, la nomination est fairs In this case, the appointment is made
pour une nouvelle pdriode de six am. for a fresh period of six years.

(CT. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 44.)

ART. 12. ART. 12.

juges de la Gout internationals The Judges of the International
des prises sent dgaux entre eux et Prize Court are all equal in rank and
prennent rang d'apr_s la date oh la have precedence according to the date
notification de leur nomination aura on which the notification of their

dtd re_ue (article 11, alinda 1), st, appointment wasreceived (Article 11,
s'ils si6gcnt k tour de rSle (article 15, paragraph 1), and if they sit by rots
alinda 2), d'apr_s la date de leur entrde (Article 15, paragraph 2), according to
on fonctions. La prdsdancc appartient the date on which they entered upon
au plus Agd, au cas oh la date est la their duties. When the date is the

mdma same, the senior in age takes pre-
cedence.

Les juges suppldants sent, clans The Deputy Judges when acting are
rexereice de leurs fouetions, assimilds in the same position as the Judges.
aux juges titulaires. Toutefois ils They rank, however, after them.
prennent rang apr_s ceux-ci.

ART. 13. ART. 13.

Les juges jouissent des privileges et The Judges enjoy diplomatic privi-
immunitds diplomatiques duns l'exer- leges and immunities in theperformanco
eice de leurs fonctions et en dehors de of their duties and when outside their

leur pays. own country.

(Cp. 1 H. O. 1907, Art. 46, par. 4.)
Avant de prendre possession de leur Before taking their seat, the Judges

sibge, les juges doivent, devant le must take an oath, or make a solemn
Conseil administratif, prater serment affirmation before the Administrative

ou fairs une affirmation solenuelle Council, to discharge their duties im-
d'exercer leurs fonetions avec ira- partially and conscientiously.
partialitd et en touts conscience.

ART. 14. ART. 14.

La Cour fonctionne au nombre de The Court is composed of fifteen

quinze juges ; neuf juges constituent Judges" nine J_fi_ges constitute a
ls quorum ndcessaire, quorum.

Le jugs absent ou emp_chd est A Judge who is absent or prevented

remplacd par ls suppldant, from sitting is replaced by the Deputy
Judge_
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A.RT. 15. ART. 15.

Les juges nomm_s par les Puissances The Judges appointed by the follow-
contractantes dent les noms suivent: ing Contracting Powers: Germany,

l'Allemagne, les ]_tats-Unis d'Amdri- the United States.of America, Austna-
que, l'Autriche-Hongrie, la France, la Hungry, France, Great Britain, Italy,
Grande-Bretagne, l'Italie, le Japon et Japan and Russia, are always sum-
la Russie, sent toujours appeNs _ moned to sit.
singer.

Les juges et les juges suppliants The Judges and Deputy Judges
nommds par les autres Puissances appointed by the other Contracting
con0ractautes si_gent _, tour de rble Powers sit by rota as shown in the
d'apr_s le tableau annex_ &la prdsente Table annexed to"t_Th'-_'presentConven-
Convention; leurs fonctions pouvent tlon; their duties may be performed
_tre exerc6es successivement par la successively by the same person. The

m_me persoime. Le m_me juge pout same Judge may be appointed by
_tre nomm6 par plusieurs desdites several of the said Powers.
Puissances.

ART. 16. ART. 16.

Si une Puissance bellig_rante n'a If a belligerent Power has, according
pas, d'apr_s le tour de rSle, un juge to the rota, no Judge sitting in the
sidgeant clans la Cour, elle pout de- Court, it may ask that the Judge
mander que le juge nommd par eUe appointed by it shall take part in
prenne part au jugement de routes les the settlement of all cases arising from
affaires provenant de la guerre. Dans the war. Lots shall then be drawn as
ce cas, le sort d_termine lequel des to which of the Judges entitled to sit

jnges si_geant en vertu du tour de according to the rota shall withdraw.
rSle dolt s'abstenlr. Cette exclusion This arrangement does not affect the
ne saurait s'appliquer au juge nomm_ Judge appointed by the other bellige-
par l'autre bellig_rant, rent.

ART. 17. ART. 17.

Ne peut singer le juge qui, _ un No Judge can sit who has been a
titre quelconque, aura concouru _la party, in any way whatever, to the
d_cision des tribunaux nationaux ou sentence pronounced by the National
aura figurd dams l'instanco comme Courts, or has taken part in the case
conseil ou avocat d'une pattie, as counsel or advocate for one of the

parties.
Auoun juge, tltulaire ou suppliant, No Judge or Deputy Judge can,

no peut intervenir comme agent OU during his tenure of office, appear as
comme avocat devant la Cour inter- agent or advocate before the Inter-

nationale des prises ni y aglr pour une national Prize Court, nor act for one
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pattie, on quelque qualit_ quo co soit, of the parties in any capacity what.
pendant toute la duroc de ses fonetions, ever.

(Up. 1 H: C. 1907, Art. 62, par. 3.)

ART. 18. ART. 18.

Le belligdrant capteur ale droit do " The belligerent captor is entitled to
ddsigner un oitieier do marine d'un appoint a naval officer of high rank to
grade 6lord, qui sidgera en qualit6 sit as Assessor, but with no voice in
d'assesseur avoe voix consultative, the decision. A neutral Power, which

La m_me facult6 appartient k la is a party to the proceedings or
Puissance neutre qui ost oUe-m_me whoso national is a party, has the
_rtie au litige, ou "_la Puissance dent same right of appointment ; if in
le ressortissant est partie au litige ; applying this last provision more than
s'il y a, par application de cette one Power is concerned, they must

demi_re disposition, plusieurs Puissan- agree among themselves, if necessary
cos int_ress6es, riles doivent so con- by lot, on the officer to be appointed.
cotter, au besoin par lo so_ sur
l'offieier _ ddsigner.

ART. 19. ART. 19.

La Cour 61it son President et son The Court elects its President and

Vice-Prdsident _ la majorit_ absolue Vice-President by an absolute majority

des suffrages exprimds. Apr_s deux of the votes cast. After two ballots,
tours de serutin, l'dleetion se fair _ la the election is made by a bare majority,

majorit_ relative, et, en cas do partago and, in case the votes are equal, by
des voix, lo sort d6oide, lot.

ART. 20. AB.T.20.

Los juges de Ia Cour internationale The Judges of the International
des prises touchent uno indemnitd do Prize Court are entitled to travelling
voyage fixde d'apr_s lee rbglements de allowances in accordance with the regu-
lour pays, et re_oivent, en outre, pen- lations in force in their own country,
dant la session ou pendant rexercice and in addition thereto receive, while
de fonctions ¢onfdrdes par la Cour, une the Court is sitting or while they are
somme do cent florins nderlaudais par carrying out duties conferred upon
jour. them by the Court, a sum of 100

Netherland florins per diem.
COs allocations, comprises clans los These payments are included in the

frais ggn_raux do la Cour prdvus par general expenses of the Court dealt
l'artiole 47, sent vers4es par l'entre- with in Article 47, and are paid
raise du Bureau international institu_ through the International Bureau
par la Convention du 29 Juillet, 1899. established by the Convention of the

29th July, 1899.
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Les juges ne peuvent recevoir de The Judges may not receive from
leur propre Gouvernement ou de celui their own Government or from that of
d'une autre Puissance aucune r6mun6- any other Power any remuneration in
ration comme membres de la Cour. their capacity of members of the

Court.

ART. 21. ART. 21.

La Cour internationale des prises a The scat of the International Prize
son si_ge _ La Haye et ne pout, saul Court is at The Hague and it cannot,
le eas de force majeure, le transporter except in the case of force majeure,
ailleurs qu'avec l'assentiment des be transferred elsewhere without the

parties beUig_rantes, consent of the belligerents.
(Cp. 1 It. U. 1907, Art. 60.)

ART. 22. ART. 22.

Le Conseil administratif, dans lequel The Administrative Council fulfils
ne figurent que les repr_sentants des the same functions with regard to the
Puissances contractantes, remplit, _ International Prize Court as with
l'_gard de la Cour internationale des regard to the Permanent Court of
prises, les fonctions qu'ii remplit k Arbitration, but only Representatives
r_gard de la Cour permanente d'arbi- of Contracting Powers shall be members
trage, of it.

(Cp. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 49.)

ART. 23. ART. 23.

Le Bureau international sert de The International Bureau acts as

greffe _ la Cour internationale des registry to the International Prize

prises et doit mettre ses locaux et son Court and must place its offices and
organisation k la disposition de la staff at the disposal of the Court.
Cour. ]1 ala garde des archives et la It has the custody of the archives and
gestion des affaires administratives, carries out the administrative work.

Le Secrdtaire-Gdndral du Bureau The Secretary-General of the Inter-

international remplit les fonetions de national Bureau acts as l_dstrar.
greflier.

Les secr_taires adjoints au greffier, The necessary secretaries to assist
les tradueteurs et les st_nographes the Registrar, translators and short_
n_cessaires sent d_sign_s et asser- hand writers are appointed and sworn
ment_s par la Cour. in by the Court.

ART. 24. .ART. 24.

La Cour d&ide du choix de la The Court determines which lan-

langue dent elle fera usage et des guage it will itseff use and what
l_,gues dent l'emploi ser_ autoris_ languages may be used before it.
devant elle. (C_. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 61.)
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Duns tousles cas, la langue offieielle In all cases, the official language of
des tfibunaux nationanx, qui ont the National Courts which have had

connu de l'affaire, peut _tre employde cognizance of the ease can be used
devant la Cour. before the Court.

ARt. 25. ART. 25.

I_s Puissances in_ress6es ont le Powers which are concerned in a

droit de hemmer des agents sp6eianx case may appoint special agents to act
ayant mission de servir d'interm4diaires as intermediaries between themselves
entre elles et la Cour. Elles sent, en and the Court. They may also engage
outre, autofis4es k charger des conseils counsel or advocates to defend their
ou avocats de la d4fense de leurs droits rights and interests.
et int_r_ts. (Cp. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 62.)

ART. 26. ART. 26.

Le partieulier int_ress4 sera reprd- A private person concerned in a case
sent_ devant la Cour par un mandataire will be represented before the Court by
qui doit _tre, soit un avocat autorisd an attorney, who must be either an
k plaider devaut une Cour d'appel ou advocate qualified to plead before a
une Cour supreme de l'uu des Pays Court of Appeal or a High Court of
contractants, soit un avou4 exergant one of the Contracting States, or a
sa profession aupr_s d'une telle Cour, lawyer practising before a similar
soit enfn un professeur de droit k une Court, or lastly, a professor of law at

4cole d'enseignement supdrieur d'un one of the higher teaching centres of
de cea pays. those countries.

ART. 27. ART. 27.

Pour routes les notifications _ faire, For all notices to be served, in
notamment aux parties, aux tgmoins, particular on the parties, witnesses, or

et aux experts, la Cour peut s'adresser experts, the Court may apply direct
directement au Gouvernement de la to the Government of the State on

Puissance sur le territoire de laquelle whose territory the service is to be
la notificaVion dolt _tre effectude. I1 carried out. The same rule applies

en eat de m_me s'il gagit de faire in the case of steps being taken to
procdder k l'4tablissement de tout procure evidence.
moyen de preuve.

Les requites adress4esk cet effet R_kluests for this purpose are to be
seront ex4cut_es suivant lea moyens executed so far as the means at the

dent la Puissance requise dispose disposal of the Power applied to under
d'aprbs sa 1Q_islationinCArieure. Elles its municipal law allow. They cannot

ne peuvent _tre refus_es clue si ee_te be rejected unless the Power in question
Puissance les juge de nature k porter considers them calculated to impair its
atteinte k sa souveralnet_ ou k sa sovereign fights or its safety. If the

27
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s_eurit& S'il est donn_ suite k la request is complied with, the fees
requite, les frais no comprennent que charged must only compris_ the ex-
les d_penses d'ex_eution r_eUoment ponses actually incurrecL
effeetu_es.

La Cour a _galement la facult_ de The Court is equally entitled to act
recourir _ l'interm_diaire de la Puis- through the Power on whose territory
sauce sur le territoire de laquello cUe it sits.
a son si_ge. (Op.1 t/. O. 1907,Art. 76.)

Les notifications k faire aux parties Notices to be given to parties in the
clans le lieu off si_ge la Cour pouvent place where the Court sits may be
_tre ex_cut_es par lo Bureau inter- served through t_he Intemat.lonal
national. Bureau.

Titre III. Part Ill.

Proc6dure devant la Cour Procedure in the International
Internationale des Prises. Prize Court.

ART. 28. A_T. 28.

Lo recours dovant la Cour inter- An appeal to the International
nationale des prises est form_ au Prize Court is entered by means of
moyen d'une d_claration dcrite, faite a written declaration made in the
dovant le tribunal national clui a National Court which has already
statud, ou adross_o au Bureau inter- dealt withthe ease, or addressed to the
national; colui-ci peut 6_e saisi International Bureau; in the latter
m_me par t_l_gramme, case the appeal can be entered by

telegram.
Lo d_lai du rscours est fix6 _ 120 The period within which tim appeal

jours k dater du jour oh la d_cision a must be entered is fixed at 120 days,

_t_ laronono_e ou notifi_o (article 2, counting from the day the decision is
alin_a 2). delivered or notified (Artislo 2, para-

graph _).
A_r. 29. ART. 29_

Si is d_olaration de recours est faite If the notioe of appeal is entered in
devant lo tribunal national, celui_i, thoNationalCou_suchCou_without
sans examiner si le d_lai a _t_ observe, considering the question whether the
fair, dans les sept jours qui suivent, appeal was entered in due time, will
exl_dier lo dossier de l'a_Airo au transmit within seven da_s the record
Bureau international of thecaso to the International Bureau.

Si la ddolaration de reoours est If the notice of appeal is sent to
adrees_e au Bureau international, tnternation_ Bureau, the Bur_m wilt

oelui-ci _n _r6vient d_tement io immediatelyinformtheNatiomdOau_t,
trib--_na_onal, par tz!l_rumme s'it when posaible _ ¢elegrapla. The _tCer
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ost possible. Le tribunal ¢ransmettra will _asmit the record as provided in
le dossier comme il ost dit _ l'afin6a £he preceding paragraph.
prdcOien£.

Lorsque le recours est form6 par un When the appeal is brought by a
particulier neutre, le Bureau inter- neutral individual the International

national en avise imm_diatement par Bureau immediately informs by t_le-
h!l_gramme la Puissance dent relive graph the individual's Government, in
le particulier, pour permettre _ cette order to enable it to avail itself of the

Puissance de faire valoir le droit que right it enjoys under Article 4, para-
lui reconnatt r_iele _ (2). graph 2.

ARt. 30. A_T. 30.

Dam le eas pr_vu k l'article 6, In the ease provided for in Article 6,
alin_a 2, le recours ne peut _tre paragraph 2, the notice of appeal can
adress_ qu'au Bureau international, be addressed to the International
I1 dolt _tre introduit clans los treute Bureau only. It must be entered

jours qui sulvent l'expiration du dglai within thirty days of the expiry of the
de deux ans. period of two years.

/_. 81. ART. 31.

Faute d'avoir form_ son recours duns If the appellant does not enter his
le delai fix6 k l'article 28 ouk rartic]e appeal within the period laid down in

80, la pattie sere, sans de'bats, dgdar4e Articles 28 or 30, it shall be rejected
non recevable, without discussion.

Toutefois, si elle jnstifie d'un era- Provided that if he can show that
l_chement de force majeure et si elle he was prevented t_om so doing by
a form6 son recours dans los solxante force majeure, and that the appeal
jours qui out suivi la cessation de cet was entered within sixty days after
eml_chement, elle peut _tre relev_e de the circumstances which prevented
la d_ch_ance encourue, la pattie ad- him entering it before had ceased to
verse ayant _ 'd_t entendue, operate, the Court can, after hearing

the respondent, grant refief from the
effect of the above provision-

AR_. 32. /k_. 32.

Si le veo_urs a _td _form__n temps If the appeal has been ,ente_l in
utile, la Co_ noVilie _'office, et saa_ time, a certified copy of the notice of
d61ai, h la pattie _dveme _ae ,oopie appeal is forthwith officially ¢rans-
ce_4_f_e _mforme _le la d4ciarafiion, mitCed _y the Court to ehe a_spon4ent.

A_T. 3B. AnT. 83.

_i_ .on_lelmm des _ies qui _e son_ If, in addition to the par_ies who
laaUrvaea _lev_ut _a Coax, il ¥ a are before the Court, there are other
d'autros intgressds a_nt le drai£ parties concerned who are entitled to

27--2
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d'exercer le recours, ou si, clans le eas appeal, or if, in the case referred to in
prdvu _ l'article 29, alinda 3, la Puis- _Article 29, paragraph 3, the Govem-
sance qui a dtd avisde, n'a pas fair ment which has received notice of an
connaltre sa rdsolution, la Courattend, appeal has not announced its decision,
pour se saisir de l'affaire, que les the Court will await, before dealing
ddlais prdvus _ l'article 28 ou k with the case, the expiry of the
rarticle 30 soient expirds, periods laid down in Articles 28 or 30.

_ART. 34. ART. 34.

La procddure devant la Cour Inter- The procedure before the Inter-
nationale comprend deux phases dis- national Court comprises two distinct
tinctes : l'instruction dcrite et les phases : written pleadings and oral
ddbats oraux, discussions.

L'instruetion dcfite consiste clans le The written pleadings consist of the
d@St et l'dchange d'exposds, de deposit and exchange of cases, counter-
contre-exposds, et, au besoin, de eases, and, if necessary, of replies, the
rdpliques, dont l'ordre et les ddlais order of which is fixed by the Court,
sont fixds par la Cour. Les parties y as also the periods within which they
joignent toutes pi_ces et documents must be delivered. The partiesannex
dont elles comptent se servir, thereto all papers and documents of

which they intend to make use.
(Cp. 1 g. 6'. 1907, Art. 63.)

Toute piece, produite par une partie, A certified copy of every document
dolt _tre communiqude en copie certi- produced by one party must be corn-
fide conforme k l'autre pattie par municated to the other party through
l'intermddiaire de la Cour. the medium of the Court.

(0iv. 1 H. O. 1907, Art. 64.)

ART. 35. ART. 35.

L'instruction derite dtant terminde, After the close of the pleadings, a
il y a lleu _ une audience publique, public sitting is held on a day fixed by
dent le jour est fixd par la Cour. the Court.

Dans cet_e audience, les parties At this sitting the par_ies state
exposent l'dtat de l'affaire en fair et their view of the case both as to the
en droit, law and as to the facts.

La Cour pout, en tout dtat de cause, The Court may, at any stage of the
suspendre les plaidoiries, soit k la proceedings, suspend the speeches of
demande d'une des parties, soit d'ottiee, counsel, either at the request of one of
pour proeAder k une information corn- the parties, or on their own initiative,
pldmentaire, in order that supplementary evidence

may be obtained.
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ART. 36. _h_aT.36.

La Cour internationale peut ordon- The International Court may order
net que l'information compldmentaire the supplementary evidence to be
aura lieu, soit conformgment aux dis- taken either in the manner provided
positions de l'article 27, soit directe- by Article 27, or before itself, or one
merit devant elle ou devant un ou or more of the members of the Court,
plusieurs de ses membres en taut que provided that this can be done without

cela pout se faire sans moyen coercitif resort to compulsion or intimidation.
ou comminatoire.

Si des mesures d'information doivent If steps are to be taken for the
_tre prises par des membres de la Cour purpose of obtaining evidence by
en dehors du territoire off cllea son members of the Court outside the

si_ge, l'assentiment du Gouvernement territory where it is sitting, the con-
dtranger dolt _tre obtenu, sent of the foreign Government must

be obtained.

ART. 37. ART. 37.

Les parties sont appel_es _ assister The parties are summoned to take
toutes mesures d'instruction. Elles part in all stages of the proceedings.

re_oivent une copie cert.ifide conforme They receive certified copies of the
des proc_s-verbaux. Minutes.

ART. 38. ART. 38.

Les ddbats sont dirigds par le Prdsi- The discussions are under the direc-
dent on le Viee-Prdsident, et, en cas tion of the President or Vice-Presldent,
d'absence ou d'emp_chement de Fun et or, in case they are absent or cannot
de l'autre, par le plus ancien des juges act., of the senior Judge present.
prdsents. (Cp. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 66.)

Le juge nomm_ par une pattie bel- The Judge appointed by a belligerent
ligSrante ne peut sidger comme Pr_si- party may not preside.
dent.

_RT. 39. ART. 39.

Les ddbats sont publics, sauf le droit The discussions take place in public,
pour une Puissance en litige de de- subject to the right of a Government
rounder qu'fl y soit procddd _ huis which is a party to the case to demand

clos. that they he held in private.
Ils sont consignds dans des proems- They are recorded ill Minutes which

verbaux, que signent le Prdsident et le are signed by the President and Re-
greflier, et qui seuls ont caract_re gistrar, and these alone have an au-
anthentique, thentic character.

(ep. 1//. C. 190%Art. 66.)
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A_T. 40. A_T. 40.

Ea cas de non-comparution d'tme If a party does not apl_ar, despite
des parties, bien que rdguli_rement the fact that he has been duly cited,
ei_Ae, ou faute par elle d'agir clans les or if a party fails to comply with some
ddlais fixds par la Cour, fl est procddd step within the period fixed by the
sans elle, et la Cour ddcide d'apr_s Court, the case proceeds without tha£
les dldments d'apprdciation qu'elle a k party, and the Court gives judgment
sa disposition, in accordance with the materials at its

disposal.

ART. 41. ART. 41.

La Cour notifie d'office aux parties The Court officially notifies to the
toutes ddcisions ou ordonnances prises parties all judgments or orders made
en leur absence, in their absence.

ART. 42. ART. 42.

La Cour apprdcie librement l'en- The Court takes into consideration

semble des actes, preuves et ddelara- in arriving at its decision all the docu-
tions orales, merits, evidence, and oral statements.

,a_T. 43. ART. 43.

Les ddlibdratiom de la Cour ont lieu The Court considers its decisions in

_thuis closet restent secretes, private and the proceedings remain
secret.

(Cp. 1 tt. G. 1907, Art. 78.)
Toute ddcision est prise k la majoritd All questions are decided by a

des juges prdsents. Si la Cour sibge majority of the Judges present. If
en nombre pair et qu'il y air partage the number of Judges is even and
des voix, la voix du dernier des juges equally divided, the vote of the junior
duns l'ordre de prdsdance dtabli d'apr_s Judge in the order of precedence laid
l'article 12, alinda 1, n'est pas compCde, down in Article 12, tmxagraph 1, is

not counted.

ART. 44. ART. 44.

L'arr_t de la Cour doit _tre motiv& The judgment of the Court must
II mentionne les noms des juges qui y state the reasons on which it is based.

ont particil_, ainsi que lee rmme des tt contain_ the names of the Judges
assesseurs, s'fl y a lieu; il est signd taking part in it, and also of the

par le Prdsident et par le greffier. Assessors, if any ; it is signed by the
President and Registrar.

(CT. l H. C. 1907, Art. 79.)

ART. 45. ART. 45.

L'arrgt est prononeA en sdauce The judgment is delivered in open
publique, les parties prdsentes ou Court, the parties concerned being
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dtiment appelges ; il est notifid d'office present or duly summoned to attend ;
aax parties, it is officiallycommunicafexlto the

parties.

(C'p. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 80.)
Cette notification nne lois faite, la When this communication has been

Cour fait parvenir au tribunal made, the Court transmits to the
national de prises le dossier de National Prize Court the record of the

l'affaire, en y joignant une expddition case, together with copies of the
des diverses ddcisions intervenues, various decisions arrived at and of the

ainsi qu'une copie des proc_s-verbaux Minutes of the proceedings.
de rinstruction.

Z2tT. 46. ART. 46.

Chaque pattie supporte los ffais Each party pays its own costs.

oceasionnds par sa propre ddfense. (Cp. 1 H. C. 1907, Art. 85.)
La partie qui suecombe supporte, en The party against whom the Court

outre, Ies frais cansds par la proeddure, decides bears, in addition, the costs of
Etle doit, de plus, verser un centibme the trial, and also pays 1 per cent. of
de la valour de robjet litigieux k the value of the subject-matter of the

titre de contribution aux frais gdndraux case as a contribution to the general
de la Cour internationale. Le montant expenses of the International Court.

de ces versements est ddtermind par The amount of these payments is
l'arr_t de la Cour. fixed in the judgment of the Court.

Si le recours est exered par un par- If the appeal is brought by an
ticulier, celui-ci fournit au Bureau individual, he will furnish the Inter-
international un eautionnement dent national Bureau with security to an
le montant est fixd par la Cour et qui amount fixed by the Court, for the
est destind _ garantir rexdcution purpose of guaranteeing the eventual
dventuelle des denx obligations men- fulfilment of the two obligations men-
tionndes dans ralinda prdcddent. La tioned in the preceding paragraph.
Cour peut subordonner rouverture de The Court is entitled to postpone the
Ia procddure au versemeut du caution- opening of the proceedings until the
nement, security has been furnished.

_RT. 47. ART. 47.

Les frais gdndraux de la Cour inter- The general expenses of the Inter-
nationale des prises sont support_s par national Prize Court are borne by the
lesPuissancescontractantesdans la ContractingPowersin proportionto

proportionde leurparticipationau theirshareinthecompositionof the
fonctiounementdelaCour,tellequ'elleCourtas laiddown inArticle15 and

estprdvuepar rarticle15 etpar le in the annexedTable. The appoint-

tablealryannexd.La d(!signationdes ment of Deputy Judges does not
jugessuppldantsne donne paslieuk involveany contribution.
contribution.
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Lo Conseil administratif s'adresse The Administrative Council applies
anx Puissances pour obtenir les fends to the Powers for the funds requisite
ndcessaires au fonctionnement de la for the working of the Courg.
Cour.

ART. 48. ART. 48.

Quand ]a Cour n'est pas en session, When the Court is not sitting, the
les fonctions qui lui sent confdrdes par duties conferred upon it by Article 32,
l'article 32, l'artiele 34, alin_s 2 et Article 34, paragraphs 2 and 3, Article
8, l'artic]e 35, alinda 1, et l'artiele 46, 35, paragraph 1, and Article 46, para-
alinda 3, sent exerc_es par une ddldga- graph 3, are discharged by a delegation
tion de trois juges ddsignds par la of three Judges appointed by the
Cour. Cette d61_gation ddcide _ la Court. This delegation decides by a
majorit_ des voix. majority of votes.

ART. 49. ART. 49.

La Cour fair elle-m_me son r_gle- The Court itseff draws up its own
ment d'ordre int_rieur, qui dolt _tre rules of procedure, which must be
communiqu_ aux Puissances contrac- communicated to the Contracting
tantes. Powers.

(Up. 1 H. U. 1907, Art. 74.)
Dans l'ann_e de la ratification de la It will meet to draw up these rules

pr_sente Convention, elle se r_unira within a year of the ratification of the
pour dlaborer ce r_glement, present Convention.

ART. 50. ART. 50.

La Cour peut proposer des modifica- The Court may propose modifications
glens k apporter aux dispositions de la in the provisions of the present Con-

prdsente Convention qui concernent la vention concerning procedure. These
procddure. COspropositions song corn- proposals are communicated, through
muniqudes, par l'interm_diaire du the medium of the Netherland Govern-
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas, aux Puis- ment, to the Contracting Powers,
sances eontractantes qui se concert_- which will confer together as to the
rent sur la suite k y donner, measures to he adopted.

Titre IV. Part IV.

Dispositions Finales. Final Provisions.

ART. 51. ART. 51.

La pr_sente Convention ne s'applique The present Convention does not
de plein droit que si les Puissances apply as of right except when the
belligdrantes sent routes parties k la belligerent Powers are all parties to
Convention. the Convention.
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11 est entendu, en ouVre, que le It is further understood that an
recours devant la Cour internationale appeal to the International Prize Court

des prises ne pout _tre exercd que par can only be brought by a Contracting
une Puissance contractante ou le Power, or the national of a Contract-

ressortissant d'une Puissance contrac- ing Power.
tante.

Dans les cas de rarticle 5, le recours In the cases mentioned in Article 5
n'est admis que si le propridtaire et the appeal is only admitted when both
l'ayant droit sont _galement des the owner and the person entitled to
Puissances contractantes ou des res- represent him are equally Contracting
sortissants de Puissances contrac- Powers or the nationals of Contracting
tantes. Powers.

ART. 52. ARt. 52.

La pr_sente Convention sera ratifi6e The present Convention shall be
et les ratifications en seront d_posdes ratified and the ratifications shall be

La Haye d_s que toutes les Puissan- deposited at The Hague as soon as all
ces d_signdes k l'article 15 et dans son the Powers mentioned in Article 15
annexe seront en mesure de le faire, and in the Table annexed are in a

position to do so.
Le d_pOt des ratifications aura lieu, The deposit of the ratifications shall

en tout cas, le 30 Juin, 1909, si les take place, in any case, on the 30th
Puissances prates k ratifier peuvent June, 1909, if the Powers which are
foumir h la Cour neuf juges et neuf ready to ratify furnish nine Judges and
juges suppldants, aptes k singer nine Deputy Judges to the Court, duly
effectivemen¢_ Dans le cas contraire, qualified to constitute a Court. If
le d_p6t sera ajournd jusqu'au moment not, the deposit shall be postponed
oh cette condition sera remplie, until this condition is flflfille&

I1 sera dress_ du d6p6t des ratifica- A Minute of the deposit of the rati-
tions un proc_s-verbal, dont une copie, fications shall be drawn up, of which

cert_fide conforme, sera remise par la a certified copy shah be forwarded,
voie diplomatique k chacune des through the diplomatic channel, to
Puissances d_signdes k ralin_a premier, each of the Powers referred to in

the first paragraph.

ART. 58. ART. 53.

Les Puissances ddsigndes k l'article The Powers referred to in Article 15
15 et dans son annexe sont admises k and in the Table annexed are entitled

signer la pr6sent_ Convention jusqu'au to sign the present Convention up to
d_pSt des ratifications prdvu par the deposit of the ratifications contem-
l'al_n_a 2 de rarticle prdc_den_ pla_ed in paragraph 2 of the preceding

Article.

Apr_s ce d6pSt, elles seront toujours After this deposit, they can at any
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admises it y adh4rer, purement et time accede to it, purely and simply.

simplement. La Puissance qui ddsire' A Power wishing to accede, notifies
adh4rer notifie par dcrit son intention its intention in writing to the Nether-
au Gouvemement des Pays-Bas en lui land Government, transmitting to it
transmettant, en m6me temps, l'acte at the same time the. act of accession,
d'adh4sion, qui sera ddpos_ dans les which shall be deposited in the archives
archives dudit Gouvemement. Celui- of the said Government. The latter

ci enverra, pax la vole diplomatique, shall send, through the diplomatic
une copie certiii_e conforme de la channel, a certified copy of the notifi-
notification et de l'acte d'adh_sion it cation and of the act of accession to

toutes les Puissances d4sign4es it all the Powers referred to in the
l'alin_a pr6c4dent, en leur faisant preceding paragraph, informing them
savoir la date oh il a re_u la notifica- of the date on which it has received
tion. the notification.

A_T. 54. ART. 5&

La prdsente Convention entrera en The present Convention shah come
vigueur six mois it partir du ddpSt des into force six months from the deposit
ratifications prdvu par l'article 52, of the ratifications contemplated in

alindas1 et 2. Article 52, para_aphs 1 and 2.
Les adh4sions produiront effet sol- The accessions shaIl take effect

xante jours apr_s que la notification sixty days after the notification of
en aura 4t_ revue par le Gouvernement such accession has been received by
des Pays-Bas et, au plus tSt, _ l'expira- the Netherland Government, or as
tion du ddlai prdvu par l'alinda pr4c_- soon as possible on the expiry of the
dent. period contemplated in the preceding

paragraph.
Toutefois, la Cour internationale The International Court shall, how-

aura qualit_ pour juger les affaires de ever, have jurisdiction to deaI with
prises d4cid4es par la juridiction prize cases decided by the National
nationale _ partir du ddpSt des ratifica- Courts at any time after the deposit of
tions ou de la rdception de la notifica- the ratifications or of the receipt of the
tion des adh4sions. Pour ces d4cisions, notification of the accessions. In such
le ddlai fix4 it l'article 28, alin_a 2, ne cases, the period fixed in Article 28,

sera compt_ que de la date de la raise para_aph 2, shall only be reckoned
en vigueur de la Convention pour les from the date when the Convention
Puissances ayant ratifi4 ou adh4r& comes into force as regards a Power

which has ratified or acceded.

ART. 55. ART. 55.

La pr4sente Convention aura une The present Convention shall remalu
dur_e de douze ans it partir de s_ raise in force for twelve years from the date
en vigueur, telle qu'eUe est d4termin4e at which it comes into force, as de-
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par l'article 54, alln_a 1, m_me pour termined by Article 54, paragraph 1,
lesPuiesancesayantadhdrdpostdrieure- even for the Powers acceding to it
merit, subsequently.

Elle sera renouvelde tacitement de It shall be renewed tacitly from six
six ans en six ans sauf ddnonciation, years to six years unless denounced.

La ddnonciationdevra _tre, au moins Denunciation must be notified in
un an avant rexpiration de chacune writing, one year at least before the
des pdriodes prdvues par les deux expiry of each of the periods men-
alindasprdcddents,notifide par dcrit au tioned in the two preceding paragraphs,
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas, qui en to the Netherland Government, which
donnera connaissance _ toutes les will inform all the other Contracting
autres Parties contractantes. Powers.

La ddnoneiation ne produira ses The denunciation shall only operate
effets qu'K rdgard de la Puissance qui in respect of the notifying Power.
l'aura notifide. La Convention subsis- The Convention shall remain in force

tera pour les autres Puissances con- in the case of the other Contracting
traetantes, pourvu que leur participa- Powers, provided that their share in
tion _ la ddsignation des Juges soit the appointment of Judges be still
suffisante pour permett.re le fonction- sufficient to allow the work of the
nement de la Cour avee neuf juges et Court to be discharged by nine Judges
neuf juges suppldants, and nine Deputy Judges.

ART. 56. ART.56.

Dartsle cas oh la prdsente Conven- In case the present Convention is
tion n'est pas en vigueur pour toutes not in operation as regards all the
les Puissances ddsigndesdans l'article Powers referredto in Article 15 and
15 et le tableau qni s'y rattache, le the annexed Table,the Administrative
Conseiladministratif dresse, conformd- Council shall draw up a list on the
ment aux dispositionsde cet article et lines of that Article and Table of the
de ce tableau, la liste des juges Judges and Deputy Judges through
et des juges suppliants pour lesquels whomtheContracting Powerswillshare
lesPuissances contractantesparticipent in the composition of the Court. The
au fonetionnement de la Cour. Les times allotted by the said Table to
juges appelds k sidger _ tour de r01e Judges who are summoned to sit in
seront, pour le temps qui leur est rota will be redistributed between the
attribud par le tableau susmentionnd, different years of the six-year period
r_partis entre les diffdrentesanndes de in such a way that, as far as possible,
la p_riode de six ans, de mani_reque, the number of the Judges of the
dans la mesure du possible, la Cour Court in each year shall be the same.
fonctionnechaqueanndeennombredgal. If the number of Deputy Judges is
Bi le hombre des juges suppl6ants greater than that of the Judges, the
d_passe celui des juges, le nombrede numberof the laV_ercan be completed
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ces derniers pourra _tre compl_t_ par by Deputy Judges chosen by lot among
des juges suppliants d_sign_s par le those Powers which do not nominate a
sort parmi celles des Puissances qui Judge.
ne nomment pas de juge titulaire.

La liste ainsi dress_e par le Conseil The fist drawn up in this way by
administratif sera notifide aux Puis- the Administrative Council shall be

sauces contractantes. Elleserarevis6e notified to the Contracting Powers.

quand le nombre de celles_i sera It shall be revised when the number of
modifi6 par suite d'adh6sions ou de these Powers is modified as the result
ddnonciations, of accessions or denunciations.

Le changement _ opdrer par suite The change resulting from an ac-
d'une adh6sion ne se produira qu'k cession is not made until the 1st
partir du 1e_Janvier qui suit la date _ January after the date on which the
laquelle l'adhdsion a son effet_ k moins accession takes effect, unless the
que la Puissance adh6rento ne soit acceding Power is a belligerent Power,
une Puissance belligdrante, cas auquel in which case it can ask to be

elle pout demander d'etre anssitSt at once represented in the Court, the
repr6sentde dans la Cour, la disposition provision of Article 16 being, more-
de l'article 16 6taut du reste appli- over, applicable ff necessary.
cable, s'il y a lieu.

Quand le hombre total des juges est When the total number of Judges is

infdrieur/_ onze, sept juges constituent less than eleven, seven Judges form a

le quorum n_cessaire, quorum.

-_RT. 57. ART. 57.

Deux arts avant l'expiration de Two years before the expiry of each
chaque l_riode vis_e par les alindas period referred to in paragraphs 1 and
1 et 2 de l'article 55, chaque Puissance 2 of Article 55, any Contracting Power
contractante pourra demander une may demand a modification of the
modification des dispositions de provisions of Article 15 and of the
l'article 15 et du tableau y a_nex_, annexed Table, relative to its partieipa-
relativement k sa participation au tion in the composition of the Court.
fonctionnement de la Cour. La The demand shall be addressed to the

demande sera adress_e au Conseil Administrative Council, which shall
administratif, qui l'examinera et sou- examine it and submit to all the

mettra _ toutes les Puissances des Powers proposals as to the measures
propositions sur la suite /_ y donner, to be adopted. The Powers shall
Les Puissances feront, clans le plus inform the Administrative Council of

bref d$lai possible, connaltre leur their decision with the least possible
r_solution au Conseil administratif, delay. The result shall be at once,
Le rSsultat sera imm6diatement, et au and at least one year and thirty days
moins un an et trente jours avant before the expiry of the said period of
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l'expiration dudit ddlai de deux ans, two years, communicated to the Power
communiqud k la Puissance qui a fair which made the demand.
la demande.

Le cas 6ch_ant, les modifications When necessary, the modifications
adop_es par les Puissances entreront adopted by the Powers shall come
en vigueur d6s le commencement de ins force from the commencement
la nouvelle pdriode, of the new period.

En foi de quoi, les Pl_nipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont rev_tu la pr6sente Convention de tiaries have appended their signatures
leurs signatures, to the present Convention.

Fair k La Haye, le 18 Octobre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en un seul exemplaire, qui resbera Octeber, 1907, in a single original,
ddposd clans les archives du Oouverne- which shall remain deposited in the
ment des Pays-Bas et dont des copies, archives of the Netherland Govern-
certifides eonformes, seront remises par ment, and duly certified copies of
la vole diplomatique aux Puissances which shall be sent, through the
d_signdes _ l'article 15 et clans son diplomatic channel, to the Powers
annexe, designated in Article 15 and in the

Table annexed.
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_NEXE DE L'ARTICLE 15. ANNEX TO ARTICLE 15.

DISTRIBUTIONdes Juges et Juges DISTtLIBUTION of Judges and Deputy
supplg_ntspar Payspour chaque Judges by Countries for each
ann4ede la p4riodede six aus. Year of the periodof Six Years.

Juges Juges Suppldants Judges Deputy Judges

Premiere Annge First Year

1 Argentine Paraguay 1 Argentina Paraguay
2 Colombie Bolivie 2 Colombia Bolivia

3 Espagne Espagne 3 Spain Spain
4 Orgce Roumanie 4 Greece Roumania
5 Norv_ge Suede 5 Norway Sweden
6 Pays-Bas Belgique 6 Netherlands Belgium
7 Turquie Perse 7 Turkey Persia

Deuxf_me Annge Second Year

1 Argentine Panama 1 Argentina Panama
2 Espagne Espagne 2 Spain Spain
3 Grace Roumanie 3 Greece Roumania
4 Norv_ge Suede 4 Norway Sweden
5 Pays-Bus Belgique 5 Netherlands Belgium
6 Turquie Luxembourg 6 Turkey Luxemburg
7 Uruguay Costa Pica 7 Uruguay Costa Rica

Troisi_me Ann& Third Year

1 Brdsil Dominicaine 1 Brazil Santo Domingo
2 Chine Turquie 2 China Turkey
8 Espagne Portugal 3 Spain Portugal
4 Pays-Bus Suisse 4 Netherlands Switzerland
5 Roumanie Grace 5 Roumania Greece
6 Su/kte Danemark 6 Sweden Denmark
7 Venezuela Haiti 7 Venezuela Haiti

Quatri_me Annge Fourth Year

1 Br_sil GuatSmala 1 Brazil Gua_mAta
2 Chine Turquie 2 China Turkey
3 Espagne Portugal 3 Spain Portugal
4 P_rou Honduras 4 Peru Honduras
5 Roumanie Grgce 5 Roumania Greece
6 Su%de Danemark 6 Sweden Denmark
7 Suisse Pays-Bas 7 Switzerland Netherlands

Cinqu_me Anwge Fifth Year

1 Belgique Pays-Bas 1 Belgium Netherlands
2 Bulgarie Montenegro 2 Bulgaria Montenegro
3 Chili Nicaragua 3 Chile Nicaragua
4 Danemark Norv_ge 4 Denmark Norway
5 Mexique Cuba 5 Mexico Cuba
6 Perse Chine 6 Persia China
7 Portugal Espagne 7 Portugal Spain

Sixi_me Annie Sixth Year

1 Belgiqne Pays-Bus 1 Belgium Nether/ands
2 Chili Salvador 2 Chile Salvador
8 Danemark Norv_ge 3 Denmark Norway
4 Mexique Equateur 4 Mexico Ecuador
5 Portugal Espagne 5 Portugal Spain
6 Serbie Bulgarie 6 Servia Bulgaria
7 Siam Chine 7 Siam China
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CONVENTION NO. 12. RELATIVE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN

_NTERNATIONAL PRIZE COURT a.

Decisions of belligerent Prize Courts, though they purport to follow
the rules of international law, are not infrequently deter-The need

foraa mined by orders from the supreme authority of the state.
lateraational " Prize Courts are subject to the instructions of their owncourt.

sovereign2,'' and Prize Courts during the era of the Napo-
leonic wars were forced to follow the changing views of their Govern-
ments as recorded in such enactments as the various orders in Council
and the Milan and Berlin decrees. Neutral states do not consider

themselves bound by decisions of Prize Courts, and not infrequently

judgments adverse to the claims of their nationals give rise to diplomatic
negotiations of an acrimonious character whereby peace itself is endangered.
The objections to the present system of national Prize Courts are that the
captor is both judge and party in his own cause with a natural leaning in
favour of his own side, and that though nominally administering inter-
national law they are dominated by the laws of their own country s.
These considerations do not appear so striking in the case of captures
from an enemy as when neutral property is concerned, and various

1 ParL Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908}, pp. 41, 146-182 ; La Deuxi_ne Confer. T. L pp. 165,
1_-229; T. _. pp. 11-33, 78B-356, 1071-1106; Livre Jaune, pp. 68-74; Sir T. Barclay, Problems
of inlernational practice, etc. p. 105; Bonflls-Fauchille, Droit international lmblie (Sth ed.),

1440l, 1691a,; Bulmerineq, Le droit des ln_es maritiraes, 1_ev. de droit intern. Vol. x.
pp. 165, 884, 595; Vol. xx._up.152,821, 561; Vol. xn. p. 187; Vol. xIIx. p. 447; Vol. x.w.p. 114;
J. Pawley Bate, Prize Courts and an International Prize Court of Appeal, International Law
Association, 23rd Report (1906), p. 151; H. B. Brown, The trroposed International _'ize Court,
_lm..gourn. of .INC.Law, _ol.aI. p. 476; ,F. D. Curtius, La Cour interna_ion_ des prises, Roy.
de droit _ VoLXL._2ndseries}, p. 5 ; G. B. Davis, International Law, _. 372 ; F. Despagnett
Gouts de Droit international public (Srd ed.), § 683 (with bibliography); Ch. Dupuis, I._
droit de la guerve maritime, etc. § 289 ; A. Ernst, L'_uvre de la deu.zi_me Conference, p. 36;
tL _I. Fried, Die zweite Haager Kanferenz, pp. 121-1_0; C. N. Gregory, The proposed i_ter.
_ioBed prize court amt sorae _f _ts di_¢ulties, Am. Jo_rn. of Int. La_ Vol. _ p. 458;
T. |. Lawrenco, I_._r_ational Prob/ergs, etc. pp. 141-159, 182--197; E. L_.monon, La seaonde
Conf_e de la Paiz, _p. 280-385 ; L. Oppenheim, International Law, _ol. Ix. § 438; Tableau
_ngra2 de l'Insti_ut de dro/t in .teTnatioual,p. 19_ ; T. It. _hite, Constitutionality of the

i_l Frize court, Am. Jou_,n. of t_t. Law, Vol. _. p. 499; _. Westl_o,
War, p. 288; J. B. Scott, Th_ Hague Peace Conferences, pp. 465-511.

The Amy War_oick (2 Spragae, 1_3).
F. Despagnet, op. c/t. p. 794; Dr Pawley Bate, however, points out that two out of every

five of the decisions of r.osd Stowell coUect.edin Rosoee'z English .Prize Ca_e_ (190_) ,and
numbering between 150 and 160, were given in favour of _eatrals _op. cir. p. t57J.
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proposals from the time of Htibner, a Danish publicist, in 17591, have been

made for a reform of Prize Court procedure. The most important

suggestions came from the Institut de Droit International, which in

Articles 100-9 of the "R_glement international des prises maritimes,"

adopted at its meeting at Heidelberg in 1877, proposed that a Court
of Appeal should be established at the commencement of a war by

either belligerent, consisting of five judges, two to be appointed by the

belligerents and the remainder by three neutral Powers named by the
belligerents 2. The question of an International Prize Court was also
discussed by the International Law Association at Christiania in 1905, when

opinions on the advisability or feasibility of establishing such a Court were
divided.

The subject of an International Prize Court was not mentioned in
Count Benckendorff's Circular of the 3rd April, 1906, but at the Second

Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 19th June, 1907, Baron

Marsohall yon Bieberstein announced that he had been charged by the
German Government to present to the Conference proposals for the
establishment of an international court to discuss the lawfulness of the

capture of prizes in maritime wars. No objection was raised; on the

contrary, Sir Edward Fry welcomed the announcement and stated that
he also had been entrusted by the British Government with proposals for

the same object and would gladly co-operate with Baron Marschall to

extend the principles of arbitration s. General Porter, on behalf of the
United States, supported the proposals 4. The subject was assigned to the

Second Sub-Committee of the First Committee, under the presidency of

M. I.don Bourgeois (France), M. Renault being Reporter, and at the first

meeting of the Committee the proposals of Germany and Great Briton
were handed in. "_

The German draf_ contained 31 Articles s. It proposed that a Trib-na!

The aer_-- should be composed of five members, two admirals and three
araa. members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration. Each

belligerent within a fortnight after the commen_gment of war should
nominate an admiral,and asktwo neutralPowerstonominate one member

each,thefifthmember tobe nominatedby the two neutralPowers. The

Courtwas thustobe one constitutedad hoc,on the outbreakofhostilities,

and was competent to dealwith mattersaffectingbelligerents.Appeal

I De la saisie de#batlmentsneutres, mAnnuaire, Vol. xx. 1877),p.2._9.
s See Ir_truetion8(No. 10), Appendix.
• Parl. Papers, Miso.No. 4 (1908),p. 14; La Deuz. Oonf_r.T. x. p. tl8.

La Deut. Conf'er.T. n. p. 1071.
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lay directly to it from the National Prize Court of first instance by a
private individual aggrieved.

The British draft contained 16 Articles. The essential principle was

The Brl_ the following : " Each of the signatory Powers whose mercan-
tile marine at the date of signature of the proposed agreement

exceeds a total of 800,000 tons, shall, in the course of three months

following the ratification of the present Act, nominate a jurisconsult of

recognised competence in international maritime law, enjoying the highest

moral reputation and disposed to accept the function of Judge of the

Court. Each Power shall also nominate a Deputy Judge with similar
qualifications" (Art. 4) 1. The Court was therefore to be permanent and

composed solely of lawyers and, unlike that of the German scheme, it was
competent only where neutrals were concerned. It was also intended

only to be a Court of final appeal from the highest National Prize Court,

and again differing from the German proposal, which contemplated action

being taken by the aggrieved individual, it was to be endowed with
competence for all cases where a Prize Court had given a decision which

directly affected the interests of a neutral Power or its subjects, and where
that Power asserted that the decision was not just either in point-of law

or in point of fact (Art. 2).
As the British and German proposals were based on different principles

The _e_oa- M. Renault proposed that a small Committee should be
natre, appointed to prepare a Questionnaire for solution by the
Sub-Committee. This was done, and Sir Edward Fry, Herr Kriege and

M. Renault, who composed the Committee, after several meetings agreed

upon eight questions _. The Questionnaire was discussed at the meetings
of the Second Sub-CommRtee on the 4th and llth July s. On the first

question, Is it advisable _o in_tute an international Cou_ of Appeal ?,
Baron Marschall an d Sir Edward Fry spoke in support of their respective
proposals, and the discussion was favourable to the establishment of a
Court 4.

The second "questS511: Shall the Court to be established deal only with
cases b_wee,n the bellig._'ent s.tate which has captured the prize and the s_a_

which claims for i_s m_bjec_sinjurexZ by the capture, or can it be seized of the

case directly by individuals who assert that they have suffered injury ?2

Sir Edward Fry supportedthe British view that states, the subjects of

international law, should b_ parties to the proceedings before the proposed

1 La Deu,z. Confdr. T. _. p. 1076. "- Ibid. _. 1078.

= /bfd. pp. 785-813. _ Ibid. pp. 785-9.
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Court, while Herr Kxiege defended the German proposal to allow in-

dividuals to appear _.

The third question : Is the Gourt to take cognizance of all prize cases
or only of cases in which the interests of neutral Governments or neutral

individuals are concerned ? Sir Edward Fry argued in favour of the latter,

Herr Kriege of the former of these two positions.
The fourth question: When does the jurisdiction of the International

Pri_e Court begin ? Should it be seized of the case from the time when the

Courts of first instance shall have given their verdict on the validity of the
capture, or must it wait until the final decision has been given by the captor's

state ? Sir Edward Fry supported the latter view, which l_(err Kriege

admitted from the theoretical point of view, but urged that owing to the
long delays which often occurred in obtaining a definitive decision appeals
should be allowed from Courts of first instance s .

The fifth question: Shall the International Court have a permanent

vharacter or shall it only be constituted at the outbreak of each war ? The
German delegate, while admitting that a permanent Court would be more

likely to ensure continuity of international legal principles, considered that

the difficulties in constituting such a Court were insuperable, as it should

for this purpose contain representatives from all states, and this would
make it too unwieldy. He then proceeded to criticise the British

proposal to exclude from membership states with a small mercantile

_marine. M. Ruy Barbosa (Brazil) supported the British proposal for a
permanent institution s.

The sixth question: Whether the Court be permanent or temporary

what elements shall enter into its composition ? Only jurists nominated by

nations having a mercantile marine of definite importance, or admirals and
lawyers who are members of the Permanent Court of Arb42ra2ion nominab'.,_

by the belligerents and neutral states? Should judges of the nationality of an

interested state be excluded _. Herr Kriege put forward the views of the

German Delegation in favour of the two admirals and three jurists, urging

the necessity of the former for giving technical explanations, and of the

latter for safeguarding neutral rights. He was supported by M. de Martens.

Mr Choate at this stage spoke at some length with a view of conciliating
the opposing views of the British and German proposals, and suggested

their consideration by a small Committee ; M. Huber (Switzerland) urged
the inclusion of inland Powers in the Court as their commercial interests

were important'.

x La Deux. Confer. T. n. pp. 789-791. _ /b/d. p. 793. 8/b/d. p. 796.
Ib/d. pp.799-805. MrChoate'sspeechin Englishis givenon pp. 810-818,
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The seventh question : What legal principles should _he international
High Court apply ? Baron Marschall considered this question answered

by the British proposals. In the first place any treaties to which the

contending Powers are parties must be applied, failing these the general
principles of international law. Sir Edward Fry welcomed this view of the

German delegate and accepted it as an augury of success of the scheme 1.
The eighth question : Is i_ advisable to settle the order and me,hod of

taking evidence in the High Court ? M. Hagerup (Norway) urged that
the general rule of evidence throwing the burden of proof on the captor

should apply, though there was a presumption in favour of the captor.

M. Ndlidow (Russia) raised the question whether the law of the country

of the captor should apply, to which Sir Edward Fry replied that the
object was to avoid the multiplicity of national laws in prize cases and to

establish a uniform international law. M. N61idow agreed. Other speakers

having supported the general principle of the establishment of an Inter-
national Prize Court, M. Bourgeois closed the discussion, and in accordance

with Mr Choate's suggestion a Committee consisting of the three authors
of the Questionnaire, the members of the Bureau of the Sub-Committee,

together with three representatives of states nominated by the British

and German Delegations respectively, was appointed to prepare a draft for

consideration of the Committee. Sir Edward Fry nominated the United
States, Italy and Portugal, Baron Marschall yon Bieberstein proposed
Russia, Norway and Holland. Russia declined the nomination and Sweden
was substituted _.

The Committee was appointed on the llth July and during the next

month negotiations took place between the British and German delegates
and those of the United States and France, and when the Examining

Committee met on the 12th August a draft Convention consisting of
57 Articles was submitted for its consideration s. This draft was with

slight modifications adopted and approved by the Committee and presented
to the Sixth Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 21st Sept. 1907.

with an interesting Report prepared by M. Renault which, after sketching

the various suggestions previously made for the establishment of an Inter-
national Prize Court, summarises the work of the Committee and adds an

explanatory note to each of the Articles of the Convention _.

The Convention is divided into four parts: 1. General proviaion_
The 2. Organisationofthe InternationalPrizeCourt. 3. Proce-

oonveattoa,durebeforetheInternationalPrizeCourt.4.Finalprovisions.

i La Deux. Co_fdr,T. xx.pp. 505-6. _ Ibid.pp. 806-9. s 1bid.p. 1079.

Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 146-174 ; La Deux. Confdr. _.'. L pp. 180-218.

28--2
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Each Article will not here be discussed separately, especially as many of
those relating to procedure are based on the Convention for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes, as noted in the text of the Convention.

The order in which the Convention deals with matters of prize is in
the main that of the Questionnaire.

The general principle that every case of prize shall be decided by the
National Prize Court of the captor, whether neutral or enemy

The compe-
t_ceoft_e property is concerned, is laid down by Article 1. Any
;a_uonal questions affecting a belligerent's treatment of his own subjectsPrize Court.

for such matters as trading with an enemy are excluded from
this Convention. Such matters are governed by national not by inter-
national law 1. National Prize Courts will therefore continue as in the

past to be governed as regards their constitution and procedure by the
laws of their own countries. Precautions for avoiding the too frequently
long delays before appeals can reach the International Court are provided
in Article 6. The British and German schemes are combined and

questions affecting both neutrals and belligerents may come before the
newly established Court.

Articles 3-5 deal with the cases which may be brought before the
ap_ fro,- International Prize Court (Art. 3) and the parties by whom
_a_onaa such appeals may be brought (Arts. 4 and 5).Prize Courts.

When the judgment of the National Court affects
property of a neutral Power or individual there is always a right of
appeal; the Court is to be established for the purpose of more easily
maintaining good relations between neutrals and belligerents. When it
affects belligerents there is only an appeal in the three special cases set
forth in Article 3 :--

(a) When the judgment relates to enemy cargo on board a neutral
ship. This under the Declaration of Paris is free from capture unless it
is contraband of war, or unless the condemnation of the ship involves
condemnation of the cargo as may happen in eert_du cases of breach of
blockade or unneutral service.

(b) When the judgment relates to an enemy ship captured in the
territorial waters of a neutral Power, when that Power has not made the

capture the subject of a diplomatic claim. Attention must be drawn to

13 IL C. 1907, Art. 3, in which it is laid down that if the prize is not
within the neutral jurisdiction the captor Government, on the demand of
the neutral Power, must release the prize with its officers and crew. If
the neutral Power does not make the demand, and weak neutrals have °

1 La Deux. Confdr. T. x. p. 185.
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sometimes found it difficult to enforce their claims against strong bellige-

rents for such violation of their territory, the neutral Power, not the enemy

owner, may appeal to the International Prize Court s. The enemy owner
would have no rights in the belligerent's Prize Court, for a capture in

violation of neutral territory is valid as between the belligerents _.

(c) When the claim of an enemy is based on the allegation that
the seizure has been effected in violation, either of the provisions of a Con-

vention in force between the belligerent Powers, or of an enactment issued
by the belligerent captor. In this case also the enemy would have no rights
in the belligerent's Court, but under this Article he will be enabled to

appeal to the International Prize Court and the fact of this procedure

being open will ensure the more careful examination of the case before the
National Court 8.

The appeal in all cases may be in the nature of a rehearing, as the

International Prize Court has jurisdiction in questions of law and fact and
may order supplementary evidence to be taken (Art. 36). Such a question

as Did the capture take place in territorial waters? may well involve a
combination of law and fact, so also would the question whether a ship

had been guilty of a breach of blockade.

One of the points of difference between the German and British proposals

was whether states or individuals should have the right of

w_o may appeal. A compromise is made in Article 4. Individuals mayappeal?
appeal, but a neutral Government may in some cases think it

necessary to intervene to protect the interests of a subject, or even to
prevent him from appealing. The Court itself is judge of its own
competence as te matters coming before it under the Convention. Article 6

allows of only two trials of a case in the National Courts and provides that ff

no final judgment is given within two years from the date of capture by
the National Courts the case may go direct to the International Court.

The question as to what rules of law shall be applied by the Inter-

The law national Prize Court is one of the greatest importance. The
to be as- absence of a code of maritime international law, and the un-

m4_4_,_a4, certainty of the rules on many important questions threatened

SeeArticle4 (3)and post, p. 462
The F/or/da, 101 U.S.p. 87. The capture of a vessel in neutral waters "might

eonstitutea groundof claimby the neutral Powerwhose territoryhad sufferedtrespass,for
apologyor indemnity. But neither an enemy, nor a neutralacting the part of an enemy,
can demand restitutionon the sole groundof capturein neutralwaters" (The8it William
Peel, 5 Walleoe, p. 535).

s La Deux. Confer.T. L p. 186.
4 Seeon this topic J. Westiake,War, pp. 293-6; T. J. Lawrence,InternationalProblems,

etc. pp. 141-9; J. B. Scott,The HaguePeaceConferences,Vol. L pp. 488-497.
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to render the Convention nugatory. Clearly where a question of law to be

decided is covered by a relevant Convention the Court will be governed by
the principles of the treaty, and where generally recognised rules of inter-

national law exist the Court will apply them, but if none exist what are
the "general principles of justice and equity" in accordance with which

the Court is to decide ? M. Renault says "the situation will to a great

extent resemble the condition which has for a long time existed in Courts
of countries where the laws, chiefly customary, were still rudimentary.

They made the law at the same time as they applied it, their decisions

formed precedents which became an important source of law. The essential
is to have magistrates who inspire every confidence." The analogy to the

growth of such systems as the English Common Law does not appear to

be well founded. English judges were controlled by the sovereign power

in the state, and the hnstinian doctrine that the sovereign commands

what he permits receives its best illustration in England.
The possibility of a codification of the rules of international law

applicable to naval warfare seemed to M. Renault to be extremely remote :

"ce serait une perspective sur laquelle ne pourraient gu_re compter les
plus jeunes d'entre nous." Some few points in dispute were settled by the

Conference but as has already been noted agreement was not reached on

the more important such as blockade, contraband, sinking of neutral
prizes, etc. A strong feeling was manifested in Great Britain and other

important naval Powers against the signature of this Convention so

long as vagueness and uncertainty existed as to the principles which

the Court, in dealing with appeals brought before it, would apply Co
questions of far-reaching importance affecting naval policy. On the

invitation of the British Government delegates from the great Powers
of Europe, the United States, Japan, Spain and Holland met in London

during the months of December, 1908--February, 1909, and signed a Decla-

ration consisting of 71 Articles dealing with and settling many of the most
important points on which divergence had been expressed 1. M. Renault

himself prepared the Report on the Declaration, which if acceded to and

ratified by the states of the world will form a solid basis of international
law which the International Prize Court will, in the last resort, be called

upon to administer.
Articles 8 and 9 called forth no discussion in Committee. If the

Court declares the capture of vessel or cargo to be valid, the laws of the
belligerent captor decide their ultimate destination. If not, there are
various alternatives dealt with, restitution of vessel with or without the

cargo and with or without damages. In case of destruction of either,

1 Seepost, pp. 546-$66.
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compensation to the successful appellant. Lastly, the National Prize Court

may have annulled the capture, but not given damages or given what the

appellant thinks insufficient: the Appeal Court in either of these cases

may be asked to make an award. If the captor has failed before the
National Prize Court there is no appeal 1.

Part II., containing Articles 10-27, deals with the constitution of the

International Prize Court. The Judges and Deputy JudgesConstitution
of the are appointed by the contracting Powers, the appointments
Iatama_ma to be made within six months after the ratification of thePrizeCourt.

Convention (Art. 10). They are appointed for a period of

six years, and in case of death or resignation the newly appointed Judge
or Deputy is appointed for a full period of six years (Art. 11). They are all

equal in rank and have precedence according to the date of notification of

their appointment, and if they sit by rota, according to the date on which

they enter on their duties. When the date is the same, the senior in age
has the precedence, but Deputy Judges when acting as Judges rank after

the Judges (Art. 12). The Court is composed of 15 Judges, nine of whom
constitute a quorum, any Judge absent or prevented from sitting being

replaced by a Deputy Judge (Art. 14). The method of appointment is

dealt with in Article 15, which is the governing Article of this part and

round which the discussions centred. This Article provides that the
Judges appointed by Great Britain, Germany, the United States of

America, Austria-Hungary, France, Italy, Japan and Russia--in other
words, the eight great Powers of the worldNare always summoned to sit.

The Judges and Deputy Judges appointed by the other contracting
Powers sit by rota as shown in the Table annexed to the Convention.

There was no difficulty in reaching an agreement on Articles 10-14.

The number of 15 Judges for the Court is the maximum, but nine
constitute the necessary quorum. How were these 15 to be obtained?

The proposals of Germany and Great Britain were, as has already been
noticed, based on totally different principles, the former providing for

a Court to be established at the commencement of each war and composed

of five members (two admirals and three lawyers), the latter provid-

ing for a permanent Court composed of Judges or Deputy Judges
nominated by states whose mercantile marine exceeded 800,000 tons.

The Court established by the Convention is to be a really permanent

tribunal (!lnl_i_e the body called into being for the purposes of arbitration
under She First Convention of 1899), therein following the British principles,

I parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 155; Za Dcux. Can]_r.T. x. p. 193. (Reportof
M. Renault.)
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but its members instead of being chosen from states possessing a great

mercantile marine axe provided from the ranks of the great Powers, lesser

Powers contributing in proportions settled by the annexed Table. The

German schemeprovided for the belligerent's representation; the Convention
adopts this principle by providing that if a belligerent Power has, according

to the rota, no Judge sitting in the Court, it may ask that a Judge
appointed by it shall take part in the settlement of all cases arising from

the war. Lots axe then drawn as to which of the Judges entitled to sit
according to the rota shall be withdrawn, but this does not affect the other

belligerent. It must be noticed also that this does not affect the members

of the Court nominated by the eight great Powers enumerated in _'ticle 15

(Art. 16). The German proposal for the presence of a naval officer is
adopted in Article 18, but with the proviso that he sits as Assessor and has
no vote.

The adoption of Article 15 was uot effected without prolonged and
strenuous objections on the part of the smaller states whose case was ably

put forward by M. Ruy de Barbosa (Brazil). Mr Eyre Crowe at the first

meeting of the Examining Committee on the 12th August explained the

principle on which the Committee had proceeded, namely a combination
of political power and mercantile shipping, and M. Renault's Report deals

with the same point. Numerous ingenious schemes, he says, were put

forward, but were not acceptable to those Powers whose suppor_ was
indispensable for the success of the project, and smaller states are
reminded that if they consider their treatment unfavourable the states

which are privileged in being always represented are those which are

making the most real sacrifice in supporting the institution of an Inter-

national Court. It is they who are most likely to be belligerents, and it is
they who consent that the decisions of their Prize Courts shall be brought
before the International Court, and that the actions of their naval

officers shall be adjudicated by it. The commercial interests of small

states have much to gain and little to lose; they can count on the

impartiality of the Court and different legal systems will always be

represented. The belligerent will always be entitled to have a Judge of
his own country as a member of the Court 1.

M. Ruy de Barbosa (Brazil)fought the principle of Article 15 through-
out, and recorded the only vote given against the draf_ Convention at the

Sixth Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 21st Sept. 1907. In a

long and elaborate speech at the second meeting of the Examining
Committee on the 17th August he argued Shat the extent of the m_tile

I La fleuz. Conflr. T. I. p. 196.
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marine should be taken into consideration in fixing the rota of Judges.
He produced a table of the merchant fleets of the world in support of his

contention, and he concluded by pointing out that under the scheme of the
Convention, out of the three states, Switzerland, Luxemburg and Servia not

possessing a single ship, Switzerland was in a better position than Brazil
with a mercantile marine of 217,000 tensl. The Norwegian delegate

(M. Hagerup), as representing a country with a mercantile marine third on
the list, supported the proposals of the Committee in order to assist in the

accomplishment of a work which it was hoped would have so great

consequences for the development of international law 2. M. Ruy Barbosa
subsequently returned to the subject and argued that on the ground both
of commercial interests and ships of war his country was entitled to a

higher rank than that assigned to it s. Again, before the full meeting of
the First Committee on the 10th September the Brazilian delegate, on
behalf of his own and other American states, criticised the proposed

composition of the Court. There were three methods, he said, on which to

proceed: the value of the mercantile marine, the value of sea-borne
commerce and the value of the fighting navy; he had taken all three into

account and Brazil was inequitably treated in every respect. "This

palpable iniquity in the foundations of a judicial institution, this ostensible
affn-mation of the power of force against reason in the work of the most

august assembly in the world, convoked for the organisation of peace by

means of law, is infinitely sad for the victims. My country will not resign
itself to it4. ''

On signing the Convention the following states made reservations on

Article 15, thereby refusing to accept the principle of the composition of
the Court therein laid down: Chili, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, Hayti,

Persia, Salvador, Siam, Turkey and Uruguay.

Parts m. and IV. occasioned but slight discussion; their general

principles are those adopted in the Convention for the Pacific Settlement

of Disputes, and more especially in the projected Judicial Arbitration Court.
By Article 52 it is provided that the Convention shall be ratified and the

ratification shall be deposited at the Hague as soon as the Powers

mentioned in Article 15 and in the Table annexed are in a position to do

so. The deposit of ratifications shall take place, in any case, on the

30th June, 1909, ff the Powers which are ready to ratify can furnish mine
Judges and nine Deputy Judges to the Court, duly qualified to constitute

1 La Deux. Confgr. T. rl. pp. 832--6. 2/b/d. p. 836.
s 1bid. pp. 849-852. • /b/d. pp. 11-13.
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a Court. If not the deposit shall be postponed until this condition is ful-
filled. By Article 53 the Powers referred to in Article 15 and in the Table

annexed are entitled to sign up to the date of the deposit of the ratifica-
tion contemplated in the second paragraph of Article 52. After this deposit,

they can at any time accede to it pltrely and simply. The Convention

shall come into force six months from the deposit of ratification contem-

plated in Article 52, paragraphs 1 and 2 (Art. 54).

The Convention is to endure for 12 years from the date at which it

comes into force as determined by Article 54, paragraph 1, even for Powers
acceding to it subsequently, and there shall be a tacit prolongation for

periods of six years unless denounced by notification a year before the
expiry of the period for which it is to last. If all the Powers referred

to in Article 15 are not parties to the Convention provision is made in
Article 56 enabling the Administrative Council to draw up a list of Judges

and Deputy Judges in accordance with the principles of that Article.

A desire having been expressed in the Sub-Committee for a revision in
the future of Article 15 it is provided in Article 57 that two years before

the periods of expiry of the Convention a demand for revision may be
addressed to the Administrative Council.

The Convention has been signed by all the Powers represented at the

mgnatory Conference except Brazil, China, Dominica, Greece, Luxem-
Powers, burg, Montenegro, Nicaragua, Roumania, Russia, Servia and

Venezuela. The ten Powers previously mentioned 1 have made a reserva-

tion in regard to Article 15. Eleven states, therefore, have not signed the

Convention, and ten more have refused to accept the composition of the
Court under Article 15.

The future of the International Prize Court is not yet assured. It

remains to be seen whether the signatory Powers will also ratify, and in
many cases there may be difficulties in passing legislation necessary to

give effect to its provisions in states where such legislation is necessary.
If the Declaration of London and the Conventions signed at the Hague

ave ratified, the Court will have a considerable body of written law to

administer. That they may be r_ttified is a wish which all who desire

a peaceful settlement of international difficulties and the due maintenance

of the rights of neutrals will cherish. The Convention provides for the

creation for the first time of a really permanent Court with obligatory

jurisdiction and is a distinct evidence of the progress towards a more
definite rule of law in international matters.

1 See ante, p. 441.
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There are however constitutional difficulties in some states, notably

caa_tution- the United States of America, which stand in the way of the
-1 a4m_tiu ratification of a Convention to submit the judgment of a
regardingthe
_bnsmaent National Final Court of Appeal to an International Tribunal.

ottho court. The question was raised at the Naval Conference held in
London, Dec. 1908NFeb. 1909, and with a view of solving the problem,

the delegates included in the Protocole de Cl$ture signed on the
26th February, 1909, the following Vcmt:

"The delegates of the Powers represented at the Naval Con-

ference, which have signed or have expressed the intention of signing

the Hague Convention of the 18th October, 1907, for the establishment of
an International Prize Court, taking into consideration the difficulties of
a constitutional nature which, as regards certain states, stand in the

way of the ratification of that Convention in its present form, agree to

call the attention of their respective Governments to the advantage of con-

eluding an arrangement under which the said states would, at the time of
the deposit of their ratifications, have the power to add thereto a
reservation to the effect that the right of recourse to the International
Prize Court in connection with the decisions of their National Courts,

shall take the form of a direct claim for compensation, provided, however,
that the effect of this reservation shall not be such as to impair the rights

guaranteed by the said Convention either to individuals or to their
Governments, and that the terms of the reservation shall form the subject

of a subsequent understanding between the signatory Powers of the same
Convention z.,,

The explanation of the situation by M. Renault at the meeting of the
Conference on the 25th February, 1909, which was confirmed by Rear-
Admiral Stockton, one of the United States delegates, was the following.

The working of the International Prize Court is not reconcilable with the
constitutions of some states; the decisions of National Prize Courts

cannot be annulled by foreign decision in certain countries, such as the
United States of America. Recourse to the International Prize Court

might have the effect of annulling a decision of the Supreme Court of
the United States of America, a conclusion which is incompatible with

their constitution. The United States Delegation has therefore en-

deavoured to find a way out of the difficulty. When there is a complaint
with reference to a decision of a Prize Court of their country, application
shall be made to the International Prize Court to obtain compensation on

account of an alleged illegal capture. The Court would decide the case

z Parl. Papers, Miso.No.4 (1909),p. 71; /b/d. Misc. No. 6 (1909),pp.222, 879.
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de novo, and if it came to the conclusion that the prize was illegal it would

award compensation to the party injured. In this way national decisions
will be respected. But the essential object of the establishment of the

International Prize Court would be attained, by allowing a party interested

to be protected against unjust decisions of a national tribunal. According
to the Vceu, the delegates are to point out to their Governments the

advantage there will be in arriving at an agreement of a kind to dispel
the difficulties of a constitutional nature which face some of them. It is

a question of attaining the same end under another form; instead of

annulling a decision, the International Court will award compensation.
The result however remains the same: the individual affected will be able

to obtain a new trial which will in the end do him justice. The method
is different, that is all.

In order to attain the object desired by the United States, it will be
necessary to modify the Prize Court Convention in this sense that the

signatory states can, on ratifying, reserve to themselves the right of

recourse to a procedure different from that which is provided for by this
Convention; only the 31 signatory Powers 1 will be able to decide on

these modifications if they all agree.
The United States Government will be able, after the Conference, to

make a proposal in accordance with the spirit of the Vveu, and this proposal
must be accepted by the whole of the signatory states 2.

1 There are now 33 signatory Powers ; Great Britain and Japan signed the Prize Court
Convention after the conclusion of the International Naval Conference.

Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 5 (1909), pp. 222-3.



XIII. NEUTRAL RIGHTSANDDUTmSrN M_a_m_E WXR.

XIII_ Convention concernant les XIII. Convention respecting the
Droits et les Devoirs des Rights and Duties of Neutral
Puissances Neutres en cas de Powers in Maritime War.
Guerre Maritime.

Sa Majest_ l'Empereur d'AUemagne, HIS Majesty the German Emperor,
Roi de Prusse ; &c? King of Prussia ; &c.1

En rue de diminuer les divergences With the view of harmonizing the
d'opinion qui, en cas de guerre marl- divergent views which, in the event of
time, existent encore au sujet des naval war, still exist as to the relations
rapports entre les Puissances neutres between neutral Powers and belligerent
et lee Puissances bellig_rantes, et de Powers, and of providing for the dif-
pr_venir les difficult_s auxquelles ces ficulties to which such divergence of
divergences pourraient donner lieu; views might give rise;

Consid&ant que, si l'on ne pout con- Seeing that even if it is not possible
corter d_s maintenant des stipulations at present to concert measures applic-
s'_tendant a routes les circonstances able to all circumstances which may
qui peuvent so presenter duns la arise in practice, there is nevertheless
pratique, il y a n_anmoins une utilit_ an undeniable advantage in framing, as
incontestable _ &ablir, dans la mesure far as may be possible, rules of general
du possible, des r_gles communes pour application to meet the case where war
le cas oh malheureusement la guerre has unfortunately broken out ;
viendrait k dclater ;

Consid&ant que, pour les cas non Seeing that in cases not covered by
pr_vus par la pr_sente Convention, il y the present Convention, account must
a lieu de tenir compte des principos be taken of the general principles of
g_n_raux du droit des gens ; the law of nations ;

Consid&ant qu'il est ddsimble que Seeing that it is desirable that the
les Puissances _dictent des prescrip- Powers should issue specific enactments
tions prgcises pour r_gler les cons& regulating the consequences of the
quences de l'_tat de neutralit_ qu'etles status of neutrality whenever adopt_l
auraient adopt_ ; by them ;

1 List of States as in Final Act, 1907.
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Consid_rant que e'est, pour les Seeing that there is a recognized ob-
Puissances neutres, un devoir reeonnu ligation on neutral Powers to apply to
d'appliquer impartialement aux divers the several belligerents impartially the
bellig_rants les r_gles adopt_es par rules adopted by them ; and
elles ;

Considdrant que, dans cet ordre Seeing that it is in conformity with
d'id_es, ces r_gles ne devraient pas, en these ideas that these rules should not,

prineipe, _tre chang_es, au cours de la in principle, be altered, in the course
guerre, par une Puissance neutre, sauf of the war, by a neutral Power, except
dans le cas oh l'exp_rience acquise en in a case where experience has shown
d_montrerait la n_cessit_ pour la the necessity for such change for the
sauvegarde de ses droits ; protection of the fights of that Power ;

Sont convenus d'observer les r_gles Have agreed to observe the following
communes sulvantes qui ne sauraient, common rules, which cannot, however,
d'ailleurs, porter aucune atteinte aux modify provisions of existing general
stipulations des trait_s g_n_raux Treaties, and have appointed as their
existauts, et ont nomm_ pour Leurs Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:
Pl_nipotentiaires, savoir :

[Dgnomination des Pldnipotentiaires.] [Names of Plenipotant_aries.]

Lesquels, apr_s avoir d_pos_ leurs Who, after having deposited their
pleins pouvoirs, trouv_s en bonne et full powers, found to be in good and
due forme, sont convenus des disposi- due form, have agreed upon the
tions suivant_s :-- following provisions :-

AnT. 1. A_T. 1.

Les belHg_rants sont tenus de res- Belligerents are bound to respect the
pecter les droits souverains des Puis- sovereign rights of neutral Powers and
sances neutres et de s'abstenir, darts le to abstain, in neutral territory or
territoire ou les eaux neutres, de tons neutral waters, from any act which
acres qui constitueraient de la part des would, if knowingly permitted by any
Puissances qui les toldreraient un Power, constitute a violation of neu-
manquement k leur neutralitY, trality.

(cp. 5 H. O.1907,Art. 1.)

__LI_T.2. ART. 2.

Tous acres d'hostilit_, y compris la Any act of hostility, including
capture et l'exereice du droit de vlsite, therein capture and the exercise of the
commis par des vaisseaux de guerre right of search, committed by bellige-
bellig_nts clans les eaux territoriales rent war-ships in the ter_torial waters
d'une Puissance neutre, constituent of a neutral Power, constitutes a

une violation de la neutralit_ et sont violation of neutrality and is strictly
strictement interdits, forbidden.
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flLRT.3. ART. 3.

Quand un navire a dt_ captur6 dans When a ship has been captured in
les eaux territoriales d'une Puissance the territorial waters of a neutral

neutre, cette Puissance dolt, si la prise Power, such Power must, if the prize
est encore clans sa juridiction, user is still within its jurisdiction, employ
des moyens dont elle dispose pour que the mcans at its disposal to release the
la prise soit rel_hde avec ses officiers prize with its officers and crew, and to
et son _nipage, et pour que l'dquipage intern the prize crew.
mis k bord par le capteur soit intem_.

Si la prise est hors de la juridiction If the prize is not within the juris-
de la Puissance neutre, le Gouveme- diction of the neutral Power, the

meat capteur, sur la demande de celle- captor Government, on the demand of
ci, dolt rel_cher la prise avec ses that Power, must liberate the prize
ofliciers et son 6quipage. with its officers and crew.

(Cp. 12 g. 6'. 1907, Art. 3.)

ART. 4. ART. 4.

Aueun tribunal des prises ne pout A Prize Court cannot be set up by

_tre constitu6 par un belligdrant sur a belligerent on neutral territory or
un territoire neutre ou sur un navire on a vessel in neutral waters.
dans des eaux neutres.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

I1 est interdit aux belliggrants de BeUlgerents are forbidden to use
faire des ports et des eaux neutres la neutral ports and waters as a base of
base d'opdrations navales contre leurs naval operations against their adver-
adversaires, notAmment d'y installer saries, and in particular to erect wireless
des stations radio-t_l_graphiques ou telegraphy stations or any apparatus

tout appareil destin6 k servir comme intended to serve as a means of com-
moyen de communication avec des munication with the belligerent forces
forces bellig_rantes sur terre ou sur on land or sea.
mer. (Cp. 5 H. G. 1907, Art. a (a).)

ART. 6. ART. 6.

La remise, k quelque titre que ce The supply, in any manner, directly
soit_ faite directement ou indirecte- or indirectly, by a neutral Power _o a
ment par une Puissance neutre _ une belligerent Power, of war-ships, am-
Puissance bellig_rante, de vaisseanx munition, or war material of any kind
de guerre, de munitions, ou d'un whatever, is forbidden.
ma_riel de guerre quelconque_ est
interdite.
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AnT. 7. ART. 7.

Une Puissance neutre n'est pas A neutral Power is not bound to
tenuo d'emp6cher l'exportation ou le prevent the export or transit, on behalf
transit, pour le compte de Fun ou de of either belligerent, of arms, munitions
l'autre des bellig_rants, d'armes, de ofwar, or, ingeneral, ofanythingwhlch
munitions, et, en gdndral, de tout ce could be of use to an army or fleet.

qui peut _tre utile k mac arm_e ou k (CT. 5 H. G. 1907, Art. 7.)
une flotte.

ARt. 8. AR_. 8.

Un Gouvernement neutre est tenu A neutral Government is bound to

d'user des moyens dont il dispose pour employ the means at its disposal to
emp_cher duns sa juridiction l'_qnipe- prevent the fitting out or arming of
ment ou l'armement de tout navire, any vessel within its jurisdiction which
qu'il a des motifs raisounables de croire it has reason to believe is intended to

destin_ _ croiser ou _ concourir _ des cruise, or engage in hostile operations,
operations hostiles contre une Puis- against a Power with which that
sauce avec laquelle il est en paix. Il Government is at peace. It is also

est aussi tenu d'user de la m_me sur- bound to display the same vigilance to
veillance pour emp_cher le d_part hors prevent the departure from its jurisdic-
de sa juridiction de tout navire destin_ tion of any vessel intended to cruise,

croiser ou k coneourir _ des op_ra- or engage in hostile operations, which
tions hostiles, et qui aurait _t6, dans has been adapted in whole or in part
la dire juridiction, adapt6 en tout ou within the said jurisdiction to warlike
en partie _ des usages de guerre, use.

ART. 9. _LRT.9.

Une Puissance neutre doit appliquer A neutral Power must apply impar-
_galement aux deux bellig_rants les tially to the two belligerents the con-
conditions, restrictions, ou interdic- ditions, restrictions, or prohibitions

tions, _dictAes par elle pour ce qui issued by it in regard to the admission
conceme l'admisslon clans ses ports, into its ports, roadsteads or territorial
fades, ou eaux territoriales, des navires waters, of belligerent war-ships or of
de guerre bellig_rants ou de leurs their prizes.
prises.

Toutefois, une Puissance neutre peut Nevertheless, a neutral Power may
interdire l'acc_s de ses ports et de ses forbid a belligerent vessel which has
fades au navire bellig_rant qui aurait failed to conform to the orders and
n_gllg_ de se conformer aux ordres et regulations made by it, or which has

prescriptions _diet_s par eUe ou qui violated neutrality, to enter its ports
aurait viol_ la neutrallt_, or roadsteads.
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AaT. 10. ART. 10.

La neutralit_ d'une Puissance n'est The neutrality of a Power is not

pas compromise par le simple passage affected by the mere passage through
dans ses eaux territeriales des navixes its territorial waters of war-ships or

de guerre et des prises des beUigdrants, prizes belonging to belligerents.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

Une Puissance neutre pout laisser A neutral Power may allow bellige-
les navires de guerre des belligdrants rent war-ships to employ its licensed
se servir de ses pilotes brevet_s, pilots.

ARt. 12. ART. 12.

A ddfaut d'autres dispositions sp_- In default of special provisions to
ciales de la ldgislation de la Puissance the contrary in the laws of a neutral
neutre, il est interdit aux navires de Power, war-ships of the belligerent

guerre des beUigdrants de demeurer are forbidden to remain in the ports,
dans les ports et rades on dans les roadsteads, or territorial waters of the
eaux territoriales de la dite Puissance, said Power for more than twenty-four

pendant plus de vingt_uatre heures, hours, except in the cases covered by
sauf dans les eas prdvus par la prdsente the present Convention.
Convention.

ART. 13. ART. 13.

Si une Puissance avisde de l'ouver- If a Power which has been informed

ture des hostilit_s apprend qu'un navire of the outbreak of hostilities learns
de guerre d'un beUigdrant se trouve that a war-ship of a belligerent is in
clans un de ses ports et fades ou dans ses one of its ports or roadsteads, or in its
eaux territoriales, elle dolt notifier au territorial waters, it must notify the
dit navire qu'il devra partir dans les said ship to depart within twenty-four
vingt<luatre heures ou dans le d_lai "hoursor within the time prescribed by
prescrit par la loi locals, the local law.

ART. 14. -_RT. 14,

Un navire de guerre bellig_rant ne A belligerent war-ship may not
pout prolonger son sdjour dans uu port proloRg its stay in a neutral port
neutre au dell de la durde l_gale que beyond the time permitted except on
pour cause d'avaries ou k raison de account of damage or stress of weather.

l'_tat de la met. II devra partir d_s It must depart as soon as the cause of
que la cause du retard aura cess6, the delay is at an end.

I_s r_gles sur la limitation.du s6jour The regulations as to the length of
dans les ports, rades et eaux neutres, time which such vessels may remain in
ne s'appliquent pas aux navires de neutral ports, roadsteads, or waters, do
guerre exelusivement affect_s k une not apply to war-ships devoted ex-

5 29
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mission religieuse, scientifique ou elusively to religious, scientific, or
phil_nthropique, philanthropic purposes.

A_T. 15. ART. 15.

A ddfaut d'autres dispositions spd- In default of special provisions to
ciales de la ldgislationde la Puissance the contrary in the laws of a neutral
neutre, le hombre maximum desnavires Power, the m_imum number of war-
de guerre d'un belligdrant qui pourront ships belonging to a belligerent which
se trouver en marne temps dans un de may be in one of the ports or road-
ses ports ou rades, sera de trois, steads of that Power simultaneously

shall be three.

2A_RT.16. .h_aT.16.

Lorsque des navires de guerre des When war-ships belonging f_ both
deux parties belligdrantes se trouvent belligerents are present simultaneously
simultandment clans un port ou une in a neutral port or roadstead, a period
fade neutres, il doit s'deouler au moins of not less than twenty-four hours
vingt-quatre heures entre le ddpart du must elapse between the departure of
navire d'un belligdrant et le d@art du the ship belonging to one belligerent
navire de l'autre, and the departure of the shipl_elonging

to the other.

L'ordre des ddparts est ddtermind The order of departure is determined
par l'ordre des arrivdes, _ moins que by the order of.arrival, unless the ship
le navire arrivd le premier ne soit dans which arrived first is so circumstanced
le cas off la prolongation de la durde that an extension of its stay is per-
ldgale du sdjour est admise, missible.

Un navire de guerre belligdrant ne A belligerent war-ship may not leave
peut quitter un port ou une rade a neutral port or roadstead until
neutres moins de vingt-quatre heures twenty-four hours at_er the departure
apr_s le ddpart d'un navire de corn-, of a merchant-ship flying the flag of
meree portant le pavillon de son its adversary.
adversaire.

fl.RT. 17. _tT. 17.

I)ans les ports et fades neutres, les In neutral ports and roadsteads
navires de guerre bellig_rants ne peu- belligerent war-ships may only ear_.
vent-r@arer leurs avaries que dams la out such repairs as are absolutely

•---_ae'sure indispensable _ la sdeurit_ de necessary to render them seaworthy,
leur navigation et non pas a_croltre, and may not add in any mannar what-
d'une mani_re quelconque, leur force ever to their tlghtAngforce. The local
militaire. L'autoritdneutre constatera authorities of the neutral Power shall
la nature des r6parations _ effectuer, decide what repairs are nec_aa_, and
qui devront gtre exdcutdes le plus these must be carried out with the
rapidement possible, least po_ible daisy.
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.ABT. 18. ART. 18.

Les navires de guerre bellig_rants Belligerent war-ships may not make
ne peuvent passe servir des ports, use of neutral ports, roadsteads and
rades et eaux territoriales neutres, territorial waters for replenishing or
pour renouveler ou augmenter leurs increasing their supplies of war ma-
approvisionnements militaires ou ]eur terial or their armament, or for com-

armement ainsi clue pour completer pleting their crews.
leurs _quipages.

ART. 19 _. ART. 19_.

Les navires de guerre bellig_rants Belligerent war-ships may only re-
ne peuvent se ravitaiUer dan_ les ports victual in neutral ports or roadsteads

et rades neutres quc pour completer to bring up their supplies to the peace
leur approvisionnement normal du standard.
temps de paix.

Ces navires ne peuvent, de m_me, Similarly these vessels may only
prendre du combustible que pour ship sufficient fuel to enable them to
gagner le port le plus proche de leur reach the nearest port in their own
propre pays. Ils peuvent, d'aiUeurs, country. They may, on the other
prendre le combustible n_cessaire pour hand, fill up their bunkers built to
compl6ter le plein de leurs soutes carry fuel, in neutral countries which
proprement dites, quand ils se trouvent have adopted this method of de-
daus les pays neutres qui ont adopt_ termining the amount of fuel to be
ce mode de d_termination du combus- supplied.
tible h fournir.

Si, d'apr_s la loi de la Puissance If, in accordance with the law of the

neutre, les navires ne re_oivent du neutral Power, the ships are only
charbon que vingt-quatre heures apr_s supplied with coal twenty-four hours
leur arriv_e, la durde l_gale de leur after their arrival, the permissible
s_jour est prolong_e de vingt_luatre duration of their stay is extended by
heures, twenty-four hours.

ART. 20. ART. 20.

Les navires de guerre bellig_ran_ Belligerent war-ships which have
qui ont pris du combustible dans le shipped fuel in a port belonging to a
port d'une Puissance neutre ne peuvent neutral Power may not within the
renouveler leur approvisionnement succeeding three months replenish
qu'apr_s _rois mois daus un port de la their supply in a port of the same
m_me Puissant. Power.

a O11 _rning this ConventionGreatBritain ms_lereservst/ons in regardto ArtScles19
a_d _. (Parl. Pa_ers, _ No. t; (1008).)

29--2
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._T. 21. ART. 21.

Une prise ne pout gtre amende dans A prize may only be brought into a
un port neutre que pour cause d'in- neutral port on account of unsea-
navigabilitY, de mauvais dtat de la worthiness, stress of weather, or want
mer, de manque de combustible ou de of fuel or provisions.
provisions.

Elle dolt repartir aussitbt que la It must leave as soon as the circum-
cause qui en a justifid l'entrde a cessd, stances which justified its entry are at
Si elle ne le fair pas, la Puissance an end. If it does not, the neutral
neutre doit lui notifier rordre de partir Power must order it to leave at once ;
immddiatement; au cas oil elle ne s'y should it fail to obey, the neutral
conformerait pas, la Puissance neutre Power must employ the means at its

doit user des moyens dont elle dispose disposal to release it with its officers
pour ]a rcl_cher avec ses oflieiers et and crew and to intern the prize crew.
son _quipage et interner rdquipage mis

bord par le capteur.

_h_T. 22. ART. 22.

La Puissance neutre dolt, de mgme, A neutral Power must, similarly,
reli_cher la prise qui aurait dt_ amende release a prize brought into one of its
en dehors des conditions prdvues par ports under circumstances other than
rArticle 21. those referred to in Article 21.

A_T. 231. ART. 23 _.

Une Puissance neutre pout per- A neutral Power may allow prizes to
mettre l'acc_s de ses ports et fades enter its ports and roadsteads, whether
aux prises escort_!es ou non, lorsqu'- under convoy or not, when they are
elles y sont amendes pour _tre laissdes brought there to be sequestrated
sous sdquestre en attendant la ddcision pending the decision of a Prize Court.
du tribunal des prises. EUe pout It may have the prize taken to another
faire conduire la prise dans an autre of its ports.
de ses ports.

Si la prise est escort_e par un navire If the prize is convoyed by a war-
de guerre, les officiers et les hommes ship, the prize crew may go on board
mis k bord par le capteur sont the convoying ship.
autori_s k passer sur le navire
d'escorte.

Si ls prise voyage seule, le personnel If the prize is not under convoy, the
plac6 k son bord par le capteur est prize crew are left at liberty.
laissd en libert&

1 On signing this ConventionGreatBritain m___ereaervationain regard to hrtialos 19
and 28. (Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 5 (1908).) !
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ART. 24. ART. 24. ,

Si, malgrd la notification de l'autorit_ If, notwithstanding the notification
neutre, un navire de guerre beUig6rant of the neutral Power, a belligerent ship
ne quitte pus un port clans lequel il of war does not leave a port where it
n'a pus le droit de rester, la Puissance is not entitled to remain, the neutral
neutre ale droit de prendre les mesures Power is entitled to take such measures
qu'elle pourra juger ndcessaires pour as it considers necessary to render the
rendre le navire incapable de prendre ship incapable of putting to sea so
la mer pendant la durde de la guerre et long as the war lasts, and the com-
le commandant du navire doit faciliter manding officer of the ship must
l'ex6cution de ces mesures, facilitate the execution of such mea-

sures.

Lorsqu'un navire beUig_rant est When a belligerent ship is detained
retenu par une Puissance neutre, les by a neutral Power, the officers and
officiers et l'6quipage sont _galement crew are likewise detained.
retenns.

Lea officiers et l'dquipage ainsi The officers and crew so detained
retenus peuvent 6tre laiss_s dana le may be left in the ship or kept either
navire ou log6s, soit sur un autre on another vessel or on land, and may
navire, soit k terre, et ils peuvent _tre be subjected to such measures of re-
assujettis aux mesures restrictives striction as it may appear necessary to
qu'il paraltrait n6cessaire de leur impose upon them. A sufficient number
imposer. Toutefois, on devra toujours of men must, however, be always left
laisser sur le navire les hommes n6ces- on board for looking after the vessel.
saires k son entretien.

Lea officiers peuvent _tre laiss6s The officers may be left at liberty on
libres en prenant l'engagement sur giving their word not to quit the
parole de ne pas quitter le territoire neutral territory without permission.
neutre sans autorisation. (C.p. 5//. C. 1907, Art. 11, par. 3.)

ART. 25. ART. 25.

Une Puissance neutre est tenue A neutral Power is bound to exercise

d'exercer la surveillance, que eompor- such vigilance as the means at its
tent lea moyens dont elle dispose, pour disposal permit to prevent any viola-
emp_eher duns ses ports ou fades et tion of the provisions of the above
duns sea eaux toute violation des Articles occurring in its ports or road-
dispositions qui pr6e_deut, steads or in its waters.

ART. 26. A_T. 26.

L'exercice par une Puissance neutre The exercise by a neutral Power of

des droits d6finis par la pr_sente Con- the rights laid down in the present
vention ne peut jamals etre consid6r_ Convention can never be considered as

comma un acte peu amlcal par l'un ou an unfriendly act by either belligerent
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par l'autre belligdrant qui a accept_ who has accepted the Articles relating
les articles qui s'y r$_rent, thereto.

(cp. 5//. C. 19o7,Art. lo.)

ART. 27. ART. 27.

Les Puissances contractantes se corn- The Contracting Powers shall com-
muniqueront rdciproquement, en temps municate to each other in due course
utile, toutes les lois, ordonnances et all statutes, orders, and other enact-
autres dispositions r_glant chez elles ments regulating in their respective
le r_gime des navires de guerre countries the situation of belligerent
belligdrants dans leurs ports et lenrs war-ships in their ports and waters, by
caux, au moyen d'une notification means of a communication addressed

adressde au (}ouvernement des Pays- to the Government of the Netherlands,
Bas et transmise imm_diatement par and forwarded immediately by that
celui-ci aux autres Puissances eontmc- Government to the other Contracting
tantes. Powers.

ART. 28. ART. 28.

Les dispositions de la prdsente Con- The provisions of the present Con-
vention ne sont applicahles qu'entre vention are only applicable to the
les Puissances contractantes et seule- Contracting Powers, and only if all
ment si les bellig_rants sont tous the belligerents are parties to the
parties k la Convention. Convention.

ART. 29. Z.aT. 29.

La prdsente Convention sera ratifi_e The present Convention shall be
aussitSt que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront d_pos_es _ The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

Le premier d_pSt de ratifications The firstdepositofratifieationsshnll

sera constat_ par un precis-verbal be recorded in a precis-verbal signed
signd par les repr_sentants des Puis- by the Representatives of the Powers
sances qui y prennent part et par le which take part therein and by the
Ministre des Affaires ]_trang_res des Netherland Minister for Foreign
Pays-Baa Affairs.

Les d_pSts ult_rieurs de ratifications The subsequent deposits of ratifica-
se feront an moyen d'une notification tions shall be made by means of a
&rite, adress_e au flouvemement des written notification addressed to the

Pays-Bas et accompagnde de l'instru- Netherland Government and accom-
ment de ratification, panied by the instrument of ratifi-

cation.

Copie certifi_e conforme du procbs- A duly certified copy of the proems-

verbal relatif au premier d_l_t de verbal relating to the first deposit of
ratifications, des notifications men- ratifications, of the _otifications men-
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tionndes _ l'alinda prdcddent, ainsi tioned in the preceding paragraph,
que des instruments de ratification, and of the instruments of ratifica-

sera immgdiatement remise par les tion, shall be immediately sent by the
soins du Gouvernement des Pays-Bus Netherland Government, through the
et par la vole diplomatique aux Puis- diplomatic chapel, to the Powers in-

sauces convi_es _ la I)euxi_me Con- vited to the Second Peace Conference,
f_rence de la Paix, ainsi qu'aux as well as to the other Powers which
_ntres Puissances qui auront adh_r6 have acceded to the Convention..The

la Convention. Dans les cas vis_s said Government shall, in the cases

par l'alinga precedent, le dit Gou- contemplated in the preceding para-
vernement leur fera connaltre en graph, inform them at the same time
m_me temps la date _ laquelle il a of the date on which it received the
re_u la notification, notification.

ART, 30. _ART. 30.

Les Puissances non-signataires sent Non-Signatory Powers may accede
admises _ adh4rer k la pr_sente Con- to the present Convention.
ventioIL

La Puissance qui d_sire adh_rer A Power which desires to accede

notifie par dcrit son intention au notifies its intention in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas en lui Netherland Government, forwarding to
transmettant l'acte d'adh_sion, qui it the act of accession, which shall be
sera d6pos6 dans les archives dudit deposited in the archives of the said
Gouvernement. Government.

Ce Gouvernement transmettra ira- The said Government shall imme-

mddiatement k toutes les autres Puis- diately forward to all the other Powers
sauces copie certiii_e conforme de ]a a duly certified copy of the notification
notification ainsi que de racte d'adhd- as well as of the act of accession, men-
sion, en indiquant la date k laquelle il tioning the date on which it received
a re_u la notification, the notification.

A_T. 81. ART. 31.

La pr_sente Convention produira The present Convention shall take
effet pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers

particil_ au premier d_pSt des ratiiica- wtfich were parties to the first deposit
tions, soixante jours apr_s la date du of the ratifications, sixty days after the

procA_-verbal de ce ddp0t et, pour les date of the pro&s-verbal recording such
Puissances qui ratifieront ult6rieure- deposit, and, in the case of the Powers

meat ou _lui adh4reront_ soix_ute which shall ratify subsequently or
jonrs apr_s que ta notification de leur which shall accede, sixty days after
ratification ou de leur adhesion aura the notification of their ratification or

_ue par le Gouvarnement des of their accession has been received
Pays-Ban by the Netherland Government.
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ART. 32. AXT. 32.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Con-
contractantes voulfit d_noncer la prd- tracting Powers wishing to denounce
sente Convention, la d_nonciation sera the present Convention, the denuncia-

notifi_e par derit au Gouvernement des tion shall be notified in writing to the
Pays-Bas, qui communiquera imm_- Nether]and Government, which shall
diatement copie certifi_e conforme de immediately communicate a duly

la notification k toutes les autres certified copy of the notification to all
Puissances en ]eur faisant savoir ]a the other Powers, informing them of
date k laquelle il l'a revue, the date on which it was received.

La ddnonciation ne produira ses The denunciation shall only operate
effets qu'_ l'dgard de la Puissance qui in respect of the notifying Power,
]'aura notifi_e et un an apr_s que la and only on the expiry of one year
notification en sera parvenue au Gou- after the notification has reached the
vemement des Pays-Bas. Nether]and Government.

.ART. 33. -4_T. 33.

Un registre tenu par le Ministate A register kept by the Nether]and
des Affaires ]_trang_res des Pays-Bas Ministry for Foreign Affairs shall
indiquera ]a date du ddpSt de ratifica- record the date of the deposit of
tions effeetud en vertu de l'artiele 29, ratifcations effected in virtue of

alindas 3 et 4, ainsi que ]a date _ Article 29, paragraphs 3 and 4, as well
]aquelle auront dtd r_ues ]es notifica- as the date on which the notifications
tions d'adh_sion (article 30, alin_a 2) of accession (Article 30, paragraph 2)
ou de d6noneiation (article 32, alin_a or of denunciation (_Article 32, para-

1). graph 1) have been receivecL
Chaque Puissance contractante est Each Contracting Power is entitled

admise k prendre connaissance de ce to have access to this register and to
registre et ken demander des extraits be supplied with duly certified extracts
certifies conformes, from it.

En foi de quoi les Pl_nipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries

ont revere ]a pr_sente Convention de have appended their signatures to the
leurs signatures, present Convention.

Fait kLaHaye, le 180ctohre, 1907, Done at The Hague, the 18th
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera October, 1907, in a single original,
d_pos_ dans les archives du Gouveme- which shall remain deposited in the
ment des Pays-Bas, e_ dont des copies, archives of the Nether]and Govern-
certifi_es conformes, seront remises par ment_ and of which duly certified
la voie dip]omatique aux Puissances copies shall be sent, through the

qui ont dt_ convi_es k la Deuxi&me diplomatic channel, to the Powers
Conference de ]a palx, which have been invited to the Second

Peace Conference.
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CONVENTION 1_O. 13. THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF NEUTRAL

POWERSIN MARITIME WAR _.

The second Vwu adopted by the First Peace Conference was that "the
question of the rights and duties of neutrals may be inserted in the

programme of a Conference in the near future_. '' The Circular of Count

Benckendorff of the 3rd April, 1906, suggested among topics for the
consideration of the Conference the "Elaboration of a Convention relative

to the laws and usages of naval warfare concerning...the rights and duties
of neutrals at sea, among others...the regulations to be applied to
belligerent vessels in neutral portsa. ''

The preamble to the Declaration of Paris bore witness to the fact that
maritime law in time of war had long been the subject of deplorable

disputes, and much of the time of the Second Conference was spent in

endeavouring to clear up the uncertainty of the law and duties of states
in such matters which give rise to differences of opinion between neutrals

and belligerents, differences which may occasion and have occasioned
serious difficulties and even conflicts 4.

The development of the law of neutrality during the 19th century
reveals changes in the attitudes of the Powers towards neu-Development

of law of tral rights. During the Napoleonic wars belligerent rights
neutrality.

were predominant, but the long peace which was broken by

the Crimean War terminating with the Treaty and Declaration of Paris
of 1856 marked a movement in the direction of greater recognition of the

I Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 51, 223; La Desex. Confer. T. L pp. 282, 295;
T. m. pp. 460-518, 569-652, 695-735; Livre Jaune, p. 91; Sir T. Barclay, Problems of

in_,rnational law and diplowmcy, etc. pp. 83, 89, 160; E. J. Benton, InternatioT_al law and

diploraacy of She Spanish-American War, Chap. VIL ; Bonfila-Fauchille, Droit international

(6th ed.), Book v. Chap. i.; C. Dupuis, Le droit de la guerre maritime, Chap. xH. ; Edinburgh
Review, Jan. 1908, pp. 239-242; W. E. Hall, Internatiolml Law, Part Iv. Chap. _H. ;
A. S. Hershey, International law and diplomacy of the Russo-Japanese War, Chap. viL ;
T. E. Hollsnd, Neutral du$1e8 in a maritime war, as illustrated by recent events ; C. C. Hyde,
The Hague Convention respecting the right8 of neutral Powers in naval war, Am. Jourl_. of Int.
Law, VoL rr. p. 507; T. J. Lawrence, War and neutrality in the far East, Chap. w. ; Idem,
International Law, Part rv. Chaps. ry. and m. ; Idem, International problems and Hague

(Yo_erences, p. 127 ; E. L6monon, La eeconde Conf6renve de la Paix, pp. 555-603 ; J. B.
Moore, Digest of International Law, Vol. vu. pp. 859-1109; L. Oppenheim, International Law,
VoL n. §§ 813-819, 829-385, 342--8, 357-363; J. B. Scott, The Hague Peace Conferences of

1899 and 1907, VoL L pp. 620-648; S. Takahashi, International Law applied to the Russo-

Japanese War, Part xv. Chaps. z., n. and Lu. ; J. Westlake, War, Chap. vrv:. and pp. 827-331;
Idem, Quarterly Review, Jan. 1908, pp. 247-9.

* See ante, p. 69. s See ante, p. 65.

• Bee preamble to Declaration of Paris, ante, p. 1.
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rights of neutrals. The relinquishment of privateering, and the protection

accorded to neutral goods under an enemy flag and enemy goods under
a neutral flag were acknowledgments of neutral rights. The Neutrality

Regulations of Great Britain in 1862 limiting the amount of coal and the
frequency of supplies to belligerent ships marked an important stage in
the development of the position of neutrals. Important questions affecting

neutrals were raised during the course of the Spanlsh-American and Boer

wars, and more especially during the Russo-Japanese war. Meantime the

political situation was undergoing a change; states which formerly viewed
maritime questions chiefly from the standpoint of neutrals were themselves

becoming naval Powers and beginning to take a different attitude. There
was a noticeable reluctance on the part of some of these during the last-

mentioned war to refrain from speaking distinctly as to certain acts which

primafacie seemed to conflict with the duty of neutrals, or to do anything
which might hinder their Governments in the event of war doing all that

expediency might in unforeseen c./rcumstances dictate *. This is also
noticeable in the attitude of certain Powers in the discussions which

resulted in the preparation of the Convention now under eonsideration_
The subject of the rights and duties of neutrals at sea, and the

Propoa_ regulations to be applied to belligerent vessels in neutral
at the ports was assigned to the Second Sub-Committee of the
co_ar_¢_. Third Committee under the presidency of Count Tornielli

(Italy), M. Renault being the Reporter.

Four proposals were handed in to the Sub-Committee: (1) A Japanese
drafL defining the position of belligerent ships in neutral waters (seven

Articles) 2, (2) a Spanish draf_ on the same subject (five Articles) s, (3) a
British drat_ for a Convention concerning the rights and duties of neutral

states in maritime warfare (thirty-two Articles) 4, (4) a Russian draft de-

fining the position of belligerent war-ships in neutral ports (seven Articles) 5.
The British draf_ was the most elaborate, and was a general statement of

neutral rights and duties, and the Committee not feeling itself bound by
the strict terms of its instructions took into consideration not only the

position of belligerent war-ships in neutral ports but the wider question of
neutral rights and duties.

A Questionnaire consisting of 17 questions was prepared on the basis

Tae_- of the four drafts e, and was discussed on the 27th and
¢loama_. 30th July and 1st August _. Copies of the Three Rules of

1 On this tmbjeot_ee 8it J. Mscdonellin The Niu_ernth C_rg _ n!fter,July, 1904,
p. 148.

2 La Deux. Confer.T. m. p. 700. s /b/d. p. 701. 4/b/d. p. _95.
s Ibid. p. 702. e Ib/d. p. 703. _ Ibid. pp. 569-618.
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the Treaty of Washington, 1871, and of Chapter vii. of the Italian Code

for the Merchant Navy, 1877, were circulated among the Committee.
The Questionnaire related to the following matters, each question

being accompanied by the answers provided by the several drafts.

(1) Is there a general principle underlying the whole question ? (2) What
are the rights of neutral states as regards the entry of belligerent ships

of war into their ports ? (3) To what extent should ships of war be

prohibited from using neutral ports or territorial waters, in regard to
places of observation, assembling, passage, base of warlike operations, es-

tablishment of Prize Courts, military objects of every kind ? (4) If a prize
is taken in neutral waters what are the rights and duties of the neutral

state, (a) if the prize is still within its jurisdiction, (b) if it has left it ?

(5) Should the period of stay of belligerent ships of war in neutral waters
be limited? (6) If the principle of a limitation is admitted, what

exceptions should be made ? In respect of stress of weather (l'dtat de la
mer) ? In respect of repairs ? (7) What is the position of a belligerent

war-ship which has taken refilge in a neutral port to escape the pursuit

of the enemy ? (8) What rule should be applied in case ships of both
belligerents are in a neutral port simultaneously ? How should the order

of departure be fixed ? (9) Is it necessary to distinguish between single

ships and groups of ships ? (10) Is any special rule required for ships

accompanied by prizes ? (11) Can belligerent war-ships effect repairs in
a neutral port ? (12) What amount of provisions and coal may they take

on board ? (13) Should a second supply be allowed in the same neutral
country unless there is reason to fix some definite period ? (14) Should

special provision be made for war-ships proceeding to the seat of war or

being in proximity to the zone of hostilities ? (15) How should belligerent
war-ships be dealt with for not conforming to the rules as to the duration

and conditions of their stay in neutral ports and waters ? (16) What is

the duty of neutral states to ensure respect f_r the rules adopted?
(17) Should the same rules be adopted for territorial waters as for neutral

ports ? (This last question was added at the request of the Norwegian
delegate1.)

The discussions on these questions were lengthy and detailed, and it
was recognised that the n_d for their solution had been emphasized by

the occurrences during the Russo-Japanese war, but the methods of the

solution proposed differed widely. On the one hand the British proposals,
supported generally by the United States and Japan, put great restrictions

on the use of neutral ports, whereas other Powers were for leaving the

i La Deaz. Confer.T. irr. p. 71S.
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greatest latitude to neutrals. This difference of standpoint was not derived

solely from theoretical conceptions, but from political interests and

geographical conditions, which rendered the conciliation of the opposing
views particularly difficult 1.

It is the duty of a neutral to take no part in hostilities, to remain

absolutely impartial and not to render aid to either belligerent. The admis-
sion of belligerent vessels of war into neutral ports and harbours and their

passage through territorial waters have long been recognised as standing

on a different footing from the admission or passage of troops. In the

case of land warfare international practice has decided against it 2, in the
case of naval warfare it is permitted. International law however requires

that what a neutral allows to one belligerent he must allow to the other.

The entrance and length of stay of belligerent ships of war in neutral
ports are favours which neutral states may withhold or grant conditionally,

and during the Russo-Japanese war Norway, Sweden and Denmark

closed certain of their ports to all belligerent war-ships (except in cases of
distress) 3. The rules which neutrals intend to observe during a war in

respect to the conditions of admission of belligerent war-ships are usually

notified shortly after the commencement of a war by a Declaration of

Neutrality, but it has been the practice of some states not to issue any
special rules for the stay of belligerent war-ships in their ports. The

Declarations of Neutrality lay down different rules, and the same neutral
in the course of a war sometimes changes the conditions of admission.

The problem in all cases is, as M. Renault states in his Report, to reconcile

the neutral right to give asylum to foreign ships with the duty of
abstaining from all participation in hostilities _. States desire definite
rules elaborated before the outbreak of war, the observance of which will

be a good defence to recriminations made by either of the belligerents.

It was the realisation of this principle, even though it led to an "all round

agreement to fetter sovereign power to the extent of making application
of some principle obligatoryS, '' that was desirable. It will be seen from an
examination of the contents of this Convention how far this is carried out.

The Questionnaire reserved several points in the British draft
which dealt more particularly with the rights and duties of neutrals,
and, in the course of the discussion, the Sub-Committee added others

bearing on the same subject. These were sent to an Examining Committee

together with the other draft Articles dealing with the regulations for

Liwe Jaune, p. 91. 2 See_iH. C. 1907,Articles2 and 5 (ante,p. 282).
a T. J. l._wrenee,Warand Neutrality, p. 158; A. S. Hershey,Internatio_lalLaw, etc.p. 89n.
• La Deux. Co_*.fdr.T. I. p. 297. a EdinburghReview, Jan. 1908,p. 241.
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belligerent ships in neutral waters; the British draft was taken as the

basis of the draft Convention which was prepared and submitted to the
Examining Committee on the llth, 12th and 28th September _. It was

further discussed at a full meeting of the Third Committee on the
4th October _, and after various amendments had been made during the

course of the discussion it was adopted at the Eighth Plenary Meeting of
the Conference on the 9th October, 1907 a.

The fundamental principle enunciated in Article 1 is the obligation

aovemn_ incumbent on belligerent states to respect the sovereign

principle, rights of neutral Powers. This right of sovereignty is one

springing from the nature of states, but one which is liable to be infringed
in time of war. The principle is therefore safeguarded at the commence-
ment of this Convention as also in Article 1 of 5 H. C. 1907. Neutral

territory and territorial waters are inviolable, and belligerents must

abstain from committing acts therein in violation of neutrality. Article 1
is taken almost verbatim from Article 2 of the British draft and occasioned

no discussion *. If a violation of neutrality occurs it is a neutral's duty to
take steps to obtain redress, especially where the other belligerent is

injuriously affected, but this is not definitely stated in the Convention.
Article 2 follows from the first Article. Every act of hostility, every

operation of naval warfare, and in, particular capture of ships and the
exercise of the right of visit within neutral waters are forbidden, the more

serious act being placed first, It is unnecessary to enter into details of
the cases in British and American Prize Courts in which captures in

neutral waters have been set aside. The principle has received general

recognition for over a century 5.
Article 3 deals with the case where a violation of neutrality has been

committed and a vessel has been captured by a belligerentI_aip captur_l
in uma_.rt_ in the territorial waters of a neutral state. Two cases are

ntars, considered in this Article :--(a) where the prize is still within

neutral jurisdiction, .(b) where it is not. This Article gave rise to con-
siderable discussion _. Article 28 of the British draft was as follows:

" Where a prize has been captured in territorial waters in violation of
neutrality, the neutral Power shall, if the prize is still within its jurisdiction,

I La Deu,z. Confer. T. Irt. pp. 619-652.
s Ibid. T. m. pp. 460-485. a Ibid. T. L p. 285.
* M. T. x. pp. 297-8; T. m. p. 622. Mi Renault's Report is contMned in ParL Papers,

Miso. No. 4 (1908), pp. 233-256; La Deux. Confer. T. x. pp. 295--826; T. m. pp. 486-514.
B See The Anna (5 C. Rob. 873), The Anne (8 Wheaton, 435), The Eliza Ann (1 Dod.

244), The F/or/da (101 U.S. 87).

s La Deux. Confer. T. m. pp. 622-4,
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release it, as well as the officers and crew, and intern the prize crew put

on board by the captor: if the prize has left the neutral jurisdiction, the
neutral Power shall address a protest to the belligerent Government, asking

for the release of the prize with its officers and crew, and the belligerent

shall take means for this purpose_. '' Article 3 of the Convention is
based on this Article with important omissions. The neutral Power

is to employ the means at its disposal for the release of the prize if
within it_ jurisdiction: this expression was substituted for the British as

it was understood that the neutral Power may not always have the

necessary means.

As regards the second case, the British draf_ proposed, as stated above,
that the neutral should demand the release of the prize, but it was pointed

out in Committee by Admiral Siegel (Germany) that Article 3 of Con-

vention 12 allows such a case to be brought before the International Prize
Court where the neutral has not made a diplomatic remonstrance and

demand. Doubt was expressed as te the mode of procedure to be adopted

where a neutral state was not a party to the Prize Court Conventiom
M. Renault stated that in such case the neutral state would proceed by

way of diplomatic request: but if it was a party to the Convention there

were two courses open, either the diplomatic request by the state, or an

appeal te the International Prize Court. The neutral has a choice, "Even

in cases where it does not wish to pursue a diplomatic request strictly

speaking, it will notify the fact to the state of the captor who will
possibly release the prize himseff to avoid further difficulties, diplomatic

or judicial2. '' In view of the divergencies of opinion M. Tcharykow
(Russia) moved the suppression of the 2nd paragraph but this was not

carriedS; the amendment proposed by Count Tornielli to render optional
the claim of the neutral Power, which now appears in the text, was

adopted by nine to four and finally adopted unanimously at the meeting
of the Examining Committee on 28th September, when Sir Ernest Satow,
who had maintained the view of the British draft, reserved his vote _. The

difficulty in arriving at a solution was due to the Article in the Prize
Court Convention already mentioned ; the duty of the neutral Power, not

a party to the Convention, to demand reparation for the violation of its

neutrality by diplomatic representations was not disputed but is not

expressly stated in the Convention. Cases of _his nature have not

infrequently arisen. The capture of the G__mstro_g, an American

privateer, by a British squadron in the neutral Portuguese_ harbour of

I La Deux. Confer.T. ux. p. 698. 2 Ibid. T. L p. 299.
Ibid. T. _zx.p. 623. 4 Ibid. p. 644.
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Fayal in 1814 led to a long dispute between the United States and
Portugal and was finally submitted to the arbitration of Prince Louis

Napoleon, then President of the French Republic, who in 1852 decided

against the United States on the ground that the American ship did not
apply "from the beginning for the intervention of the neutral sovereignU'

The case of the F.lo_da, a Confederate ship, which was captured in 1864 in
the territorial waters of Brazil by the Federal cruiser Wachusett, is another

instance of a neutral state at once demanding reparation, which was
given by the United States Government 2. The most recent case on this

subject is the Ryeshitel_i which occurred during the Russo-Japanese war.

This ship, a Russian destroyer, took refuge in Chefoo harbour and was
captured there by the Japanese destroyers Asashiwo and Kasumi. The

vacillating policy of China, the _neutral Power, in enforcing her neutral

rights and compelling disarmament, appears to have caused the Japanese
to take the matter into their own hands, and Japa_ was guilty of a violation

of Chinese neutr_l'_y__Chefoo being outside the region of the war). The
circumstances do not however seem to warrant a severe condemnation of

the action of the commanders of the Japanese torpedo-boats. Japan

made no reparation to China, though that Power demanded the restoration
of the Ryeshitelni, and lodged a protest against the violation of her

neutrality a.

Article 4 forbids the establishment by belligerents of Prize Courts
in neutral territory or waters. This rule has long beenCou.rt8

on_,_amm.1 recognised as a rule of international law towards the establish-
_rnt_ry. ment of which the action of the United States in 1793

contributed in a great degree 4. The words "by a belligerent" were
inserted to exclude the case of the International Prize Cour_ which will

sit in a neutral territory _.
The British, Japanese and Russian drafts all contained Articles

x T. J. Lawrence, International Law, p. 540; W. E. Hall, International Law, p. 624.
This decision is however adversely criticised by several writers of authority ; see Dana's note
to § 208 of Wheaton's International Law ; J. B. Scott, op. dt. Vol. L p. 236.

T. J. Lawrence, op. dr. p. 515; W. E. Hall, rio. cir. p. 620. See also the case of the
Ch_apea_ captured by a United States cruiser in the territorial waters of Nova Scotia,
W. E. Hall, op. cir. p. 620.

a T. J. Lawrence, War and _,utrality, pp. 291--4; A. S. Hershey, op. dr. pp. 258-263;
L. Oppenheim, International Law, Vol. n. p. 343; S. Takahaahi, op. cir. pp. 437-444; Professor

Weatlake (War, p. 210) says of the action of the Japanese, "it seems to us impossible to
aa_-t that the Japanese exceeded their rights in this, although it was an extreme exercise of
them."

.4 T. J. Lawrence, International Law, pp. 899, 481.
5 La Deuz. Confer. T. I. p. 300.
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embodying the principle enunciated in Article 5, the latter part of which
is also similar to Article 3 (a) of 5 H. C. 1907, The second rule of

the Treaty of Washlngton, 1871, stated this principle from

Neutral the standpoint of a neutral's duty : "A neutral governmentterritory as
base o_ is bound...Secondly, not to permit or suffer either belligerent

bomger_t to make use of it_ ports or waters as the base of navaloperations.

operations against the other, or for the purpose of the re-

newal or augmentation of military supplies or arms or recruitment of
men."

Article 6 enacts the principle of the second part of the second rule

of the Treaty of Washington. Article 3 of the British draft
Supply of
lnstrumen_ referred only to "sale" by a neutral, the word supply (ternise)

of wartare has a wider import. Sir Ernest Satow proposed to addby neutrals.
a second paragraph prohibiting belligerents from revictualling

their auxiliary ships in neutral waters..The British delegate contended
that while it was allowable for belligerents to purchase food for their

crews, the revictualling of belligerent auxiliaries constituted an operation of

war. This was opposed by the Russian delegate. This proposal was carried

by small majorities but ultimately withdrawn, though its disappearance
was understood not to be taken as an acceptance of the whole of the

draft by the British or Russian delegates _. The supply either directly or
indirectly by a neutral Power to a belligerent Power of wax-ships, munitions
or material of war which had in practice been long forbidden is now

definitely prohibited as a rule of law. The sale by auction of Government

stores, such as took place in the United States in 1870, during the
Franco-German War, is not likely to occur in the future 9. If a purchase

of ships of war from a state has been concluded before the purchasing

state becomes a belligerent, it will be the neutral's duty to decline to
deliver until the restoration of peace a.

The supply directly or indirectly by a neutral Power of wax-ships and
weapons of war is prohibited by Article 6; Article 7,

Y.xport of
etc. however, recognises that the furnishing of munitions of war

aeuta_ etc. by private persons is to be treated differently. Such

_ate,. goods when shipped bya-7-a'_Y_p" ate person are susceptible of

capture as contraband; such contraband trade is not internationally un-

lawful, though in some systems of national law it may involve punishment

1 Parl. Palacrs, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 288; La Deux. O_mf6r. T. x. p. 801.

See T. E. Holland, Neutral duti_ in a maritira¢ war, Proc_dingl of the Brit_h
Academy, Vol. rr. p. 2.

s For alleged attempt of Russia to purchase war vessels from the Arsentine Republio
during the Russo.Japauese war, see S. Takahashl, op. tit. p. 486.
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and, as is frequently pointed out in Neutrality Declarations, is always liable
to belligerent capture. A neutral state may forbid its subjects to trade in
articles of the class referred to in Article 7, but it is under n_onal

duty to do so. "The supply of materials of war, such as arms and

ammunition, to either party to an armed conflict, although neutral govern-
ments are not obliged to prevent it, constitutes, on the part of the

individuals who engage in it, a participation in hostilities, and as such is
confessedly an unneutral act. Should the government of the individual

itself supply such articles it would clearly depart from its position of

neutrality. The private citizen undertakes the business at his own risk,

and against this risk his government cannot assure him protection without

making itself a party to his unneutral actU'
The first rule of the Treaty_ of Washington, 1871, is as follows:

ritung out or "A neutral Government is bound ; first, to use due diligence _
armtng o_ to prevent the fitting out, arming or equipping within itsships in
neu_ jur_ jurisdiction, of any vessel which it has reasonable grounds
ai,alon, to believe is intended to cruise or to carry on war against a

power with which it is at peace ; and also to use the like diligence to pre-

vent the departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel intended to cruise

or carry on war as above, such vessel having been specially adapted, in
whole or in part, within such jurisdiction to warlike use." Articles 5,

7 and 8 of the British draf_ reproduced these rules with certain additions s.

Article 8 of the Convention also reproduces this rule with two small but
important variations. "The expression 'due diligence' which has become

celebrated by its obscurity since it was solemnly interpreted has been
omitted'" ; and the Article says in the first place the neutral is "bound to

employ the means at its disposal..." and in the second "to employ the

same vigilance" to prevent the acts enumerated in the latter part of
the Article.

During the discussions on this subject on the 30th July the Brazilian
delegate (Captain Burlamaqui de Moura) proposed to insert an Article

providing that war-ships in the course of construction in the ship-building

yards of a neutral country may be supplied with all their armament to the

1 j. B. Moore, Digtst of International Law, Vol. VXLp. 748-9. AS to the question raised
by the purchase by Russia of ships .during the Russo.Japanese war from the North German
Lloyd and Hamburg-American Companies which are subsidised by the German Government

see L. Oppenheim, o/_. c/t. Vol. rL p. 844, and S. Takahashi, oto. tit. pp. 485-9. T.E. Holland,
o_. e(t. p. 2.

s See on this T. J. Lawrence, I_t. Law, _ 259, 263.

s La Deux. Confgr. T. xr_. p. 695.
' Report by M. Renault, La Deux. Confer. T. x. p. 302.

H. 30
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officers and crew appointed to receive them, when they have been ordered
six months before the declaration of the war t. The discussion on this

proposal took place on the 1st August, when the Brazilian delegate sup-

ported his motion by reference to the French Instructions of the 26th April,
1898, on the occasion of the Spanish-Ameriean war (/_v. Gdn. de Dro/_

In_er. Vol. v. docum, p. 29). It was opposed by the Argentine delegate
(M. Drago) 2and rejected by the Examining Committee on the 26th August s.

The subject was again introduced by M. Ruy Barbesa at the full meeting
of the Third Committee on the 4th October, but no amendment was moved 4.

The British practice is opposed to the Brazilian proposal, and on the

outbreak of the Spanish-Ameriean war, the British Government prevented
the Amazonas, renamed by the United States the Eomers, and the Alml-

rante Abreu, two ships building in English ship-building yards which the

United States had purchased from Brazil before the commencement of the

war, from leaving the country 5.
This Article now converts into a rule of international law the first rule

of the Treaty of Washington, but there still remains the difficulty of in-

terpreting the phrase "any vessel intended to cruise or carry on hostile

operations" or "which has been adapted in whole or in part, within such

jurisdiction, to warlike use6. '' Great Britain has by the Foreign Enlistment
Act, 1870, made it a criminal offence to build, equip, dispatch or issue or

deliver a commission to any ship with intent or knowledge, or with

reasonable cause to believe that the same shall or will be employed in the

naval or military service of any foreign state at war with any friendly
state (Se_ 8_ The United States Neutrality Acts of 1794 and 1818, on

which the British Statute of 1819 was modelled, contain similar provisionsL

The principle of Article 9, which lays on neutrals the duty of impartial

_'e treatment to both belligerents, met with no difficulty in
tm_m_auty acceptance but the form in which it should be stated

o_tx_atmnt, occasioned some discussion s. The British delegate proposed

that a neutral Power may, if it thinks necessary, forbid all access to its

I La Deuz. Confgr.T. L p. 802; T. m. p. 597.
2 /b/d. T. m. p. 614. 8 /b/d. T. 1. p. 202.
• /b/d. T. m. pp. 468-474.
• J. B. Moore,op. ¢/t. VoLv_ p. 861; E. J. Benton.op. cir.p. 182.
s For the three differentconstructionsput uponthesewordsby the Bri_sh and United

S_ates Governments,and the award of the Arbitrators in the GenevaArbitration,see
T. J. Lawrenee,InCr. Law, § 268; also W. E. Hall, op. ¢/¢. pp. 618-4.

RevisedStatutes,§ 5289. Forinterpretationof this eeotienby the U.S. Courtsduring
the Spanish.Americanwarsee E. J. Benton,op. c/t. pp.46-58. SeealsoJ. B. Moore,olv.cir.
Vol. vn. § 1820.

s I._ Deut. Cenf_r.T. x.p. 808.
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ports or certain of them or the passage of its territorial waters to war-ships
or prizes of the belligerents. The first draft stated that "A neutral state
may allow under definite conditions, and even forbid, if it deems it

necessary, access to"its ports or certain of its ports by war-ships and prizes

of the belligerents, etc." The Japanese delegate contended that this
suggested that neuVral ports would be freely open to belligerent war-ships,

whereas the increasing tendency of writers was to recognise that it was a duty

for neuh'als to admit them only in cases of distress, etc. The wording of the

draft was slightly changed and finally adopted in the present form 1. The
first paragraph, therefore, lays down the general rule that where a neutral
admits belligerent war-ships to its ports, roadsteads, or territorial waters,

impartial treatment must be given to both; but adds in the second paragraph
that one of the belligerents, by failur_e to conform to the orders and regulations

of the neutral or through violation of its neutrality, may forfeit this claim
to equal treatment. "The right of a state to forbid in a general way

access to its ports by the belligerents is not in question in Article 9, and
follows from its right of issuing general regulations and prohibitions_. ''

ArVicle 10 provides that a Power's neutrality is not compromised by

the mere passage through its territorial waters of belligerent
x_assageof war-ships or prizes. "Article 82 of the British draft saidbelligerent

tht_threafa 'no provisions contained in the preceding Articles shallterrllmrlal
waters, be interpreted so as to prohibit the innocent passage (le

passage simple) of neutral waters in time of war by a war-ship

or auxiliary ship of a be!ligerent.' This might have been understood to mean
that a neutral had not the right to forbid war-ships from passing through
its waters, and it has been previously explained that according to the

meaning of the British proposal this innocent passage must be distinguished
from access or stay in neutral waters.

" On the 27th July, the first delegate of Sweden, referring to Article 80
of the British draft recognising that a neutral state has the right to forbid

in whole or in part access to its ports and territorial waters, had called

attention to the special condition of straits which might be situated
within the area of territorial waters and suggested the addition of the rule
voted by the ' Institut de Droit International' in 1894: ' Straits which

form a channel from one open sea to another can never be closeda. '"

The Danish delegate made a preposition in a similar sense to that of

I La Deuz. (?onf_r. T. x. p. 80S ; T. m. p. 626.
t Reply of M. Renault to Bit Ernest Satow, Ibid. T. nx. p. 626. For the general prohibi.

_ion of the Sca_dinavi_l Shttes in the Russo-JiEpanese war see ante, p. 460.
$ Beport of M. Renault, ParL Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 240 ; Let Deuz. _onfgr. T. x.

p. 804.
30--2
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the Swedish delegate. He said that to accord to belligerents the right of
innocent passage through territorial waters, but to authorise neutrals to

prohibit their entry was to take away with one hand what was given with

the other. The laying of mines by neutrals being under consideration by
another Committee, he would therefore merely draw attention to the
connection between the two subjects and the consequent interest which

there was in not limiting by the Convention the exercise of the sovereign

rights of the neutral over his territorial waters, in such a way as to deprive

him of one of the most effective means for maintaining the provisions of
the same Convention 1.

The question was discussed by the Examining Committee but no

resolutions were passed on these points. From the opinions expressed

there it appeared to be the general feeling that a neutral state could forbid
even the innocent passage through parts of its territorial waters so far

as it was necessary to maintain its neutrality, but that this prohibition

could not extend to straits uniting two open seas _.
Article 10 leaves these questions unsettled, they remain "sou_ l'empire

du droit des tens ggn_ral." All that it provides is that a state's neutrality

is not compromised by the passage through its territorial waters of
belhgerent ships of war s.

Admiral Sperry on behalf of the United States declared that he could

not accept this Article by reason of the political considerations involved in
the question of the passage through territorial waters.

At the meeting of the Sub-Committee on the 30th July Turkhan

Paseha made the following declaration : "The Ottoman Delegation thinl_s

it its duty to declare that under the exceptional condition created for
the Straits of the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus by the treaties in force,

these straits, which are an integral part of Turkish territory, can in no

1 See an_, p. 340.
2 Pa_L Papers, Mi_. No. 4 (1908), p. 240; La Deuz. Confer. T. x. p. 805.
s As will be gathered from the account given by the Report of the discussion on the "right of

innocent passage" there is no unanimity among states on this important subject; Zedroit des

gens g_n_ral is not clcex, as will be seen flrom the following statement of Professor Oppenheim :
"The right of foreign States for their men-of-war to pass unhindered through the maritime
belt is not generally recognised. Although many writers assert the existence of such a right,

many others emphatically deny it...it may safely be stated, that...it is now a customary rule
of International Law that the right of passage through such parts of the maritime belt as

form part of the highway for international traffic cannot be denied to foreign men-of-war"

(Int_rnafianal Law, Vol. I. pp. 243--4). See also on this subject W. E. Han _. ¢/t. p. 159;
T. J. Lawrence, Intern. Law, p. 178 ; J. Westlake, Peace, p. 192; _rheaton's Iaternation_

Law (At_s edition), § 190; F. Despagnet, Droit international, § 417; Bonfils-Fauchille,
Droit international, § 507 ; H. Taylor, fnteraationa_ Law, _ 2B2.
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case be brought within Article 32 of the British proposals. The Imperial

Government could undertake no engagement whatever tending to limit
its undoubted rights over these straits."

M. Tsudzuki also declared that the Japanese Government could under-

take no engagement concerning the straits which separate the numerous

islands or islets which compose the Japanese Empire and which are simply
integral parts of the Empire _.

The llth Article provides that a neutral Power may allow belligerent

_m$oymeat war-ships to employ its licensed pilots. It is not bound to
of neu_ provide them, but there are many cases where if a neutral

pt_t4, allows belligerents to enter its territorial waters, it requires
the employment of its pilots; under this Article no breach of neutrality is

committed by granting leave to employ them. "The term 'brevetds' is
used not ' autorisds' to indicate that it is a case of official pilots, not of

pilots who might be authorised in each particular case" (M. Renault's

Report). This permission does not appear to extend to piloting belligerents

in the open sea. "Great Britain prohibited her pilots, during the Franco-
German War in 1870, fxom conducting German and French men-of-war

outside the maritime belt, the case of vessels in distress exceptedU'

The question of the length of stay allowed to belligerent ships in
neutral ports occasioned the greatest d_culty. The account

DaraUonof of the discussion is clearly summarised by M. Renault in hisstay of
bemgerenta Report to the Conference s. Two proposals were before the
in neutral Committee: (a) the Russian which allowed the neutral stateporte.

to fix the period of stay allowed to belligerent ships of war',
and (b) the British, Spanish and Japanese which laid down the general

rule that such vessels should remain in neutral ports for twenty-four hours
only _ave in exceptional circumstances 6. By way of compromise Count

Tornielli suggested the rule in the form of the present Article. The right
of the neutral Power to fix the length of stay is affirmed, but in case it

shall not have exercised the right, the period is fixed at 24 hours. This

was accepted by the delegates of Great Britain and Japan but opposed by
Germany and Russia. The German delegate proposed to distinguish
according as the neutral ports were more or less distant from the theatre

of war, allowing a definite period to be fixed for the former but not for the

2 Parl. Pa_ers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 240-1 ; La Deux. Confdr. T. x. p. 805.
L. Oppauheim, op. e/t. Vol. Ix. § 858.

s Par/, Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 241-8 ; La Deux. Gonfdr. T. x. pp. 806-9.
4 /b/d. T. xr_.p. 702.

Ib/d. p. 696 (British Artioles 11 and 12), p. 701 (Spanish Article 8), p. 700 (Japanese
Argo 2).
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latter. This was opposed by Sir Ernest Satow and M. Tsudzuki, chiefly

on the ground of the di_culty in defining the expression "theatre of war."

Different states, said Sir Ernest Satow, would interpret the expression in
different ways; furthermore, undor modern circumstances the theatre of

war would be quickly changed, less than a week enabling a fleet to
pass from European to American waters ; it would be a great responsibility

for neutral Powers to have to modify their regulations from time to time

according to the varying changes of the war 1. The Dutch delegate also

opposed the German amendment which was ultimately rejected by 7 to 4,
with 3 abstentions _. The German delegate then moved the suppreeaion

of the whole Article but only received the support of one Power, Russia.
The twenty-four hours rule of stay has therefore been accepted as the

general rule in the absence of any special regulations to the contrary.

This Article cannot be said to settle the question, but it is something

to have the twenty-four hours rule of stay recognised as the normal period

allowed: it affords support to a weak neutral state desirous of asserting
its neutrality. The twenty-four hours rule of stay though adopted by
Great Britain, the United States and other naval Powers, has never been

accepted by France, Germany and Russia. The alleged abuse of the
hospitality of neutral waters by Russian ships during the Russo-Japaneso

war called forth protests from Japan, "but the Tnatructions of the French
Minister of Marine expressly stated that ' the duration of sojourn in French

ports of belligerents unaccompanied by a prize has not been limited by

any special provisionS. '" The twenty-four hours rule of stay will in future

apply in the absence of "any special provision to the contrary," and by

Article 27 the contracting Powers undertake to notify to the Netherland
Government for communication to the other contracting Powers any orders

and enactments regulating the situation of belligerent war-ships in their
ports and waters. The power of a neutral state to accommodate its friends

is not taken away but the neutral will, in order to avoid the application
of the twenty-four hours rule of stay, have to make another rule which

may one day tell against it, unless it is conceived in extremely wide
terms. The object of placing a limitation on the sojourn of belligerent

ships in neutral waters is chiefly to prevent such places from being .made

I La Deaz. Confer.T. m. pp. 627-8.
Thefollowingslates votedo_aimt, GreatBritain, the UnitedSta_e of .Ameri_ Spain,

Italy, Japan, Hollandand Turkey; for, Germany,Brazil, France and _; qbs_iz_d,
Denmark,Norwayand Sweden (Ibid. T. I. p, 808; T. m. p. 629).

s A. S. Hershey,rio. cir. p. 189. In the Spanish-Americanwar,1898,Franoe_ no
sp_ific limi_ to _he length of stay of a belligeren_wa_-ship,unless aooon_q_iedb_,
whenthe twenty-fourhoursrulewasapplied. E.J. Benton, op. ¢'/t.p. 187.
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the base of belligerent operations. Nothing is said in this Article of the
reasons for the stay of belligerent war-ships; it makes no distinction

between entry to escape the perils of the sea or the enemy, or to take on
board stores; these matters are referred to subsequently.

Article 13 is closely connected with the preceding Article, the provisions

of which are to apply to belligerent war-ships which happen to be in
neutral ports on the outbreak of hostilities. It must be read in connection

with Article 24. The proposal to differentiate as regards ports in proximity

to the theatre of war was again made by the German delegate in connection
with this Article but, after the failure of the attempt in regard to Article 12,

it was withdrawn 1. A case similar to that contemplated by this Article
occurred at the commencement of the Russo-Japanese war. The

Russian gnn-boat Manjur was lying in the neutral harbour of Shanghai

when war broke out. The Japanese Consul drew the attention of the
Chinese Government to the position of the ship, and the Tao-tai of

Shanghai ordered the commander of the Ma_jur to leave as soon as

possible. He refused ; a Japanese cruiser was lying off the mouth of the
river. Further parleying ensued, and the Chinese Government again
ordered him to leave within 24 hours. The weakness of the neutral

Government caused a further delay, and Japan refrained from taking
extreme measures, but continued to protest against the presence of the
Russian gun-boat in port. lqegotiations were carried on between Ru,sia

and China on the one hand, and China and Japan on the other, from the
middle of February, 1904, until the end of March when the gun-bo&t was

dismantled to the satisfaction of the commander of the Japanese cruiser
A kitsushima _.

Whether the duration of stay is fixed at 24 hours or longer, it is

recognised that exceptional circumstances permit a prolonga-
Lengtheaea tion of the specified time. Article 14 deals with these eases.stay of
w111_t The proposalsforexemptionfrom the generalrulewere as

war-empsin follows:"stressof weather" (Japanese drain,Article2),epeeialeaeee.

"damage, stressof weather or other force majeure"

(Spanishdraft,Article3),"stressof weather,the absenceof provisions

or damage preventing ships from taking the sea" (Russian draft,

Article5). Allthreeagreedin the exemption duo to stressofweather;

the questionas to the extentof the damage forwhich a belligerent

war-shipshouldbe entitledtoexceedtheregularperiodofstaywas raised

xLa Deux.Conf,.T.x.p.811.

' S. Tskahashi, op. e/t. pp. 418-429; T. J. Lawrenoe,War anelNeutrality, pp. 19.7-9;
A. S. Hershey,op._t. p. 188.
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by the Japanese delegate who desired a definite time to be fixed; this

was rejected and the question remains open. The length of time will

vary with the condition of the ship and the facilities for repair afforded by
the port.

The second paragraph of this Article is in accordance with the spirit
of 10 H. C. 1907, Article 1, and 11 H. C. 1907, Article 4, and occasioned
no discussion.

The Japanese draft (Article 3) proposed that not more than three

belligerent ships belonging to the same state or its allies

_um_r ot should anchor at the same time in the same port or watersbelligerent
war-ammtn of the same neutral state 1. This was supported by the
a _$utral
port. British delegate. The number was taken as being that

usually allowed in time of peace. The German delegate
remarked that some states had probably not fixed any number for visits in

time of peace and suggested that the number should be left to the

determination of the neutral. The question was re-opened at the meeting
of the Committee on the 28th September _, when the Russian delegate

pointed out that a first-class battle-ship was nearly always accompanied

by other smaller ships, and suggested that, while the principle was
maintained, the neutral should be allowed to give special permission to

more than three. This was objected to as increasing a neutral's difficulties;

ultimately the compromise suggested by the Swedish delegate was adopted
which now forms Article 15, and fixes the maximum number of one

bell/gerent's war-ships in a neutral port or roadsteads at one time at three

in default of speoial provisions to the contrary 8.

Article 16 settles the order of departure from a neutral port when
ships of the two belligerents are beth there simultaneously.Order of

departure This Article unlike the foregoing takes into account the

_romneutral presence of belligerent merchant-ships in a neutral port.portz.
The twenty-four hours rule of departure which was recognised

as established by custom is adopted in the first paragraph. The order of

departure occasioned some discussion. Four proposals were made: (a) that

the order should be settled by the neutral, (b) that priority of demand

should be taken into consideration, (c) that the weakest ship should leave

first, (d) that the order of arrival should determine the order of departure.
The last was finally adopted, except where the ship which arrives first is

entitled to an extension of its stay 4. The t_venty-four hours interval was also

adopted in the third paragraph of this Article where a belligerent war-ship

I r.a Deux. Goqf6r. T. m. p. 700. s/b/t/, p. 648.
J La Deuz. Oonf_r. T. x, p. 819; T. rTz.pp. 648-9. • Ibid. T. z. p. 818.
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and a merchant-ship of its enemy axe in the same neutral port simul-
tanecnsly; the former may not leave until twenty-four hours after the

latter, but the converse does not hold good. The merchant-ship may, if it
desires, leave within less than twenty-four hours after a war-ship of the

other belligerent.

The rule of the twenty-four hours interval is probably a hundred years

older than the rule of the twenty-four hours stay _. It was adopted to pre- |
vent a belligerent ship from using neutral waters as a "trap for an enemy /
of inferior strengthe. '' The possibility of evasion of the rule was shown in
December, 1861, when the United States corvette Tuscarora for several

weeks prevented the Confederate cruiser Nashville from leaving Southamp-
ton S. The British Government thereupon in January, 1862, laid down

the twenty-four hours rule of stay. The "Institut de Droit International"
in 1898 proposed to extend the twenty-four hours interval to the case of a

belligerent merchant-ship and an enemy man-of-war, and also "in accord-
ance," as Dr Westlake states, "as may be believed with general practice"

proposed that the order of arrival of the vessels should determine the
order of departure, unless the first to arrive did not wish to exercise the

right of departing ilrsO. Article 16 now lays down a general rule of

twenty-four hours interval, and settles the order of departure without any

saving clause " in default of special provisions to the contrary."
Article 17 is closely connected with Article 15 and provides that only

such repairs as axe absolutely necessary to render belligerentRepairs in
nentraZporta ships seaworthy may be executed in neutral ports, and that
aaa road- no increase may be made to their fighting force. Thesesteads.

provisions were contained in both the British and Japanese

drafts and axe statements of the generally recognised law on this matter.

The neutral decides what repairs are necessary and these must be executed
as quickly as possible. The British draft (Art. 19) proposed that a neutral

should not knowingly permit a wax-ship to repair damage caused in battle 6,

and a Portuguese amendment was to the same effect. This was, however,

abandoned as there was a feeling that it would sometimes be difficult to

decide on the cause of damage 6. It is not difficult for the neutral to fix

z It is referred to as a rule of the law of nations in a letter from a French Captain to the

Governor of (_adlz in 1759 (J. Westlake, War, p. 207). The rule of the 24 hours stay was
flxst introduoe4 by Great Britain in the Neutrality Regulations of 1862.

s.W.E. Hall, olo. ¢/t. p. 627.

$ W. E. Ha li_ ap. ¢it. p. 628 ; T. J. Lawrence, Inter. Law, p. 510.
J. Westlake, War, p. 207; Annuaire, Vol. xvn. p. 286.

6 La Deux. Gonf_r. T. m. p. 697.

e Par& Papers, Miso. No. 4 (1908), p. 948 ; La .Deux. Conf&'. T. z; p. 315.
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the amount of repairs necessary to enable a ship to keep the seas, but no

addition may be made to her armament. To put a ship in a condition to

undertake offensive operations is clearly to aid her country in its war.
"The principle," says Hall, "is obvious, its application is susceptible of much

variation ; and in the treatment of ships, as in all other matters in which
the neutral holds the delicate scales between two belligerents, a tendency
towards the enforcement of a harsher rule becomes more defined with

each successive warl. '' Cases which occurred during the Russo-Japanese

war afford striking evidence of this. Several Russian ships took refuge
in the German harbour of Tsing-tau near Kiao-chau Bay after the battle

of the 10th August, 1904. The Gzare_#_h and some destroyers being in
an unseaworthy condition were not allowed to repair, but, together with

their crews, were kept until the termination of the war. Similar treat-
ment was accorded to the D_na in the French harbour of Saigon. The

Russian cruisers Askold and Groso_ which put into Shanghai in a

damaged condition were ultimately dismantled and their crews interned
by the Chinese authorities. The Lena put into San Francisco on the

llth September, 1904, in need of repairs; the United States authorities
estimated they would take six weeks to execute in order to make her

seaworthy, and on the request of the commander the United States

authorities disarmed her and interned her crew. Ai_r the great naval

engagement in the Straits of Korea on the 27th May, 1905, three Russian
cruisers the Aurora, Oleg and Zamtvhug (Jeratchug) put into Manilla in

a damaged condition with wounded men on bear& The Russian admiral

asked for permission to repair, but this was ultimately refused and the
ships were ordered to leave within 24 hours or to be interned, on the

ground that time cannot be given for the repair of injuries received in
battle 2.

These cases are of unequal value as precedents. In the case of the

ships taking refuge within "the theatre of war," their internment wm

probably no disadvantage to Russia, as had repairs been allowed, all or

most of the ships must have been captured or sunk by the Japanese who
had secured complete command of the sea. The Russian Government

does not appear to have made representations to any of the interning
Powers, and in the case of the Lena, the commander asked for internment,

I lnter. Law, p. 627.
2 See on this subjeotA. 8. Hershey, op. dr. pp. 204-910; S. Ts_f,huhi, op. ¢/t. p. 447

(war-shipsat Kiso-ohau),p. _$ (_), p. 429 (Azko/d and Oro_poi),p. 4_i2(wax.shipsat
M,mm,_),p. 4_; (Lena), p. 4_7 (Terck). Thelattership was internedat Batavia, as under
theDutchneutralityregulationstheamountof ooal she was ableto takeon boardwithin the
24hourswasinsuflioientfor herrequirements.SeealsoJ. ][3,Moore,op. tit. Vol. v_ g 1816.
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while in the case of the ships in Manilla and Batavia the Russian Govern-
ment chose internmeut as an alternative to quitting. The distinction said

to have been drawn by the American Secretary of War between the

disablement of a vessel caused by a storm or by an explosion or other
accident on board, on the one hand, and the damage suffered in battle,

on the other 1, was the distinction proposed to be made by the British
dra_ There is nothing in Article 17 to prevent a neutral state from

n_king such a distinction if it allows a belligerent to execute repairs

in its ports or roadsteads.
It will also be noticed that this Article does not refer to repairs in

territorial waters, only in ports and roadsteads; the reason given by Count

Tornielli being that it is probably difficult for ships to effect repairs in
the former, and further that the control of neutrals over repairs executed

under such conditions would not be possible s.
Article 18 enacts the substance of the second half of the second Rule

o_ of the Treaty of Washington of 1871, the first half having been
m-_am_t already embodied in Article 5. The addition of the words
tn uutr_ "territorial waters" to the Rule was moved by Sir ErnestWittoll.

Satow and is justified by the reason that the Rule of the

Treaty of Washington spoke of neutral duties, whereas this Article is a
prohibition to belligerents s.

Article 19 deals with a question, which together with that of the

SUplayot period of stay of belligerent war-ships occasioned the chief
_mvt_onJ difficulties. What amount of provisions and fuel may be

and t_el to taken on board by belligerent war-ships in neutral ports ?b-m_erent

wffir-shtpsin The first paragraph allows belligerent war-ships to re-victual
neutr_ porto, in neutral ports or roadsteads only to complete their supplies

up to the amount usual in time of peace. This occasioned no difficulty.
The British rule as laid down in the Instructions of 1904 is that a bel-

ligerent war-ship may take in "provisions and such other things as may be
necessary for the subsistence of her crew." The amount will be in the
discretion of the neutral.

The second paragraph deals with the supply of fuel and gave rise to
lengthy discussions. The British proposal (Article 17) said that the

q_antity of provisions or fuel (munitians, vi_es ou combustibles) taken on
ho_xd ila neutral jurisdiction should in no case exceed that which was

n_o_xy to enable it to reach the nearest port of its own country; the

2 9. B. Moore, op. dr. VoL 1rn. p. 995.
• L_ De_v. Uo_f_v. T. m. p. 631.

s Parl. Paperm, Miso. No. 4 (1908), p. 248; La Deu.z. Conf.. T. L p. 315; T. r. p. 63_.
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Japanese proposal added "or some nearer neutral destination1"; the

Spanish proposal was to the same effect. On the other hand it was,

contended by Germany, France and Russia that belligerents should be ]

allowed to take in enough fuel to complete their normal supply in time of{
peace. These two alternatives were considered by the Examining-
Committee on the llth and 12th September, 19072, and again at the full

meeting of the Third Committee on the 4th October, 1907 s. Admiral

Siegel (Germany) contended that there was a great difficulty in arriving

at the quantity of fuel necessary to take a ship to its nearest home port.
It was necessary to ascertain what was the nearest port, what was its

distance, the most economical speed, which would necessarily vary with

the quality of the coal supplied, the state of the boilers, etc., the condition

of the weather and a consequent lengthening of the voyage. These were
burdens which should not be placed on neutrals 4. In support of the

British proposal, Sir Ernest Satow argued that a neutral had no right to
give assistance to a belligerent to reach his adversary; that the only

reason why coal should be given to a belligerent ship was to prevent it

from becoming a helpless derelict on the ocean ; sufficient should therefore

be given to enable it to preserve its existence, and this was the origin of the
rule of the nearest home port, a rule which had been accepted by nearly

all states which had issued rules on the subject 5. The Japanese delegate

preferred the suppression of the provisions relating to coal in the Article
to the acceptance of the German proposal but this was rejected by 10 to

4. The Russian proposal combined both tests as alternatives as stated in

the second paragraph and this was carried in the Examining Committee

by 11 votes, with 3 abstentions _.
The third paragraph of the original draft stated that "re-victualling and

coaling do not give a right to prolong the legal length of stay (la durde ldgale

du sdjour)." The German delegate objected to the last words as impliedly

recognising the twenty-four hours rule and at the full meeting of the Third
Committee on the 4th October the Russian delegate proposed its suppression,

but was opposed by the Japanese delegate 7 on the ground that its

suppression would introduce an element of uncertainty into Article 12 so
as to completely change its nature: that Article was a comprom_Re.
Neutrals would have to resort to severe measures of surveillance to see

that belligerents did not make use of the re-victualling permission unduly

to prolong their stay. Sir Ernest Satow supported M. Tsuclzuki_s

i Thisproposalwasin accordancewiththeBritish regulationof 1904.
La Deaz. Gonf6r.T, m. pp. 682-6. 8/b/d, pp. 478--481. 4 Ibid. p. 658.

6 M. p; 68& e M. p. 6_. 7/b/d. p. 479.
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arguments. The Russian amendment was however carried by 27 to 5

(Great Britain, Japan, China, Spain and Portugal); 9 states (including the
United States) abstained from voting 1. "

A legitimate extension of stay is recognised in the third paragraph

in countries where ships of war are not supplied with coal within

24 hours of their arrival, as is the case in Italy.
This Article completely fails to satisfy the requirements of Powers

which set a high standard of neutrality, and desire strictly to maintain
the rule that neutrals must abstain from rendering assistance to the

belligerents. National interests were in this case the determining

factor. Great Britain, with coming stations all over the world, and
therefore in war-time independent to a large extent of neutrals, was

unable to get other Powers not so situated to take the same view of

neutral obligations. International law is not an abstraction irrespective
of politico-geographical considerations; it is the reflection of the life of

the society of states. The British and Japanese proposals are logical

deductions from admitted principles and have been tested by experience,

but the majority of states have not up to the present found it expedient
to admit them. In the first serious attempt to reach an agreement on

such highly controversial matters as those under consideration, it is not

astonishing that unanimity was not reached. The standard set by this
Article falls far short of that of Great Britain, the United States and

Japan, and this Article has not been accepted by Great Britain and Japan:

the United States have not signed the Convention. To permit more fuel
and supplies "to be obtained than can, in a reasonably liberal sense of the

word, be called necessary for reaching a place of safety is to provide the

belligerent with means of aggressive action: and consequently to violate
the essential principles of neutrality_. ''

Article 20 is closely connected with the preceding Article. Whichever
of the standards laid down therein is adopted, within what

m_a_ length of time may a ship return for another supply of

rule. provisions or fuel ? The British and Spanish drafts both

fixed the time at three months, the one viewing it from the neutrai, the
other from the belligerent standpoint. This period was fixed by Great

Britain during the American Civil War; but as the conditions of navigation

have totally changed since then it was urged that time and distance should
both be taken into consideration, 1000 miles being suggested by a

technical Committee to which this and other questions were referred.

No agreement was however reached on this point and the proposal as it

i La Deux. Gonfdr. T. 1II. p. 480. _ W. E. Hall, op. cir. p. 607.
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stands in Article 20 was adopted. The Russian delegate returned to this

subject at the meeting on the 28th September and quoting from the

British Foreign Office Instructions of February, 1904, desired the addition

of the words "without special permission" to the rule prohibiting
belligerent war-ships from receiving supplies from the same neutral
Power within the succeeding three months, but this was rejected and the

Article was finally adopted as worded in the Convention 1.

Sir Ernest Satow proposed to insert after Article 20 a provision

forbidding a neutral from knowingly allowing a belligerent war-ship to
take on board provisions or fuel in order to go forth to encounter the enemy

or to undertake operations of war (Art. 16 of British draf_ The Japanese

draft (Art. 5) contained a similar proposal. Spain was the only other
Power which supported this proposal which was defeated by 8 to 3 _.

Articles 21-23 deal with the position of prizes in neutral ports s.

Some countries entirely exclude them, in others they are_elltgerent
m placed on the same footing as belligerent war-ships (cp.

aeu_ porte. Article 6 of the Convention of Constantinople, 1888, with

regard to the Suez Canal). The rule adopted by Article 21 allows them

to be brought in only on account of unseaworthiness, stress of weather or
want of-fuel or provisions. They must leave as soon as the reason for entry

is removed, and failure to complywith the neutral's orders to leave authorises

that Power to employ the means at its disposal to release the prize with i_
officers and crew and to intern the prize crew. Article 21 deals with the

case of a prize brought within neutral jurisdiction in a regular manner.

Artic]e 22 provides for the case where one has come in under circumstances

other than those contemplated in the preceding Article. The neutral
Power is to release it with its officers and crew and intern the prize crew.

The object of Article 23 is "to render rarer, or to prevent the

destruction of prizes" (M. Renault), and Frovides tha_ a neutral Power

may allow prizes to enter its perts and rosdsteads when they are brought
in to be sequestrated pending the decision of a Prize Court. The connec-

tion of this subject with the destruction of neutral prizes, which was under
the consideration of the Fourth Committee, caused the Third and Fourth

Committees to hold a joint meeting on the 10th September under the

presidency of M. de Martens', when Sir Ernes_ Satow formulated objections

I La Deu.z. Gonf_r. T. L p. 319; T. xm p. 660.
/b/d. p. 636. During the Russo.Japa_ese w_r the _overnor of Malta/_sued a proclsm_.

tion relying hospitalityto beU_rent ships ,'proeeed_,,_to theseatof wsr" orprooeedtu8to
eeaxehforeontmband.

s J_e on this subjeot W. E. Hall, op. ¢/t. pp. 609-610.

* La Deut. Confer. T. m. pp. 10_-70.
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against this Article. He pointed out that it made no distinction between

enemy and neutral prizes. International law allowed a belligerent to sink

enemy prizes, the capture of which made them the property of the captor,

and therefore enabled him to deal with them at his pleasure; to allow

a belligerent to take a prize into a neutral port was to accord him the
power of making use of the port to his peculiar advantage. The adoption

of the Article would imply the abandonment of the British position which
was that neutral prizes must either be taken into the captor's ports or

released. There was nothing in the Article to ensure the prevention of the

destruction of neutral prizes for it was by no means certain that neutrals

would allow them to be brought into their ports, and there were often
cases where, even if the permission were granted, belligerents could not

avail themselves of it. There would, furthermore, be a danger to the

neutral in admitting prizes into its ports, a belligerent would not view it
with indifference and complications would ensue ; the neutral, it was true,

had the option of closing his ports, but it might be difficult to exercise
it 1. Sir Ernest Satow's speech failed to convince the Committee and the

Article was carried by 9 votes to 2 (Great Britain and Japan) with

5 abstentions. At the meeting of the Examining Committee on the

28th September several Powers which previously voted for this Article

spoke against its retention, and at the full meeting of the Third Com-
mittee on the 4th October its suppression was moved by the Swedish

delegate (M. de HammarskjSld) on the ground that certain states had
only consented to assume the onerous responsibility it imposed on them

for the purpose of enabling an agreement to be reached regarding the
destruction of neutral prizes; that agreement not having been obtained
the raison d'dtre of the Article failed. The Article was however maintained

by 29 to 7 (Denmark, Spain, Great Britain, Japan, Norway, Portugal and
Sweden) with 6 abstentions (the United States, China, Cuba, Luxem-

burg, Persia and Switzerland) 2.

The Report points out that neutral states are left free to admit prizes
or not. Article 23 only says that their neutrality is not compromiaed ff

they do ar]m_t them and keep them ; they can make such arrangements as

regards their conservation as they think fit, and remove them to the port
most convenient to themselves. The Prize Court referred to in this

Article is the National Prize Court of the captor, not the International
Prize Court 3.

Great Britain and Japan who throughout opposed this Article have
reserved it on signing the Conventiom

i La Deux.CoqfSr.T. m. p. 1069. g/bid, pp.481-'3. =FO/4.T. z,p. 891.
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Article 24 enacts a generally recognised rule of international law by
providing that if a belligerent war-ship does not leave a

Refusalof neutral port after notification by the neutral Power, suchbelligerent
war-a_lute Power is entitled to take such measures as it considers
quit neutral
ports, necessary to render it incapable of putting to sea during the

continuation of the war, and the commander of the ship is
to facilitate the execution of such measures. The Article however is not

mandatory in form. The only divergence of opinion was with reference

to the treatment of the officers and crew: they are to be detained, not
interned ; but a sufficient number must be lef_ on board to look after the

vessel. This provision was inserted on the proposition of Count Tornielli, but

objected to by Great Britain and Japan who preferred to leave the matter
to the neutral 1. The last paragraph relating to the position of officers is

similar to 5 H. C. 1907, Art. 11, par. 3 _.

The third Rule of the Treaty of Washington was as follows: "A neutral
Neum_ government is bound :...Thirdly, To exercise due diligence in

vigilance, its own ports and waters and as to all persons within its
jurisdiction, to prevent any violation of the foregoing obligations and

duties." Article 25 embodies this principle, which met with no opposition.

The words "due diligence," the meaning of which occasioned such

divergent interpretations, are replaced by "such vigilance as the means

at its disposal permit." This formula was suggested by the delegates of
Holland and Belgium in the place of "all needful diligence" which the

Committee had originally proposed _. The change of phrase is happy and

will, it is hoped, occasion no difficulty in its interpretation. By this Article

the incorporation of the principles of the Three Rules of the Treaty of
Washington into a great International Act is completed.

The Japanese delegate proposed the following: "A neutral state, if it
deems it necessary for the better safeguarding of its

Jalumele
proposal neutrality, is free to maintain or establish stricter rules
rogard!,_ than those provided by the present Convention'." Themore
re-treat Report states that the need for this Article was doubted as
neutrality
res'_ons, the basis of the Convention is the sovereignty of the neutral

state. Various Articles reserve the right to the neutral

Power to issue more stringent rules, e.g. Articles 9, 12, 15 and 23. The

only thing required is that a neutral should accord the same treatment to

both belligerents. The proposal was rejected by 10 votes to 3, with

I La Deux. Conf6r. T. x. pp. 322-8.

For instances of ships and crews so detained see ante, p. 474.

La Deux. Confer. T. m. p. 689. 4/b/d. T. x. p. 823 ; T. m. pp. 689, 728.
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2 abstentions. At the second reading of the Draft Convention the

Japanese delegate accepted the withdrawal of his Article, with the reserve
that Japan will always deem itself entitled to maintain the interpretation
which he had given.

Article 26 embodies a proposal of the Russian delegate stating that
the exercise by a neutral Power of the rights laid down in the Convention

[including presumedly the right of issuing more stringent regulations
-" than those expressed therein] can under no circumstances be considered

as an unfriendly act by either belligerent who has accepted the Articles

referring thereto. It is well that this principle should clearly be laid
down as it affords assistance to neutrals availing themselves of the
provisions of the Convention.

Article 27 which has already been referred to was proposed by the

comm--qca- Russian delegate at the termination of the discussion of the
_lonofneutral DrafD Convention. Various Articles refer to regulations,
_gulatao_. laws, ordinances etc., to be issued by the contracting parties,

the advisability of these being brought to the notice of the latter was
recognised and this Article was adopted without any opposition.

The Convention is, like the other Conventions, preceded by a preamble,

_ae the acceptance of which was not effected till several explana-

preamble, tions had been made by the Reporter, which are for the most

part embodied in the Report 1. The third paragraph refers to the impossi-
bility of concerting measures applicable to all circumstances which may

arise; this it is pointed out does not leave such cases to the arbitrary will

of the parties ; account must be taken of the general principles of the law
of nations, e.g. the expression "territorial waters" is nowhere defined. In

paragraph 5, the desirability of Powers issuing "prescriptions prdc/ses" is
referred to, and in Article 27 the duty of mutual communication of these

"prescriptions" is enjoined. The word is a general one allowing each
Government to make use of the form best suited to its constitutional

institutiona The seventh paragraph states that the rules which neutrals

have issued should not, in principle, be changed during the war except in
cases where experience has shown the necessity of such change for the

protection of the Power making it. The presence of belligerent war-ships

in certain of its ports may be found to cause inconvenience to the neutral

Power, they may be forbidden to enter, or their length of stay shortened.

The first draft only provided for the issue by neutrals of more rigorous
measures; the existing form resulted from an adverse vote. Sir Ernest

Purl. Pa_er$,Misc.No, 4 (1908),p. 256; La Deux. Conf6r.T. z. p. B25.
B. 31
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Satow stated that he could not conceive cases where it would be necessary

to take less rigorous measures, but the Russian delegate (M. Tcharykow)

thought the eventuality possible. Sir Ernest Satow and M. Tsudzuki,
after the vote, asked that it should be mentioned that in their opinion

cases could not be conceived where a neutral stage would be obliged to

take less rigorous measures in the course of the war for the preservation of

its rights, whilst the English doctrine had always recognised that neutrals
had the right, for this purpose, to lay down more rigorous measures 1.

This accords with the Japanese reservation already mentioned.

At the Eighth Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 9th October,
1907, various reservations were made. Sir Edward Fry for Great Britain
made a reservation on the whole Convention, the Greek, Japanese,

Spanish and United States delegates did the same. The Persian, Siamese,
Turkish, German, Russian and Dominican delegates made reservations on

several Articles. Great Britain, the United States, Cuba, Spain, Greece,

Japan and Portugal abstained from voting; the states previously men-
tioned voted with reservations.

The following states have not signed this Convention: the United
aignatory States of America, China, Cuba, Spain and Nicaragua.

_'owmaaa The following states made reservations on signing:z'ese_,atlo'nm.

Germany, Articles 11, 12, 13 and 20.

Dominican Republic, Article 12.
Great Britain, Articles 19 and 23.

Japan, Articles 19 and 23.
Persia, Articles 12, 19 and 21.
Siam, Articles 12, 19 and 23.

Turkey under reserve of the Declaration as regards the

Bosphorns and Dardanelles already mentioned.

The foregoing Convention was formulated after a long and laborious

Thevalue examination of various drafts, and of the rules of neutrality
ot the adopted in different countries, rules which were found to be

ooavemuo_ often contradictory. The subject of neutrality was "a welter

of Intereesen_.agen," and the attempt to .........harmonise _..the conflicting
elements was as Count Tornielli stated a "workof an.o_lex.'.almast

exclusively _/hatie." Co¢l__romise is the leading feature of the whole

Convention- "Thee coneiliatic_-__'in_erests--_an-oily"3_ff'_g'-r_u_--l_of

mutual renunciations obtained by the conviction of acquiring equivalent

advantages." The Convent_on_'_]_Arly only the beginning of a Code of

1 ParI. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), p. 256 ; La Deux. Confer. T. x. p. 826.
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neutrality. "We do not flatter ourselves," said Count Tornielli, "that our
work is complete or perfect. We leave to our successors the task of
revising itU' It is, however, of importance that so much was accomplished.
The absolute duty of respect for neutral territory has been almost
unanimously accepted. The twenty-four hours rule of stay, and the
twenty-four hours interval have been generally accepted, but neutrals
may increase these periods by special enactment. The adoption of
these rules will afford considerable assistance in the future to a weak

neutral. The three months interval of taking in supplies and fuel in
the same neutral country has also been adopted, and there is no proviso
for special regulations to the contrary. A neutral is also strengthened in
his duty to dismantle belligerent ships failing to leave his ports after due
notice. The Three Rules of the Treaty of Washington with wise modifica-
tions have now received almost universal acceptance.

The de e_a_.are however striking, viewing the Convention from a
scientific standpoint. The rules laid down are nearly all accompanied by
provisoes enabling them to be excluded by a neutral strong enough and
sufficiently interested to do so. The rights of neutrals are asserted, but
their duties are not sufficiently emphasised. A neutral Power may allow
belligerents to remain in his ports for an unlimited period, and he may allow
prizes to be brought within his ports for the purpose of awaiting the decision
of a Prize Court---a provision which in effect may nullify the prohibition
to bring them in except on account of unseaworthiness, stress of weather
or want of fuel or provisions. A friendly neutral Power in the neighbour-
hoed of a great trade route may thus afford most valuable assistance to
a belligerent, by enabling him quickly to disembarrass himself of his
captures, leave them in safe keeping, and again sally forth to prey on
the commerce of his adversary. A neutral may also allow belligerent
ships to take in enough coal to fill their ordinary bunkers, irrespective of
the distance they may be from ports of their own country or the objects
for which the supply is taken on board _. Clearly there will be work for
the next Conference to revise the labours of its predecessor in these and
other respects.

I See speech of Count Tornielli at the Meeting of the ThiM Committee on the 4th Oct.

1907. (La Deu.z. Coaf6r. T. m. pp. 484-5.)
• The parmission to belligerent vessels completer le plein de rearm Ioutes propreravat dite_,

is in effect a permission to allow an increase in the defensive power of the ship, as the main
belt of the armour of warships is often backed up by the coal bunkers.

31--2



LEs D_CLa_ATIO_IS I)E 1899 m: 1907.

1899 1907

DI_CLARATION I. XIV. D_olaration relative _ l'In-

Des Projectiles et des Explosifa terdietion de lancer dee Pro-
du Haut de Ballons. jectiles et des Explosifs du

Haut de BaUons.

Les soussign_s, Pl_nipotentialres des Les soussign_s, Pl_nipotentiaires des
Puissances reprdsentdes _ la Conf&ence Puissances conm'&s k la Deuxi_me
Internationale de la Paix _ La Haye, Conf6rence Internationale de la Paix k
dfiment autoris& _ cet effet par leurs La Haye, dfiment autoris_s _. cet effet
Gouvernements, par leurs Gouvernements,

S'inspirant des sentiments qui ont S'inspirant des sentiments qui ont
trouvd leur expression dana la D& trouvdlenrexpression claps la Ddclara-
claration de Saint-Pdtersbourg du tion de Saint-P&ersbourg du 29 no-
29 novembre (11 ddcembre), 1868, vembre (11 ddcembre), 1868, et

d_irant renouveler la Ddclaration de

la ttaye du 29 juillet, 1899, arr/v_
expiration,

D_clarent : D_clarent :
Lea Puissances contractantes con- Les Puissances contractantes con-

sentent, pour une dur_e de cinq ans, k sentent, pour unepdriode allantjusqu'_
l'interdiction de lancer des projectiles la fin de la Troisi_me Co_f#rence de la
et des explosifs du haut de ballons ou Paix, _ l'interdiction de lancer des
par d'autres modes analogues nou- projectiles et des explosifs du haut de

veaux, baUons ou par d'autres modes analogues
nouveaux.

La prdsente Ddclaration n'est obli- La pr&ente Ddclaration n'est obliga-
ga_oire que pour les Puissances con- toire que pour lea Puissances contrac-

tractantes, en cas de guerre entre deux tantes, en cas de guerre entre deux ou
ou plusieurs d'entre eUes. plusieurs d'entre elles.

Elle cessera d'Otm obligatoire du Ello cessera d'@tre obligatoire du
moment oil claps une guerre entre des moment oh, dana une guerre entre des
Puissances contractantes, une Puis- Puissances contractantes, une Puis-

sance non-contractante se joindrait k sance non-contractante so joindrait
Fun des belligdrants. Fun des balligdranta.



THE DECLXaA_O_S O_ 1899 _ 1907.

1899 1907

DECLARATION I. Xl"V. Declaration prohibiting the

Projectiles and Explosives from Discharge of Projectiles and
Balloons. Explosives from Balloons.

The Undersigned, Plenipotentiaries The Undersigned, Plenipotentiaries
of the Powers represented at the of the Powers invited to the Second
International Peace Conference at The International Peace Conference at The

Hague, duly authorized to that effect Hague, duly authorized to that effect
by their Governments, by their Governments,

Inspired by the sentiments which Inspired by the sentiments which
found expression in the Declaration of found expression in the Declaration of
St Petersburg of the 29th November St Petersburg of the 29th November
(llth December), 1868, (llth December), 1868, and being

desirous of renewing the Declaration
of The Hague of the 29th July, 1899,
which has now expired,

Declare : Declare :

The Contracting Powers agree to The Contracting Powers agree to
prohibit, for a term of five years, the prohibit, far a period extending to the
discharge of projectiles and explosives close of the Third Peace Conference,
from balloons or by other new methods the discharge of projectiles and
of a similar nature, explosives from balloons or by other

new methods of a similar nature.

The present Declaration is only The present Declaration is only
binding on the Contracting Powers binding on the Contracting Powers in
in case of war between two or more of case of war between two or more of
them. them.

It shall cease to be binding from the It shall cease to be binding from the
time when, in a war betwecu the time when, in a war between the
Contracting Powers, one of the belli- Contracting Powers, one of the bellige_
gerents is joined by a non-Contracting rents is joined by a non-Contracting
Power. Power.
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1899 1907

La pr_sente D_claration sera ratifi_e La pr_sente D_elaration sera ratiti6e

clans le plus bref d61ai possible, dans le plus bref d_lai possible.
Les ratifications seront ddpos_es k Les ratifications seront d_pos_es

La Haye. La Haye.
I1 sera dressd du ddpgt de chaque I1sera dressd du d_p6t des ratifica-

ratification un proc_s-verbal, dont une tions un proc_s-verbal, dont une copie,
copie, certifi_e conforme, sera ternise certifi6e conforme, sera remise par la
par la voie diplomatique k toutes les voie diplomatique k routes les Puis-
Puissances contractantes, sauces contractantes.

Les Puissances non-signataires pour- Les Puissances non-signataires pour-
font adh6rer k la pr6sente D6claration. ront adh6rer _ la prdsente Ddclaration.
EUes auront, k cet effet, k faire con- EUes auront, k cet effet, k faire con-
naltre leur adh6sion aux Puissances naltre leur adhesion aux Puissances

contractantes, au moyen d'une notitl- contractantes, au moyen d'une notifi-
cation _crite, adress6e au Gouverne- cation dcrite, adress6e au Gouveme-
meat des Pays-Bas et communiqu_e ment des Pays-Bas et communiqu6e par
par celui-ci k toutes les autres Puis- celui-ci k toutes les autres Puissances
sances contractantes, contractantes.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes S'il arrivait qu'une des Haates

Parties contractantes ddnon_&t la pr_- Parties contractantes d6non_t la
sente :D6claration, cette ddnonciation pr6sente Ddclaration, cette d6noneia-
ne produirait ses effets qu'un an apr6s tion ne produirait ses effets qu'un an
la notification faite par _crit au apr6s la notification faite par _crit au
Gouvemement des Pays-Bas et corn- Gouvernemeat des Pays-Bas et com-

muniqu6e imm_diatement par celui-ci muniqude imm6diatement par celui-ci
toutes les autres Puissances con- k toutes les autres Puissances contrac-

tractantes, tant_s.

Cette d6nonciation ne produira ses Cette d_nonciatlon ne produira ses

effets qu'_ l'6gard de la Puissance qui effets qu'k l'_gard de la Puissance qui
raura notifi_e, raura notifi6e.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires En foi de quoi, les P16nipotentiaires
ont signd la pr_sente Ddclaration et oat rev_tu la pr_sente D_claration de
l'ont rev_tu de leurs cachets, leurs signatures.

Fait k La Haye, le 29 Juillet, 1899, Fait k La Haye, le 18 Oaobre, 1907,

en unseul exemplaire, qui restera eu un seul exemplaire, qui restera
d_pos6 clans les archives du Gouverne- ddpos6 clans les archives du Oouveme-

meat des Pays-Bas et dont des copies, meat des Pays-Bas et dont des copies,
certifi_es conformes, seront ternises par certifi_es confomes, seront ternises par
la vole diplomatique aux Puissances la vole diplomatique aux Puis_nces
contractantes, contractantes.
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1899 1907

The present Declaration shall be The present Declaration shall be

ratified as soon as possible, ratified as soon as possible.
The ratifications shall be deposited The ra_fications shall_be deposited

at The Hague. at The Hague.
A proc_s-verbal shall be drawn up A pro&s-verbal shall be drawn up

on the receipt of each ratification, of on the receipt of each ratification, of
which a duly certified copy shall be which a duly certified copy shall be

sent through the diplomatic channel sent through the diplomatic channel
to all the Contracting Powers. to all the Contracting Powers.

Non-Signatory Powers may accede Non-Signatory Powers may accede
to the present Declaration. For this to the present Declaration. For this
purpose they must make known their purpose they must make known their
accession to the Contracting Powers accession to the Contracting Powers
by means of a written notification by means of a written notification,
addressed to the Netherland Govern- addressed to the Netherland Govern-

ment, and communicated by it to all ment, and communicated by it to all

the other Contracting Powers. the other Contracting Powers.
In the event of one of the High In the event of one of the High

Contracting Parties denouncing the Contracting Parties denouncing the
present Declaration, such denunciation present Declaration, such denunciation
shall not take effect until a year after shall not take effect until a year after
the notification made in writing to the the notification made in writing to the
Netherland Government, and forth- Netherland Government, and forth-

with communicated by it to all the with communicated by it to all the
other Contracting Powers. other Contracting Po_vers.

This denunciation sh_ll only affect This denunciation shall only affect
the notifying Power. the notifying Power.

In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries In faith whereof the Plenipotentiaries
have signed the present Declaration, have signed the present Declaration.
and affixed their seals thereto.

Done at The Hague the 29thJuly, Done at The Hague, the 18th
1899, in a single copy, which shall October, 1907, in a single copy,
_main deposited in the archives of which shall remain deposited in the
the Netherland Government, and of archives of the Netherland Govern-

which duly certified copies shall be ment, and of which duly certified
sent through the diplomatic channel copies shall be sent, through the
to the Contracting Powers. diplomatic channel, to the Contracting

Powers.
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I. DECLARATION PROHIBITING THE DISCHARGE OF PROJECTILES

AND EXPLOSIVES FROM BALLOONS 1.

The Circular of Count Mouravieff of the llth June, 1899, suggested as
one of the topics for the consideration of the First Peace Conference "the

restriction of the explosives already existing, and the prohibition of the

discharge of projectiles or explosives of any kind from balloons or by any

similar means2. '' The subject was taken into consideration by the First

Committee under the presidency of M. Beernaer_ and the foregoing
Declaration was adopted. Notwithstanding the strenuous attempt of
Captain Crozier, the United States delegate, to make the Declaration one

of a permanent character, it was only accepted for a period of five years,
which expired on the 4th September, 1905. Count Benckendorffs Circular

suggested the reconsideration of the matter by the Second Peace Conference

and the Belgian delegate introduced the topic by moving the renewal of
the Declaration in the same terms as in 1899 s. The subject was considered
by the Second Committee over which M. Beernaert presided, when amend-

ments were introduced by the Russian and Italian delegates.

The Russian amendment was "to replace the general and temporary
prohibition by a permanent restriction prohibiting the discharge from

balloons of projectiles or explosives against undefended towns, villages,
houses or buildings4. '' The Italian amendment was to the same effect as

the Russian and was with a view of rendering the Declaration permanent,

whereas the Belgian proposal was to renew the Declaration for a further

period of five years; it further required that a balloon to be employed in
operations of war should be " dfrigeable et mon_d par un dquipage militaire."

The object of the Russian amendment was ultimately attained by the
insertion in Article 25 of the Regulations for the law of war on land of

the prohibition to attack or bombard undefended towns, villages etc., by
any means whatever 5.

a Conference internationale de la Paiz, 1899, Part _. First Committee, p. 49; De Martens,

Nouveau Recueil de Trait_s (2nd series), Vol. xxvx. p. 994; La Deux. Confgr. T. x. pp. 87, 104;
T. m. pp. 15, 148-159, 252; Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1908), pp. 25, 106--8; Livre Yaune,

p. 77; Weissbuvh, p. 7; Bonfils-Fauehille, Le Drolt international, pp. 869--868 "(with
bibliography on the subjeet of La guerre a_r/enne); G. B. Davis, The amelioration of the rulee

of war on land, Amer. Journ. of Inter. Law, Vol. rf. p. 74; Idem, The launching of iarojectiles

from balloons, Vol. n. p. 528; Idem, _Tement_ of International Law (Srd ed.), pp. 647--560;
E. Lbmonon, La seeonde Oonfgrence de la Paix, pp. 382-894; J. Wsetlake, War, p. 274;
It. P. Hearne, Aerial warfare; T. E. Holland, The laws of war on land, pp. 41, 81, 128;
J. B. Scott, The Hague Peace Conference*, Vol. x. p. 649.

See ante, p. 40.

s See La Deuz. Confg_r. T. rrr. p. 252. _ Ibid. T. x. p. 104; T. r_. p. 15.
See ante, p. 269; see also La Deux. Confdr. T. m. p. 16.
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The discussion on the various projects took place at the meeting of

the First Sub-Committee of the Second Committee on the 7th August,

1907 I. The developments in the science of aerostatics since 1899 caused

several states which had supported the Declaration in 1899 either to l
refrain from voting or to oppose the proposal. The French delegate I

(M. Renault) pointed out that it was an unlawful act to bombard churches_
hospitals etc. in whatever way the explosives were fired, but that it was_i

perfectly lawful to endeavour to destroy arsenals, barracks etc., whethe_
the explosives were discharged from cannon or balloon. The problem o_

aerial navigation was progressing so rapidly that he was not prepared to
ibrego the advantage of profiting by new discoveries which did not in any

way tend to make the conduct of war less humane e.

The Belgian delegate urged the renewal of the Declaration to show

the humanitarian spirit of the Congress by giving the lie to those who
affirmed that it had only been accepted in 1899 because at the time the
science of aerostatics was so little advanced that there was then no chance

of balloons being used for the purpose of discharging explosives 3.

Lord Reay asked if it was not enough to have two elements in which

nations might give free course to their animosities and settle their quarrels,
without adding a third. Anticipating the subject of the limitation of

expenditure on armaments he urged that a beginning might be made with

regard to instruments of aerial warfare. Nations were already groaning
under the increasing burdens of naval and military armaments, let the

Conference act, he said, while there was yet time and thus prohibit a new
scourge more terrible in its effect than the instruments of war whose field

of action they were endeavouring to limit'.
The Belgian proposal was carried in Committee by 28 votes (2 of these,

Germany and Roumania, being conditional on unanimity) to 6 (the
Argentine Republic, Spain, France, Montenegro, Persia and Russia);

10 countries not being represented.

The question was then raised as to whether the Russian proposal should

be put, but on Count Tornielli moving the Italian proposal, M. Teharykow

accepted its principle. This proposal consisted of two Articles: (1) It is
forbidden to discharge projectiles and explosives from balloons which are

not dirigible and sent upby a military force. (2) The bombardment

I La Deuz. Confgr. T. m. pp. 150-9. _ Ibid. p. 159..
a /bid. p. 15B. See the r_m_ks of M. de Lapradelle on this subject in La Revue g_n_ral$

de Dro_t in.national public, 1899, p. 691.
4 La Deuz. Confer. p. 159.
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by military balloons is subject _ the same restrictions accepted for

land and sea warfare in so fax as this is compatible with the new method

of fighting1. The German delegate pointed out that the Italian proposal
dealt with two distinct matters and asked that a division should be taken

on each. He said that as regards the first it was possible to discharge

projectiles from balloons which were not dirigible, and further there was

no connection between the power to direct balloons and that of discharging
projectiles from them 2. The 1st Article of the Italian amendment was

carried by 21 votes to 8 with 6 abstentions, Article 2 was also carried by
31 votes to 1 with 3 abstentions s.

The matter came before the full meeting of the Second Committee on

the 14th August, when the French proposal for the addition of the words

"by any means whatever" was made to Article 25 of the "Regulations" of

4 H. C. 1907, and the Declaration in the form proposed by the Belgian

delegate was recommended to the Conference 4.
The Report was considered at the Fourth Plenary Meeting of the

Conference on the 17th August, when Sir Edward Fry moved to replace

the words "for a period of five years," recommended by the Commission,
by the words "until the termination of the Third Peace Conference."

This was carried by 28 to 8 with 8 abstentionsb; but the renewal of
the Declaration for a period of five years was also carried by 29 to 8
with 7 abstentions. In presenting his Report on the drafting of the Final

Act at the Tenth Plenary Meeting of the Conference on the 17th October,
1907, M. Renault recalled the fact that the Declaration was voted by

29 for, 8 against and 7 abstentions. It may be asked, he said, why it

should appear in the Final Act, as it was not accepted unanimously. The
answer was that the Drafting Committee had, before inserting it in the

Final Act, ascertained that the states voting against it raised no objection

to this proceeding s. Nothing is said in the Report regarding the fact that
the Belgian form of the Declaration received a larger number of votes

than the British, but the Declaration stands in the form proposed by

Sir Edward Fry, and in this form it has been signed.

a La Deux. Confer. T. zzz. p. 155. _ Ib/d. p. 157. a/b/d, pp. I_8-9.
• Ibid. p. 16. See ante, pp. 269-270. The first paragraph of Article 1 of 9 H. C. 1907,

which forbids the bombardment by naval forces of undefended porte, towns, villages, dwellings
or buildings, does not contain the words "by any means whatever." From the discussions in
the Sub-Commlttee it would appear that the members considered that the di_ge of

projectiles from balloons whether by a military or naval foree was governed by the _me
rules. (See Article 2 of the Italian proposal.)

Ibld. T. z. pp. 87-8. s Ibld. T. z. p. 688.
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The Declaration has been signed by 27 states out of the 44 present at

signatory the Conference. The following have not signed: Germany,
_owam. Chili, Denmark, Spain, France, Guatemala, Italy, Japan,

Mexico, Montenegro, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Roumania, Russia, Servia,
Sweden and Venezuela.

With the exception of Austria-Hungary, all the great European

military Powers have refused to agree to the prohibition contained in
this Declaration. A great opportunity of making a beginning in the

restriction of expenditure on armaments has thus been lost, and the

allegations of those to whom the Belgian delegate referred have not been
answered. The bombardment of undefended towns etc. by projectiles from

balloons is not a legitimate act of warfare, but 17 states retain the right
to make use of this method of warfare against such places as do not come

under that undefined description.

D_TIO_ II (1899).

Des Gaz Asphyxiants ou Asphyxiating or Deleterious
D61_t_res. Gases.

Les soussignds, Pl_nipotentiaires The Undersigned, Plenipotentiaries
des Puissances repr4sentdes _ la Con- of the Powers represented at the
fdrence Internationale de la Paix k La International Peace Conference at the

Haye, dfiment autorisds _ eet effet Hague_uly authorized to that effect
par leurs Gouvemements, by their2_overnments,

S'inspirant des sentiments qui ont Inspired by the sentiments which
trouvd leur expression claus la Dd- found expression in the Declaration of
claration de _aint-Pdtersbourg du St Petersburg of the 29th l_ovember

29 novembre (11 ddcembre), 1868, (llth December), 1868,
D_clarent : Declare :
Les Puissances contractantes s'in- The Contracting Powers agree to

terdisent l'emploi de projectiles qui abstain from the use of projectiles the

oat pour but unique de rdpandre des sole object of which is the diffusion of
gaz asphyxiants ou d_l_tkres, asphyxiating or deleterious gases.

La pr_sente Ddclaration n'est obli- The present Declaration is only

gatoire clue pour les Puissances con- binding on the Contracting Powers
tmctantes, en cas de guerre entre deux in the case of a war between two or

ou plusieurs ffentre eUes. more of them.
Elle cessera d'_tTe obligatoize du It shah cease to be binding from

moment oil, dans une guerre entre des the time when, in a war betmeen the
Puissances conta_ctantes, une Pule- Contracting Powers, one of the belli-
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sance non-contractante se joindrait k gerents shall be joined by a non-Con-
l'un des bellig_rants, tracting Power.

La pr_ente Ddelaration sera ratifide The present Declaration shall be
clans le plus bref ddlai possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes k The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at the Hague.

I1 sera dress_ du ddpSt de chaque A Troc_s-verbal shall be drawn up
ratification un proc_s-verbal, dont une on the receipt of each ratification, of
copie, certifi_e conforme, sera remise which a duly certified copy shall be
par la voie diplomatique k toutes les sent through the diplomatic channel
Puissances contractantes, to all the Contracting Powers.

Les Puissances non-signataires pour- Non-Signatory Powers can accede
font adh_rer k la pr6sente Ddclaratio_ to the present Declaration. For
Elles auront, _ eet effet, k faire con- this purpose they must make their

naltre leur adh6sion aux Puissances accession known to the Contracting
contractantes, au moyen d'une notifi- Powers by means of a written notifi-
cation _crite, adress_e au Gouverne- cation addressed to the Netherland

ment des Pays-Bas et communiqu_e Government, and by it communicated

par celui-ci _ routes les autres Puis- to all the other Contracting Powers.
sances eontractantes.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes In the event of one of the High
Parties contractantes d6nong_t la Contracting Parties denouncing the
prdsente D_claration, cette ddnoncla- present Declaration, such denunciation
t-ion ne produirait ses effets qu'un an shall not'take effect until a year after

apr_s la notification faite par 6crit au the notification made in writing to
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et corn- the Government of the Netherlands,
muniqu_e immddiatement par celui- and forthwith communicated by it to
ci k toutes les autres Puissances all the other Contracting Powers.
contractantes.

Cette ddnonclation ne produira ses This denunciation shall only affect
effets qu'k l'dgard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power.
l'aura notifi_e.

En foi de quol, les Pl_nipotentiaires In faith of which the Plenipoten-
ont signd la pr_sente D_claration et tiaries have signed the present De-
l'ont rev_tu de leurs cachets, claration, and affixed their seals thereto.

Fait k La Haye, le 29 Juillet, 1899, Done at the Hague, the 29th July,
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera 1899, in a single copy, which shall be
ddpos6 dans les archives du Gouverne- kept in the archives of the Netherland

ment des Pays-Bas et dont des copies, Government_ and copies of which, duly
certifides conformes, seront remises certified, shall be sent by the diplo-
par ]a vole diplomatique aax Puis- matic channel to the Contracting
sauces COheres. Powers.
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II. DECLARATION PROHIBITING THE USE OF ASPHYXIATING

OR DELETERIOUS GASES 1.

The question of the prohibition of new kinds of explosives was
considered by the First Committee of the Conference of 1899, and the

Russian delegate expressed the opinion that the use of asphyxiating gases

was barbarous and on the same footing as the poisoning of a river.

Captain Mahan, the United States naval delegate, opposed this view and
gave the following reasons for voting against the prohibition: "(1)That

no shell emitting such gases is as yet in practical use or has undergone

adequate experiment; consequently, a vote taken now would be taken in
ignorance of the facts as to whether the results would be of a decisive

character, or whether injury in excess of that necessary to attain the end

of warfare, of immediately disabling the enemy, would be inflicted.

(2) That the reproach addressed against those supposed shells was equally
uttered formerly against firearms and torpedoes, although each is now

employed without scruple. Until we know the effects of such asphyxiating
shells, there was no saying whether they would be more or less merciful

than missiles now permitted. (3) That it was illogical and not demonstrably

humane to be tender about asphyxiating men with gas, when all were

prepared to admit that it was allowable to blow the bottom out of an
ironclad at midnight, throwing four or five hundred men into the sea to

be asphyxiated by water, with barely the remotest chance of escape. If,

and when, a shell emitting asphyxiating gases has been successfully
produced, then and not before, will men be able to vote intelligently on the

subjectV'
The British naval delegate (Admiral Sir John Fisher) supported the

prohibition on the understanding that the vote was unanimous. When

the question was reconsidered Captain Mahan declined to withdraw his

negative vote and Sir Julian Pauncefote voted with him s.
This Declaration remained unsigned by both Great Britain and the

United States until the commencement of the Second Peace Conference,

when Sir Edward Fry was instructed to sign it on behalf of the British

Government 4, but the United States have not signed. It has been signed

by all the other Powers represented at the First Peace Conference but

not by those which were represented only at the Second.

x De Martens, t_ecuell 17ouwau de Trait& (2nd series), Vol. xxvx. p. 998; Par/. Pal_ers,

Misc. No. 1 (1899), pp. 81,181; F. W. HoIls, The Peaze Conference at the Hague, p. 118.
s Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), p. 81; F. W. Holls, o_v.c/t. p. 119.
s Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 1 (1899), pp. 181-2.

4 Parl. Palvers, Misc. No. 1 (1907), p. 26; La Deut. Confer. 2'. x. p. 89.
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DECLARATIONIII (1899).

Des Balles g Enveloppe Dure etc. Bullets with a Hard Envelope etc.

Los sonssignds, Pl_nipotentiaires The Undersigned, Plenipotentiaries
des Puissances reprdsentdes & la Con- of the Powers represented at the
fdrenee Internationale de la Paix/t La International Peace Conference at the

Haye, dfiment autorisds &cot effet par Hague, duly authorized to that effect
leurs Gouvernements, by their Governments,

S'inspirant des sentiments qui ont Inspired by the sentiments which
trouv6 leur expression dans la D& found expression in the Declaration of
claration de Saint-P_tersbourg du St Petersburg of the 29th November
29 novembre (11 d_cembre), 1868, (11th December), 1868,

Ddclarent : Declare :

Les Puissances eontractantes gin- The Contracting Parties agree to
terdisent l'emploi de balles qui s'dpa- abstain from the use of bullets which
nouissent ou s'aplatissent facilement expand or flatten easily in the human
clans le corps humain, telles que los body, such as bullets with a hard

balhs/t enveloppe dure dont l'enveloppe envelope which does not entirely cover
ne couvrirait pas enti_rement le noyau the core, or is pierced with incisions.
ou serait pourvue d'ineisions.

La pr6sente Ddclaration n'est ohli- The present Declaration is only
gatoire que pour ]es Puissances con- binding for the Contracting Powers in
tractantes, en cas de guerre entre deux the case of a war between two or more

ou plusieurs d'entre elles, of them.

Dle cessera d'&re obligatoire du It shall cease to be binding from
moment oh, clans une guerre entre des the time when, in a war between the

Puissances contraetantes, une Puis- Contracting Powers, one of the belli-
sance non-contractante se joindrait k gerents is joined by a non-Contracting
Fun des belligdrants. Power.

La prdsente I)dclaration sera ratifide The present Declaration shall be
clans le plus bref ddlai possibla ratified as soon as possibla

Les ratifications seront d6pos_es k The ratifications shall be deposif_l
La Haye. at the Hague.

II sera dressd du ddp6t de chaque A proc_-verba/shall be drawn up
ratification un prochs-verbal, dont une on the receipt of each ratification, a
copie, certifi_e conforme, sera remise copy of which, duly certified, shall be

par la vole diplomatique l_ routes les sent through the diplomatic channel
Puissances eontraotantes, to all the Contracting Powers.

Les Puissances non-signataires pour- Non-Signatory Powers may accede
font adh&er/_ la prdsente D_claration. to the present Declaration. For
FAles auront, k cet effet, _ faire con- this purpose they must make their
naltre leur adhdsion aux Puissances aex_ssion known to the Contracting
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contractautes, au moyen d'une notifi- Powers by means of a written notifi-
cation dcrite, adressde au Gouverns- cation addressed to the Netherland

ment des Pays-Bas st communiqu_e Government, and by it communicated
par celui-ci & toutes les autres Puis- to all the-other Contracting Powers.
sances contractantes.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Hautes In the event of one of the High

Parties contractantes d6nonT_t la pr_- Contracting Parties denouncing the
sente Ddclaration, cette dgnonciation present Declaration, such denunciation
ne produirait ses effets qu'un an apr_s shall not take effect until a year after
la notification faite par _crit au the notification made in writing to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas et corn- Netherland Government, and forth-
muniqu_e imm6diatement par celui-ci with communicated by it to all the
k toutes les autres Puissances con- other Contracting Powers.
tractantes.

Cette d6noneiation ne produira ses This denunciation shall only affect

effets qu'k l'_gard de la Puissance qui the notifying Power.
l'aura notifi_e.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires In faith of which the PIeuipoten-

ont sign6 la pr_ents D_claration et tiaries have signed the present De-
l'ont rev_tu de leurs cachets, claration, and have afftxed their seals

thereto.

Fair k La Haye, le 29 Juillet, 1899, Done at the Hague the 29th July,
en un seul exemplaire, qui restera 1899, in a single copy, which shall be
d_pes4 clans les archives du Gouverne- kept in the archives of the Netherland
merit des Pays-Bas et dont des copies, Government, and of which copies, duly
certifiOm conformes, seront ramises par certified, shall be sent through the
la vole diplomatique aux Puissances diplomatic channel to the Contracting
contractantes. Powers.

II_ DECLARATIONPROHIBITINGTHE USE OF EXPANDING BULLETS!.

The discussions leading to the adoption of this Declaration at the First
Peace Conference showed considerable difference of opinion among the

delegates. The chief opponents were the British and United States

delegates. It was recognised by the delegates of both Powers that the

use of bullets inflicting unnecessarily severe wounds should be prohibited,

x De Martens,NouveauReeueilde Trait& (2nd series),Vol. XXVLp. 1002; Parl. Papers,
M'u_.No. 1 (1899),pp. 62,88, 118, 169, 179, 182-5, 192--4,218, 260; T. E. Holland, The
laws of waron land, p. 42;F. W.Holls, op. cir. pp. 99-117; (_. B. Davis, Internationo.lLaw,
I_.547; E. L_monon, La secondeConference,p. B87.
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and Captain Crozier (United States) moved an amendment to this effect,

but his only supporter was the British delegate 1. The British view was

expressed in a letter from the War Office to Lord Salisbury which the latter

communicated to Sir Julian Pauneefote, and in which it was pointed out
that experience in the Chitral campaign had demonstrated that a bullet

with a hard covering had not sufficient stopping power, and the British

Government was not prepared to give up the use of the bullet known as
the " Mark iv" pattern as it possessed the minimum of destructive effect

and did not inflict unnecessary suffering. For this reason the Indian

Government had adopted the Dum-dum 2 bullet, in which a very small

portion of the head of the leaden bullet is not covered by a hard metal
envelope s. It was clear that this bullet was the one at which the

prohibition was aimed, though no direct evidence was adduced that it

was of the nature indicated by the Declaration.
On the outbreak of the Boer war "Mark iv" bullets were not served

out to the British troops, and the occasional use of expanding bullets by

the Boers led to energetic protests on the part of the British Commanders.
Until the opening of the Second Conference neither Great Britain,

the United States nor Portugal had signed this Declaration, but at the

Fourth Plenary Meeting on the 17th August, 1907, the delegates of Great
Britain and Portugal intimated their accession 4.

At the meeting of the First Sub-Committee of the Second Committee

the President stated that none of the signatory Powers had asked for

revision, and therefore any discussion on the subject was out of order.

The United States Delegation had however filed a proposal in the following
terms : "The use of bullets which inflict unnecessarily cruel wounds, such as

explosive bullets, a_d in general every kind of bulle_ which exceeds the limi_

_ecessary for placing a man immediately hors de combat, should be for-
b/ddenC' These were the terms of the United States amendment in 1899

which, owing to the curious method of procedure at the Conference, was

never put to the vote. General G. B. Davis (United States) at the meeting
of the Second Committee on the lath August, 1907, drew attention to

this proposal, and also to the ruling of the President at the meeting of the
Sub-Committee in which he stated that as the modification or restriction

of the Declaration did not appear in the programme of the Conference a

a Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1899), p. 183.
So called from the Arsenal near Caloutta where the bullet was first made.

s See Parl. Papers, Miso. No. 1 (1899), p. 118.
" La Deux. Confer. T. z. p. 26; Parl. Paper, Miso. No. 4 (1907), p. 26.

Ibid. T. m. p. 251.
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restrictive proposal of the United States was not connected with it _. He
pointed out that his Delegation found it difficult to understand "that no
one had asked for a revision of the Declaration_. '' No discussion of the

subject was allowed by the Chairman.

The Declaration has been signed by all the states represented at the

First Peace Conference except the United States: it has not been signed
by those states which were represented only at the Second Peace Con-
ference.

1 La Deaz. Confer.T. m. p. 159.
/bid. p.17. GeneralDavisin an Articleon The Declarationsof 1899,in the Amer. Journ.

of Inter. Law (Vol.u. p. 76),discussesthe propositionwhichhe was not allowedto makeat
theConference.

ru 32



ANNEXE AUPREMIERV(EU I_IIS PAR ANNEX TO THE FIRST WISH EX-

LA DEUXI_MECONFI_RENCEDE PRESSEDBY TBE SECONDPEACE
LA PA1X1. COlqFERENCE_.

Projet d'une Convention relative Drai_ Convention relative to' the
l'_.tablissement d'une Cour Creation of a Judicial Arbitra-

de Justice Arbitrale. tion Court.

Titre I. Part I.

Organisation de la Cour de Constitution of the Judicial
justice arbitrale. Arbitration Court.

ART. 1. _RT. 1.

Dans le but de faire progresser la With the view of promoting the

cause de l'arbitrage, les Puissances cause of arbitration, the Contracting
contractantes conviennent d'organiser, Powers agree to constitute, without
sans porter atteinte _ la Cour perma- derogation to the Permanent Court of
nente d'arbitrage, une Cour de justice Arbitration, a Judicial Arbitration

arbitrale, d'un ace, s fibre et facile, Court, freely and easily accessible,
rdunissant des juges reprdsentant les composed of Judges representing the
divers syst_mes juridiques du monde, various juridical systems of the world,
et capable d'assurer la continuit_ de la and capable of insuring continuity in
jurisprudence arbitrale, arbitral jurisprudence.

ART. 2. ART. 2.

La Cour de Justice arbitrale secom- The Judicial Arbitration Court is

pose de juges et de juges suppl_mts composed of Judges and Deputy Judges
choisis parmi les personnes jouissant chosen from persons of the highest
de la plus haute considdration morale moral reputation, and all fulfilling
et qui tons devront remplir les con- conditions qualifying them, in their

ditioas requises, dans leurs pays respective countries, to occupy high
respectifs, pour l'admission dans la legal posts, or be jurists of recogn£zed
haute magistrature, ou _tre des jtuds- competence in matters of international
consultes d'une compdtence notoire en law.
mati_re de droit international.

1 Seeante, p. 66. _ Seeante, p. 67.
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Les juges et lea juges suppldants The Judges and Deputy Judges of
de la Cour sent choisis, autant que the Court are appointed, as far as
possible, parmi les membres de la Cour possible, from the members of the
permanente d'arbitrage. Le choix Permanent Court of Arbitration. The
sera fair dans les six mois qui suivront appointment shall be made within the
la ratification de la pr_sente Conven- six months after the ratification of the
tion. present Convention.

ART. 3. ART. 3.

Les juges et les juges suppliants The Judges and Deputy Judges are
sent nomm_s pour uue p_riode de appointed for a period of twelve years,
douze ans _ compter de la date oh la reckoned from the date on which the
nomination aura _t_ notifide au Conseil appointment is notified to the Admin-

administTatif institud par la Conven- istrative Council created by the Con-
tion pour le r_glement pacitlque des vention for the Pacific Settlement of
eonflits internationaux. Leurmandat International Disputes. Their ap-

pout _tre renouvel_, pointinents can be renewed.
En cas de d_c_s ou de ddmission Should one of the Judges, or Deputy

d'un juge ou d'un juge suppliant, il Judges, die or resign, the same pro-
est pourvu _ son remplacement selon cedure is followed in filling the vacancy
le mode fixd pour sa nomination, as was followed in appointing him. In
Dams ce cas, la nomination est faite this case, the appointment is made for
pour une nouvelle p_riode de douze a fresh period of twelve years.
arts.

AR_. 4. ART. 4.

Les juges de la Cour de justice The Judges of the Judicial Arbitra-
arbitrale sent dgaux entre eux et tion Court are equal amongst them-
prennent rang d'apr_s la date de la selves, and rank according to the date
notification de leur nomination. La of the notitication of their appointment.
prds_ance appartient au plus Ag_, au The Judge who is senior in point of age
eas oh la date est la m6me. takes precedence when the date of noti-

fication is the same.

Les juges suppldants sent, dans The Deputy Judges are assimilated
l'exercice de leurs fonctions, assimilds in the exercise of their functions to the

aux juges titulaires. Toutefois, ils Judges. They rank, however, after the
prennent rang apr_s ceux-ci, latter.

ART. 5. ART. 5.

Les juges jouissent des privileges et The Judges enjoy diplomatic privi-
immuni_s diplomatiques d_na l'exer- leges and immunities in the perform- )
cice de leurs fonetions et en dehors de ance of their duties, and when outside

leurs pays. their own country.
32--2
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Avant de prendre possession de leur Before taking their seat, the Judges
si_ge, les juges et les juges suppl_mts and Deputy Judges must take an oath,
doivent, devant le Conseil adminis- or make a solemn affirmation before

tratif, prater serment ou faire une the Administrative Council, to dis-
affirmation solennelle d'exercer leurs charge their duties impartially and

fonctions avec impartiaht_ et en toute conscientiously.
conscience.

ART. 6. fl..RT.6.

La Cour ddsigne annuellement trois The Court annually nominates three
juges qui ferment une D61_gation Judges to form a special Delegation
sp6eiale et trois autres destines k les and three more to replace them if the
remplacer en cas d'emp_chement. Ils former are unable to act. They are
peuvent _tre rgdlus. L'_lection se fair eligible for re-election. The election
au scrutin de liste. Sent consid_rds is by ballot. The persons who secure

comme glus ceux qui r_unissent le plus the largest number of votes are con-
grand hombre de voix. La D61dgation sidered elected. The Delegation itself
_lit elle-m_me son Prdsident, qui, _ elects its own President, who, in default
d_faut d'une majoritY, est d6sign6 par of a majority, is appointed by lot.
le sort.

Un membre de la D_ldgation ne peut A member of the Delegation cannot
exercer ses fonctions quand la Puissance act when the Power which appointed
qui l'a nomm6, ou dent il est le him, or to which he belongs, is one of
national, est une des Parties. the parties.

Les membres de la D_l_gation ter- The members of the Delegation are
minent les affaires qui leur ont _t_ to conclude matters which have been

soumises, m_me au cas otl la p6riode submitted to them, even if the period
pour ]aquelle ils out gt_ nommds juges for which they have been appointed
serait expir_e. Judges has expired.

AnT. 7. ART. 7.

L'exercice des fonctions judiciaires A Judge may not exercise his judicial
est interdit au juge dans les affaires functions in any case in which he has,
au sujet desquelles il aura, k un titre in any way whatever, taken part in the
quelconque, concouru k la ddeision decision of a National Tribunal, of a
d'nn Tribunal national, finn Tribunal Tribunal of Arbitration, or of a Core-

d'arbitrage, ou d'une Commission mission of Inquiry, or has figured in
d'enqu_te, ou figur6 dans l'instance the suit as counsel or advocate for one

comme conseil ou avocat d'une pattie, of the parties.

Aucun juge ne peut intervenir No Judge can act as agent or
comme agent ou comme avocat devant advocate before the Judicial Arbitra,
la Gour de justice arbitrale ou la Cour tion Court or the Permanent Court of

permanente d'arbitrage, devant un Arbitration, before a Special Tribunal
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Tribunal spdcial d'arbitrage ou une of Arbitration or a Commission of
Commission d'enqu_te, ni y agir pour Inquiry, nor act therein for one of the
une Partie en quelque qualit_ que ee parties in any capacity whatsoever so

soit, pendant teuCe la duroc de son long as his appointment lasts.
mandat.

Aav. 8. _h_.a_.8.

I_ Cour _lit son President et son The Court elects its President and

Vice-President & la majorit_ absolue Vice-President by an absolute majority
des suffrages exprim4s. Apr_s deux of the votes cast. After two ballots,
tours de scrntin, l'¢leetion se fait k la the election is made by a bare majority
majorit_ relative et, en eas de partage and, in case the votes are equal, by lot.
des voix, le sort dgcide.

ha_. 9. AnT. 9.

Les juges de la Cour de justice The Judges of the Judicial Arbitra-

arbitrale re_oivent une indemnit_ tion Court receive an annual salary of
annuelle de 6,000 florins nderlandais. 6,000 Netherland florins. This salary
Cetteindemnit_estpaydekl'expirution is paid at the end of each half-year,
de chaque semestre k dater du jour de reckoned from the date on which the
la premiere r_uuion de la Cont. Court meets for the first time.

Pendant l'exercice de leurs fonctions In the exercise of their duties during
au cours des sessions ou clans les cas the sessions or in the special cases
sp_ciaux pr_vus par la prdsente Con- covered by the present Convention,
vention, ils touehent une somme de they receive the sum of 100 florins
100 florins par jour. II leur est allou_, per diem. They are further entitled
en outre, une indemnitg de voyage to receive a travelling allowance fixed
fixde d'apr_s les r_glements de leur in accordance with the regulations
pays. Les dispositions du pr6sent existing in their own country. The

alin_a s'appliquent aussi aux jnges provisions of the present paragraph
supplOmts rempla_nt les jnges, are applicable also to Deputy Judges

when acting for Judges.
Ces allocations, comprises clans les These emoluments are included in

frais gdn4raux de la Cour, pr_vus pax the general expenses of the Court dealt
l'arfiele 31, sent versdes par l'entre- with in Article 31, and are paid through
raise du Bureau international institug the International Bureau created by the
par la Convention pour le-r_glement Convention for the Pacific Settlement
pacitique des conflits internationaux, of International Disputes.

.A_. 10. AR_. 10.

Les Juges ne ,peuvent recevoir de The Judges may not accept from
leur propre Gouvernement ou de eeIui their own Government or from that
d'une autre Puissance aucune rdmund- of any other Power any remuneration
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ration pour des services rontrant clans for services connected with their duties
leurs devoirs comme membres de la as members of the Court.
Cour.

ART. 11. ART. 11.

La Cour de justice arbitrale a son The seat of the Judicial Arbitration
si_ge _ La Haye et ne peut, sauf lecas Court is at The Hague, and cannot ex-
de forcemajeure, letransporterailleurs, cept in the case of force majeure be

transferred elsewhere.

La D61dgation peut, avec l'assenti- The Delegation may choose, with the
ment des Parties, choisir un autre lieu assent of the parties concerned, another

pour ses rdunions si des circonstances place for its meetings, if special circum-
particuli_res l'exigent, stances render such a step necessary.

ART. 12. ART. 12.

Le Conseil administratff remplit k The Administrative _]ouncil fulfila

l'dgard de la Cour de justice arbitrale the same functions with regard to the
los fonctions qu'il remplit _ l'dgard de Judicial Arbitration Court as with
la Cour permanente d'arbitrage, regard to the Permanent Court of

Arbitration.

ART. 13. ART. 13.

Le Bureau international sert de The International Bureau acts as

greffe k la Cour de justice arbitrale et registry to the-_'_cial Arbitration
dolt mettre sos loeaux et son organisa- Court, and shall place its offices and
tion k la disposition de la Cour. I1 a staff at the disposal of the Court. It
la garde des archives et la gestion des has the custody of the archives and
affaires administratives, carries out the administrative work.

Le Secrdtaire-gdndral du Bureau The Secretary:General of the .Bureau
rempllt los fonctions de grefl]er, acts as Registrar.

Los Secrdtaires adjoints au grefl]er, The necessary secretaries to assist
les traducteurs, et los stdnographes the Registrar, translators and short-
ndcesssJres sont ddsignds etassermentds hand writers are appointed and sworn
par la Cour. in by the Court_

ART. 14. ART. 14.

La Course rdunit en session une • The Court meets in session once a

lois par an. La session commence le year. The session opens on the third
troisi_me mercredi de juin etdure taut Wednesday in June and lasts until-aU

que l'ordre dn jour n'aura pas dtd the business on the agenda has ,been
dpuisd, transacted.

La Cour nese rdunit pas en session, The Court does not meet in session

si la Ddldgation estime que cette if the Delegation considers that such
rdunionn'estpasndcessaire. Toutefois, meeting is unnecessary. ,However,
si une Puissance eat partie k un litige when a Power is party in a ,case
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actuelhment pendant devant la Cour actually pending before the Court, the
et dont rinstruction est terminde ou pleadings in which axe closed, or about

va _tre terminde, ellea le droit d'exiger to be closed, it may insist that the
que la session air lieu. session be held.

En eas de ndcessitd, la Ddldgation When-necessary, the Delegation may
peut convoquer la Cour en session summon the Court in extraordinary
extraordinaire, session.

/_. 15. /kaT. 15.

Un compte rendu des travaux de la A Report of the work of the Court
0our sera dressd chaque annde par la shall be drawn up every year by the
Ddldgation. Oe eompte rendu sera Delegation. This Report shall be
transmis aux Puissances contractautes forwarded to the Contracting Powers
par l'intermddiaire du Bureau inter- through the International Bureau. It
national. 11 sera communiqud aussi shall also be communicated to the

tousles juges et juges suppliants Judges and Deputy Judges of the
de la Cour. Court.

ART. 16. ART. 16.

Les juges et les juges suppldants, The Judges and Deputy Judges of
membres de laCour de justicearbi- the JudicialArbitrationCourt can

trah,peuventaussi_trenommds aux alsobe appointedJudgesand Deputy

fonctionsdejugeetde jugesuppldaut Judges in the Internatio.n.alPrize

clanslaGoutinternationaledesprises.Court.

Titre 1_I. Part ti.

Coml_tence ct Procedure. Jurisdiction and Procedure.

.ART. 17. ART. 17.

": La Cour de justice arbitrale est The Judicial Arbitration Court is

compdtentepourtouslescasqui sont competentto dealwithallcasessub-
portdsdevant elle,en vertu d'une mitredtoit,invirtueeitherofageneral

stipulationgdndraled'arbitrageoud'un undertakingto have recoursetoarbi-

accordspdcial, trationorofa specialagreement.

ART. 18. ART. 18.

.LaDdldgationestcompdtente:-- The Delegationiscompetent:--

I..Pour jugerles eas d'arbitrage I. To decidethecasesofarbitration

visds k l'artieleprdcddent,si les referredtointheprecedingArticle,ff

partiessont d'accordpour rdclamer thepartiesagreeupon theapplication

-rapplicationde la.procdduresommaire, ofthe summary procedure,laiddown

rdgldeau titreIV.,ehapitreiv,,de in PartIV.,Chapteriv.,ofthe Con-
la Convention pour le rbglement ventionforthe PacificSettlementof

paciiiquedesconflitsintexnationaux;InternationalDisputes;
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2. Pour proedder b. une enqu_te 2. To hold an inquiry under and in
en vertu et en conformitd du titre m. accordance with Part In. of the said

de la dite Convention en tant que la Convention, in so far as such an inquiry

Ddldgation enest chargde par les Par- is intrusted to the Delegation by the
ties agissant d'un commun accord, joint accord of the parties. With the
Avec l'assentiment des Parties et par assent of the parties, and as an excep-
dtrogation k rarticle 7, alinda 1, les tion to Article 7, paragraph 1, the

membres de la Ddldgation ayant pris members of the Delegation who have
part k l'enqu_te peuvent sidger comme taken part in the inquiry may sit as
juges, si le litige est soumis k rarbi- Judges, if the case in dispute is sub-
trage de la Cour ou de la Ddldgation mitted to the arbitration of the Court
elle-m_me, or of the Delegation itself.

AR_. 19. A_T. 19.

La Ddldgation est, en outre, corn- The Delegation is also competent to
pdtente pour l'dtablissement du corn- settle the ComFrom/s referred to in
promis visd par l'article 52 de la Article 52 of the Convention for the
Convention pour le r_glement pacifi- Pacific Settlement of InternationalDis-

que des eonttits internationaux, si les putes if the parties are agreed to leave
Parties sont d'accord pour s'en remettre it to the Court.
_la Cour.

Elle est dgalement compdtente, m_me It is equally competent to do so, even
si lademande est faite seulement par if the request is only made by one of the
l'une des Parties, apr_s qu'un accord parties, when all attempts to reach an
par la voie diplomatique a dtd vaine- understanding through the diplomatic
ment essayd, quand il s'agit :-- channel have failed, in the case of :--

1. D'un diffdrend rentrant dan_ un 1. A dispute covered by a general
trait_ d'arbitrage gdndral conclu ou Treaty of Arbitration concluded or
renouveld apr_s la raise en vigueur de renewed after the present Convention
cette Convention et qui prdvoit pour has come into force, providing for
chaque diffdrend un compromis, et a Comprom/s in all disputes, and not
n'exclut pour l'dtablissement de ce either explicitly or implicitly excluding
dernier ni explieitement ni implieite- the settlement of the Grmpromis from

merit la eompdtenee de la Ddl4gation. the competence of the Delegation.
Toutefois, le reeours k la Cour n'a pas Recourse cannot, however, be had to
lieu si l'autre Partie ddclare qu'h son the Court if the other party declares
avis le diffdrend n'appartient pas/_ la that in its opinion the dispute does not

catdgorie des questions/_ soumettre _ belong to the category of questions
un arbitrage obligatoire, _ moins clue which can be submitted to obligatory
le t_ait6 d'arbitrage ne conjure an arbitration, unless the Treaty of Arbi-
tribunal arbitral le pouvoir de ddeider tration confers upon the Arbitration

cette question pr_alable. Tribunal the power of deciding this
preliminary question.
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2. D'un diffdrend provenaat de 2. A disputearising from contract
dettes eontractuelles rdclam_es _. une debts claimed from one Power by
Puissance par une autre Puissance another Power as due to its nationals,
comme dues k ses nationaux, et pour and for the settlement of which the

la solution duquel l'offre d'arbitrage a offer of arbitration has been accepted.
dt_ acceptAe. Cotte disposition n'est This provision is not applicable if the
pas applicable si l'aceeptation a dt_ acceptance is subject to the condition
subordonn_e _ la condition que le that the Compromis should be settled
compromis soit dtabli selon un autre in some other way.
mode.

A_T. 20. A_T. 20.

Chacuae des Parties ale droit de Each of the parties concerned has
d_signer un juge de la Cour pour the right to nominate a Judge of the

prendre part, avee voix d_libgrative, Court to take part, with power to vote,
l'examen de l'affaire soumise _ la in the examination of the case sub-

D414gation. mitted to the Delegation.
Si la D_l_gation fonctionne en qualitA If the Delegation acts as a Corn-

de Commission d'enqu_te, ee mandat mission of Inquiry, this task may be
peut _tre confi_ k des personnes prises intrusted to persons other than the
en dehors des juges de la Cour. Les Judges of the Court. The travelling
frais de d_placement et la r_tributioa expenses and remuneration to be given

allouer aux dites personnes sent to the said persons are fixed and borne
fixes et suppert_s par les Puissances by the Powers appointing them.
qui les oat nommds.

ART. 21. A.RT. 21.

L'ace_s de la Cour de justice arbi- The Contracting Powers only may
trale, institude par la pr_sente Con- have access to the Judicial Arbitration
vention, n'est ouvert qu'aux Puissances Court set up by the present Convention.
contractantes.

ART. _2. AR_. 22.

La Cour de justice arbitrale suit The Judicial Arbitration Court fol-

tes r_gles de 1)roc_dure edictdes par la lows the rules of procedure laid down
Convention pour le r_glement pacifi- in the Convention for the Pacific Settle-
ClUedes conflits internationaux, sauf meat of International Disputes, except
ce qui est prescrit par la prfisente in so far as the procedure is prescribed
Convention. by the present Convention.

.A._T. 23. ART. 23.

La Cour d_clde du ehoix de la The Court determines what lan-

langue dent elle fern usage et des guage it will itself use and what
langues dent l'emploi sera autorisd languages may be used before it.
devant cUe.
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_A._T.24. ART. 24.
Le Bureau international serf d'inter- The International Bureau serves as

m_diaire pour toutes les eommunica- channel for all communications to be

tions k faire aux juges au cours de made to the Judges during the inter-
l'instruetion pr_vue k l'article 63, change of pleadings provided for in
nlin6a 2, de la Convention pour le Article 63, paragraph 2, of the Con-

r_glement pacifique des eonflits in- vention for the Pacific Settlement
ternationaux, of International Disputes.

ART. 25. A_T. 25.

Pour toutes les notifications _ faire, For all notices to be served, in

notamment aux Parties, aux t_moins, .particular on the parties, witnesses, or
et aux e_perts, la Cour pout s'adresser experts, the Court may apply direct to
directement au ,Gouvernement de la the Government of the State o_ whose

Puissance sur le territoire de laquelle territory the service is to be carried
la notification doit gtre effectude. I1 out. The same rule applies in the

en est de mgme s'il s'agit de faire case of steps being takea to procure
proceder _ l'dtablissement de tout evidence.
moyen de preuve.

Les requites adressdes _ cet effet ne Requests for this purpose can only

peuvent _tre refus_es que si la Puis- be rejected when the Power applied to
sauce requise les juge de nature _ considers them calculated to impair its

porter atteinte _ sa souverainet_ ou _ sovereign rights or its safety. If the
sa s_curit_. S'il est donn6 suite _ la request is complied with, the fees

requite, les frais ne eomprennent que charged must only comprise the ex-
les d_penses d'ex6cution rgellement penses actually incurred.
effectu6es.

La Cour a _galement la facult_ de The Court is equally entitled to act
recourir _ l'intermediaire de la Puis- through the Power on whose territory

sauce sur le territoire de laquelle elle it sits.

a son si_ge.
Les notifications k faire aux Parties Notices to be given to parties in

duns le lieu off si_ge la Cour peuvent the place where the Court sits may
etre ex$cut_es par le Bureau inter- be served through the International
national Bureau.

A_T. 26. ART. 26.

"Les d_bats sont dirig_s par le The discussions are under the control
PrSsident ou le Vice-Pr_sident et, en of the President or Vice-President, or,

cas d'absence ou d'Cml_chement de in easethey are both absent or cannot

l'un et de rautre, par le plus _neien act, of.the senior Judge present.
des juges presents.

Le ju_e nomm_ par uae de8 _l_rfies The Judge appointed by.one,of :t_e
ne peut sidger comme President. parties cannot preside.
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A_T. 27, .h._,_. 27.

Los d_lib_rations de la Cour ont The Court considers its decisions in

lieu k huis dos et restent secretes, private, and the proceedings remain
secret.

Toute d6eision est prise _ la majorit_ All questions are decided by a
des juges presents. Si la Cour si_ge majority of the Judges present. If
en hombre pair et qu'il y air partage the number of Judges is even and
des voix, la voix du dernier des juges, equally divided, the vote of the junior
clans l'ordre de pr_s_anee 6tabli d'apr_s Judge, in the order of precedence laid
l'artiele 4, alin_a 1, ne sera pas down in Article 4, paragraph 1, is not
comptde, counted.

ART. 28. A_T. 28.

,Les arr_ts de la Cour doivent _tre The judgments of the Court must
motives. Ils mentionnent les noms state the reasons on which they are

des juges qui y ont particil_ ; ils sont based. They contain the names of
sign6s par le President et par le gref- the Judges taking part in them ; they
tier. are signed by the President and by the

Registrar.

AR_, 29. ART. 29.

Chaque Pattie supporte ses propres Each party pays its own costs and
frais et une part 6gale des frais an equal share of the costs of the trial.
spdeiaux de l'instance.

ART. 30. AR_. 30.

Les dispositions des articles 21 k The provisions of Articles 21 to 29
29 sent appliqu_es par analogie dans are applicable so far as may be to the
la proc6dure devant la D_l_gation. procedure before the Delegation.

Lorsque le droit d'adjoindre un When the right of adding a member
membre k la D_l_gation n'a dtg exerc_ to the Delegation has been exercised
que par une seule Partie, la voix du by one of the parties only, the vote of
membre adjoint n'est pas compile s'il the additional member is not recorded

y a partage de voix. if the votes are equally divided.

ART. 31. _ART.31.

Los frais g_n_raux de la Cour sent The general expenses of the Court
support_s par los Puissances contrac- are borne by the Contracting Powers.
tantea

Le Conseil aJmlniRtratif s'adresse The Admiuistrative Council applies
aux Puissances pour obtenir lee fonds to the Powers to obtain the funds
n(_A_aires au fonctionnement de la requisite for the working of the Court.
Coat.
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_T. 32. .ART. 32.

La Cour fair elle-m_me son rbgle- The Court itself draws up its own
ment d'ordre intdrieur, qui dolt etre rules of procedure, which must be
communiqud aux Puissances contrac- communicated to the Contracting
tantes. Powers.

Apr_s la ratification de la prdsente After the ratification of the present
Convention, la Course rdunira aussit_t Convention, the Court shall meet as
que possible, pour dlaberer ce rbglc- early as possible in order to draw up
ment, pour dlire le Prdsident ct le these rules, to elect the President and

Vice-Prdsident, ainsi que pour ddsigner Vice-President, and to appoint the
les membres de la D_l_gation. members of the delegation.

ART. 33. ART. 33.

La Cour peut proposer des modifi- The Court may propose modifications
cations _ apporter aux dispositions de in the provisions of the present Con-
la prdsente Convention qui concerncnt vention concerning procedure. These
la proeddure. Ces propositions sont proposals are communicated through
communiqudes par l'intermddiaire du the Netherland Government to the
Gouvernement des Pays-Bas aux Puis- Contracting Powers, which will confer

sances contractantes, qui se concerte- together as to the measures to be taken
ront sur la suite _ y donner, thereon.

Titre 1TT. Part III.

Dispositions Finales. Final Provisions.

ART. 34. ART. 34.

La pr_sente Convention sera ratifide The present Convention sh_l] be
dans le plus bref ddlai possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront ddposdes k The ratifications shall be deposited
La Haye. at The Hague.

I1 sera dressd du ddp_t de chaque h proems-verbal of the deposit of
ratification un proc_s-verbal, clout une each ratification shall be drawn up, of
copie, certifide conforme, sera ternise which a duly certified copy shall be
par la voie diplomatique _ routes les sent through the diplomatic channel
Puissances signataires, to all the Signatory Powers.

ART. 35. ART. 35.

La Convention entrera en vigueur The Convention shall come into

six mois apr_s sa ratification, force six months after its ratification.
Elle aura une durde de douze aus, It shall remain in force for twelve

et sera renouvelde tacitement de douze years, and shall be tacitly renewed for
ans en douze ans, sauf ddnonciation, periods of twelve years, unless de-

nounced.
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La d_nonciation devra _tre notifi_e, The denunciation must be notified,

all moins deux ans avant l'expiration at least two years before the expiry of
de chaque p_riode, au Oouvernement each period, to the Netherland Govern-
des Pays-Bas, qui en donnera eonnais- meat, which will inform the other
sauce aux autres Puissances. Powers.

La ddnonciation ne produira effet The denunciation shall only have
qu'k l'dgard de la Puissance qui raura effect in respect of the notifying Power.
notifi_e. La Convention restera ex_- The Convention shall continue in force

cutoire dans les rapports entre les as far as the other Powers are con-
autres Puissances. cerned.

THE DRAFT CONVENTIONRELATIVE TO THE CREATIONOF

A JUDICIAL ARBITRATION COURT1.

The genesis of this Draft Convention which is annexed to the Vo_u

ortgtuof already recorded in the Final Act _ cannot be understood
the Irra_ without some reference to the Permanent Court of Arbitration

Coavea_ created in 1899 and amended in 1907. It proposes to create

another Court, called in order to distinguish it from the body brought into
existence by the Conventions of 1899 and 1907, a "Court of Arbitral

Justice" or a "Judicial Arbitration Court" intended to sit alongside and

supplement the so-called Permanent Court, but of a far more permanent
character than the already existing body.

The Permanent Court was called into being in consequence of the
recognition by the Conference of 1899 that arbitration is the most effective

and most equitable method of settling disputes which diplomacy has failed

to settle in questions of a legal nature and especially in the interpretation

or application of international conventions (1 H. C. 1899, Art. 16). By
Article 20 of the 1 H. C. 1899 the contracting Powers undertook to

organise a Permanent Court accessible at all times and working, unless

otherwise agreed on by the parties, under the procedure laid down in the

Convention. The parties, as is the rule in international arbitrations, choose

a See 'ante, pp. 66-9, 85; Parl. Paper,, pp. 59-{}1,257-301; La Deux. Gonf6r.T. x.
pp. 882-5, 847-898; T. _. pp. 144-161, 809-325, 381-451, 596-630, 1031-70; h. Ernst,
L'_uvre de la deuxi_ Conf6rencede la Paiz, pp. 14-17; A. H. Fried,D/e zwelteHaager
Konferenz, pp. 98-119; E. l._monon, La *econdeOonf6reneede la Paix, pp. 220-279;
T.J. I_wrenee,Internationalproblemsand HagueConference,,pp.71_5; J.Westlake,Quarterly
Rev/ew, January, 1908, p. 234; J. B. Scott, The proposedCourt of Arbitral Justice, Amer.
Journ. of Inter. Law, VoL n. pp. 772-810; Idem, The Hague Peace Oonfere_nvesof 1899
and 1907, ¥ol. L pp. 421-466.

See ante, pp. 67, 85.
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their own judge and Article 17 provides that the Arbitration Convention
is concluded for questions already existing or for questions which may

eventually arise : it may embrace any dispute or only disputes of a certain

category.
From Articles 16, 17 and 20 it is clear that questions of a judicial

order were then deemed peculiarly susceptible of arbitration, and it was
hoped by means of the erection of a permanent Court that such questions

would be frequently arbitrated and decided on the basis of respect for law.
It thus seemed that the Convention had laid the foundations of a Court

in the strictly juridical sense of the word, save that instead of judges,
there would be arbitrators nominated by the free choice of the parties.

By Article 21 the Permanent Court was declared to be competent for

all arbitration cases, unless the parties agreed to institute a special
tribunal; it is therefore evident that the framers of the Convention con-

sidered that it was possible to submit to the Court problems other than

those of an exclusively judicial nature. There was thus created a single
institution competent to decide purely legal questions on the basis of

respect for law, and wider problems of an extra-judicial character, either or

both of which were to be decided by judges, or rather arbitrators, chosen

by the parties to the dispute.
The Report of the Sub-Committee of the First Committee in 1907,

prepared by Mr J. B. Scott 1 (from which the foregoing is taken), goes
on to observe that in private litigation parties do not choose their own

judges, but, as M. Bourgeois pointed out during the discussion, no nation

in matters involving political interest will consent to go before a Court
of arbitration unless it takes an active part in the appointment of the

members composing it. In matters of a purely legal nature, he said, it

is not the same, for everyone realises that a real Court composed of

jurists may be considered as the most competent instrument for dealing

with controversies of this nature and giving decisions on pure questions
of law 2.

The intention of the framers of the Draf_ Convention was to organise
a Court competent primarily for controversies of a legal nature, but at the

same time not prohibited from dealing, if the parties so desire, with cases
of a different character. The Permanent Court established in 1899 is not

strictly speaking permanent, for it requires to be organised each time

resort is had to it; _he panel of judges from which the litigants choose the

1 The subjec_ was discussed by the First Sub-CommfCtee of the First Committee and
subsequently by an Examining Committee called Comit_ d'Ezamen, B.

2 La Deuz. Confer. T. x. p. 348; T. rr. pp. 347-8.
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arbitrators is, together with the Administrative Bureau, the only permanent

part of the system. Another defect of the system, as has already been

pointed out, is its expense 1, which, said Mr Choate, was probably one of the
reasons why certain nations had failed to appear before it. "It should be one

element of reform," he continued, "that t_e expense of the Court itself,

including the salaries of the judges, shall be berne at common expense of
all the signatory Powers, so as to furnish to the suitors a Court, at _east,
free of expense to them, as is the case with suitors of all nations in their

national courts. The fact that there was nothing permanent, or continuous,
or connected in the sessions of the Court or in the adjudication of the cases
submitted to it has been an obvious source of weakness and want of

prestige in the Tribunal. Each trial it had before it has been wholly

independent of every other, and its occasional utterances, widely distant in

point of time and disconnected in subject-matter, have not gone far

towm<ls constituting a consistent body of international law or of valuable

contributions to international law, which ought to emanate from an
international tribunal representing the power and might of all the

nations .... Let us then seek to develolm out of it a permanent court
which shall hold regular and continuous sessions, which shall consist of

the same judges, which shall pay due heed _o its own decisions, which

shall speak with the authority of the uulted voice of the nations and

gradually build up a system of international law, definite and precise,

which shall command the approval and regulate the conduct of the
nations. By such a step in advance, we shall justify the confidence which
has been placed in us and shall make the work of this Second Conference

worthy of comparison with that of the Conference of 1899_. ''

Two proposals were before the First Sub-Committeeof the First Committee

at its meeting on the 1st August, namely a Russian draft s
The _,_-_ and a United States drafO. The Russian draft was in thedraft.

nature of an extension of the work of the existing Permanent
Court,themembers ofwhich were toassembleeveryyearinfullsessionfor

thefollowingpurposes:(1)toselectby ballotthreemembers from the list

ofarbitratorswho must be readyatany timeto constitutethe Permanent

Court:(2)toconsiderthe annualreportofthe AdministrativeCounciland

of the InternationalBureau:(3)to expresstheopinionofthe Permanent

,-Court.uponthe questionswhich have arisenduringthe courseof the

i _ ante, p. 177.

s _La Deaz. Confer. T. u. p. _8; Mr Choate's speech in introducing the subjeet for
discussion before the F/rst Sub-Commlttee of the First Committee on the 1st August, 1907,
is set out in English on pp. 327-330.

s La D_a. Ccuf@. T. n. p. 1030. 4 IbhL p. 1031.
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procedure of an Arbitration Court as well as on the acts of the Admini-

strative Council and the International Bureau: (4) to exchange ideas on the

progress of international arbitration in general.

Under this scheme there would have been an annual meeting of the

whole panel of judges of the Arbitration Court for the business set forth ;
three of their number were to be chosen, and these, as Mr Scott suggests,

would, when selected, probably reside at the Hague and devote their time
to cases presented for their decision 1. The whole of the Russian scheme,

which consisted of four Articles, was intended for incorporation into Con-

vention No. 1 as Chapter ii., Articles 24-27. It was not discussed by the

Examining Committee, though both it and the United States scheme were
referred to that Committee after a discussion of the general principles of

the two schemes by the First Sub-Committee on the 1st and 3rd August.

The United States draft proposed that a permanent Court of Arbitra-

tion should be established at the Hague to consist of 15 judges,

Stat_uTheUnitedaramthe mode of choice to be left to the Conference, "but they
shall be so chosen from the different countries that the various

systems of law and procedure and the principal languages shall be suitably
represented in the personnel of the Court" (Art. 1). The Court should

meet annually at the Hague and remain in session as long as necessary;

the judges were to receive a sufficient salary to enable them to devote their
time to the consideration of the matters brought before them (Art. 2).

No judge was to take part in the consideration of any case when his

nation was a party thereto (unless with the express consent of the parties)

(Art. 3). The cases which might come before the Court were set forth in

Article 4. The judges were to act on Commissions of Enquiry or Special
Arbitration Tribunals (Art. 5). The present Permanent Court of Arbi-

tration might, as far as possible, constitute the basis of the Court, care

being taken that the Powers which recently signed the Convention of 1899
are represented on it (Art. 6) 2.

The only important opposition to the general scheme of a really perma-
nent Court as outlined by the United States draf_ came from M. Beernaert,

who contended that the comparative failure of the Permanent Court

established in 1899 was due not to inherent defects but to the timidity of
Governments to make trial of a new institution; the Permanent Court

was preferable to that proposed by the United States plan, which he pro-
ceeded to criticise in detail, especially dwelling on the fact that permanent

judges were imposed on the parties to the dispute who would thus be

x The Hague Peace Conferences, Yol. I. p. 488.

La Deaz. Conf#r. T. 1L p. 1031 ; J.B. Scott, The Hague Peace Confereace_, p. 821.
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deprived of the right of choice which was essential to the idea of arbi-
tration 1.

M. L_on Bourgeois, .in his capacity of French delegate, replied to the

various speeches, particularly emphasisin_ the fact that the proposed
Court was not to take the place of the Permanent Court established

in 1899, but that each would have its own separate sphere and that it was
in no sense obligatory on the contracting parties to take cases before it 2.

Before the vote was taken several delegates enquired as to the manner

in which the judges who should compose the new Court would be chosen,

and no reply being forthcoming they decided to abstain from voting.

The United States proposal was put to the vote and carried by 28 votes,
with 12 abstentions 3.

In the Examining Committee (Comiht d'Examen, B) the United States
draft was taken as a basis, but it was subsequently withdrawnPr_

in the in favour of a common draft prepared by the American,

_,_t,_ British and German delegates 4. During the course of theoommitte¢.
discussions M. Ruy Barbosa (Brazil), on the 20th August,

presented a draft based on the principle of the equality of states in their

representation on the Court to be established, and the abolition of the
existing Court. He support_l his proposal in lengthy, detailed and some-

what heated speeches 5. His draft was not discussed by the Examining
Committee and was subsequently withdrawn. Amendments were also

presented by the Bulgarian, Haitian and Uruguayan delegates regarding

the composition of the Court, the latter dealing with the question of

obligatory arbitration 6.
The Examining Committee held 8 meetings between the 13th August

and the 16th September but their labours did not result in their being
able to lay before the Conference a draft Convention for its acceptance.

The rock which so nearly proved fatal to the Prize Court Convention, viz.

the mode of appointment of the judges, wrecked the scheme.
It is not necessary to enter into a detailed explanation of the draft

Convention, it will be sufficient to summarise its contents.

_e aratt It proposes the creation of a really permanent Court whichOonventton.
shall meet at the Hague once a year for the hearing of such

cases as shall be set down for it. The Court is to be freely and easily

z La Deu:c.Confer.T. n. pp. 331-4. _ La Deux. Confer.T. _. pp. 347-9.
s/b/d. T. n. p. 350. Thestatesabstainingfromvotingwere:Austria-Hungary,Belgium,

Denmark, Spain, Greeee, Norway, Roumania, Servia, Siam, Sweden, Switzerlandand
Turkey.

• La Deux. Confer.T. u. p. 1035.
5 Ib/d. pp.618-622,624-7; seepost, p. 515. e Ibid. pp. 1033,1034,915.

H. 33
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accessible, composed of judges representing the various judicial systems of
the world and capable of insuring continuity in arbitral jurisprudence
(Art. ]). It is to be composed of judges and deputy-judges of the highest
qualification, appointed for a period of twelve years and taken as far as
possible from the members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration (Arts.
2 and 3). The Court is annually to nominate three judges to form a
special Delegation and three more to replace them should the necessity
arise (Ark 6). No judge is to exercise his functions in any case in which
he has taken part in the decision of a national tribunal, or in which he
has acted as counsel or advocate; a judge cannot act in the latter capacity
before the Judicial Arbitration Court, the Permanent Court of Arbitration,

a Special Tribunal of Arbitration or a Commission of Inquiry (Art. 7).
The judges are to receive an annual salary of 6000 Netherland florins

(about £480) per annum, together with a further allowance of 100 florins
per diem when exercising their functions, and travelling expenses fixed in
accordance with the regulations in their own country. These emoluments
are included in the general expenses of the Court and are paid through the
International Bureau created by 1 H. C. 1899 (Art. 9). The judges may
not accept any remuneration from their own or any other Government for
services connected with their duties in their capacity of members of the
Court (Art. 10).

The Delegation is competent (1) to decide arbitrations, if the parties
are agreed that the summary procedure laid down in Part Iv. Chapter iv.
1 l_ C. 1907 is to be applied: (2) to hold an inquiry under Part
of that Convention. With the assent of the parties, and as an excep-
tion to the rule laid down in Article 7, the members of the Delegation who
have taken part in the inquiry may sit as judges if the case in dispute
is submitted to the arbitration of the Court or of the Delegation itself
(Art. 18). The Delegation is also competent to settle the Compromis
under Article 53 of 1 H. C. 1907.

It will thus be seen that the draft follows the general principles of the
United States scheme with the addition of the small Committee as suggested
by the Russian proposal, but nothing is said of the number of judges who
shall compose the Court or the mode in which they are to be chosen.
This subject occupied the attention of the Examining Committee for
a considerable time but all attempts to produce a scheme which would

: meet with general accept_nco failed. At the meeting on the 5_ September
MrChoate reviewed the various suggestions made on this important subject'.

1 La D_. Conifer. T. u. pp. 689-693, where Mr Choate's speech is given in English.
The r&um_ of these various _ames is taken from Mr Choate's spe_h and Mr J. B. S_tt's
Ha_vz P_ Gonfe,re_a, pp. _7-460.
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The Sub-Committee which had charge of the preparation of the draft
had attempted to devise a scheme which should serve as a

_opoa_memo_ot basis of discussion. It recognised the equal sovereignty of
_oo_g nations and took account at.the same time of the differences
Judge.

that existed between them in population, in territory, in

commerce, in language, in system of law and other respects. A Court of

seventeen judges was proposed to be organised for a period of twelve
years. The eight great Powers would each nominate a judge for the full

period of twelve years, other states for smaller periods varying in proportion
to their population, territorial extent, commerce etc. 1 These periods

ranged from ten years to one.
M. Barbosa had presented a counter-scheme 2 "based upon the alleged

equality, not only in sovereignty, but in all other respects of all the states.

It proposed to abolish the existing Court, and for a new Court to be
constituted consisting of forty-five judges, one to be appointed by each state,
and these to be divided into groups, in alphabetical order, of fifteen each,

which were to sit for alternate periods of three years .... Two objections to
it were suggested--first, that an allotment of periods by alphabetical order

was really the creation of a court by chance, and second, that it deprived

each nation of any hand or voice in the Court for six years out of the nine

for which it was proposed to establish it, whereas the first scheme had
given every nation a seat in the Court by a permanent judge for a fixed

period, besides the right to have a judge of its own appointment upon the

Court whenever it had a case before it for decision3. '' This system was

not considered by the Examln]ng Committee. M. Barbosa subsequently
withdrew the drain. Although it had been put forward as a counter

proposal, the Brazilian delegate was not dissatisfied with the existing Court,
and had introduced the alternative scheme merely "to illustrate by a

concrete example the kind of Court consistent with the unimpaired equality

of nations, and the exercise of severeignty4, '' which he was prepared to

accept.

Another proposal was that scventeen nations including the eight
great Powers, and nine others which together should represent all parts

of the world, languages, legal systems, interests ete.,"should be selected by

the Conference wi_ a power to each to appoint a judge for the whole term

of the Court, thus r_ognising the principle of equality of sovereignty to

be exercised in the power of creating the Court and selecting the judgesS. ''

i See Table set oat in La Deu,z. Can f_r. T. n. pp. 609-612.
• /b/d. pp. 10t5-8 ; see also pp. 618-622, s Ibid. p, 690.
4 j. B. l_ott, The Hague Peace Conferences, Vol. I. p, 459.

s La Deu=. Confer. T. n. p, 690.
33--2
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According to another proposal four judges should be assigned to
America as a unit, the selection to be left to the States of the American
Continent, while the other nations should elect thirteen judges among
themselves.

All these schemes having failed, Mr Choate then proposed the following :
"The plan would be for an election, each state casting one vote for a
prescribed number of judges, which should be deemed suitable for the
temporary and provisional organisation of the Court, to hold office, either

until the next Conference, or for a specified number of years, or until the
Powers, by a diplomatic interchange of views, should adopt some different
method as a permanency1. ''

A final effort was made to secure an acceptable result by sending all
the various proposals to a Sub-Committee of 8 delegatesecfforte.
consisting of Baron Marsehall yon Bieberstein, Count Tornielli,

Sir Edward Fry, MM. Ndlidow, Bourgeois, Choate, Barbosa and Mdrey de
Kapos-M_re, but this endeavour failed also, and the Examining Committee
met for the last time on the 18th September when Mr Choate made a final

effort which he said he hoped would meet all the objections raised to
the other schemes. Each state was to nominate a judge and deputy-
judge and to send their names to the International Bureau. The Bureau

was then to make a list of the names submitted and of countries nominating
them and to send the list to the signatory Powers. Each would then vote
for 15 judges and 15 deputy-judges taken from the list, and return their
votes to the Bureau who would notify the names of those receiving the
greatest number of votes; in case of equality of votes the decision to be
by lot. The project, said Mr Cheate, was simplicity itself. If only
15 nations accepted it, a beginning would be made and accessions would
soon followS. M. Ruy Barbesa was inflexible in his opposition, and when
it was put to the vote Mr Choate's proposal was rejected by 9 to 5.
Sir Edward Fry then moved to accept the draft, leaving out all the
provisions relating to the nomination of the judges or the rotation to be
established, and recommending that it be brought into force as soon as an
agreement had been reached respecting the selection of the judges and the
constitution of the Court. The draft was accepted by 8 votes to' 5 with
2 abstentions, and Sir Edward Fry's proposal by the same numbers 8.

The First Committee adopted the motion of Sir Edward Fry as a
Declaratioa (the name was changed to Ir_u in the Final Act) at their

meeting on the 10th October, and the Conference at its Ninth Plenary

1 La Deux. Confer. T. IL p. 691. _ Ibid. pp, 697-9.
s/bid, pp. 704-0.
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Meeting on the 16th October also adopted it by 36 votes with 6 abstentions.

The following states made reservations chiefly in the senseReservations.
of accepting the Court providing that the principle of the

legal equality of states be recognised in the composition of the Court:

Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, San Salvador, Persia, Guatemala, Hayti,
Venezuela, Paraguay, San Domingo, Panama, Ecuador, China, Boliwa and

Nicaragua _. On signing the Final Act Switzerland made a reservation of

this Vwu, the Swiss Federal Council having declined to accept it.
The labour of weeks spent in discussing the various projects for the

composition of the proposed Court of Arbitral Justice was frustrated, and

rendered fruitless for the present by the opposition of the smaller Powers,
headed by the Brazilian delegate, M. Ruy Baxbosa. To them the doctrine

of the equality of states was a dogma accepted in its crudest meaning.

Equality before the law, and equality in influence are two very different

things. The "primacy of the great Powers" is a fact, if it is not a legal

principle, and if these Powers should be able in the future to agree upon
a method for the appointment of the judges for the Court, the lesser

Powers will in course of time gradually be found desirous of taking their

part in an institution which would contain the germs of the most important
judicial body ever known to the world. But axe these Powers really in
earnest in their desire to establish such an institution ? The international

Palais de Justice has been built, furnished and decorated, and is ready for

the judges to take their seats; it is for the Powers to open the doors and
send them in_.

1 La Deux. Confer.T. x. pp. 333-5. 2 Ibid. p. 391.



THE RESULTS OF THE SECOND PEACE CONFERENCE.

The Second Peace Conference held its First Plenary Meeting oD the
15th June, 1907, and its last on the 18th October 1. The members of the

Conference at their Final Meeting expressed profound appreciation of the

humani_rian worth of the Conference, and condemned the pessimism of

those who viewed the ideal of peace as a dangerous illusion- But outside
the walls of the Palace where thedelegates had sat for four tedious months,

a different note was at once apparent. The humanitarian sentiments were
derided. Peace, it was said, was neither more nor less secure after the

Conference than before; the assembly had been actuated not by equitable
principles but by political considerations. The failures of the Conference

as embodied in its V_uv and Resolutions were emphasised; the noble

sentiments, and high principles enunciated in the speeches at the Final

Meeting were contrasted with the achievements of the representatives of
forty-four sovereign Powers after four months of unintermitted labour;

the "law of facts" had prevailed, the Conference was a failure, a "Kasce,"

its one value was to afford a warning against the besetting sin of the

hour--" against the moral and intellectual dishonesty of pandering to
sentiment merely because it was popular, without regard to the inevitable

results_. '' The world had in fact become wearied by the complicated
reports of the long drawn out proceedings of the Conference, and bored by

the reiteration of the arguments of the delegates based on political self-

interest; the enthusiasm which had greeted the commencement of the

Conference had been turned to disgust at its apparently small results.

Judgments passed under such circumstances are apt to be coloured
by the feelings of the moment, the failures are magnified, the positive
and permanent results are neglected or belittled. There is a truth in

I Theofficialrecordof the Conference,La Deuz_me ConferenceInternat_ale de la Paiz,
consistsof 3 foliovolumes,containingover8000pages,andthese do not representthe whole
of theprintedmatteroflleiallysuppliedto thedelegates. The SpecialCorrespondentof The
Times estimatedthat the total numberof documentswhichwereprintedfor oiroulationwas
close on850, and as 600oopiesof eachweresent out the totalnumberof eopiesappr6ffilm_t_d
to 510,000(see The Timez for 19thOot.1907).

s See leadingArfioleon "The HagueFiMoo" in The T/rues,19th Oct. 1907,
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the adverse criticisms which were expressed so freely at the conclusion of

the Conference, but it is by no means the whole truth.

The foregoing pages show the actual results obtained by the Second

Peace Conference, and the processes by-which they were framed; the
Conventions have been examined and their ambiguities and omissions

noted. All legislation which is the result of compromise contains much
that is open to criticism, international agreements no less than national

statutes. A brief summary of work of the Second Conference will serve

to assist in forming a judgment on its permanent value.

The Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes

prepared in 1899 was amended and enlarged, especially as regards
Commissions of Inquiry, and a new chapter was added for facilitating

appeal to arbitration by summary procedure. Already one important case
has been decided under the terms of the new and still unratified Conven-

tion-the Casablanca Arbitration Case between France and Germany'--and

another, the dispute between Great Britain and the United States
regarding the Atlantic fishery question, has been set down for trial, the

Protocole de Uompromis in the latter case expressly providing for the

application of the new summary procedure in the determination of questions

arising under the award.
" 'The second Convention provides for a case of compulsory arbitration

: in regard to contract debts, but its value is weakened by the abstentions

from signature, and the reservations of many of the Powers in whose

interest the Convention was proposed.
By the third Convention the signatory Powers recognise that war

ought to be preceded by a declaration.
By the fourth Convention an important addition is made to the Con-

vention relating to the laws and customs of land warfare of 1899 by the

provision of a sanction for the breach of the Regulations adopted. Several

alterations and additions are made to the Regulations themselves, though
some of these are equivocal.

In the fifth Convention a commencement is made of a Code relating
toneutralsin landwarfare.

?

":_ The sixth Convention registers a concession in favour of enemy private
;' property at sea, by exempting from capture merchant-ships in port at

_ the outbreak of war, as well as those on the high seas ignorant of its

-r existence; but here again there is evidence of compromise, and the
._ deaixability of allowing days of grace to ships in enemy ports is all that

1 _Fozthe Award in the CasablanoaArbitration see Amer. Joura. of Inter. Law, Vol. nl.
•, I_ 698,7_,
[
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the Convention provides, while the important qualification regarding ships
whose blfild indicates that they are intended for conversion into war-ships

may raise difficult questions in the application of the Convention.
The seventh Convention lays down the conditions to which merchant-

ships converted into war-ships must conform in order to comply with the
rule abolishing privateering; they are simple and straightforward, but the
really difficult questions connected with the place and duration of the
conversion are left unsolved.

The eighth Convention relating to submarine mines is a very
unsatisfactory document. The endeavours of Great Britain to safeguard
neutral commerce by strictly limiting the localities in which mines may

be laid, and of Germany to prohibit floating mines altogether for a period

of five years were unfortunately unsuccessful, and the Convention fails to

prohibit the use of these deadly weapons under circumstances which

would render their employment disastrous to innocent neutrals; the

absence of a prohibition is, however, not to be mistaken for a tacit
permission.

The bombardment of undefended coast towns is prohibited by the

ninth Convention, except in case of the non-provision of supplies for the
enemy fleet demanding them. The prohibition to bombard such towns

for non-payment of a ransom is now recognised as a definite rule of
international law.

By the tenth Convention important changes are introduced into the

Convention of 1899 applying to naval warfare the principles of the Geneva

Convention, and the Conference is to be congratulated on the execution

of a highly humane piece of work. Several problems connected with this
subject left outstanding from the first Conference were found capable of

solution by the second.
The eleventh Convention is a valuable contribution towards the laws

of naval warfare ; small coasting fishing boats, a class of vessels which had

in practice been left unmolested for a considerable time, are exempted
from capture, and this exemption is extended to small boats engaged in

petty local navigation. Enemy merchant seamen are also exempt from

capture as prisoners of war. None of the. topics in this Convention were
mentioned in Count Benekendorff's Circhlar.

The twelfth Convention establishing an International Prize Court (an-

other subject which was not mentioned in the Russian programme) is the

greatest achievement of the Conference. At the Tenth Plenary Meeting
of the Conference on the 17th October, 1907, Sir Edward Fry spoke as

follows of this Convention: "I have no intention to pass in review the
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labours of this Conference, I shall confine myself to saying that of all the

projects we have adopted, the most remarkable in my opinion is that of the

Prize Court, because it is the first time in the history of the world that
there has been organised a Court truly international. International law

of to-day is not much more than a chaos of opinions which are often
contradictory, and of decisions based on national laws. We hope to see

little by little formed in the future, around this Court, a system of laws

truly international which will owe its existence only to principles of

justice and equity, and which consequently will command not only the
admiration of the world, but the respect and obedience of civilised
nationsk" The obstacles to be overcome before the International Prize

Court is an accomplished fact are great, but some of these have been

removed by the Declaration of London of 1909, which however, like the
Prize Court Convention (and all the Conventions of the Second Peace

Conference), still remains unratified. It would be a striking testimony to

the value of international gatherings, and the'growth of the power of law,

should both of these important Acts be ratified, even though some reser-

vation were made by the ratifying Powers.
The thirteenth Convention regarding the rights and duties of neutrals

in naval war is of too complex a character wholly to praise or blame ; its

weakness in regard to the enunciation of neutral duties has already been
noticed. In none of the discussions was the influence of political con-

siderations greater than in those on this subject.

The Declaration of 1899 prohibiting the discharge of projectiles and

explosives from balloons, which had expired in 1905, was renewed until the
termination of the next Peace Conference. It has not however been signed

by such important Powers as Germany, France, and Russia. Several of
the Powers which signed and ratified the Declaration in 1899 have clearly

manifested their intention to remain unfettered in their use of what may

in the future prove a most important factor in warfare both by land and
sea, and in view of the abstention from signature of several important

states it would appear unlikely that the Declaration will be ratified by

many of the signatory Powers.
• Such were the positive results of the Second Peace Conference; the

failures which_were"fiiaiiy hav-e already been discussed; the net results,

though considerable, "are less than might have been hoped for, but

perhaps as great as could reasonably be expected when all the circum-
stances are considered*. ''

I Parl. Papers, Misc.No, 4 (1908),p. 79; La Deva. Confer.T. x. p. 592.
s Reportof Sir EdwardFryto Sir EdwardGrey,Parl. Pa2ers, Misc.No. 1 (1908),p. 19.
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The most impn_t, _nrk_ of the Second Peace Conference, apart from
the amendments to the Conventions of the First, is to be found in the

Conventions relating to maritime international law. Except in regard to
the treatment of sick, wounded and shipwrecked persons in naval warfare,

no attempt had been made since 1856 to enter into any international

agreement on the subject, and many of the rules had, owing to modern
changes, become obsolete or unworkable. The difficulties which the Con-

ference had to face in dealing with this topic have already been referred

to_ ; that they were not entirely overcome at the first attempt is no cause
for surprise. Conventions 7 to 13 all deal with naval warfare, and although

the solutions provided for the difficult problems with which they deal are
frequently of a tentative character, the results of the London Naval

Conference afford reason to believe that many of the Conventions of 1907
will be elucidated and strengthened by the Conference of 1915.

In comparing.the work of the Second Peace Conference with the First,

it is necessary to recall the fact that the First Conference did not commence

its labours on an arid plain, the soil had already been tilled, the seed sown
an d.._ and two of the three Conventions adopted by it were the

fruits of previous international gatherings, subsequent discussions and
international practice.

The Second Conference also was able to reap the results of the labours
of the First, and like it to enter new fields and sow seeds for its successors;

the bulk of its work, indeed, was of the latter character, and the fruits will

appear in due time. These are, in fact, already becoming apparent. The
Convention of the 20th December, 1907, between the five Central

American States of Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and San

Salvador, whereby the signatory Powers agreed to submit to the decision

of a permanent ArbitrationCourt alldisputes (withoutany exceptions)

which may arisebetween them, may be ind£rectlyattributedto the

discussionat theHague. Alreadytwo caseshave come beforethe Court

sittingat Caxtago (CostaRica). An importantstep towards the pre-

parationofregulationsrelativetothe lawsand customs ofNaval Warfare

has been takenby theLondon Naval Conferenceof 1909. The delegates,
in preparingthe Declarationof London,were ableto availthemselvesof

theexperiencegainedin the lengthydiscussionson blockade,contraband,

etc.atthe Hague in 1907. The SecondConference,no lessthan the First,

must be judged,not merely by the resultsof the moment, but by.its

subsequentinfluence.

The expectationsofthe immediate resultsof the Second Conference

See a_e, pp. 87-98.
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were not fully realised, too much had been anticipated from it, more
might have been forthcoming but for the following circumstances.

The Second Conference was overpowered by numbers, the Committees
were too large. It was also hampered at every turn by the effects of the

legujl doctrine that all the states represeSted were equal, and for this reason

the Conference has been described as a "sham" which brought forth a
progeny of shams 1. Dr Westlake makes use of the same expression when

he says "in a word the voting was a sham, and of shams we ought to have
no moreU' "The claim of many of the smaller States to equality," writes

Sir Edward Fry, "as regards not only their independence, but their share

in all international institutions waived by most of them in the case of the
Prize Court, but successfully asserted in the case of the proposed new

Arbitral Court, is one which may produce great difficulties, and may

perhaps drive the greater Powers to act in many cases by themselvesS."

As a consequence of this principle (in the support of which the smaller
Powers received encouragement from several of the greater who were

desirous of obtaining their votes), and of the regulation adopted by the
Conference that no Convention should be recommended for acceptance

unless there was unanimity, proposals affecting maritime international

law were placed at the mercy of purely inland states such as Luxemburg,
Switzerland, and Servia, which r_nked for the purpose of voting on a level

with Great Britain, the United States, and Germany. The Prize Court

i Convention was nearly wrecked by the opposition of the smaller states,

and the creation of an Arbitration Tribunal of a truly permanent character

was frustrated by the same Powers.

Sir Edward Fry's hint that the greater Powers might be driven to act

_by themselves bore fruit in the Naval Conference of London, when

problems relating to contraband and blockade which were found insoluble
in 1907 were adjusted by the representatives of a small number of the

greater Powers. The Third Conference will, if it desires to avoid the
excessive waste of time of the Second, be compelled either to abandon

the principle of requiring unanimous votes, or to abandon entirely the

principle of voting.
Another reason why no results were reached on several of the subjects

introduced was the absence of preparation on the part of many of the

Delegations. The soil must be tilled before the seed can be successfully
sown. The German Delegation appears to have come fully prepared with

I See The Times, 19th/October,1907.
Quart_ly Review, January,1908,p. 230. /
ParZ.Papers, Miso.No. 1 (1908),p. 21. Seeante, p. _17.
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drafts on all or nearly all the subjects enumerated in the Russian Circular,

and the British, the United States, French and other Delegations had

prepared drafts on matters in which they were specially interested. A

careful examination, however, of the proems-verbal of the Committees, Sub-
Committees and Examining Committees reveals the fact that delay was

frequently occasioned by absence of instructions on the part of many of

the Delegations. Owing to the wide latitude given by the Chairman to
the introduction of new topics, and the fact that the discussions were not

confined within due limits, new points were raised and proposals made

which often left even the best instructed Delegations unprepared to take
any definite line. Some questions of the greatest importance such as the

British proposal for the abolition of contraband were publicly discussed
for the first time, without the valuable assistance which the Conference

clerived in most of the other subjects from the previous careful and scientific

examination by text-writers, or the body of experts composing the "Institut
de Droit International." The Conference felt these drawbacks and re-

solved that two years before the summoning of the next Conference by

a careful preparation of drafts, and preliminary discussions of various

topics it should be ascertained what subjects were ripe for embodiment

in an international regulation, and a programme should then be prepared _.

A useful precedent will be found in the various memoranda sent in to the
British Government before the meeting of the London Naval Conference,

as by means of these the views of the Governments summoned to the

Conference were made known, and bases for discussion prepared before

the delegates assembled.
The defects in the rules of procedure were striking and in many points

fatal to progress. The President at the commencement of the Conference
expressed the hope that speeches should be limited to ten minutes; this

hope was unrealised. Frequently the same delegate addressed a Committee

at inordinate length, and several times in the course of one meeting.

"The least hopeful proposals were, under the pseudo-parliamenta_

procedure, allowed to be put through an inde_inite number of stages
without any likelihood of their ultimate decision'." Amendments and

contradictory resolutions were passed only to be sent on to another

Committee where the same procedure not infrequently occurred.

Some of these causes of want of greater success are capable of remedy

,by a future Conference, but the more fundamental and permanent cause

was polii_ticah Each Delegation had the primary duty to discharge of

1 Seeante, p. 94.
9 J_dinburgh.Review,January,1908,p. 224,
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defending its state's national interests : the Conference was not composed

merely of lawyers intent on framing a scientific code of international law;
it was a battlefield of diplomatists. In questions where political con-

siderations were supreme, compromise was often impossible. Each

delegate "did his best to advance hisnation's interests, but inasmuch
as nations differ in status and power, proposals made by one nation would

not commend themselves to another, and heated arguments would follow
moving the whole assembly to excitement, each representative insisting

on his nation's sovereign rights, and declining to submit to coercion, with

the result that proposals would be dropped half-way or suspended in a void

of empty theoriesL"
Notwithstanding all these circumstances the Conference was not a

failure; it was disappointing but it is not discouraging. War will not
be b_n_.qhed from the world by Peace Conferences; nevertheless such

gatherings, by removing doubts in international rules, and bringing into

greater prominence the solidarity of the interests of mankind, may do

much to encourage arbitration and to remove the causes of war. The

Second Peace Conference no less than the First produced solid results in
these directions, and by establishing an International Prize Court it has

provided the means for a pacific solution of the questions which may
arise in construing its Conventions.

The work of future Conferences will be greatly assisted if more careful

preparation is previously made of the questions to be brought forward;

these must be chosen by the Powers themselves, and only those
should be introduced on which bases of discussion can be first framed.

The Permanent Administrative Council established at the Hague under

the provisions of the Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International

Disputes might form a truly International Bureau for the preparatory work
of future Conferences. Rules of procedure must be carefully drafted to

avoid lengthy and futile discussions : voting should be abolished, and the

sense of the Conference taken not by merely counting states, but by taking

into account their differences in territory, wealth, population, armed forces,
conceptions of right, and experience of the topics under consideration.

= St_tos should be free to enter into Conventions among themselves as the

results of such discussions. It should be possible for one state whose

proposals have received the support of a substantial number of other states
to ignore the dissentients, and to negotiate a Convention with those who

have supported its proposals, without incurring the censure of the Con-

fer_nee or being accused of attempting to frustrate its labours.-

z Report of the Chinese M{v_tRter Lu-Cheng.Hsiang to the Emperor (The Tim_,
20th February, 1908).

.\
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Tsars have deserved well of posterity for their initiative in the

summoning of International Conferences, hut it is now time that such

gatherings should meet freed from the patronage of any one monarch.

The appeal to the sentiment of the world which is made by the name
of the "Peace Conference" has not been without its effect, but those

objects which were the very basis of the invitation issued for the First

Conference, "the maintenance of the general peace, and a possible reduction
of the excessive armaments which were burdening all nations," were absent

from the programme sketched out for the Second 1. Every International
Conference which makes for the growth of international law, and a fuller

acceptance of its rules is, however, a real "Peace" Conference, and is of
value in maintaining "the general peace," even though its work should

consist in the preparation of laws of war.

There is much work in store for many years for future Conferences in

settling and codifying the rules of international law, rules which govern
the relations of states both in peace and war. The road to be travelled

before the goal is reached will doubtless be long and tedious, and often
there will apparently only be movement in a circle. No one who has

studied the history of the attempts to codify national law will lightly

estimate the labour involved, or be discouraged by the slowness of the rate

of progress. Every addition to accepted rules, every solution of a disputed
point is an advance towards the reign of law among states, and to this
end the Second Peace Conference contributed in no small measure.

1 See ante, p. 75.
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of acts of ratification and accessions to the Conventions and Declarations

signed the 29th July, 1899, at the Frost PF_C_ COI_FERENCE.

z. _ m. zv (z). Iv (_). iv (s).

" r_ _: _ _oo_ _.

Germany ......... S. S. S. S. S. S.
Argentina .,. A. A. A.......
Austria-Hungary"' ... S. S. S. S: S. S.
Belgium ......... S. S. 8. S. S. S.
Bolivia ......... A. A. A..........
Brazil ......... A. A. A.
Bulgaria ......... S. S. S. S. S. S.
Chile ......... A. A. A,

Colombia ......... A. A. A. .........
Corea ......... A. A..........
C_ba _: A. A.
Denmark ::: "'" ::: S. S. S. S: S: S:
Dominiean Republic ... A. A. A..........
Ecuador ......... A. A. A,

s_ s. s. s. _ _: _: _:un/_eaS_t'esof'_mer_ S. It. S. S.

Great Britain ...... S. S. S. _ A. A.
Gree_ ......... s. s. s. s §_ s. s.
Guatemala ...... A. A. A.
Hayti ...... A. A, A. __ .........

Italy ......... S. S. S.
_apau ...... S. S. S. _ S. S. S.
Luxembu_" . ..... S. S. S. _- S. S. S.
Mexico ...... S. S. S. S. S. S,

Nicaragua ...... A. A. A.
so_y ......... s. s. s. _ _/: _: _:
Panama ......... A. A. A..........
Paraguay ......... A. A. A.
Netherlands ...... S. S, S. S: S: S:
Peru ......... A. A. A....
re_, ......... s. s. s.... _i: §:
Portugal ......... S. S. S.... 8. A.
Ro-m_,_s ...... B. R. S. S. S. S.
T_._,, ......... s. s. s. _/: s. s.
Salvador ......... A. A. A.
s_ ......... s.a. s. s. §: _." _:
Siam ......... "S. S. S. S, S. S.
Sweden ...... B. B. 8. B. B. S.
Switzerla_ ...... S. A. s. S. S. S.
Turkey ......... B.R. S. S. S. S. S.
Uruguay ......... A. A. A. .........
Venezuela ...... A. A. A. .........

S, =Si_ned and Ratified. A.-_A_:led. R. =Reservation.
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RI_SERVES.

I. ]_tats.Unis d'Am_rique Rien de co qui sat contenu _ cette Convention no pent _tre
interpret6 de felon /Lobliger lee _tats-Unis d'Am6rique _ se
d_partir de leur politique traditionnelle, en vertu de laquelle ils
s'abstiennent d'intervenir, de s'ing_rer, ou de s'immiseer dens
lee questions politiques ou _ans la politique ou dane l'adminis-
tration int_rieure d'auoun Etat _tranger. I1 est bien entendu
_galement que rien dens la Convention ne pourra _tre inter-
pr_t_ comme impliquant un abandon par lee Etats-Unis
d'Am_rique de leur attitude traditionnelle /L l'_gard des ques-
tions purement Am_ricaines 1.

Roumanie Le Gouvernement Royal de Roumanie, compl_tement aequis au
principe de l'arbitrage facultatif, dent il appr6eie toute l'im-
portance dans lee relations internationales, n'entend cependant
pea prcndre, par 1'article 15, un engagement d'aceepter un
arbitrage daus tous lee cas qui y sent prdvus, et il eroit devoir
formuler des r6serves expresses/L vet dgard.

I1 ne pent done voter cot article que soils cette r_serve.

Le Gouvernement Royal de Roumanie d6clare qu'il ne pout
adh_rer A Particle 16 qu'avee la r_serve expresse, consignfie au
precis-verbal, qu'il est d_cidd _.ne pas accepter, en aucun eas,
un arbitrage international pour des contestations ou litiges
ant_rieurs Ala conclusion de la pressure Convention.

Le Gouvernement Royal de Roumanie d6elare qu'en ad-
hfirant /_ Particle 18 de la Convention, il n'entend prendre
ansun engagement en mati_re d'arbitrage obligatoire _.

Serbie Au nora du Gouvernement Royal de Sorbic, nous aeons l'honneur de
d&larcr que l'adoption par nous do principe de bone offices et
de la m_liation n'implique pas une reconnaissance du droit
pour lee Etats tiers d'user de cos moyens autrement qu'avee la
r6serve extreme qu'exige la nature d_Licate de cos ddmarches.

Nous n'admettrons les bone offices et la m_diation qu'/L
condition de leur conserver pleinement et int_gralement leur
caract_re de conseil purement amical et nous ne cautions
jamais lea accepter dans des formes et des circonstances tellsa
qu'elles pourraient leur imprimcr le caract_re d'une inter-
vention s

Turquie La D61_gation 0ttomane, consid_rknt que ce travail de la Con-
f_rence a _t_ une oeuvre de haute loyautd et d'humanit6

• destin_e uniquement /_ raffermlr la paix g_n_rale en sauve-
gardant lee int_r_ts et los droits de chaeun, d_clare au nora de
son Gouvernement adh_irer _1 l'ensemble du projet qui vieut
d'etre adopt6, aux conditions suivantes :

1. I1 est formellement entendu qns le recours aux bone
offices, _ la m_diation, aux Commissions d'Enqu_te et
l'arbitrage est purement faeultati[ et ne saurait eu aucun cas
rcv_tir un caract_re obligatoire ou ddgdn_rer en intervention.

2. Le Gouvemement Imp6rial aura _ juger lui-m_me des
cas o5 sea infarcts lui permettraient d'admettre ces moyens,
sans que son abstention .ou son refus d'y avoir recours puissent
_tre consid_r_s pax lee Etats Signataires comme un proe_d_
peu amioal.

I1 va de sol qu'en auoun cas lee moyens dent il s'agit ne
sauraient s'appliquer _ des questions d'ordre int_rieur _.

De Martens, _ouve_u Re_ueil, etc. (2nd series), Vol. xxvL p. 172.
Ibid. p. 702. _ Ib/d. p. 702. _ /bid. p. 172.
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RESERVATIONS.

United States Nothing contained in this Convention shall be so construed as to
require the United States of America to depart from its tradi-
tional policy of not intruding upon, interfering with, or
entangling itself in the political questions or policy or internal
administration of any foreign state; nor shall anything
contained in the said convention be construed to imply a
relinquishment by the United States of America of its tradi-
tional attitude towards purely American questions.

Roumania The Royal Government of Roumania, being completely in favour of
the principle of facultatlve arbitration, of which it appreciates
the great importance in international relations, nevertheless,
does not intend to undertake, by article 15, an engagement to
accept arbitration in every case there provided for, and it
believes it ought to form express reservations in that respeet.

It cannot therefore vote for this article, except under that
reservation.

The Royal Government of Roumania declares that it can-
not adhere to article 16 except with the express reservation,
entered in the F'oc_.verbal, that it has decided not to aceept,
in any case, an international arbitration for disagreements or
disputes previous to the conclusion of the present Convention.

The Royal Government of Roumania declares that in
adhering to article 18 of the Convention, it makes no engage-
ment in regard to obligatory arbitration.

Servia In the name of the Royal Government of Servia, we have the
honour to declare that our adoption of the principle of good
offces and mediation does not imply a recognition of the right
of third states to use these means except with the extreme
reserve which proceedings of this delicate nature require.

We shall not admit good offices and mediation except on
condition that their character of purely friendly counsel is
fully and completely maintained, and we could never accept
them in forms and circumstances such as to impress upon
them the character of intervention.

Turkey The Turkish Delegation, considering that the work of this Con-
ference has been a work of high loyalty and humanity,
destined solely to assure general peace by safeguarding the
interests and the rights of each one, declares, in the name of
its Government, that it adheres to the project just adopted, on
the following conditions :

1. It is formally understood that recourse to good offices
and mediation, to commissions of inquiry and arbitration is
purely facultative and could not in any case assume an obli-
gatory character or degenerate into intervention.

2. The Imperial Government itself will be the judge of
• the cases where its interests would permit it to admit these

methods, without its abstention or refusal to have recourse to
them being considered by the signatory states as an unfriendly
act.

It goes without saying that in no case should such methods
be applied to questions of internal order.

_- 34
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Table of the States represented at the Second International Peace

Signatures affixed and reservations made up to June 30, 1908, when, by virtue of the
the exception however of

I. LL HI. IV. V. VI. VII.

: -
o _ o_ E_

Germany S.* S. S. S. R. S. S. R. S.
America (United i"

States of) j S.R. S. S. S. S .......
Argentina S. S. R. S. S. S. R. S. S.
Austria-Hungary" S. S. S. S. R. S. S. S.
Belgium ...... S. S. S. S. S. S.
Bolivia ...... 8. S."'R. 8. S. S. S. S.
Brazil ... S. R. S. S. S. S. S.
Bulgaria'" ... S. S: S. S. S. S. S.
Chile ...... S. R. S. S. S. S. S. S.
China ... S ....
Colombia" ... S. S. ""R. SI SI S_ S_ S.
Cuba ... ... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Denmark S. S. S. S. S. S. S.

Dominican Re-" i"public S. S.R. S. S. S. S ....
Ecuador ...... S. S. R. S. S. S. S. S.
Spain ...... S. S. S. S. S. S.
France ...... S. S. S. S_ S. S. S.
Great Britain ... S. S. S. S. S. R. S. S.
Greece ...... S.R. S. R. S. S. S. S. S.
Guatemala ... S. S.R. S. S. S. S. S.
Hayti ...... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Italy ...... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Japan ... S. R. S. S. S. R. S. S. S.
Luxembu_ ... S, S. 8. S. S. S.
Mexico ...... S. S_ 8. 8. S. S. S.
Montenegro ... S. S, 8. S.R. S. S. S.
Nicaragua .........
_or,a_...... _ s. s. §; _; §_ §_
Panama ...... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Paraguay ... S. S.. S. S. S. S. S.
Netherlands ... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Peru ...... S. S.R. S. S. S. S. S.
Persia ... ... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Portugal ... S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
Roumania ... S. R. S. S. S. S. 8.
Bama ... S. Sl S. S. _. S. S.n. s.
s_o,_il ... s. s. _. s. s. s. s. s.
Servia ...... S, S." 8. 8. S. S. S.
Siam ...... S .... S. S. S. S. S.
Sweden ...... S .... S. S. S. S. S.
Switzerland ... S. B. S. S. S. S. S.
Turkey ...... S.R. S_ S. S.R. S. S. S.R.
Uruguay ... S. S. R. S. S. S. S.
Venezuela ... S .... S. S. S. S. S_

* S. =Signed. R.--Reservation.
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Conference which signed the Conventions, Declaration, and Final Act.

Final £ot, the period within which the above instruments must "besigned expires, with
Convention XII (see Article 5B).

VIII. IX. X. XL -XII. XIII. XIV. XV.

S.R. S.R. S. S. S. S. R.... S.

S. S. S. S, S.... S. S.

S. S. S. S, S. S. S. S.
S, S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
S. S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
s. s. s. s. s. s. s. s.s. s. s. s. s. s.
s. s. s. s. §: s. s. //:
S. S.R. S. S. S.R. S. S.

s. _. _: s.
§: §: s. _: §: _: s. s.
S. S. S. S. S. R S. S.
s. s. s. s. s. _: ... s.

S.R. S. S. S.... S.R. S. S.

S. S. S. B. S. R. S. S. S.
S. S. B.... S.

s."a. s.a s. s. s. _/: s.
S.R. S.R. S.R. S. S. _ 8. R. §_ S.

S. S. S. S. S. B. S.
s. s. s. s. s."'_, s. s.
s. s. s. s. s. _. s. _: s.
S. B. S. S. B. S.... S.
S. S.R. S. S. S._ S.B. S.
s. s. s. s. s. §: s.
s. s. s. s. _: s.... s.
.. s. s....... s.... s.

B.
§: §: §: _: _: §: _: s.
S. S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
S. S. S. S. S. S....
s. s. s. s. s. s. _: s.
S. S. S. S. S. S. S. S.
S. S. S.R. S. S.R. S.B. S. S.

S. S. S. S. S. S. S_
§: s. s. s.... s.... s.
... S. S. S.... S.
s. s. s. _: s."'a, s. s. s.
s. s. s. s. s.... s.

S. R. S. S. S. S."'R. S.R. S. S.
... S. S. S. S. S.... S.
S. S. S. 8. S. S. S. S. R,

S.R. S. S.R. S. S.R. S.R. S. S.
S. 8. S. S. S.R. S. S. S.
8. S. S. S.... B.... S.

Signe_ after June 80, 1908.
34---2
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R _A_ V ES.

I. Am6rique Sous r_serve de la D_claration faite dans la s_ance pl_ni_re de
la Conf_renes du 16 Octobre, 1907.

Br_sil Avec rhserve sur PArticle 53, alin_as 2, 3, et 4.

Chili Sous la r_serve de la D_claration, formul_e _.propos de PArticle
39 dens la septi_me s_ance du 70o$obre de la Premiere
Commission.

Greece Avec la r_serve de l'alin_a 2 de PArticle 53.

Japon Avee r_serve des alin_as 8 et 4 de l'Article 48, de Palin_a 2 de
PArticle 53 et de l'Article 54.

Roumanie Avee les m(a_nes r_serves formul_ par les Pl6nipotentiaires
Ronmalns _ la signature de la Convention pour le r_gle-
ment pacifique des eonflits intemationaux du 29 J.uillet,
1899.

Suisse Sous r_serve de PArticle 53, chiffre 2.

Turquie Sous r_serve des D_clarations port_es au proc_s-verbal de la
neuvi_me s_anee pl_ni_re de la Conference du 16 Octobre,
1907.

H. Argentine La P,_publique Argentine fait les rdserves suivantes :--

1. En ee qui eonosrne les dettes provenant de oontrats
ordinaires entre le ressortissant d'une nation et un
Gouvernement dtranger, on n'aura recours It l'arbi-
trage que dans le cas Sl_Cifique de ddni de justice par
les juridictions du pays du eontrat, qui doivent _tre
pr_dablement dpuis_es.

2. Les emprunts publics, avee 6mission de bons, con-
sfituant la dette nationale, ne pourront donner lieu,
en aueun eas, _ l'agression militaixe ni h l'oocupation
mat_rielle du sol des nations Am_ricaines.

Bolivie" Sous la r_serve exprim_e _ ]a Premiere Commission.

Colombie La Colombie fait les r_serves suivantes :--

Elle n'accepte pas en aueun eas l'emploi de la force pour
le reeouvrement de dettes quelle que soit leur nature.
Elle n'aeeepte pas l'arbitrage qu'apr&s &teision d6finitive
des Tribunaux des pays d_biteurs.

B_p. Dominioaine Avee la r_serve faite dans la s_uce pl_ni_re du 16 Octobre,
1907.

Equateur Aveola r6serve fare clans la s_ance pl_ni_re du 16 Octobre,
1907.

Gr_ee Avecla r_serve faite daus la s_ance pl_ni_re du 16 Octobre,
1907.

Guatemala 1. En oe qui concerne les dettes provenant de eontrats
ordinaires entre les ressortisesnts d'une nation et un
Gouvernement _tranger on n'aura reeours & l'arbitrage
que dans le cas de d_n_gation de justice par tes juri-
dictions du pays du contrat, qui doivent _tre pr_alable-
ment _puis&es.

2. Les emprunts publics avec _mission de bons oonstituant
des dettes nationalce ne pourront donner lieu, en aucun
cas, _ l'agression militaire ni _ l'occupation mat_rielle du
sol des nations Am_rieaines.
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RESERVATIONS.

L America Under reservation of the Dseiaration made at the plenary
meeting of the Conference held on October 16, 1907. (See
a_e, p. 17_-}

Brazil With reservation in regard to Article 53, paragraphs 2, 8, and 4.

Chile Under reservation of the Declaration made respecting Article
39 at the seventh meeting of the First Commission held
on October 7.

Greece With the reservation of paragraph 2 of Article 53.

Japan With reservation of paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 48, of para-
graph 2 of Article 53, and Article 54.

Roum_uia With the same reservations made by the Roumanian Pleni-
potentiaries on signing the Convention for the pacific
settlement of international disputes on July 29, 1899.
(See ante, p. 529.)

Switzerland Under reservation of Article 53, bTo. 2.

Turkey Under reservation of the Declarations recorded in the Minutes
of the proceedings of the ninth plenary meeting of the
Conference, held on October 16, 1907. (See ante, p. 1"/9.)

II. Argentina The Argentine Republic makes the following reservations :w
1. In regard to debts arising from erdinary contracts

between the subject or citizen of a State and a foreign
Government, recourse shall not be had to arbitration
except in the specific case of denial ef justice by the
Tribunals of the country which made the contract ;
the legal remedies must first be exhausted.

2. Public leans, with issue of bonds, constituting the
national debt, cannot in any circumstances give rise
to military aggression nor to the effective occupation
of the territory of any American State.

Bolivia Under the reservation made to the First Commission.

Colombia Colombia ma!_es the following reservations :-

It does not in any c_rcumstances admit the employment
of force for the recovery of debts whatever their
nature may he. It does not accept arbitration until
the Tribunals of the debtor States have pronounced
their final sentence.

Dominican Republio With the reservation made at the plenary meeting of October
16, 1907. (See ante, p. 191.)

Eenadur With the reservation made at the plenary meeting of October
16, 1907. (See a_, p. 191.)

. Greece With the reservation made at the plenary meeting of October
16, 1907. (See ante, p. 191.)

Guatemala 1. In regard to debts arising from ordinary contracts between
the subjects or citizens of a State and a foreign Govern-
ment, reQourse shall not be had to arbitration except in
the ease of denial of justice by the Tribunals of the
country which made the contract; the legal remedies
must first be exl_uste&

9. Public loans, with issue of bonds, oonstituting national
debts, ¢annot in any circumstances give rise to military
aggression nor to the etteetive occupation of the territory
of any American State.
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P6rou Sous la r6serve que lee principes _tablis d_ns eette Convention
ne poui_nt pas s'appliquer _ des r_clamations ou clif-
f,rends provenant de contrats passes par un pays ave¢
des eujets 6trangers lorsque dans ces contrats il aura _t6
express_ment stipulfi qua los r_lamations ou diffdrends
devront _ soamis aux Juges at Tribunaux du pays.

Salvador Nous raisons les m6mes r&erves que la l_publiqae Argentine
oi-dessus.

Uruguay Sons rfserve du second alinda de l'Artiele 1% parce que la
D61figation considbre que le refus de l'arbitrage pourra se
faire _oujours de plein droit si la loi fondamentale du
pays d6biteur, antfirleure au contrat qui a origin6 los
doutes ou contestations, ouce contrat mgme, a _tabli que
ces doutes ou contestations seront d_eid_s par los Tribu-
naux du dit pays.

IV. Allemagne Sons r_serve de l'Artiele 44 du Re_glement annex_.

Autriohe-Hongrie Sous r_s_rve de la Ddclaration faite dans la s_ance pl_ni_re de
la Conf6rence du 17 Aoitt, 1907.

Japon Avee r_serve de l'Artiele 44.

Mont_n_gro Sous r_serves formul6es t). PArticle 44 du P&glement annex_
la pr_sente Convention et consigng_s au precis-verbal de
Is quatribme sdance plfini6re du 17 Aofit, 1907.

Russie Sous r&erves formul_es _ l'Article 44 du l_glement annex_
is pr_esnte Convention et consigu_es au precis-verbal de
Is quatri6me s6ance pl_ni_re du 17 Ao(tt, 1907.

Tarquie Sous r_serve de l'Article 8.

V. Argentine La l_publique Argentine fait r_serve de l'Article 19.

Grande.Brets, gne Sous rgserve des Artioles 16, 17, et 18.

VI. Allemagne Sous r_serve de l'Article 3 et de PArticle 4, alin_a 2.

Russie Sous rdserves formuldes A l'Article 3 et A l'Artiele 4, alin_ 2,
de la pr_ente Convention, et eonsigndes au procbs-verbal
de is septi_me sdanoe pldni_re du 27 Septembre, 1907.

YIL Turquie Sons r_serve de la D_claration fare /_ la huiti_me s_ance
pl_nibre de IS Conference du 90ctobre, 1907.

VIII. Allemagne Sous r&,erve de l'Article 2.

R6p. Dominicaine Avec r_serve sur l'alin_a 1_ de PArticle 1='.

France Sous r_serve de l'Arfiele 2.

Grande-Bretague Sons r_serve de la D&daration suivante :--
En apposan't leurs signatures _ cette Convention les Pl_ni-

potentiaires Britanniques d_elarent que le simple fair
que IS dire Convention ne d6fend pas tel acre ou tel
proo&]6 ne doit pas gtre eonsid_r_ comme privant le
Gouvernement de Sa Majest_ Brit_nnlque du droit de
contester ta l_galit_ du dit aete ou precede.

Siam "Sous r_serve de l'Article 1% alin_a 1_r.

Turquie Sous r_serve des I)_clarations consign&m au proc_s-verbal de
IS huifibme s_ance pl_ni_re de la Conf_rance du 90ctobre,
1907.
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Peru Under the reservation that the principles laid down in this
Convention cannot apply to claims or differences arising
from contracts entered into by a State with the eubieets
of a foreign State when it is expressly stipulated in the
said contracts that the claims or differences must be
submitted to the Judges and Tribunals of the country.

Salvador We make the same reservations as the Argentine Republic
above.

Uruguay Under reservation of the second paragraph of Article 1, be-
"cause the Delegation considers that refusal to submit to
arbitration can always be legitimately made if the funda-
mental law of the debtor State, prior to the contract,
which gave rise to the misunderstandings or disputes, or
the said contract itself, has laid down that such mis-
understandings or disputes shall be decided by the
Tribunals of the said country.

IV. Germany Under reservation of Article 44 of the annexed Regulations.

Austria-Hungary Under reservation of the Declaration made at the plenary
meeting of the Conierenee held on August 17, 1907.

Japan With the reservation of Article 44.

Montenegro Under reservations made about Article 44 of the Regulations
annexed to the present Convention, and recorded in the
Minutes of the proceedings of the fourth plenary meeting
held on August 17, 1907.

Russia Under reservations made about Article 44 of the Regulations
annexed to the present Convention, and recorded in the
Minutes of the proceedings of the fourth plenary meeting
held on August 17, 1907.

Turkey Under reservation of Article 3.

V. Argentina The Argentine Republic reserves Article 19.
Great Britain Under reservation of Articles 16, 17, and 18.

VI. Germany Under reservation of Article 3 and Article 4, paragraph 2.
Russia Under reservations made about Article 3 and Article 4, para-

graph 2, of the present Convention, and recorded in the
Minutes of the proceedings of the seventh plenary meeting
held on September 27, 1907. (See ante, pp. 304-5.)

VII. Turkey With reservation of the Declaration made at the eighth
plenary meeting of the Conference held on October 9,
1907. (See ante, p. 820.)

VIII. Germany Under reservation of Article 2.
Dominican Republic With reservation in regard to paragraph 1 of Article 1.
France Under reservation of Article 2.

Great Britain Under reservation of the following Declaration :-

In affixing their signatures to the above Convention, the
British Plenipotentiaries declare that the mere fact
that this Convention does not prohibit a particular
act or proceeding must not be held to debar His
Britannic Majesty's Government from contesting its
legitimacy. (See an_, p. 841.)

Siam Under reservation of Article 1, psxagraph 1,

Turkey Under reservation of the Declarations recorded in the Minutes
of the proceedings of the eighth plenary meeting of the
Conference held on October 9, 1907. (See ante, p. $43.)
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IX. Allemagne Sous r_erve de PArticle 1", alin6a 2.

Chili Sons Is, r_serve de PArticle S formulae dans l& quatriSme
s_nce pl_niSro du 17 Aofit.

France Sous r_serve de l'alin_a 2 de l'Article 1_.

Grande-Bretagne Sous r_esrve de l'alin_a 2 de PArticle 1".

Japon Avec r_serve de l'alin_a 2 de l'Article 1_.

X. Chine Sons r_serve de PArticle 21.

Grande-Bretagne Sous r_serve des Articles 6 et 21 et de la D_claration
suivante :--

En apposant leurs signatures Acette Convention los Pl_ni-
potentiaires Britanniques d_olarent que le Gouverne-
ment de Sa Majest_ entend que l'application de
PArticle 12 es borne au soul cas des combattants
recueillis pendant ou apr_s un combat naval auquel
ils auront pris part.

Perse Sous r_serve du droit reconnu par la Conference de l'emploi
du Lion et du Soleil Rouge au lieu et A ]a place de la
Croix Rouge.

Turquie Sons r_esrve du droit reconnu par 1_ Conf_renco de la Paix de
l'emploi du Croissant Rouge.

XII. Chili Sous la r_serve de PArticle 15 formulae A la sixibme s_mce
pl_nibre du 21 Septembre.

Cuba Sous r_serve de l'Axticle 15.

Equateur Sous r_serve de l'Article 15.

Guatemala Sous les r_serves formul_es concemant i'Article 15.

Haiti Avec la r_serve relative/L l'Artiole 15.

Perse Sons r_serve de l'Axticle 15.

Salvador Sous r_serve de PArticle 15.

Siam Sous r_serve de PArticle 15.

Turquie Sous r_serve de PArticle 15.

Uruguay Sous r_serve de l'Article 15.

_tTl, Allemagno Sous r_serve des Articles 11, 12, 13, et 20.

R_p. Dornlni_ine Avec r6servo sur l'Article 12.

Grande-Bretagne Sous r6serve des Articles 19 et 23.

Japon Avec r6serve des Artioles 19 et 23.

Perse Sous r_serve des Articles 12, 19, et 21.

Siam Sous r_serve des Articles 1_, 19, et _3.

Turquie Sous r_serve de la D_.Jaration concernant l'Article 10 port_e
au proc_s-verbal de la huiti_me s4_anoe pl_nibre de la
Conference du 90ctobre, 1907.

XV. Suises Sous r_serve du Vc_u No. 1, que le Con_U F_i_ral Suisse
n'aceepte pas.
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IX. Germany Under reservation of Article 1, paragraph 2.

Chile Under the reservation of Article 3 made at the fourth plenary
meeting held on August 17.

France Under reservation of paragraph 2 of Article 1.

Great Britain Under reservation of paragraph 2 of Article 1.

Japan With reservation of paragraph 2 of Article 1.

X. China Under reservation of Article 21.

Great Britain Under reservation of Articles 6 and 21, and of the following
Declaration :-

In affixing their signatures to this Convention, the British
Plenipotentiaries declare that His Majesty's Govern-
ment understand Article 12 to apply only to the ease
of combatants rescued during or after a naval engage-
ment in which they have taken part.

Persia Under reservation of the right admitted by the Conference to
employ the Lion and the Red Sun, instead of and in the
place of the Red Cross.

Turkey Under reservation of the right admitted by the Peace Con-
ference to employ the Red Crescent.

XII. Chile Under the reservation of Article 15 made at the sixth plenary
meeting held on September 21. (See ante, p. 441.)

Cuba Under reservation of Article 15.

Ecuador Under reservation of Article 15.

Guatemala Under the reservations made in regard to Article 15.

Hayti With the reservation relative to Article 15.

Persia Under reservation of Article 15.

Salvador Under reservation of Article 15.

Siam Under reservation of Article 15.

Turkey Under reservation of Article 15.

Uruguay Under reservation of Article 15.

XIIL Germany Under reservation of Articles 11, 12, 13, and 20.

Dominican Republic With reservation as to Article 12.

Great Britain Under reservation of Articles 19 and 23.

Japan With reservation of Articles 19 and 28.

Persia Under reservation of Articles 12, 19, and 21.

Siam Under reservation of Articles 12, 19, and 23.

Turkey Under reservation of the Declaration respecting Article 10
recorded in the Minutes of the proceedings of the eighth
plenary meeting of the Conference held on October 9,1907.
(See a_e, p. 468,)

XV. Switzerland Under reservation of W/sh No. 1, which the Swiss Federal
Council does not accept.



FINAL PROTOCOL OF THE LONDO_ NAVAL CONFERENCE.

Protovole de Ol6ture. Final Protocol.

La Conference Navale de Londres, The London Naval Conference, called
convoqu_e par le Gouvernement de Sa together by His Britannic Majesty's
Majest_ Britannique, s'est r_unie, le Government, assembled at the Foreign
4 d_cembre 1908, au Minist_re des Office on the 4th December, 1908,
Affaires _trang_res, _ l'effet de d_ter- with the object of laying down the
miner les principes g_n_ralement re- generally-recognised principles of in-
eonnus du droit in.national duns le ternational law in accordance with

sens de l'article 7 de la Convention Article 7 of the Convention signed

sign_e k La Haye le 18 octobre 1907, at The Hague on the 18th October,
pour l'_tablissement d'une Cour inter- 1907, for the establishment of an In-
nationale des prises, ternational Prize Court.

Les Puissances, dont l'_num_rafion The Powers enumerated below took

suit, ont pris part _ cette Conference, part in this Conference, at which they

pour laquelle elles avaicnt d_sign_ les appointed as their Representatives the
Ddl_guds nomm_s ci-apr_s :-- following Delegates _ :--

[Dgnomination des Plgn_potentiaires.] [Names of Plenipotentiaries.]

Duns une s_rie de r_unions, tenues In a series of sittings held from the
du 4 d_cembre 1908 au 26 f_vrier 4th December, 1908, to the 26th

1909, la Conference a arr_t6, pour 6tre February, 1909, the Conference has
soumis k la signature des P16nipoten- drawn up for signature by the Pleaipo-
tiaires, la Dgclaration relative au drolt tentiaries the Declaration concerning
de la guerre maritime, dont le texte the laws of naval war, the text of
estannexdauprdsent Protocole. which is annexed to the present

Protocol.

En outre, le vceu suivant a _t_ adopt_ Furthermore, the following wish has

par les D_l_gu_s des Puissances qui ont been recorded by the Delegates of those
sign_ ou qui ont exprim_ l'intention Powers which have signed or expressed
de signer la Convention de La Haye the intention of signing the Conven-
en date du 18 octobre 1907 pour tion of The Hague of the 18th
l'6tabllssement d'une Cour interna- October, 1907, for the establishment

tionale des prises :-- of an International Prize Court :--
l_,es Dele'gugs _ Puissances reprg- The Delegates of tke Powers ret_e-

sent_ c_ la Oca/grenee Navale et qui sented at the lVavo2 Conference which

cat signg ou qui cat ectmimg _intention kave dgned or ecpressed tke intention

i For names of Powers eee post, p. 540.
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de signer la Convention de La ttaye en of signing the Convention of The Hague
datedu18octobre1907 Tourl'dtablisse- of the 18th October, 1907, for the
moat a_une Cour internationale des establishment of an International Prize
prises, considgrant les diffuzult(s d'ordre -Court, having regard to the di_ulties
constitutionnel qul, pour certains _tats, of a constitutional nature which, in
s'ertrposent c_ la ratification, sons sa some States, stand in the way of the
forme actuelle, de cette Gonvention, ratification of that Convention in its
sent d'accord pour signaler & lenrs present form, agree to call the attention
Gouvernements respectifs _avantage of their respective Goveq_aments to the

que prdsent_rait la conclusion arun advantage of concluding an a_*range-
arrangement en vertu duquel lesdits ment under which such States would
_tats auraient, lors du de'p_t de leurs have thepower, at the time of depositing
ratifications, la facultdd'yjoindre une their ratifications, to add thereto a
rgserve portant que le droit de recouHr reservation to the effect that resort to
o) la Cour internationale des prises, _ the International Prize Court in respect
1,'ropes des dgvisions de leurs tribunaux of decisions of their National Tribu-
nationaux, se prdsentera comme une nals shall take the form of a direvt
action directe e_ bzdemnit_ pourvu claim for compensation, provided al-
toutefois que l'effet de eette rdserve ne ways that the effect of this reserva-
soit pas de nature c_porter atteinte aux tion shall not be such as to impair the

droits garantis par ladite Convention, rights secured under the said Conven-
soit aux particulisrs, soit& lenrs Gou- tion either to individuals or to their

vernements, et que les te_.mes de la Governments, and that the terms of the
rgserve ferment robjet arune entente reservation shall form the subject of a

ultgrieure entre lea Puissances Signa- subsequent understanding between the
taires de la mgme Convention. Powers signatory of that Convention'.

En foi de quoi les Pl6nipotentiairos In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
et los Ddldguds rempla_ant lea Pldni- tiarios and the Delegates representing
potentiaires qui ont d6jk dt_ quitter those Plenipotentiaries who have al-

Imndros ont signd lepr_sentProtocole, ready left London have signed the
present Protocol.

Falt k Londros le vingt_six f_vrler Done at London the twenty-sixth

rail neuf cent neuf, en un seul exem- day of February, one thousand nine
plaire, qui sera d6posd clans les archives hundred and nine, in a single origina!,
du Gouvernement Britannique et dent which shall be deposited in the archives

descopies,eertiildesconfo_aes,seront oftheBritishGovernmentandofwhich

zeroisespar lavolediplomatiqueaux duly certifiedcopiesshallbe sent

•PnissancosreprdsentdesklaConfdrencethrough the diplomaticchannelto
Navala the Powers represented at the Naval

Cdnference.

[Suivent _ Signatures.] [Here follow the 8_natures.]
i See ante, p. 443.
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D_claration relative au Droit de Declaration concerning the
la Guerre Maritime. Laws of Naval War I.

Sa MajestA l'Empereur d'ALlemagne, His Majesty the Gem_ Emperor,
Roi de Prusse; le President des King of Prussia; the President of

]_tats-Unis d'Amdrique; Sa Majest_ the United _ates of America; HIS
l'Empereur d'Autriche, Roi de Boh_me, Majes_ the Emperor of Austria, King
&c., et Roi Apostolique de Hongrie; of Bohemia, &c., and Apostolic King
Sa MajestA le Roi d'Espagne; le Pr_si- of Hungary ; His Majesty the King of

dent de la I_publique Fran_aise; Sa Spa_; the President of the Fresh
Majest_ le Roi du Royaume-Uni de Republic; His Majesty the King of
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande et des the United Kingdom of Gre&t_j_tain
Territoires Bfi_nniques au del_ des and Ireland and of the British Do-

Mers, Empereur des Indes; Sa Majest_ minions beyond the Seas, Emperor of
le Roi d'Italie; Sa Majest_ l'Empereur India ; His Majesty the King of Italy ;

du Japon; Sa Majest_ la Reine des His Majesty the Emperor of Ja_;
Pays-Bas; Sa MajestA l'Empereur de Her Majesty the Queen of the Ne___r-
Toutes les Russies; lands; His Majesty the Emperor of

All the Russ.ias ;
Consid_rant l'invitation par laquelle Having regard to the terms in which

le Gouvememeut Britannique a propos_ the British Government invited various
diverses Puissances de se r_unir en Powers to meet in conference in order

Confdrence afin de dg_erminer en to arrive at an agreement as to what
commun ce que comportent les r_gles are the generally recognized rules of
g_n&alement reconnues du droit inter- international law within the me_nlng of
national au sens de l'arficle 7 de la Article 7 of the Convention of the 18th

1 For Report on this Dee]station see port, p. _;67. See also as regards the Conference
and this Declaration Parl. Pa,eers, Miso. Nos. 4 and b (1909), especially No. 5 (1909),
pp. 9S-104, which contains the Beport of the British Dele_tes to Sir Edward Grey;
T. G. Bow._les, The Declaration of London, The Nineteenth Century, Vol. LXV. p. 744; The

Edinburgh ]_eview, July, 1909, p. 16_ ; E. L(Lmonon, La Oonf_'ence navale de Londre#, Revu_
de Dro/Z Int, ernat/ona/ (gad series), pp. 289, 4_6; C. H. St_ktan_ The Internafion_ Zia_rl

Confereitoe of Londmt, Aft. Joarn. of Int. Law, Vol. m. p. 59_'; E. A. Whittuek, Internat/ona|
DoououmU,p.
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Convention du 18 oetobre 1907, relative October, 1907, relative to the establish-
k l'dtablissement d'une Cour inter- ment of an International Prize Court ;
nationale des prises ;

Reconnaissant tons les avantages Recognizing all the advantages which
que, clans le cas malheureux d'une an agreement as to the said rules would
guerre maritime, la ddtermination present in the unfortunate event of a
desdites r_gles prdsente, soit pour le naval war, both as regards peaceful
commerce pacifique, soit pour les commerce, and as regards the bellige-

belligdrants et pour leurs relations rents and their diplomatic relations
politiques avec les Gouvernements with neutral Governments;
neutres;

Considdrant que les prineipes gdnd- Having regard to the divergence
raux du droit international sent sou- often found in the methods by which

vent, dans leur application pratique, it is sought to apply iu practice the
l'objet de mdthodes divergentes; general principles of international law;

Animds du ddsir d'assurer dordna- Animated by the desire to insure

vant une plus grande uniformit_ k eet henceforward a greater measure of
dgard; uniformity in this respect;

Espdrant qu'une _uvre d'un in_rgt Hoping that a work so important to
commun aussi important rencontrera the common welfare will meet with
l'approbation gdndrale; general approval ;

Ont nommd pour Leurs Pldnipoten- Have appointed as their Plenipoten-
tiaires, savoir: tiaries, that is to say :

[Dgnomination des Pl_nipotent_ires_.] [flames of PlenipotentioMes_.]

Lesquels, apr_s s'gtro communiqu6 Who, after having communicated
leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouvds en bonne their full powers, found to be in good
et due forme, sent convenus de faire la and due form, have agreed to make
pr6sente Ddelaration: the present Declaration :--

Disposition pr6llmlnaire, lare]tmi_aa'y Provision.

Les Puissances Signataire_ sent The Signatory Powers are agreed
d'aecord pour constater que les r_gles that the rules contained in the follow-
contenues dans les Chapitres suivants ing Chapters correspond in substance
r_pondent, en substance, aux principes with the generally recognized principles
g_n_ralement recomaus dti droit inter- of international law.
national

a GreatBritainwasrepresentedby theEarlof Desart,K.O.B.,King'sProofer;theUnited
States of America by Bear-AdmlralCharlesH. Stockton,retired,and Mr GeorgeGrafton
Wilson, Professorat BrownUniversity,and Lectureron InternationalLawat theNavalWar
Collegeandat Harvard University. Fortext of BritishInstructionssee Parl. Papers,Misc.
No. 4 (1909),pp. 20-82.
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Chapitre Premier. Ohapter I.

Du blocus en temps de guerre. Blockade in time of War.

ART. 1. ART. 1.

Lo blocus doit _tre limit_ aux ports A blookade must not extend beyond
et aux c3tes de l'ennemi ou occupds the ports and coasts belonging to or
par lui. occupied by the enemy.

AR_. 2. ART. 2.

Conformdment _ la Ddclaration de In accordance with the Declaration

Paris de 1856, le blocus, pour &re of Paris of 1856, a blockade, in order
obligatoire, doit &re effectif, c'est-_-dire to be binding, must be effective--that
maintenu par une force suffisante pour is to say, it must be maintained by a
interdire r6ellement ]'ace,s du littoral force sufficient really to prevent access
ennemi, to the enemy coastlineL

ART. 3. ART. 3.

La question de savoir si le blocus The question whether a blockade is
eat effectif eat une question de fair. effective is a question of fact.

ART. 4, ART. 4.

Leb]ocusn'estpas considdrgcomme A blockade is not regarded as
levd si, par suite du mauvais temps, raised if the blockading force is
les forces bloquantes se sent momen- temporarily withdrawn in consequence
taudment dloigndes, of stress of weather.

AR_. 5. AR_. 5.

Le blocus dolt &re impartialement A blockade must be applied im-

appliqud aux divers pavilions, partially to the ships of all nations.

ART. 6. ARt. 6.

Le commandant de la force bloquante The commander of a blockading

peut accorder _ des navires de guerre force m_y give permission to a war-
la permission d'entrer dana le port ship to enter, and subsequently to
bloqud et d'en sortir ultdrieurement, leave, a blockaded port.

ART. 7. ART. 7.

Un navire neutre, en cas de ddtresse In circumstances of distress, acknow-
constatde par une autorit_ des forces lodged by an authority of the block-

bloquantes, peut pdndtrer dans la ading force, a neutral vessel may enter
loealitd bloqude et en sortir ult_rieure- a place under blockade and subse-
meng _ la condition de n'y avoir laiss6 quently leave it, provided that she
ni pris aucun chargement, has neither discharged nor shipped

any cargo there.

1 See ante, p. 2.
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ART, 8. ART. 8.

Le blocus, pour _tre obligatoire, doit A blockade, in order to be binding,
_tre d_clard conformdment _ l'article 9 must be declared in accordance with

et notiti6 confomdment aux articles 11 /_rticle 9, and notified in accordance
et 16. with Articles 11 and 16.

ART. 9. ART. 9.

La d_claration de blocus est faite, A declaration of blockade is made

soit par la Puissance bloquante, soit either by the blockading Power or by
par les autorit_s navales agissant en the naval authorities acting in its
son nora. name.

EUe prdoise : It specitles--
1°. La date du commencement du (1) The date when the blockade

blocus; begins ;
2°. Les limites gdographiques du (2) The geographical limits of the

littoral bloqud; coastline under blockade;

3°. Le d_lai de sortie k accorder (3) The period within which neu-
aux navires neutres, tral vessels may come out.

ART. 10. ART. 10.

Si la Puissance bloquante ou les If the operations of the blockading
autorit_s navales agiesant en son nora Power, or of the naval authorities
ne se conferment pas aux mentions, acting in its name, do not tally with
qu'en execution de l'art_cle 9--1 ° et 2°, the particulars, which, in accordance
elles ontdfi inscrire darts lad_claration with Article 9 (1) and (2), must be
de blocus, cette d_claration est nulle, inserted in the declaration of blockade,
et une nouvelle ddclaration est ndces- the declaration is void, and a new

saire pour clue Io blocus produise ses declaration is necessary in order to
offets, make the blockade operative.

_T. 11. ART. 11.

La d_claration de blocus est notifi6e: A declaration of blockade is noti-
fied --

1°. Aux Puissances neutres, par la (1) To neutral Powers, by the
Puissance bloquante, au moyen d'une blockading Power by means of a
communication adress_e aux Gouverne- communication addressed to the Go-

ments eux-m_mes ou k leurs reprdsen- vemments direct, or to their represen-
tants accr_dit_s aupr_s d'elle; tatives accredited to it ;

2°. Aux autorit_s locales, par le (2) To the local authorities, by
commandant de la force bloquante, the officer commanding the blockading
Ces autorit_s, de leur c6t_, en informe- force. The local authorities will, in
rent, aussitSt que possible, les consuls turn, inform the foreign consular
4trangers qui exercent leurs fonctions officers at the pert or on the coastline
dana le port ou sur le littoral bloquds, under bloclmde as soon as pesaible.
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ART. 12. .ART. 12.

Les r_glesrelatives_ laddclaration The rulesas to declarationand

et _ la notificationde blocussent notificationofblockadeapplytocases

applicablesdansle cas offle blocus where the limitsof a blockadeare

seraitdtenduouviendrait/t_trerepris extended,or wherea blockadeisre-

apr_savoirdidlevd. establishedafterhavingbeen raised.

ART. 13. ART. 13.

La levdevolontairedu bloeus,aiusi The voluntaryraisingofablockade,

que toute restrictionqui y seraitas alsoany restrictioninthe limitsof

apportde,dolt_trenotifidedans la a blockade,must be notifiedin the
formeprescritepar l'artiele11. manner prescribedby Article11.

ART. 14. ART. 14.

La saisissabilitd d'un navire neutre The llability of a neutral vessel to

pour violation de blocus est subor- capture for breach of blockade is con-
donnde k la connaissanee rdelle ou tingent on her knowledge, actual or

prdsumde du blocus, presumptive, of the blockade.

ART. 15. ART. 15.

La eonnaissance du blocus eat, sauf Failing proof to the contrary, know-
preuve contraire, prdsumde, lorsque le ledge of the blockade is presumed if
navire a quittd un port neutre postd- the vessel left a neutral port subse-
rieurement k la notification, en temps quently to the notification of the
utile, du blocus k la Puissance dent blockade to the Power to which such

reI_ve ce port. port belongs, provided that such noti-
fication was made in sufficient time.

ART, 16. ART. 16.

Si le navire qui approche du port If a vessel approaching a blockaded
bloqud n'a pas connu ou ne peut _tre port has no knowledge, actual or
prdsumd avoir connu l'existence du presumptive, of the blockade, the
blocus, la notification dolt _tre falte notification must be made to the

au navire m_me par un officier de run vessel itself by an officer of one of
des b_ttiments de la force bloquante, the ships of the blockading force.
Cette notification doit _tre port_e sur This notification should be entered

le llwe de herd avec indication de la in the vessel's logbook, and must state
date et de rheure, ainsi que de la the day and hour, and the geographical
position gdographique du navire k ce position of the vessel at the time.
moment.

Le navire neutre qui sort du port If through the negligence of the
bloqud, alors que, par la ndgligence du officer commRnfllng the blockading
commandant de ,.la force bloquante, force no declaration of blockade has
aucune ddclaration de blocus n'a (itd been notified to the local authorities,
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notifi_e aux autoritgs locales ou qu'un or, if in the declaration, as notified,
ddlai n'a pus dt_ indiqud dane la no period has been mentioned within
ddelaration notifi&, dolt _tre laissd which neutral vessels may come out, a
fibre de passer. _neutral vessel coming out of the block-

aded port must be allowed to pass free.

ART. 17. ART. 17.

La saisie des navires neutres pour Neutral vessels may not be captured
violation de blocusnepeut&reeffectude for bre_ch of blockade except within
ClUedanslerayond'action des b£timeuts the area of operations of the warships
de guerre chargds d'assurer l'effectivit_ detailed to render the blockade effec-
du blocus, tire.

ART. 18. ART,. 18.

Les forces bloquantes ne doivent The blockading forces must not bar

pus burrer l'acc_s aux ports et aux access to neutral ports or coast_
cStes neutres.

ART. 19. ART. 19.

La violation du blocus est insuflisam- Whatever may be the ulterior des-
merit caractdrisde pour autoriser la tination of a vessel or of her cargo,
saisie du navire, lorsque celui-ci est she cannot be captured for breach of
actuellement dirigd vers un I)ort-non blockade, if, at the moment, she is
bloqud, quelle que soit la destination on her way to a nob-blockaded port.
ult_rieure du navire ou de son charge-
merit.

ART. 20. ART. '20.

Le naviro qui, en violation du A vessel which has broken blockade
blocus, est sorti du port bloqu_ ou a outwards, or which has attempted to
tent_ d'y entrer, reste saisissable taut break blockade inwards, is liable to
qu'il est poursuivi par un bAtiment de capture so long as she is pursued by a
la force bloquante. Si la chasse en ship of the blockading force. If the

est abandonn_e ou ei le blocus est pursuit is abandoned, or if the block-
lev6, la saisie flea pout plus &re axle is raised, her capture can no

pratiqu_e, longer be effected.

ART. 21. ART. 21.

Le navlre reconnu eoupable de viola- A vessel found guilty of breach of

tion de blocus est confisqu& Le blockade is condemned. The cargo is
chargement est dgalement eonfisqud, also condemned, unless it is proved
h moins qu'il soit prouv_ qu'au moment that at the time of the shipment of
oh la marchandise a dt_ embarqude, le the goods the shipper neither knew
ehargeur n'a ni connu ni pu connaitre nor could have known of the intention
rintention de violer le blocus, to break the blockade.

H. 35
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Chapitre II. Chapter If.

De la contrebande de guerre. Contraband of War _.

A.RT.22. ART. 22.

Sont do plein droit eonsiddrds eomme The following articles may, without
contrebande de guerre les objets et notice 2, be treated as contraband of

mat_!riaux suivan_ compris sons le war, under the name of absolute
nora de contrebande absolue, savoir: contraband :--

1°. Les urines de route nature, (I) Arms of all kinds, including
y eompris les armes de cbasse, et les arms for sporting purposes, and their
pi_ces ddtachdes caract_risdes, distinctive component part_

2°. Los projectiles, gargonsses et (2) Projectiles, charges, and cart-
cartouches de route nature, et los ridges ofaU kinds, and their distinctive

pi_ces ddtachdes carac_risdes, component parts.
3°. Los poudres et los explosifs (3) Powder and explosives specially

sp_cialement affect_s _ la guerre, prepared for use in war.
4°. Los afffits, caissons, avaut- (4) Gun-mountings, limber boxes,

trains, fourgons, forges de campagne, limbers, military waggons, field forges,

et les pi_es d_tachdes earact_risdes, and their distinctive component parts.
5°. Los effets d'habillement et (5) Clothing and equipment of a

d'dquipement militaires caractdrisds, distinctively military character.
6°. Les harnachements militaires (6) All kinds of harness of a

earact_ris6s de toute nature, distinctively military character.

7°. Los animaux de selle, de trait (7) Saddle, draught, and pack
et de bat, utilisables pour la guerre, animals suitable for use in war.

8°. Le materiel de campement et (8) Articles of camp equipment,
les pi_ces d6tachdes caract_ris_es, and their distinctive component parts.

9°. Los plaques de blindage. (9) Armour plates.
10% Los b_timents et embareations (10) Warships,including boats, and

de guerre et les pi_ces d6tach6es their distinctive component parts of
sp_cialement caract_ris_es comme ne such a nature that they can only be
pouvant gtre utilis_es que sur un used on a vessel of war.
navire de guerre.

11°. Los instruments et appareils (11) Implements and apparatus de-
exclusivament faits pour la fabrication signed exclusively for the manufacture
des munitions de guerre, pour la of munitions of war, for the manu-
fabrication et la rdpamtlon des urines fact-are or repair of arms, or war
et du materiel militaire, terrestre ou material for use on land or sea.
n_v&l.

i Bee ante, p. 4. _ See note, p. 58B, part.
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ART. 23. ART. 23.

Les objets et mat(!riaux qui sour Articles exclusively used for war

exclusivement employds _ la guerre may be added to the list of absolute
peuvent &re ajout_s _ la liste de_ contraband by a declaration, which
contrebaude ahsolue an moyen d'une must be notified.
ddclaration notifide.

La notification est adressde aux Such notification must be addressed
Gouveruements des autres Puissances to the Governments of other Powers,

ou k leurs reprdsentants aecrdditds or to their representatives accredited

aupr_s de la Puissance qui fait la to the Power making the declaration.
ddclaration. La notification faite apr_s A notification made after the outbreak
l'ouverture des hostilitdsn'estadressde of hostilities is addressed only to

qu'aux Puissances neutres, neutral Powers.

ART. 24. ART. 24.

Sont de plein droit considdrds The following articles, susceptible
comme contrehande de guerre les of use in war as well as for purposes of
objets et matdrianx susceptibles de peace, may, without notice _, be treated
servir aux usages de la guerre comme as contraband of war, under the name
k des usages pacifiques, et compris of conditional contraband :--
sous le nora de contrebande condition-

helle, savoir:

1°. Les vivres. (1) Foodstuffs.
2°. Les fourrages et les graines (2) Forage and grain, suitable for

propres k la nourritnre des animaux, feeding animals.
3°. Les v_tements et les tissus (3) Clothing, fabrics for clothing,

d'habillement, les chaussures, propres and boots and shoes, suitable for use

des usages militaires, in war.
4°. h'or et l'argent monnayds et (4) Gold and diver in coin or

en llngots, les papiers reprdsentatifs bullion; paper money.
de la monnaie.

5°. I_s vdhicules de route nature (5) Vehicles of all kinds available
pouvant servir k la guerre, aiusi que for use in war, and their component

les pi_ces ddtachdes, parts.
6°. Les navires, bateaux et era- (6) Vessels, cra_ and boats of all

baroations de tout genre, les docks kinds ; floating docks, parts of docks
flottants, parties de bassius, aiusi quc and their component parts.

les pi_ces d&achdes.
7°. Le matdriel fixe ou roulant (7) Railway material, both fixed

des chemins de fer, le matdriel des and rolling-stock, and material for
_ldgraphes, radiot_ldgraphes et t_ld- telegraphs, wireless telegraphs, and tele-
phones, phones.

I See note, p. 583, post,
35--2
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8°. Les a_rostats et les appareils (8) Balloons and flying machines
d'aviation, les pi_ces d&ach_es carac_ and their distinctive component parts,
_risdes ainsi que les accessoires, objets together with accessories and articles
et mat_riaux caractdrisds comme de- recognizable as intended for use in
rant servir k l'adrostation ou k l'avia- connection with balloons and flying
tion. machines.

9°. Les combustibles ; ]es mati_res (9) Fuel ; lubricants.
lubr_fiantes.

10°. Les poudres et ]es explosifs (10) Powder and explosives not
qui ne sont pas sp_cialement affect_s specially prepared for use in war.
k la guerre.

11°. Les ills de fer barbel&, ainsi (11) Barbed wire and implements
que ]es instruments servant _ les fixer for fixing and cutting the same.
ou k les couper.

12°. Les fers k cheval et le materiel (12) Horseshoes and shoeing ma-
de mardchalerie, terials.

13°. Les objets de hamachement (13) Harness and saddlery.
et de sellerie.

14°. Les jumelles, les t6lescopes, (14) Field glasses, telescopes, chro-
les chronom&res et les divers ins_ru- nometers, and all kinds of nautical

ments nautiques, instruments.

ART. 25. ART. 25.

Les objets et mat_riaux susceptibles Articles susceptible of use in war as
de servir aux usages de la guerre well as for purposes of peace, other
comme k des usages pacitlques, et than those enumerated in Articles
autres que ceux vis_s aux articles 22 and 24, may be added to the list
22 et 24, peuvent &re ajout_s k la of conditional contraband by a dec]a-
liste de contrebande conditionnelle au ration, which must be notified in the

moyen d'une ddclaration qui sera manner provided for in the second
not4fi_e de la mani_re pr_vue k l'article paragraph of Article 23.
23, deux-i_me alin_a.

ART. 26. ART. 26.

Si une Puissance renonce, en ce qui If a Power waives, so far as it is
la conceme, k consid_rer comme con- concerned, the right to treat as con-
trebande de guerre des objets et traband of war an article comprised in
mat_riaux qui rentrent clans une des any of the classes enumerated in
categories dnum_r_es aux articles 22 Articles 22 and 24, such intention

et 24, elle fera connaltre son intention shall be announced by a declaration,
par une d6claration notifi_e de la which must be notified in the manner

mani_re pr_vue k l'article 28, deuxi_me provided for in the second paragraph
alin_a, of Ax_icle 23.
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ART. 27. ART. 27.

Les objets et matdriaux, qui ne Articles which are not susceptible
sent pas susceptibles de servir aux of use in war may not be declared
usages de la guerre, ne peuvent pas. contraband of war.
8tre ddclards contrebande de guerre.

ART. 28. ART. 28.

Ne peuvent pas 8ire ddclards con- The following may not be declared
trebande de guerre les articles suivants, contraband of war :--
savoir :

1% Le eoton brut, les laines, soies, (1) Raw cotton, wool, silk, jute,

jutes, lins, chanvres bruts, et les autres flax, hemp, and other raw materials
mati6res premi6res des industries tex- of the textile industries, and yarns of

tiles, ainsi que leurs tilds, the same.
2°. Les noix et graines oldagi- (2) Oil seeds and nuts ; copra.

neuses; le coprah.
3°. Les caoutchoucs, rdsines, gem- (3) Rubber, resins, gums, and

rues et laques ; lc houblon, lacs ; hops.
4°. Les peaux brutes, les cornes, (4) Raw hides, horns, bones, and

os et ivoires, ivory.
5°. Les engrais naturels et artifi- (5) Natural and artificial manures,

ciels, y compris les nitrates et phos- including nitrates and phosphates for
phates pouvant servir _ ragriculture, agricultural purposes.

6°. Les minerals. (6) Metallic ores.
7°. Les terres, les argiles, la chaux, (7) Earths, clays, lime, chalk, stone,

la craie, les pierres y compris les including marble, bricks, slates, and
marbres, les briques, ardoises et tulles, files.

8°. Les porcelaines et verreries. (8) Chinaware and glass.
9°. Le papier et les mati6res prd- (9) Paper and paper-making ma-

pardes pour sa fabrication, terials.

10°. Les savous, couhurs, y corn- (10) Soap, paint and colours, in-
pris les mati6res exclusivement des- eluding articles exclusively used in
tindes k les produire, et les vernis, their manufacture, and varnish.

11°. L'hypochlorite de chaux, les (11) Bleaching powder, soda ash,
eendres de soude, la sonde ¢austique, caustic soda, salt cake, ammonia,

h sulfate de sonde en pains, rammo- sulphate of ammonia, and sulphate of
niaque, le sulfate d'ammoniaque et copper.
le sulfate de clfivre.

12°. Les machines servant _ l'agri- (12) Agricultural, mining, textile,
culture, aux mines, aux industries and printing machinery.
textileset k rimprimerie.

13°. Les pierresprdcieuses,les (13) Preciousand semi-precious

pierresfines,les perles,la nacreet stones,pearls,mother-of-pearl,and
loscoraux, coral.
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14°. Los Iaorloges, pendules, et (14) Clocks and watches, other
montres autres que les chronometres, than chronometers.

15°. Los articles de mode et los (15) Fashion and fancy goods.
objets de fantaisie.

16°. Los plumes de tout genre, los (16) Feathers of all kinds, hairs,
crins et soies, and bristles.

17°. Los objets d'ameublement ou (17) Articles of household furni-
d'ornement ; los meubles et accessoires ture and decoration ; office furniture

de bureau, and requisites.

ART. 29. AR_P.29.

Ne peuvent non plus _tre considdrds Likewise the following may not be
comme contrebande de guerre : treated as contraband of war :--

1°. Los objets et matdriaux servant (I) Articles serving exclusively to
exclusivement h soigner los malades et aid the sick and wounde& They can,
los blessda Toutefois, ils peuvent, however, in case of urgent military
en cas de ndcessitd militaire impor- necessity and subject to the payment
tante, etre rdquisitionnds, moyennant of compensation, be requisitioned, if
une indemnitd, lorsqu'ils ont la desti- their destination is that specified in
nation prdvue _ l'article 30. Article 30.

2°. Los objets et matdriaux des- (2) Articles intended for the use
tinds _ l'usage du navire oh ils sont of the vessel in which they are found,
trouvds, ainsi qu'_ l'usage de l'dqui- as well as those intended for the use
page et des passagers do ee navire of her crew and passengers during the
pendant la traversde, voyage.

_&aT.30. A_. 30.

Les articles de contrebande absolue Absolute contraband is liable to

sont saisissables, s'il est dtabli qu'ils capture if it is shown to be destined
sont destinds au territoire de l'ennemi to territory belonging to or occupied

ou k un territoire occupd par lui ou k by the enemy, or to the armed forces
sos forces armdes. Peu importe que of the enemy. It is immaterial whether
le transport de cos objets se lasso the carriage of the goods is direct or
directement ou ex_ge, soit un trans- entails transhipment or a subsequent
bordement, soit un trajet par terre, transport by land.

ART. 31. A_T. 31.

La destination pr_vue k rarticle 30 Proof of the destination specified in

est dgtlnitivement prouvde dans les Article 30 is complete in the following
cos suivan_s : cases :--

1°. Lorsque la marchandise est (1) When the goods are docu-
document_e pour _tro ddbarqude dans mented for discharge in an enemy
un port de rennemi ou pour etre port, or for delivery to the armed
livr6e k sos forces armdes, forces of the enemy.
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2°. Lorsque le navire ne doit abor- (2) When the vessel is to call at
der qu'k des ports ennemis, ou lorsqu'il enemy ports only, or when she is to
doit toucher k un port de l'ennemi ou touch at an enemy port or meet the
rejoindre ses forces armies, avant- armed forces of the enemy before
d'arriver au port neutre pour leque] reaching the neutral port for which
la marchandise est document, s. the goods in question axe documented.

ART. 32. ART. 32.

Les papiers de berd font preuve Where a vessel is carrying absolute
complete de l'itin_raire du navire contraband, her papers are conclusive
transportant de la contrebande ab- proof as to the voyage on which she
solue, k moins que le navire soit is engaged, unless she is found clearly
rencontr_ ayant manifestement d_vi_ out of the course indicated by her
de la route qu'il devrait suivre d'apr_s papers and unable to give adequate
ses papiers de bordet sans pouvoir reasons to justify such deviation.
justifier d'une cause sufiisante de cette
ddviation.

ART. 33. A_T. 33.

Les articles de contrebande con- Conditional contraband is liable to

ditionnelle sour saisissables, s'il est capture if it is shown to be destined
_tabli qu'ils sont destinds k l'usage for the use of the armed forces or of a

des forces armdes ou des admlnistra- government department of the enemy
tions de l']_tat ennemi, k moins, clans State, unless in this latter case the
ce dernier cas, que les circonstances circumstances show that the goods
6tablissent qu'en fait ces articles ne cannot in fact be used for the purposes
pouvent 6tTe utiliSdS pour la guerre en of the war in progress. This latter
cours; cette derni_re r_serve ne s'ap- exception does not apply to a con-

plique pas aux envois visds par l'axticle signment coming under Article 24 (4).
24--4 °.

A_T. 34. ART. 34.

I1 y a pr_somption de la destination The destination referred to in Article
prdvue k l'article 33, si l'envoi est 33 is presumed to exist if the goods
adressd aux autorit_s ennemies, ou k axe consigned to enemy authorities, or

un commer_ant _tabli en pays ennemi to a contractor established in the
et lorsqu'il est noteire que co com- enemy country who, as a matter of

inerrant foumit k l'ennemi des objets common knowledge, supplies articles
et mat_riaux de cette nature. I1 en of this kind to the enemyL A similar

I Considerabledisouasiontookplacein the Press,andseveralquestionswereasked in the
Houseof Commonswith referenceto this Article,bothwith regardto the translationof ¢om-
mc,t_antby *'con_ct_r," and as to whetherenwmi meantenemygovernment. The Report
(see post, p. 588) in diseussin8 the destination of conditionaleontrabandsays, "It maybe
an enemyauthorityor a traderestablishedin an enemycountrywhoas a matterof common
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est de m_me si l'envoi est k destination presumption arises if the goods are
d'une place fortifide ennemie, ou d'une consigned to a fortified place belonging
autre place servant de base aux forces to the enemy, or other place serving
armdes ennemies ; toutefois, cette prd- as a base for the armed forces of the

somption ne s'applique pas an navire enemy. No such presumption, how-
de commerce lui-m_me faisant route ever, arises in the case of a merchant
vers une de ces places et dont on vessel bound for one of these places if
entend dtablir le caract_re de contre- it is sought to prove that she herself
bande, is contraband.

A ddfaut des pr_somptions ci-dessus, In cases where the above presump-
la destination est prdsumde innocents, tions do not arise, the destination is

presumed to be innocent.
Les pr_somptions dtablies Clans le The presumptions set up by this

prdsent article admettent la preuve Article may be rebutted.
contraire.

ART. 35. ART. 35.

Les articles de contrebande con- Conditional contraband is not liable

ditionnelle ne sont saisissables que sur to capture, except when found on
le navire qui felt route vers ]e terri- board a vessel bound for territory
toire de l'ennemi ou vers un territoire belonging to or occupied by the enemy,
oceupd par lui ouvers ses forces or for the armed forces of the enemy,
armdes et qui ne dolt pas les ddcharger and when it is not to be discharged in
clans un port intermddiaire neutre, an intervening neutral port.

Les papiers de bord font preuve The ship's papers are conclusive
complete de l'itin_raire du navire ainsi proof _both as to the voyage on which
que du lieu de ddchargement des the vessel is engaged and as to the

knowledge,suppliesthe enemy(_overnmentwitharticlesof thekindin question." The Under-
SecretaryforForeignAffairs(MrMaclzlnnonWood)statedintheHouseof Commonsonthe 29th
March,1909,that the wordcommerf.antin thisArticle"cannotpossiblyapplyto ameremerchant
who suppliesgoodsto the generalpublic,"and the Secretaryof State forForeignAffairs(Sir
EdwardGrey)on the 5th April, 1909, in answer to a questionon the divergencebetween
the termsof Article34 and the GeneralReport,repliedas follows: "For the reasonsalready
given, I cannotadmitthat there is any ambiguityas to the meaning ofArticle34. It ismade
clear,bothbyArticle33, on whichArticle34 is dependent,and bythe generalofficialreportof
the Conference,that the worden_emi in Article 34 can only meantheenemygovernment.
It is evident,however,that if thepoint had been raisedat the timeit wouldhave beenmade
perfcetlyclearin the drafting,andwe thereforeproposeto makea declaration,at thetime of
the ratification,that the wordennemiin Article 34 meansthe governmentof the enemy."
(See The Tim_, 6th Apri/, 1909.)

i The GeneralReport qualifiesthis by the statement, "It must not be tooliterallyinter.
preted,for that would rnAireall fraudseasy...the ship's papersare proof,unless facts show
their evidenceto be false." (Seepost, p. 589. See also letter of Mr ArthurCohen, K.C.,
in The Times,6th April,1909,) On"ship's papers" see T. E. Holland, Mamma|of Naval
Prize Law, pp. 3, 43, 45_59.
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marchandises, k moins que ce navire port of discharge of the goods, unless
soit rencontrd ayant manifestement she is found clearly out of the course
d_vi_ de la route qu'il devrait suivre indicated by her papers, and unable
d'apr_s ses papiers de bord et sans- to give adequate reasons to justify
pouvoir justifier d'une cause suffisante suct_ deviation.
de cette ddviation.

ART. 36. _ART.36.

Par ddrogation _ l'artiele 35, si le Notwithstanding the provisions ot
territoire de l'ennemi n'a pas de fron- Article 35, conditional contraband, if
titre maritime, les articles de eontre- shown to have the destination referred
hande conditionnelle sont saisissables, to in Article 33, is liable to capture in

lorsqu'il est _tabli qu'ils ont la des- cases where the enemy country has no
tination pr_vue _ l'article 33. seaboard.

ART. 37. JkRT. 37.

Lo navire transportant des articles, A vessel carrying goods liable to
qui sent salsissables comme centre- capture as absolute or conditional
bande absolue ou conditionnelle, pent contraband may be captured on the
_tre saisi, en haute met ou dans les high seas or in the territorial waters

eaux des belligdrants, pendant tout le of the belligerents throughout the
cours de son voyage, m_me s'il a whole of her voyage, even if she is to
l'intention de toucher k un port d'escah touch at a port of call before reaching
avant d'atteindre la destination enne- the hostile destination.
mie.

ART. 38. ART. 38.

Une saisie ne peut _tre pratiqu_e en A vessel may not be captured on
raison d'un transport de contrebande the ground that she has carried con-
autdrieurement effectu_ et actuelle- traband on a previous occasion if such
ment achev_, carriage is in point of fact at an end.

A_T. 39. ART. 39.

Les articles de contrebande sent Contraband goods are liable to

sujets k confiscation, condemnation.

ART. 40. ART. 40.

La confiscation du navire trans- A vessel carrying contraband may

portant de la contrebande est permise, be condemned if the contraband,

si cette oontrebande forme, soit pax sa reckoned either by value, weight,
valeur, soit par son poids, soit par son volume, or f_eight, forms more than
volume, solt par son fret, plus de la half the cargo.
moiti6 de la cargaison.
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ART. 41. _RT. 41.

Si le navire transportant de la If a vessel carrying contraband is
contrehande est rel_chd, les frais released, the costs and expenses in_
occasionnds au capteur par la pro- cuffed by the captor in respect of the
cddure devant la juridiction nationale proceedings in the national prize court
des prises ainsi que par la conservation and the custody of the ship and
du navire et de sa cargaison pendant cargo during the proceedings are to

rinstruction so'nt k la charge du na- be borne by the ship.
vire.

A_T. 42. ART. 42.

Les m_rchandises qui appartiennent Goods which belong to the owner
au propridtaire de la contrebande et of the contraband and are on board
qui se trouvent k bord du m6me navire the same vessel are liable to condem-
sont sujettes _ confiscation, nation.

ART. 43. ART. 43.

Si un navire est rencontrd en met Ifa vessel is encountered at sea while
naviguant dans l'ignorance des bosti- unaware of the outbreak of hostilities
lit_s ou de la ddclaration de contre- or of the declaration of contraband

bande applicable _ son chargement, les which applies to her cargo, the con-
articles de contrebande ne peuvent traband cannot be condemned except
_h_ confisquds que moyennant in- on payment of compensation; the
demnit_ ; le navire et le surplus de la vessel herseff and the remainder of

cargaison sont exempts de la confisca- the cargo are not liable to condemna-

tion et des frais prdvus par rarticle 41. tion or to the costs and expenses
I1 enest de m6me si le capitaine, apr_s referred to in Article 41. The same

avoir eu connaissance de l'ouverture rule applies if the master, after be-
des hostilit_s ou de la ddclaration de coming aware of the outbreak of
contrebande, n'a pu encore d_charger hostilities, or of the declaration of

les articles de contrebande, contraband, has had no opportunity
of discharging the contraband.

Le navire est rdputd connaltre l'dtat A vessel is deemed to be aware of

de guerre ou la ddclaration de contre- the existence of a state of war, or of a
bande, lorsqu'il a quitt_ un port neutre, declaration of contraband, if she left

aprbsque la notification de l'ouverture a neutral port subsequently to the
des hostilit_s ou de la ddclaration de notification to the Power to which

contrehande a dt_ faito en temps utile such port belongs of the outbreak of
la Puissance dont relive ce port_ hostilities or of the declaration of

L'_tat de guerre est, en outre, rdpu_ contraband respectively, provided that
connu par le navire lorsqu'il a quitt_ such notification was made in sufficient
un port eunemi apr_s rouverture des time. A vessel is also deemed to be
hostilit_s, aware of the existence of a state of
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war if she left an enemy port after the
outbreak of hostilities.

ART. 44. ART. 44.

Le navire arr_t4 pour cause de con- A vessel which has been stopped on
trehande et non susceptible de contisca- tbe _ound that she is carrying con-
tion _ raison de la proportion de la traband, and which is not liable to

contrebande peut _tre autorisd, suivant condemnation on account of the pro-
les circonstances, _ continuer sa route, portion of contraband on board, may,
si le capitaine est pr_t _ livrer la when the circumstances permit, be
contrebande au b_timent belligdrant, allowed to continue her voyage if the

master is willing to hand over the
contraband to the belligerent warship.

La ternise de la contrebande est The delivery of the contraband

mentionnde par le capteur sur le livre must be entered by the captor on the
de bord du navire arr_t_, et le capitaine logbook of the vessel stopped, and the
de cenavire dolt remettre au capteur master must give the captor duly
copie certitlde conforme de tous pa- certified copie_ of all relevant papers.
piers utiles.

Le capteur a la facult_ de ddtruire The captor is at liberty to destroy
la contrebande qui lui est ainsi livrde, the contraband that has been handed

over to him under these conditions.

Chapitre III. Chapter HI.

De l'aasistance hostile. Unneutral Service.

ART. 45. ART. 45.

Un navire neutre est confisqu_ et, A neutral vessel will be condemned

d'une mani_re g_n_rale, passible du and will, in a general way, receive the
traitement que subirait un navire same treatment as a neutral vessel
neutre sujet k confiscation pour con- liable to condemnation for carriage of
trebande de guerre : contraband :--

1°. Lorsqu'il voyage Sl_!Cialement (1) If she is on a voyage specially
on rue du transport de passagers undertaken with a view to the trans-
individuels incorpor_s dans la force port of individual passengers who are
arm_e de rennemi, ou 9n rue de la embodied in the armed forces of the

transmission de nouvelles clansl'int_r6t enemy, or with a view to the trans-
de l'ennemi, mission of intelligence in the interest

of the enemy.

2°. Lorsqu'k la connaissanco soit (2) If, to the knowledge of either
du propridtaire, soit de celui qui a the owner, the charterer, or the master,
at_td le navire en totalitd, soit du she is transporting a military detach-
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capitaine, il transporte un d&ache- ment of the enemy, or one or more
ment militaire de l'ennemi ou une ou persons who, in the course of the
plusieurs personnes qui, pendant le voyage, directly assist the operations
voyage, pr&ent une assistance directe of the enemy.
aux operations de l'ennemi.

Dans les cas vis_s aux num_ros In the cases specified under the
precedents, les marchandises apparte- above heads, goods belonging to the
nant au propridtaire du navire sont owner of the vessel are likewise liable
dgalement sujettes _ confiscation, to condemnation.

Les dispositions du present article The provisions of the present Article
ne s'appliquent pas si, lorsque lena- do not apply if the vessel is encountered
vire est rencontr_ en mer, il ignore les at sea while unaware of the outbreak

hostilit_s ou si le capitaine, apr_s avoir of hostilities, or if the master, after

appris l'ouverture des hostilitAs, n'a becoming aware of the outbreak of
pu encore d_barquer les personnes hostilities, has had no opportunity of
transportAes. Le navire est rdput_ disembarking the passengers. The
connaltre l'6tat de guerre, lorsqu'il a vessel is deemed to be aware of the
quitt_ un pert ennemi apr_s l'ouverture existence of a state of war if she left
des hostilit_s ou un port neutre pos- an enemy port subsequently to the
t_rieurement k la notification en temps outbreak of hostilities, or a neutral
utile de l'ouverture des hostilitds k la port subsequently to the notification
Puissance dont relive ce port. of the outbreak of hostilities to the

Power to which such port belongs,
provided that such notification was
made in sufficient time.

ART. 46. ART. 46.

Un navire neutre est confisqu_ et, A neutral vessel will be condemned
d'une mani_re g_n_rale, passible du and, in a general way, receive the
traitement qu'il subirait s'il _tait un same treatment as would be applicable
navire de commerce ennemi : to her if she were an enemy merchant

vessel :

1°. Lorequ'il prend une part di- (1) If she takes a direct part in
recte aux hostilit_s, the hostilities;

2°. Lorsqu'il se trouve sons les (2) If she is under the orders or
ordres ou sous le contr_le d'un agent control of an agent placed on board

pla_ _ bord par le Gouvernement by the enemy Government ;
ennemi.

3°. Lorsqu'il est atfr6t_ en totalit_ (8) If she is in the exclusive era-
par le Gouvernement ennemi, ployment of the enemy Government;

4°. Lorsqu'il est actuellement et (4) If she is at the time exclusively
exclusivement affectS, soit au trans- devoted either to the transport of
port de troupes ennemies, soit k la enemy troops or to the transmission
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transmission de nouvelles clans l'inf_r_t of intelligence in the interest of the
de l'ennemi, enemy.

Dane les cas visds par le prdsent In the cases covered by the present
article, les marchandises appartenant- Article, goods belonging to the owner
au propridtaire du navire sont dgale- of the vessel are likewise liable to
ment sujettes k confiscation, condemnation.

ART. 47. ARt. 47.

Tout individu incerpord clans la Any individual embodied in the
force armde de l'ermemi, et qui sera armed forces of the enemy who is
trouvd i_bord d'un navire de commerce found on board a neutral merchant

neutre, pourra gtre fair prisonnier de vessel, may be made a prisoner of
guerre, quand mgme il n'y aurait pas war, even though there be no ground
lieu de saisir ce navire, for the capture of the vessel.

Chapitre IV. Chapter IV.

De la destruction des prises Destruction of Neutral Prizes'.
neutres.

ART. 48. ART. 48.

Un navire neutre saisi ne peut gtre A neutral vessel which has been

ddtruit par le capteur, mais il dolt captured may not be destroyed by the
gtre conduit dans tel port qu'il captor ; she must be taken into such
appartfiendra pour y gtre statud ce port as is proper for the determination
que de droit sur la validitd de la there of all questions concerning the
capture, validity of the capture _.

ART. 49. ART. 49.

Par exception, un navire neutre, As an exception, a neutral vessel

saisi par un batiment beUigdrant et which has been captured by a bellige- _
qui serait sujet k confiscation, peut rent warship, and which would be
gtre ddtruit, si l'observation de l'article liable to condemnation, may be de-

48 peut compromettre la sdcuritd* du stroyed if the observance of Art4cle 48
b_fi_ment de guerre ou le succ_s des would involve danger' to the safety of

opdrations dans lesqueUes ce]ui-ci est the warship or to the success of the
actuellement engag& operations in which she is engaged at

the time.

1 See ante, pp. 88-92.
As to prizes taken into ne,tral port_,see 13 IL C. 1907,Art. 23 (ante, pp. 452, 478).

t See £0ost,p. 598.
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ART. 50. ART. 50.

Avant la destruction, les personnes Before the vessel is destroyed all
qui se trouvent _ bord devront _tre persons on board must be placed in
raises en sflret_, et tousles papiers de safety, and all the ship's papers and
herd et autres pisces, que los int_ressds other documents which the parties
estimerontutiles pour lejugement sur interested consider relevant for the
la validitd de la capture, devront _tre purpose of deciding on the validity of
transbordds sur le b_timent de guerre, the capture must be taken on board

the warship.

ART. 51. ART. 51.

Le capteur qui a ddtruit un navire A captor who has destroyed a neu-
neutre dolt, prOdablement _ tout tral vessel must, prior to any decision
jugement sur la validitd de la capture, respecting the validity of the prize,
justifier en fair n'avoir agi qu'en establish that he only acted in the
prdsence d'une ndcessit_ exception- face of an exceptional necessity of the
nelle, comme elle est prdvue k rarticle nature contemplated in Article 49.
49. Faute par lui de ce faire, il est If he fails to do this, he must compen-
tonu _ indemnit_ vis4-vis des int_!res- sate the parties interested and no
sds, sans qu'il y ait _ rechercher si examination shall be made of the

ht capturedtaitvalableou non. questionwhether the capture was
validor not.

ART. 52. ART. 52.

Si la capture d'un navire neutre, If the capture of a neutral vessel is

dent la destruction a d_ jnstifide, est subsequently held to be invalid, though
ensuite ddclarde nulle, le capteur doit the act of destruction has been held

indemniser les int_ressds en remplace- to have been justifiable, the captor
ment de la restit_ltion k laquelle ils must pay compensation to the parties
auraient droit, interested, in place of the restitution

to which they would have been en-
titled.

ART. 53. ART. 53.

Si des marchandises neutres qui If neutral goods not liable to con-
n'dtaient pas susceptibles de confisca- detonation have been destroyed with

tion ont dtd ddtruites avec le navire, the vessel, the owner of such goods is
le propridtaire de ces marchandises a entitled to compensation.
droit k une indemnitd.

AnT. 54. A_T. 54.

Le capteur a la facult_ d'exiger la The captor has the right to demand
remise ou de procdder k la destruction the handing over, or to proceed him-
des marchandises contiscables trouvdes self to the destruction of, any goods
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bord d'un navire qui lui-m_me n'est liable to condemnation found on board
pus sujet k confiscation, lorsque les a vessel not herself liable to condem-

circonstancos sent relies que, d'apr_s nation, provided that the eireum-
l'article 49, elles jnstifieraient la des--stances are such as would, under
truetion d'un navire passible de con- Article 49, justify the destruction of
tlscation. II mentionne les objets a vessel herself liable to condemnation.
livr_s ou d_truits sur le livre de bo_d The captor must enter the goods sur-
du navire arr_tA et se fait remettre rendered or destroyed in the logbook

par le capitaine eopie certifide con- of the vessel stopped, and must obtain
forme de tous papiers utiles. Lorsque duly certified copies of all relevant
la remise ou la destruction a _t_ papers. When the goods have been
effectu_e et que les formalit_s out dtA handed over or destroyed, and the for-
remplies, le capitaine dolt _tre autoris_ realities duly carried out, the master
k continuer sa route, must be allowed to continue his

voyage.
Les dispositions des articles 51 et 52 The provisions of Articles 51 and

concernantlaresponsabilit_ducapteur 52 respecting the obligations of a
qui a d_truit un navire neutre sent captor who has destroyed a neutral
applicables, vessel are applicable.

Chapitre V. Chapter V.

I)u tranafert de pavilion. Transfer to a Neutral Flag.

ART. 55. ART. 55.

Le transfert sous pavilion neutre The transfer of an enemy vessel to
d'un navire ennemi, effectud avaut a neutral flag, effected before the out-
rouverture des hostilitds, est rulable k break of hostilities, is valid, unless it
moins qu'il soit dtabli que ce transfert is proved that such transfer was made
a dtd effectud en rue d'dluder les in order to evade the consequences to
consdquences qu'entratne le caractkre which an enemy vessel, as such, is

de navire ennemi. II y a ndanmoins exposed. There is, however, a pre-
prdsomption de nullitd si l'acte de sumption, ff the bill of sale is not on
transfert ne se trouve pas k bord, board a vessel which has lost her
alors que le navire a perdu la natio- belligerent nationality less than sixty
nalitd belligdrante moins de soixante days before the outbreak of hostilities,
jours avant l'ouverture des hostilitAs; that the transfer is void. This pre-

la preuve contraire est admise, sumption may be rebutted.
ll y a prdsomption ahsolue de vail- Where the transfer was effected

dit6 d'un transfert effectud plus de more than thirty days before the
trentejoureavantrouverturedesho_ outbreakof hostilities, there is an

tilit_s, s'fl estabsoh, complet, conforme absolute presumption that it is valid
k la l_gislation des pays intdress_s, et if it is unconditional, complete, and in
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s'il a cet effet que le contrSle du navire conformity with the laws of the coun-
et le b_n_fice de son emploi ne restent tries concerned, and if its effect, is
pas entre les m_mes mains qu'avant such that neither the control of, nor
le transfert. Toutefois, si le navire a the profits arising from the employ-
perdu la nationalit_ bellig_rante moins ment of, the vessel remain in the same
de soixante jours avant l'ouverture hands as before the transfer. If,
des hostilitds et si l'acte de transfert however, the vessel lost her belligerent

ne so trouve pas k herd, la saisie du nationality less than sixty days before
navire ne pourra donner lieu k des the outbreak of hostilities and if the
dommages et int_r_ts, bill of sale is not on board, the capture

of the vessel gives no right to damages.

ART. 56. ART. 56.

Le transfert sons pavillon neutre The transfer of an enemy vessel to
d'un navire ennemi, effectu_ apr_s a neutral flag, effected after the ou_
l'ouverture des hostilit_s, est nul, k break of hostilities, is void unless it is
moins qu'il soit 6tabli que ce transfert proved that such transfer was not
n'a pas _t_ effectud en rue d'_luder les made in order to evade the conse-
eons_luenees qu'entmtne le earaot6re quences to which an enemy vessel, as
de navire ennemi, such, is exposed.

Toutefois, il y a pr_somption absolue There is, however, an absolute pre-
de nullit_ : sumption that a transfer is void--

1°. Si le tramfert a dg6 effectu_ (1) If the transfer has been made
pendant que le navire est en voyage during a voyage or in a blockaded

ou dans un port bloqu_, port.
2°. S'il y a facult6 de rgm_r_ ou (2) If a right to repurchase or

de mtour, recover the vessel is reserved to the
vendor.

3°. Si les conditions, auxqueUes (3) If the requirements of the

est soumis le droit de pavillon d'apr_s municipal law governing the right to
la l_gislation du pavillon arborS, n'ont fly the flag under which the vessel is

6t6 obaerv6es, sailing, have not been fulfilled.

Chapitre VI. Chapter VI.

Du caract_re ennemi. Enemy Character.

ART. 57. ART. 57.

Sons r_serve des dispositions rela- Subject to the provisions respecting
tires au transfert de paviUon, le transfer to.another flag, the neutral or
caract_re neutre ou ennemi du navire enemy character of a vessel is deter-

est d_terming par le pavilion qu'il ale mined by the flag which she is entitled

droit deporter, to fly.
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Le cas oh le navire neutre se livre The case where a neutral vessel is

une navigation rdservde en temps de engaged in a trade which is closed in
paix reste hers de cause et n'est time of peace, remains outside the
nullement visd par cotte r_gle. _ scope of, and is in no wise affected by,

this rule'.

ART. 58. ART. 58.

Le caract_re neutre ou ennemi des The neutral or enemy character of
marchandise_s trouvdes _ bord d'un goods found on board an enemy vessel
navire ennemi est ddtermind par le is determined by the neutral or enemy
caract_re neutre ou ennemi de leur character of the owner'.

propridtaire.
ART. 59. ART. 59.

Si le caract_re neutre de la mar- In the absence of proof of the
chandise trouvde _ bord d'un navire neutral character of goods found on
ennemi n'est pas &abli, la marchandise board an enemy vessel, they are pre-
est prdsumde ennemie, sumed to be enemy goods.

ART. 60. ART. 60.

Le caract_re ennemi de la marchau- Enemy goods on board an enemy
dise charg_e _ bord d'un navire ennemi vessel retain their enemy character

subsistejusqu'kl'arriv6e _ destination, until they reach their destination,
nonobstant un transfert intervenu pen- notwithstanding any transfer effectsd
dant le cours de l'expddition, apr_s after the outbreak of hostilities while
l'ouverture des hostilit_s, the goods are being forwarded.

Toutefois, si, anCArieurement _ la If, however, prior to the capture, a

capture, un pr_c6dent propri6taire former neutral owner exercises, on the
neutre exerce, en cas de faillite du bankruptcy ofan existing enemy owner,

propri&aire ennemi actuel, un droit a recognized legal right to recover the
de revendieation l_gale sur la mar- goods, they regain their neutral cha-
chandise, ceUe-ci reprend le caract_re racter.
neutre.

Chapitre VII. Chapter VII.

Du convoi. Convoy.

ART. 61. ART. 61.

Les navires neutres sous convoi de Neutral vessels under convoy of

leur pavillon sent exempts de visite, warships of their own nationality are
Le commandant du convoi donne par exempt from search. The commander

i For "the Rule of wax of 1756," to whichthis paragraphhas referenoe,seeWheaton's
Ele_.nts of Internationa_Law, § 508 ; see alsopost,pp. 596, 604.

TheConferencewas unableto agreeon rules for the determinationof the neutral or
enemy characterof the owner(see post, p. 571).

m 36
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6crit, k la demande du commanrl_nt of a convoy gives, in writing, at the

d'un bAtiment de guerre benig_rant, request of the commander of a bel-
Bur le _aract_re des navires et Bur leur ligerent warship, all information as to
chargement, toutes informations que the character of the vessels and their
la visite servirait _ obtenir, cargoes, which could be obtained by

search.

ART. 62. A_T. 62.

Si le commandant du bgtiment de If the commander of the belligerent

guerre belligdrant a lieu de soup_onner warship has reason to suspect that the
que la religion du commandant du confidence of the commander of the
convoi a _t_ surprise, il lui communique convoy has been abused, he communi-

ses soupcons. C'est au commandant autos his suspicions to him. In such
du convoi seul qu'il appartient cn co a case it is for the commander of the
aus de proc6der k uue v6fifiaution. I1 convoy alone to investigate the matter.
doit constater le r6sultat de cette He must record the result of such

v6rifiaution par un precis-verbal dent investigation in a report, of which a
une copie est ternise _ l'officier du copy is handed to the officer of the
b_ttiment de guerre. Si des faits ainsi warship. If, in the opinion of the
constat_s justifient_ dam l'opinion du commander of the convoy, the facts
commandant du convoi, la saisie d'un shown in the report justify the capture
ou de plusieurs navires, la protection of one or more vessels, the protection
du convoi doit leur _tre retir6e, of the convoy must be withdrawn from

such vessels.

Chapitre VTTT. Chapter VIII.

De la r6sistanoe _ la visite. Resistance to Search.

ART. 63. ART. 63.

La rdsistance opposge par la force k Forcible resistance to the legitimate
l'exereice ldgitime du droit d'arr_t, de bxercise of the right of stoppage,
visite et de saisie entratue, clans tous search, and capture, involves in all
les caB, la confiscation du navire. Le cases the condemnation of the vessel.

chargement est passible du m_me The cargo is liable to the same treat-
traitement que sublrait le chargement meat as the cargo of an enemy vessel.
d'un navire ennemi ; les marchandises Goods belonging to the master or
appartauant an capitaine ou au pro- owner of the vessel are treated as

pri_taire du navire scat consid_r_es enemy goods.
comme marehandises ennemies.

: "r
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Chapitre IX. Chapter IX.

Des dommages et int6r_ts. Compensation.

ART. 64. _ART.64.

Si la saisie du navire ou des mar- If the capture of a vessel or of goods
chandises n'est pas valid_e par la is net upheld by the prize court, or if
juridiction des prises ou si, sans qu'il the prize is released without any
y air eu de raise en jugemeut, la saisie judgment being given, the parties
n'est pas maintenue, les int_ress_s ont interested have the right to compen-
droit k des dommages et infarcts, k sation, unless there were good reasons
molns qu'il y air eu des motifs suffi- for capturing the vessel or goods.
sants de saisir le navire ou les mar-
ehandlses.

DISPOSITIONS FINALES. FINAL PROVISIONS.

ART. 65. ART. 65.

I_s dispositions de la pr_sente Dd- The provisions of the present De-
claration ferment un ensemble indi- claration must be treated as a whole,

visible, and cannot be separated.

ART. 66. ART. 66.

Les Puissances Signataires s'enga- The Signatory Powers undertake to
gent _ s'assurer, clans le cas d'une insure in any war in which all the

guerre ell les bellig6rants seraient tons belligerents are parties to the present
parties k la pr_sente D6claration, l'ob- Declaration the mutual observance of

servation r_ciproque des r_gles con- the rules contained herein. They
tenues clans cette D_elaration. Elles will therefore issue the necessary in-
donneront, en cons&luence, _ leurs structions to their authorities and to
autorit_s et k louts forces arm6es les their armed forces, and will take such

instructions n6cessaires et prendront measures as may be required in order
les mesures qu'il conviendra pour en to insure that it will be applied by
garantir l'application par leurs trlbu- their courts, and more particularly by
naux, Sl_cialement par leurs tribunaux their prize courts.
& pri_.

ART. 67. AttT. 67.

La pr&ente D_c]aration sera ratifi_e The present Declarstion shall be
aussit_t que possible, ratified as soon as possible.

Les ratifications seront d_pos_es _ The ratifications _h_l! be deposited
Londres. in London.

Le premier d6pSt de ratifications The first deposit of ratifications
sera oonstat_ par un prec,-verbal shall be recorded in a Protocol signed

36--2
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signdparlesReprdsentantsdesPuis- by the RepresentativesofthePowers

saucesqui y prennentpart,etparle taldngparttherein,and by His Bri-

PrincipalSecrdtaired']_tatde Sa tannicMajesty'sPrincipalSecretary

MajestdBritanniqueau I)dpartementofStateforForeignAffairs.
des Affaires]_trang_res.

Lesddp6tsult_rieursderatificationsThe subsequentdepositsof ratifi-

seferontan moyen d'unenotificationcationsshallbe made by means ofa
dcriteadressde au Gouvernement writtennotificationaddressedto the

Britanniqueet accompagndede rin- BritishGovernment,and accompanied

strumentde ratification, by theinstrumentofratification.

Copiecertifideconformedu prochs- A dulycertifiedcopyoftheProtocol

verbalrelatifau premierddp6t de relatingto the firstdepositof ratifi-

ratifications,desnotificationsmention- cations,and of thenotificationsmen-

ndes_ l'alindaprdcddent,ainsique de tionedin the precedingparagraphas

instrumentsde ratificationqui les wellas of the instrumentsof ratifi-

accompagnent,sera immddiatement, cationwhich accompanythem, shall

parlessoinsdu GouvernementBritan- be immediatelysentby the British

nique et par la voie diplomatique,Government,throughthe diplomatic

terniseaux PuissancesSignataires.channel,to the SignatoryPowers.

Dans leseasvisdspar l'alindaprdcd- The saidGovernment sh_ll_in the
dent,leditGouvernementleurfera casescontemplatediu the preceding

eonnaltreen m_me temps la datek paragraph,informthem at the same

laquelleila re_ulanotification, timeofthe dateon whichitreceived
thenotification.

ART. 68. _ART.68.

La prdsente Ddclaration produira The present Declaration shall take
effet, pour les Puissances qui auront effect, in the case of the Powers which
particip_ au premier ddp6t de ratifica- were parties to the first deposit of
t_ons, soixante jours apr_s la date du ratifications, sixty days after the date

procbs-verbal de ce ddpSt et, pour les of the Protocol recording such deposit,
Puissances qui ratifieront ultdrieure- and, in the case of the Powers which

ment, soixante jours apr_s que la shall ratify subsequently, sixty days
notification de leur ratification aura after the notification of their ratifi-

_td regue par le Gouvernement Britan- cation shall have been received by the
nique. British Government.

ART. 69. ART. 69.

S'il arrivait qu'une des Puissances In the event of one of the Signatory
Signataires voulttt ddnoncer laprdsente Powers wishing to denounce the pre-
Ddclaration, one ne pourra le faire que sent Declaration+ such denunciation
pour la fin d'une pdriode de douze ans can only be made to take effect at
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commen_ant _ courir soixante jours the end of a period of twelve years,
apr_s le premier ddpSt de ratifications beginning sixty days after the first
et, ensuite, pour la fin de pdriodes deposit of ratifications, and, after that
successives de six ans, dent la premiere time, at the end of successive periods
commencera a l'expiration de la pdriode of six years, of which the first will

de douze ans. begin at the end of the period of
twelve years1.

La ddnoneiation devra _tre, au moins Such denunciation must be notified

un an _ l'avance, notifide par derit au in writing, at least one year in advance,
Gouvernement Britanuique, qui en to the British Government, which shall
donnera conn_issanee k routes les inform all the other Powers.
autres Puissances.

Elle ne produira ses effets qu'h It will only operate in respect of the
l'dgard de la Puissance qui raura denouncing Power.
notifide.

ART. 70. ART. 70.

Les Puissances reprdsentdes k la The Powers represented at the
Confdrence Navale de Londres, at_ London Naval Conference attach par-
tachant un prix particulier k la tieular importance to the general re-

reconnaissance gdudrale des r_gles cognition of the rules which they have
adoptdes par elles, expriment l'espoir adopted, and therefore express the
que les Puissances qui n'y dtaient pas hope that the Powers which were not
reprdsentdes adh_reront k la prdsente represented there will accede to the
D4claration. Elles prient le Gouverne- present Declaration. They request
ment Britannique de vouloir bien les the British Government to invite them
invit_r k le faire, to do so.

La Puissance qui ddsire adhdrer A Power which desires to accede
notifie par _crit son intention au shall notify its intention in writing to
Gouvernement Brit_nniqne, en lui the British Government, and transmit
transmettant l'acte d'adhdsion, qui simultaneously the act of accession,
sera ddposd dans les archives dudit which will be deposited in the archives
Gouvernement. of the said Government.

Ce Gouvemementtransmettraimmd- The said Government shall forth-

diatement k routes lesautres Puissances with transmit to all the other Powers

copie certifide conforme de la notifica- a duly certified copy of the notification,
t'ion, ainsi que de l'acte d'adhdsion, en together with the act of accession, and
indiquant la date _ laquelle il a re_u communicate the date on which such
la notification. L'adhdsion produira notification was received. The acces-
effet soixante jours apr_s cette date. sion takes effect sixty days after such

date.

Cp. 12H. C. 1907,Art. 55(1) and (2), ante, p. 427.
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La situation des Puissances adh_- In respect of all matters concerning
rentes sera, en tout ce qui concerne this Declaration,accedingPowersshall
cette Ddclaration,assimil_ek la situa- be on the same footing as the Signa-
tion des Puissances Signataires. tory Powers.

_ART.71. ART. 71.

La prdsentoDdclaration,qui portera The present Declaration, which
la date du 26 fdvrier 1909, pourra 6tre bears the date of the 26th February,
signde k Londres jusqu'au 30 juin 1909, may be signed in London up
1909, par les PldnipotentJaires des till the 30th June, 1909, by the
Puissances repr_sent_esk la Conf6rence Plelfipotentiariesof the Powersrepre-
Navale. sented at the Naval Conference.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires In faith whereof the Plenipoten-
ont rev_tu la prdsente Ddclaration de tiaries have signed the present De-
leurs signatures et y ont apposd leurs claration, and have thereto affixed
cachets, their seals.

Fait k Londres, le vingt_six fdvrier Done at London, the twenty-sixth
nail neuf cent neuf, en un seul exem- day of February, one thousand nine
plaire, qui restera ddposd darts les hundredand nine, in a single original,
archivesdu GouvemementBritanni-whichshallremaindepositedin the
que et dent des copies,certifidesarchivesoftheBritishGovernment,
conformes,serontterniseparlavole andofwhichdulycertifiedcopiesshall
diplomatiqueaux PuissancesreprO-besentthroughthediplomaticehan-
sentdes _ la Confdrence Navale. nel to the Powers represented at the

Naval Conference.

[8ui_t les Signaturea.] [Here follow the _ignature_.]

I TheDeclarationhasbeensignedbyallthePowersrepresentedat theConference.
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GENERAL REPORT ON THE DECLARATION PRESENTED TO THE NAVAL

CONFERENCE ON BEHALF OF ITS DRAFTING COMMITTEE 1.

(Translations-.)

On the 27th February, 1908, the British Government addressed a
ottsta oz circular to various Powers8 inviting them to meet at a Con-
coaf_, ference with the object of reaching an agreement as to the
definition of the generally recognized principles of international law in the

I This Committee consists of Messrs Kriege (Germany), Wilson (United States of

America), Dumba (Austria-Hungary), Estrada (Spain), Renault (France) (Reporter), Hurst
(Great Britain), Ricei-Busatti (Italy), _ar-oto (Japan), Ruyesenaers (Netherlands), Baron
Taube (Ru_/a).

"The work of the Conference was materially facilitated by the preliminary exchange of

views between the several Governments which had agreed to send Delegates. This entitled
His Majesty's Government, with the valuable assistance of the eminent French jurist,
M. Fromagcot, whose services had been placed at their disposal by the courtesy of the French
Government, to present to the Conference as bases for its discussion a set of draft articles
dealing with the questions comprised in the programme, and laying down a number of
generally recognised rules of international law which it was found possible to deduce from the
statements furnished by the different Powers....Under the courteous and efficient chairman-

ship of M. Renault, the distinguished French Plenipotentiary, whose unf_illng tact, unrivalled

knowledge, and wide experience materially contributed to the smooth progress of the
discussions, the main lines of the general agreement which was subsequently embodied in the
terms of the final Declaration, were laid down in this Grand Committee. A more restricted
number of members was then selected to constitute an Examining Committee, which
proceeded to work out in greater detail the questions presenting special difl_enlties, whilst

the duty of preparing the final text of the rules agreed upon was assigned to a Drafting
Committee. A small Legal Committee was also appointed to consider the very technical
questions involved in the problem of how to determine what constitutes enemy property.
Over the Legal Committee, M. Fromageot presided, whilst M. Renault acted as chairman and
reporter of the other committees. The proceedings of the Conference in plenary meetings
are recorded in the minutes, and short summaries were made of the discussions in Grand

Committee. Attached to these minutes is, among other papers, the General Report to the

Conference prepared by M. Renault. We desire to call your particular attention to this
document, which contains a most lucid explanatory and critical commentary on the pro-
visions of the Declaration. It should be borne in mind that, in accordance with the
principles and practice of continental jurisprudence, such a report is considered an authorita-
tive statement of the meaning and intention of the instrument which it explains, and that
consequently foreign Governments and Courts, and, no doubt also, the International Prize

Court, will construe and interpret the provisions of the Declaration by the light of the
commentary given in the report." (Extract from Report of British Delegates to Sir Edward
Grey, Par/. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1909), pp. 93, 94.)

i For original French text of the Report see Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 5 (1909), pp.
877 ; and for the translation, ParL Papers, M.i_. No. 4 (1909), p. 33. The original Report
and the tran,!_tion contain the text of the various Articles ; these are here omitted, but
referred to in the side-notes of which there are none in the original or in the translation. The
translation of the l_eport contains only two footnotes, viz. the names of the members of the

Committee, and the note on "de plein droit" (Article 23).

3 The Powers are those enumerated in the Declaration (ante, p. 511).
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sense of Article 7, paragraph 2, of the Convention signed at The Hague on
the 18th October, 1907, for the establishment of an International Prize

Court. This agreement appeared necessary to the British Government

on account of certain divergences of view which had become apparent at
the second Peace Conference in connection with the settlement of various

important questions of international maritime law in time of war. The

existence of these divergent views might, it seemed, render difficult the

acceptance of the International Prize Court, as the power of this Court
would be the more extended in proportion as the rules to be applied by it
were more uncertain.

The British Government suggested that the following questions might

form the programme of the proposed Conference, and invited
Programme
augg_ the Powers to express their views regarding them in pre-
Britiah
aov_t, paxatory Memoranda _:

(a) Contraband, including the circumstances under which
particular articles can be considered as contraband; the penalties for their

carriage; the immunity of a ship from search when under convoy; and the

rules with regard to compensation where vessels have been seized but have

been found in fact only to be carrying innocent cargo ;
(b) Blockade, including the questions as to the locality where seizure

can be effeoted, and the notice that is necessary before a ship can be seized;

(c) The doctrine of continuous voyage ia respect both of contraband and

of blockade;
(d) The legality of the destruction of neutral vessels prior to their

condemnation by a prize court;

(e) The rules as to neutral ships at" persons rendering "unneutral
service" (" assistance hostile ") ;

(f) The legality of the conversion of a merchant-vessel into a war-

ship on the high seas;
(g) The rules as to the transfer of merchant-vessels from a belligerent

to a neutral flag during or in contemplation of hostilities;
(h) The question whether the nationality or the domicile of the owner

should be adopted as the dominant factor in deciding whether property is

enemy property.

The invitations were accepted, and the Conference met on the 4th
December last. The British Government had been so goodof

_on at as to assist its deliberations by presenting a collection of

papers which quickly became known among us by the name

1 For texts of the Memoranda of the Powers see Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 6 (1909), pp.

_-56. The British Memorandum in English is to be found in No. 4 (1909), pp. 8-11.
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of the Red Book, and which, after a short introduction, contains a "State-

ment of the views expressed by the Powers in their Memoranda, and
observations intended to serve as _ basis for the deliberations of the
Conference." These are the "bases of discussion" which served as a

starting-point for the examination of the chief questions of existing inter-

national maritime law. The Conference could not but express its gratitude

for this valuable preparatory work, which was of great assistance to it. It

made it possible to observe, in the first place, that the divergences in the
practices and doctrines of the different countries were perhaps less wide
than was generally believed, that the essential ideas were often the same

in all co,retries, and that the methods of application alone varied with
traditions or prejudices, with permanent or accidental interesta It was,

therefore, possible to extract a common element which it could be agreed
to recommend for uniform application. This is the end to which the

efforts of the different Delegations tended, and they vied with one another
in their zeal in the search for the grounds of a common understanding.

Their efforts were strenuous, as is shown by the prolonged discua_ions of

the Conference, the Grand Committee, and the Examining Committees,

and by the numerous proposals which were presented. Sailors, diplo-
matists, and jurists cordially co-operated in a work the description of

which, rather than a final estimate of its essential value, is the objec_ of
this Report, as our impartiality might naturally be suspected.

The body of rules contained in the Declaration, which is the result of
the deliberations of the Naval Conference, and which is to beThe

_ttoa entitled Declaration concerning the laws of naval war, answers
c_ well to the desire expressed by the British Government inthe l&vn of

aa_ its invitation of February 1908. The questions in the pro-
warfare.

gramme are all settled except two, with regard to which
explanations will be given later. The solutions have been extracted from

the various views or practices which prevail and represent what may be

called the med/a sen_nt/a. They are not always in absolute agreement
with the views peculiar to each country, but they shock the essential

ideas of none. They must not be examined separately, but as a whole,
otherwise there is a risk of the most serious misunderstandings. In fact,

if one or more isolated rules are examined either from the belligerent or

the neutral point of view, the reader may find that the interests with
which he is especially concerned are jeopardized by the adoption of these
rules. But they have another side. The work is one of compromise and

mutual concessions. Is it, as a whole, a good one ?

We confidently hope that those who study it seriously will answer that
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it is. The Declaration puts uniformity and certainty in the place of the
diversity and obscurity from which international relations have too tong
suffered. The Conference has tried to reconcile in an equitable and

practical way the rights of belligerents with those of neutral commerce ;
it consists of Powers whose conditions, from the political, economic, and

geographical points of view, vary considerably. There is therefore reason
to suppose that the rules on which these Powers have agreed take
sufficient account of the different interests involved, and hence may be

accepted without objection by all the others
The Preamble of the Declaration summarizes the general ideas just set

vae forth.
_am_a.. Having regard to the terms in which the British Govern-

ment invited various Powers to meet in conferencein order to arrive at an

agreemvnt as to what are the generally recognized rules of international law

within the meaning of Article 7 of the Convention of the 18th October, 1907,
relative to the establishment of an International _Prize Cowr$;

Recognizing all the advantages which an agreement as to the said r_des

would present in the unfortunate event of a naval war, both as regards
peaceful commerce, and as regards the belligerents and their diplomatic
relations with neutral Governments ;

Having regard to the divergence often found in the methods by which it
is sought to apply in practice the general principles of in_mational law;

Animated by the desire to insure henesforward a greater mexucure of

uniformity in this respect;

Hoping that a work so important to the common welfare will meet with

general approval;
What is the scope of application of the rules thus laid down ? They

must be observed in the relations between the signatory parties, since

those parties acknowledge them as principles of recognized international
law and, besides, expressly bind themselves to secure the benefit of them

for one another. The Signatory Powers who are or will be parties to the

Convention establishing the International Prize Court will have, besides,

an opportunity of having these rules applied to disputes in which they are
concerned, whether the Court regards them as generally recognized rules,

or takes account of the pledge given to observe them. It is moreover to

be hoped that these rules will before long be accepted by the majority of
States, who will recognize the advantage of substituting exact provisions
for more or less indefinite usages which tend to give rise to controversy.

It has been said above that two point._ in the programme of the Con-

ference were not decided.
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1. The programme mentions under head (f): the legality of the

Unsolved conversion of a merchant vessel into a warship on the high
prohlmna :
(x) Conver- seas. The conflicting views on this subject which became
_a of apparent at the Conference of The Hague in 1907, havemt£tm._a_
vea_at late recurred at the present" Conference. It may be concluded,
war_pa_, both from the statements in the Memoranda and from the

discussion, that there is no generally accepted rule on this point, nor do

there appear to be any precedents which can be adduced. Though the

two opposite opinions were defended with great warmth, a lively desire

for an understanding was expressed on all sides; everybody was at least
agreed that it would be a great advantage to put an end to uncertainty.

Serious efforts were made to do justice to the interests espoused by both
sides, but these unfortunately failed. A subsidiary question dependent on
the previous one, on which, at one moment, it appeared possible to come

to an agreement, is that of reconversion. According to one proposal, it

was to be laid down that "merchant vessels converted into warships
cannot be reeonverted into merchant vessels during the whole course of

the war." The rule was absolute and made no distinction as regards the
place where reconversion could be effected; it was dictated by the idea

that such conversion would always have disadvantages, would be productive

of surprises, and lead to actual frauds. As unanimity in favour of this

proposal was not forthcoming, a subsidiary one was brought forward, viz.,
"the conversion of a warship into a merchant vessel on the high seas is

forbidden during the war." The case had in view was that of a warship
(generally a recently converted merchant vessel) doffing its character so as

to be able freely to revictual or refit in a neutral port without being bound
by the restrictions imposed on warships. Will not the position of the
neutral State between two belligerents be delicate, and will not such State

expose itself to reproach whether it treats the newly converted ship as a

merchant vessel or as a warship ? Agreement might perhaps have been
reached on this proposal, but it seemed very difficult to deal with this

secondary aspect of a question which there was no hope of settling as a

whole. This was the decisive reason for the rejection of all proposals.
The question of conversion on the high seas and that of reconversion

therefore remain ope_

2. Under head (h), the British Programme mentions: the question
whether the nationality or the domicile of the owner should be(_) _._

_ adopted as the dominant factor in deciding whether property
property, is enemy property. This question was subjected to a search-

I See ante, pp. B08-$21, also ParL Papers, Misc. 1_o. 5 (1909), pp. 26_-8 lot various
Memoranda on the subject.

I
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ing examination by a special Committee, which had to acknowledge the

uncertainty of actual practice; it was proposed to put an end to this by
the following provisions :--

"The neutral or enemy character of goods found on board an enemy

vessel is determined by the neutral or enemy nationality of their'bwner,
or. if he is of no nationality or of double nationality (i.e. both neutral and

enemy), by his domicile in a neutral or enemy country;

"Provided that goods belonging to a limited liability or joint stock

company arc considered as neutral or enemy according as the company has
its headquarters in a neutral or enemy country."

Unanimity not being forthcoming, these provisions remained without
effect.

We now reach the explanation of the Declaration itself, on which we

shall try, by summarizing the Reports already approved by the Conference,

to give an exact and uncontroversial commentary; this, when it has
become an official commentary by receiving the approval of the Conference,

may serve as a guide to the different authorities--administrative, military,

and judicial--who may be called on to apply it.

PRELIMINARY PROVISION.

Tt_e Signatory Powers are agreed that the rules contained in the followlng
ChaTters correspond in substance with the ge_erally recognized prinviples of
international law.

This provision dominates all the rules which follow. Its spirit has

been indicated in the general remarks to be found at the beginning of this
Report. The purpose of the Conference has, above all, been to note, to

define, and, where needful, to complete what might be considered as
customary law.

Chapter I.

BLOCKADE IN TIME OF WAR 1.

Blockade is here regarded solely as an operation of war, and there is no

intention of touching in any way on what is called pacific bloch_z_.

Blockade, as an operation of war, can be directed by a be|ligerent only

arrive x. against his adversary. This very simple rule is laid down at
(Seeante, the start,but itsfullscopeisapparentonlywhen itisread
p.54s.) in connexionwithArticle18.

I For Britishruleson thissubjeotsee Parl.Papers,Misc. No. 4 (1909),pp. 5-7; for

Instruetions to British Delegation, Ibid. p. 25.
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The first condition necessary to render a blockade binding is that it

aru_e 2. should be effective. There has been universal agreement on
(Seeante, this subject for a long time. As for the definition of an
P"5a2") effective blockade, we thought that we had only to adopt the

one to be found in the Declaration of Paris of the 16th April, 1856, which,

conventionally, binds a great number of States, and is in fact accepted by
the rest.

It is easily to be understood that difficulties oRen arise on the question

whether a blockade is effective or not ; opposing interests are,k._J.cle3.

(See_,u, at stake. The blockading belligerent wishes to economize
p. 543.) his efforts, and neutrals desire their trade to be as little

hampered as possible. Diplomatic protests have sometimes been made on
this subject. The point may be a delicate one, because no absolute rule
can be laid down as to the number and position of the blockading ships.

All depends on matters of fact and geographical conditions. In one case
a single ship will suffice to blockade a port as effectively as possible,

whereas in another a whole fleet may not be enough really to prevent
access to one or more ports declared to be blockaded. It is therefore

essentially a question offact, to be decided on the merits of each case, and

not according to a formula drawn up beforehand. Who shall decide it ?
The judicial authority. This will be, in the first place, the national

tribunal which is called on to pronounce as to the validity of the prize and
which the vessel captured for breach of blockade can ask to declare the

capture void, because the blockade, not being effective, was not binding.

This resort has always existed; it may not always have given satisfaction

to the Powers concerned, because they may have thought that the national
tribunal was rather naturally led to consider effective the blockade

declared to be so by its Government. But when the International Prize
Court Convention comes into force, there will be an absolutely impartial

tribunal, to which neutrals may apply, and which will decide whether, in a

given case, the blockade was effective or not. The possibility of this

resort, besides allowing certain injustices to be redressed, will most likely
have a preventive effect, in that a Government will take care to establish

its blockades in such a way that their effect cannot be annulled by

decisions which would inflict on it a heavy losa The full scope of
Article 8 is thus seen when it is understood that the question with which

it deals must be settled by a Court. The foregoing explanation is inserted
in the Report at the request of the Committee, in order to remove all

possibility of misunderstanding.
It is not enough for a blockade to be established : it must be maintained.
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If it is raised it may be re-established, but this requires the observance

Article4. of Che same formalities as though it were established for
(Seeante, the first time. By tradition, a blockade is not regarded as

p. 542.) raised when it is in consequence of stress of weather that the

blockading forces are temporarily withdrawn. This is laid down in
Article 4. It must be considered ]imitative in the sense that stress of

weather is the only form of compulsion which can be alleged. If the

blockading forces were withdrawn for any other reason, the blockade would
be regarded as raised, and, if it were resumed, Articles 12 (last rule) and 13

would apply.
Blockade, as an operation of lawful warfare, must be respected by

neutrals in so far as it really remains an operation of warArticleB.

(Seea,_, which has the object of interrupting all commercial relations

p. 542.) with the blockaded port. It may not be made the means of

allowing a belligerent to favour the vessels of certain nations by letting

them pass. This is the point of Article 5.

Does the prohibition which applies to all merchant vessels apply also to

Articlee. warships ? No definite reply can be given. The commander
(Seea,u, of the blockading forces may think it useful to cut off all

p. 542.) communication with the blockaded place, and refuse access to

neutral warships ; no rule is imposed on him. If he lets them in, it .is as a
matter of courtesy. If a rule has been drawn up merely to lay down this,

it is in order that it may not be claimed that a blockade has ceased to be
effective on account of leave granted to such and such neutral warshipa

The blockading commander must act impartially, as stated in Article 5.

i Nevertheless, the mere fact that he has let a warship pass does not obligehim to let pass all neutral warships which may come. It is a question of
judgment. The presence of a neutral warship in a blockaded port may not
have the same consequences at all stages of the blockade, and the com-

mander must be leR free to judge whether he can be courteous without

making any sacrificeof his militaryinterests.

Distresscan explainthe entranceof a neutralvesselintoa blockaded

_--tlale?. place,forinstance,ifshe isinwant of foodorwater,orneeds
{Seea,u, immediate repaira As soon as her distress is acknowledged

p. 54_.) by an authority of the blockading force, she may cross the

line of blockade; it is not a favour which she has to ask of the humanity

I°r courtesy of the blockading authority. The latSer may deny the state of
distress, but when once it is proved to exist, the consequence follows of

l itself. The vessel which has thus entered the blockaded port will not be

obliged to remain there for the whole duration of the blockade ; she may
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leave as soon as she is fit to do so, when she has obtained the food or water

which she needs, or when she has been repaired. But the leave granted to
her must not be made an excuse for commercial transactions; therefore

she is forbidden to discharge or ship any cargo.
It is needless to say that a blockading squadron which insisted on

preventing a vessel in distress from passing, might do so if she afforded
her the help which she needed.

Independently of the condition prescribed by the Declaration of Paris
that it must be effective, a blockade, to be binding, must heArticle8.

(See=,_, declared and notified. Article 8 confines itself to laying

p. 54a.) down the principle which is applied by the following
Articles.

To remove all possibility of misunderstanding it is enough to define

clearly the meaning of these two expressions, which will frequently be
used. The deolaration of'blockade is the act of the competent authority

(a Government or commander of a squadron) stating that a blockade is, or

is about to be, established under conditions to be specified (Article 9).

The notification is the fact of bringing the declaration of blockade to the
knowledge of the neutral Powers or of certain authorities (Article 11).

These two things--declaration and notification--will in most cases be

done previously to the enforcement of the rules of blockade, that is to say,

to the real prohibition of passage. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, it
is sometimes possible for passage to be forbidden by the very fact of the
blockade which is brought to the knowledge of a vessel approaching a

blockaded port by means of a notification which is speo/al, whereas the
notification which has just been defined, and which is spoken of in

Article 11, is of a general character.
The declaration of blockade in most cases emanates from the bellige-

rent Government itself. That Government may have lef_ theArise 9.
(Seeam,, commander of its naval forces free himself to declare a

p. _48.) blockade according to the circumstances. There will not,

perhaps, be as much reason as formerly to give this discretion, because of
the ease and rapidity of communication- This, being merely an inthrnal
question,matterslittle.

The declarationof blockademust specifycertainpointswhich itis

in the interestof neutralsto know,in orderto be aware of the extent

of theirobligations The moment from which itisforbiddento com-

municate with the blockaded place must be exactlyknown. It is

important,as affectingthe obligationsboth of the blockadingPower

and of neutrals,that thereshould be no uncertaintyas to the places
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really blockaded. Finally, the dustom has long been established of allow-
ing neutral vessels which are in a blockaded port to leave it. This custom
is here confirmed, in the sense that the blockading Power must allow

aperlod within which vessels may leave ; the length of this period is not
fixed, because it clearly depends on very varying circumstances, but it
is understood that the period should be reasonab/e.

The object of this article is to insure the observance of Article 9.

Attic, xo. Supposing the declaration of blockade contains statements
(Seea,u, whichdo nottallywiththeactualfacts;itstatesthatthe
p.s4s.) blockadebegan,orwillbegin,on sucha day,whereas,infact,
itonlybeganseveraldayslater.Itsgeographicallimitsareinaccurately
given;they arewiderthan thosewithinwhich theblockadingforces
areoperating.What shallbe thesanction? The nullityofthedeclara-
tionofblockade,whichpreventsitfrombeingoperative.Ifthen,insuch
a case,a neutralvesseliscapturedforbreachofblockade,shecanreferto
thenullityofthedeclarationofblockadeasa pleaforthenullityofthe
capture ; if her plea is rejected by the national tribunal, she can appeal to
the International Court.

To avoid misunderstandings, the significance of this provision must
be noticed. The declaration states that the blockade begins on the
1st February, it really only begins on the 8th. It is needless to say that the
declaration had no effect from the 1st to the 8th, because at that time there
was no blockade at all; the declaration states a fact, but does not take the
place of one. The rule goes further: the declaration shall not even be

, operative from the 8th onwards; it is definitely void, and another must be
made.

There is no question here of cases where Article 9 is disregarded by
neglect to allow neutral vessels in the blockaded port time to leave it.
The sanction could not be the same. There is no reason to annul the

declaration as regards neutral vessels wishing to enter the blockaded
port. A special sanction is needed in that case, and it is provided
by Article 16, paragraph 2.

A declaration of blockade is not valid unless notified. The observance

of a rule can only be required by those who have the oppor-_rtiele 1.1.

(Seea.t,, tunityofknowing it.
p.Ms.) Two notificationsmustbe made :--

1. The firstisaddressedtoneutralPowersby thebelligerentPower,
which communicates it to the Governments themselves or to their repre-
sentatives accredited to it. The communication to the Governments will

in most cases be made through the diplomatic agents; it might happen
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that a belligerent had no diplomatic relations with a neutral country;

he will then address himself, ordinarily by telegraph, directly to the Govern-
ment of that country. It is the duty of the neutral Governments advised

of the declaration of blockade to take the necessary measures to dispatch

the news to the different parts of their territory, especially their ports.
2. The second notification is made by the commander of the blockad-

ing force to the local authorities. These must inform, as soon as possible,
the foreign Consuls residing at the blockaded place or on the blockaded

coastline. These authorities would be responsible for the neglect of this

obligation. Neutrals might suffer loss from the fact of not having been
informed of the blockade in sufficient time.

Supposing a blockade is extended beyond its original limits : as regards

_r_c_e1_. the new part, it is a new blockade and, in consequence,
(see ante, the rules as to declaration and notification must be applied
p. 5_.) to it. The same is true in cases where a blockade is re-estab-

lished after having been raised; the fact that a blockade has already

existed in the same locality must not be taken into account.
If it is indispensable to know of the establishment of a blockade,

it would at least be useful for the public to be told of itsArticle 13.

(Seean_, raising, since it puts an end to the restrictions imposed on the
p. 544.} relations of neutrals with the blockaded port. It has therefore

been thought fit to ask the Power which raises a blockade to make known the
fact in the form in which it has'notified the establishment of the blockade

(Article 11). Only it must be observed that the sanction could not be the
same in the two cases. To ensure the notification of the declaration

of blockade there is a direct and adequate sanction: an unnotified blockade

is not binding. In the case of the raising there can be no parallel to this.

The public will really gain by the raising, even without being told of
it officially. The blockading Power which did not notify the raising would

expose itself to diplomatic remonstrances on the ground of the nonfulfil-

merit of an international duty. This nonfulfilment will have more or less

serious consequences, according to circumstances. Sometimes the raising
of the blockade will really have become known at once, and official notifica-

tion would add nothing to this effective publicity.
It is needless to add that only the voluntary raising of a blockade

is here in question; if the blockading force has been driven off by the

arrival of enemy forces, it cannot be held bound to make known its defeat,
which it_ adversary will undertake to do without delay. Instead of raising

a blockade, a belligerent may confine himself to restricting it; he only

_. 37
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blockades one port instead of two. As regards the port which ceases
to be included in the blockade, it is a case of voluntary raising, and conse-

quently the same rule applies.

For a vessel to be liable to capture for breach of blockade, the first

Arttcaet_, condition is that she must be aware of the blockade, because
(Seeante, it is not just to punish some one for breaking a rule which he
p. 544.) does not know. Nevertheless, there are circumstances in

which, even in the absence of proof of actual knowledge, knowledge may
be presumed, the right of rebutting this presumption being always reserved

to the party concerned. (Article 15.)
A vessel has left a neutral port subsequently to the notification of the

articae x_. blockade made to the Powers to which the port belongs.
(Seeante, Was this notification made in sufficient time, that is to say, so
p._44.)

as to reach the port in question, where it had to be published

by the port authorities ? That is a question of fact to be examined. If it

is settled affirmatively, it is natural to suppose that the vessel was aware
of the blockade at the time of her departure. This presumption is not

however absolute, and the right to adduce proof to the contrary is reserved.

It is for the incriminated vessel to furnish it, by showing that circum-
stances existed which explain her ignorance.

A vessel is supposed to be approaching a blockaded port without its

Attic, le. being possible to tell whether she knows or is presumed to
(Seeame, know of the existenceof the blockade;no notificationin
p. 544.) the sense of Article 11 has reached her. In that case a

special notification is necessary in order that the vessel may be duly
informed of the fact of the blockade. This notification is made to the

vessel herself by an officer of one of the warships of the blockading force,
and is entered on the vessel's logbook. Itf(nay be made to the vessels of

a convoyed fleet by a neutral warship throug-_h teheheheheheheheheh-__-the

convoy, who acknowledges receipt of it and takes the necessary measures

to have the notification entered on the logbook of each vessel. The entry
notes the time and place where it is made, and the names of the blockaded

places.The vesselispreventedfrom passing,and the blockadeis thus

made b/ndingforher',though notpreviouslynotified;thisadverbisthere-
foreomittedinArticle8. It cannot be admittedthata merchant vessel

shouldclaim to disregarda realblockade,and to break it forthe sole

reasonthatshe was not personallyaware of it. But,though she may be

preventedfzompassing,she may onlybe capturedwhen she triestobreak

blockadeafterreceivingthe notificationThis specialnotificationisseen
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to play a very small part, and must not be confused with the special
notification absolutely insisted on by the practice of certain naviest

What has just been said refers to the vessel coming in. The vessel

leaving the blockaded port must also be considered. If a regular noti-
fication of the blockade has been made to the local authorities (Article 11
(2)), the position is simple : the vessel is, or is presumed to be, aware of

the blockade, and is therefore liable to capture in case she has not kept to
the period for leaving allowed by the blockading Power. But it may

happen that no declaration of blockade has been notified to the local
authorities, or that that declaration has contained no mention of the

period allowed for leaving, in spite of the rule prescribed by Article 9 (3).

The sanction of the blockading Power's offence is that the vessel must be
allowed to go free. It is a strong sanction, which corresponds exactly with

the nature of the offence committed, and will be the best means of pre-

venting its commission.

It is needless to say that this provision only concerns vessels to which
the period allowed for leaving would have been of use--that is to say,
neutral vessels which were in the port at the time when the blockade was

established; it has nothing to do with vessels which are in the port aider
having broken blockade.

The commander of the blockading squadron may always repair his
omission or mistake, make a notification of the blockade to the local

authorities, or complete that which he has already made.
As is seen from these explanations, the most ordinary case is assumed

--that in which the absence of notification implies negligence on the part

of the commander of the blockading forces. The situation is clearly

altogether changed if the commander has done all in his power to make
the notification, but has been prevented from doing so by lack of good-
will on the part of the local authorities, who have intercepted all com-

munications from outside. In that case he cannot be forced to let pass

vessels which wish to leave, and which, in the absence of the prescribed

notification and of presumptive knowledge of the blockade, are in a

position similar to that contemplated in Article 16, paragraph 1.
The other condition of the liability of a vessel to capture is that she

should be found within the area of operations of the war-Artlala 17.

(Seeamt, ships detailed to make the blockade effective; it is not
p. 5_.) enough that she should be on her way to the blockaded port.

As for what constitutes the area of operations, an explanation has been

I The first paragraph of this Article is based on a proposition of the Italian Delegation
(ParL Pa_er_, Miso.No. 5 (1909),p. 161).

37--2
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given which has been universally accepted, and is quoted here as furnish-

ing the best commentary on the rule laid down by Article 17 :--

" When a Government decides to undertake blockading operations

against some part of the enemy coast it details a certain number of
warships to take pax_ in the blockade, and entrusts the command to

an officer whose duty is to use them for the purpose of making the
blockade effective. The commander of the naval force thus formed posts

the ships at his disposal according to the line of the coast and the

geographical position of the blockaded places, and instructs each ship as to

the part which she has to play, and especially as to the zone which she is to
watch. All the zones watched taken together, and so organized as to

make the blockade effective, form the area of operations of the blockading
naval force.

"The area of operations so constituted is intimately connected with
the effectiveness of the blockade, and also with the number of ships

employed on it.

"Cases may occur in which a single ship will be enough to keep
a blockade effective,--for instance, at the entrance of a port, or at the

mouth of a river with a small estuary, so long as circumstances allow the

blockading ship to stay near enough to the entrance. In that case the
area of operations is itself near the coast. But, on the other hand, if

circumstances force her to remain far off, one ship may not be enough to
secure effectiveness, and to maintain this she will then have to be supported

by others. From this cause the area of operations becomes wider, and

extends further from the coast. It may therefore vary with circumstances,

and with the number of blockading ships, but it will always be limited by
the condition that effectiveness must be assured.

"It does not seem possible to fix the limits of the area of operations in

definite figures, any more than to fix beforehand and definitely the number

of ships necessary to assure the effectiveness of any blockade. These

points must be settled according to circumstances in each particular case

of a blockade. This might perhaps be done at the time of making the
declaration.

"It is clear that a blockade will not be established in the same way on

a defenceless coast as on one possessing all modern means of defence. In

the latter case there could be no question of enforcing a rule such as that

which formerly required that ships should be stationary and sufficiently
close to the blockaded places ; the position would be too dangerous for the

ships of the blockading force which, besides, now possess more powerful
means of watching effectively a much wider zone than formerly.
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"The area of operations of a blockading naval force may be rather

wide, but as it depends on the number of ships contributing to the
effectiveness of the blockade, and is always limited by the condition that
it should be effective, it will never reach distant seas where merchant

vessels sail which are, perhaps, making for the blockaded ports, but whose
destination is contingent on the changes which circumstances may produce

in the blockade during their voyage. To sum up, the idea of the area of

operations joined with that of effectiveness, as we have tried to define
it, that is to say, including the zone of operations of the blockading forces,

allows the belligerent effectively to exercise the right of blockade which he

admittedly possesses and, on the other hand, saves neutrals from exposure
to the drawbacks of blockade at a great distance, while it leaves them free

to run the risk which they knowingly incur by approaching points to which

access is forbidden by the belligerentU'

This rule has been thought necessary the better to protect the com-
mercial interests of neutral countries ; it completes Article 1,Article 18.

(Seeante, according to which a blockade must not extend beyond the
p. 545.) ports and coasts of the enemy, which implies that, as it is an

operation of war, it must not be directed against a neutral port, in spite

of the importance to a belligerent of the part played by that neutral port

in supplying his adversary.
It is the true destination of the vessel which must be considered when

a breach of blockade is in question, and not the ulteriorAl'_e..le 19.

(Seean_, destination of the cargo. Proof or presumption of the latter

p. 545.) is therefore not enough to justify the capture, for breach of

blockade, of a ship actually bound for an unblockaded port. But the

cruiser might always prove that this destination to an unblockaded port is
only apparent, and that in reality the immediate destination of the vessel

is the blockaded port.
h vessel has left the blockaded port or has tried to enter it. Shall she

Articleno. remain indefinitely liable to capture ? To reply by an abso-
(Seeante, lute a_rmative would be to go too far. This vessel must

p. 54_.) remain liable to capture so long as she is pursued by a ship
of the blockading force ; it would not be enough for her to be encountered

by a cruiser of the blockading enemy which did not belong to the blockad-

ing squadron'. The question whether or not the pursuit is abandoned is

1 Expos_ par M. le Contre-Amiral de Bris (French Naval Delegate), Parl. Papo'm, Misc.
No. 5 (1909), p. 255 (annoxe, 67).

Asregards the questionwhetherthe continuouspursuitof s vesselguiltyof breachof
blockademustbeundertakenby the samecruiseror can betakenupby othersin the various
linesof theblocksAe,see the followingMemorandumof theUnited StatesDelegation: "As
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one of fact ; it is not enough that the vessel should t_ke refuge in a neutral
port. The ship which is pursuing her can wait till she leaves it, so that

the pursuit is necessarily suspended, but not abandoned. Capture is no

longer possible when the blockade has been raised.
The vessel is condemned in all cases. The cargo is also condemned on

articae21. principle, but the interested party is allowed to oppose a plea
(Seeante, of good faith,thatisto say,to prove that,when the goods
p. Ms.)

were shipped,the shipperdidnotknowandcouldnothave
known of theintentiontobreakthe blockade.

Chapter II.

CONTRABAND OF WAR I.

This chapteris one of the most,ifnot the most important,of the

Declaration.It dealswith a matterwhich has sometimesgivenriseto

seriousdisputesbetweenbelligerentsand neutrals.Thereforeregulations

toestablishexactlytherightsand dutiesofeachhaveoftenbeen urgently

calledfor. Peacefultrademay be gratefulfortheprecisionwith which a

subjectof the highestimportanceto itsinterestsisnow forthe firsttime
treated.

The notionof contrabandof war connotestwo elements:itconcerns

objectsof a certainkind and with a certaindestination.Cannons, for

instance,are carriedin a neutralvessel.Are they contraband? That

depends: if they are destinedfora neutralOovernment,--no; if they

are destinedfor an enemy Government,--yes. The trade in certain

articlesisby no means generallyforbiddenduringwar; itisthe trade

with the enemy in thesearticleswhich isillicit,and againstwhich the

belligerentto whose detrimentitiscarriedon may protecthimueffby

themeasuresallowedby internationallaw.

Articles22 and 24 enumeratethearticleswhich may be contrabandof

war,and which are so in factwhen they have a certaindestinationlald

regardsArticle25[of the Basesde d_on] theDelegation,whilebelievingthat this Artiole
could be eombinedwith Article24 with advantage,so as to deal with the whole question
together, acceptsthearticle,underthereservationthata pursuitis consideredas oontinuedand
not abandonedwithin the meaningof the artiole,evenif it is abandonedbyone line of the
blockadingforoeto be resumedafteran interval by a ship of the eeeondline, until the limit
Ortheareaof operationsis reached. In certainconditionsthere mightbeseverallines, eaeh
having its respeotivezone of pursuit." (Annexe,No. 69,Parl. Papers, Mlso.No. 5 (1909),
p. g66. _Beealso p. 175 forexphmationsof this memorandum. Beealso Ax'tieleby Admiral
C.ELSttoekton,Am. Journ. of Int. Law, VoLm. p. 604.)

I For British rules on this subjeetsee Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4 (1909), pp. &-6, and
_/pstruotionsto British Delegation,/b/d. p. _,_.
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down in Articles 30 and 33. The traditional distinction between absolute

and conditional contraband is maintained: Articles 22 and 30 refer to the

former, and Articles 24 and 33 to the latter.

This list is that drawn up at the second Peace Conference by the Com-

artieao 2a. mittee charged with the special study of the question of con-
(Seean_, traband _. It was the result of mutual concessions, and it has

p. 546.) not seemed wise to reopen discussion on this subject for the

purpose either of cutting out or of adding articles.

The words de plein droit (without notice) _ imply that the provision

becomes operative by the mere fact of the wax, and that no declaration by
the belligerents is necessary. Trade is already warned in time of peace.

Certain discoveries or inventions might make the list in Article 22

insufficient. An addition may be made to it on conditionArticle 23.

(Seeanu, that it concerns articles exclusively used for war. This
p. 547.) addition must be notified to the other Powers, which will

take the necessary measures to inform their subjects of it. In theory the

notification may be made in time of peace or of war. The former case will
doubtless rarely occur, because a State which made such a notification

might be suspected of meditating a war; it would, nevertheless, have the

advantage of informing trade beforehand. There was no reason for making
it impossible.

The right given to a Power to make an addition to the list by a mere

declaration hA.q been thought too wide. It should be noticed that this

right does not involve the dangers supposed. In the first place, it is under-
stood that the declaration is only operative for the Power which makes it,
in the sense that the article added will only be contraband for it, as a

belligerent ; other States may, of course, also make a _milar declaration.
The addition may only refer to articles exclusively used for war ; at pre-
sent, it would be hard to mention any such articles which are not included
in the list. The tuture is left free. If a Power claimed to add to the list

of absolute contraband articles not exclusive]y used for war, it might

expose itseff to diplomatic remonstrances, because it would be disregard-

ing an accepted rule. Besides, there would be an eventual resort to the
International Prize Court. Suppose that the Court holds that the article
mentioned in the declaration of absolute contraband is wrongly placed

I See La D_x. tanrer. T. _u. pp. 1108-14.

• The following note is appended to the tr_-.|_tion of "de plein droit" in Parl. Pa_trs,
Mise. 1_o. 4 (1909), la. 4_ : "In view of the difficulty of finding an exaet equivalent in English
for the expression ' de plein droit,' it has been decided to translate it by the _sords ' without
notioe,' which zepresents the meaning attached to it by the draftsman of the present General
Report."
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there because it is not exclusively used for war, but that it might have
been included in a declaration of conditional contraband. Confiscation

may then be justified if the capture was made in the conditions laid down
for this kind of contraband (Articles 33--35) which differ from those

enforced for absolute contraband (Article 30).

It had been suggested that, in the interest of neutral trade, a period
should elapse between the notification and its enforcement. But that

would be very damaging to the belligerent, whose object is precisely to
protect himself, since, during that period, the trade in articles which he
thinks dangerous would be free and the effect of his measure a failure.

Account has been taken, in another form, of the considerations of equity
which have been adduced (see Article 43).

On the expression de plein droit (without notice) the same remark

_ must be made with regard to Article 22 a. The articles
(Seeann, enumerated are only conditional contraband if they have the
p. 547.) destination specified in Article 33.

Foodstuffs include products necessary or useful for sustaining man,
whether solid or liquid.

Paper money only includes inconvertible paper money, i.e. banknotes

which may or not be legal tender. Bills of exchange and cheques are
excluded.

Engines and boilers are included in (6).

Railway material includes fixtures (such as rails, sleepers, turntables,

parts of bridges), and rolling stock (such as locomotives, carriages, and

artaea, _. trucks).
{Seeante, This provision corresponds, as regards conditional contra-
p. 548.) band, to that in Article 23 as regards absolute contraband.

A belligerent may not wish to use the right to treat as contraband of

_tt_e s6. war all the articles included in the above lists. It may suit
(See ante, him to add to conditional contraband an article included in

p. 548.) absolute contraband or to declare free, so far as he is con-
cerned, the trade in some article included in one class or the other. It is

desirable that he should make known his intention on this subject, and he
will probably do so in order to have the credit of the measure. If he does

not do so,but confineshimselftogivinginstructionsto hiscruisers,_the

vesselssearchedwillbe agreeablysurprisedif the searcherdoes not

reproachthem withcarryingwhat theythemselvesconsidercontraband.

Nothing can preventa Power from making such a declarationin timeof

peace. See what is said as regards Article 23.

I See note 2, p. 583, ante,
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The existence of a so-called free list (Article 28) makes it useful thus

to put on record that articles which cannot be used for pur-Article 2'/.

(Seeante, poses of war may not be declared contraband of war. It

p. 549.) might have been thought that articles not included in that
list might at least be declared conditional contraband.

To lessen the drawbacks of war as regards neutral trade it has been

a_ni_e 28. thought useful to draw up this so-called free list, but this
(Seeante, does not mean, as has been explained above, that all articles

p. 549.) outside it might be declared contraband of war.
The ores here referred to are the product of mines from which metals

are derived.

There was a demand that dyestuffs should be included in (10), but this

seemed too general, for there are materials from which colours are derived,

such as coal, which also have other uses. Products only used for making

colours enjoy the exemption.
" Articles de Paris," an expression the meaning of which is universally

understood, come under (15).

(16) refers to the hair of certain animals, such as pigs and wild boars.

Carpets and mats come under household furniture and ornaments (17).
The articles enumerated in Article 29 are also excluded from treatment

as contraband, but for reasons different from those which have_-¢icle 29.
(Seeame, led to the inclusion of the list in Article 28.

p. 550.) Motives of humanity have exempted articles exclusively
used to aid the sick and wounded, which, of course, include drugs and dif-

ferent medicines. This does not refer to hospital-ships, which enjoy special

immunity under the convention of The Hague of the 18th October, 1907,
but to ordinary merchant vessels, whose cargo includes articles of the kind

mentioned. The cruiser has, however, the right, in case of urgent necessity,

to requisition such articles for the needs of her crew or of the fleet to

which she belongs, but they can only be requisitioned on payment of com-

pensation. It must, however, be observed that this right of requisition
may not be exercised in all cases. The articles in question must have the
destination specified in Article 30, that is to say, an enemy destination.

Otherwise, the ordinary law regains its sway ; a belligerent could not have

the right of requisition as regards neutral vessels on the high seas.

Articles intended for the use of the vessel, which might in themselves
and by their nature, be contraband of war, may not be so treated,--for
instance, arms intended for the defence of the vessel against pirates or for
making signals. The same is true of articles intended for the use of the

crew and passengers during the voyage; the crew here include all persons
in the service of the vessel in general.
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Destination of Gontraband.--As has been said, the second element in
the notion of contraband is destinatior_. Great difficulties have arisen on

this subject, which find expression in the theory of continuous voyage, so

often attacked or adduced without a clear comprehension of its exact mean-
ingL Cases must simply be considered on their merits so as to see how

they can be settled without unnecessarily annoying neutrals or sacrificing
the legitimate rights of belligerents.

In order to effect a compromise between conflicting theories and
practices, absolute and conditional contraband have been differently
treated in this connection.

Articles 30 to 32 refer to absolute, and Articles 33 to 36 to conditional,
contraband.

The articles included in the list in Article 22 are absolute contraband

arUcle 30. when they are destined for territory belonging to or occupied
{Seeante, by the enemy, or for his armed militsxy or naval forces.

p,._50.).. These articles are liable to capture as soon as a final destina-
tion of.this kind can be shown by the captor to exist. It is not, therefore,

the desf_ination of the vessel which is decisive, but that of the goods. It

makes no difference if these goods are on board a vessel which is to dis-

charge them in a neutral port ; as soon as the captor is able to show that
they are to be forwarded from there by land or sea to an enemy country,

it is enough to justify the capture and subsequent condemnation of
the cargo. The very principle of continuous voyage, as regards absolute

contraband, is established by Article 30. The journey made by the goods

is regarded as a whole.
As has been said, the obligation of proving that the contraband goods

Aacteaesx. really have the destination specified in Article 30 rests with
(Seeante, the captor. In certain cases proof of the destination specified

p. 550.) in Article 31 is "conclusive, that is to say, the proof may not
be rebutted.

__'rst Case.--The goods are documented for discharge in an enemy port,

that is to say, according to the ship's papers referring to those goods, they
are to be discharged there. In this case there is a real admission of enemy

destination on the' part of the interested parties themselves.

_econd Gase.--The vessel is to touch at enemy ports only; or she is to

touch at an enemy port before reaching the neutral port for which the

1 ,, When an adventure includes the oasriage of goods to a neuh_l port, and ,_aence to an
ulterior destination, the doctrine of ' continuous voyage' consists in treating for .certain
purposes the whole journey as one transportation, with the consequences which would have
attached had there been no interposition of the neutral port." (See British Memorandum,

ParL Pa_eri, Misc. No. 4 (1909), pp. 7-9.)
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goods axe documented, so that although these goods, according to the
papers referring to them, axe to be discharged in a neutral port, the vessel

carrying them is to touch at an enemy port before reaching that neutral

port. They will be liable to capture, and the possibility of proving that
their neutral destination is real and in accordance with the intentions of

the parties interested is not admitted. The fact that, before reaching that

destination, the vessel will touch at an enemy port, would occasion too
great a risk for the belligerent whose cruiser searches the vessel. Even

without assuming that there is intentional fraud, there might be a strong

temptation for the master of the merchant vessel to discharge the con-
trabrand, for which he would get a good price, and for the local authorities

to requisition the goods.

The same case arises where the vessel, before reaching the neutral port,

is to join the armed forces of the enemy.
For the sake of simplicity, the provision only speaks of an enemy port,

but it is understood that a port occupied by the enemy must be regarded as
an enemy port, as follows from the general rule in Article 30.

The papers, therefore, are conclusive proof of the course of the vessel
unless she is encountered in circumstances which show that

Article 39.

(See a, te, their statements axe not to be trusted. See also the expla-

p. 551.) nations given as regards Article 35.
The rules for conditional contraband differ from those laid down for

absolute contraband in two respects : (1) there is no questionArtie.le 83.

(Seeame, of destinationforthe enemy in general,but ofdestination

p.551.) fortheuse of his armed forcesor government departments;

(2) the doctrineof continuousvoyage isexcluded. Articles33 and 34

refertothefirst,and Article35 tothe secondprinciple.

The articlesincludedin the listof conditionalcontrabandmay serve

forpeacefulusesaswellasforhostilepurposes.If,fromthecircumstances,

the peacefulpurposeisclear,theircaptureisnotjustified;itisotherwise

ifa hostilepurposeisto be assumed,as,forinstance,inthe caseof food-

stuffsdestinedfor an enemy army or fleet,or of coaldestinedforan

enemy fleet.In such a casethereisclearlyno room for doubt. But

what isthe solutionwhen the articlesare destinedforthe civilgovern-

ment departmentsof the enemy State? It may be money sent to a

government department,foruse in the payment of its officialsalaries,

or railssentto a department of publicworks. In thesecasesthereis

enemy dezt/nat/on which renders the goods liable in the first place to

capture, and in the second to condemnation. The reasons for this are
at once legal and practical. The State is one, although it necessarily acts
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through different departments. If a civil department may freely receive
foodstuffs or money, that department is not the only gainer, but the entire

State, including its military administration, gains also, since the general
resources of the State are thereby increased. Further, the receipts of a

civil department may be considered of greater use to the military ad-
ministration and directly assigned to the latter. Money or foodstuffs really

destined for a civil department may thus come to be used directly for the

needs of the army. This possibility, which is always present, shows why

destination for the departments of the enemy State is assimilated to that
for its armed forcea

It is the departments of the State which are dependent on the central

power that are in question, and not all the departments which may exist

in the enemy State; local and municipal bodies, for instance, are not
included, and articles destined for their use would not be contraband.

Wax may be waged in such circumstances that destination for the use

of a civil department cannot be suspect, and consequently cannot make

goods contraband. For instance, there is a war in Europe, and the colonies
of the belligerent countries axe not, in fact, affected by it. Foodstuffs or
other articles in the list of conditional contraband destined for the use of

the civil government of a colony would not be held to be contraband of war,
because the considerations adduced above do not apply to their case; the

resources of the civil government cannot be drawn on for the needs of the
war. Gold, silver, or paper money are exceptions, because a sum of money

can easily be sent from one end of the world to _he other.
Contraband articles will not usually be directly addressed to the

artaeae34. military authorities or to the government departments of
(see ante, the enemy State. Their true destination will be more or less
p. 551.) concealed, and the captor must prove it in order to justify

their capture. But it has been thought reasonable to set up presumptions
based on the nature of the person to whom, or place for which, the articles

are destined. It may be an enemy authority or a trader established in an

enemy country who, as a matter of common knowledge, supplies the enemy
Government with articles of the kind in question. It may be a fortified

place belonging to the enemy or a place used as a base, whether of opera-

tions or of supply, for the armed forces of the enemy.

This general presumption may not be applied to the merchant vessel
herself on her way to a fortified place, though she may in herseff be con-

ditional contraband, but only if her destination for the use of the armed

forces or government departments of the enemy State is directly proved.
In the absence of the above presumptions, the destination is presumed
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to be innocent. That is the ordinary law, according to which the captor

must prove the illicit character of the goods which he claims to capture.

Finally, all the presumptions thus set up in the interest of the captor

or against him may be rebutted. The national tribunals, in the first place,
and, in the second, the International Court, will exercise their judgment.

As has been said above, the doctrine of continuous voyage is excluded

.art,t_e as. for conditional contraband, which is only liable to capture
(fleeante, when it is to be discharged in an enemy port. As soon as the
p. 552.) goods are documented for discharge in a neutral port they

can no longer be contraband, and no examination will be made as to
whether they are to be forwarded to the enemy by sea or land from that

neutral port. It is here that the case of absolute contraband is essentially
different.

The ship's papers furnish complete proof as to the voyage on which the

vessel is engaged and as to the place where the cargo is to be discharged ;

but this would not be so if the vessel were encountered clearly out of the
course which she should follow according to her papers, and unable to give

adequate reasons to justify such deviation.
This rule as to the proof furnished by the ship's papers is intended to

prevent claims frivolously raised by a cruiser and giving rise to unjustifiable
captures. It must not be too literally interpreted, for that would make all
frauds easy. Thus it does not hold good when the vessel is encountered at

sea clearly out of the course which she ought to have followed, and unable

to justify such deviation. The ship's papers are then in contradiction with
the true facts and lose all value as evidence; the cruiser will be free to

decide according to the merits of the case. In the same way, a search of
the vessel may reveal facts which irrefutably prove that her destination or
the place where the goods are to be discharged is incorrectly entered in

the ship's papers. The commander of the cruiser is then free to judge of

the circumstances and capture the vessel or not according to his judgment.

To resume, the ship's papers are proof, unless facts show their evidence to

be false _. This qualification of the value of the ship's papers as proof
seems serf-evident and unworthy of special mention. The aim has been

not to appear to weaken the force of the general rule, which forms a safe-
guard for neutral trade.

It does not follow that, because a single entry in the ship's papers is
shown to be false, their evidence loses its value as a whole. The entries

which cannot be proved false retain their value.

i See noteon Article85, ante, p. _i52.
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The case contemplated is certainly rare, but has nevertheless arisen in
recent wars. In the case of absolute contraband, there is no._-_lnl e 86.

(Seeante, difficulty, since destination for the enemy may always be

p. 55s.) proved, whatever the route by which the goods are sent
(Article 30). For conditional contraband the case is different, and an

exception must be made to the general rule laid down in Article 35,
paragraph 1, so as to allow the captor to prove that the suspected goods

really have the special destination referred to in Article 33 without the

possibility of being confronted by the objection that they were to be
discharged in a neutral port.

The vessel may be captured for contraband during the whole of her

_rttale sT. voyage, provided that she is in waters where an act of war is
(Seeame, lawful. The fact that she intends to touch at a port of call

p. 553.) before reaching the enemy destination does not prevent

capture, provided that destination in her particular case is proved in
conformity with the rules laid down in Article 30 to 32 for absolute, and

in Articles 33 to 85 for conditional contraband, subject to the exception

arueae as. provided for in Article 36.
(Seeante, A vessel is liable to capture for carrying contraband, but

p. 55a.) not for having done so.

JLrtlcle 89.

(Seeante, This presents no difficulty.
p. 553.)

It was universally admitted that in certain cases the condemnation of

the contraband is not enough, and that the vessel herselfArtlale 40,

(Seea,_, should also be condemned, but opinions differed as to what
p. 65a.) these cases were. It was decided that the contraband.must

bear a certain proportion bo the total cargo. But the question divides

itself inte two parts : (1) What shall be the proportion ? The solution

adopted is the mean between those proposed, which varied from a'quarter

to three quarters. (2) How shall this proportion be reckoned ? Must the

contraband form more than half the cargo in volume, weight, value, or
freight ? The adoption of a single fixed standard gives rise to theoretical

objections, and also to practices intended to avoid condemnation of the

vessel in spite of the importance of the cargo. If the standard of volume

or weight is adopted, the master will skip innocent goods occupying space,

or of weight, sufficient to exceed the contraband. A similar remark may
be made as regards the standard of value or freight. The consequence is

that, in order to justify condemnation, it is enough that the contraband

should form more than half the cargo by any one of the above standards.
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This may seem harsh; but, on the one hand, any other system would
make fraudulent calculations easy, and, on the other, the condemnation of

the vessel may be said to be justified when the carriage of contraband

formed an important part of her venture--a statement which applies to all
the cases specified.

It is not just that, on the one hand, the carriage of more than a certain

_uc_lcleat. proportion of contraband should involve the condemnation of
{See ante, the vessel, while if the contraband forms less than this pro-

p. 554.) portion, it alone is confiscated. This often involves no loss

for the master, the freight of this contraband having been paid in advance.
Does this not encourage trade in contraband, and ought not a certain
penalty to be imposed for the carriage of a proportion of contraband less

than that required to entail condemnation ? A kind of fine was proposed
which should bear a relation to the value of the contraband articles.

Objections of various sorts were brought forward against this proposal,

although the principle of the infliction of some kind of pecuniary loss for

the carriage of contraband seemed justified. The same object was attained
in another way by providing that the costs and expenses incurred by the

captor in respect of the proceedings in the national prize court and of the

custody of the vessel and of her cargo during the proceedings are to

be paid by the vessel. The expenses of the custody of the vessel include
in this case the keep of the captured vessel's crew. It should be added

that the loss to a vessel by being taken to a prize port and kept there is
the most serious deterrent as regards the carriage of contraband.

The owner of the contraband is punished in the first place by the

condemnation of his contraband property; and in the secondArticle 42.

(Seeante, by that of the goods,even if innocent, which he may possess
p.s_.) on board the same vessel.

This provision is intended to spare neutrals who might in fact be

ar_cleu. carrying contraband, but against whom no charge could be
(s_ ame, made. This may arise in two cases. The first is that in

p. 554.) which they are unaware of the outbreak of hostilities ; the

second is that in which, though aware of this, they do not know of the
declaration of contraband made by a belligerent, in accordance with

Articles 23 and 25, which is, as it happens, the one applicable to the

whole or a part of the cargo. It would be unjust to capture the ship and
condemn the contraband ; on the other hand, the cruiser cannot be obliged

to let go on to the enemy goods suitable for use in the war of which
he may stand in urgent need. These opposing interests are reconciled by

maltingcondemnationconditionalon the payment of compensation(see
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the convention of the 18th October, 1907, on the rules for enemy merchant

vessels on the outbreak of hostilities, which expresses a similar idea I.

A neutral.vessel is stopped for carrying contraband. She is not liable
to condemnation, because the contraband does not reach theArtte2$_4.

(Seeaa_, proportion specified in Article 40. She can nevertheless be
p. 555.) taken to a prize port for judgment to be passed on the

contraband. This right of the captor appears too wide in certain cases,

if the importance of the contraband, possibly slight (for instance, a case of

guns or revolvers), is compared with the heavy loss incurred by the vessel
by being thus turned out of her course and detained during the time

taken up by the proceedings. The question has, therefore, been asked
whether the right of the neutral vessel to continue her voyage might not

be admitted if the contraband articles were handed over to the captor, who,

on his part, might only refuse to receive them for sufficient reasons, for

instance, the rough state of the sea, which would make transhipment
difficult or impossible, well-founded suspicions as to the amount of con-

traband which the merchant vessel is really carrying, the difficulty of
stowing the articles on board the warship, &c. This proposal did not gain

sufficient support. It was alleged to be impossible to impose such an

obligation on the cruiser, for which this handing over of goods would
almost always have drawbacks. If, by chance, it has none, the cruiser will

not refuse it, because she herself will gain by not being turned out of her
course by having to take the vessel to a port. The idea of an obligation

having thus been excluded, it was decided to provide for the voluntarily

handing over of the contraband, which, it is hoped, will be carried out
whenever possible, to the great advantage of beth parties. The formalities

provided for are very simple and need no explanation.
There must be a judgment of a prize court as regards the goods thus

handed over. For this purpose the captor must be furnished with the

necessary papers. It may be supposed that there might be doubt as to the
character of certain articles which the cruiser claims as contraband; the

master of the merchant tvessel contests this claim, but prefers to deliver

them up so as to be _at/liberty to continue his voyage. This is merely a

capture which has to be confirmed by the prize court.
The contraband delivered up by the merchant vessel may hamper the

cruiser, which must be left free to destroy it at the moment of handing
over or later.

. 1 See ante, pp. 296-7 (Articles 2, 3 and 4).

r
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Chapter III.

UNNEUTRAL SERVICE 1.

In a general way, it may be said that the merchant vessel which

violates neutrality, whether by carrying contraband of war or by breaking

blockade, affords aid to the enemy, and it is on this ground that the

belligerent whom she injures by her acts is justified in inflicting on her
certain losses. But there are cases where such unneutral service bears a

particularly distinctive character, and for such cases it has been thought
necessary to make special provision. They have been divided into two

classes according to the gravity of the act of which the neutral vessel is
accused.

In the cases included in the first class (Article 45), the vessel is con-

demned, and receives the treatment of a vessel subject to condemnation
for carrying contraband. This means that the vessel does not lose her

neutral character and has a full claim to the rights enjoyed by neutral

vessels ; for instance, she may not be destroyed by the captor except under

the conditions laid down for neutral vessels (Articles 48 et seqq.); the rule
that the flag covers the goods applies to goods she carries on board.

In the more serious cases which belong to the second class (Article 46),

the vessel is, again, condemned; but further, she is treated not only as a

vessel subject to condemnation for carrying contraband, but as an enemy

merchant vessel, which treatment entails certain consequences. The rule
governing the destruction of neutral prizes does not apply to the vessel,

and, as she has become an enemy vessel, it is no longer the second but the
third rule of the Declaration of Paris which is applicable. The goods on

board will be presumed to be enemy goods ; neutrals will have the right to
claim their property on establishing their neutrality (Article 59). It

would, however, be going too far to say that the original neutral character

of the vessel is completely lost, so that she should be treated as though she
had always been an enemy vessel. The vessel may plead that the allega-
tion made against her has no foundation in fact, that the act of which she
is accused has not the character of unneutral service. She has, therefore,

the right of appeal to the International Court in virtue of the provisions

which protect neutral property.

For BriLish rules on this subject see Parl. Paperm, Misc. No. 4 (1909)_ p. 9; for
Instructions to British Delegation, Ibid. p. BO.

a. 38
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The first case supposes passengers travelling as individuals ; the case of

Artl_e _. a military detachment is dealt with hereafter. The case is
(Seeante, that of individuals embodied in the armed military or naval
p. 555.) forces of the enemy. There was some doubt as to the mean-

ing of this word. Does it include those individuals only who are summoned
to serve in virtue of the law of their country and who have really joined

the corps to which they are to belong ? Or does it also include such

individuals from the moment when they are summoned, and before they

join that corps ? The question is of great practical importance. Sup-
posing the case is one of individuals who are natives of a continental
European country and are settled in America; these individuals have

military obligations towards their country of origin ; they have, for instance,
to belong to the reserve of the active army of that country. Their country

is at war and they sail to perform their service. Shall they be considered

as embodied in the sense of the provision which we are discussing ? If we
judged by the municipal law of certain countries, we might argue that

they should be so considered. But, apart from reasons of pure law, the

contrary opinion has seemed more in accordance with practical necessity

and has been accepted by all in a spirit of conciliation. It would be
difficult, perhaps even impossible, without having recourse to vexatious

measures to which neutral Governments would not submit, to pick out
among the passengers in a vessel, those who are bound to perform military

service and are on their way to do so.

The transmission of intelligence in the interest Of the enemy is to be

treated in the same way as the carriage of passengers embodied in his

armed force. The reference to a vessel especially undertaking a voyage is
intended to show that her usual service is not meant. She has been

turned from her course; she has touched at a port which she does not

ordinarily visit in order to embark the passengers in question. She need

not be exclusively devoted to the service of the enemy; that case would
come into the second class (Article 56 (4)).

In the two cases just mentioned the vessel has performed but a single

service; she has been employed to carry certain people, or transmit

certain intelligence; she is not continuously in the service of the enemy.

In consequence she may be captured during the voyage on which she

is performing the service which she has to render. Once that voyage
is finished, all is over, in the sense that she may not be captured for

having rendered the service in question. The principle is the same as

that recognized in the case of contraband (Article 88).
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The second case also falls under two heads.

There is, first, the carriage of a military detachment of the enemy, or

that of one or more persons who during the voyage directly assist his

operations, for instance, by signalling. If these people are soldiers or
sailors in uniform there is no difficulty, the vessel is clearly liable to con-

detonation. If they are soldiers or sailors in mui_i who might be mistaken

for ordinary passengers, knowledge on the part of the master or owner
is required, the charterer being assimilated to the latter. The rule is the

same in the case of persons directly assisting the enemy during the voyage.
In these cases, if the vessel is condemned for unneutral service, the

goods belonging to her owner are also liable to condemnation.
These provisions assume that the state of war was known to the vessel

engaged in the operations specified; such knowledge is the reason and

justification of her condemnation. The position is altogether different
when the vessel is unaware of the outbreak of hostilities, so that she

undertakes the service in ordinary circumstances. She may have learnt of
the outbreak of hostilities while at sea, but have had no chance of landing

the persons whom she was carrying. Condemnation would then be unjust,

and the equitable rule adopted is in accordance with the provisions already

accepted in other matters. If a vessel has left an enemy port subsequently
to the outbreak of hostilities, or a neutral port after that outbreak has

been notified to the Power to whom such port belongs, her knowledge of
the existence of a state of war will be presumed.

The question here is merely one of preventing the condemnation of the

vessel. The persons found on board her who belong to the armed forces of
the enemy may be made prisoners of war by the cruiser.

Artaca,_m. The cases here contemplated _are more serious than those
(Seea.te, in Article 45, which justifies the sevcrer treatment inflicted on

p. 557.) the vessel, as explained above.

First Case.iThe vessel takes a direct part in the hostilities. This may
take different forms. It is needless to say that, in an armed conflict, the
vessel takes all the risks incidental thereto. We suppose her to have

fallen into the power of the enemy whom she was fighting, and who is
entitled to treat her as an enemy merchant vessel.

Second Oase.--The vessel is under the orders or control of an agent

placed on board by the enemy Government. HIS presence marks the
relation in which she stands to the enemy. In other circumstances the

1 For furtherexplanationsof the cases dealtwith in this Articlesee Parl. Papers, Misc.
No. tl (1909),pp. 191-$. Articles46, 46 and 47 are basedon a German draft (seehnnexe,
No.55, Ib/d. p. 247).

38---2
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vessel may also have relations with the enemy, but to be subject to
condemnation she must come under the third head.

Third Case.--The whole vessel is chartered by the enemy Government,

and is therefore entirely at its disposal; it can use her for different

purposes more or less directly connected with the war, notably, as a

transport; such is the position of colliers which accompany a belligerent
fleet. There will often be a charter-party between the belligerent Govern-
ment and the owner or master of the vessel, but all that is required is proof,

and the fact that the whole vessel has in fact been chartered is enough, in

whatever way it may be established.
Fourth Case.--The vessel is at the time exclusively devoted to the

carriage of enemy troops or to the transmission of intelligence in the
enemy's interest. The case is different from those dealt with by Article 45,

and the question is one of a service to which the ship is permanently

devoted. The decision accordingly is that, so long as such service lasts,
the vessel is liable to capture, even if, at the moment when an enemy
cruiser searches her, she is engaged neither in the transport of troops nor in

the transmission of intelligence.

As in the cases in Article 45 and for the same reasons, goods found

on board belonging to the owner of the vessel are also liable to condem-
nation.

It was proposed to treat as an enemy merchant vessel a neutral vessel

malting, at the time, and with the sanction of the enemy Government,

a voyage which she has only been permitted to make subsequently to the

outbreak of hostilities or d .uring the two preceding months 1. This rule
would be enforced notably on neutral merchant vessels admitted by a

belligerent to a service reserved in time of peace to the national marine of

that belligerent--for instance, to the coasting trade. Several Delegations
formally rejected this proposal, so that the question thus raised remains an
open one 9.

Individuals embodied in the armed military or naval forces of a bellige-
rent may be on board a neutral merchant vessel when she isArticle 47.

(Seea,ue, searched. If the vessel is subject to condemnation, the

p. 557.) cruiser will capture her and take her to one of her own ports

with the persons on board. Clearly the soldiers or sailors of the enemy

State will not be set free, but will be treated as prisoners of war. Perhaps

the case will not be one for the capture of the ship---for instance, because
the master was unaware of the status of an individual who had come on

I See Article 2 (4) of German proposition, Parl. Papers, Misc. No. b (1909), p. 247, and
Expo_ by M. Kri_ge, p. 279.

2 BeeArtieleb7, par. 2, andpost, p. 60_.
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board as an ordinary passenger. Must the soldier or soldiers on board the

vessel be set free ? That does not appear 'admissible. The belligerent

cruiser cannot be compelled to set free active enemies who are physically

in her power and are more dangerous than this or that contraband article.

She must naturally proceed with great discretion, and must act on her own

responsibility in requiring the sun'ender of these individuals, but the right

to do so is hers; it has therefore been thought necessary to explain the

point.

Chapter IV.

DESTRUCTION OF NEUTRAL PRIZES1.

The destruction of neutral prizes was a subject comprised in the pro-

gramme of the second Peace Conference, and on that occasion no settle-

ment was reached. It reappeared in the programme of the present

Conference, and this time agreement has been found possible. Such a

result, which bears witness to the sincere desire of all parties to arrive

at an understanding, is a matter for congratulation. It has been shown

once more that conflicting hard-and-fast rules do not always correspond to

things as they are, and that if there be readiness to descend to particulars,

and to arrive at the precise way in which the rules have been applied, it

will often be fbund that the actual practice is very much the same,

although the doctrines professed appear to be entirely in conflict. To

enable two parties to agree, it is first of all necessary that they should

understand each other, and this frequently is not the case. Thus it has

been found that those who declared for the right to destroy neutral prizes

never claimed to use this right wantonly or at every opportunity, but only by

way of exception; while, on the other hand, those who maintained the

principle that destruction is fbrbidden, admitted that the principle must

give way in certain exceptional cases. It therefore became a question of

reaching an understanding with regard to those exceptional cases to which,

according to both views, the right to destroy should be confined. But this

i See ante, pp. SB-92. The rule laid down in the British Memorandum on the subject i_
as follows : "The duty of a belligerent captor is to bring in, for adjudication by a prize
Court, any merchant-ship which he has seized. Where this is impossible, she may, if she is
an enemy ship, be destroyed after removal of the crew and papers; if the nationality of a ship
is neutral, or ff there is any doubt as to the nationality, she should be dismissed, for her
destruction cannot be justified as between the neutral owner and the captor by any necessity
on the part of a belhgerent" (Par/. Pape'¢8,Misc. No. 4 (1909), p. 9). The British delegate
was instructed that an agreement "might perhaps be found by proceeding on the lines of an
aiBrmation of the general principle that neutral prizes must not be destroyed before adjudica-
tion, followed by a precise statement of the conditions on which alone a departure from the
principle would be allowed in exceptional circumstances" (Ibid. p. 28).
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was not all: there was need for some guarantee against _bnse in the
exercise of this right; the possibility of arbitrary action in determining

these exceptional cases must be limited by throwing some real responsi-

bility upon the captor. It was at this stage that a new idea was introduced

into the discussion, thanks to which it was possible to arrive at an agree-
ment. The possibility of intervention by a court of justice will make the
captor reiqect before he acts, and at the same time secure reparation in
cases where there was no reason for the destruction.

Such is the general spirit of the provisions of this chapter.

The general principle is very simple. A neutral vessel which has been
seized may not be destroyed by the captor; so much may beArticle 48.

(See ante, admitted by every one, whatever view is taken as to the effect
p. 857.) produced by the capture. The vessel must be taken into a

port for the determination there as to the validity of the prize. A prize

crew will be put on board or not, according to circumstances.

The first condition necessary to justify the destruction of the captured
vessel is that she should be liable to condemnation upon theArticle 49.

(See ante, facts of the case. If the captor cannot even hope to obtain

p. 557.) the condemnation of the vessel, how can he lay claim to the
right to destroy her ?

The second condition is that the observance of the general principle

would involve danger to the safety of the warship or to the success of the
operations in which she is engaged at the time. This is what was finally

agreed upon after various solutions had been tried. It was understood

that the phrase compromettre la sdcuritd was synonymous with mettre en

danger le navire, and might be translated into English by : involve danger.
It is, of course, the situation at the moment when the destruction takes

place which must be considered in order to decide whether the conditions

are or are not fulfilled. For a danger which did not exist at the actual

moment of the capture may have appeared some time afterwards.

arttcae _0. This provision lays down the precautions to be taken in
{seea_te, the interests of the persons on board and of the administra-
p. 5a8.) tion of justice.

This claim gives a guarantee against the arbitrary destruction of prizes

Articleal. by throwing a real responsibility upon the captor who has
(Seeante, carried out the destruction. The result is that before any

p. 558.) decision is g_ven respecting the validity of the prize, the
captor must prove that the situation he was in was really one which fell

under the head of the exceptional cases contemplated. This must be
proved in proceedings to which the neutral is a party, and if the latter is

not satisfied with the decision of the national prize cour_ he may take his
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case to the International Court. Proof to the above effect is, therefore, a

condition precedent which the captor must fulfil. If he fails to do this, he

must compensate the parties interested in the vessel and the cargo, and the

question whether the capture was valid or not will not be gone into. In

this way a real sanction is provided in respect of the obligation not to
destroy a prize except in particular cases, the sanction taking the form of a

fine inflicted on the captor. If, on the other hand, this proof is given, the

prize procedure follows the usual course ; if the prize is declared valid, no

compensation is due; if it is declared void, the parties interested have
a right to be compensated. Resort to the International Court can only be

made after the decision of the prize court has been given on the whole
matter, and not immediately after the preliminary question has been
decided.

Supposing a vessel which has been destroyed carried neutral goods

_a_l_ 52 not liable to condemnation : the owner of such goods has, in
aaa 5a. (see every case, a right to compensation, that is, without there
ame, p. 55s.) being occasion to distinguish between cases where the de-

struction was or was not justified. This is equitable and a further guaran-

tee against arbitrary destruction.

A cruiser encounters a neutral merchant vessel carrying contraband in

aru_e _ a proportion less than that specified in Article 40. The cap-
(Seeante, tain may put a prize crew on board the vessel and take her
p. 55s.) into a port for adjudication. He may, in conformity with the

provisions of Article 44, agree to the handing over of the contraband if

offered by the vessel stopped. But what is to happen if neither of these

solutions is reached ? The vessel stopped does not offer to hand over the

contraband, and the cruiser is not in a position to take the vessel into
a national port. Is the cruiser obliged to let the neutral vessel go with
the contraband on board ? To require this seemed going too far, at least

in certain exceptional circumstances. These circumstances are in fact the

same as would have justified the destruction of the vessel, had she been

liable to condemnation. In such a case, the cruiser may demand the
handing over, or proceed to the destruction, of the goods liable to con-

demnation. The reasons for which the right to destroy the vessel has
been recognized may justify the destruction of the contraband goods, the

more so as the considerations of humanity which can be adduced against

the destruction of a vessel do not in this case apply. Against arbitrary
demands by the cruiser there are the same guarantees as those which made

it IX)ssibl_ to recogm.ze the _ght to destroy the vessel. The captor must,
as a preliminary, prove that he was really faced by the exceptional cireum-
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stances specified ; failing this, he is condemned to pay the value of the goods

handed over or destroyed, and the question whether they were contraband

or not will not be gone into.

The Article prescribes certain formalities which are necessary to estab-

lish the facts of the case and to enable the prize court to adjudicate.
Of course, when once the goods have been handed over or destroyed,

and the formalities carried out, the vessel which has been stopped must be

left free to continue her voyage.

Chapter V.

TRANSFER TO A NEUTRAL FLAG 1.

An enemy merchant vessel is liable to capture, whereas a neutral

merchant vessel is immune. It can therefore be readily understood that a

belligerent cruiser encountering a merchant vessel which lays claim to
neutral nationality has to inquire whether such nationality has been
acquired legitimately or merely in order to shield the vessel from the risks

to which she would have been exposed had she retained her former nation-

ality. This question naturally arises when the transfer has taken place a

comparatively short time before the moment at which the ship is searched,
whether the actual date be before, or after, the outbreak of hostilities.

The answer will be different according as the question is looked at from

the point of view of commercial or belligerent interests. Fortunately,

rules have been agreed upon which conciliate both these interests as far as

possible and which at the same time tell belligerents and neutral com-

merce what their position is.
The general rule laid down in the first paragraph is that the transfer

of an enemy vessel to a neutral flag is valid, assuming, ofArticle 55.

(See ante, course, that the ordinary requirements of the law have been

p. 559.) fulfilled. It is upon the captor, if he wishes to have the

transfer annulled, that the onus lies of proving that its object was to evade
the consequences entailed by the war in prospect. There is one case

which is treated as suspicious, that, namely, in which the bill of sale is not

on board when the ship has changed her nationality less than sixty days
before the outbreak of hostilities. The presumption of validity which has

been set up by the first paragraph in favour of the vessel is then replaced

by a presumption in favour of the captor. It is presumed that the transfer

is void, but the presumption may be rebutted. With a view to such

i For British rules see Parl. Paaeers, Miae. No. 4 (1909), p. 10 ; for Inetruofiona to Britieh
Delegstion,/b/d. p. 81.
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rebuttal, proof may be given that the transfer was not effected in order to
evade the consequences of the war; it is unnecessary to add that the

ordinary requirements of the law must have been fulfilled.

It was thought desirable to give to commerce a guarantee that the

right of treating a transfer as void on the ground that it was effected in
order to evade the consequences of war should not extend too far, and
should not cover too long a period. Consequently, if the transfer has been

effected more than thirty days before the outbreak of hostilities, it cannot

be impeached on that ground alone, and it is regarded as unquestionably
valid if it has been made under conditions which show that it is genuine
and final; these conditions are as follows: the transfer must be uncon-

ditional, complete, and in conformity with the laws of the countries
concerned, and its effect must be such that both the control of, and the

profits earned by, the vessel pass into other hands. When once these con-

ditions are proved to exist, the captor is not allowed to set up the
contention that the vendor foresaw the war in which his country was about
to be involved, and wished by the sale to shield himself from the risks to
which a state of war would have exposed him in respect of the vessels

he was transferring. Even in this case, however, when a vessel is en-

countered by a cruiser and her bill of sale is not on board, she may be
captured if a change of nationality has taken place less than sixty days
before the outbreak of hostilities ; that circumstance has made her suspect.

But if before the prize court the proof required by the second paragraph is
adduced, she must be released, though she cannot claim compensation,

inasmuch as there was good reason for capturing her.

The rule respecting transfers made after tile outbreak of hostilities is

a_acaoae. more simple. Such a transfer is only valid if it is proved
(Seeante, that its object was not to evade the consequences to which
p. 56o.)

an enemy vessel, as such, is exposed. The rule accepted in

respect of transfers made before the outbreak of hostilities is inverted.
In that case there is a presumption that the transfer is valid; in the

present, that it is void--provided always that proof to the contrary may
be given. For instance, it might be proved that the transfer had taken

place by inheritance.
Article 56 recites cases in which the presumption that the transfer is

void is absolute, for reasons which can be readily undemtood : in the first

case, the connection between the transfer and the war risk run by the
vessel is evident; in the second, the transferee is a mere man of straw,
who is to be treated as owner during a dangerous period, after which the

vendor will recover possession of his vessel; lastly, the third case might
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strictly be regarded as already provided for, since a vessel which lays claim
to neutral nationality must naturally prove that she has a right to it.

At one time provision was made in this Article for the case of a vessel

which was retained, after the transfer, in the trade in which she had pre-

viously been engaged _. Such a circumstance is in the highest degree
suspicious ; the transfer has a fictitious appearance, inasmuch as nothing
has changed in regard to the vessel's trade. This would apply, for instance,
if a vessel were running on the same line before and after the transfer. It

was, however, objected, that to set up an absolute presumption would

sometimes be too severe, and that certain kinds of vessels, as, for example,
tank-ships _, could, on account of their build, engage only in a certain
definite trade. To meet this objection, the word "route" was then added,

so that it would have been necessary that the vessel should be engaged in

the same trade and on the same route; it was thought that in this way the
above contention would have been satisfactorily met. However, the sup-

pression of this case from the list being insisted on, it was agreed to
eliminate it. Consequently a transfer of this character now falls within

the general rule; it is certai_y presumed to be void, but the presumption
may be rebutted.

Chapter VI.

ENEMY CHARACTERs.

The rule in the Declaration of Paris, that "the neutral flag covers

enemy goods, with the exception of contraband of war," corresponds so
closely with the advance of civilization, _nd has taken so firm a hold on

the public mind that it is impossible, in the face of so extensive an appli-
cation, to avoid seeing in that rule the embodiment of a principle of the
common law of nations which can no longer be disputed. The determi-

nation of the neutral or enemy character of merchant vessels accordingly
decides not only the question of the validity of their capture, but also the
fate of the non-contraband goods on beard. A similar general observation

may be made with reference $o the neutral or enemy character of goods.
:No one thinks of contesting to-day the principle according to which "neutral

goods, with the exception, of contraband o/war, are not liab!e to capture on

board an enemy ship." It is, therefore, only in respect of goods found on

I See Britishpropo_ion, Par|. PalJer_Mi_. No. 5 (1909),pp. 180,212, 2t4, 252.

s For B_t_.h .rulesas to enemyprope_y seeIbid. No. 4 (1909),p. 11; for BritishInstruc-
tions,/bM, p.$2. For dmcussion_on this subjectBee/b_t. No.5 (1909),pp.167,181, 183, 191,
206, 909.
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board an enemy ship that the question whether they are neutral or enemy
property arises.

The determination of what constitutes neutral or enemy character

thus appears as a development of the two principles laid down in 1856,

or rather as a means of securing their just application in practice.
The advantage of deducing from the practices of different countries

some clear and simple rules on this subject may be said to need no demon-

stration. The uncertainty as to the risks of capture, if it does not put an
end to trade, is at least the most serious of hindrances to its continuance.

A trader ought to know the risks which he l_ns in putting his goods on
board this or that ship, while the underwriter, if he does not know the

extent of those risks, is obliged to charge war premiums which are often

either excessive or else inadequate.

The rules which form this chapter are, unfortunately, incomplete;

certain important points had to be laid aside, as has been already observed
in the introductory explanations, and as will be further explained below.

The principle, therefore, is that the neutral or enemy character of a

artieae 57. vessel is determined by the flag which she is entitled to fly. It
(Seeante, is a simple rule which appears satisfactorily to meet the

p. 56o.) special case of ships, as distinguished from that of other

movable property, and notably of the cargo. From more than one point of
view, ships may be said to possess an indivi_luality; notably they have a
nationality, a national character. This attribute of nationality finds visible

expression in the right to fly a flag; it has the effect of placing ships

under the protection and control of the State to which they belong ; it

makes them amenable to the sovereignty and to the laws of that State,
and liable to requisition, should the occasion arise. Here is the surest test

of whether a vessel is really a unit in the merchant marine of a country,
and here therefore the best test by which to decide whether her character

is neutral or enemy. It is, moreover, preferable to rely exclusively upon

this test, and to discard all considerations connected with the personal
status of the owner.

The text makes use of the words "the flag which the vessel is entitled
to fly" ; that expression means, of course, the flag under which, whether
she is actually flying it or not, the vessel is entitled to sail according to the

municipal laws which govern that right.

Article 57 safeguards the provisions respecting transfer to another flag,

as to which it is sufficient to refer to Articles 55 and 56; a vessel may
very well have the right to fly a neutral flag, as far as the law of the
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country to which she claims to belong is concerned, but may be treated as

an enemy vessel by a belligerent, because the transfer in virtue of which

she has hoisted the neutral flag is annulled by Article 55 or Article 56.

T_tly, the question was raised whether a vessel loses her neutral
character when she is engaged in a trade which the enemy, prior to the
war, reserved exclusively for his national vessels ; but as has been observed

above in connection with the subject of Unneutral service, no agreement

was reached, and the question remains an open one, as the second paragraph

of Article 57 is careful to explain.
Unlike ships, goods have no individuality of their own ; their neutral

_-tl_e as. or enemy character is made to depend upon the personal
(Seeame, status of their owner. This opinion prevailed after an ex-

p. 561.) hanstive study of different views, which inclined towards

reliance on the country of origin of the goods, the status of the person at

whose risk they are, of the consignee, or of the consignor. The test
adopted in Article 58 appears, moreover, to be in conformity with the
terms of the Declaration of Paris, as also with those of the convention of

The Hague of the 18th October, 1907, relative to the establishment of an
International Prize Court, where the expression neutral or enemy property

is used (Articles 1, 3, 4, 8) *.*

But it cannot be concealed that Al%icle 58 solves no more than a part

of the problem, and that the easier part; it is the neutral or enemy
character of the owner which determines the character of the goods, but

what is to determine the neutral or enemy character of the owner ? On

this point nothing is said, because it was found impossible to arrive at an

agreement. Opinions were divided between domicile and nationality ; no
useful purpose will be served by reproducing here the arguments adduced

to support the two positions. It was hoped that a compromise might have
been reached on the basis of a clause to the following effect :--

"The neutral or enemy character of goods found on board an enemy

vessel is determined by the neutral or enemy nationality of their owner, or,
if he is of no nationality or of double nationality (i.e., both neutral and

enemy), by his domicile in a neutral or enemy country;

"Provided that goods belonging to a limited liability or joint stock

company are considered as neutral or enemy according as the company has
its headquarters in a neutral or enemy country*. ''

But there was no unanimity.

I See ante, pp. 408, 409, 411.
s For diseussione see Parl. Papera, Mis_. No. 5 (1909), pp. 279, 880.
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Article 59 gives expression to the traditional rule according to which

article Bg. goods found on board an enemy vessel are, failing proof to
(See ame, the contrary, presumed to be enemy goods ; this is merely a

p. 561.) simple presumption, which leaves to the claimant the right,
but at the mtme time the onus, of proving his title.

This provision contemplates the case where goods which were enemy

Artacles0. property at the time of dispatch have been the subject of a
(See ante, sale or transfer during the course of the voyage. The ease

p. 561.) with which enemy goods might secure protection from the
exercise of the right of capture by means of a sale which is made subject

to a reconveyance of the property on arrival has always led to a refusal to
recognise such transfers. The enemy character subsists.

With regard to the moment from which goods must be considered to

acquire and retain the enemy character of their owner, the text has been

inspired by the same spirit of equity as governed the convention of The
Hague, relative to the status of merchant vessels on the outbreak of
hostilities, and by the same desire to protect mercantile operations under-

taken in the security of a time of peace. It is only when the transfer

takes place after the outbreak of hostilities that it is, so far as the loss of

enemy character is concerned, inoperative until the arrival of the goods in
question. The date which is taken into consideration here is that of the

transfer, and not of the departure of the vessel. -For, while the vessel
which started before the war began, and remains, perhaps, unaware of the

outbreak of hostilities, may enjoy on this account some degree of exemp-

tion, the goods may nevertheless possess enemy character; the enemy

owner of these goods is in a position to be aware of the state of war, and
it is for that very reason that he is likely to seek to evade its consequences.

It was, however, thought right to add what is, if not a limitation, at

least a complement agreed to be necessary. In a great number of countries

an unpaid vendor has, in the event of the bankruptcy of the buyer, a

recognised legal right to recover the goods which have already become the
property of the buyer but not yet reached him (s_oppage in transitu). In

such a case the sale is cancelled, and, in consequence of the recovery, the
vendor obtains the goods again and is not deemed ever to have ceased to
be the owner. This right gives to neutral commerce, in the case of a

genuine bankruptcy, a protection too valuable to be sacrificed, and the

second paragraph of Article 60 is intended to preserve it.
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Chapter VII.

CONVOY 1.

The practice of convoy has, in the past, occasionally given rise to grave
difficulties and even to conflict. It is, therefore, satisfactory to be able to

record the agreement which has been reached upon this subject.

The principle laid down is simple : a neutral vessel under the convoy

of a warship of her own nationality is exempt from search.Article 61.
(See ante, The reason for this rule is that the belligerent cruiser ought
p. 561.) to be able to find in the assurances of the commander of the

convoy as good a guarantee as would be afforded by the exercise of the

right of search itself; in fact, she cannot call in question the assurances

given by the official representative of a neutral Government, without
displaying a lack of international courtesy. If neutral Governments allow

belligerents to search vessels sailing under their flag, it is because they do
not wish to be responsible for the supervision of such vessels, and therefore

allow belligerents to protect themselves. The situation is altered when a

neutral Government consents to undertake that responsibility ; the right

of search has no longer the same importance.
But it follows from the explanation of the rule respecting convoy that

the neutral Government undertakes to afford the belligerents every

guarantee that the vessels convoyed shall not take advantage of the

protection accorded to them in order to do anything inconsistent with
their neutrality, as, for example, to carry contraband, render unneutral

service to the belligerent, or attempt to break blockade. There is need,
therefore, that a genuine supervision should be exercised from the outset
over the vessels which are to be convoyed; and that supervision must

be continued throughout the voyage. The Government must act with

vigilance so as to prevent all abuse of the right of convoy, and must

give to the officer who is put in command of a convoy precise instructions
to this effect.

1 "A neutral vessel is not entitled to resist the exercise of the right of search by a

belligerent war-ship on the ground that she is under the convoy of a war-ship of her own

nationality." This was the British rule as stated in the Memorandum, but, as was pointed
out in the "Instructions," this doctrine has not been enforced in recent wars. Germany was

the only other Power maintaining the same view as Great Britain. The British Delegation
was instructed that the specific abandonment of the British rule " would effect no substantial
alteration in the actual situation, and may very well be admitted to be little more than the

formal acknowledgment of a now generally accepted rule." (See Parl. Papers, Misc. No. 4

(1909), pp. 4, 25.)
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A belligerent cruiser encounters a convoy; she communicates with the
commander of the convoy, who must, at her request, give in writing all
relevant information about the vessels under his protection. A written

declaration is required, because it prevents all ambiguities and misunder-

standings, and because it pledges to a greater extent the responsibility of
the commander. The object of such a declaration is to make search

unnecessary by the mere fact of giving to the cruiser the information
which the search itself would have supplied.

In the majority of cases the cruiser will be satisfied with the declaration
which the commander of the convoy will have given to her,Article 62.

(Seeante, but she may have serious grounds for believing that the
p. 56_.) confidence of the commander has been abused, as for example,

that a ship under convoy of which the papers are apparently in order and

exhibit nothing suspicious is, in fact, carrying contraband cleverly con-
cealed. The cruiser may, in such a case, communicate her suspicions to
the commander of the convoy, and an investigation may be considered

necessary. If so, it will be made by the commander of the convoy, since
it is he alone who exercises authority over the vessels placed under his

protection. It appeared, nevertheless, that much difficulty might often be
avoided if the belligerent were allowed to be present at this investigation ;
otherwise he might still suspect, if not the good faith, at least the

vigilance and perspicacity of the person who conducted the search. But
it was not thought that an obligation to allow the officer of the cruiser to

be present at the investigation should be imposed upon the commander of
the convoy. He must act as he thinks best; if he agrees to the presence
of an officer of the cruiser, it will be as an act of courtesy or good policy.

lie must in every case draw up a report of the investigation and give a

copy to the officer of the cruiser.
Differences of opinion may occur between the two officers, particularly

in relation to conditional contraband. The character of a por_ to which a

cargo of corn is destined may be disputed. Is it an ordinary commercial

port ? or is it a port which serves as a base of supply for the armed forces ?
The situation which arises out of the mere fact of the convoy must in such

a case be respected. The officer of the cruiser can do no more than make

his protest, and the difficulty must be settled through the diplomatic
channel.

The situation is altogether different if a vessel under convoy is found

beyond the possibility of dispute to be carrying contraband. The vessel
has no longer a right to protection, since the condition upon which such

protection was granted has not been fulfilled. Besides deceiving her own
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Government, she has tried to deceive the belligerent. She must therefore
be treated as a neutral merchant vessel encountered in the ordinary way
and searched by a belligerent cruiser. She cannot complain at being
exposed to such rigorous treatment, since there is in her case an aggra-
vation of the offence committed by a carrier of contraband.

Chapter VIII.

RESISTANCE TO SEARCH.

The subject treated in this chapter was not mentioned in the programme
ArUclees. submitted by the British Government in February 1908, but
(Seeante, it is intimately connected with several of the questions in
p. 562.) that programme, and thus attracted the attention of the
Conference in the course of its deliberations; and it was thought necessary
to frame a rule upon it, the drafting of which presented little difficulty 1.

A belligerent cruiser encounters a merchant vessel and summons her
to stop in order that she may be searched. The vessel summoned does
not stop, but tries to avoid the search by flight. The cruiser may employ
force to stop her, and the merchant vessel, if she is damaged or sunk, has
no right to complain, seeing that she has failed to comply with an obliga-
tion imposed upon her by the law of nations.

If the vessel is stopped, and it is shown that it was only in order to
escape the inconvenience of being searched that recourse was had to flight,
and that beyond this she had done nothing contrary to neutrality, she will
not be punished for her attempt at flight. If, on the other hand, it is
established that the vessel has contraband on board, or that she has in

some way or other failed to comply with her duty as a neutral, she will
suffer the consequences of her infraction of neutrality, but in this case as
in the last, she will not undergo any punishment for her attempt at flight.
Expressivn was given to the contrary view, namely, that a ship should be
punished for an obvious attempt at flight as much as for forcible resistance.
It was suggested that the prospect of having the escaping vessel condemned
as good prize would influence the captain of the cruiser to do his best to
spare her. But in the end this view did not prevail.

The situation is different if forcible resistance is made to any legiti-
mate action by the cruiser. The vessel commits an act of hostility and
must, from that moment, be treated as an enemy vessel; she will therefore

1 The subjeet was first introduced by the German delegate at the Second Plenary Meeting
on the 7thDec., 1908, in eonneetion witheontraband. (ParL.Papen, Misc. No. 6 (1909), p. 140.)

)
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be subject to condemnation, although the search may not have shown that

anything contrary to neutrality had been done. So far no difficulty seems
to arise.

What must be decided with regard to the cargo? The rule which
appeared to be the best is that according to which the cargo will be treated
like the cargo on board an enemy vessel. This assimilation involves the

following consequences: a neutral vessel which has offered resistance

becomes an enemy vessel and the goods on board are presumed to be enemy

goods. Neutrals who are interested may claim their property, in accordance
with Article 3 of the Declaration of Paris, but enemy goods will be

condemned, since the rule that the flag covers the goods cannot be adduced,
because the captured vessel on board which they arc found is considered

to be an enemy vessel. It will be noticed that the right to claim the

goods is open to all neutrals, even to those whose nationality is that of the

captured vessel; it would seem to be an excess of severity to make such
persons suffer for the action of the master. There is, however, an excep-
tion as regards the goods which belong to the owner of the vessel; it

seems natural that he should bear the consequences of the acts of his agent.

His property on board the vessel is therefore treated as enemy goods. A

fortiori the same rule applies to the goods belonging to the master.

Chapter IX.

COMPENSATION.

This chapter is of very general application, inasmuch as the provisions

which it contains are operative in all the numerous cases in which
a cruiser may capture a vessel or goods.

A cruiser has captured a neutral vessel, on the ground, for example, of

aal_le _. carriage of contraband or breach of blockade. The prize
(See ante, court releases the vessel declaring the capture to be void.

p. beS.I This decision alone is evidently not enough to indemnify the

parties interested for the loss incurred in consequence of the capture, and
this loss may have been considerable, since the vessel has been during a
period, which may often be a very long one, prevented from engaging in

her ordinary trade. May these parties claim to be compensated for this

injury ? Reason requires that the affirmative answer should be given, ff
the injury has been undeserved, that is to say, if the capture was not
brought about by some fault of the parties. It may, indeed, happen that

there was good reason for the capture, because the master of the vessel

searched did not produce evidence which ought in the ordinary course to
_. 39
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have been available, and which was only furnished at a later stage. In

such a ease it would be unjust that compensation should be awarde& On

the other hand, if the cruiser has really been at fault, if the vessel has

been captured when there were not good reasons for doing so, it is just
that componsation should be gran_t.

It may also happen that a vessel which has been captured and taken

into a pert is released by the action of the executive without the inter-

vention of a prize court. The existing practice, under such circumstances,

is not uniform. In some countries the prize court has no jurisdiction
unless there is a question of validating a capture, and cannot adjudicate

on a claim for compensation based upon the ground that the capture would
have been held unjustifiable; in other countries the prize court would have

jurisdiction to entertain a claim of this kincL On this point, therefore,

there is a difference which is not altogether equitable, and it is desirable
to lay down a rule which will produce the same result in all countries. It

is reasonable that every capture effected without good reasons should give
to the parties interested a right to compensation, without its being

necessary to draw any distinction between the cases in which the capture

has or has not been followed by a decision of a prize court; and this argu-

ment is all the more forcible when the capture may have so little

justification that the vessel is released by the action of the executive. A
provision in general terms has therefore been adopted, which is capable of
covering all cases of capture.

It should be observed that in the text no reference is made to the

question whether the national tribunals are competent to adjudicate on a

claim for compensation. In cases where proceedings are taken ag_inat the
property captured, no doubt upon this point can be entertained. In the

course of the proceedings taken to determine the validity of a capture the

parties interested have the opportunity of making good their right to
compensation, and, if the national tribunal does not give them satisfaction,
they can apply to the International Prize Court. If, on the other hand,

the action of the belligerent has been confined to the capture, it is the law
of the belligerent captor which decides whether there are tribunaln cem-

petont to entertain a demand for compensation, and, if so, wha_ are

those tribunals; the International Court has not, according to t_e con-
vention of The Hague, any jurisdiction in such a _o From an inter-

national point of view, the diplomatic channel is the only one available for
making good such a claim, .whether the cause for complaint is founded on

a decision actually delivered, or on the absence of any tribunal having
jurisdiction to entertain it,

: :;
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The question was raised as to whether it was necessary to draw a
distinction between the direct and the indirect losses suffered by vessel or
goods_. The best course appeared to be to leave the prize court free to
estimate the amount of compensation due, which will vary according to
the circumstances and cannot be laid down in advance in rules going into
minute details.

For the sake of simplicity, mention has only been made of the vessel,
but what has been said applies of course to cargo captured and afterwards
released. Innocent goods on board a vessel which has been captured
suffer, in the same way, all the inconvenience which attends the capture of
the vessel; but if there was good cause for capturing the vessel, whether
the capture has subsequently been held to be valid or not, the owners of
the cargo have no right to compensation.

It is perhaps useful to indicate certain cases in which the capture of a
vessel would be justified, whatever might be the ultimate decision of the
prize court. Notably, there is the case where some or all of the ship's
papers have been thrown overboard, suppressed, or intentionally destroyed
on the initiative of the master or one of the crew or passengers. There is
in such a case an element which will justify any suspicion and afford an
excuse for capturing the vessel, subject to the master's ability to account
for his actions before the prize court. Even if the court should accept the
explanation given and should not find any reason for condemnation, the
parties interested cannot hope to recover compensation.

An analogous case would be that in which there were found on board
two sets of papers, or false or forged papers, if this irregularity were con-
nected with circumstances calculated to contribute to the capture of the
vessel

It appeared sufficient that these cases in which there would be a
reasonable excuse for the capture should be mentioned in the present
Report, and should not be made the object of express provisions, since,
otherwise, the mention of these two particular cases might have led
to the supposition that they were the only cases in which _ capture could
be justified.

Such then are the principles of international law to which the Naval
Conference has sought to give recognition as being fitted to regulate in
practice the intercourse of nations on certain important questions in regard
to which precise rules have hitherto been wanting. The Conference has
thus taken up the work of codification begun by the Declaration of Paris

• a See views expressed in Memorandum of Austria-Hungary, Parl. Paper#, Misc. No. t5
(_9o9),p. 75.

39--2
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of 1856. It has worked in the same spirit as the second Peace Conference
and, taking advantage of the labours accomplished at The Hague, it has
been able to solve some of the problems which, owing to the lack of time,
that Conference was compelled to leave nnsolvec[ Let us hope that
it may be possible to say that those who have drawn up the Declaration
of London of 1909 are not altogether unworthy of their predecessors of
1856 and 1907.

FINAL PROVISIONS.

These provisions have reference to various questions relating to the
effect of the Declaration, its ratification, its coming into force,its denuncia-
tion, and the accession of unrepresented Powers.

This Article is of great importance, and is in conformityArttalo 66.

(see ante, with that which was adopted in the Declaration of Paris.
p. _6s.) The rules contained in the present Declaration relate to
matters of great importance and great diversity. They have not all been
accepted with the same degree of eagerness by all the Delegations. Con-
cessions have been made on one point in consideration of concessions
obtained on another. The whole, all things considered, has been recognised
as satisfactory, and a legitimate expectation would be falsified if one Power
might make reservations on a rule to which another Power attached
importance.

According to the engagement resulting from this Article, the Declara-
tion applies to the relations between the Signatory PowersArtiale _.

(See_, when the belligerents are likewise parties to the Declara-
p. sas.) tion.

It will be the duty of each Power to take the measures necessary to
insure the observance of the Declaration. These measures may vary in
different countries, and may or may not involve the intervention of the
legislature. The matter is one of national legal requirements.

It should be observed that neutral Powers also may find themselves
in a position of having to give instructions to their authorities, notably to
the commanders of convoys as previously explained.

This provision, of a purely formal character, needs noArtie_ _°

(Seea_, explanation. The wording adopted at The Hague by the
P"_'} second l_eace Conference has been borrowed.

It follows implicitly fi_m Article 69 that the Declaration is of indefinite
duration. The periods after which denunciation is allowedArt4_3M 68

8aa e0. (See have been fixed on the analogy of the convention for the
a_, p. 5_.l establishment of an International Prize Court.
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The Declarationof Parisalsocontainedan invitationtothePowers

which were not representedto accede to the Declaration.Artlclo70.

(See ant_, The official invitation in this case, instead of being made
p. _5.) individually by each of the Powers represented at the

Conference, may more conveniently be made by Great Britain acting in
the name of all the Powers.

The procedure for accession is very simple. The fact that the

acceding Powers are placed on the same footing in every respect as the

signatory Powers of course involves compliance by the former with
Article 65. A Power cannot accede to a part of the Declaration, but

only to the whole.
As at The Hague, account has been taken of the situation of certain

Powers the Representatives of which may not be in a positionArtiale 71.

{Seeant_, to sign the Declaration at once, but which desire never-
p. see.) theless to be considered as signatory, and not as acceding,
Powers.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the Plenipotentiaries of the Powera
referred to in Article 71 are not necessarily those who were, as such, dele-

gates at the Naval Conference.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO BRITISH DELEGATION AT THE

SECOND PEACE CONFERENCE.

_ir Edu,ard C_ey to Sir Eda_rd _hl,y_.

Foreign O.f_e, June 12, 1907.

Sir,
1. In my despatch of the 19th April last I informed you that the

King had been graciously pleased to appoint you to be His Majesty's First
Plenipotentiary to represent this country at the Second Peace Conference,
which will assemble at The Hague on the 15th instant, in conjunction with
the Right Honourable Sir Ernest Mason Satow, G.C.M.G., the Right Honourable

Lord Reay, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., and Sir Henry Howard, K.C.M.G., C.B., His
Majesty's Minister at the Hague. Lieut. General Sir Edmond troche Elles,
(_.C.I.E., K.C.B., and Captain Charles Langdale Ottley, M.V.O., R.N., Director
of Naval Intelligence, have been appointed as Expert Delegates to assist you
and your colleagues in the discussion of the military and naval questions which
will come before the Conference.

2. You are aware from the correspondence that has been furnished to you
from time to time that the proposal for this Conference, llke that which was
held at The Hague in 1899, emanated from His Majesty the Emperor of Russia,
who in the spring of last year addressed au invitation to His Majesty's
Government to be represented at it. A similar invitation was at the same
time sent to some forty-seven other States. The note conveying this invitation

also indicated certain topics which it was thought might usefully be discussed
at the Conference and which may be summarized as follows :

(I) Improvements to be made in the provisions of the Convention
respecting the pacific settlement of international disputes regarding beth the
Court of Arbitration and the International Commissions of Inquiry.

(II) Additions to be made to the provisions of the Convention of 1899
respecting the Laws and Practices of Land Warfare, among others the opening
of hostilities, the rights of neutrals on land, &c., consideration of the Declarations
of 1899 and the question of the renewal of the one that has lapsed.

I Par|. Papers, Misc. No. 1 _1908), p. 11.
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(III) Elaboration of a Convention respecting the Laws and Practices of
Naval Warfare concerning-

(A) The special operations of naval warfare, such as the bombardment
of ports, towns, and villages by a naval force, the laying of mines, &c.

(B) The transformation of commercial vessels into war-ships.
(C) The private property of belligerents at sea.
(I)) The period to be accorded to commercial vessels in leaving

neutral ports or those of the enemy after the outbreak of hostilities,
(E) The rights and duties of neutrals at sea, among other questions

that of contraband, the treatment to which the ships of belligerents should
be subjected in neutral ports, destruction by force majeure of neutral ships
of commerce as prizes.

(F) Arrangements relative to land warfare which should be made
equally applicable to naval warfare.

(IV) Additions to be made to the Convention of 1899 for the adaptation
to naval warfare of the principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864.

3. In accepting this invitation, His Majesty's Government expressed the
opinion that the subjects above indicated might, as a whole, be freely discussed
with advantage, but they thought it desirable to reserve generally the right to
abstain from taking part in the discussion at the Conference of any of the
questions mentioned in the programme, should the discussion take a form
unlikely, in their opinion, to lead to any useful result. Several other Powers
have, as you are aware, made a similar.reservation.

4. His Majesty's Government further reserved to themselves the right of
suggesting the discussion of other cognate questions of international interest
not specifically mentioned in the programme. Foremost among such questions
is that of expenditure on armaments, which His Majesty's Government have
from the first been desirous of seeing discussed at the Conference. They felt it
was better to have a discussion, even if it did not lead to a satisfactory
conclusion. Discu_ion without result would, at any rate, have kept the door
open for continuing negotiations on the subject. Whereas, to put the question
aaide would seem like an admission that it was hopeless, and had receded

since the first Conference, of which it was the prime object. They felt that,
this being a question on which perhaps there must be many discussions, and
even failures, before progress is made, even a failure to secure a definite result
was better than no discussion at all.

5. His Majesty's Government have accordingly reserved their right to
bi4ug this question forward at the Conference, and have told the United States'
Government, who have made a similar reservation, that they would support
them in promoting a discussion. If, therefore, the United States' Delegates
bi_ng the subject forward, it will be your duty to support them. But, after
the apI_rently final declaration of the German Government that under no
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circumstances would they take any pa_ in such a discussion, it is doubtful how
far it would be expedient to proceed with it. The position of Germany beth as
a military and a naval Power is such that it is difficult to regard as serious any
discussion in which she does not take part. His Majesty's Government would
be most reluctant that anything should take place at The Hague Conference,
summoned, as it is, in the interests of peace, that would be of a nature to cause
friction or ill-feeling. You will therefore consult closely with your United
States' colleagues, and ascertain what instructions they have, and consider with
them what line it is best to take.

6. The Spanish Government have also made a similar reservation on this
question, and their Delegates should also be consulted; and it is possible that
the Italian Delegates may also have some instructions as to the procedure to
be adopted.

7. Should it be decided that the subject shall be discussed and a practical.

proposal be invited, you are authorized to say that His Majesty's Government
would agree to a proposal that the Great Powers should communicate to each
other in advance their programmes of new naval construction. If this were
done, they might be led to realize how closely in some cases the naval
construction of one Power is dependent upon that of another; and an
opportunity would be given for negotiations with the object of reducing the
programmes, before the Governments of the Great Powers were finally committed
to them by announcing them to their respective Parliaments. His Majesty's
Government are aware that this would not necessarily lead directly to any
reduction in expenditure, but they are hopeful that the mere fact of communica-
tion between the Powers would provide opportunities for negotiation that do
not now exist, and would tend to alleviate the burden of expenditure or retard

its increase. Though, however, they consider that this or some other proposal
put forward by another Power would be useful for the sake of the discussion to

which it would give rise, even if it were not eventually accepted you should not
put forward any proposal unless there be a general decision and a strong desire
that a discussion should take place, and unless it is made clear that such a
course will be taken in good part.

8. I now pass to the consideration of the various heads of the programme
in the order in which they are set out in the invitation :

I. Iml_o,oe,ments to be made ln tl_ePr_ of the _mvvmqon0f1899

resp_ng thePo_fw l_lettlmnent of Inter_t_nalL)_tea.

9. I am not awareof any proposahthat will be madeby other Powersfor
amending the provisions of this Convention, but I believe that Professor

de Martens will, with the concurrence of the Government of the Czar, suggest
certain amendments for increasing the utility of the " Commi_ion d'Enqu_te"
provided for in Articles IX--XIV of the Convention. The nature of the
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proposals is not at present known, but as at present advised, I see no reason for
thinking it likely that His Majesty's Govermnent will be unable to agree to
them, ff you and your colleagues report that you consider that they may be
introduced into the Convention with advantage.

10. His Majesty's Government, however, are anxious to secure the
adaptation of the machinery of the existing Tribunal, which was created by the
Convention, to the purposes of an International Tribunal of Appeal from the
decisions of belligerent Prize Courts affecting neutrals. The judgments of the
'_ibunal in such cases would probably prove the most rapid and efficient means
which can, under existing condition_ be devised for giving form and authority
to the canons of international law in matters of prize. It would no doubt be
necessary that the procedure of the Court should be formulated, and its powers
precisely defined, and that the Powers should hind themselves to employ the
executive of their Governments to enforce its decrees against their own subjects
or citizens. The advantages would far outweigh any difficulty that might arise
from the fact that some alterations in the municipal laws of this Country, and
probably also of other States, would be required. His Majesty's Government
consider that if The Hague Conference accomplishes no other object than the
constitution of such a Trib,mal, it will render an inestimable service to
civilization and mankind.

11. It is not improbable that the question of the choice of languages to be
used by and before the Permanent Court of Arbitration may be raised under
the present hen& By Articles XXX and XXXVIII of the Convention it is for
the Tribunal itself to decide this point, unless the parties have themselves
settled the language question in advance. His Majesty's Government are
aware that in some cases which have come before the Court this rule has been

found to involve practical difficulties, but, after careful consideration, they
have come to the conclusion that the existing arrangement is the best that can

hope to meet with general consent. You should accordingly not support any
suggestion which may be made at the Conference for altering the rules as to
the choice of languages.

II. Additions to be made to the Provisions of the Convention of 1899, respecting
the Zaws and Practices of Land Warfare, &c.

12. The Russian Government have mentioned the opening of hostilities
and the rights of neutrals on land as matters which might be treated in
additional stipulations. But beyond this indication, no intimation has reached
His M_esty's Government as to the precise measures or principles which are to
be brought forward for adoption. As at present advised they are not aware that
the necessity or advisability of any such additions to the Convention has made
itself felt in this country, and they have had no material before them enabling
them to foreshadowthe directionwhich a discussionon the pointsbriefly



mentioned in the Russian programme might take at the Conference. They
therefore feel unable to lay down any specific directions for your guidance in
the matter, and can only at thla stage express their readiness to give any
definite proposals which may eventually be made the earnest and impartial
consideration which the important nature of the subject deserves.

13. The declarations referred to in the Russian note were the agreements
to abstain from (1) the use of projectiles diffusing noxious gases ; (2) the use
of expanding bullets; and (3) the use of projectiles and explosives from balloons
for a term of five years, that were signed by a majority of the Powers at the
last Hague Conference, Great Britain, Germany, the United States, &c.,
dissenting. Should these questions be raised at the Conference, His Majesty's
Government think, as regards (1), that it is unnecessary for you to take the
initiative in proposing such a prohibition, although you should not dissent from
it if there should be a general consensus of the other Powers in its favour;
with respect to (2), that the restriction may be supported so far as warfare
between the High Contracting Powers is concerned; and with regard to (3),
you should support any proposal for the renewal of this prohibition.

III. _'laboratlon of a Convention rearloeaing the Laws and Praaicea of
Na/oal Warfare cerw,erning--

(A) The _pe_al Operations of Naval Warfare, such as the Bombardment of

Ports, Towns, and Villages, by a Naval Force, the laying of Mines, &c.

14. His Majesty's Government consider that the objection, on humanitarian
grounds, to the bombardment of unfortified towns is too strong to justify a

resort to that measure, even though it may be permissible under the abstract
doctrines of international law. They wish it, however, to be clearly understood
that any general prohibition of such practice must not be held to apply to such
operations as the bombardment of towns or places used as bases or storehouses
of naval or military equipment and supply, or ports containing fighting ships,
and that the landing of troops, or anything partaking of the character of a na_l
or military operation, is also not covered.

15. His Majesty's Government would view with satisfaction the abaudonr

ment of the employment of automatic mines in naval warfare altogether.
Failing the acceptance of such a total prohibition they earnestly hope that the
employment of these engines of war will only be sanctioned under the strictest

limitations. They would advocate an armagement by which the use of
automatic minas should be limited to territorial waters, and, ff possible, to

such portions of territorial waters as adjoin naval bases or fortified ports. All
mines thus employed should be effectively anchored, and so constructed that,'
in the event of their breaking ndr_ they would either antonmticany become

harmless or sink, and that in any. case their active life should not exoeed
a limited period of, say, six months.
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(B) Th_ Transformation of Commercial Vessels into War-ships.

16. As the best and surest means to meet the many difficulties arising in
connection with the question of the status, or belligerent character, of ships
engaged in naval operations, His Majesty's Government would like to see the
Powers agree upon some precise definition of a "war-ship." Having given their
attentive consideration to the problem in its many various aspects, they are of
opinion that if such definition is to cover all vessels which may be directly

associated with the warlike operations of a fleet_ it should establish and
comprise two categories of slfips, viz. : (A) fighting ships, and (B) fleet
auxiliaries. For these two classes of vessels, you might propose for acceptance
some such definition as the following :--

(A) "Any vessel under a recognised naval flag, officered and manned by
regular commission, and armed for the purpose of attacking an enemy, no
vessel being allowed to assume this status unless before leaving a national port,
or to surrender it except after arrival at one."

(]3) "A vessel under the mercantile flag of either a belligerent or
neutral State which is engaged in transporting troops or on duties bringing her
into direct communication with the belligerent fighting ships for the purpose of
assisting their operations, either by the conveyance of seamen, munitions of

war, fuel, provisions, water, or any kind of naval stores, or by executing repairs,
or by carrying despatches or information, and whether such ship sails in
company with the fighting ships or only meets them from time to time."

17. The general acceptance of definition (A), as supplemented by defini-
tion (B), coupled with a general undertaking that no vessel was to perform
fighting services unless qualified under definition (A), would, it is believed,
prove sufficient to prevent the issue by any Power of letters of marque (whether
such Power were a party to the Declaration of Paris or not), as none but
regulaxly commissioned men-of-war would have the status of "fighting ships."
You might with advantage ascertain the views of your United States' colleagues
on this subject, to which particular importance is likely to be attached by their

Government, special regard being had to the fact that, although conditiolmlly
refusing to sign the Declaration of Paris, the United States intimated their
intention of observing it during the war with Spain in 1898.

(C) The Pr_,mte Property of Belligerents at Sea.

18. It is probable that a proposal will be brought before The Hague

Canferenee to s_nction the principle of the immunity of enemies' merchant
shills and private property from capture at sea in time of war. His Majesty's
O_verament have given careful consideration to this questien, and the arguments
on both sides have been fully set out in the various papers which have been at

your disposal. They cannot disregard the Weighty arguments which have been
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put forward in favour of immunity. Anything which restrains acts of war is
in itself a step towards the abolition of all war, and by diminishing the
apprehension of the evils which war would cause, removes one incentive to
expenditure upon armaments. It is also possible to imagine cases in which
the interests of Great Britain might benefit by the adoption of this principle of
immunity from capture.

19. But, on the other hand, it must be remembered that the principle,

if carried to its logical conclusion, must entail the abolition of the right of
commercial blockade. Unless commercial blockade is discontinued there will

be constant interference with an enemy's ships, and constant disputes as to
what constitutes an effective blockade. And when such disputes have once
arisen between belligerent Powers it is obvious that the one which considers
itself aggrieved by the application of commercial blockade to any of its ports
would cease to respect the immunity of the merchant ships and private property
of its enemy, wherever they were to be found. It seems to them, therefore,

that it is impossible to separate this question of immunity from capture from
that of commercial blockade; and that the question to which His Majesty's
Government have to apply themselves is whether they should agree to a proposal
which would deprive the British navy in time of war of the right of interfering
with an enemy's merchant ships or property, and of the power of commercial
blockade.

20. The British navy is the only offensive weapon which Great Britain
has against Continental Powers. The latter have a double means of offence:
they have their navies and they have their powerful armies. During recent
years, the proportion between the British army and the great Continental
armies has come to be such that the British army operating alone could not be

regarded as a means of offence against the mainland of a great Cont'mental
Power. For her ability to bring pressure to bear upon her enemies in war
Great Britain has, therefore, to rely on the navy alone. His Majesty's Govern-
ment cannot therefore authorize you to agree to any Resolution which would
diminish the effective means which the navy has of bringing pressure to bear

upon an enemy.
21. You should, however, raise no objection to the discussion of this

question of immunity from capture at the Conference, nor should you refuse to
participate in it_ nor need you necessarily take the initiative in opposing a
Resolution if brought forward. If at some future date the great Continental

armies were to be diminished, and other chRnges favourable to the diminution
of armaments were to take place, the British Government might be able to
reconsider the question. If, for instance, nations generally were willing to
diminish their armaments, naval and military, to an extent which would
materially relieve them from the apprehension of the consequences of war,
and by rendering aggression difficult would make war itself improbable;

and if it became apparent that such a change could be brought about by an
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agreement to secure this immunity from capture at sea under all circumstances,
and was dependent upon it, the British Government might feel that the risks
they would run by adhering to such an agreement and the objections in

principle now to be urged against it, would be outweighed by the general gain
and relief which such a change would bring. But at the present time they are
unable to assent to a Resolution which might, under existing conditions, so
limit the prospective liability of war as to remove some of the considerations
which now restrain public opinion from contemplating it, and might, after the
outbreak of war, tend to prolong it.

(I)) The P_od to be accorded to Commercial Vessels in leaving Neutral Ports
or those of the Enemy after the Outbreak of Hostilities.

22. It has been customary on the outbreak of hostilities for belligerents to

grant certain days of grace to enemy and neutral ships. In the view of His
Majesty's Government the allowance of such an interval before the strict rifles
of hostilities are enforced should, as indeed the term "days of grace" implies,

be treated purely as a matter of grace and favour, and not as one of right, and
they are of opinion that any fixed rule on the point would be undesirable, as
the circumstances of each case must necessarily differ. It will be to the
general interest of this country to maintain the utmost liberty of action in this

(E) The Rights and Duties of Neutrals at Sea: among other Questions that of
_ontraband; the Treatment to which the Ships of Belliger_s should be
subjected in Neutral Ports; Destruct_m by force majeure of Neutral Ships
of Commerceas Prizes.

23. Many questions in regard to neutrality obligations may be raised at
the coming Conference as a result of the experience of the late war between
Russia and Japan. On the general principles involved nations are agreed, but
in the application of these principles great divergence in the standard of obliga-
tions adopted by different Powers is sure to arise. Rules based on the following
principles would, His Majesty's Government consider, help to clear the
situation :--

(a) Neutrals shall not allow their territorial waters to be used for
l_urposes which will directly assist a belligerent in operations of war.

(b) Neutrals shall not allow fighting ships, or ships built or equipped,
wholly or partly, for fighting purposes to leave their ports or territorial waters
after the outbreak of war with the intention of assisting either of the

belligerents.
(c) The customary maritime facilities known as "hospitality" shall not

be withheld.
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(d) A neutral State is not called upon to enforce the observance of the

restrictions imposed upon trade by a belligerent by declarations of contraband,
but must not assist in their violation.

(e) A neutral shall not allow the entrance of prizes into its harbours
unless the prize is in want of fuel or supplies, or in actual danger on account of
bad weather or unseaworthiness.

24. Great Britain as a belligerent is not likely, in any conditions which
can at present be foreseen as probable, to have to depend on the assistance of

neutrals in the direct carrying out of operations of war. Her interests as
a neutral require uniformity of practice on the part of neutrals generally, and
it would be desirable that the rules which obtain in this country as regards the
obligations of neutrality should, if possible, obtain international sanction at the
Conference.

25. With regard to contraband, many most difficult questions arose during
the late war. These cases were sufficient to show that the rules with regar_ to
contraband that were developed at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning
of the nineteenth centuries are no longer satisfactory for the changed conditions
under which both commerce and war are now carried on. His Majesty's

Government recognize to the full the desirability of _reeing neutral commerce
to the utmost extent possible from interference by belligerent Powers, and they
are ready and willing for their part, in lieu of endeavouring to frame new and
more satisfactory rules for the prevention of contraband trade in the future, to
abandon the principle of contraband of war altogether, thus Mlowing the oversea
trade in neutral vessels between belligerents on the one h_nd and neutrals on

the other, to continue during war without any restriction, subject only to its
exclusion by blockade from an enemy's port. They are convinced that not
only the interest of Oreat Britain, but the common interest of all nations will
be found, on an unbiassed exRmination of the subject, to be served by the
adoption of the course suggested.

26. In the event of the proposal not being favourably received, an endeavour
should be made to frame a list of the articles that are to be regarded
contr_hancL Your efforts should then be directed to restricting that definition
witch the narrowest poss_le limits and upon lines which have the point of
practical extinction as their ultimate aim.

27. If a definite list of contraband cannot be secured, you should support
and, if ne_e=ssary,propose regulations intended to insure that nations shall

publish during peace the lists of articles they will regard as eontrsband during
,m_r, and that no change shall be made in the list on the outbreak of or during
host_2ities.

28. A list might be prepared and submitted for adoption by theConfemnco,
specifying the articles which in no event shall fall within the enumeration of

contrsband, e.g., mails, food-stuffs destined for places other than beleaguered
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fortresses, and any raw materials required for the purposes of _ful industry.
It is essential to the interest of Great Britain that every effective measure

necessary to protect the importation of food supplies and raw materials for
peaceful industries should he accompanied by all the sanctions which the law of
nations can supply.

29. His Majesty's Government would further be glad to see the right of
search limited in every practicable way, e.g., by the adoption of a system of
C_onsnlarcertificates declaring the absence of contraband from the cargo, and
by the exemption of passenger and mail steamers upon defined routes, &c.

30. If an arrangement can be made for the abolition of contraband His
Majesty's Government would be willing, for their part, that it should also
extend to what are technically known as the "analogues of contraband,"
via, the carriage of belligerent despatches and of persons in the naval and

military services of a belligerent in cases where the rendering of such services
by the neutral was not of such a kind or so great in extent as to identify the

neutral vessel with the belligerent forces, and bring her within the definition of
war-ship which His Majesty's Government are anxious to secure.

31. The object which His Majesty's Government have in view, as you are
aware, is to limit, so far as may be, the restrictions that war entails upon

legitimate neutral trade, and they feel that the extent to which this is possible
in connection with the "analogues of contraband" is a matter that must be
worked out in detail at the Conference.

32. Upon one point, however, they do desire to lay particular stress.
The question of the carriage of enemy despatches cannot be entirely separated
from that of mails in general, and they would welcome, and wish you to do all
you can to secure, an arrangement under which mail packets or bags in transit
on board a neutral ship, in accordance with the provisions of the Postal Conven-
tions, should be inviolable, even though such mails should contain despatches for
a belligerent, and the neutral vessel carrying such mails should not be subjected
to any interference for so doing except in the case of her endeavouring to violate
a blockada

33. The subject of the treatment of interned belligerent vessels appears to
be included in the Russian programme under the heading, "R_gime auquel
seraient soumis les bAtiments des belligfirants clans les ports neutres." His
Majesty's Government hold that while the war-ship of a belligerent taking
refuge in a neutral po_ must, failing her departure within twenty-four hours,
be interned, the question of her ultimate disposal is one which it would be best
.to leave to be dealt with under the terms of the Treaty of Peace. You will no
doubt remember that one of the conditions of peace put forward by the Japanese
Plenipotentiaries at the negotiations at Portsmouth, U.S.A., but afterwards
abandoned, was the surrender to Japan of the Russian war-ships which had
taken refuge at Kiao-chau, Shanghae, and Saigon, and which had there been
interaed.
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34. As regards the sinking of neutral prizes, which gave rise to so much
feeling in this country during the Russo-Japanese war, Great Britain has always
maintained that the right to destroy is confined to enemy vessels only, and this

view is favoured by other Powers. Concerning the right to destroy captured
neutral vessels, the view hitherto taken by the greater Naval Powers has been
that, in the event of it being impossible to bring in a vessel for adjudication,
she must be release& You should urge the maintenance of the doctrine upon
this subject which British prize courts have, for at least 200 years, held to be
the law.

IV. Additions to be made to the Convention of 1899 for the Adaptation to
Nwoal Warfare of the Principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864.

35. A Convention of fourteen articles, applying the principles of the Geneva
Convention of 1864 to maritime warfare, was signed by the Powers represented
at The Hague Conference of 1899, Article X (respecting the landing of the
shipwrecked, wounded, or sick of a belligerent Power at a neutral port) being
excluded at the time of ratification both by this country and the other Signatory
Powera The Russian programme contemplates supplementary provisions to
the Convention, which are to deal only with the treatment of shipwrecked,
wounded, or sick men, and with vessels employed for these purposes, and His
Majesty's Government see no reason why they should withhold their consent to
such provisions, if proposed at the Conference, provided that misuse of the
privileges involved can be prevented.

36. In addition to the subjects mentioned in the Russian programme, His

Majehty's Government believe that a discussion will be initiated by the
Government of the United States on the question of the employment of armed
force for the collection of ordinary contract debts due to the subjects or citizens
of a Power by other Governments. This practice is viewed with great disfavour
on the American Continent, and the objections to it have become embodied in

a principle known as the "I)rago Doctrine." His Majesty's Government
consider that you may express a general adherence to the "Drago Doctrine,"
subject to the limitations mentioned in section 4 of the "Instructions to the
United States' Delegates to the Third International Conference of American
States," a copy of which was communicated to my predecessor by the American
Ambassador on the 7th November, 1906. That is to say that, as a general
principle, the debts of a State to the private subjects of another State are not
to be collected by the employment of coercive measures in the nature of war,

although occasions may, and do, occur when the non-payment of public debts
is accompanied by such circumstances of fraud and injustice or violation of

! Treaty obligations as to justify the resort to force as a means of compelling

_ payment. Each case, as it arises, must be considered on its merits, and the

,; Government of the injured individual must decide in each case whether the
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i general rule has or has not been overstepped to a degree sufficient to justify or
demand interference.

37. Another matter which may be raised at the Conference is the extension
of the 3-mile limit as the normal boundary of territorial waters. His Majesty's
Government are opposed to the extension of the 3-mile limit. It is now
accepted by practically every country, and to enlarge such limit on account of
the longer range of modern artillery or other cause would introduce uncertainty
into what is now defined and settled, and would only increase the area over

'which the preservation of neutrality is obligatory upon a neutral Power, thus
tending to diminish the sphere of action of the strongest navy, and to add to
the difficulties of the weaker Powers.

38. The foregoing observations and directions will place you in possession
generally of the views of His Majesty's Government on the various points set

out in the Russian programme. More precise instructions will, if necessary, be
furnished to you from time to time as occasion may require.

39. I inclose a Full Power under the Royal sign manual, which will enable
you and your co-Plenipotentiaries to sign with or without reservations, and
subject to ultimate ratification by the King, any Convention which may result
as the outcome of your labours, and I request you to keep me fully and
constantly informed of the proceedings of the Conference, which His Majesty's
Government will watch with the greatest interest.

Iam, &c.

(Signed) E. GREY.

H. 40



ADDENDA AND ERRATA.

P. 79, line 16, for "American" read "United States" and so elsewhere on pages 79 and 80.

P. 112, Art. 19, 1907, and throughout references in the French text, for "Voyez"read
" Voir."

P. 164, note 1, add La Deuz. Confer. T. n. pp. 84, 89, 121-135, 210-369, 377--404, 440-2,
572-589, 711-771.

P. 170, last line, for "M. de M6rey" read "M. M6rey de Kapos-M_re."

P. 184, note 1, add La Deuz. Confer. T. n. pp. 180-144, 548-553, 916-925.

P. 199, line 1, for "should" read "must."

P. 202, note 1, add La Deva. Confer. T. xH. pp. 163-179, 253-5.

P. 245, Art. 44, 1907, insert "by a belligerent" after "any compulsion."

P. 247, Art. 49, 1899, for "military necessities" read "the needs of the army."

P. 256, note 1, add La Deuz. Confer. T. m. pp. 8-15, 101-148, 233-248.

P. 290, note 1, add La Deuz. Confer. T. m. pp. 34-45, 51-98, 179-232, 256--288.

P. 294, last line, for " 18" read "19."

P. 306, last line but one, for "these" read "they."

P. 815, note 1, second line, cancel "of this work."

P. 403, note 2, line 9, for "universal trading" read "universally binding."

P. 540, note 2, for "especially No. 5" read "especially No. 4."
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